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AMERICAN LITERATURE.*

[From the Boston Quarterly Review for January, 1839.]

Mk. Emekson in this oration professes to discuss the sub-

ject of literary ethics. He speaks of the resources, the sub-

ject, and the discipline of the scholar.

The resources of the scholar are proportioned to his con-

fidence in the intellect. They are coextensive with nature
and truth. Yet can they never be his, unless claimed with
an equal greatness of mind. He must behold with awe the
infinitude and impersonality of the intellectual power

;

learn that it is not his, that it is not any man's ; but the soul

which made the world ; that it is all accessible to him, and
he, as its minister, may rightfully hold all things subordi-

nate and answerable to it. He must feel that he stands in

the world as its native king ; that he may inhale the year as

a vapor ; and give a new order and scale to the grand
events of history. He is the world ; and the epochs and
heroes of chronology are pictorial images in which his

thoughts are told. So must the scholar feel. All things are

his, and he is equal to all things, nature and its laws, life

and its deeds, the world and its events.

And not only must the scholar feel his right, but he must
claim and exercise it. He must assert and maintain .his

spiritual independence ; feel that he is a new man, and that

the world into which he comes is not foreclosed ; is not

mortgaged to the opinions and usages of Europe, Asia, or
Egypt. Every man, as to his spiritual independence, comes
into a new world, and may roam as freely over it, as if he
were the first-born of time. Every man is an Adam in the
garden, and may summon all creatures before him, distribute

them into their classes, and give them their names. No
one is bound to follow the classifications, or to adopt the
names given by his predecessors. Creation is born anew
with every new-born soul ; and each new-born soul may hear
the sons of the morning singing with joy over a new-created
world. In plain terms, the whole field of thought and ac-

* Literary Ethics ; An Oration delivered before the Literary Societies of
Dartmouth College, July 2Jf, 1838. By Ralph Waldo Emerson. Bos-
ton : 1838.
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5i AMERICAN LITERATURE.

tion are open to the scholar, and he must, to avail himself

of his resources, feel that he comes into the world as free

as the first-born man ; that he is bound by none of the

opinions, or usages of those who have preceded him ; that

he has the right to read all nature with his own eyes; and
is in duty bound to form his own creed, his own life-plan,

his own system of the Universe.

The subject offered to the scholar is as broad as his re-

sources. His subject to-day is the same that it was yester-

day. Nothing has been exhausted ; science is yet in its

cradle ; literature is to be written ; and poetry has scarcely

chanted its first song. The perpetual admonition of nature

to us is, " The world is new, untried. Do not believe the

past. I give you the Universe a virgin to-day."

Latin and English poetry sing us ever the praises of nat-

ure, and yet poetry has hitherto conversed with only the

surface of things. Its chants reveal to us nothing of the

handsome things of nature. The poet has not seen and felt

for himself. All is yet undescribed, almost unattempted.

The man who stands on the sea-shore, or who rambles in the

woods, seems to be the first man that ever stood on the

shore, or entered a grove, his sensations and his world are so

novel and strange. Nature still awaits her poet, and listens

to catch the strains of the voice that shall sing her praises

worthily.

Civil history is yet open to the labors of the scholar. The
past shall wear a new aspect as each new man of genius

looks upon it. Since Niebuhr and Wolf, Roman and
Greek history have been written anew. Maj' not a new Nie-

buhr and Wolf be needed to re-write them ? Is the story

told, and its lesson fixed for ever ? Let a man of genius

pronounce the name of the Pelasgi, of Athens, of the Etru-

rian, of the Roman people, and under what new aspect

do we instantly behold them! Are there not still new
aspects under which they may be seen ? Who can say

what shall be the new aspect under which the next man of

genius shall reveal them ? As in poetry and history, so in

all other departments. There are few masters or none.

Religion is yet to be settled on its fast foundations in the

breast of man ; and politics, and philosophy, and letters, and
art. As yet, we have nothing but tendency and indication.

Such are the resources and the subject of the scholar. The
world is his ; but he must possess it, by putting himself into

harmony with the constitution of things. He must be a
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«olitary, laborious, modest, charitable soul. He must em-
brace solitude as a bride. He must have his glees and his

glooms alone. His own estimate must be measure enough
;

his own praise reward enough for him. We live in the sun

and on the surface of things,—a thin, plausible, superficial

existence, and talk of muse and prophet, of art and creation.

But out of our shallow or frivolous way of life how can great-

ness ever grow ? We must go and be dumb ; sit with our
hands on our mouths a long Pythagorean lustrum ; live in

corners, and do chars, and suffer, and weep, and drudge,
with eyes and hearts that love the Lord ; by silence, se-

clusion, austerity, pierce deep into the grandeur and secret

of our being ; and so diving, bring up out of secular dark-

ness the sublimities of the moral constitution. How mean
to go blazing, a gaudy butterfly, in fashionable or political

saloons, the fool of society, the fool of notoriety, a topic for

newspapers, a piece of the street, and forfeiting the real

prerogative of the russet coat, the privacy, and the true

and warm heart of the citizen

!

But we give it up. We cannot analyze one of Mr. Emer-
son's discourses. He hardly ever has a leading thought, to

which all the parts of his discourse are subordinate, which
is clearly stated, systematically drawn out, and logically en-

forced. He is a poet rather than a philosopher,—and not al-

ways true even to the laws of poetry. He must be read not
for a work of art, which shall be perfect as a whole, but for

the exquisite beauty of its details ; not for any new or strik-

ing philosophical views, but for incidental remarks, frequent
aphorisms, valuable hints, rich and original imagery and il-

lustration. In all his productions, the decorations strike us

more than the temple itself, and the shrine evidently sur-

passes the god. Nevertheless, he always selects an impor-
tant topic for his discourses, and furnishes us subjects which
well deserve our consideration. This is something.

In reading Mr. Emerson's various productions, and in

listening to his lectures, we obtain the impression that he
thinks very meanly of the past achievements of the human
mind. JSTo poet according to him has ever yet seen the sea-

shore, or entered a grove ; and nobody but himself has ever
heard the " wild geese scream." As it regards American
scholars, they have done nothing to redeem the pledges we
made the world, when we adopted free institutions. Ameri-
can Literature can scarcely be said to have a being. Not
that we want men who write Yerj clever books, and make
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commendable verses wliich fill up the corner of a newspaper
witli much respectability, and look very decent in a scrap-

book, or lady's album ; but of the higher literature, which

addresses itself to the higher faculties of the soul, and is the

out-speaking and the embodiment of the national life, we
have produced nothing worth naming. And worse than all

this, we seem to have no adequate conception of what
American literature should be, and what it is capable of be-

coming. Why is tliis, and what is the remedy ?

This is the question which is laboring in his mind, and

which he appears to be striving to answer. One of the chief

causes, he thinks, is our want of faith in the intellect.

Wanting faith in the intellect, we attempt no great intellect-

ual effort, and therefore produce nothing intellectually great.

We have no faith that great things may be done, and there-

fore do not attempt to do great things. The remedy here

is to increase and confirm our faith in the intellect, to learn

that the intellectual power, which develops itself within us,

is the power that made the world, and therefore infinite and

inexhaustible.

Another cause is our want of confidence in ourselves.

We regard ourselves as born in the dotage of the world,

and out of work, except to treasure up in our memories, and

mimic as we may in our lives, the sayings and doings of the

giants, who lived long ago, when the world was in its prime.

Genius has no vocation
;
poesy has sung her swan-song

;

philosophy is finished ; the sciences are completed ; creeds

are all determined ; opinions made up ; miracles ended, and

the book of prophecy is closed. Sad creatures are we !

—

born long ages too late, after all the work cut out by the

Almighty for thought, fancy, imagination, genius, is com-

pleted ! We are doomed to idleness, and by idleness to im-

becility. The spiritual nature is useless, and must be dis-

charged. We sink our humanity, and become mere prudent,

calculating animals ; content to labor for a little worldly

wealth, to fill the belly or clothe the back; to flutter in a

saloon, or to catch a breath of empty applause from brainless

fellow-mortals ; to be complaisant and decorous ; to provide

for a commendable funeral, a showy coflin, and a respectable

tombstone.

To remedy this evil, we must cease to look back to learn

what has been, around to learn what is, and must look into

ourselves to learn what we are, and what we can do. Man
is man to-day as much as he was six thousand years ago ; and
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country as in any other. Men in mfe pastwere great, were
heroes. Be it so. Men in the present are also men, and
naay be great, may be heroes, if they will but act out the
divinity that is slumbering in tliem. Our senses are as acute,
our minds as penetrating, our bodies as finely moulded and
as firmly knit, our limbs as active and as vigorous, and our
souls as capable of swelling with noble thoughts, with rich
affections, and of burning with as pure, as free, and intense
a love for the true, the beautiful, and the good, as theirs
who lived in the past, and before whose shadows we pros-
trate ourselves with such servile devotion. Nature is ever
i-enewed, and is as fresh now, as when belield by the divine
bards of old ; and is as open and as beautiful to us, as it was
to them. We stand as near to God as did the prophets, who
had " open vision " and conversed with him face to face

;

and we may be inspired, illuminated by his spirit, as well as
they were. The whole spiritual world is ours. Truth,
beauty, goodness, are not monopolized, foreclosed. God
has not disinherited us, nor left us no employment. Every
man has an indefeasible right to the Universe, and may labor
in what part of it he pleases; in work which commends it-

self to his taste and genius ; and be his own producer ; and
in his own way too. He need labor where others have
labored, and be their imitators, not unless it be his .choice.
He may whistle his own tune, and sing his own song. No-
body has the right to insist on his obligation to imitate the
tone or gestures of others. He may pitch his voice to his
own key, and modulate it to his own ear. Plato, Bacon,
Cousin, have philosophized

; let who will philosophize also,

and be a Plato, a Bacon, a Cousin, not by imitating them,
but by claiming and maintaining that right to philosophize
for one's^ self, which they claimed. We must assert our
spiritual independency, or never shall our minds act freely,
and show forth the divine stuff they are made of. And
witliout free, strong, and varied action, no living literature

;

no original creations ; no works of art, worthy of the age, of
the country, of man.

^
This may be true, if understood in strict reference to

literature, and what are usually considered the higher walks
of ai-t and science; but we are not disposed to regard the
American mind as strikingly deficient in originality and in-

<lependence. We doubt if"there ever was a country'in which
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the people had more faith in the intellect, or less of servility

to the mind of other ages or other countries. We may not
be ready at once to adopt every new notion or new doctrine,

which may be set forth in metaphysics, theology, morals,

aesthetics ; but we are by no means backward in considering

and adopting every thing, which promises to be an improve-
ment in agriculture, manufactures, the mechanic arts, com-
merce, and navigation. In these matters we are not want-
ing in faith in intellect, nor are we slaves to routine, to es-

tablished usage, to fixed opinions, to the teachings of other

ages, other countries, other men. We create for ourselves,,

and our creations are by no means despicable. The Amer-
ican ship is not a servile copy of a foreign model. The
Yankee exercises his own original genius in its construction ;.

and he mans and works it in his own way. The Patent

Office may bear witness that we are cunning to seek out

many inventions. Our political institutions can hardly be
termed a copy, a tradition, a reminiscence. They are origi-

nal. In whatever direction the American mind is turned,

it is self-confiding, original, creative. Hitherto it has been,

turned almost exclusively in a material direction ; to the re-

alization of progress in our external condition; not to the

j-ealization of progress in the moral and intellectual sciences.

With us, genius has come forth into practical life ; instead

of the marble statue, it gives us the ship ; for a picture, it

gives us a mule or jenny ; for systems of metaphysics and
ethics, it gives us raih'oads, canals, and steamboats ; for the

novel or the poem, it furnishes us with an improved system
of legislation, ministries to the poor, and universal educa-

tion ; and for an elevated and living literature, it creates an,

elevated and living people. Grenius has come out of the

cloister and the university, and creates in the shij)-yard and
the smithy, reasons on 'change, and sings in the music of

the axe, the hammer, and the loom, giving dignity to labor

and the empire of the world to the laborer.

Shall we complain of this ? Is this all low utilitarianism?

Why is it that our minds have been carried away in an out-

ward direction ? In this world there is a reason, and usually

a pretty good reason, for whatever is. Nothing is arbiti-ary,

or the production of blind chance. It is not by accident

that a people at a given epoch is wliolly intent on improving
its outward condition, all engrossed in useful lal)ors : and at

another epoch, equally intent on spiritual progress, and en

srussed with the embellislunents of life. It is true that we-
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have not, as it concerns high literary matters, that full faitli

in intellect which may be desirable ; and it is true, that in

such matters, we depend too much on the taste, criticism,

and opinions of others. But what then ? Our first and

most urgent work in this country was not the creation of an

original literature. Give the whole American people that

peculiar self-trust and faith in intellect, called for in the

oration before us, and every man, woman, and child would

be soaring into the regions of ideas, or seeking in vain a

pathway through the wilds of imagination ; the useful arts

would be neglected ; the fields would lie fallow ; commerce

would languish; manufactures would fail; silence would

reign in the workshops ; and nakedness and starvation cover

the land. Nature ordains that we provide for the body,

before we provide for the soul ; that we obtain those things

without which life is not possible, before we attempt life's

embellishments.

We have a few misgivings about the propriety of this

declamation, in which some of our scholars are beginning to

indulge, against the utilitarian pursuits of our age and coun-

try. We are not quite sure but we ought to be very thank-

ful for these pursuits. Perhaps this business world on

which the scholar looks down, is fulfilling a higher mission

than it or the scholar dreams of. We can hardly persuade

ourselves, that the young man, who has no means of living

but by his daily labor, can be applauded for neglecting all

useful labor and devoting his whole time to playing the flute

or the fiddle. Why not ? Music is one of the fine arts, and

to play the flute or the fiddle well is an elegant accomplish-

ment ; and why not then applaud the young man who de-

votes himself to it at the expense of his worldly fortunes ?

What is true of individuals is true of nations. Let a nation

provide for its physical well-being, let it provide ior the

easy subsistence of all its citizens, before it takes itself to

fiddling or flute-playing.

We commenced in this country poor ; we had little be-

side our hands, our wits, and our self-confidence. We had

a savage world to subdue, and by our labors a wilderness to

convert into a fruitful field. We had this to do also for the

whole people. In the Old World the mass of the people are

drudges, and we know not but always must be drudges.

There a few may study life's embellishments,^ because the

drudges are at hand to furnish them with subsistence. But

here, all must be drudges or none ; so long as drudgery is
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necessary, all must drudge; and when a part enter into tlic

paths of elegant literature, the mass must enter. If at any

previous epoch in our history, a number of our people suffi-

ciently large to secure success had engaged solely in liter-

ary pursuits, and labored exclusively for progress in the

s|)iritual order, they must have imposed an extra amount of

drudgery on the rest; for scholars, all spiritual as they

would have us believe them, have bodies and stomachs, and

require food and raiment, as well as the drudges themselves,

and in general of a somewhat superior sort too ; they would
have established a literary caste, which, when it is a caste, is

no better than a sacerdotal caste, or a military caste ; di-

vided the community by a broad and distinct line into two
classes, of which one would have been regarded as alto-

gether superior to the other. The scholars would have con-

stituted a nobility ; they would have glorified themselves,

—

boasted the dignity of their pursuits ; and, speaking to the

mind and passions of the people, they would have had all

things pretty much in their own way. The drudges, mark-
ing the leisure and apparent ease of the scholars, their free-

dom from man}^ of the cares, vexations, and hardships of or-

dinary life, would have regarded them as a privileged

class, a superior order of beings ; and in return, they would
have looked upon themselves as a doomed race, lying under
the curse of God, bound to the dust they cultivated, and

fated to live and die mere beasts of burden. Now this

would have been at war with the mission of this country.

A literary class, as such, we cannot tolerate. They who
call for a literary class, and lal)or diligently to create one,

were they not impotent, should be regarded as our worst

enemies. Here, no man can safely be exempted from the

ordinary duties of practical life. The scholar must be a

man of business, and do his own share of the drudgery.

We confess, therefore, that we are beginning, of late, to

look favorably on the business habits of our countrymen,
and to declaim less and less against their money-getting

|)ropensities. It is, in fact, a real cause for gratitude to

God, that our whole population has been carried away in a

material direction, engaged in the accumulation of material

wealth. Not that literature is unimportant, not that prog-

ress in the spiritual order is not in the last degree desir-

able and imperative ; but because it is as desirable and as

imperative in the case of all men, as in the case of a few
;

and because it can be possible in the case of all men, only
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on the condition that all men be placed in such circum-
stances, as to their physical wants, that with moderate labor
tliey can obtain a respectable subsistence. It was necessary
then in the first instance, to cut down and clear away the
eternal forest, to break the stubborn glebe, and convert
the barren field into a garden, to build up our manufactures,
to extend and perfect our commerce, and so to augment and
distribute the wealth of the country, that all our citizens
should have the requisite independence and leisure for the
cultivation of their minds. And this could not have been
done, had not our whole people been carried away in a ma-
terial direction.

It is said, that the whole nation has been absorbed in the
pursuit of wealth. We admit it, and rejoice that it has
been so. It is a proof of the unity of our national life

;

that we all move together, feel the pulsations of one heart,
and engage as one man in whatever is the work for the mo-
ment. It is also a proof that we are an earnest race, and
that what we attempt, we attempt with our whole heart

;

that we throw our whole being into our work, and live and
move but in it and for it. This is a noble trait of charac-
ter. It is full of promise. It assures us that whatever the
nation undertakes, it shall accomplish ; that when it has
provided for the most pressing wants of the body, and
turned its attention to the creation of a literature, it shall

bend its whole soul to it, and create a literature which shall

•deserve and receive the world's admiration. The very in-

tensity with which we pursue wealth is full of hope. It

proves that the pursuit of wealth can be only a temporary
pursuit, that we must soon satisfy our material wants, and
be ready to engage with similar intenseness in providing for
the wants of the soul.

The pursuit of wealth, we are told again, is a low, de-
grading pursuit, proceeding from a mean and sordid am-
bition. It can in no sense compare with the elegant and
ennobling pursuit of letters. The business man, counting
dollars and cents, and balancing his losses and gains, is a
low and servile being compared with the scholar, whose
soul is unbound, whose thoughts are free to roam over the
universe, to commune with all nature, and to rise to close
intimacy with the " first Good and first Fair." " The
scholar is the favorite of Heaven and Earth, the excellency
of his country, the happiest of men. His duties lead him
•directly into the holy ground, where other men's aspirations
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only point. His successes are occasions of the purest joy

to all men. Eyes is he to the blind ; feet is he to the lame."^

Is there no "optical illusion" in all this? Is there not

here, in this estimate of the comparative dignity of litera-

ture and business, no want of independence ? Is there na
slavishness to what we have been tauglit,—to the mind of

the past? What occasion is there for the men of letters

to scorn the men of business? Is this business world a&

contemptible as the literary world would fain make us be-

lieve ? Genius has not hesitated to weave a garland of

fadeless flowers around the brows of ancient heroism and

later chivalry, and why should it hesitate to do the same for

modern business, since there is many a merchant moved by
as heroic and chivalric aspirations as ever moved an ancient

hero or a mediaeval knight ? "We often suppose that the

merchant is moved by mere love of gain, that his ruling-

motive is avarice ; but we are greatly mistaken. The mer-

chant fits out his ships with as lofty feelings, as those with

which an ancient monarch led forth his armed followers to

make conquests. He loves excitement ; he has a taste for

the adventurous ; and he longs to act a conspicuous part in

great events. The great and active man is in him ; the-

soul of the chivalric knight is in him ; and it is only

in immense business calculations and business enterprises,,

that the spirit of the age allows him to act out what
is in him. It is not the littleness, but the greatness, of hi&

soul, that leads him to cover the ocean with his rich

" argosies," and to lay every clime under contribution. Now
we ask, wherein is this merchant-prince less honorable, less

glorious, than the warrior-prince, around whom men of let-

ters love to cluster, and whom they conspire to deify ? His-

enterprises are infinitely more serviceable to humanity.

In all ages of the world, business pursuits have been re-

garded as ignoble. Kings and military chieftains, tyrants

and " man-killers," royal and noble hunters, have passed for

the representatives of God on earth ; while the honest laborer

has been accounted low and vulgar, a menial, a slave. Is

not this contempt, which men of letters cast on the men of

business, a tradition of the old contempt with which they

looked upon all useful labor? Is it not a reminiscence of

the times when all useful labor was performed by slaves, or

by the ignorant and vulgar, and when the " better sort

"

lived in idleness and luxury, or engaged only in war or

"manly sports"? If so, the business world has not yet
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succeeded in rendering labor perfectly honorable. The-
patent of its nobility bears a too recent date ; the scholar
remembers the time when it was plebeian and accounted
vile. But does the scholar well to remember this ? Has
he a right to look down on the man of business ? and is he
aiding the cause of humanity by sowing dissensions between
those who labor to accumulate wealth for the body, and
those who are seeking to create wealth for the soul ? The
scholar, in fact, ought to be chary of producing a disgust,
a loathing for the practical duties of life, or of undervaluing
those pursuits without which society and life must fail, or
worse than fail. Instead of regarding the material improve-
ments of society, efforts to perfect political institutions, and
to increase the physical comforts of the people, as low, sor-

did, mercenary, he should elevate them to the rank of liberal

pursuits. His mission is to ennoble business, and to make
drudgery the path to honor, as it is to independence. He
may, and he should, point out the abuses into which the
business world falls,—the errors it commits,—the low stand-
ard of morals it adopts ; but he should also seek to combine
business with literature,— as we would practice with theory,—and make it felt to be not beneath the dignity of the most
learned man, the most accomplished scholar, to enter the
arena of politics, to cultivate a farm, to manage a shop, to en-
gage in manufactures, or commerce. The business world
doubtless has its errors ; its morality is of too low an order

;

its aims are not high enough ; many of its practices are in-

jurious to society ; many of its members are purely selfish,

and fall far below the standard of even its own morality

;

its politics are short-sighted and selfish, deficient in enlarged
views and true policy ; but nevertheless the more closelywe
examine it, the more we see it in all its bearings, the more
shall we find in it to approve, and the better satisfied sliall

we be with the mission it is fulfilling.

Moreover, we believe the charge brought against the
American people, of being exclusively devoted to money-
getting, of being great lovers of money, is altogether too
sweeping. The American people are far, very far, from be-

ing supreme lovers of money. They have no disposition ta
hoard. Not a native-born miser can be met with in our
whole country. "We pursue wealth indeed to a great ex-

tent, but not as an end. We pursue it not for its own sake,,

but as a means ; because we crave independence and would
possess what wealth alone can purchase. The majority start
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in life poor, obliged to depend on their own exertions for

the means of living. Thev are obliged, for a time at least,

to struggle hard ; they are made to feel the evils, the slights,

the inconveniences of poverty ; the consideration, influence,

ease, and pleasures of which it deprives them ; and they

seek with great earnestness, by all the means in their power,

to escape it ; to cease to be mere drudges, living and toiling

but for the human animal ; to gain independence, and a

position by which they can take rank as men amongst men,
and act a useful and respectable part in the a£fairs of society.

What is there in this to blame ? The end is surely honor-

able and elevated ; and the most we can say is, that the

means adopted are not the most appropriate, or that some
few forget the end in the means. No doubt many among
us continue tlie pursuit of gain, long after the original rea-

sons which induced them to adopt that pursuit have ceased

to exist ; but they do it not from the mere love of money,
but from the force of habit; from the pleasure they And in

doing to-day what they did yesterday ; from the excitement,

the emplojnnent afforded by their business exercises; and
because they must, in order to enjoy themselves, do some-
thino; and there is nothino-else thev are fitted to do. Those
among us who are most absorbed in money-getting, and who
acquire wealth fastest, often spend it faster than they ac-

quire it, proving thus that they value something else more
than they do money. There is nothing miserly, sordid,

mercenary in the American disposition. We are fond of

show and consideration, anxious to be thought well of both
at home and abroad, of holding a respectable social rank,

and of gathering around us the comforts and elegances of

civilized life ; and so far as wealth can contribute to this end,

we love and seek it ; but no further. The man who seems
wholly absorbed in counting dollars and cents, and balancing

his losses and gains, may on close inspection be found to be
moved by an honorable ambition, and to be contributing not

a little to the means of moral and intellectual progress.

This general and absorbing pursuit of wealth, which seems
so low and mean to the man of letters, is, moreover, essential

to the existence and success of the scholar. A poor people,

a people sunk in the depths of poverty, all whose thoughts
and exertions are needed to gain a mere subsistence for the

human animal, can never be expected to contribute any
thing to the cause of letters. Men must be taught to read,

and have leisure to read and reflect, before they can either
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become scholars or the audience of scholars. This instruc-

tion and this leisure can be obtained only on the condition

that there be a certain independence as to the means of liv-

ing. The scholar cannot be far in advance of his country-

man, at least not far in advance of the class to which he ad-

dresses himself. He never appears alone. He may surpass

his brethren ; but there will be always many near him, who
reach the goal almost as soon as he. He must have compet-
itors. He must have an audience, a public. This is always

an indispensable condition of his existence. Give the audi-

ence, and the speaker will present himself; the public, and
the philosopher will bring forth his theories, the scholar un-

fold his treasures.

ISTow in this country the whole people must constitute the

audience, the public. The scholar here must speak not to a

clique, a coterie, but to the entire nation. The hrst thing to

be done, then, is to make the whole nation a " lit audience.'^

To talk of a " fit audience though few," betrays an entire

ignorance of the age and the country. This is neither

the age nor the country for scholars to consult only the tastes

of scholars, and to address themselves only to a literary no-

bility. He who would be an American scholar must address

himself to the whole American people ; and his own attain-

ments cannot far outrun the capacity of the masses to com-
prehend and relish his speech. It follows from this, that

the first requisite to the scholar's success, in this country, is

to make the whole nation a nation of readers, and to secure

to the great mass of the people the leisure necessary to at-

tend to the subjects on which the scholar discourses. The
mere ability to read, however, is not enough. He who has

worked all day with his hands, and sits down at night fa-

tigued with the day's labor, and harassed in mind about the
employment of the morrow, can hardly be expected to read

and relish the profound and finished compositions of the

true scholar. Kow this very business world, against which
we war, is the most active in teaching all to read, in pro-

viding the means of universal education. And how, with-

out this general and absorbing devotion to money-getting,

is the general wealth of the country to be sufiiciently aug-

mented to allow the leisure we have determined to be nec-

essary ?

We go still further ; we say that the general attention to

business in this country is itself favorable to the growth of

mindj to moral, spiritual progress. We could verify this
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assertion by history, were we so disposed. But we ask,

what can more tax the mind and call forth its powers than

the pursuits of commerce? Can the merchant make his

calculations, extend his business to all parts of the world,

without mental exertion ? All industrial employments re-

quire more or less of skill and science. The desire to be-

come rich, and quickly rich, stimulates improvements, seeks

out inventions, makes perpetual demands on science to

abridge the process. Many an ordinary mechanic in our

city makes use of a science that a Newton might have been
proud to own, and employs a mental power equal to that

which discovered the law of gravitation, and determined
the laws of the universe. The more intense the desire to

accumulate wealth, the more use will be made of science

;

consequently the more employment will be given to mind,

to intellect. The business world is in no sense inferior in

active intellect to the world of letters ; all the difference is

in tlie application.

Nor is American literature, as it is, to be condemned out-

right. True, not much is to be said of our regular built

books ; but we have newspapers. Our newspapers are con-

ducted for the great mass of the people, by men who come
out immediately from the bosom of the people, and they of

necessity express the sentiments of the people. They con-

stitute, therefore, in the strictest sense of the word, a popu-

lar literature. And scattered through our newspapers and
popular journals, may be found more fine writing, more true

poetry, genuine eloquence, vigorous thought, original and
<;omprehensive views, than can be found in the classics of

either France or England. All the elements of the soul by
turns are appealed to, and in turn find their expression

;

all subjects are discussed, and on all sides too ; and often

with a clearness and depth which leave little to be desired.

Your most ordinary newspaper not unfrequently throws you
off an essay, that it would be impossible to match in the

writings of Addison, Steele, or Johnson.

The great merit and wide circulation of our newspapers

and periodicals, are doubtless the cause of the meagreness of

our " book " literature. They are a ready channel through

which he who thinks can communicate his thoughts to the

public; and they therefore supersede the necessity, in some
measure, of writing books. They answer the most urgent

wants of the people, talk to the people on the topics on

which they are thinking, discuss the subjects in which they
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feel an immediate interest ; and therefore lessen the demand
for more elaborate productions. At least this is their effect

for the moment. But in the end they will increase the de-

mand for more elaborate productions, by calling forth the

ability and giving the preliminarj^ information necessary for

understanding and relishing them. The newspaper gives

us a general view of all matters, and therefore prepares us

for a special view of any particular matter. Not to insist

then on the newspaper as affording in fact a definitive liter-

ature, we cannot fail to perceive that it must end in creating

a taste for literature ; in preparing a literature ; in leading

directly to its creation ; and that so long as we sustain it, we
can by* no means be said to be doing nothing for literature.

It may be alleged that our newspaper literature, whatever

its excellence, is so scattered, so mixed up with what is im-

pure and noxious, and withal presented in so frail and per-

ishing a form, that it can neither be made available nor pre-

served. But it is preserved
;
perhaps not on the shelves of

the student's library, but in the hearts and intellects of the

people ; in the actions it prompts, and in the public meas-

ures, the adoption of which it secures. And this is enough.

A literature is of no great value any further than it becomes
absorbed into the popular mind, and constitutes an integral

part of the life of the people ; and a literature which be-

comes so absorbed, can hardly be said to be unavailable.

But passing over all we have thus far said, admitting all

that may be urged against the business pursuits of our coun-

trymen, and the meagreness of American literature ; we
must still call in question the soundness of the doctrine set

forth in Mr. Emerson's oration. This oration teaches us, if

we understand it, that the creation of a literature is a thing

entirely dependent on the individual will ; that a man has

nothing to do but to rise up and say. Be there produced a

literature that shall command the world's homage, and forth-

with it shall be. Now in point of fact, few things are less

dependent on mere will or arbitrariness than literature. It

is the expression and embodiment of the national life. Its

character is not determined by this man or that, but by the

national spirit. The time and manner of its creation are de-

termined by as necessary and invariable laws, as the motions

of the sun, the revolutions of the earth, the growth of a tree,

or the blowing of a flower. It is not by accident that this

man sings and that one philosophizes^, that this song is sung,

and this system of philosophy is brought out now and in this
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country ; and tliat another song is sung and another system
of philosophy is broached, at another time and in another
country. The thing is predetermined by the spirit of the

afire and nation. It depended not on Homer alone to sing.

He sung because his song was in him and would be uttered.

The god moved, and he must needs give forth his oracle.

The choice of his subject, and the manner of treating it, de-

pended not alone on his individual will. It was given him
by the belief in which he had been brought up, the educa-
tion which he had received, the spirit, habits, beliefs, preju-

dices, tastes, cravings of the age and country in which he
lived, or for which he sung. Had he been born at the
court of Augustus, or of Louis XIV., he had not sung the
wrath of Achilles and prowess of Hector ; or if he had, it

Avould have been to listless ears. His song would have taken
no hold on the affections, and would have died without an
echo. He might even not have been a poet at all.

This notion, which some entertain, that a national litera-

rnre is the creation of a few great men, is altogether falla-

cious. Chaucer, Shakspeare, and Milton, Spenser, Pope,
and Johnson are not the creators of English literature ; but
they are themselves the creatures of the spirit of the Eng-
lish nation, and of their times. Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke
are not the authors of English philosophy, they are but its

interpreters. Great men do not make their age ; they are

its effect. They doubtless react on their age, and modify
its character ; but they owe their greatness not to their indi-

viduality, but to their harmony with their age, and to their

power of embodjdng the spirit, the reigning views of their

age aiul country. Know the great men of a country, and
you know the country : not because the great men make it,

i)ut because they embody and interpret it. A great man is

merely the glass which concentrates the rays of greatness

scattered through the minds and hearts of the people ; not

the central sun from which they radiate. To obtain an ele-

vated national literature, it is not necessary then to look to

great men, or to call for distinguished scholars ; but to ap-

peal to the mass, wake up just sentiments, quicken elevated

thoughts in them, and direct their attention to great and
noble deeds ; the literature will follow as a necessary conse-

quence. When a national literature has been quickened in

the national mind and heart, the great man is sure to appear

as its organ, to give it utterance, form, embodiment. Be-

fore then his appearance is impossible.
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We find also some difficulty in admitting the notion that
the scholar must be a solitary soul, living apart and in him-
self alone ; that he must shun the multitude and mingle
never in the crowd, or if he mingle, never as one of the
crowd ; that to him the thronged mart and the peopled city

must be a solitude ; that he must commune only with his

own thoughts, and study only the mysteries of his own be-
ing. We have no faith in this ascetic discipline. Its ten-

dency is to concentrate the scholar entirely within himself,
to make him a mere individual, without connexions or sym-
pathies with his race ; and to make him utter his own indi-

vidual life, not the life of the nation, much less the universal
life of humanity. He who retires into the solitude of his

own being, in order to learn to speak, shall never find a
companion to whom he can say, " How charming is this sol-

itude ! " He who disdains the people shall find the people
scorning to be his audience. He who will not sympathize
with the people in their sentiments and passions, their

joys and sorrows, their hopes and fears, their truths and
prejudices, their good and bad, their weal and woe, shall

gain no power over the mind or heart of his nation. He
may prophesy, but it shall be in an unknown tongue ; he
may sing, but he shall catch no echo to his song ; he may
reason, but he shall find his arguments producing no convic-
tion. This is the infiexible decree of God. We can make
the people listen to us only so far as we are one of them.
When God sent us a Redeemer, he did not make him of the
seed of angels, but of the seed of Abraham. He gave him
a human nature, made him a partaker of flesh and blood, in

like manner as those he was to redeem were partakers of
flesh and blood, so that he might be touched with a sense
of human infirmities, sympathize with our weakness, and
through sympathy redeem us. So he who would move tlie

people, influence them for good or for evil, must have like

passions with them
; feel as they feel ; crave what they crave

;

and resolve what they resolve. He must be their represent-
ative, their impersonation.

He who has no sympathies with the people, and who finds
himself without popular influence, may console himself,
doubtless, with the reflection that he is wiser than the peo-
ple ;

that he is above and in advance of his age ; that a few
choice minds understand and appreciate him ; and that a

succeeding generation shall disentomb him,—posterity do
him justice and dedicate a temple to his memory. Far be

Vol. XIX—

2
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it from us to deprive any man of such consolation as this
;

but for ourselves, if we cannot succeed in commanding to

some extent the attention of our own age, we have no hope
of succeeding better with a future and more advanced age.

He who is neglected by his own age, is more likely to be

below his age than above it. We recollect not an instance

on record of remarkable posthumous literary fame, in oppo-
sition to the decision of the people during the man's life-

time. Posterity often reverses the judgments our own age
renders in our favor ; rarely, if ever, the judgments rendered
against us. We speak not here of the judgments rendered

by professional judges, but by the real, living, beating heart

of the people. We therefore, notwithstanding we have ex-

perienced our full share of neglect, derive very little con-

solation from the hope that a coming age will do us better

justice. Alas, it is that " better justice," we most dread.

If we have failed to interest our own age, how can we hope
to interest the age to come ? Is it not as likely to be our

fault as that of the age, that we do not reach its heart ? We
always distrust the extraordinary merits of those, who at-

tribute their failures not to their defects, but to their excel-

lences, to the fact that they are above the vulgar herd, and

too profound to be comprehended, till the age has advanced
and called into exercise greater and more varied intellectual

powers. We are disposed to believe that of our scholars the

greater part may attribute their failures to the fact, that they

have drawn their inspirations from books, from the past,

from a clique or coterie, and not from the present, not from
the really living, moving, toiling and sweating, joying and

sorrowing people around them. Did they disdain the peo-

ple less, did they enter more into the feelings of the people,

and regard themselves strictly as of the people, and as set-

ting up for no superiority over them, they would find tlieir

success altogether more commensurate with their desires,

their productions altogether more creditable to themselves,

and deserving of immortality.

Moreover, we doubt whether we show our wisdom in

making direct and conscious efforts to create an American
literature. Literature cannot come before its time. We
cannot obtain the oracle before the p^'thoncss feels the god.

Men must see and feel the truth before they can utter it.

There must be a necessity \ipon them, before they will speak

or write, at least before they will speak or write any thing

uorth remembering. Literature is never to be sought as an
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end. We cannot conceive any thing more ridiculous than

for the leading minds of a nation to set out consciously,

gravely, deliberately, to produce a national literature. A
real national literature is always the spontaneous expression

of the national life. As is the nation so will be its literature.

Men, indeed, create it ; not as an end, but as a means. It

is never the direct object of their exertions, but a mere in-

cident. Before they create it, they must feel a craving to

do something to the accomplishment of which speaking and
writing, poetry and eloquence, logic and philosophy are nec-

essary as means. Their souls must be swelling with great

thoughts—struggling for utterance ; haunted by visions of

beauty they are burning to realize ; their hearts must be
wedded to a great and noble cause they are ambitious to

make prevail, a far-reaching truth they would set forth, a
new moral, religious, or social principle they would bring

out and make the basis of actual life, and to the success of

which speech, the essay, the treatise, the song are indispen-

sably necessary, before they can create a national literature.

We feel a deep and absorbing interest in this matter of

American literature; we would see American scholars in the

highest and best sense of the term ; and we shall see them,
for it is in the destiny of this country to produce them ; but

they will come not because we seek them, and they will be
produced not in consequence of any specific discipline we
may prescribe. They will come when there is a work for

them to do, and in consequence of the fact that the people

are everywhere struggling to perform that work. How
eloquently that man speaks ! His words are fitly chosen

;

his periods are well balanced ; his metaphors are appropriate

and striking ; his tones are sweet and kindling ; for he is

speaking on a subject in which his soul is absorbed ; he has

a cause he pleads, an idea he would communicate, a truth

he would make men feel, an end he would carry. He is

speaking out for truth, for justice, for liberty, for country,

for God, for eternity ; and humanity opens wide her ears,

and her mighty heart listens. So must it be with all men
who aspire to contribute to a national literature.

The scholar must have an end to which his scholarship

serves as a means. Mr. Emerson and his friends seem to us

to forget this. Forgetfulness of this is the reigning vice of

Goethe and Carlyle. They bid the scholar make all things

subsidiary to himself. He must be an artist, his sole end is

to produce a work of art. He must scorn to create for a
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purpose, to compel his genius to serve, to work for an end
iDeyond the work itself. All this wliich is designed to dig-

nify art is false, and tends to render art impossible. Did
Phidias create but for the purpose of creating a statue ?

Was he not haunted by a vision of beauty which his soul

burned to realize ? Had the old Italian masters no end
apart from and above that of making pictures ? Did Homer
sing merely that he might liear the sound of his own voice?

Did Herodotus and Thucydides write but for the sake of
writing, and Demosthenes and Cicero speak but for the

purpose of producing inimitable specimens of art ? Never
yet has there appeared a noble work of art which came not

from the artist's attempt to gain an end separate from that

of producing a work of art. Always does the artist seek to

affect the minds or the hearts of his like, to move, persuade,

convince, please, instruct, or ennoble. To this end he chants

a poem, composes a melody, laughs in a comedy, weeps in

a tragedy, gives us an oration, a treatise, a picture, a statue,

a temple. In all the masterpieces of ancient and modern
litei'ature, we see the artist lias been in earnest, a real man,
filled with an idea, wedded to some great cause, ambitious ta

gain some end. Always has he found his inspiration in his

cause, and his success may always be measured by the mag-
nitude of that cause, and tlie ardor of his attachment to it.

American scholars we shall have ; but only in proportion

as the scholar weds himself to American principles, and be-

comes the interpreter of American life. A national litera-

ture, we have said, is the expression of the national life. It

is the attempt to embody the great idea, or ideas, on which
the nation is founded ; and it proceeds from the vigorous

and continued efforts of scholars to realize that idea, or those

ideas, in practical life. The idea of this nation is that of

democratic freedom, the equal rights of all men. No man,
however learned he may be, however great in all the senses

of greatness, viewed simply as an individual, who does not

entertain this great idea, who does not love it, and struggle

to realize it in all our social institutions, in our whole prac-

tical life, can be a contributor to American literature. AVe

care not how much he may write ; how rapid and extensive

a sale his works may find ; how beautifully in point of style

they may be written ; how much they may be praised in re-

views, or admired in saloons ; they shall not live and be

placed among the national classics. They have no vitality

for the nation, for they meet no great national want, satisfy

no national cravin":.
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In order to rear up American scholars, and produce a

truly American literature, we would not do as the autlioi

•of the oration before us, declaim against American litera-

ture as it is, against the servility, and want of originality

and independence of the American mind ; nor would we
impose a specific discipline on the aspirants to scholarship.

We would talk little about the want of freedom ; we would
not trouble ourselves at all about literature, as such. We
would engage heart and soul in the great American work.

We would make all the young men around us see and feel that

there is here a great work, a glorious work, to be done. We
would show them a work they can do, and fire them M'ith the

zeal and energy to do it. We would present them a great

and kindling cause to espouse; wake up in them a love for

their like,make them see a divine worth in every brother man,
long to raise up every man to the true position of a man,
to secure the complete triumph of the democracy, and to

enable every man to comprehend and respect himself, and
be a man. If we can succeed in doing this, we can make
them true scholars, and scholars who shall do honor to their

country, and add glory to humanity. When our educated

men acquire faith in democratic institutions, and a love for

the Christian doctrine of the brotherhood of the human
race, we shall have scholars enough, and a literature which
will disclose to the whole world the superiority of freedom
over slavery.

Let Mr. Emerson, let all who have the honor of their

country or of their race at heart, turn their whole attention

to the work of convincing the educated and the fashion

able, that democracy is worthy of their sincei'est hom-
age, and of making them feel the longing to labor in it?

ennobling cause ; and then he and they may cease to be

anxious as to the literary results. It will be because a man
has felt with the American people, espoused their cause,

bound himself to it for life or for death, time or eternity,

that he becomes able to adorn American literature ; not be-

cause he has lived apart, refused " to serve society," held

lone reveries, and looked on sunsets, and sunrise. If he
speak a word, " posterity shall not willingly let die," it will

not be because he has prepared himself to speak, by a scho

lastic asceticism, but by loving his countrymen and sym-
pathizing with them.
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[An oration, delivered before the United Brothers Society of Brown University,
at Providence, E. I., September 3, 1839.]

The anniversary of a literary society composed of young^

men, who are prosecuting, or who have just closed their

academical studies, can never be without its interest. It is

a season of pleasant recollection, and joyful hope. Litera-

ture, in the progress of events, has become a power, and
one of the mightiest powers of our times ; and whatever,
therefore, pertains to it, or to those who cultivate it, must
have a deep interest for all who have not yet to learn, that

their own lot is bound up with that of their kind.

The influence of literature on the destiny of nations, its

power to develop the energies of the soul, to purify the

taste, exalt the sentiment, enlarge the views, and advance
the civilization of mankind, were, perhaps, an appropriate

subject to be discussed on an occasion like the one which
now calls us together ; but I have thought that I should best

consult my own powers and your wishes, by choosing a more
limited, but I hope not a less interesting subject. I have
therefore, selected the hackneyed, but important subject of

American Literature. This is a subject which must be up-

permost in your thoughts, as scholars and as patriots.

Every young man who engages in literary pursuits, doubt-

less hopes to be able one day to do somewhat to advance

the literature of his country, and to exalt her intellectual

character in the eyes of the world.

In considering American literature, it will not be my ob-

ject to point out its various characteristics, or to dwell on
what it has already achieved. When the question is be-

tween us and foreigners, who reproach us for not having
accomplished more for the literature of the world, it may
become us to assume as proud an air, and to speak in as lofty

tones as we can ; but when the question is merely a domestic

one, and we are discussing it in our own family circle, it

behooves us rather to inquire why our litei'atnre has not at-

tained to a larger and healthier growth, and by what means
it may become wortliy of ourselves and of our country.

This inquiry is the subject to which I respectfully invite

your attention.
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Of American literature as it has been, and even as it now
is, not much is to be said flattering to our national vanity.

We have produced some works respectable for tlieir practi-

cal aims and utility ; we have brought forth much which
passes for poetry, but there is no great poem of American
origin, unless we call Barlow's Golumbiad such,—our only

national epic,—and we could make up but a meagre collec-

tion of national songs. Latterly, we have given birth to

some tolerable novels, and made a good beginning in history.

But, aside from the newspaper press, which we are some-

,what prone to underrate, we have produced nothing in the

literary way whereof to boast. We have no literature that

can begin to compare with the literature of England, tlie

literature of Germany, or that of France.

To what are we to ascribe this ? Many are somewliat

prone to ascribe it to the fact that we are a young people,

and have not lived long enougii to create a literature. They
may not be wholly wrong in this. In a political sense, and
in relation to the long future before us, we are undoubtedly
a young people. But there is a sense in which we are an

old people. We did not begin in this country as savages,

or as barbarians. Our fathers were of a civilized r;ice.

They brought with them to these western wilds, the polity,

arts, and refinements of civilized life. They could boast

one of the richest literatures of the world. Chaucer,

Shakspeare, Spenser, Bacon, Milton, were among our an-

cestors ; and the literatures of the Old World have ever

been open to us. The Bible and the classics have been in

our possession, and these lie at the bottom of all modern
literature. I have, therefore, not much confidence in this

plea of minority, on which our countrymen are so much dis-

posed to rely. We must seek the cause of the meagreness
of our literature elsewhere.

This cause is sometimes looked for in the democratic in-

stitutions which we have adopted. We have, it is said, no
court, the centre of fashion and elegance, to exalt the im-

agination, and give laws to taste ; no long line of titled

nobility, raised far above the people, and presenting us

models of excellence. We see, it is said, nothing great

among us, no elevated rank to which we may aspire, and
therefore can have no lofty ambition ; and having no am-
bition to be great we can produce nothing great. Our
minds and deeds of necessity sink down to the level of our

condition. This is the tory version of the matter, re-
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peated with sickening frequency in the Quarterly lie-

mew^ and kindred prints in the Old World and the New.
But there is nothing in democratic institutions to hinder
the expansion of mind, to check the play of fancy and im-

agination, or to impede free thought and free utterance. It

is true that we democrats have little room for the display of

that ambition which craves to be raised to the baronetage,

or to be called my Lord ; but we have in revenge ample
room for the workings of the somewhat loftier ambition to

be a man amongst men, and to devote ourselves to the ser-

vice of our God, our country, or our race. That democratic
institutions are not unfavorable to the creation of a free,

rich, and living literature, the saci'ed remains of Athenian
literature are amply sufficient to prove.

One of the real causes of the meagreness of our lit'erature

is to be looked for, I apprehend, in the fact, that we were
for a long time dependent as colonies on England. The
condition of colonists, which so long continued, generated a

feeling of dependence, a habit of looking to England for

direction in nearly all cases, which we have not yet wholly
surmounted. Colonists almost invariably regard the mother
country as their moral and intellectual superior. It is their

native land ; their home, to which they look back as exiles,

with deep yearning and tender recollection. In it are the

objects with which they are most familiar, which are dear

to the heart, and around which cluster all the hallowed asso-

ciations of childhood and youth. They boirow its language,

its laws, its customs, fashions, sentiments, and opinions.

Through these the mother country exerts an almost absolute

spiritual dominion over the colonies, which may be con-

tinued long after events shall have severed the political ties

which bind them together.

This is especially true, if the mother country be herself

really a noble nation, ranking among the foremost nations

of the civilized world, advanced in its literary and scientific

culture, and filled with the monuments of renowned ances-

try. England, we all know, has her faults ; her political

constitution is a medley of jarring and discordant principles,

and her administration is selfish, and rarely moral ; but,

nev^erthelcss, her people are among the most remarkable re-

corded in history. They want the sprightliness, the versa-

tility, the clear perception and the keen relish of the beau-

tiful, so characteristic of the ancient Athenians; the warm
household feelings, the strong religious faith, original and
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Y)rofoiind metaphysical thought of the modern Germans

;

the wit, the delicate taste, tlie expansiveness and sociability

of their neighbors, the Fi-ench ; but they are brave, enter-

prising, energetic, practical,—the Romans of modern history,

and a no inconsiderable advance on the Romans of antiquity.

At the epoch of the colonization of this countrj^ in their

political institutions, and social arrangements, in literature

and science, they were foremost among the leading nations

of Europe. They were to the colonists, and not without
some show of truth, to say the least, tlie first nation of the

world.

Possessing this character, and held in this estimation by
the colonists, England's dominion over their minds and
hearts is nothing wonderful. The loyalty natural to the

human heart, and especially to the English heart, which
leads us to reverence and obey what we regard as above us,

very naturally induced homage to England, and made us re-

<?eive her word as law. There was little for us to reverence

and obey in our wilderness homes. The colonists were few
in number, strangers to one another, at best companions in

exile. They were equals in rank, and very nearly equals in

wealth, and intellectual attainments. All that tliey had heen

accustomed to regard as superior to themselves, was in the

mother country. Where else, then, were they to look for

their spiritual sovereign ?

The colonists, we know, did in fact regard the mother
country with the greatest deference, and with child-like af-

fection. This is seen in the institutions they adopted, the

laws they enacted, the usages they perpetuated, and the

names they gave to their towns and villages. All these

speak of home, of fatherland. Everywhere did they seek

to reproduce England, or to erect monuments to her mem-
ory. They gloried in calling themselves Englishmen ; and
whatever was English, was right in their eyes,—unless it

conflicted with some immediate interest, or with their in-

terpretation of the Jewish and Christian codes. On these

latter points, our fathers showed no want of independence.

From England they imported all their articles of luxury,

and most of those of use ; from England, also, they received

their fashions, usages, and most of their sentiments and
opinions.

The revolution, which converted the colonies into inde-

pendent states, and sundered the political ties which bound
ns to Great Bi'itain, changed but little of all this. After the
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temporary animosity generated by the struggle for inde-

pendence had subsided, the affection of the people for Eng-
land revived in nearly all its former force. England was
still the mother country. She was still in our estimation,

if not in fact, our moral and intellectual superior. She con-

tinued to manufacture our cottons and woollens, our knives

and forks, our fashions, our literature, our sentiments and
opinions. We regarded her, after the revolution, in all but
political matters, as the superior and ruling nation. We
wished for her approbation ; we sought her sanction for

what we had done and were doing ; and were anxious that

she should own that we had not been naughty children in

running away from our mother and setting up for ourselves.

Here, if I mistake not, is a chief cause why we have made
no greater advances in literature. With this feeling towards
England, we must needs regard her literature as the model
of excellence, and anxious to commend ourselves to her
grace, we must needs conclude that, in order to do it, we
must write as much like Englishmen as possible. Feeling

ourselves inferior, we could have no confidence in our own
taste or judgment, and therefore could not think and speak

freely. We could not be ourselves. We could not trust the

workings of our own minds. We were safe only when we
thought as the English thought, wrote as the English wrote,

or sang as the English sang. But how the English thought,

wrote, or sang, we could, at the distance we were placed,

and the little intercourse we had with good English society,

know but imperfectly. When, therefore, we attempted to

write, we were like those who write in a foreign language,

which they have studied only late in life, and which they

have but imperfectly acquired. The energy of mind, due
to the subject we proposed to treat, was wasted in avoiding

Americanisms, and in trying to conceal the place of our
birth and education. We sank of necessity into servile im-

itators, into mere copyists ; and in seeking to write as Eng-
lishmen, abdicated our power to write as Americans, and as

men.
Whoever would attain to excellence in any thing, must

repose a generous confidence in himself. He must feel that

he is equal to what he undertakes. He must proceed calmly,

and with a conscious strength, to his task. If he doubts

himself, if he feels that he must make an effort, he must
strain, he will do nothing but betray his weakness. We
Americans, in literary matters, have had no self-confidence.
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Tliere is no repose in our literature. There is ever a strain-

ing after effect, a labor to be eloquent, striking, or profound.

This proceeds in a great measure from the fact, that we have

found our model of excellence, not in our own minds and

hearts, nor in human nature generally, but in the literature

of that land from which our forefathers came. Instead of

studying man, we have studied English literature ; instead

of drawing our inspirations from the universal reason, which

glows witliin and agitates the American heart, not less than

the English heart, we have sought them in the productions

of the English muse. We have written and sung, or at

least aimed to write and sing, for Englishmen, and to gain

the applause, or escape the censure of the English criric.

Hence our minds have been crippled, and our literature has

been tame and servile.

But so long as we retain the memory of our colonial de-

pendence on England, we shall not attain to literary excel-

lence. We shall attain to freedom and originality, and pro-

duce works worthy of admiration for their freshness and

power, not till we dare set up for ourselves; till we come to

feel that American human nature is as rich as English hu-

man nature ; that the emotions and the forms of speech,

natural to an American, are as proper in themselves, as

conformable to the laws of universal human nature, as those

natural to an Englishman ; and that Boston, New York, or

Providence, has as much right to decide authoritatively on

matters of taste and composition, as London.

Another cause of the meagreness of our literature, nearly

akin to the one just mentioned, if not growing out of it, i&

to be found in the fact that our literary men have been but

slow to accept our democratic institutions, and conform to

the order of things which our fathers established. Educated

in schools modelled after the English, early accustomed by

the literature they study, and the lessons of their professors,

to distrust the people, to look upon democratic institutions

as unfavorable to the development of genius, and to regard

the institutions of their own country as a doubtful experi-

ment, they have failed to imbibe the national spirit, and

have therefore been able to fetch but a feeble echo from the

national heart. Till quite recently, the literary men of our

country have not sympathized with the people, and have

had in their hearts no deep and abiding love, as they have

had in their minds no clear conceptions of the great doctrine

of equal rights, and social equality, to which this nation
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stands pledged. They may have had a tender concern for

the people ; thej may have been willing to labor to enlighten

them ; they may even have preferred a republican form of

government, but they have not been true democrats in their

hearts. There has been a great gulf between them and the

American people.

Now nothing is more certain than that the men, who
create a national literature, must be filled with the spirit of

their nation, be the impersonations of its wishes, hopes, fears,

sentiments. The American people are democratic,—I use

the word in its etymological and philosophical sense,—and

consequently the creators of American literature must be

democrats. It is not I that says this ; it is truth, it is phi-

losophy, and therefore if you dislike it, blame not me. No
man, who studies attentively the American people, can

doubt that their souls, however defective their utterance, or

crude their notions, are wedded to democracy. No party,

not believed to be democratic, can rise in the nation to even

a respectable minority ; and no measure, believed to be anti-

democratic, can stand any chance of success. We may deny
this, we may quarrel with it, and declare it altogether

wrong ; but so it is ; and it is only they who conform to it,

not from policy, but from the heart, from the real love of

democracy, and a full understanding of what it is, that can

do much to advance American literature. The fact, that the

majority of our literary men have been distrustful of the

majority, or opposed to it, is one reas'on why our literature

has not attained to a larger growth, and become more hon-

orable to the country.

Another cause why our literature has continued so mea-

gre, is to be found in the circumstances of our country,

whicii have made no great literary demands, and which

have turned our mental energies almost altogether in an-

other direction. Literature is not a nation's first want, any

more than reading and writing is the first want of the indi-

vidual. We are not, properly speaking, as I have said, a

young people, but ours is a young country. We received it

at a comparatively recent period, fresh from the hands of

nature. We have had the primitive forests to clear away,

the virgin soil to cultivate, commerce and manufactures to

call into existence and encourage, cities and villages to erect,

roads, canals, and railways to construct, in a word our whole

material interests to provide for, and the field of our future

glory to prepare. Here was our first work, and in this work
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we have shown our creative powers, displayed our skill and
energy, and done that whereof it is permitted us to boast.

While engaged in this work, we could not turn our atten-

tion to the cultivation of a national literature. Moreover,
while engaged in this work, while clearing away the forest^

planting the rose in the wilderness, and erecting cities and
villages where lately prowled the beast of prey, or curled

the smoke of the wigwam, literature adequate to our wants
was furnished by the mother country, of a lietter quality,

and at a cheaper rate, than we could furnish it for ourselves.

Here is, after all, the chief cause of the deficiency of our
literature, and the main reason why we have remained so

long the literary vassals of England.
The truth is, there has been, as yet, no great demand for

literature amono; us. We have been eno-ao-ed in no ffreat

work for the successful prosecution of which literature was
necessary, and the activity of our minds, and the sentiments

of our hearts, have found thus far their utterance in deeds
rather than in words. This remark, to those who have not

reflected, may seem of little importance. It may be thought
that literature, like virtue, is independent on time and place,

and may spring up wherever it is the will of scholars that it

should. But literature is no arbitrary creation. It is de-

pendent on higher laws than those of human enactment. It

comes only when it is needed, and co»nes always in a shape
and of a quality, in commercial phrase, to suit the market.

No matter what your schools are, or what is the number and
excellence of your scholars, you cannot force its growth, or

introduce it before its time.

Literature springs up only in those epochs when there is

some great work to be performed for the human race, when
there are great moral, philosophical, or social problems up
for solution, and when all minds and hearts are busy with
them. It never amounts to any thing in a nation or in an

epoch, where all is settled. China is full of schools and lit-

erary men ; and what is more, holds literature in the high-

est honor, and hnds her aristocracy in her scholars
;
yet has

China no literature worth naming. In that land of immov-
ability, of routine, where all is prescribed, where all change
is prohibited, and every thing must be to-day what it was
yesterday, what can literature be but an empty form, or an

endless repetition ? No new thought is there permitted, no
new problem ever comes up for solution, and what can lit-

erature find there to do ?
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If you consult literary history, you will find that there is

no literature, ancient or modern, which is not indebted for

its existence to some social fermentation, to some social

change or revolution, which has brought along a new class

of sentiments to be uttered, or raised up new problems to

be solved. The men who contribute to its existence or

frowth are always men affected by the movement spirit,

'hey are dissatisfied with what is. Weary of the present,

they look back and yearn for what appears to them the

serene past ; or they look forward to the future, see in their

mind's eye an unrealized good, which they must strive to

obtain. In this they do but represent their age. The spirit,

the hope, or the regret which agitates them, agitates the

mass. It is on this condition that they become popular, and
it is on the condition of becoming popular that their works
form a part of the literature of their epoch.

This fact will appear evident, if we glance at a few of the

more renowned literatures of the world. The most remark-
able literature of the ancient world, though of limited ex-

tent, is the Jewish. This literature lies at the bottom of all

modern literature. The Bible, more than Greek and Roman
literature, has influenced the scholars of modern Europe.
But this remarkable literature is not the gradual and regular

accumulation of centuries. It is the production of a few
but distinct epochs, and all these epochs are epochs of change,

or of fermentation. The first division marks the passage of

the Hebrew people, from the nomadic state to that of fixed

dwellings, and the wars consequent upon that passage ; the

second division is produced by the change of the govern-

ment from a theocracy to a monarchy ; the third is indebted
for its existence to the struggle between the national wor-
ship and the idolatry of the surrounding nations ; the Baby-
lonian conquest, the return from captivity, the rebuilding

of the temple, and the reestablishment of the national wor-
ship, are the great events which produce the rest.

The history of Grecian literature bears witness to the

same fact. We know not the exact date of the Homeric
poems, but they were evidently composed when the Grecian
mind was experiencing more than its wonted activity. The
Iliad marks an epoch when Greece was parcelled out among
petty princes, who oppressed their subjects, wasted their

lands, and devoured one another by perpetual wars. The
poet remembers or feigns a happier past, sighs over the pres-

ent, and pours out his soul to call the Grecian princes to
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union and peace. The Odyssey, though of a later date,

marks also an epoch of commotion, bnt less turbulent than
that of the Iliad. We see in the Odyssey the dawn of an
era of peace, some indications even of a nascent republican-

ism. Commerce begins to flourish, agriculture to attract

attention, and the various other peaceful arts begin to be
cultivated. Hesiod marks an epoch of transition. The
heroic ages have passed away ;

" the age of chivalry," as

Burke would say, "is gone." It is no longer an age of wild
adventure, rapine, and war. The cities are adopting a re-

publican rule, and striving to introduce something like civil

order. Still the evils of the precedent lawless life are fresh

in men's memories, and sadden their hearts. It is a period

of painful recollection, as well as of sweet hope. Much re-

mains to be done, and the poet steps forward with a grave
air and an earnest spirit to call men to the worship of the

gods and the cultivation of the earth, to a peaceful, religious,

and industrious life.

The Persian wars, that might}^ struggle betw-een Europe
and Asia, between the Past and the Future, in which the

Future so gloriously triumphed at Marathon, Platgea, and
Salamis, that fearful contest between the aristocratic element
and the democratic, of which Sparta represented the aristo-

cratic, and Athens the democratic, and that other contest,

moral and intellectual, excited between the advocates of the

national mythology and the new philosophy introduced by
Socrates, and carried so near perfection by the beautiful and
sublime genius of Plato,—these great struggles, and the

mighty questions they raised, occur in what we regard as

the most brilliant epoch of Grecian literature. When these

contests were over, the questions they raised disposed of,

Grecian genius fell asleep, and has not yet awaked.
Rome bears witness to the same. Rome existed for many

centuries without creating a literature. Her state was orig-

inally a monarchy ; subsequently it passed under the rule of

the nobles, where it continued till near the epoch of the

empire. But the democracy early made its appearance, and
began its struggle for its rights. It gained some slight con-

cessions in the Licinian law, and the establishment of the

tribunes ; it demanded a few of its rights virtuously and elo-

quently under the Gracchi, factiously under Marius, crim-
inally under Catiline, triumphantly under Julius Csesar ; it

was duped by Antony and Octavius, merged in the empire
under the Caesars, and expired in the last of the pr^torian
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guards, to be resuscitated in tlie camp of the Nazarenes by
the cross of Christ, The period in which this struggle was
fiercest is, as every tyro knows, that wliicli is denominated
tiie golden age of Tioman literature. The contest did not

indeed rage under the reign of Augustus, the period when
so many writers flourished, but all these wi-iters were born
and reared amid the strife, and had taken part in it.

The history of the church shows that its literature springs

up in its seasons of controvei'sy with paganism, heresy, phi-

losophy, or infidelity. When orthodoxy reigns unques-
tioned, and all is reduced to uniformity of opinion, literature

cannot flourish. The wild crusades, which rolled the hosts

of Europe upon Asia, filled with a spirit of religion, advent-
ure, and rapine, were followed by the troubadours and
minnesingers. The brilliant literature of modern Italy, im-

mortalized by the illustrious names of Dante and Tasso,

owes its birth to the struggle to reproduce or preserve the

municipal regime of republican Rome, and to the fermen-
tation of men's minds, which preceded and prepared the
Protestant reformation. The effort to maintain Protestant-

ism in England, and to give it supremacy over Catholicism,

is marked by the masculine literature of the age of Eliza-

beth. The richest portion of English literature belongs ta

the seventeenth century; and what is that century in Eng-
land, but an epoch of religious and political revolutions

defeated, rejected, or adjourned ? The French boast the

literature of the age of Louis XIV., and not without rea-

son. A literature which embraces the names of Bossuet,^

Fenelon, Corneille, Racine, and Moliere, not to mention
others, may well justify a nation's boast. But what is that

age but one of decided change in the constitution of the

state? With Louis XIV. ended the feudal monarchy in

France, and was constituted the imperial monarchy of
Rome, a monarchy representing, not the personal rights

of the barbarian chieftain, but the majesty of the state.

The later litei'ature of France belongs to the epochs in

which were elaborated in the public mind the revolution

of 1789, and that of 18S0. French literature has declined

since the present order of things has been established, and
that it has not declined still more, is owing to the fact that

there is still a powerful party in France struggling for an-

other revolution.

And amidst what circumstances has arisen the world-re-

nowned literature of Germany ? Surely, amidst the fierce
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hostility of the social and moral elements. The war of ele-

ments has manifested itself somewhat less in outward deeds

in Germany, than it has in France ; but it has been not the less

fierce on that account. Germany has felt the shock of the

contending elements, which for the last three-fourths of a

century has shaken the world. Everybody knows this has

been a period of wide and deep commotion. All that was
old, and hitherto deemed venerable, has been arraigned ; the

throne, the altar, and even the state have been summoned to

the bar ; the people, for almost the first time since history

began, have stepped upon the stage, and in rough tones de-

manded the right to play their part in the piece. Thrones
have been subverted, dynasties have been changed, old cus-

toms abolished, new systems, new usages, and almost anew
languagejntroduced. It has been a fearful age. The timid

have quaked, and the bravest at times have turned pale.

The whole world has seemed loosened from its fastenings.

Work of all kinds, for all heads, and for all hearts, has there

been. We have had kings to defend, nobilities to defend,

priesthoods to defend, religion itself to defend ; we have liad

new theories to put forth, illustrate, and reduce to practice
;

the whole movement party to support and urge onward, and
a clear and piercing voice to utter for the poor, the friendless,

and the down-trodden. All this has passed over the German
mind and heart, and found its utterance in her own Teutonic

tones, in a literature that the world will not willingly let die.

But why proceed further in the attempt to establish what
perhaps nobody will deny, that literature comes but when it is

bidden, but at those epochs when there is work to be done
for the human race ? In all the instances I have referred

to, as well as in the many I have passed over, there were
great questions at issue, grave problems up for solution, with

which the minds and the hearts of the multitude were busy
;

and the men who contributed to the literature were also busy

with these questions, these problems ; felt a deep and thrill-

ing interest in them ; were men who saw work to be done,

and came forth with what skill and energy were in tliem to

doit.

This rapid survey, which I have taken of a few points in

literary history, may teach us that we must not rely on our

schools nor on our scholars. If we have not already created

a literature, of which we need not be ashamed, it is because

we have not had a work for humanity to perform which de-

manded a literature ; and if we are to have a literature, we
must have some great work to do which will need it.

Vol. XIX-3
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The great questions wliicli have agitated Europe since the

middle of the last century, have never but partially agitated

us ; and so far as they have agitated ns at all. they were set-

tled by our political revolution. We secured then all that

the Old World has as yet contended for. We established then

a republican government, which was already established in

our convictions and in our habits, and we fancied that we
had solved the social problem for ever. The wild commo-
tion of the Old World has scarcely affected us. We have
listened to the distant roar of her contending hosts with un-

moved hearts and serene brows. We have stood upon the

mountain, with our heads bathed in clear sunshine, and be-

held the cloud below, seen the lightning flash and heard the

thunder roll at our feet, with a tranquil pulse. Had we felt

the same agitation that Germany felt, doubtless "vye should

have contributed our share to the literature of the epoch.

But in that fearful war we were not enlisted. We had served

our campaign and were honorably discharged.

But have we solved the problem for ever—finished the

work humanity gave us to do ? and is there henceforth

nothing for us but to rest from our labors and repose be-

neath the laurels won by our fathers? As we answer this

question, so must we answer the question whether there is

to be an American literature. You may demand an Ameri-
can literature, you may give yourselves up to its creation

with the generous enthusiasm of youth, and labor for it

through life with unflagging zeal ; but it shall be in vain,

unless your country be called to perform a great and glori-

ous work for the human race, and a work too for the suc-

cessful accomplishment of which a free, rich, and living lit-

erature shall be indispensable. This is the law of Provi-

dence, and you cannot withdraw yourselves from its action.

Have we then done our work ? Is there nothing more for

us to do?
Done our work? What meaji we? Has the world ful-

filled its mission, and is the human race about to be annihi-

lated ? One generation cometh and another goeth, but the

earth abideth for ever ; individuals die, but the race is im-

mortal. When an individual has fullilled its work it dies
;

all beings die, when they have nothing more to do, and the

human race itself is immortal only oh the condition that

there is for it an eternal task-work. But we are yet in the

infancy of the race; we have but just begun our work;
why then talk of its being ended ? As well might the in-
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fant that has achieved its first step, and ascertained that it

<^an walk without assistance, lie down and say there is noth-

ing more for it to do, Eternitx' is before us, and the prog-

ress of the race is illimitable. Let thought stretch its pin-

ions, soar to the highest point it can reach, and man in his

upward career shall rise above it.

But I need not resort to general principles to make out
my case. Whoever has eyes to see or ears to hear, cannot
iail to perceive that grave questions, problems of immense
magnitude, are coming up among us, and demanding a solu-

tion in tones which it is not in man to resist. The Old
"World is still engaged in the old war between the plebeians

and the patricians. The great struggle going on there need
not indeed alarm us, for it cannot come here. That struggle

has for its object, on the part of the people, not repul)lican-

ism in the state, nor equal wealth among the members of

society, but the abolition of rank, founded on birth. It has
never existed with us, and, as I have said, never can ; for

here birth confers no distinction. The struggle which is

coming up here is not between the high-born and the low-

born, between the gentlemen and the simplemen ; for, thank
God, we have learned that all who are born at all are well

born. It is to be a struggle between the accumulator of

wealth and the simple laborer who actually produces it

;

Ijriefly, a struggle between man and money. This struggle

has not yet fairly commenced in the Old World, but it must
come there and ultimately make the tour of the globe.

In the Old World, the interests of labor are, to a great ex-

tent, lost in the interests of the rich commoner, and will be,

so long as the rich commoner finds an hereditary nobility

above him. But here we have no hereditary nobility, no
titled rank, no privileges of birth. We have established

political equality, declared the lists open to all, and the prize

to the swiftest runner. But we have not obtained in prac-

tice the equality we have established in theory. There are

distinctions amongst us, inequalities, not without a long
train of grievous evils, which an increasing party will hold
to be compatible neither with the principles of our institu-

tions, nor with the true interests of humanity. The question
has already been asked, What are the boasted advantages
of a democratic government, if the people under it are to

be in point of fact cursed with all the evils of social inequal-

ity ? What avails it that I am declared equal to my neigh-

bor, when in fact I am regarded by him, and by myself,
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and by all others, as his social inferior, when he maj task

mj labor almost at will, and fix himself the wages he shall

pay me? when, in fact, he may live in ease and luxury
without labor, and I, an able-bodied man, and well skilled

in all kinds of labor, can by my simple labor but barely

keep myself and family from starving ? The question has
been asked, too. Can a rich man, a man who has accumulated
and possesses great wealth, be a good Christian ? There are

those among us who begin to suspect that Jesus meant some-
thing when he said, " It is easier for a camel to go through^

the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter the king-

dom of heaven." There are those who ask themselves,,

when they see the extremes of wealth and poverty which
meet us in our cities, bloated luxury and pining want side

by side, if this be a Christian order of things, if in-

deed this order of things is to last for ever. As a Christian^

am I not bound to love my fellow-men, even the lowest

and most polluted, well enough, if need be, to die for them,

as Jesus died on the cross for me ? Am I then permitted

to avail myself of the labors of others, so as to accumulate
an immense estate ; am I then permitted to live in luxury,

to feast on the rarities of every clime which commerce
procures me, while my brother languishes in poverty, while

the poor mother at my next door is watching, pale and ema-
ciated, over her starving boy, and the poor sempstress i&

prostituting herself so as not to die of famine ? You will

see at once that these are fearful and searching questions,

such as cannot be put in a tone of solemn earnest, without
shaking society to its centre.

Questions like these are coming up amongst us. We
may deny it, may seek to suppress them, or to hush the

matter up ; but come they will, and come they must. It

is not in my power nor in yours to suppress these questions.

We may regret as much as we will that they must come^
but nothing remains for us but to meet them. The whf)le

matter of wealth and labor, of the means by which wealth

is accumulated, of the relations between capitalists and la-

borers, of wages, which a French nobleman has pronounced
" a prolonged slavery," must come up, be discussed and dis-

posed of. To my view, questions relating to this matter,

are the most fearful questions which can be asked, and they

seem to me to involve a revolution to which all preceding

revolutions were but mere child's play. Questions of equal

magnitude have never come up for the discussion of human-
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ity, none which go so deep, or extend so far. It is not for

me to say wliat is to be the issue of this struggle between
wealth and labor, and this is neither the place nor the
occasion on which to decide the part the philosopher, the

Christian, the philanthropist, ought to take, I have not put
the questions I have for the purpose of answering them. I

merely point you to a war of two great social elements, de-

scribe to you its dominant traits, and say, in that war, on
one side or the other, we are all to enlist, and do battle as

best we may.
In the struggle of these two elements, true American

literature will be born. This struggle, which has already

•commenced, presents the conditions of its birth and its

growth. We have now to solve, not the question of politi-

cal equality, but the problem of social equality. This prob-

lem, if I have not wholly misconceived its magnitude and
bearing, will present work for whosoever has a hand, a head,

•or a heart ; and in the effort to finish this work, a litera-

ture will be born before which all the literatures now extant

may, perhaps, shrink into insignificance.

I confess, Brothers, that notwithstanding the fearful nat-

ure of the social contest I see coming on, I am not alarmed.

I even behold it with the joy with which the war-horse
snuffs the battle from afar. I behold it, and feel that I have
snot been born too early, nor too late ; that there is work
for me also, if I have but the skill and the courage to un-

dertake it. And as to the result, I apprehend nothing. I

have faith in principle ; I have faith in humanity ; above
all, I have faith in God. The right side in the long run
always comes up, and the cause is ultimately victorious

which ought to be victorious. Truth is never vanquished

;

right cannot be defeated ; nor humanity successfully be-

trayed. Onward through the ages humanity pursues its

•course. Kings, castes, nobles may attempt to block up its

path, but it pushes aside their feeble barriers, sweeps away
their bastilles, and passes on unobstructed through the mar-
shalled ranks of their armed soldiery.

Whoso would contribute to American literature, ought
indeed to reflect deeply on the nature and wants of his own
«oul ; ouglit to store his mind with the riches of ancient and
modern literature and science ; but he must engage in this

great work, live and labor with no thought of creating a

literature, but give himself up wholly to the work of solving

fiome 'great problem, or of making some great moral, relig-
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ious, philosophical, or social principle prevail. If in his

efforts to make what he believes theright cause triumphant,

he utter a true word, humanity shall catch it up and echo
it through eternity. He must be an active, living man, liv-

ing for his race and striving to do its work. The discipline

he needs is that which fits him to sympathize with human-
ity, and strengthens him to do battle in her cause. The
American poet must sing for the liuman race ; draw his in-

spiration, not from Castaly, or Helicon, but from the liu-

man heart ; and the orator must not study to turn and polish

his periods, but to kindle up his countrymen, to compel
them to arm and march against the enemies of freedom,
truth, justice, and love.

Rest easy. Brothers, as to literature. Regard literature

always as a means, never as an end. Early seek out a noble

end to be gained ; early wed yourselves to great principles ;.

early convince yourselves that you live for man, for truth,

for God, and you shall speak, write, or sing words that shall

not die, but which shall be life, and life-giving.

What will be the destiny of American literature, I know
not, and pretend not to foretell. But this much you will

permit me to say in conclusion, that God in his providence

has given the American people a great problem to work
out. He has given it us in charge to prove what man may
be, when and where he has free and full scope to act out

the almightiness that slumbers within him. Here, for the

first time since history began, man has obtained an open
field and fair play. Everywhere else, up to the present

moment, he has been borne down by kings, priests, and
nobles ; the loftier aspirations of his nature have been sup-

pressed, and the fire of his genius smothered, by unhallowed

tyranny. Long, long ages has he struggled under ever}'-

disadvantage ; and under every disadvantage, though oft

defeated, he has never despaired, or bated a jot of heart or

hope, but always rallied himself anew with fresh courage

and strength to the combat. Here, at length, he has gained

the vantage ground. No longer must he struggle for very ex-

istence ; no longer must he make a wall of his dead body to

protect his wife and little ones. His domestic hearth is

sacred, his fields are safe from the invader, and his flocks

and herds may graze unmolested. He can now choose his

ground. He may now abandon the attitude of defence and
assume that of attack. He has no longer to defend his

right to free thought and free speech," to the possession and
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use of himself. Here, thank God, we have no apologies to

offer for speaking out for man, for truth, for justice, for

freedom, for equality. We carry the war into the enemy's

country. We summon the oppressor to judgment ; the

adherents to arbitrary governments and heavy abuses to

stand forth and show cause, if they can, why sentence shall

not be pronounced against them.

Such is the position we now occupy, such the progress

we have made in working out the problem committed to

us. Shall we stop here? I do not believe we shall, I do

not believe that we shall prove false to our trust, or slight

our work. I seem to myself to see many proofs around

me, that we are beginning to comprehend more fully our

mission, and to prepare ourselves to engage in earnest for

its execution. I see this in the M'ide and deep agitation of

the public mind ; I see it in the new parties and associations

which every day is forming; I see it in the weighty prob-

lems, moral, religious, social, political, economical, which

both the learned and the unlearned are discussing ;
I feel it

in the new spirit which has of late been breathed into Ameri-

can publications ; and I recognize it in the increasing depth

and earnestness of American writers. No ; 1 cannot be

mistaken. America will not be false to her mission. She

will be true to that cause which landed our fathers on Plym-

outh Eock, which sustained the free mind and warm
heart of Koger Williams, in which Warren fell, for which

Washington fought, to which Jefferson and Franklin gave

their lives.

In prosecuting the work committed to us, there will arise

poets, philosophers, theologians, politicians, whose wide and

deep experience will find utterance in a living literature.

When they will arise, how soon or how late, I know not, ask

not. And, Brothers, do not ye ask. But seek ye out the

work God has given your country to perforin for the hu-

man race ; woo it as a bride ; wed yourselves to it for better

or for worse ; be true to it in good report and in evil, in

life and in death ; and though you may not write books,

compose poems, or construct theories, your lives shall be

books, poems, theories, which will not die, but live,—live

for ever in the memory of your race, and, what is better,

in the ever improving condition of all coming generations.



CARLYLE'S FRENCH REVOLUTION.*

[From the Boston Quarterly Review for October, 1838.]

" "What induced Thomas Carlvle to select such a subject

as the French Revohition ? " we have heard asked by those

who, having read only the " Sartor Resartus," think him
a poetical mystic, "Did he write it for bread, or from
sympathy with that social movement?" To those who
know him it is plain enough that our good friend, however
pinched by want, could not let out his mind to do job-work.

His Pegasus would break down at the plough. Carlyle's

heart is always, must always be, in what he does.

He selected this subject, then, because to him there came
a voice out of the chaos, we may be sure. But further, to

any one who will review his literary course, the explanation

will be clear enough of his interest in that ruin and re-crea-

tion of a social world. The gradual progress of his studies

through Voltaire and Diderot, led him to the observation

of this unparalleled phenomenon. But his taste, his in-

stinct guided him also. Like his master Goethe, he has

been always hunting for a "bit of Nature." Whether he

is writing of Burns or Richter, of Novalis or Elliott, of the

Spirit of the Age or its Characteristics, or, finally, of Mira-

beau, he everywhere shows the same longing after the gen-

uine product of Nature. Hypocrisy, however self-deceived

and respectable, is his horror, and is greeted with nothing

more civil than an "anathema maranatha." This is his

" fixed idea," his creed ; and he clings to it with an un-

questioning bigotry. Yes ! bigotry ;—for noble as the creed

is, it is yet a creed; and, though he might deny it, a " for-

mula;" and his range of sympathy, his candor of judgment,

and even truth of moral sentiment are narrowed by this no-

tion. In consequence he is prejudiced. He trusts to his

first impressions. He casts his eye on a man with cutting

penetration, and is satisfied that he knows him. He takes

him by the arm, and by the feeling of the iron or flabby

muscles judges instantly of his vigor. Truly he seems sel-

dom much deceived by this instinctive love of nature. Shams

*The French Revolution. A History. By Thomas Carlyle. Boston

:

1837.
40
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vanish before his glance, as gauze would in the fire. Yet
•even this love of nature seems to us a kind of cant after all.

But we check ourselves ; we do not like to say even thus

much in the way of fault-finding with one of the truest,

honestest of critics and of men.
Our student of nature had already picked up rare speci-

mens here and there as he found them ; and now at last has

arrived at this grand volcanic outbreak, and sits down amid

mighty heaps of most indisputable genuineness, to leai-n

what is in man. And truly he is nowise repelled by stench

•of sulphur and dreads not burns. But there was another

reason for the study of the French revolution. Carlyle

loves man, loves the men he lives among. He is not indif-

ferent to the temper of his own age, and thinking it, in its

philosophy and professed maxims, a peculiarly mechanical,

self-conscious, and artificial one, he cannot but obey the

inward behest to sound his prophecy in men's ears, whether

his fate be Cassandra's or not. He doubtless feels as if a

sick generation needed a sanative ; and what better than the

pure crystal of natural feeling? His text is certainly a

healthy one, and his homilies have a freshness, as if he had

-dipped with a leaf from the bubbling spring. In a word,

•our author probably anticipates, as many others do, that the

matchless British constitution may be rent asunder by some
larger growth of the social germ ; and meanwhile, he may
think it would be well for us not to hinder, but to aid, as

we can, the process.

Carlyle, we feel sure, has dropped all conventional spec-

tacles, and opened his eyes to the true characteristics of our

times,—which is, that the " better sort " are being elbowed

more and more for room by the " poorer sort," as they step

forward to gather a share of the manna on life's wilderness.

Perhaps he thinks it high time, that they who are clad in

decencies and good manners should busy themselves in

teaching their brother " sans-culottes " to wear suitable gar-

ments. "We believe, then, that our author was led to a study

and history of the French revolution, because he saw it

illustrating in such characters of fire the irrepressible in-

stinct of ail men to assert and exercise their ^.natural rights;

—and the absolute necessity which there is, therefore, that

man's essential equality with man should be recognized.

Mr. Carlyle has evidently done his work like a man. He
appears to have read most voraciously, and sifted most scru-

pulously. And when one thinks of the multifarious mass
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wliicli he must have digested in the process of composition,

we cannot but equally admire his sagacity, and respect his

faithfulness. Add the consideration, that the first volume,
wlien fully prepared, was hy an unfortunate accident de-

stroyed ; and that the author, witliout copy or plan, was
thus forced to tread over when jaded the patli he had climbed
in the first flusli of untried adventure ; and that yet with
this additional labor he has only been occupied some two
3'ears and more upon tlie book, and our estimate of his

ability, his genius, his energy, cannot but be great.

And now what has he produced? A history? Thiers,

Mignet, Guizot forbid ! We ourselves call this French
Revolution an epic poem ; or, rather say the root, trunk,

and branches of such a poem, not yet fully clothed with
rhythm and melody indeed, but still hanging out its tassels

and budding on the sprays. And here, by the way, may it

not be asked whether Carlyle is not emphatically the English
poet of our epoch ? Is he not Shelley and Wordsworth com-
bined, and greater than either? Thus far indeed we have
seen this luminary in a critical phase chiefly. But is it not

because he has read, in the life of the men he has apotheo-

sized, true poems, incarnations of that ideal he worshipped ?

It seems to us an accident, that prose and criticism, not odes
and positive life, have been his vein. Had he but form and
tune, what a poet was there ! This book we say is a poem,
the most remarkable of our time. It is not like a written

l)Ook; it is rather like the running soliloquy of some won-
derfully living and life-giving mind, as it reads a "good
formula" of history ;—a sort of resurrection of the dry bones
of fact at the word of the prophet. Marvellous indeed

!

It seems as if, in some camera-obscura, one was looking upon
the actual world and sky and moving forms, though all

silent in that show-box. Of all books this is most graphic.

It is a series of masterly outlines d la Retzch. Oh more,

nmch more. It is a whole Sistine Chapel of fresco d la

Angelo, drawn with bold hand in bright lights and deep
shadows. Yet again it is gallery upon gallery of portraits,

touched with the free grace of Vandyke, glowing with
Titian's living dyes, and shining and gloomed in Rembrandt's
golden haze. And once more, let us say in our attempt to

describe this unique production, it is a seer''s second sight of
tIce past. We speak of prophetic vision. This is a A?'5?'(?r/c

vision^ where events rise not as thin abstractions, but as vis-

ible embodiments; and the ghosts of a buried generation
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pass before us, summoned to react in silent pantomime their

noisy life.

The point of view, from which Carlyle has written his

history, is one which few men strive to gain, and which
fewer still are competent to reach. He has looked upon the

French revolution, not as a man of one nation surveys the

public deeds of another ; nor as a man of one age reviews
the vicissitudes of a time gone by. Still less has he viewed
it as a religionist, from the cold heights, where he awaits his

hour of translation, throws pitying regards on the bustling

vanities of earth ; or as a philanthropist, from his inflated

theory of life, spies out, while he soars, the battle of ideas.

And it is not either in the passionless and pure and patient

watching, with which a spirit, whose faith has passed into

knowledge, awaits the harmonious unfolding of heaveirs

purposes, that he has sent his gaze upon that social move-
ment. But it is as a human spirit, that Carlyle has endeav-

ored to enter into the conscious purposes, the unconscious

strivings of Jiuinan spirits' with wonder and awe at the

mighty forces which work so peacefully, yet burst out so

madly in one and all at times. He has set him down before

this terrible display of human energy, as at a mighty chasm
which revealed the inner deeps of man, where gigantic

passions heave and stir under mountains of custom ; while

free-will, attracted to move around the centre of holiness,

binds their elements of discord into a habitable world. As
a mmi Carlyle would study man. It is as if he were ever

murmuring to himself :
" Sons of Adam, daughters of Eve,

what are ye? Angels ye plainly are not. Demons truth

cannot call you. Strange angelic-demoniac beings, on!

on! Never fear! Something will come of you." Carlyle

does not pretend to fathom man. His plummet sinks below
soundings. We do not know a writer, who so unaffectedly

expresses his wonder at the mystery of man. Now this ap-

pears to us a peculiar and a novel point of view, and a far

higher one than that of the " progress of the human race."

Not that he does not admit progress. The poor quibbles of

those, who see in one age only the transmigration of the

past, do not bewilder him. But he feels how little we can

know, and do know, of this marvellous human race,—in

their springs, and tendencies, and issues. This awe of man
blends beautifully with reverence for Providence. There
is no unconscious law of fate, no wild chance to him, but

ever brightening ''aurora splendors" of divine love.
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Enough, however, of this point of view. "We will but add

that its effect is to give the most conscientious desire of see-

ing things exactly as thej are, and describing them with

scrupulous truth. Hence we suppose his intense effort to

transfuse his soul, and animate the very eyes and ears of the

men, who lived in that stormy time, and mingle up his

whole being with theirs. Hence, too, the pictorial state-

ment of what he gathers by that experience ; and hence, in

fine, a mode of historical composition, wholly original, which
must revolutionize the old modes of historicising, so "stale,

flat, and unprofitable" do theories and affected clearness ap-

pear, after we have once seen this flash of truth's sunlight

into the dark cave of the buried years.

Of the spirit in which this book is written, we would say

that it breathes throughout the truest, deepest sympathy
with man. Wholly free from the cant, which would whine,

and slap its breast, and wring its hands, saint-like, over the

weaknesses, which the canter is full of,—it yet is strict in

its code of right. Most s^ric^ indeed, though somewhat pe-

culiar. It is not the proper or decorous, which he prizes,

but it is the true. And of all writers he is the most un-

flinching in his castigations of pretence. He never flatters,

he never minces ; but yet he speaks his hard truth lovingly,

and with an eye of hope. He does not spare men, because

he sees more life in them than they wot of. While he says

to the moral paralytic, " sin no more, lest a worse thing be-

fall thee," he adds, " rise, take up thy bed, and walk." He
is kind, and pitiful, and tolerant of weakness, if it only

does not affect to seem what it is not, and paint the livid

cheek with mock hues of health. This leads us to say a

word of his irony and humor, and he is full of both,

though chiefly of the latter. No man has a keener eye for

incongruities. It is not the feebleness of men, or the sraall-

ness of their achievements, which excites his mirth ;—for

where there is Immbleness in the aspiration, he is of all

most ready to see the Psyche in the crawling worm. But
what appears to him so droll is the complacence and boast-

fulness, with which crowds build their Babel to climb to

heaven, and the shouts of "glory" with which they put on

the cap-stone, when their tower is after all so very far be-

neath the clouds. He loves so truly what is good in man,

that he can afford to laugh at his meannesses. His respect

for the essential and genuine grows with his success in ex-

posing the artificiah Under the quaint pufiings and pad-
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dings of '' vanity fair," he does really see living men. He
joins in the carnival. He looks upon it as a masquerade,

and it is with real frolic that he snatches off the false nose

or the reverend beard, and shows the real features of the

dolt who would pass for a Solomon. He evidently does en-

joy a practical joke on primness. But if he would, like the

doctor in the tale, make his gouty patient hop on the heated

floor, it is only for his cure. Carlyle seems to us full of

true benevolence. He loves every thing but insincerity.

This he cannot abide. It is the very devil, and he has but

one word, Apage, Satana. He stands among the Phari-

sees with the indignant words bursting from his heart, " Ye
Hypocrites." In this relation it is too true that onr friend

is nowise angelic, but only too much a man. His contempt

is too bitter. We do not readily tolerate in a frail mortal

the scornful mirth with which Carlyle sometimes shows us

the cloven hoof under the surplice. Not that the indigna-

tion is not merited. But is a man ever pure enough from

all taint of falsehood himself, thus to wield the spear of

Michael against the dragon ? Yet honor to this brave and

true man. It is because he has struggled so hard, and

withal so well, to disentangle himself from the last thread of

cant, that he has so little patience with the poor flies yet

buzzing in the web. This loathing of the formal, which a

vigorous nature and a bold effort have freed him from, is,

we take it, the true and very simple explanation of that oc-

casional rudeness, and even levity, with which, it must be

confessed, he speaks of so-called worshippers and worship.

And this introduces us to a consideration of his religious

spirit. Some perhaps would say, have said, that Carlyle's

writings are not baptized into that "spirit of adoption

which cries Abba, Father." But to us no writings are

more truly reverential. It surely is from no want of faith

in the fulness of divine love, from no insensibility as to the

nearness of almighty aid, from no doubt as to the destiny

of the soul, and its responsibilities and perils, that he uses

so little of the technical and prescribed language of piety.

Oh, how far, far from it ! But he will not name the Un-

namable. He will not express more than he feels, or dese-

crate by familiarity what he does feel, yet knows not how
adequately to utter. His sense is so abiding of our present

imperfect development, his hope is so vast in that good

which Providence has in store in its slow but harmonious

processes, that he will not " enter the kingdom of God by
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violence." To hiin the Infinite is ever present. That liolj

and eternal life is his life,—the soul of his soul,—the love

of his love,—the wisdom of his Avisdom,—the power of his

power,—the Father. Kut he strives not so much to look

upon the dazzling glory of this central source, whence all

of good and fair streams forth ;—rather with lowly eyes

would he drink in the beauty rayed abroad from each object

which its light vivifies and hallows. He would worship in

the longing to be true and pure, in the dutifulness, the

cheerfulness, the humble joy, the patience, and the charities

of daily life. His devotedness should be his devoutness
;

his joy should be his thanks ; his progress his confessions

;

his hopeful energy his prayer ; and his offering of the first

fruits a full developed, genial healthiness of nature.

But it would carry us too far to say the half of what we
feel about this noble soul, whom we love, not for being the

" healthiest of men," for that he is not ; but for the pure in-

stinct and reposing confidence, with which being sick, as

the most are, he gives himself up to the "mighty mother,"

to be nursed on her bosom.

With a few words on his style, we must bid Mr. Carlyle

for the present farewell, only hoping for that rich fruitage

of his autumn years of which this summer flush is the

promise. Of his later writings it would not be far from the

truth to say that we like them, not by reason of the style,

but in spite of it. They are so savagely uncouth by the

side of his former classic gracefulness. It is a savage

crowned with ivy though, and crushing luscious grapes as

he dances. But the Life of Schiller and the early essays

had all this naked strength and free play of movement,

and yet were decent. They wore their garland of imagery

like a festive wreath; and though bright and cheerful,

with the melody of pipes, they had no lawless friskiness.

He has always been remarkable for the picturesqueness of

the metaphors which clothed his thoughts. But the growth

of the symbolic has become ranker and ranker, until, in

this last book, the very trees in full foliage are fringedwith

mosses. It seems as* if the axis of his mind had shifted,

and the regions of fancy had been brought from the temper-

ate zone beneath the tropics, and hidden germs were burst-

ing prodigally into life. With this teeming fruitfulness

and gorgeous wealth we associate the thought of miasm and

disease. One feature of this style, though, we do like

much, it is its freedom, its conversational directness, its
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point and spirit, its infinite variety. How far preferable to

the dandy precision of so-called elegant styles, and to the

solemn dryness of so-called clear styles ! Is it a delusion,

however, that something of that old bewitching melody
of his earlier speech has been sacrificed? There is less to

our ear of that rhythm which used to charm us, of that

sound and sweep like the bursting of long-swelling billows

on the broad beach. But we have no notion meanwhile
that there is any degeneracy in the artist. We believe that

there has been a progress even. We think this present
style a transition one. It is a struggling for some adequate
utterance, for some word of power which should open the

deaf ear ; for we must remember his countrymen have been
deaf comparatively, and perhaps for the want of some free,

hearty speech, less prim than suited the scholar's garb. Will
not this Apollo find one day the murmuring shell? Some,
wiser than we pretend to be, settle this matter of stjde

summarily. They will have it that Mr, Carlyle is "af-

fected." We commend to all such for candid consideration

these few sentences of his own. " Affectation is a cheap
word and of sovereign potency, and should not be rashly

applied. Its essence is that it is assumed: the character is,

as it were, forcibly crushed into some foreign mould, in the

hope of being thereby re-shaped and beautified ; the un-

happy man persuades himself that he is in truth a new and
wonderfully engaging creature, and so he moves about with
a conscious air, though every movement betrays not sym-
metry, but dislocation. This it is to be affected, to walk in

a vain show. But the strangeness alone is no proof of the

vanity. Many men who move smoothly in the old estab-

lished railways of custom will be found to have their af-

fectation ; and perhaps here and there some divergent genius
be accused of it unjustly. The show, though common, may
not cease to be vain / nor become so for being uncommon.
Before we censure a man for seeming what he is not, we
should be sure that we know what he iS."
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[From the Boston Quarterly Review for April, 1842.]

We have for some time been seeking an opportunity of
offering a few thoughts on modern French literature. Witli

the modern political and philosophical writings of France
we have for several years been familiar ; but we had paid

no attention to its lighter literature, till we saw it denounced
in no measured terms, in an article published three or four
years since in the Quarterly Review. That article led us^

to believe that modern French literature must possess some
admirable qualities, and be deserving of no little respect ;

for we have generally been in the habit of construing the

Quarterly's denunciations into high praise. Its denuncia-
tions were so loud, and so bitter, that we lost as little time
as possible in making ourselves acquainted, to some extent,

with the class of writers condemned ; and we have been not

altogether unrewarded for our pains.

However, taking modern French literature, as represented

by Yictor Hugo, H. de Balzac, Alexandre Dumas, and
Georges Sand, otherwise Madame Dudevant, we cannot say

that we have found so much to approve as we were led by
the outcries of the Quarterly to expect. We have found
not much to justify the charges of indecency, of licentious

and anti-social tendency ; but we have found more than we
looked for, offensive to our taste and feelings. In a wordv
we have not been able, taking it as a whole, to sympathize
with it, or to find either the pleasure or the profit, in becom-
ing acquainted with it, that we have a right to expect from
the literature of a refined and highly civilized people.

France has few, if any, writers that can compare advan-

tageously with Scott, Bulwer, Washington Irving, or even
Charles Dickens. Yictor Hugo by no means wants genius,

talent, and learning ; but he is misled by his theory of art»

and fails to give us a work that can be read with uniningled

pleasure. He is the best of his class. His natural disposi-

tion we should judge to be tender, affectionate, and even
sunshiny ; but having adopted the notion, that the grotesque

is an essential element of the beautiful, and the horrible of

*Spiridion. Par Qeorges Sand. Paris : 1839.
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the pathetic, he gives us works which chill, rather than
please, and harrow up .the nerves, instead of melting the
heart. We have never yet been able to submit to the tort-

ure of finishing the perusal of his Notre-DaTne de Paris j
and his Le dernier Jour d^ tin Condaimie we have left

with the leaves uncut. His Hem d* Islande has, however,
some passages of great beauty and tenderness. His dramas
are better ; and we have read with much pleasure Marion
Delorme, Angela, and Hernani, horrible as they certain-

ly are. Le Roi «' amuse and Lucreoe Borgia have proved
too much for our nerves ; we abandon them to the tender
mercies of the Quarterly Review.

Balzac is certainly a writer of great power and fertility,

but there is something dry and hard in his spirit. He lays

open the vices and corruptions of society, it must be admit-
ted, with the hand of a master; nothing can surpass his pict-

ures of its hollowness, its hyprocrisy, its vanity, its licen-

tiousness ; but we nowhere meet in him the warm and the
genial aspiration to something better. We do not feel,

while reading him, as we do while reading Bulwer, and
Boz, or our own Irving, that there is at the bottom a genu-
ine love of humanity, a hearty sympathy with mankind, and
a strong desire to make society better, more favorable to

the growth of religion, virtue, and happiness. We rise

from his pages soured, indignant, and misanthropic. We
feel contempt for our race, not love ; and find ourselves dis-

posed to bid them hasten on to the devil, not to sacrifice our-

selves for their redemption.
Of Alexandre Dumas we know less than of Hugo, and of

the others. He is not, however, so cold and freezing as

Balzac. He has warmer sympathies, a more genial spirit,

and is more able to look on the brighter side of things; and
yet he has his faults, and faults of the same class with those
we have pointed out in Victor Hugo, to whom he is inferior

in talent and genius. Of Georges Sand we will speak more
particularly hereafter.

Excluding Balzac, who seems to write for the Parisian
saloons, we may say of modern French literature, that it is

strongly impregnated with what we have sometimes, with-
out much precision, called social democracy. It has a ten-

dency to recognize the rights, the claims, and to some extent
the worth, of the masses. It does not bow to the aristocracv,

nor court in any respect the high-born and the rich. It is

plebeian in its spirit, and recognizes, and sometimes without
Vol. XIX-4
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a sneer, tlie existence of the proletary. Its heroes can be
born without titles, and it can expose vice in high places.

It furthermore is indignant at tyranny, impatient of re-

straint, loud in its demand for freedom, and the elevation of

the masses. It moreover has a certain humanity. It op-

poses itself to cruel and sanguinary punishments, and would
excite sympathy for even the wicked, by showing that they
are never utterly abandoned. This is its good side.

But this is the good side of all modern literature. It is a

remarkable fact, that since the French revolution literature

has ceased to be aristocratic. Everywhere, or nearly every-

where tliroughout Christendom, and especially in western
Europe and America, there has been a decided disposition

among all writers of much note, either to expose the vices

of the great,—to hold up the more favored classes to ridi-

cule or indignation, or to laud the virtues of the low, to

paint the less favored classes in the most lively colons, and
under the most attractive forms. We everywhere meet the

plebeian classes rising into notice or into power. They are

no longer introduced upon the stage as subjects of ridicule,

for the amusement of the well-born and the refined. They
furnish the author his heroes. Their patience under wrong,
their quiet and unostentatious lives, their simple habits and
gentle virtues, or their rights, and the wrongs and outrages

to which they are doomed, constitute the materials of his

romance. He only can fetch an echo from the heart of this

age, who speaks out for universal man, and in tones of

sympathy for the wronged and down-trodden.

It is well worth one's while to trace this tendency. "We
may see it even in the dominant taste with regard to the use

of language itself. In our own language, M'hat scholar

would now write in the latinized English of old Dr. Johnson?
Good taste is now to avoid as much as possible the Latin

element of the language, and to use those words which are

of Teutonic origin. We have discovered an unsuspected
richness in the old Anglo-Saxon, and the nearer we approach
to the language of Alfred and Edward the Confessor, the

more correct is said to be our taste. In France we see some-
tliiny: similar. The writers show an increasino- affection for

words of Celtic origin, or at least for that portion of their

language most in use with the great body of the people.

All this is easily accounted for. Formerly the reading pub-
lic was composed almost entirely of the aristocracy and their

retainers, and of course all works written with the intention
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of being published and read, must breathe the tone, and
speak the language of tlie aristocracy. In France and Eng-
land the aristocracy were of an anti-national origin ; they
could therefore have but few sympathies with the great mass
of the people, and hence little fondness for the purely na-

tional language. But now the plebeian classes, the body of

the nation, demand a literature, and must be addressed in

their own tongue. To speak to the hearts of the great mass
of the people we must use the terms with which they are

familiar, the language in which they think, and in which
for generations they have been accustomed to express their

feelings. Now, as the great body of the English and Amer-
ican people are of Anglo-Saxon origin, the Anglp-Saxon is

their principal mother tongue ; and in addressing them it is

necessary to draw upon the Anglo-Saxon funds of the lan-

guage, because then we speak to them in their mother
tongue. The clergy, once the literati of Europe, educated
in the Latin language, made always in all their writings as

much use of it as possible. So long as they gave the tone

to literature, the national languages, the mother tongues of

the people, would be discountenanced. But the clergy are no
longer in relation to literature what they once were. The
laity have been to school, and now control our literary tastes.

The laity have less fondness for Latin, and more sympathy
with the people who speak their national tongue. This
tendency to the Anglo-Saxon elements of the English, and
to the old Gallic elements in modern French, and to strict

nationality in modern German, indicates the rising impor-
tance of the plebeians and the laity, and shows that the

clergy and the aristocracy count for comparatively little in

modern literature.

If we pass from language into the historical works of the

day, we shall find the same tendency. We republish old

chronicles and ballads, study the bards, Scalds, troubadours,

trouveres, and minnesangers. We write the history of the

Gauls, the Anglo-Saxons, and Sclavonians. We seek every-

where for the remains of the old conquered races. We sit

in judgment on the conqueror, and sympathize with the suf-

ferings of the conquered, endured in silence for so many
ages. This tendency is remarked in the brothers Thierry,

especially in Augustin, autlior of the Histoire dela Conquete
de V Angleterre par les Normands. The tendency this way
is Urst decidedly marked in England by the publication of

the old English ballads, by Bishop Percy ; but the man who
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has perhaps contributed more to it than any other writer,

dead or living, is Sir Walter Scott. Whether Scott knew
what he was about or not, may be a question ; but his writ-

ings mark a revolution in literature, and contain even a so-

cial revolution. We plead guilty to having misconceived

the tendency of Scott's literary labors, and of having judged
liini, on a former occasion, too superlicially. We have just

finished a critical perusal of his novels, and we are liappy to

be able to say that our estimate of his character, and our

judgment of the tendency of his writings, are altogether

more favorable to him than what we have heretofore ex-

pressed. His sympathies are not always with power, but

almost always, and apparently unknown to himself, with tlie

conquered or oppressed classes. In regard to his own coun-

try, he has labored to exhibit the merits, the virtues, the

noble qualities of the defeated party. In passing into Eng-
land he is true to the same tendency. In his Ivan hoe he has

resuscitated the old Saxon race, and showed the struggle be-

tween them and their Norman masters, which continued

long after the conquest; and by so doing he has furnished

the scholars of Europe with a key to the real history of

modern society. When treating of the English revolution

in the seventeenth century, he may not in all cases have

been just to the Puritans and Republicans ; but still he is

far less unjust to them than is commonly supposed. Then,
in selecting his characters, his noblest are always from the

lowest or plebeian classes. In Ivanhoe we have Gurth, the

swineherd, a noble specimen of the true man ; and the man
who could have drawn such a character, and so described his

exultation when the collar of bondage was struck from his

neck, could not have been witliont the soul of the freeman.

In this same novel we find his best female character,—

a

character in which he rises far above his ordinary concep-

tion of female worth, and in which he has altogether sur-

passed himself,—Rebecca, the Jewess, taken from the de-

spised tribe, the persecuted of all lands. Edie Ochiltree,

the beggar, may put to shame the whole race of his noble

dukes, counts, and barons, and little barons. Something
of this same tendency is to be found in the prosy Words-
worth. He, all tory as he is, has a fellow-feeling with sim-

ple humanity. The tendency is still more decided in Bul-

wer, and altogether more yet in Boz. Amongst ourselves

we see it in Irving, in Cooper's Bravo and Headpnaii, and
in some of Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales.
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N'ow this marks not only a literary, but a social revolution.

These lower classes, these plebeians and proletaries, among
whom Scott, "Wordsworth, and others find their heroes, are,

at least so far as concerns England and France, the descend-

ants and representatives of the conquered races ; and this

tendency which we have marked indicates that a revolution

in their favor has in some degree commenced, and is now in

progress. The old Anglo-Saxon rises against his Norman
master, the simpleman against the gentleman, and seeks to

reestablish his language and his rights ; the Gallo-Roman
seeks to throw off the yoke imposed by the Teutonic Frank,
and to be a freeman of his native soil.

All modern literature bears the marks, if we may so

speak, of the revolt of the conquered tribes. It is insurrec-

tionary, rebellious. Consequently it is held in great horror

by the representatives of the conquerors, whenever they per-

ceive its real character and tendency. We, whose sympa-
thies are always with the rebels, of course approve this ten-

dency. We discovered it in Bulwer, and hence our high
regard for his writings ; we discovered it in many of the

modern French writers, and hence the reason of our respect

for them ; we did not originally discover it in Scott, Words-
worth, Irving, and Boz, and hence the reason why we have
never spoken in their praise. In Irving it is slight, but he
belongs after all to modern literature ; in Boz it is strong,

but not so strong as a superficial reading would indicate. It

will, if we are not much mistaken, show itself stronger, and
at the same time gentler still, in the author of The Gentle

Boy.
In Scott it is stronger than in any of the rest, though he

was probably unaware of the fact. Few, comparatively
speaking, have suspected the real tendency of his writings,

and hence the praise he has received from those who dread
the revolution which none more than he has contributed to

bring about. We, for oar part, belong to the conquered
race, if not by blood, at least by position, and we feel impa-
tient under the yoke of the conqueror. We cherish the old

national feeling, and call all our brothers who labor to re-

trieve the losses of the defeated party, to restore in England
dominion to the Anglo-Saxon, and in France to the Gaul.
Now, as modern French literature is decidedly ruled by

the old Gallic spirit, and in this respect purely national ; and
as it marks an effort of the mass, who have been held in

bondage, to recover the rights originally wrested from them
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by invading tribes; and not only marks that effort, but

strengthens it, and promises to render it successful ; we ap-

prove it, we prize it, and bid its authors God speed. Viewed
in this light, it is eminently moral and social, tends eminent-

ly to the emancipation of the masses, and to the introduc-

tion of a better and a nobler social order.

But, viewed under the relation of art, and its bearing on
mere private morals, we cannot commend it without impor-

tant reservations. But in this aspect even, we are far from
thinking it at all inferior to the great mass of contemporary
English literature, while it is decidedly superior to the old

French literature. The general conception is undoubtedly
just, but it abuses its freedom from old classic restraints, and
runs into innumerable extravagances. Having come down
from the stilts on which it stalked over the stage in the age

of Louis Quatorze, and finding itself on its natural feet, it is

so delighted that it frisks about sometimes in a manner quite

unseemly, and exhibits a variety of antic motions and tricks,

with which we could very easily dispense.

We do not infer the degeneracy of France from this lit-

erature, nor that French society is necessarily exceedingly

corrupt. Nor do we believe this literature will be found
generally corrupting. But we should relish it better, if it

would veil its horrors, if it would smile less grotesquely, and

exhibit less of the satyr. We believe that the writer, who
puts us in good humor with ourselves and with the worlds

who draws us off from the dwarfed and the deformed, to

dwell with the grand and beautiful, will do most for pri-

vate morals and for social progress. We believe he who
unveils the glories of paradise, and permits the sinner to see

the beauty and bliss of the saints, will more effectually con-

vert him to God, than he wlio only exposes to his view the

tortures, and fills his ear with the bowlings, of the damned.
We are sure that when we stand looking upon the smiling

landscape, beneath a serene sky, and inhaling the sweet

fragrance of flowers, at peace with ourselves and with the

world, we are in our happiest mood to labor for our fellow-

men, or to give ourselves up to live or to die for a great or

noble cause. No doubt virtue leads to happiness ; but it is

a truth equally deserving our consideration, that happiness

leads to virtue. The more happy you render your fellow-

men, the more virtuous will you render them. The man
who finds a paradise in the bosom of his family, who is sur-

rounded by all the charms of home, and whose heart is best
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formed to enjoy the sweets of domestic aifections, the love

of wife and children, is not the last to hear the voice of his

country or his race, and to rush to the frontier, to make a

rampart of his body against the enemy.
The fault, then, of French literature, a fault which we

find also with English literature, is that it presents us too

many images of vice, crime, and horror, and does not call

forth the warmer, gentler, and holier aspirations of our nat-

ure. It affects us painfully ; it raises a storm of passion in

our bosoms, and leaves us mad and miserable. We have

been affected by the night-mare, and it is long after reading

it, before our blood circulates freely again, and we recover

our wonted strength and equanimity. There may have been

a period in our life when we should have delighted in the

stormy passions described, but we are not ashamed to own,

that, as we have had occasion from the vicissitudes of life

to enlarge our own experience, and to suffer from the

wounds that few in the warfare of life can escape, we grow
weary of the battle, and come to envy those who cultivate

in peace their native vales, and dance to the rustic pipe. We
hear not the war-trumpet with delight, and we shrink from
the conflict. Thus it is this stormy literature, which only

rouses passion and stirs up all within, like the ocean when
lashed into fury by the tempest, ceases to charm, and we
wish it more peaceful, more serene, more sunshiny.

So much for modern French literature in general. We
come now to Georges Sand, otherwise Madame Dudevant,

though we disclaim in the outset all intention of offering

any thing like a regular review of her writings. We have

found her loudly and very generally censured, and have

therefore been led to sympathize with her. We have heard

her called many hard names, and have therefore presumed,

without other evidence, that she must have great and posi-

tive merits. Moreover, she is a writer of great ability ; we
may even say, of powerful genius ; the most so of any fe-

male writer we are acquainted with, ancient or modern. She
is in many respects the first and best of the authors of mod-
ern French literature. We cannot, indeed, place her above

Victor Hugo, but we confess that we prefer her writings to

his, and believe them possessed of greater aesthetic and moral

merits.

In assuming, as we are told she sometimes does, the male
attire, Madame Dudevant seems also to assume no little of

true masculine thought and spirit. In originality, depth.
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and vigor of thonglit and expression, her writings betray
very little of the woman. Her style is rich, flowing, grace-

ful, delicate, and at the same time, terse, vigorous, and free

from that diffuseness, the besetting sin of most French
writers, and of French female writers in particular. In a

word, she writes so well that for some time she was able to

impose upon the acutest critics of France and England, and
to make it believed that Georges Sand was really, as his

name and dress purported, a man. This, which we think is

high praise, we presume, will be thought by some, in these

days of " woman's rights," to be but a sorry compliment.
Somewhat of a revolution in the relative position of tiie

sexes would seem to be going on. Man's long-admitted su-

periority, which has stamped itself upon all the institutions

of society, and is interwoven with the verj' texture of lan-

guage itself, is now questioned, and we are told that he must
cease to regard himself as lord of this lower world, surrender
the sacred symhol of authority to wou;an, don the petticoat,

and henceforth handle the distaff. Alas ! we have fallen on
evil days. With your Mary Wollstonecrafts, Fanny Wrights,
Harriet Martineaus, your Chapmans and your Folsoms, we
can no longer escape by conceding woman's equality to man,
but we must own her superiority ; and instead of thinking
that we praise a woman, by saying that she writes almost as

well as a man, we must rather praise the man by saying that

he writes almost as well as a woman.
Nevertheless, at the risk of being "brained by my lady's

fan," we must still hold on to the old doctrine of man's su-

perioi'ity, save in what may be called woman's more appro-
priate sphere of life. In her own sphere, as a wife and a

mother, in all the quiet affections and duties of home, which
after all is the more important and the more elevated sphere,

we readily own woman's equality, and even her superiority
;

but we question her power to compete successfully with
man in any of the other departments of life. Science is

indebted to her for no important discovery, and art for no
master-piece, or mistress-\)iece. She devotes more time and
study to poetry than man does, and yet she has produced no
Iliad, no Paradise Lost ; in music she produces nothing, and
cannot even equal man in the bare execution of the compo-
sitions of the great masters. She has succeeded in copying
with tolerable accurac}^, but has never been able to give us

an original picture or an original statue of much merit.

Indeed, she generally does not contend for her power to
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equal man. They who assert her abilit}', as a general rule,

to compete successfully with man in art and science, in the

several departments of outdoor as well as indoor life, only
expose themselves to her scorn. She does not wish to be,

nor does she wish to be considered, superior to man. Her
great want is,—not to love,—but to reverence ; and she

would soon cease to love man, if she could not look up to

him, and reverence him. She is so made,—not so educated,

but so made,—that she finds the highest and sweetest grati-

fication of her ambition in the success of her husband or her

son. She rarely is ambitious for her own sake. Her desire

is unto her husband, in whom she would live and reign, in

whose existence she would completely merge her own. It

is for him only, or as a mother for her children, that she

would acquire wealth, fame, or distinction. It is the order

of nature that it should be so, and it is in this way that wom-
an becomes really a " help meet " for man, and the peace

and loveliness of domestic life are secured. We think, there-

fore, our " woman's rights " people would do well to let it

remain undisturbed. We think, also, that there is more
gallantry than wisdom in the growing fashion of altering the

marriage covenant, so that the wife no longer promises to

obey her husband.
This last reminds us of another ultraism coming into

vogue. There is already a class of radicals among us who
think it a gross outrage upon natural rights, that children

should be required to obey their parents, and we have even
heard it seriously contended that we should have a rights

of children's society', to protect the pretty dears from the

despotism of their fathers and mothers,—fathers more
especially ; and to secure them the free and unimpeded en-

joyment of the natural liberty of coming and going when and
where they please. When this society shall have gone into

operation, we propose the formation of another to save the

needle from its slavery to the pole, and the body from its

subjection to the law of gravitation. It is intolerable tyr-

anny, that of compelling the needle at all seasons, in all

weathers, by day and by night, without the least time for

rest or relaxation, to "point trembling to the pole," and
calls aloud upon all the friends of freedom for redress.

Moreover, what slavery more gross or complete than that

of our bodies, nay, of all nature to the law of gravitation ?

Now, we may as well complain of those laws to which the

natural world is subjected, as of those by which God gov-
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ems the moral world. This slavery of women and children

to the tyrant man, which does so sorely vex the modern
friends of freedom, perhaps, correctly rendered, would be
merely the protection of the weak and helpless by the strong.

The power man claims over his wife and children, is only

that which he needs in order to be the protector of those he
loves.

Against this power, so far as concerns the wife, the writ-

ings of Madame Dndevant are a loud, indignant, and yet

an eloquent and touching protest. Her writings, to a very

considerable extent, seem to have been called forth by a

deep sense of the real or imaginary sufferings of woman.
Women are represented to us as the victims of a false and
hollow-hearted civilization, of unjust and tyrannical laws^

of barbarous husbands, doomed to be tied to men they can-

not love, to suffer from the want of some object for their

affections, in a word, to go through life sighing and pining

for what they have not, and cannot have, and to die poor,

miserable, broken-hearted things. Poor Madame Dudevant,
we doubt not that thou hast suffered much, and that thou
hast faithfully unfolded to us much of thy own painful ex-

perience, for which we are duly grateful. We can easily

believe all the sentimental tortures, thou so eloquently and
pathetically settest forth as endured by the sex, are really

endured by them. But after all, my dear Madame, a few
hours each day of employment, in the labors performed by
the cook or chamber-maid, with a simpler diet, would im-

prove thy digestion, and save thee from the greater part of

them. Ma chere amie^ hast thou ever reflected how much
the digestion has to do with these sentimental tortures ?

The lady who should be compelled to live on six pence a

day, and to earn it by bodily labor, would keep clear of

them all. It is idleness, luxury, refinement, that produce
them ; and the best way to cure them would not be to sue

out a divorce from thy husband, but to dismiss thy servants^

and do thyself the labor of thy own house-keeping. Nay,
do not frown, and turn away in disgust. Thou hast no con-

ception how it will improve the temper and manners of this

brute of a husband, to sit down to a dinner of thy own cook-

ing. Penelope kept off the suitors, and herself faithful to

her lord, by keeping herself constantly at the loom.

Seriously, we think it is time that some one venture to

contradict tliis nonsense becoming so fashionable, about the

hard fate of woman, representing her as the slave of man's
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passions, and the victim of his tyranny,—a poor, frail, sen-

sitive being, that finds earth to her nothing but a vale of

tears, and domestic life, for which she is so well fitted, but

a sort of hell in miniature. We do not believe a word of

all this. Here and there a husband may be found, no doubt,

who is disposed to tyrannize, and who does abuse his wife

;

but, as a general rule, man has no such disposition. Wives,

no doubt, suffer in many instances from the temper of their

husbands, but husbands sometimes suffer from their wives
;

but they have the self-respect, for the most part, to suffer

in silence. We see no reason for thinking that the lot of

woman is one of peculiar hardship. The principal evil to

which she seems to us exposed, is idleness, brought about

in consequence of the changes which have been effected in

the forms of our industry.

Moreover, we believe that much of this which is said

about woman's exquisite sensibility is sheer nonsense. The
great relief from the ills of life is employment, in a word,

work. Man was made to earn his bread by the sweat of

his brow, and when he does not, he suffers. The changes

which have been introduced into society, imposing less

active duties than formerly on the women of the easy classes,

have given to these women ample time and opportunity

to experience the sentimental sufferings, which necessarily

spring from comparative idleness and luxury. There is

no doubt, then, much real suffering in these classes. But
we have yet to be convinced, that woman is so organized

as to be susceptible of acuter sufferings than man. For our

part, we believe the reverse, if there be any difference, is

the fact. Man is more angular, has more elbows to be

struck, and a more irritable temperament. Women submit

to pain more readily than men, not, we apprehend, because

they have more power of endurance, but because they act-

ually suffer less than men in similar circumstances. If we
pass from physical to mental sufferings, we believe it is the

same. Man can love as deeply, as truly, and as tenderly as

woman, and he feels, we apprehend, not less acutely than

woman the pangs of unrequited or disappointed affection.

He, however, bears up against it, because it is not manly to

give way to it. We fancy the husband who has been dis-

appointed in his wife, who finds that between him and her

there is nothing of that compatibility of temper, oneness

of feeling, and "ready sympathy, he had anticipated, suffers

no less than the wife, on making the same discovery. And
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then for remedy,—the wife has as many resources as the

liusband, for she may employ herself as well as he; and
wlien she becomes a mother, she finds, in the pleasures of

maternal affection, ample amends for the want of the con-

jugal. In the love of her children she has even a resource

which the husband has not, or at least only to a feeble ex-

tent. He, it may be said, can take an active part in politics,

in the church, in the world, in chasing ambition or wealth,

and thus find Avherewithal to fill up the vacuum in his heart.

So may the wife take an active part in house-keeping, in

superintending her domestic arrangements, in educating her

children, and solacing the afflicted. There is as ample room
for her activity as for his.

Nor can we go along with our sentimental reformers, in

looking to divorce as a remedy for the evils they find in

married life. Married life unquestionably is not that per-

fect paradise which the brilliant fancies of the young couple,

who for the first time tell to each other their mutual love,

have painted it ; and most wisely ordered is it, tliat it should

not be. The life of man in this world is destined to be one
of toil and struggle. Man is born to work. If marriage,

then, realized that Claude Lorrain dream of youth, if it

brought us without interruption that exquisite delight and
perfect satisfaction which the inexperienced expect from it,

we should find it impossible to make the necessary efforts

to sustain life, to perform our part in the world ;
and mar-

riage would be only a sort of euthanasia. A little uneasi-

ness, some little want, is necessary, to compel each to work

;

for love, when perfect, though very desirable and very

pleasant, is after all a little too absorbing. We do not think

it, then, an evil, that married life is not a life of perfect

bliss.

But even were it so, divorce would be the worst possible

remedy, save in very rare cases. The truth is, we have more
power to control and regulate our feelings than modern
philosophy admita Idleness and indulgence are the prin-

cipal causes of our inability to control our sentiments. Con-

stant employment and constant effort at self-mastery will

work miracles for us. The parties, who find themselves not

so well matched as they expected to be, then, may get over

the difficulty, if they will make the effort. They can con-

form one to the other, and come to harmonize tolerably well.

It is a bad doctrine in morals, this, that our feelings are al-

together beyond our control. "We can, if we will do our
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best, bring our feelings to go hand in hand with what we
believe to be our duty.

Then again, we protest against the lawfulness of divorce.
Marriage by its own nature is absolutely indissoluble. "When
a couple enter into the marriage relation, they do it for life ;

they understand it, and they mean it for life. If they en-

tered it with any reservation, with an understanding tljat

it was to continue only for a period, only so long as it should
be mutually agreeable to themselves, they would not look
upon it as marriage ; it would want in their eyes the char-

acter of sanctity, and would be not at all distinguishable from
a mere transient commerce of passion and caprice. Divorce,,

then, can never be claimed by the parties themselves, as a

matter of justice, can never be granted, merely on the ground
of the mutual consent of the parties concei'ned ; and can be
tolerated only in those rare cases, which justify the exercise

of mercy on the part of the lawgiver; when the lawgiver
may arrest the ordinary course of the law, through compas-
sion to one of the parties, grossly wronged or offended bv
the other, or to prevent a greater moral and social evil. It

can be properly granted only by the special act of the law-

making power. Consequently, it will be wholly impossible
to grant that freedom of divorce, contended for by reform-
ers on this subject, without abandoning the marriage institu-

tion altogether. JBut even if divorce were lawful, and mar-
riage were dissoluble at the will of one party, or of both
jiarties, it would bring woman very little relief. The pas-

sions or the sentiments, which would crave a divorce, would
rarely be able to find the satisfaction demanded. The cause
of the suffering complained of is not, after all, so much the
result of the incompatibility of the parties, as we sometimes
suppose. It is inherent in one or both of the parties, and
would be not less active, as a general rule, in any new rela-

tions one or the other might form.

So far as it concerns certain property relations, we think
our laws might, and should be, modified in favor of woman
In a commonwealth like ours, where so much attention is

paid to female cultivation, where there is a constantly in-

creasing excess of females, and consequently where a large

number must inevitably remain single through life, women's
facilities for acquiring, holding, transferring, or disposing
of property, should approach as near as possible to those of

the other sex. But beyond these, we see no special occasion

to clamor for woman's rights, or any more ground to com-
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plain of man's wrongs to woman, than of woman's wrongs
to man, Man is bj no means generally disposed to tyran-
nize over woman ; and we do not believe that the instances
in which husbands love their wives are so rare as is some-
times imagined. Man is more frequently woman's slave,

than she is his. The cords with which she binds him may
be finer, and apparently weaker than those with which he
binds her ; but they are not the less effectual. Through his

eusceptibility, through those very qualities in him, which it

is contended by some that she alone possesses, she is able to

do with him vei;y much as she pleases ; and we have yet to

learn that she never exercises her power, save with modera-
tion. Man, to say the least, is as weak before her as she is

before him ; and if she does not enjoy her rights as fully as

he does his, the fault is no more his than hers.

As for this political equality, which some are claiming for

woman, we have less and less sympathy with it every day.

"We formerly contended for it, and have preached and writ-

ten in its defence. But we do not think woman would gain
any thing by its admission, at least so long as we retain our
present political organization. The peculiar temperament
and genius of woman does not fit her to excel as a legislator,

or as a judge. The only branch of government, in which
she would acquit herself tolerably, would be the executive.

She is a good administrator, and a keen judge of character,

which would enable her to select faithful and competent
agents. !Nevertheless, were she to enter freely with us the

political arena, she would soon compel us to forget her sex,

and to treat her as a second or third rate man. We hope
the time will never come when, in our intercourse with her,

the difference of sex can be forgotten on either side. We
have never yet known any good to come from attempts to

obliterate the great landmarks of nature. We must there-

fore conclude with saying that, upon the whole, we have no
sympathy with the clamor about woman's rights ; no belief

in the alleged fact that she is universally the victim of that

horrid brute, man ; or that she has any wrongs to be re-

dressed. Life, no doubt, has its evils ; men and women both
suffer,—the married and the unmarried, the divorced and
the undivorced, and suffer often, and long, and deeply ; but

the remedy is not in pitting one sex against the other, but

in laboring together with such mutual confidence and love

as there may be, to remove those evils which are removable,

and in aiding and encouraging each other to bear with firm-
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ness, and without a murmur, what must be borne. The cure
for these vague, sentimental sorrows, these pangs of disap-

pointed or unrequited affections, and tlie horror of being
wedded, a frail, delicate thing, all life, all love, all sensibility,

to a coarse, unsympathizing husband, will not be found in

reading sentimental novels, nor in indignant though eloquent
protests against all institutions, domestic or social ; but in a

firm resolve to do one's duty, in active employment in some
useful calling, and in unremitted efforts to lighten the bur-

dens and solace the afflictions of our brethren. J^o small
portion of our misery springs from our love of it, and fear

of losing it. "We hug it to our bosoms, we cherish it, lavish

on it the fondest caresses, and cannot be persuaded to let it

go. If at any moment it seems to be escaping us, we are

alarmed, and like the Countess in one of Dumas's plays, not
ii little grieved to find ourselves on the point of being

—

happy!
As society advances in wealth and artificial refinement, as

the numbers of those who find themselves in easy circum-
stances increase, tlie more decided must be the tendency to

these sentimental sufferings, and the more general this ill-

at-ease, of which we hear and experience so much. IS^atu-

rally, then, will it find more and more expression in our
literature. This is unquestionably an evil, and an evil which
has been greatly exaggerated of late, by the large accessions

which have been made to the number of female writers.

Women are at this moment gaining almost a monopoly of

our literature ; they have suddenly stepped forth from the

retired apartments of domestic life, to lay open before us
their feelings, fancies, and caprices. The result is the in-

undation of the land with a flood of sentimentality.

But after all, this evil is of short duration, and one which
will cure itself. Woman wants what may be termed pro-

ductive genius ; but she excels as a critic. She has a finer,

and in most matters a more correct taste than man. Her
powers of execution are not equal to her judgment. Her
own productions will never satisfy herself. Nor will she be
satisfied with productions by the other sex possessing char-

acteristics similar to her own. Woman is herself always
more or less sentimental, and sentimentalism will always
characterize her productions ; but she detests mere senti-

mentalism in man. He who would commend himself to

woman, must indeed possess deep and genuine feeling, real

tenderness and delicacy of sentiment, but he must not sigh
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and shed tears, he must not whimper ; he must be robust,

bold, vigorous, energetic, in one word, manly. Those dap-
per little gentlemen, who talk sentiment, or write verses in

albums, and who are really fit only to stand behind the
counter and sell tape by the half or quarter yard, are never
the men who can gain the approbation or the affections of
a genuine woman. She demands always the genuine man.
No matter if his arm is brawny, his frame somewhat huge,
and his manners unrefined, if there be at bottom a true man,
with a bold spirit, a brave heart, and an heroic soul.

Now these qualities, which woman demands in man, she
requires him always t) express in his literature ; and it will

ere long be discovered, that as soon as the novelty of being
herself an author passes off, she will tolerate no literature

that is not strong and manly, giving expression to bold and
energetic feelings, to brave thoughts, and high aspirings.

The sickliness of her own productions she will not tolerate

for a moment, in those of the other sex. The growing liter-

ary influence of woman, which now swells the flood of sen-

timentality, will ultimately tend to make our literature more
robust and healthy. And as men must study to be as unlike

women as possible, in their characters, in order to please

them, their natural desire to please them will make them,
as authors, study to be strong, healthy, and unsentimental.

In this way literature will recover its tone, and in turn con-

tribute to the health of society.

But we have rambled so far from our subject, that it is

now too late to return to it. Georges Sand, upon the whole,

though a woman, is to us the most pleasing, and the most
inspiring of the modern authors of popular French litera-

ture. She has great purity of feeling, great depth and
delicacy of sentiment, and rare beauty and strength of ex-

pression. If she exposes vice, or the defects of existing

domestic or social arrangements, it is never in mere wan-
tonness. You feel always that you are reading the utter-

ances of an earnest spirit, always and everywhere aspiring

tp something better. You feel the unrest in which she is,

and from which she tries to escape, and you honor her as a

brave and struggling spirit, who would be better, do better,

and make the world better, all men and women happier and

lovelier, if she could. But you feel all the wdiile, that she

is out of health, that the tone of her feelings is diseased
;

and you are unable to rise from the perusal of one of her

works cheered and invigorated for the combat of life. O
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sing us, my dear lady, a livelier strain, do not oppress us

ever with that monotonous wail of the soul, seeking in vain

to solve the problem of its own destiny. Enough of those

melancholy notes. Sing us a song of gladness ; if you can-

not, sing us a bold war-song, and send us forth ready to do
valiant battle against the enemies of our peace and virtue.

Spiridion, the work named at the head of this article, is

properly a religious work, written with the same purpose

that we had in writing Charles Elwood^ or the Ittfidel Con-

verted. It details the experience of an ingenuous mind, in

its progress through the several stages of doubt, unbelief,

to absolute infidelity, and from that depth of horror and

desolation, up to something like faith in God and immortal-

ity. The conclusion to which she arrives, the solution she

offers of the enigma of existence, is worthy of study, as

marking the tendency of religious speculation among the pop-

ular writers in France, and more especiall}^ as showing the

growing influence of the doctrines of VEcole Saint-Simo-

nienne. We intended to notice this solution at length ;
but

we have left ourselves no room. We, however, recommend
the book to all who are capable of appreciating fine writing,

of sympathizing with free thought, and liberal feeling. We
consider it a very remarkable book, a book not without a

deep significance. We have never read a book on religious

subjects, that contained so many passages, which seemed

to be perfect transcripts from our own experience.

THE SCHOLAR'S MISSION.

[An oration pronounced before the Gamma Sigma Society, of Dartmouth ColLge,

Hanover, N. H., July 26, 1843.]

Gentlemen :

You have invited me, and I have very willingly accepted

your invitation, to address you on this anniversary occasion,

which must be to you one of no ordinary interest. I say, to

you, for the recollections and associations, which make this

a great day to you, a day long to be remembered, and looked

back upon as marking an important epoch in your life, form,

I regret to say, no part of my experience. I have no recol-

lections or associations connected with college halls or aca-

demic bowers
;
yet I have learned from the events of life,

Vol. XIX—
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to rejoice with those wlio rejoice, and to weep with tliose

who weep ;. and I would not wiUingly admit myself wanting
in that patriotism which takes a deep interest in each suc-

cessive generation of scholars, that our literary institutions

annually send forth for the honor and glory, the safety and
prosperity, of the country.

Though bntill-qualilied by my own scholastic attainments

to do the subject justice, I have yet thought that 1 could not

better comply with your wishes, and answer the request

which brings me here, than b}' selecting for the theme of

our reflections, The Schola.k's Mission. This is a subject

which must be fresh in your minds ; which must have often

occupied your thoughts, and given rise to both painful

anxieties, and joyful anticipations ; and to which the atten-

tion of us all is naturally drawn, by the day, the place, the

occasion, and their respective associations.

In treating this subject, I shall flrst consider the scholar's

mission in general ; and secondly, as modified by the peculiar

tendencies of our own age and country.

I use this word scholar in no low or contracted sense. I

mean b}' it, indeed, a learner^ for truth is infinite, and we
are finite ; but on this occasion I mean by it the master
rather than the pupil ; and not merely the one who has

mastered some of the technicalities of a few of the more
familiar sciences, but the one who has, as far as possible,

mastered all the subjects of human thought and interest,

and planted himself on the beach at the farthest distance

as yet moistened by the ever advancing wave of science. I

understand by the scholar no mere pedant, dilettante, liter-

ary epicure or dandy ; but a serious, hearty, robust, full-

grown man ; who feels that life is a serious aifair, and that

Jie has a serious part to. act in its eventful drama ; and must
therefore do his best to act well his part, so as to leave be-

hind him, in the good he has done, a grateful remembrance
of his having been. He may be a theologian, a politician,

a naturalist, a poet, a moralist, or a metaphysician ; but

whichever or whatever he is, he is it with all his heart and
soul, with high, noble,—in one word, religious aims and
aspirations.

With this view of the scholar, thougli 1 would not be

thought deficient in my respect for classical literature, I can-

not call one a scholar, merely because he is familiar with

Homer and the Greek tragedians, and can make a felici-

tous quotation from Horace or Juvenal. The scholarship is
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not in this familiarity, nor in this ability, though neither is

to be despised ; but in so having studied the classics as to

have made them the means of throwing new and needed
light on some dark passage in human history or in the hu-

man heart. We study the classics as scholars only when
we study them as the exponents of Greek and Roman life,

-of the humanity that then and there was, lived and toiled,

joyed and sorrowed, came and went ; and from deep sympa-
thy with that humanity acquire a deeper sympathy with the

humanity that now is, and strengthen our hearts and our
hands for the necessary work of attaining to a nobler hu-

manity hereafter.

In other words, the scholar is a grave, earnest-minded man,
who lives and labors for some high and worthy end,—a man
who will pore over the past, survey the present, search "by
sea and land each mute and living thing,"

" Outwatch the Bear
With thrice great Hermes, orunsphere
The spirit of Plato ;

"

break forth in song, strike such music from the human heart

as shall tame savage beasts, and make the very stones assume
shape and order in the walled city ; or utter himself in fiery

indignant eloquence that shall make senates thrill, nations

upheave, tyrants look aghast, and monarchs put their hands
tij their heads to feel for their crowns ; but all and always

for some high and solemn purpose, some true and noble end,

for which he counts it honorable to live, and sweet to die.

But, what is this end? The answer to this question, an-

swers the question, what is the scholar's mission ? I have
here asked a grave question, one not to be lightly passed over,

or answered without long, patient, and profound thought.

No small number of those who pass among us for scholars

«ven, answer it with thoughts quite too low and unworthy

;

with no adequate conceptions of its reach or its wealth, as

if in fact, the end of the scholar were merely to create a

literature. The youth that go forth from our colleges and
universities mourn over the meagreness of our national lit-

erature, and glowing with their young fire and patriotic

zeal, start up, and with noble resolution exclaim, '' Go to

now, let us create an American literature." But, literature

is never to be sought for its own sake : the end of the

scholar is not to be a scholar ; but a man, doing that which
cannot be done without scholarship. However desirable it

may be to have a rich and varied, a profound and living
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national literature, it can never be obtained by being sought
as an end, and with " malice aforethonght." It comes, if if

come at all, only on condition that brave and true-hearted
men engage in some great and good work for their country
or their race, to the performance of which literature is indis

pensable ; and it will be true and noble, rich and varied,

living and profound, just in proportion to the nobleness of

the work, and the zeal, purity, and ability with which they
have labored in its performance. The end is never the pro-

duction of a work of art, however grand in conception, suc-

cessful in execution, or exquisite in finish ; but the realiza-

tion of a good to which art is subsidiary. It is to honor his

country and her gods that Phidias chisels his Minerva or

his Jupiter. The end is always worship ; the artist is the

priest ministering at the altar ; the art is the victim, the

sacrifice.

But once more, what is this end, lying beyond the pro-

duction of a work of art, or the creation of a national litera-

ture, which the scholar must seek, for which he must live

and labor, and not fear but even joy to die ? It needs the

scholar to answer ; and in point of fact no small part of the

scholar's mission consists precisely in answering this ques-

tion ; in like manner as the great end of life is to learn to

live. The scholar, I have said, is a grave, earnest-minded
man, who feels that he has a serious part to act in the event-

ful drama of life ; what then, can be, in general terms, the

end he must seek, but the end common to him and to all

others ; that is, the true end of man ? What then is the

true end, in the language of the catechism, " the chief end
of man " ? For what has God made and placed us here ?

How are we to fulfil the end for which we were made and
placed in this world ? Here we see at once, are questions

which are not to be answered without sounding the very

depths of theology, ethics, politics, and metaphysics. How
answer the question, what is the end of man, without ascer-

taining man's nature and the designs of his Maker ; that is

to say, without theology and metaphysics? How determine

the means by which we are to fulfil this end, without ascer-

taining man's relations to his Maker, and to his fellow-men
;

and to hisfellow-men taken both individually and collective-

ly,—that is to say, without practical divinity, ethics, and poli-

tics, the special sciences that treat of these relations ? The
scholar's first and principal duty then will be found to con-

sist in mastering the sciences which answer the questions,
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what is onr destiny ? and what are our means of fulfilling

it ? For it is only in knowing what is our destiny, and in

laboring to accomplish it, that we make any the least prog-

ress towards our perfection as human beings.

You will find, my young friends, the answer to the ques-

tion I have asked, in your religion. Religion has a two-fold

office,—to answer the question, what is my destiny ; and
to be to me the " wisdom of God, and the power of God "

to struggle, without fatigue and successfully, for its realiza-

tion. It is then absolutely indispensable to the scholar. An
iri-eligious scholar, in any worthy sense of the term, were a

solecism. You might as well speak of the astronomer who
has not heard of the stars, the painter who cannot distin-

guish between light and shade, the musician who perceives

not the harmony of sounds, or the mechanician who is igno-

rant of the lever and the laws of motion. No man can un-

derstand the end for which he was made, love it, fix his eye
on it, and pursue it with unfaltering step through good re-

port, and through evil, in life and in death, without religion
;

the disinterested affection it quickens, and the power of

self-denial and self-sacrifice it communicates. In our young
days, we do not always believe this ; we fancy it a mark of

sn])erior wisdom and manliness to feel ourselves free from
vulgar prejudices and thepietistio cant of the saints ; and so

we merely tolerate religion, or at best condescend to pat-
Tonize it. But as we grow older, and are less affected by
mere glare and novelty, as our experience becomes deeper
and richer, life's pathos more genuine, and we are able to

look on men and things with the eyes of a maturer wisdom,
we change all this, and come to feel that our young wisdom
was but folly, and our youthful strength was but weakness.
" When I was a child I thought as a child, I spake as a child

;

but when I became a man, I put away childish things." The
sooner we put away the folly of believing that it is religion

that needs us, and not we that need religion, the sooner shall

we cease to be children, and enter upon our career as men.
But still once more, what is this end, the chief end of

man ? The catechism answers, and answers truly :
" To

glorify God and enjoy him forever." It is to grow up into

the stature of perfect men in Christ Jesus ; or in the lan-

guage of human philosophy, to struggle for the highest
worth admitted by the laws of our nature ; or in other words
still, to aspire always to the highest, to the realization of the

•bright ideal of the true, the beautiful, and the good, that for
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ever hovers over and before us. Man was made for growth..

The whole creation is progressive ; realizing ever in its con-
tinuous growth more and more of tlie infinite ideal of the

Creator. ]^othing stands still ; notliing remains where or

what it was. All flows on. like the current of a deep and
miglity river, from eternity to eternity. Man's destiny, and
man's glory is to flow on with it. It will suflice, then, for

our present purpose to say, that the end for which God made
us, and placed us here, is progress, growth, to be eternally

approaching the infinite God, communion with whom is the

consummation of the soul's good.

Thus far I have considered the end of the scholar only so

far forth as he is a man, in which sense his mission has

nothing peculiar. But in realizing progress, in effecting this

end, common alike to him and to all men, the scholar has a

peculiar, a special mission, a high and responsible mission
;

namely, that of instructing and inspiring mankind for
THE accomplishment OF THEIR DESTINY. The scliolar is al-

ways one who stands out from and above the mass, to in-

struct them as to what is their duty, and to inspire tliem

with zeal and energy to perform it.

We talk much in these days and in this country, about
equality, and some of us go so far as to contend that every

man is fitted by nature to succeed equally in every thing.

We lose individual inequalities in the dead level of the mass,

and believe that we shall be able more effectually to carry

the race forward by means of this dead level, than by suffer-

ing individuals to stand out from and above the multitude,

the prophets of a more advanced stage, and the ministers of

God to help us to reach it. But this theory of equality,

popular as it may have become, will not abide the wear and
tear of active life ; it is a mere dream, a silly dream, unsus-

tained by a single fact tangible to waking sense. All men
are equal only in this, that all are equally men, equally ac-

countable to God, and no one is bound to obey any merely

human authority. The authority, to have the right to com-
mand, must be more than human. For each man may say,

" I also am a man. Who as a simple human being is more ?

No one ? Then has no one, as a simple human being, the

right to call himself my master." In this sense, and in this

only, is it true, " that all men are created equal."

The universe is made up of infinite diversity. No two
objects can be found in nature which are absolutely indis-

tinguishable, or which perform one and the same office. In
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our own race the same diversity obtains. One man does not
merely repeat anotlier. All individual men participate of

humanity, of human nature, and are men only by virtue

of such participation ; but humanity, all and entire, enters

into no one man. No one man can say, I am all of humani-
ty ; for if it-were so, you might kill off all save that one
man, and humanity would suffer no loss. But such is not
the fact. Each man represents a distinct phasisof humanity,
or humanity under a point of view under which it is repre-

sented by no other ; and in this fact consists his individual-

ity. As eacli man performs a distinct office in the manifes-

tation or representation of humanity, humanity must have
need of all her sons, the highest and the lowest ; and hence
it is, that no one can be spared, and whoso wounds but one.

the least significant of these sons, wounds the mighty heart

of universal humanity herself . Here is the broad and solid

foundation of society and the social virtues,—on which so-

ciety becomes, not a mere assemblage or aggregation of indi-

viduals, held together by that rope of sand, enlightened
self-interest, but a living organism, with a common centre

of life, and a common principle of vitality ; a one body
with many members, and all the members members one of

another.

This being the constitution of humanity and of human
society, it follows that in the order of divine Providence,
each man must needs have his special mission, and that a

mission which no one else has, or can be fitted to perform.
Each is to labor for the advancement of all, not by attempt-
ing to do the work of all indiscriminately ; but by confining
himself to his own specially allotted work. To some is as-

signed one work, to others another. Some are called to be
artists, some to be cultivators of science, others to be indus-

trials. All cannot be prophets and priests ; all cannot be
kings and rulers, all cannot be poets and philosophers; and
all, I dare add, cannot be scholars, in all or in any of the
special departments of scholarship. The doctrine of St.

Paul is as applicable in its principle here to society at large,

as to the o-hurch. " Now there are diA^ersities of gifts, but the
same Spirit. For to one is given by the Spirit the word of

wisdom ; to another, the word of knowledge ; to another,
faith ; to another, the gifts of healing ; to another, the
working of miracles ; to another, prophecy ; to another, dis-

cerning of spirits ; to another, divers kinds of tongues ; to

another, the interpretation of tongues ; but all these work-
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etli tliat one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man
severally as he vnll. For as the body is one and hath many
members, and all tlie members of tliat one body, being many
are one body ; so also is Clirist. For the body is not one

member, but many. If tlie foot shall say, Because I am not

tlie liand, I am not of the body ; is it not therefore of tlie

body ? and if the ear shall say, Because I am not the eye, 1

am not of the body ; is it therefore not of the body ? If the

wliole body were an eye, where were the hearing? If the

whole were hearing, where were the smelling \ But now
hath God set the members every one of tliem in the

body, as it hath pleased him. And if they were all one

member wliere were the body? But now are they many
members, yet but one body. And the eye cannot say to the

hand, I have no need of thee. Nor again the head to the

feet, I have no need of you. Nay much more, those mem-
bers of the body which seem to be more feeble, are neces-

sary, and those which we think to be less honorable, upon
these bestow we more abundant honor."

This diversity of gifts and callings is essential to the very

conception of society ; and it is a fact which there is no get-

ting over, if we would. It has its root in the order of

Providence, in human nature, and in human society. I care

not how much you war against it
;
you will never fit every

man to succeed equally in every thing. I care not how uni-

versal you may make education, nor how nearly equal the

advantages you may. extend to all the children of the land
;

only a small, a very small number of those you educate will

become scholars. The world has had but one Homer, one

Dante, one Shakspeare. In what state has education been

more generally or more equally diffused, than in this very

state of New Hampshire, boasting a more solid and endur-

ing foundation in the glory and worth of her son's, than in

the granite of her hifls? And yet of the many you have

educated, how few have become distinguished scholars ? I

fall here, I own, on an instance more unfavorable to my po-

sition, than any other I could select ; but even here, I am
Ijorne out by unquestionable fact. Yet let us beware now
we seize upon this fact to foster foolish aristocratic pride or

pretension. No one can say beforehand, who shall be the

distinguished. No rank, no wealth, no facilities rank and

wealth can command, will assure us a scholar in our dearly

cherished son. All the training in the world may be be-

stowed in vain. Up from' some obscure corner, out from
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some I^azareth, from some carpenter's shop, blacksmith's

forge, or shoe-maker's bench,from some uncheered hut of mis-

ery and wretchedness, may start forth the true scholar ; make
his way througli the crowd that close up against him ; over

the rich and proud that witli armed heel would crush him
;

baffle poverty and want ; and finally stand up in the serene

majesty of the soul, an acknowledged chief and leader of

his race ;— a nobleman, with the patent of his nobility written,

not on parchment, but with God's own hand on his heart.

But the doctrine I wish to establish is, not merely that the

human race is carried forward b}' a division of labor, by each

one's having, and confining himself to, his specially allotted

work ; but, that progress does not require it to be otherwise,

and especially that it does not consist, as some in these days

would seem to contend, in reducing all to the dead level of

which I have spoken, and in eiiecting such an equality of ca-

pacity and attainments as shall make every man alike quali-

fied for every thing. Such a state of equality is as undesir-

able as it is impossible. Level all your mountains, fill up all

your valleys, reduce all the inequalities of the earth's surface

to one immense plain, and your immense plain is the im-

mense desert Saliara. With this dead level, society would
lose all its variety, all its charms, all its activity ; and become
as calm and as putrid as the stagnant pool. Ko, there is

and should be in human society, as in the church, a diversity

of gifts and callings, and each in its place, in reference to its

end, is alike necessary, alike honorable, alike noble.

Without this diversity, and the inequality necessarily grow-

ing out of it, it were idle to talk of the progress of human-
ity. The mass are not carried forward without individuals,

who rise above the general average. Where would have

been the race now, had it not been for such men as Pythag-

oras, Socrates, and Plato, Abelard and St. Thomas, Bacon
and Descartes, Locke and Leibnitz ; Alexander and Csesar,

Alfred and Charlemagne, Kapoleon and Washington ; Ho-
mer, ^schylus, Sophocles, and Pindar, Yirgil and Homer,
Dante, Shakspeare, and Milton, Goethe and Schiller; not to

speak of the immeasurably higher order of providential

men, whom we bring not into the category of these,—in-

spired prophets and messengers, specially called, and illu-

minated in their several degrees, by the Hoi}'- Ghost,—such as

Noah and Abraham, Moses and David, Paul and John, Au-
gustine and Bernard, George Fox, and others. It is only by

the life, love, labors, and sacrifices of these, and such as
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these, that the race is quickened, instrnctec], inspired, and

enabled to make its way through the ages to the accomplish-

ment of its destiny.

There are, and it is worse than idle to deny it, labors in-

dispensable to the progress of mankind, under its moral, re-

ligious, intellectual, and social relations, which can be per-

formed only by men who stand out, and are distinguished

by their capacity, virtues, and attainments, from the multi-

tude. The most ordinary questions concerning man's des-

tiny, or mere every-day ethics, can be answered only by the

light of a metaphysical and theological science, which the

many do not, will not, and cannot be made to understand.

Popular passions, popular prejudices, popular ignorance,

popular errors and vices, are often to be withstood ; but

who will there be to withstand tliem, if there be none among
US, who rise above the level of the mass ? for who, not rising

above the level of the mass, but must share them ? Who
among us, having only the wisdom and virtue common to

all, for the sake of truth, justice, love, religion, countiy, hu-

manity, will throw themselves before the popular car, and

with their bodies seek to arrest its destructive career?

But when I speak of the mass, of the many, I pray you
not to misinterpret me. They whom I include in the term

many^ or on whom my mind specially rests in speaking of

the many, are not exclusively those whom the world calls

the poor and illiterate. JS^ever measure a man's capacity,

attainments, or virtues, by his apparent rank, wealth, or ed-

ucation. I am no great believer in the superior capacities,

or virtues, of what are called the upper classes. Nine-tenths

of the graduates of our colleges, are as innocent as the child

unborn of any, the least, the faintest conception of the real

j^roblenis of metaphysical science ; and it were as easy to

make him who is stone deaf, relish the performance of one

of Beethoven's symphonies, as to make them even conceive

of these problems, to say nothing of their solving them.

Only a few peculiarly constituted minds, coming at rare in-

tervals of time and space, can seek successfully their solu-

tion ; and these perhaps come oftenest, when and whence
they are least expected. To these, come when or whence
they may, belongs the solution of the problems of which I

speak ; the results or benefit of the solution belong to the

many. So say we of theology, ethics, and politics. The
science is for the few, the results for all men. The science

IS to be souglit by the few alone, but solely and expressly
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for tlie many, who will not, and cannot successfully seek it

for themselves. To the few then the honor and glory of

the labor ; to the many the right to enter into the labors of

the few, and enjoy the fruit.

The human race i> progressive, but progressive only on
the condition, that different members fulfil different offices.

Among these different offices, is that of instructor and in-

spirer. This office is to be filled by the scholar. But you
will bear in mind, that it is an office instituted by Provi-

dence, not for the special benefit of the incumbent. The
scholar's mission is to instruct and inspire the race in refer-

ence to the general end,—progress,—for which God has

made and placed us here. This is the fact that too many
of those who pass for scholars, overlook : and hence the prej-

udice we find in our own day and country against them.
This prejudice does not grow out of any dislike to the gen-

eral law of Providence, that the race is to be carried for-

ward by individuals, who stand out from and above the

mass. Every re[)ublican glories in the name of Washing-
ton ; every democrat delights to honor Jefferson. No man
is really offended, that there is inequality in men's capaci-

ties, attainments, and virtues. But the prejudice grows out

of the fact, that our educated men are exceedingly prone to

forget, that their superior capacities and attainments are to

be held by them, not for their-j^wn priv^ate benefit, but as

sacred trusts, to be used for the moral, religious, social, and
intellectual advancement of mankind. They for the most
part look upon their superior capacities and scholastic at-

tainments, as special marks of divine favor upon themselves
personally, conferred for their own special good, because

God perchance loves them better than he does others. This
is a grievous error. God is no respecter of persons; and if

he gives this man one capacity, and that man another, it is

not because he loves one man more or less than he does an-

other ; for it is always while the children are yet unborn,
before they have done either good or evil, that it is written,
" the elder shall serve the younger." But it is because he
has so ordered it, that his purposes in regard to humanity,
are to be carried on only by a division of labor, by estab-

lishing among men a diversity of gifts and callings, by
assigning to one man one w^ork, and to another man another
work. The mortal sin of every aristocracy, whether liter-

ary, scientific, military, of*political, is by no means in the

inequality it implies, produces, or perpetuates ; but in the
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fact, that it regards itself as ?i p7'wileged order, specially en-

dowed for its own special benefit. Hence, every aristocracy

seeks always to consolidate itself, and to secure to itself all

the advantages of the state, or of society. It seeks to make
itself a caste, and to rule, not as the servant of others, but

as their master. But to whom much is given, of him much
is required. If more is given to the few than to the many,
it is that they may bear the heavier burdens ; as says Jesus,

"let him that is greatest among you, be your servant."

Greatness is conferred not to be ministered unto, but to

minister. He is the greatest, who best serves his race ; and
he proves himself not great, but little, who seeks to serve not

his race, but himself.

The notion, then, which scholars sometimes entertain,

that their scholarship is a personal immunity, a sort of per-

sonal luxury, which they have the right to indulge for them-

selves alone, and that this is wherefore in God's providence

they have been blessed with the capacity and means to be

scholars, is false, mischievous; and whoso entertains it, and
acts on it, will assuredly fail in discharging his mission as a

scholar. Just in proportion as you rise above the level of

the mass, does your obligation to labor for their welfare en-

large and strengtlien ; and your true distinction, your true

glory, is not that in ability or attainment you rise above
them, but that you more successfully, and under more im-

portant relations, contribute to their real growth, than do

any of your competitors. The scholarship that rests with

the scholar, that seeks only the scholar's own ease, pleasure,

convenience, or renown, is worthy only of the unmitigated

contempt of all men. Of all men, the scholar is he who
needs most thoroughly to understand and practise the abne-

gation of self ; who more than any other is to be laborious

and self-sacrificing, feeling himself charged to work out a

higher good for his brethren ; and that wherever he is, or

whatever he does, the infinite Eye rests upon him, and his

honor as a man, as well as a scholar, is staked on the wisdom
and fidelity, with which he labors to execute his mission.

Thus far I have considered the mission of the scholar only

in its general character, as we find it at all times, and in all

places ; but it is time that we proceed now to consider it as

modified by the peculiar tendencies of our own age and

country. The scholar, let him do his best, will be more or

less affected by the peculiar tendencies of the age in which

he lives, and the country in which he was brought up, and
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must act ; and in these peculiar tendencies he finds, and must

find, his special mission, the special work to which God
in his providence calls him. His general mission, we have

said, is to instruct and inspire his race. To ascertain his

special mission, he must ask. In relation to what does my
age or my country most need to be instructed and inspired ?

Is it the mission of the scholar to vindicate the classics,when
and where the classics ai-e in no danger of being underrated ?

to fight against knight-errantry, after knight-errantry has

become extinct, never to be revived? to war against mon-
archy, where all the tendencies are to democracy ? or to seek

to enlarge the power of the masses, when and where their

power is already so great as to overwhelm and crush all who
dare to resist it, or in the most modest terms to question its

legitimacy ? No, it never is, it never can be, the mission of

the scholar to do over again for the progress of his race,

what has already been done ; but that which has not as yet

been done, and which must be done, before another step for-

ward can be taken. What is the special work for me to do

here and 7iow f This is here and now my work as a scholar.

The scholar, I repeat, is one who stands out from and

above the mass, as it were, a prophet and a priest to instruct

and inspire them. He is not, then, and cannot be, one who
joins in with the multitude, and suffers himself to be borne

blindly and passively along by their pressure. Do not mis-

take me. The scholar is not one who stands above the peo-

ple, and looks down on the people with contempt. He has

no contempt for the people ; but a deep and an all-endur-

ing love for them, which commands him to live and labor,

and, if need be, suffer and die, for their redemption ; but he

never forgets that he is their instructor, their guide, their

chief, not" their echo, their slave, their tool. He believes,

and proceeds on the belief, that there is a standard of truth

and justice, of wisdom and virtue, above popular convic-

tions, aye, or popular instincts; and that to this standard

both he and the people are bound to conform. To this

standard he aims to bring his own convictions, and by it to

rectify his own judgments ; and, having so done, instead of

goin^ with the multitude when they depart from it, swim-

ming with the popular current when it sets in against it, he

throws himself before the multitude, and with a bold face

and a firm voice commands them to pause, for their onward
course is their death. He resists the popular current, he

braves the popular opinion, wherever he believes it wrung
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or mischievons, be the conse(|uences to himself what thoy

may. This he must do, for Providence, in giving him the

capacity and means to be a scliolar, tliat is, a leader, and
chief of his race, has made him responsible, to the full

measure of his ability, for the wisdom and virtue of the

multitude.

Here is the law that must govern the scholar. He must
labor to lead public opinion where right, and correct it

where wrong. Keeping this in view, we can without diffi-

culty comprehend what, in these days and in this country, is

the special work for the scholar. The tendency of our age
and country is a levelling tendency. This is seen everj--

where and in every thing ; in literature, religion, morals, and
philosophy,—in church and in state. There is no mistaking
this fact. In literature the tendency is to bring all down
to the level of the corriinon intelligence, to adapt all to the

lowest round of intellect. What is profound we eschew

;

what requires time and patient thought to comprehend, we
forego. For why should we publish what the mass do not

readily understand ? N^ay, what can be the value of that,

which transcends the capacity, or attainments, of the many?
A profound and original work on philosophy, if written,

could hardly be published among us, save at the author's

own expense ; for it would net no profit to the book-

seller. Works sell in proportion to their want of depth.

Take a work, which appeals to the five hundred best minds
in the country, subtract one half of its pure gold, beat out

the remaining half so as to cover the same extent of sur-

face, and you will square the number of its readers ; and
thus on, just in proportion as you diminish the depth and ex-

tend the surface, till a miserable tale, XCs.^ Rosina Meadows^
shall be puffed in all your newspapers, and attain in a few
weeks to a circulation of from ten to twenty thousand
copies ; while the admirable philosophical miscellanies of

Cousin, Jouffroy, and Constant, transhited by Mr. Ripley,

with equal taste, elegance, freedom, and fidelity, shall attain

to a circulation of only some five or six hundred copies in

four or five years.

In religion and the church, we find the same tendency to

level all distinctions. Tlie minister of God, who was
clothed with authority to teach, has become tlie minister of

the congregation^ and responsible to those, whose sins he is

to rebuke, for the doctrines lie holds, and the reproofs he

administers; and instead of being at liberty to consult only
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the glory of his Master in the salvation of sinners, he must
study to render Jiimself popular, so as to please men as

well as God. In the sanctuary, as well as on the hustings,

we hear, vox populi est vox Dei. The pulpit is thus forced,

instead of proclaiming, with an authoritative voice, the
word of God, our supreme law, to echo popular convictions

and prejudices, popular passions and errors, and to vary its

tone with the varying moods of the congregation. It loses

its power to maintain the form of sound words, and is driveu
to study to be attractive, entertaining, so as to rival the as-

sembly, or the theatre. The elaborate sermons which
pleased our ancestors, have become like the armor of the
old knights of the middle ages, which we preserve, and
furbish up now and then, wondering all the while whence
the gigantic race, that were able to wear it. One of those
old sermons, to be found now and then in an antiquarian
bookstore, or on the shelves of some old-world scholar's

library, contains divinity enough to serve a modern clergy-

man a whole life-time for Sundays, and week-day and even-
ing lectures to boot.

The religious press feels the same influence ; echoes the
popular sentiment ; and is As superficial as the popular
mind. Scarcely a question is solidly and learnedly dis-

cussed ; very few of our theologians are up with the literature

of their profession ; fewer still are able to make any contri-

butions to theological science. "We every day value less and
less sound theological knowledge. Our congregations cry
ont against doctrinal sermons ; I'eligious readers will hear
nothing of controversial theology ; and the conviction has
become quite general, that it matters much less what one
thinks, than what one feels; what are one's doctrines, than
what are one's emotions. Hence the efforts of our religious

teachers, whether from the pulpit or the press, are directed
chiefly, not to instructing us in regard to the great doctrines,

wiiich grow out of the moral facts of the Gospel, and the
great and awful mysteries of salvation through a crucified

Redeemer ; but to producing, by various and complicated
machinery, by a sort of spiritual mesmeric passes and ma-
nipulations, certain emotions, or momentary states of feeling,

mistaken for piety,which come and go, and leave the sinner
not less a child of hell than before.'

Nor is this all. While our religious teachers are busy
with their spiritual mesmerism, contenting themselves with
hurling now and then a feeble missile, like Priam's arrow,
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against popery ; relating puerile anecdotes against infidels >

and sending forth ephemeral tracts on the mere tithe-cum"

min-and-mint of the law ; there is a shallow, but reckless

s])irit, abroad, rashly at work with whatever is sacred, affirm-

ing and denying all with equal levity and equal reason. In

the church itself, as it exists with us, all seems loosed from
its old moorings, and is afloat, and floating—no one can say

whither. All opinions are broached, asserted, denied, from
the well-defined Catholicism of Anselm and Hildebrand,

down to the feeble echo of Strauss, in the " Discourse on

Matters pertaining to Religion," in which naturalism and
no-churchism are baptized, and it is virtually maintained,

that it is a matter of no moment to the truth of Christianity,

whether there was or was not such a person as Jesus Christ.

We are in the midst of complete religious anarchy. Ko
education that is not religious, is worth having ;

and yet

our legislatures are forced to exclude religion from our com-

mon schools, so as not to let in sectarianism. We are agreed

in nothing. Some of us contend earnestly for the church,

and yet contend that men can be saved without, as well as

within its pale ; others assert, that it is a divine institution,

founded by the Lord himself, purchased with his own blood
;

and yet are not a little afraid, that if it should have power,

it would be tyrannical and oppressive
;
just as if God could

tyrannize, or as if any thing divine could be otherwise than

on the side of right and freedom ! And what can we do to

rectify these false notions, and to bring back Christendom

to the unity of the faith, and to union with the one body of

Christ? How do we meet this shallow and reckless, this

irreverent and anarchical, spirit that is abroad ?

In the midst of all this confusion and anarchy, a large

class among us, who would be thought friendly to religion,

stand in our way, and do all they can to prevent any thor-

ough discussion of great and fundamental principles. They
dislike controversy

;
persuading themselves that they are

promoting peace, they block up our path, so that we cannot
" follow after the things which make for peace ;

" under

plea of religions liberty and toleration, they promote relig-

ious indifl'erence, and bring about religious death. Among
these we may reckon no small number of our statesmen and

politicians, who applaud themselves, that they take no in-

terest in religious discussions, and are able to look down
upon the contests of churchmen from their serene heights

of indifference, as upon the contests of a family of antt,
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thrown into confusion by the recent overturn of their hil-

lock. Thus while overrun with churches and consecrated

ministers of religion, we are virtually an atheistical people,

struck with the curse either of fanaticism or indifference,

and dying of spiritual inanition.

Whence the cause of all this ? It is not difficult to dis-

cover. Our politicians want votes, and the votes of the

various religious communions ; and must therefore attach

themselves strongly to none, and studiously avoid whatever

might be offensive to any. Our authors want heterodox as

well as orthodox, orthodox as well as heterodox, readers

;

and must therefore strike out whatever might be offensive

to one or the other, and publish only the residuum. All

comes from this tendency to defer to the mass, to make all

depend on the favor of the multitude ; or as we say in this

cowntry, public opinion, the virtue and intelligence, the

honesty and good sense, of the people ?

In morals we may trace the same tendency. But its most
striking, as well as most dangerous, manifestations are to

be seen in the political world. In politics the people are

sovereign, nay, sovereigns / that is to say, each member of

the community, is not merely an integral part of the collec-

tive sovereignty of the whole, participating in the sover-

eignty only so far as he is a member of the social organism,

called the state ; but a sovereign in himself, in his own
right and person, as a simple individual man. The will of

the people is that to which our loyalty is morally due, and

this not the will of the people legally assembled in conven-

tion, and solemnly expressed through the constitution, and

laws made in conformity thereto ; but the informal will of

individuals, collected, if collected at all, no matter how ;
in

a word, the will of a caucus, which some are beginning to

regard as paramount to the convention. Hence the chief

merit of a public officer is said to be, to find out and con-

form to the will of his constituents, without inquiring

whether that will is constitutional, just, or not ; of a politi-

cian, to float on the surface of his party, and to obey any

direction the political passions for the time may give him.

The land, therefore, swarms with miserable demagogues,

whose sole worth consists in the energy and distinctness,

with which they are able to vociferate, " I am the servant

of the people ; I bow to the will of the people ; I have no
will but the will of the people. O the people, the dear,

dear people, how I love them ! How wise and virtuous

they are ! Their voice is the voice of God !

"

Vol. XIX—

6
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The conviction, or feeling, seems to have become quite

general, that a public man should have no mind of his own,
no will, no conscience, but that of his party. To disregard

the wishes of one's party, when that party is assumed to be
in the majority, though in obedience to the constitution, to

one's oath of office, and conscientious convictions of duty, is

proclaimed to be base, unpardonable treachery. But this is

not the worst. We not only undermine all public virtue,

not only convert the statesman into a mere automaton, a

sort of people's smoke-jack ; but we sweep away all consti-

tutional checks and restraints on popular caprice, popular
passion, and popular error,—leaving all the officers of the

state, all the interests of the commonwealth, a prey to the

undulations of the irresponsible will of the majority for the

time, itself swayed to and fro by miserable demagogues,
shallow-pated politicians,—or politicians, as old John Ran-
dolph wittily and felicitously described them, of " seven

principles; that is, five loaves and two fishes^ Alas, the

tendency this way, throughout all Christendom is strong and
decided. We have broken down the old nobilities, and
hierarchies ; we have abolished all that was formerly held

to be noble and venerable, and made the scholar the moral-

ist, the politician, and last but not least, the minister of re-

ligion, responsible to the people ; that is, to public opinion.

Whether we write, preach, moralize, or politize, we do it

with the fear of the people before our eyes, and with the

desire to obtain their approbation. In a word, it has come
to this, our study is to folloiv, to echo the public opinion,

not to f07^171 it.

Now, I do not say, that this tendency is accompanied by
no good, nor that it has originated in a source wholly evil.

So far as it has been effectual in elevating the great mass of

the people, in actually ameliorating, in any degree, their

moral, intellectual, or social condition, I certainly am not

the man to declaim against it, but to thank my God for it.

Whatever tends, directly or indirectly, to benefit the masses,

so long neglected and down-trodden, however hard it may
bear on individuals, I am prepared in both religion and

morals to defend. But I deny, that this tendency has re-

sulted in any general elevation of the poorer and more
numerous classes, of those who hitherto in the world's his-

tory, have been " the hewers of wood and drawers of water"

to the few. On the contrary, I contend that it has been for

the most part exceedingly hostile to them, and tended to put
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far off the day of their complete emancipation. It is in their

name, and in their interests, and not in the name or the in-

terests of the aristocracy, with whom I have no sympathy,
that I condemn it. I accept, with all my heart, democracy

;

but democracy, as 1 understand and accept it, requires me
to sacrifice myself/br the masses, not to them. Who knows
not, that if you would save the people, you must often op-

pose them ? No advance has ever yet been made, but it has

been opposed by them, especially by those they follow as

their trusted leaders. Every true prophet and priest, is at

first martyred by them. They were the people, who con-

denmed Socrates to drink hemlock ; they were the people,

who cried out against one infinitely greater than Socrates,
•' Crucify, crucify him." The real benefactor of his race, is

always calumniated as a public enemy. Nor does it help
the* matter by saying, this is not the fault of the people
themselves, but of those who have their confidence ; for if

the people were themselves as discerning, and as virtuous,

as is contended, how should they come to confide in leaders,

who would induce them to crucify their redeemers ? The
future is elaborated in the present ; but its elaborators must
work in dark laboratories, in silent retreats, wander the earth

in sheep-skins, or in goat-skins, and dwell in the mountains,
or in the caves, of whom the world is not worthy. It can-

not be otherwise. They are of the future, and must look

to the future for their reward. Their views, hopes, wishes,

are dark mysteries to their contemporaries, and how can they
be the favorites of their age, the men one meets at the head
of processions, or in the chief seats in the synagogues ? Thej'^

are the prophets of a better age, of which they must be the

builders, as well as the heralds.

You see then, my young friends, if ye will be scholars,

and acquit you like men, wYiat here and now, is your mission.

You are to withstand this levelling tendency, so far, but
only so far, as it is a tendency to level downwards, and not
upwards. Do not, however, mistake, on this point, the real

purport of your mission. Withstand no tendency to sweep
away barbarous castes and factitious distinctions, which di-

vide and make enemies of those, who else were friends and
brothers ; advocate no artificial inequality ; contend for no
privileged orders ; but do all in your power to enable all

men to stand up, side by side, with their feet on the same
level. Consent never that a man, short b}' nature, shall plant

his feet on your, or another man's, shoulders, draw himself
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np, and with great self-complacency, look ronnd on the
multitude, and exclaim, " See, how tall I am ! " But, if

when all men thus stand up, acknowledged to be men, with
their feet on the same broad level of humanity, some are

taller than you by the head and shoulders, envy them not

;

but thank God that your race is blessed with men taller than

you. Nay, more than this. Though never suffer another
man to stand out from, and above, the mass for his own pri-

vate advantage, though never suffer another man to stand

on your, or a brother's, shoulders, as a personal privilege,

yet never, when it is necessary in order to scale the walls of

ignorance, and error, vice, or tyranny, for the welfare of

your country, or your race, withhold your shoulders from
whosoever may need them as the stepping-stones, by which
to rise to the height needed to perforin the service propo^d.
There was nothing incompatible with their dignity as men,
or 2&free men, in those old Franks, who raised one of their

number on their shields, and said to him, " Be our chief.'^

But the tendency I ask you to withstand, is not merely a

tendency to sweep away privileged orders, to bring down
all who are elevated only for their private advantage, and
to place all men with their feet on the same level ; but it is

a tendency to level from the other extremity, to obtain

equality by lopping off all heads, that rise above the general

average, and to resist the elevation of any to a sufficient

height, to enable them to labor with advantage for the ele-

vation of others. It is this levelling tendency, I ask you to

withstand. But this tendency is so strong and decided, that

you will find it no easy matter, no child's play, to withstand

it. The public mind is unsound, the public conscience is

perverted, and in order to set either right, you must appeal

from the dominant sentiment of your age and country, to

that higher tribunal, to which you and the public are both

alike accountable. But this requires a degree of moral

heroism, which it is as rare as refreshing to find. You are

in danger of being yourselves carried away by this very ten-

dency, which I am calling upon you to withstand. Your
road to public honor lies through its encouragement, and

worldly renown is to be gained, not by resisting, but by

obeying it. I insist on this point, for I know the tempta-

tions of the scholar to court popular applause ; and I know
too how easy it is to win, ay, or to lose, popular applause.

He who cannot, as it were, by the mere waving of his hand,

compel, if he will, the crowd, as he passes by, to throw up
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their caps and hurrah, or to hoot and execrate him, has no

reason to be proud of his ability, or his attainments, as a

scholar. Do not yield to the temptation. Look always to

a higher and a nobler plaudit, than that of the multitude,

and for a more terrible execration than its. Seek the plau-

dits of the saints and martyrs around the throne of God, and
fear only the terrible execration of Him, who is judge both

•of the quick and the dead.

Our old scholars, like Dr. Johnson, in the last century,

congratulated themselves, that they had got clear of the

noble, and the wealthy, patron, and had come to throw
themselves on the public at large. Schiller makes it his

boast, that he has had, and will have, no patron, but the

public. With how much reason these scholars congratu-

lated themselves on their new relations, may perhaps be de-

termined by comparing the literature of the middle ages, or

the literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

with that of the eighteenth or nineteenth. There is here

all the distance between a thesis by Abelard or Saint Thomas,
and an article in the penny magazine, between the Divina
Commedia, Hamlet, or Macbeth, and a modern lyrical bal-

lad by Wordsworth or Tennyson. There was no doubt

something humiliating to the soul of the true scholar, in the

patronage on which he depended after the suppression of

the convents and monasteries, the nurseries and support of

learning in the palmy days of the church,—something not a

little derogatory to tlie freedom and dignity of letters ; but

nothing to be compared to the meaner servility we must
cultivate, in order to gain the good graces of that nonde-

script patron, the public. A few well-turned phrases might
sometimes conciliate your noble and wealthy patron, and
leave you free to speak out, in strong and manly tones,

your honest convictions, or the deep and thrilling experi-

ence of your life ; but when it comes to the public, you
can only ask, how much truth is the public prepared to take

in ? How much of what is deepest, truest, holiest in my
experience, will the public heed, or appreciate ? How much
will the public buy ? ay, and pay for, in solid cash ? Here
is the secret of the thin, watery, vapory character of modern
English and American literature. I must write for the pub-
lic at large, and the public at large has no ability to sit in

judgment on what is really rich, profound, and original in

science or philosophy.

Here is your work. Here is the evil you are to with-
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stand, and to remedy. But do not deceive yourselves. You
cannot remedy this evil by going back to any prior state of

society, to any hitherto existing arrangement, how much
soever you may regret, that the past has gone, and left us

nothing better, nothing so good. There is no going back.

Yesterday never returns. You must accept what is, and
make it the stepping-stone to something better. Nor can

you remedy the evil, by setting yourselves at work " with

malice aforethought," to create a richer and profounder
national literature ; but, by taking high and noble views of

the scholar's mission, of the scholars duty, and responsi-

bility, by ascertaining your own special work in the general

progress of your kind, and then to go forth and do it ; and
to do it, if with the public approbation, well and good ; if

without the public approbation, just as well and good. He
to whom solitude, poverty, social martyrdom, death on the

scaffold, or the cross, has any thing appalling, has no right

to ask to be enrolled as a free citizen in the republic of let-

ters. Bind on, if need be, your tunic of coarse serge, and
feed on water in which pulse has been boiled, as did Saint

Bernard de Clairvaux, or sew you up a suit, " one perennial

suit," of leather, as did the sturdy old George Fox, and put-

ting your trust in God, thus defy the world, trample Satan

and his temptations under your feet, and maintain, in all

their plenitude, the freedom and dignity of scholarship.

Ask not what your age wants, but what it needs; not what
it will reward, but what, without which, it cannot be saved

;

and that go and do ; do it well ; do it thoroughly ; and

find your reward in the consciousness of having done your
duty, and above all in the reflection, that you have been ac-

counted worthy to suffer somewhat for mankind.
The evil is not in our devotion to the welfare of the muss

;

nor, indeed, in the fact, that we believe power may be dif-

fused even yet wider through the mass with advantage to

the commonwealth ; but in the tameness, servility, time-

serving and cowardly spirit, of the great body of those,

whose education, position, and means, should make them deep
thinkers, enlightened guides, heroic defenders of truth,

justice, freedom, humanity, and against mobs, no less than

against kings, hierarchies, and nobilities. The remedy must
be sought in the increase of the number of genuine scholars^

in raising up an army of thoroughly educated men, gifted

with a brave, heroic, self-denyino^ spirit, with no will but

that of their divine Master, and knowing only to obey, to
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the spirit, and to the letter, even the least and the greatest

of his commands, let obedience cost what it may.
Bnt I am extending my remarks to an unreasonable length,

and trespassing quite too far on your patience and good nature,

I can only say in conclusion : Young men ! God in his prov-
idence, has given you your birth and education, in a great
and growing republic ; in a land, won and defended by the
hardy virtues of a noble and self-denying ancestry, commit-
ted to your charge, to be made the land of true freedom,
religious, political and moral. It is yours to make this the
first of lands, in freedom, in virtue, in true and manly prin-

ciple; the first of lands, in literature and science, religion

and philosophy, art and industry. It is yours to instruct

and inspire your countrymen, in the great work of achiev-
ing true and enduring national glory and prosperity. It is

for this, that you have had advantages of education, means
of enlarging and cultivating your minds, which have been
denied to many of your brethren. Be faithful, I entreat

you in the name of God and of humanity, be faithful to

your mission ; acquit you like men. Feel that you are un-
der a vow, consecrated from your cradles to be prophets
and priests of your race.

Remember, young men, that it is not for your own advan-
tage, your own pleasure, that you are educated, and are to

live. Beware how you imbibe this false notion. Your pro-
fession as scholars, has fallen into disrepute, and colleges and
universities are regarded among us with no friendly eye

;

for it has been felt, that young men are educated, not that
they may the better serve the people, but the more easily,

and in a more respectable way, get their living out of the
people. Redeem the sacred character of the scholar, I be-
seech you, from this reproach, by devoting yourselves, heart
and soul, to the progress of your race, to the moral, intel-

lectual, and social elevation of all men, especially of the
poorer and more numerous classes. In so doing you will

magnify your profession as scholars, fulfil your mission, do
honor to your country, and receive the approbation of your
God.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for April, 1844.]

A Democratic friend, in one of the western states, sent

lis, some time since, this address by President Junkin, with

a note condemning in severe terms its anti-democratic doc-

trine, and expressing a wish that we would seize an early-

opportunity, as they say, of showing it up. We have read

the address with some care, and though we form no very

high estimate of it as a mere literary performance, we assure

our friend, that, with every disposition in the world to grat-

if}^ him, showing up, in the present case, is quite out of the

question.

Dr. Junkin opens his address with some niaiseries about

self-love and selfishness, Mdiich he might have spared us

;

but his real purpose in his discourse is to defend the cause

of liberal studies and sound learning,—a purpose which no

one who looks a little below the surface of things, and who
has the real welfare of the community at heart, can do
otherwise than warmly approve. "We do not think Dr. Jun-

kin has been very successful in the execution of his purpose
;

his remarks are often in bad taste, and rarely rise above
commonplace ; he does not go to the bottom of his subject,

and give us its philosophy, the foundation of his doctrine

in the order of Providence and the nature of man ; but he

deserves honorable mention for the earnestness he displays,

and the energy with which he protests against the popular

doctrines concerning what he calls " college education." He,
ho\vever, commits one mistake. He makes the question

quite too special, by making it a question of college educa-

tion. He should have proposed the question in its gener-

ality, namely, the bearings of liberal studies, of high literary

and scientific attainments, in the few, on the welfare of the

many. The question properly relates to the education,, not

primarily to the place or means of its acquisition. Grant us

the education, and we will not quarrel with you about the

conditions of obtaining it ; whether it is obtained at college

* The Bearings of College Education on the Welfare of the Whole Cam-
miinity. The Baccalaureate in Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Deliv-

ered August 10, 1843. by Rev. George Junkin, D. D., President.
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or elsewhere. The real question concerns the utility or in-

utility, in reference to the welfare of the whole community,
of an educated class ; that is, of educating a few to a much
higher degree, than we do or can educate the many.

This question we ourselves took up, and treated with some
little depth, from the scholar's point of view, in an oration

which we gave at the commencement of Dartmouth College,

last July, on the Scholar's Mission, and repeated before the

Alumni and other Friends of the Vermont University, last

August. Our purpose then, as we were addressing scholars,

was mainly to make the scholar perceive and feel his duty
to the people, and to stimulate hira to its faithful and ener-

getic performance, at whatever hazard to himself, to his own
ease, w^ealth, or reputation. We wish now to consider it

very briefly, from the point of view of the many, in its re-

lation to the mass, the point of view from which the Address
before us considers it.

We begin by assuming the necessity of education in gen-

eral ; that, whatever their native capacity, the mass are not

competent to judge wisely and justly of the great matters

which concern either their moral or material interests, with-

out previous initiation, or preparatory discipline. It is on
the assumption we here make, and on this alone, that is

founded the necessity, the propriety even, not merely of col-

leges and universities, but of our common schools themselves.

And yet, it is precisely this assumption of the necessity of

education, that the popular doctrine of the day denies.

The eloquent, erudite, and philosophic historian of the

United States, in an essay on the Progress of Civilization,

contributed to the Boston Quarterly Beview, seriously,

earnestly, and enthusiastically contends, that " the natural

association of men of letters is with the democracy," and on
the ground that the great unlettered mass are better judges

of truth in doctrine, of worth in morals, and excellence in

art, than are the cultivated few. We ourselves, about the

same time, without intending to adopt this doctrine to its

fullest extent, nay, while actually denying it in general the-

sis, not unfrequently so far contradicted ourselves, as to give

forth many sayings which implied it, in all its length and
breadth. Nothing, in fact, is more common, than to hear

whatever transcends the comrnon mind condemned, not

only as unintelligible to the common mind, but as unintel-

ligible in itself, and, therefore, as worthless. •' Why do you
not write so as to be understood ? " " Why do you talk so
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the people cannot understand you ? " " If your thoughts

are clear and intelligible to yourself, you can utter them so

as to be intelligible to the common mind." What is more
frequent than remarks like these ? Now, in all this, it is as-

sumed, that the common mind, without previous discipline,

without any preparation, is perfectly competent to sit in

judgment on all questions which, in any sense, concern the

welfare of mankind. Hence, he who should tell the people

that they must take time to study his doctrines, submit to

previous discipline, receive the necessary initiations, before

undertaking to judge of them, as whoso would comprehend
the rule-of-three, must first become acquainted with the fun-

damental rules of arithmetic, would be looked upon as

exceedingly arrogant and aristocratic. What right has he
to pretend to be wiser than the people ? What right has he
to assume that he can understand what is unintelligible to

the people ? Away with the aristocrat, who would set him-
self up above the people, and require them to submit their

judgments to his.

Now, at the bottom of all this, consciously or uncon-

sciously lies the doctrine, that all real knowledge is spon-

taneous, that education is a deterioration, and that, as Rous-
seau says, " the man who thinks is already a depraved an-

imal." Civilization, on this ground, results from and con-

tinues the fall. The nearer men approach to the state of

nature, the wiser they are, the more confidence may be

placed in their tastes and judgments. The child is nearer

the state of nature than is the adult, and, therefore, the

prattlings of children are profounder than the deliberate

discourses of the matured intellect. Hence, the poet Words-
worth and the transcendentalist Alcott bid us sit down by
the cradle of the infant, and learn the profound secrets of

the divine Wisdom ! Hence, on the one hand, the baby-

worship, of which we have, within a few years, seen and

heard so much, and, on the other, the profound deference

to the superior intelligence and wisdom of the uneducated
masses so strongly commended.
And yet, the very men who would thus raise the uncul-

tivated understanding far above the cultivated, are great

sticklers for common schools, for the education of the masses.

Who more eloquent, than they, on the necessity of universal

education, on the terrible evils the more favored classes have

inflicted on the many, by leaving them in ignorance? Who
more powerful declaimers, than they, against the barbarism
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that confined all learning to the few, and kept the mass

from the schools ? Who more loudly boast that "the Scliool-

master is abroad," that the friends of humanity, daring as

Prometheus in snatching fire from heaven, have wrested the

keys of knowledge from the privileged classes, and that

now science and learning are beginning to be diffused

through the mass ? Strange inconsistency ! Scholars de-

crying cultivation, and yet boasting its spread ! Nay,
scholars of no mean repute doing their best to demonstrate

the worthlessness of scholarship, and almost succeeding ; for

what can better show the vanity of scholarship, than the

simple fact, that scholars can seriously believe that the un-

lettered many are superior to the lettered few ?

We have no space now at our command to trace this doc-

trine, which affirnls the superiority, in all matters of morals,

science, and art, of the uncultivated many over the culti-

vated few, to the false philosophy which has obtained since

the time of Kant, and to the false theology, which asserts

the native divinity of the human soul, and to show how it

necessarily results therefrom. Those who* are curious in

these matters, will find that it is the offspring of German
transcendentalism in philosophy, of democracy in politics,

and of the theology introduced, and represented among our-

selves, by the late pure-minded, eloquent, philanthropic,

and gifted Channing. We loved and revered Dr. Channing
too much, we feel too deeply the blank his departure has

left in our community, and especially in the narrow circle

of our own personal friends, to tread with the unhallowed
foot of criticism on his new-made grave ; but we believe,

from the bottom of our heart, that his doctrine on the

powers and worth of the human soul, as understood hy his

disciples, however it might lie in his own mind, has been,

and cannot but be, productive of the most serious evils to

the great cause of social and religious progress. It is part

and parcel of the more general doctrine, that all knowledge,
all science, no matter what its sphere or degree, is by im-

mediate intuition, by what M. Cousin calls spontaneity,

which assumes God to be present in the soul, and the author

of all that is involuntary and instinctive in human life. But
we leave this, for we have already discussed it at some
length, and shall have occasion to refer to it again hereafter.

Our present purpose is more immediately practical.

The popularity of the doctrine we combat has grown out

of its being confounded with another doctrine, which, to a
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superficial view, may seem to have some analogies with it.

A prejudice had sprung up in the popular mind against

scholars, because it was felt that scholars used their superior

advantages for their own private benefit, and not for the

advancement of the people. If scholars had always com-
prehended and been faithful to their mission, as edu-

cators or as servants, of the people, the present doctrine

would never have gained the least currency. The real

thought which lies at the bottom of the doctrine in the

popular mind is, that scholars ought to serve the people, to

devote themselves to the progress of the masses. This is,

undoubtedly, the true view of the subject. But to mistake

this view for that which makes the scholar defei' to the

masses, and to consult them as his judges, was very easy,

very natural, in the case of all who had a horror of nice

distinctions, and who regarded all efforts to be precise and
exact in one's statements, as merely efforts to split hairs,

—

unworthy the least respect from a man of plain, practical,

good sense. Hence, what should have been stated, in this

form, namely :
" Serve the people by devoting to the amelio-

ration of their condition all your genius, talents and learn-

ing," came to be stated in this other form, to wit ;
'" Serve

the people by deferring to them, taking the law from
them, and never presuming to contradict them, or in any re-

spect to run counter to their judgments, convictions, or

tastes."

The difference between these two statements, when they

are brought into juxtaposition, is very obvious. The first

assumes that there is a work to be done for advancing the

people, and that there should be workmen to do it ; the

second virtually assumes that there is nothing to be done

for the people, that they are right as they are, and need
nothino; from individuals. In assuming this doctrine as

your rule of action, you really assume that it is the scholar

who is to be served, not the people. When Mr. Bancroft

contends that " the natural association of men of letters is

with the democracy," what is his secret thought ? Is it

that they are thus to associate with the democracy for the

purpose of advancing the people, or for advancing them-
selves? Evidently, as the condition of advancing them-
selves; for he assumes the test of the excellence of scholar-

siiip to be in the popular taste and judgment. Scholars are

not to associate with the people for the purpose of correct-

ing or enlightening the popular taste and judgment, but for
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the purpose of correcting or enlightening their own.
What advantage is this to the people ? For what end
would scholars exist ? This would make the advancement
of the scholar, not the advancement of the people, the end,

and association with the people the means ; which would
be, under another form, the reproduction of the very doc-
trine intended to be condemned ; namely, that the scholar

exists for himself, and not for the people.

Assuming that the scholar is to defer to the people as the

condition of serving them, he can serve them only by tak-

ing away what restrains them, not by adding any thing posi-

tive to their progress. The most he can do is to batter

down whatever frowns above them, and clear away what-
ever obstacles the government, the laws, morals, religion, or

education, may interpose in their path. This, to a certain

extent, might be useful in given circumstances, but only
where the whole moral, religious, and political order was
wrong, and needed to be swept away. But in this case, he
could render the people only a service of destruction, a

negative service at best, and in a country like ours, where
the established order is to be preserved and developed, not
destroyed, no service at all, but a positive injury. We can-

not, then, accept this doctrine, for it would impose on the
scholar the duty of serving the people, by not serving
them

!

The other statement is the only one to be accepted. We
are to serve the people, and, if need be, to devote ourselves

to the cross for their progress. But this denies that progress
is the result of the simple, spontaneous development of the
divinity in humanity, and assumes it to be the result of long'
and painful elaboration. It assumes that there is a work to

be done for mankind, a positive work, and which all, M'ho
can, are bound to perform to the utmost of their ability. Is

any one prepared to contradict this ?

" But, in assuming this, do you not depress the common
mind for the sake of exalting that of the few ? " JS'ot at all.

Nothing is here said against the common mind. We simply
contend that the amount of knowledge actually attained to

by the common mind, is not all the knowledge necessary' to

the well-being of the whole community. To carry the race

forward, to improve the condition of the mass, requires pro-

fonnder, more comprehensive views of truth, moral and po-
litical, scientific and religious, than the common mind has as

yet attained to, and to which it cannot attain without thor-
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ougli mental and moral discipline. This is what, and all,

we say. Touching the capacity of the individuals compos-
ing tlie great bulk of the people to receive the discipline,

and, through that, to attain to the requisite knowledge and
understanding of the great problems of life, we say nothing

;

we only say they cannot understand these problems without

the previous discipline, and that these problems be under-

stood is essential to the welfare of the community.
If the question before us related to the capacity of the

masses to receive the discipline, that is, the natural abilities

with which they, whom we in a vague way term the masses,

are born, we should recognize individual differences, indeed,

but no difference of caste or class. We yield to none of our

democratic friends in our belief in the capacity of all men
for progress. They are all capable of being cultivated, and

the children of one class, perhaps, not more or less so than

the children of another. All need to be cultivated, and none

can know and comprehend without cultivation.

"But, is not what we call the common mind, that is, the

average degree of intelligence of the great bulk of mankind,

amply adequate to all the demands of society ? " We think

not. If it were so, we know not why we should labor for

the progress of science, or the diffusion of intelligence. We
readily admit that the common intelligence is often sufficient

to judge of the practical results of the profoundest science
;

but, if the science of the few had not surpassed this com-

mon intelligence, could those results ever have been ob-

tained? The people can often understand the practical

result, when they are wholly unable to comprehend the proc-

^ess by which the result is obtained. Was not the process

necessary to the result? Now you have obtained the result,

it may not be; but how could you have obtained the result

without it ? How large a portion of the people are able to

comprehend the Kantian philosophy, in the light and spirit

of which is written the " History of the United States " ?

Yet, without days and nights, weeks and years, of study of

that very philosophy, wholly unintelligible to the great mass

of his countrymen, the author never could have written it.

And now that it is written, how large a proportion of the

people, all popular as it is in style and expression, have suf-

ficient knowledge to appreciate, we say not the labor of its

preparation, but the thoughts, the principles, the doctrines,

which the author has embodied in it, and of which it is the

vehicle to those whose studies have initiated them into the
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author's modes of thinking? Who that has attempted dis-

cussions a little out of the common order, but has been
taken all aback by the vacant stare of his auditor}^ ? It is

not in the spirit of idle complaint, that he who attempts to

discuss the more important philosophical, theological, or

ethical problems, demands a "fit audience, though few."

The want of a "fit audience " is the great difficulty and dis-

couragement of every genuine scholar, who would speak as

a master, and not as a mere pupil. Every great man is mis-

apprehended, misrepresented, and, therefore, abused and
persecuted, till he has succeeded in making to himself a

public, disciplined by his labors to understand and appre-

ciate him. It is often more difficult to communicate the

truth than it is to discover it. Tour words shall be crammed
full and running over with meaning, and a meaning which
embraces the universe, moves and agitates your whole soul,

exalts you to the highest pitch of enthusiasm, and yet to

your hearers they shall be only the veriest commonplaces,
which you would be ashamed to utter to an auditory of

clever lads, a dozen years old. " O, you mean only this."

"Yes, I understand you." "All very true, very true."

The blockheads ! they are as far from understanding you as

Satan is from loving goodness. Tell them that your mean-
ing lies deeper, and is broader, than they suspect, and forth-

with they turn upon you, and demand, why you do not speak

so that they can understand you, Alas ! they little suspect

tiiat the darkness is in them, and not in you. The thought
they could take in,—well, let it pass. Every man, who has

any profound, or really valuable knowledge of his own,
knows how difficult it is to make himself generally intelligi-

ble, that the best part of his knowledge he never can com-
municate, because, alas! his countrymen have not the pre-

vious mental and moral discipline necessary to enable them
to understand him.
That often much passes for education which is not, that

often men are classed Avliere they do not belong, some with
the educated who ought to be classed with the uneducated,
others with the uneducated who ought to be classed with
the educated, we by no means deny. All is not gold that

glisters. That there are quacks with diplomas in their pock-
ets, as well as quacks without diplomas, none but a quack
would undertake to deny,—or to prove. But this has noth-

ing to do with the argument. We care not what men are

called ; the question is, not what they are said to be, but
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what they are ^ and our position is merely, that, without
discipline, somehow obtained, without extensive observa-

tion, long and patient study, they are not able to compre-
hend any of the great problems of life. We know colleges,

sometimes, and not unfrequently, send out dunces ; and that

wise, shrewd men, profound men, learned men, able to in-

struct their age, are sometimes found among those who have
had little direct advantage of the schools. But to say that

these last are uneducated men, is absurd. Read the history

of their lives, and you will find that they have been among
the hardest students of their times.

Now, if we are right, in assuming the necessity of edu-

cating the common mind, in order to prepare it for the com-
prehension of the great problems of life, the real question

before us is decided, and the necessity of liberal studies, and
high literary and scientific attainments, is demonstrated.

There cannot be education without educators. There must
be some in advance of the mass, to be in some way, directly

or indirectly, the educators of the mass, or the mass cannot

be educated. Colleges and universities would seem, then^

to be essential as the condition of educating the educators ;

at least, there should be some means provided for the edu-

cation of the few above that of the mass ; for if none rise

above the level of the mass, there will be none to quicken

and direct the common mind, which, in that case, instead of

being progressive, must remain stationary.

" Then you would have a caste of scholars, raised above
the people, to whom the people must submit ? " Nonsense !

Be not so afraid, that, if one happens to know more than

his neighbors, you are forthwith to be saddled with an

aristocracy. We demand education, and we demand, as the

condition of the welfare of the whole community, that the

few be educated beyond the degree to which is is possible to

educate the many. The reason why the many cannot attain

to the highest education necessary, need not be looked for

in their want of natural capacity, but in their want of leisure

and opportunity. "Then, why not extend the leisure and

opportunity to all?" We should, unquestionably, do so as

far as possible ; but we cannot extend them in a suflicient

degree to all, because the material interests of society, the

industrial labor necessary for the support and comforts of

life, will not permit it to be done. The merchant demands
the practical results of the profoundest legal knowledge

;

require him to master the processes by which those results
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are obtained, and he must cease to be a merchant, and be-

come a lawyer, for they demand the labor of one's whole
life. The simplest communicant demands, for his spiritual

nutriment, the results of the profoundest theological re-

searches ; but if he should go into these researches himself,

who would cultivate his potato patch 'i The possibility of
combining in the same person, from his youth up, the neces-

sary industrial labors for his material interests, with the
highest intellectual and scientific culture, though once a fa-

vorite dream of ours, strikes us as more and more proble-

matical, the older we grow. No man can serve two masters.

Either he will neglect his studies or his living. If he is to

be a successful student, he must be free from drudgery the
hours he devotes to relaxation from study.

" IS^evertheless, you insist on an educated class." Cer-
tainly. But not on a class to be educated. The education
determines the class, not the class the education. And here,

again, is seen the popular character of colleges and univer-

sities, and why in republican countries they should be espec-

ially encouraged. Neglect your colleges and universities,

and turn your whole attention to common schools, and you
build up an aristocracy at once ; for nobody can be really so

silly as to suppose our common schools, which can at best

give only a little elementary instruction, can ever be made
to meet all the demands of a finished education. The higher,

more thorough, and more finished education will then be
possible only to the children of the rich. Then it will be
not the education that determines the class, but the class that

determines the education. The true interest of republics

is to found, and liberally endow, colleges and universities,

so as to bring the highest education within the reach of in-

dividuals from the humblest classes. The rich can educate
tlieir children without these institutions, by private tutors,

or by private seminaries. Demolish these institutions, and
the evil would fall very lightly on the wealthy, but with a

crushing weight on the gifted sons of the poor.
" But, once more

;
you are for an educated class, which is

to know more than the people at large." And what then ?

Is it a serious evil to those who know little, that there are

otliers who know more than they do ? Is a great, a wise, a

learned man, a curse to us ? Are we the worse for our
Washingtons, Jeffersons, Adamses, Hamiltons, Websters,
Calhouns ? Out upon the slander ! The people never think

so. They are wiser and juster than they who profess to

Vol. XIX-7
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speak in their name. They crave the great man, and rejoice

when they find one whom they may trust and reverence.
So fond are they of the great man, the hero, that they will

sometimes be carried away by his counterfeit. Let us have
none of this feeling, that no one must be above us. It was
the unwillingness to admit aught superior to himself, that

converted Lucifer, the son of the morning, into the i)rince

of hell.
""

" But you would deprive the common mind of its rights

;

you require the people to sustain a class to think for them,
instead of thinking for themselves." Nonsense, again. Just
as if a man, not a downright fool, could seriously propose
that the people should blindly surrender their own judg-
ments to anybody whatever ! Do try to understand one a

little better, and show, at least, that you have a judgment
to surrender. In God's name, in humanity's name, let the

people exercise all the mind they have, and their own judg-
ments to their utmost capacity. All we ask of them is, that

they seek to understand before they judge ; and all we com-
plain of in them is, that they undertake to judge without
first having qualified themselves to judge, that they judge
before knowing enough to judge wisely. We would have
them understand for themselves, and what we want scholars

for is, to assist them to understand for themselves. We
certainly do demand teachableness in the people ; a modest
self-distrust, a willingness to suspend their judgments till

they have become acquainted with the subject in question.

We certainly do feel a little indignant when ive meet a man,
nominallj' educated or not, deciding, off-hand, on matters of

the most momentous concern, on which he has never seri-

ously reflected one half-hour in his life. We certainl}' have
no very profound respect for the youngster hardly breeched,

who undertakes to decide questions against him who has

devoted a long life, rare abilities, and rarer opportunities, to

their investigation, and we have an irresistible impulse to

whip him back under the charge of his nurse. But we ask

no surrender of the understanding. If the people will but
exercise their understandings, so as to judge understand-
ingly, we shall be satisfied. The evil is, they will not un-

derstand ; they will not take the pains to inform themselves,

and yet they insist upon it, that you shall have the profound-
est respect for their crude notions, and their ill-formed

judgments, although the result of an ignorance so profound,

that you see, at once, it cannot be refuted.
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We ask, indeed, for an educated class, and we ask it not
for the benetit of its members, but for the advancement of

the general intelligence, as the indispensable condition of

tlie progress of tlie people. We ask sucli a class in these

times, as a feeble antagonist at least, to the all-triumphant
money power. We would raise up Mind, high and thorough
Scholarship, against Wealth. We demand it, too, as a

barrier against the licentiousness of our times, the loose rad-

icalism, tlie looser infidelity, and the still more destructive

sectarianism, which are now threatening our country with
ruin. The situation of our country is alarming. Dangers,
numerous and threatening, hang over us, and we have no
hope, but in the educated men, the Scholars of the country.

It is for them to come to the rescue. It is on their fidelity

to their mission, and their boldness, energy, and devotion to

truth and social progress, that the salvation of the country,
under Providence, depends.
As to the charges of aristocracy, which sciolists and dem-

agogues may bring against these views, we treat them with
scorn, A man who has grown gray in the cause of the peo-
ple, who is indebted to his advocacy of that cause for the
place he holds, however unimportant it may be, in the hearts

of his countrymen, is full as likely to remain true to it, as

to desert it ; and full as likely to comprehend the bearing
of what he advances on that cause, as are these sciolists and
demagogues themselves, who praise the people that they
luay the more successfully plunder them. We care not for

their barkings, come they from what quarter they may.
We say to the Scholars, do your duty. Remember that you
live not for yourselves, but for the people, and the more of
you there are, and the wiser and profounder you are, so

much the better.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1845.]

The position of a conductor of a Catholic literary jour-

nal in a country where the great mass of literature wliich

must pass under his notice emanates from Protestant^ources,

is by no means a pleasant one. As a Catholic, he holds his

religion paramount to every thing else, and must necessarily

condemn every literary work he reviews, which contains

any thing repugnant to tlie spirit and teachings of his

church. Whatever is repugnant to his holy religion he
must regard as repugnant to truth and goodness, and
therefore to the true interests of his fellow-men, both for

this world and for that which is to come ; and he cannot fail

to censure it and warn his readers against it, without sin-

ning against his conscience, his God, and his neighbour.

Protestant life and culture are essentially anti-Catholic,

and no Protestant writes a history, no matter of what peo-

ple or tribe, in what part or age of the world,—a work on
philosoph}", morals, the fine arts, or on any subject, unless

it be mathematics, or one or two of the physical sciences,

—

into which his Protestantism does not enter in a manner of-

fensive to Catholic faith, morals, or worship. The Cath-

olic critic sees and feels this, even when it escapes the

design and the notice of the Protestant, and, as a consci-

entious man, he is obliged to withhold his approbation, and
caution his readers against the poison of the work, whatever
may be, in other respects, its literary merits.

In this country, the great mass of publications are Protes-

tant, and we are obliged, as a reviewer, to be ahnost always

dealing in censures, and can rarely find an occasion to exer-

cise our good nature in commending, unless it be when we
have under review a work from a Catholic author ; we must
necessarily, therefore, to the great body of our Protestant

readers, appear ill-natured, harsh, and censorious, narrow-

minded and bigoted, incapable of perceiving excellence out

of our own church, and entirely wanting in literary taste

and discrimination, with no other standard of criticism but

*The ^^ithctic Letters, Essays, and the Philosophical Letters of Schiller ;
translated, with an Introduction, by J. Weiss. Boston : 1845.
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the fact tliat the work to be criticised is or is not written by a

Catholic. This is unavoidable. It is more agreeable to ap-

prove than to condemn, and we always aim to discriminate

where we can. JBut such is the character of Protestant lit-

erature, that we cannot discriminate. "We may admit its

ability, its genius, and often its excellence as to mere form
;

but its matter is alwa^^s more or less objectionable. And
this objectionable matter is not in a few detached passages,

in a few details easily pointed out and expressly excepted
to ; but it is all-pervading, inherent, the groundwork, the

life and soul of the whole.

Protestantism and Catholicity are two separate worlds,

and Catholic and Protestant literatures belong to two dis-

tinct and separate orders. Literature is nothing but the ex-

ponent of the life of a people, the expression of its senti-

ments, convictions, aims, and ideals. Such your people,

such your literature. Catholic literature expresses the life

of the Catholic people, Protestant literature of the Protes-

tant people ; and as the life of the one is essentially differ-

ent from the life of the other, so must be the literature of

the one from the literature of the other. Catholic litera-

ture may have its faults, be exceptionable in detail ; but it

is, in general, in its generic character, Christian,—pervaded
by a Christian thought, and imbued with the Christian

spirit. It may, or it may not, borrow the forms of ancient

classical literature ; but whether it do or do not, its matter
is always Christian. Protestant literature is essentially

heathen,—a reproduction, under varied forms, of the liter-

ature of pagan antiquity. Its form is sometimes Christian,

and so are some of its details and embellishments ; but its

groundwork, its main substance, is heathen. This is the

radical difference between the two literatures. The Catho-
lic often accommodates the Christian thought to the classi-

cal form
;
the Protestant, sometimes, the heathen thought

to the Christian form. Thus the Catholic theologian bor-

rows the logic of the ancients, because logic is formal, ap-

plicable equally to all subjects on which we can reason, and
is necessarily the same, whatever the doctrines to be de-

monstrated or refuted ; the Protestant theologian generally
despises the logic, but borrows the doctrines of the ancients.

Here is the real difference between Protestantism and
Catholicity. Protestantism is substantially heathenism, and,

at best. Christian only in some of its forms and details. It

was born in the epoch termed the Revival of Letters,—an
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epoch in whicli the literature of pagan Greece and Rome
was not, perhaps, much more widely studied than it had
been in the preceding ages, but in which the systems of the
ancients began to be revived and believed anew ; when the

classics began to supply not merely the form, but the sub-

stance, of the new literature. And, at the present moment,
we may find proofs not a few of the fact, that, at best, only
the form of Protestant life and thought is Christian. Read
our Protestant poets, and, if you know any thing of the

ancient classics, you will feel the Protestant but eclioes the
heathen. There is the same worship of external nature, the

same gloom over life, the same vanity of human pursuits,

the same weariness of existence, the same uncertainty as to

man's destiny, the same darkness brooding over the tomb.
The lips may laugh, the eyes may sparkle witli rosy wine,

and from beneath the ivy-crowned brow ; but there is no
joy of the heart, no gladness of the spirit, no buoyanc}' of

the soul, no cheerful hope. Read Faust, Childe Harold^
Cain, Heaven and Earth, and persuade yourself that you
are not back in heathendom, if you can.

Now, this being the character of Protestantism, it is easy

to understand why its literature must, notwithstanding the

ability and genius which we are far from denying it, be-

generally objectionable to the devout Catholic. We do not

object to the study of the classics, in their place ; for in

them the heathenism, both as to matter and form, is ex-

pected, and the reader is on his guard. He is forewarned,

therefore forearmed. But when we come to a literature

professing to be Christian, using to a considerable extent

the Christian terminology, and which in some of its details

really is Christian, the heathenism is offensive, because out

of place, because it is unavowed, because there is an attempt

to conceal it, and because the simple and but partially in-

structed, not expecting it, are poisoned by it before becom-
ing aware of its presence. For these reasons, there is and
must be the same hostility between Catholic and Protestant

literatures as between the Catholic and Protestant re-

ligions. We cannot conceal this fact, if we would ; and we
would not, if we could. We are familiar with the chefs-

d''aiuvre of Protestant literature : we are not insensible to

Protestant genius and talent ; we trust we can admire ex-

cellence, wherever we can discover it ; but we are certain

never to find excellence in a Protestant not coupled with

somethinir which must offend us as a Catholic.
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One Protestant sect may approve and read with pleasure

the literary productions of another ; for all Protestant sects

belong to the same family, and differ from one another only

in a few details,—in the shade of the hair, the hue of the

eyes, the shape of the nose or the mouth, the size of the

bust, or of the hands and feet ; but between Catholics and
Protestants, there is a generic difference,—no family relation

or likeness ; and, consequently, in Protestant literature the

Catholic can at best admire only individual traits, only a few
details, while he does and must condemn it as a whole. This

is no loss to the Catholic, for he has no need of Protestant

literature. It can give him nothing that is true or beauti-

ful which he has not already, and what is neither true nor

beautiful he does not want. He may, therefore, leave to

Protestants their own literature, and content himself with

the richer, broader, truer, and more beautiful literature of

his own. He may be accused of being narrow-minded,

bigoted, exclusive ; but he has for his consolation the fact,

that he knows,without resorting to his Protestant neighbours,

all they have that is worth knowing, while he has in his

own literature, belonging to ages which he is but too ready

to forget, vast treasures of which the Protestant has no sus-

picion.

We have been led into this train of remark, in part, by the

work before us,—the work of a man who enjoys a high repu-

tation as one of the most distinguished chiefs of modern Ger-

inan literature, and which has been admirably translated by

a most worthy young man, whom we are happy to reckon

among our personal friends. "We should like to entertain

for Schiller that respect which his countrymen and a great

many of our own entertain for him, and, above all, should

we like to commend any literary labor of our young friend,

the translator; but we have no high admiration of Schiller;

we do not like the spirit of his works ; we do not like their

doctrines or their tendency. Mr. Weiss has labored consci-

entiously on the work before us, and performed his duty of

translator more than well. We have seen no translations

from the German better, if so well, executed. The Letters

and Essays do not read as translations'at all ; but have the

clearness, distinctness, freshness, gracefulness, and ease of

original compositions,—the highest praise to which a trans-

lator can aspire. Tiius far we can commend the work, and

wish the translator the success he has richly merited 'by his

skill, his industry, and his pain's ; but further than this we
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cannot go. We acknowledge the high literary merits of

tlie volume, we acknowledge the good intention and the

philosophical ability of the author ; but we regard the work
as false in its leading doctrines, and unwholesome in its gen-

eral tendency.

In his Introduction,the translator speaks of the comparison

which people, and especially the Germans, are in the habit

of instituting between Schiller and Goethe. We do not

feel competent to decide which of the two must be called

the greater man ; but, for our part, we should never think

of raising the question. Goethe was unquestionably a

heathen, and we know not that he ever pretended to be any
thing else. His works are none of them free from the

charge of immoral tendency, and some of them are abom-
inable; and yet he is the most readable of all the Germans
of our acquaintance. He was an extraordinary man, of high

and varied culture, and of correct taste in all that related to

simple art. He was free from cant,—cant religious, cant

political, cant moral, and, above all, from the cant of the

radical and reformer. The ephemeral philosophers of his

countrymen could not deceive him ; the schemes and move-

ments of the reformers, the pretended friends of the people,

of universal freedom, clamoring and intriguing for an

earthly paradise, and seeking to obtain it by means that

would realize a hell on earth, could not enlist him ;
and none

of the various forms of defunct or galvanized Protestantism

could ever win his respect. He wanted faith, and he knew
it ; but he never sought to supply its place by any of the

substitutes of the reformers, wlietiier of the genus fanatic,

or the genus infidel. We do not admire him, but we see

and acknowledge what he was, and learn wisdom from his

errors and blindness. But Schiller was an inbred radical.

His soul spoke out in Die Eduher, in the hero of which he

impersonated his own inner man,—a work not less repre-

hensible, to say the least, than the Wahlverwandtschaften.

Subsequently, he grew calmer ;
" a change had come over

the spirit of his dream ; " but he remained ever the ingrained

radical. He sought to chasten and legitimate his radicalism

by his philosophy, we admit ; but, in so doing, only labored

to corrupt the principles as well as the passions of his coun-

trymen.

As a poet, Schiller, to our taste and judgment, falls far be-

low Goethe. He has, not unfrequently, earnestness, force,

fine thoughts, and noble expressions ; but he wants always
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the ease, the grace, the delicacy, the good sense, the keen
insight, the sedate majesty, and commanding port of his

great rival. He aims at more, but accomplishes less. Many
of his poems, especially his minor poems, are hard reading.

They fetch no echo from the heart or understanding. What
Goethe does is always exquisite in its way, always a master-

piece of its kind. Goethe does not disdain the classics, and
reproduces them often, but rarely except in what they have
that is universal, as applicable to one age or one people as to

another. Schiller is too often overpowered by classical an-

tiquity, and actually worships in the old pagan fane. We
turn away from some of his minor poems with sorrow and
disgust, as we do from Crawford's Orpheus. What business

have they here ? Why galvanize the dead ? There is life

now as well as formerly ; and do seek your inspiration from
the spirit that never dies, and do try to embody the living,

not the defunct, beauty. What is Crawford's Orjpheus to

me ? It is a wonderful creation of genius, you say.

Doubted, or, rather, denied; for your first impression, on
seeing it, is, that it is about to tumble over. But admit all

you claim for it, it but embodies a heathen thought, uncon-

nected with Christian life, and having no relation with the

humanity that now is, save on the side of a passion which
were better left unsung and unsculptured, for it makes us

full trouble enough when not artificially inflamed.

But we have no intention of entering upon a critical esti-

mate of the merits of Schiller, and we could not do so if we
would ; for, though we certainly have read his principal

works, we have never studied them, and have never had any
disposition to study them. He has never struck us favorably.

This may be our fault, and perhaps it is ; but, if so, we can-

not help it. We have not read the whole volume before us.

We have, however, we think, mastered the ySsthetio Letters.

They are intelligible enough to those who have some toler-

able acquaintance with the Kantian philosophy ; not that

they are constructed on pure Kantian principles,—for they

are not,—but nevertheless assume Kantism as their point of

departure. They are, as a whole, heavily and painfully

written. We see the author laboring as the slave at the oar,

putting forth all his strength, making his utmost efforts, to

bring out and make intelligible his leading thoughts, whicli,

after all, are rather commonplace so far as true, and when
not commonplace are radically false. The Letters appear to

have been written at the time of the French revolution,
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when all Europe was in a ferment, with all manner of notions
fermenting in its brain as in one great fermenting vat ; and
the aim of the author seems to have been to discover some
way of bringing order out of the confusion in the midst of
whicli he lived. His great merit—and it was a merit at that

time—consists in his clearly perceiving that the world was
not to be reformed by the principles of the French revolu-

tion, which sought to realize an earthly paradise merely by
modifying the external condition. He saw that these prin-

ciples, if acted upon, left the intellectual and moral man
uncultivated, and therefore could generate only a state of
barbarism. Pie further saw, that a purely intellectual cult-

ure, confined to the inner life of the individual, would be
insufficient, because it would lead to no practical result in

the world of reality. If we confine ourselves to the out-

ward, we lapse into barbarism ; if to the inward, we effect

no progress in our condition, no practical amelioration of
our race. The two must be combined, and work together.

But to this a third term is necessary. The problem is, find

this third term by which the inner life and external condi-

tion may be united, and both peacefully and effectively car-

ried forward.

This third term is the ideal or beauty ; not beauty as the

mere object of sense and imagination, not merely intellect-

ual beauty,—but beauty, so to speak, as the ideal of all the
faculties, responding to man's whole nature. This beauty
is to be sought in every department of life, and the aim of
all culture should be to reveal and realize it. Hence all cult-

ure is to be aesthetic, and through aesthetic culture, or the

revelation and realization of the beautiful in every depart-

ment of life, order will be brought out of confusion, the

world will be saved, on the one hand, from lapsing into bar-

barism, and, on the other, from wasting itself in an intellect-

ual culture which leads to no practical results, and the

human race will be carried forward to the realization of its

destiny. Such, in general terms, appears to us to be Schiller's

solution of the problem.
In descending to particular doctrines, he must place virt-

ue in inclina' 'on, in an affection of the passive nature, ratlier

than in an affection of the active nature, and require truth

and goodness to be presented always under the form of

beauty, and because beauty wins love, enlists instead of re-

pelling sense and imagination. He demands in all room for

M'hat he calls, after Kant, the play-impulse^ which, if we
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understand it, is best expressed in our language by the word
love. We are, then, to do our duty, not merely from the

conviction that it is our duty, from the stern sense of its

obligation, as Kant contended, but from inclination, from
love of it. His theory, therefore, practically resolves itself

into the Theory of Attraction^ the basis of Fourierism.

The translator commends him for this, and thinks that

Schiller, in diverging from the asceticism of Kant, has

given a more Christian statement of duty ; but we question

this. Duty cannot in this world be made play. In play, we
act to please ourselves, because what we do is pleasure to

ourselves ; in duty, we act to please God, because what we
do is his will. This, instead of being a pleasure to ourselves,

is often a crucifixion of ourselves ; for sapientia carnis ini-

mica est Deo; legi enim Dei non est suhjecta: nee enimpotest.
Or, as says our blessed Saviour, " If any man will be my
disciple, let him deny himself, take up his cross and follow

me." " Christianity is," not, as the translator says Schiller

asserts, "the moral imperative (that is, obligation) trans-

figured by love," unless we understand the love of the Law-
giver, which provides for the remission of the guilt of the

transgressor through the merits of Jesus Christ, on condition

of faith and i*epentance. This is a sufiicient refutation of

Schiller's doctrine, so far as it concerns morals.

There is in these times a great deal of nonsense babbled
about love. The rage is to have all things " made easy."

We have all sorts of learning, and even thinking, by means
of newspapers and other contrivances, " made easy "

; and
we would fain have duty " made easy," and we therefore

seek to transform it into love. But it is not love^ in its or-

dinary sense, the Gospel demands, but charity. Love is a

fact of the passive nature, charity of the voluntary nature
;

love is a natural affection, charity a supernatural affection.

Yet nearly the whole Protestant world, especially the more
advanced portion of it, confound the one with the other, or,

rather, raise love above charity. But the heart which God
demands is the voluntary heart, over which we have control

;

and the love he requires is the love yielded by the will, not

the love yielded by the passive or sensitive soul. Sensible,

sentimental, or passional love is worth nothing, adds nothing

to the merit of the act it accompanies, and takes nothing

from the merit of the act it does not accompany. On this

point our enlightened and liberal Protestant Christians have

not a little to learn ; for, with all the marvellous progress
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they have made, they do not seem to have attained to any
clear or definite conceptions of the nature of duty. Duty
is what God commands, and is to be done solely hecause he

commands it. It is not enough that we contrive, in some
way, to get what God commands done ; we must do it solely

and simply for the reason that he connnands it. Its whole
merit is in this alone. The intrinsic character of an action,

aside from the motive of the actor, has nothing to do with

its merit ; for its merit is solely in the fact that it is done as

an act of allegiance to the sovereign. The act of the slight-

est intrinsic importance, in itself considered, is meritorious,

when done simply as an act of allegiance. " Whosoever,"
says our blessed Saviour, " shall give to one of these little

ones but a cup of cold water, amen, I say unto you, he shall

in no wise lose his reward." On the other hand, the act,

the most serviceable to the cause of our country or the

church, is without merit, may even be our condemnation, if

done without reference to God, and merely to please our-

selves.

It would do our Protestant friends, who are earnestly

striving to discover some way by which duty may be " made
easy," no harm to bear this in mind. They fancy, or seem
to fancy, that nothing is or can be meritorious, unless it be

done, not from charity, but from love, or accompanied, at

least, by a sensible affection. They feel, for instance, no
inclination to pray, find no love for prayer, no sensible de-

light in praying ; then they will not pray, must not pray, for

their prayers would be mockery. Prayers which do not

please themselves cannot please God ! Do they pray to

please themselves, or to please God ? If to please God, what
prayers can be more pleasing to him than those which are

offered solely to please him,—solely for the purpose of doing

his will ? These same enlightened Christians, wdio charge

Catholics with placing religion in mere forms and in sensible

emotions, seem to place religion entirely in feeling, in sen-

sible affection, and to suppose one repents only as moved to

tears, and loves God only as he feels a sensible affection for

him. But this sensible repentance and this sensible devotion

are worth nothing, and are often hindrances rather than

helps to true sjnritual life. What our God demands is the

homage of our higher nature, that we give him our reason

and our will. But this is rarely, if ever, done, without a

struggle M'ith the sensitive soul, nor often without the cru-

cifixion of this very love for which these modern improvers

on the Gospel of our Lord contend.
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Schiller's theory makes all depend on culture ; but what
provision does it make for obtaining, always, adequately
qualified cultivators ? The good to be effected is to be ef-

fected by aesthetic culture, by art, that is, art understood in

its sublimest sense. Be it so. But art will require artists,

and artistic culture artistic cultivators. Whence are these

to be obtained, and what guaranty can you give us that they
will always present the true ideal, and so train men that

they will always perceive, love, and obey it ? This question
is pertinent ; for Schiller himself admits that artists have
heretofore erred, have taken a false beauty for the true, and
that thus far art has rather tended to hasten the decline of

virtue, than to arrest it. Do not tell us that what has been
called art was false art, art that consulted only the external

form, or merely sense and imagination, not the sublime
beauty you propose ; for what we want is your protection

against this very false art, and your guaranty of true art. It

is not enough to say, that, if men forsake the worship of the
lower beauty and apply themselves to the worship of the
higher, they will avoid such and such evils, and practise such
and such virtues ; for this is only saying, with our friend

Parker, " If _you are good and do good, you will—be good
and do good," Where is your power to secure always the
revelation of the true ideal, the representation of true beauty
to the mind of your aesthetic cultivators of the race ? If

artists have erred, why may they not err again ? If aesthetic

culture has, in different ages, tended to hasten the decline

of virtue, why may it not again ? Have you infallible art-

ists, an infallible academy of art, under an infallible presi-

dent ?

Schiller's doctrine, that the race are to be lifted out of
their present condition, and placed on the level of their des-

tiny, by aesthetic culture, is, after all, but a theory. It is a

mere fact of the intellect, and therefore, according to his

own principles, must be barren of practical results. Even
admitting it, then, to be true, as a theory, what advance has
he made ? Where is the play-imprdse to set it in motion,
to sustain its practical operation, and to secure its realization

in practical life for the advancement of the individual and
society? Alas! it is a mere theory, and has no hands and
cannot work,—no feet, and, like the constitutions of state

turned out in such numbei'S in the French revolution, can't

go, can't be got a-going.

But the theory is not true, even as a theory. It proceeds
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on the assumption, that the end to be gained is the natural

development and perfection of man, the realization, so to

speak, of the potentialities of human nature. This is the

common error of all modern systems. With them all, the

end is the fulfilment of man's natural capacities ; and hence
the inethod they all propose is the cultivation or complete
education of all our natural powers and faculties, and the

tneans, such as will eflEect this cultivation or education. The
old French infidels sought these means in the abolition of

the church and religion, and in the revolution and reorgani-

zation of the state after their own fanciful and absurd the-

ories ; Schiller seeks them by an appeal to the play-impulse
of human nature,—in art, or the representation of all that

can affect human life under the winning and pleasing forms
of beauty ; Fourier, and the socialists generally, in so reor-

ganizing society, considered as lying back of the state, as to

give free play to all our primitive passions in their essential

nature ; the New-England abolitionists and Come-outers, in

overthrowing the state and the church, in breaking up all

organizations, and abolishing all law, save the law each in-

dividual is unto himself ; and various other classes of pre-

tended reformers have each their own peculiar nostrums, or,

as Carlyle calls them, " Morrison pills." But all, however
they may differ as to the means, proceed on the assumption,

that the end to be gained is the realization of the potentiali-

ties of man's nature, or the perfecting of man as a being of

his kind.

Now, we must, in our reasonings on this subject, accept

the Christian revelation, or reject it. If we reject it, we
can affirm nothing of the destiny of man, one way or another,

—and can have no certain criterion by which to determine
whether our systems are true or false, good or bad ; for we
defy any man to conclude logically, from what he can ascer-

tain by the study of man and nature alone, to even man's
natural destiny. But if we accept the Christian revelation,

we know that the development and fulfilment of the poten-

tialities of man's nature are not his destiny, for he has no
natural destiny. According to the Christian revelation,

Almighty God never made man for a natural destiny, but

for a supernatu7^al destiny,—a destiny ahove nature, and,

since the derangement of nature by sin, in many respects

against nature ; and if man fails of attaining to this destiny,

lie fails entirely of attaining to the end for which he was
made, and for ever falls below what we may imagine would
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have been his natural destiny, in case he had been created

for a natural destiny. It is essential, that, in all our schemes
for human amelioration and growth, we keep this fact in

mind, and never forget that we have no natural destiny.

This granted,—and it must be, if we follow Christianity,

the only light to enlighten us concerning our final cause,

—

the method of attaining to the end for which we were made,
and which we are always to propose as the end to be sought

in all our efforts, is not, and cannot be, the harmonious de-

velopment and fulfilment of our nature, is not natural cult-

ure, whether sensuous, intellectual, or aesthetic. The method,
following the same light, is submission to the will of God,
and the entire renunciation and crucifixion of nature. The
means of attaining this submission, this renunciation, this

crucifixion, are not the means of natural culture and train-

ing, but the grace of God, not attainable by natural culture,

but ordinarily attainable only through the sacraments of

God's church, the visible channel of invisible grace, and by
prayer, meditation, and mortification. According to our

reformers,—no matter of what class,—all depends on nature,

and the study must be to provide, from the moment of con-

ception, or at least froin the birth, of the child, for the free

and full development and play of nature ; all must be ar-

ranged so as to repress nothing, but to bring out all in its

natural purity, freedom, strength, and beauty. According
to Christianity, from the same moment, from birth to the

grave, the study is to repress nature, to restrain it, mortify
it, and to bring the individual into complete and entire sub-

jection to God. Christianity wages an unceasing war with
nature. It educates, it cultivates ; but not to produce natural

virtues and graces, but supernatural. It puts off the old man,
which is of the earth, earthy, and puts on the new man,
which is from heaven, heavenly, and forms Christ within,

the hope of glory. The two systems are, then, right in

opposition, the one to the other. Hence, Christianity has

and can have no fellowship with these reformers ; and this

is seen, also, in the fact that they all make war on the church
of God, and none of them accept the Gospel, save as they
explain away its sense, and reduce it to a system of mere
•naturalism.

Schiller proceeds on the assumption, not only that the end
to be sought is the natural perfection of man, but that the

means to be adopted are such as man himself can originate

and put into practical operation. This is also the case with
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all modern reformers, whether religious, political, or social.

But if the end is supernatural, as we have seen, the means
must also be supernatural ; for there must be some propor-

tion between the means and the end ; but between natural

means and a supernatural end there is and can be no
proportion. The true end, therefore, is never to be gained
by natural means, by any set or series of causes man himself

is naturally able to put in operation.

This is a conclusion we wish to press upon the serious

consideration of our modern reformers. We do not suppose
any man, at all imbued with Christian charity, can be satis-

fied with things as they are. The condition of our fellow-

men, even so far as regards this world, is truly heart-rending.

On every hand, are wrongs and outrages. The strong op-

press the weak, the cunning circumvent the simple ; the

state becomes an organized machine for taxing the people,

and for aiding the few to plunder the many ; and tlie general

tone of society, and of nearly all its vaunted institutions, is

corrupt and corrupting. But what is the remedy ? Whence
the help ? There is no help from man, no remedy of hu-

man origin and application. All labor directed to discover

and apply a human remedy is worse than lost. You may as

well crack your brains and waste your substance in seeking

to invenfa perpetual motion. Who of you can lift himself

up by his own waistbands ? The thing is as impossible in

morals as in mechanics.

But can we do nothing ? Must we sit still and bear the

frightful misery of our lot, without making any effort to

relieve it? We say not that. Man may work ; but, if he

is to work with success, he must work in God's way. When
you wish to erect a mill, you study to erect it so that nature

herself shall work for you, and drive your machinery. In

morals you must follow the same method, only you are here

to seek to avail yourself, not of nature, but of grace. You
must work, but you must work to let God himself work in

and for you. He has provided for the redemption of man
from all evils, and your business is to accept and conform to

his provision ; and then it is no longer you that work, but

he that worketh in you and for you.

But your error is in this very fact, that you reject the

means Almighty God, in his infinite love and mercy, has

provided, and seek to find out and apply some remedy of

your own. Schiller feels the necessity of a force to unite

and direct the intellect and sense, to harmonize man with
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himself and with nature, and direct all human forces, both

individual and social, to the realization of our destiny. He
seeks this force in the play-impulse, which is still a human
force. This force is to be set in motion by beauty, the ideal,

which is not man's creation, but something independent of

man, and which his nature is fitted to perceive and love.

But this force has always been an attribute of man, and this

ideal beauty has always hovered over and before him ; and

yet he has fallen into the depdorable condition from which

tliese are assumed as sufficient to raise him ! How with un-

varied factors do you propose to obtain a varied product ?

Evidently you must vary one of your factors, introduce a

new factor, or not change your product.

This ideal beauty you talk about, we have no faith in.

But be it all you allege ; as ideal, it is unreal, and therefore

inoperative ; for only what is real can operate. It must be

realized, then, before it can set th.Qplay-impulse in motion.

But it cannot realize itself ; for it must be real before it can

act Then a power foreign to itself is needed to realize it.

This power must be human or divine. If human, it will

not answer your purpose ; for the human force which you

must assume as the force to realize it is set in motion only

liy this very ideal beauty, which can produce no effect till

realized. If, then, you assume man's power is adequate to

its realization, you assume its realization as the condition of

its realization ! Here is a circle out of which no human
power can extricate you.

If you assume the power is divine, then it is God that

realizes it, and his realization of it must necessarily be the

organization or embodiment of it in an institution capable

of acting on man, and directing all his activities to the proper

end ; that is, in principle, the church. You must, then, have

a divinely constituted church, as the condition of getting

your ideal beauty into the condition in which it can set your

'play-impiilse in motion, as we proved to you, in the Essay, No
Church, no Reform* But God has already founded the

church, and for the express purpose of man's redemption.

Place yourself in that, and you have the power you need ;

for through that flows the stream of God's grace needed to

drive your moral machinery.

But you reject the church, and herein is your folly and

your condemnation. Yowyfolly; for, if the church be not

*Brownson's Works, Vol. IV., p. 496.

Vol. XIX-8
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ii divinely founded institution for the redemption of man,
you hav^e no means of effectins^ that redemption, and there-

fore it is idle to attempt it. Your condemnation ^ for the

church is such an institution, and you reject it, and seek to

gain your end without and in opposition to it,—which is to

seek to gain it without and in opposition to God himself.

In the one case, your conduct is folly ; in the other, it is

criminal, high-treason against God.
But no, you are liberals^ you are for freedom, and you

will not submit to the church, because that would be to al)-

jure yourselves and become voluntary slaves to absolute pow-
er. The church claims to be supreme under God, because
through his supernatural gifts she is infallible, we admit;
and you are required to submit to lier as an infallible au-

thority, which may on no account and in no respect be dis-

obeyed. So far as this is slavery, you unquestionably
become slaves in submitting to the church. But do you
help the matter by rejecting the church ? You must assume
absolute infallible authority somewhere, take what hypothe-
sis you will. If you take the sceptical doctrine, and plunge
into universal doubt, you still assume your right to doubt,

and your absolute, infallible right to doubt. But there is no
absolute, infallible right, where there is no absolute, infalli-

ble authority ; for authority is the basis of right. But where
there is no absolute, infallible right, there is no absolute in-

fallible freedom. Therefore, you must assume absolute, in-

fallible authority somewhere, as the condition sine qiia noti

of absolute, infallible freedom. This absolute, infallible

authority you must place in the individual, in the state, in

jniblic opinion, or in the church ; for in any other alterna-

tive it will be, for us, only ideal, and, for all practical pur-

poses, as if it were not.

Is the individual absolute, infallible? Dare anj- inan

assert it, since all are acknowledged to be fallible ? Is the

state absolute and infallible ? Who will pretend it ? Cer-

tainly no friend of civil freedom. Is public opinion abso-

lute and infallible? Does it never err, and may it never be

rightfully resisted ? What is pul)lic opinion, but the opin-

ion of those individuals, more or less numerous, who give

the tone to the public? These are confessedly fallible ;
how,

then, can they originate an infallible ]>ublic opinion ? Say
not, blasphemously, Vox populi vox Dei / but say, rather,

if you say any thing. Vox populi vox diciboli. Who con-

denmed our blessed Saviour to the cross,—Socrates to drink
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the liemlock? wlio has, in every age, persecuted the brave,

the true-hearted, and the saintly? who burnt our convent at

Mount Benedict, burnt our churches and seminaries in

Philadelphia, shot down our brethren in the street, and
screened the criminals,—but your wise vox jyopuli, who, we
will maintain against all challengers, is as arrant a knave, as

vain, fickle, conceited, malicious, and murderous a rascal, as

€ver walked the earth ? If you attribute absolute and in-

fallible authority to these, you know you attribute it to what
possesses it not, and has no right to claim it. Yet to one or
another of these you must attribute it, if you reject the

church ; and.be it to which you will, you yield yourselves up
to a master who has no right to your service, and make
Yourselves slaves in very deed. What do you gain, then,

-even on the score of freedom, by rejecting the church ?

x^othing at aH. Be the church precisely what you falsely

allege, you, in rejecting her, to use a homely proverb, do
but " jump out of the frying-pan into the fire."

If you reject the church, you are slaves, without the pos-

sibility of becoming free; this you cannot deny. But if

you accept the church, there is a possibility, to say the least,

of freedom. It may be, the church is what she professes to

be. If so, submission to her is not slavery, but freedom

;

because what she teaches and commands is absolute truth,

•and the truth makes free,

—

et Veritas liberahit vos. True
freedom is in entire submission to the will of God, and no-

where else. In abjuring yourselves, to submit to God, you
do but abjure the tyrant, the usurper, in order to come un-
der the dominion of the legitimate sovereign,—an abjura-

tion, to say the least, more to one's honor than to his dis-

honor. There is no occasion, then, to seek out new and
human methods of reforming the world. The world cannot
l)e reformed, unless by the ministry of just such an institu-

tion as the church declares herself to be, or, at least, one
exactly equivalent to it. If she be not what she professes,

you have nothing to do, for there is nothing you can do

;

and your efforts will result only in your own disgrace, and
the aggravation of the evils you seek to remove. If she be
what she professes to be, it is your duty to submit to her,

believe what she teaches, do what she commands, and then
the evils of which you complain, so far as they are evils, will

be removed.
We speak on a subject of this sort with some degree of

personal confidence ; for we have devoted more than twen-
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ty of the best years of our life to its investig-ation. We-
have abated nothing of our young zeal for reform, nor are

we conscious of having lost the al^ility or the disposition to

make as painful sacrifices fortlie amelioration of our breth-

ren even in tliis life, as our contemporaries are prepared to

make ; but we cannot make brick witliout straw ; and we
have learned too much from our past experience to be will-

ing to erect a mill where we can have neither wind nor
water, nor even steam, to drive its machinery. No perma-
nent or solid good is obtainable for man, either for this

world or tliat which is to come, but through the ministry of

the Holy Catholic Church,—the Holy Roman Catholic

Apostolic Church, we mean. She alone has authority to

teach ; she alone has charge from God of the culture of in-

dividuals and nations; and she alone has received the

authority and force necessar}^ to educate and direct all man's
faculties and sentiments so as to bring order out of the confu-

sion ignorance and sin have generated, and to fill the earth

with love, peace, and joy. Reluct who will ; but he who
seeks to gainsay this statement, or by other means to work
out man's redemption, shall find himself realizing the old

myth of the Titan doomed ever to roll his huge stone up the

steep hill, and ever to have it, ere it reach the top, roll l)ack

with thundering rebound.

In these some\vhat desultory and disconnected remarks, we
have, of course, had no intention of confining ourselves to a

critical examination of Schiller's work. We have made his

volume of aesthetic prose the occasion of some suggestions

which we have felt were not uncalled for by the spirit of

our age and country. In the dominant tendency of the age

and country we see only unmixed evil, and we are ol)liged

to place ourselves in direct opposition to what the great mass

of the active and, if you will, philanthropic portion of our

countrymen are pursuing as the supreme good. We cannot

cooperate or sympathize with even our own former friends,

and are obliged to wage war against the thousands of ardent

minds and generous hearts who are but following the very

tendency they at first received from ourselves. This pain-

ful position we must assume as the penalty of our own for-

mer heresies and errors. The tendency of the age is human-
itarian^ and the avowed object of those who stand, in their

own judgment, at the head of the " movement party " is to

instaiirate the " religion of humanity." Humanity is put in

the place of God, and it, instead of God, are we profanely
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called upon to worship, trust, and obey. It is the most

•dangerous species of idolatry ever invented ; for it is the

most seductive, the least flagrant. Our modern philosophy,

poetry, literature in general, politics, and institutions are

rapidly conforming themselves to it, and preparing to em-
l)ellish, and sanctify, and sustain it. The appeal through all

is to the " mighty heart of humanity "
; the orator and the

poet gather their inspirations from " the upheavings of

universal humanity," and command us to bow down and

adore before " the onward movements of the masses."

Alas ! how little do they who are burning incense to " the

masses," singing the praises of "humanity," and exulting

in what they call the " triumphs of man." know of what horri-

ble idolatry they are guilty, into what unknown depths of

sin and misery they are plunging this poor human race they

profess, and many of them, no doubt, honestly profess, to

serve ! God forgive us for having been once one of their

number

!

The devil disguises himself as an angel of light, and

would, if it were possible, deceive the very elect. Under
the maddening cry of "humanity," "liberty," and "social

reform," words so magical to every generous spirit, he seeks

to entice the faithful from their allegiance, and " to place

himself in the seat of God, and to make himself worshipped
as God." All who really love our Lord Jesus Christ, all

who would really serve their race, and work out for man a

greater measure of good even for this life, must "watch and
pray lest they enter into temptation." The enemy with

whom we have to contend is as subtle, as artful, as he is

wicked. He can appear in any shape and under any dis-

guise he pleases. At present, his favorite disguise is that of

L[BERAL, Philanthropist, and Reformer, and in this dis-

guise he is more successful than he ever was in any former
disguise he has ever adopted. "We have not yet seen the

end of his career under this disguise. He is yet to convulse

nations, and, in many countries, to break up society to its

very foundations. He seduces thousands upon thousands

from their allegiance, and with his lying promises ruins

them here, and effects their damnation hereafter. Brethren,

be on your guard. Remember the admonition of the

apostle, " We are of God. He that knoweth God heareth

us. He that is not of God heareth not us. By this we
know the spirit of truth from the spirit of error." Know
that every spirit that separateth from the church, that abid-
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etli not in her doctrine and communion, whatever hi^-h-

sonnding names it may adopt, whatever seducing forms it

may bear, whatever kindling speech it may use, is not of

God, is the spirit of error, is Antichrist, is of the deviL
Believe it not. Go not after it. Listen not one moment
to its flattering promises. Nothing will come of them but
disaster and ruin here, and eternal death hereafter.

Yet be not alarmed. More are they that are for us than

they that are against us. We know in whom we trust,and that

he is able to thwart all the wiles of the adversary, and to

keep what we have conflded to him unto eternal life. Be
constant, be vigilant, be watchful unto prayer. Be content

to worship the God of your fathers in the way they wor-

shipped him, the way of Jesus Christ and the apostles, the

way of the saints and martyrs, who, with white robes and
palms in their hands, now celebrate their victories, and offer

up their prayers as sweet incense for your iinal perseverance

and ultimate triumph. With holy faith, and unwavering
hope, and charity that believeth, hopeth, dareth, endureth

all tilings, hide yourselves in the temple of your God, in his

holy tabernacle, in the secret of his pavilion, till the danger

be past.

SCHILLER'S ESTHETIC THEORY.

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for April, 1846.]

Mr. Weiss, the translator of Schiller's JEsthetic Prose^.

dissenting from our remarks on Schiller's a?sthetic theory,

in our Heview for July last, has sent us a communication in

its defence. He contends that we were wrong in represent-

ing that theory as repugnant to Christianity ; for, in his

judgment, it " not only sacrifices no Christian principle, but
rather corroborates and sustains them all : being, if rightly

understood, the ally and the harhinger of Christian culture."

If we adopted his reading of Christianity, we might, per-

haps, admit this ; for we confess we see no essential differ-

ence between Schiller's aesthetic theory, and that liberal

Christianity, of which our friend is a Avorthy and devoted
preacher. But when we speak of Christianity, we of course

mean Christianity as the church teaches it ; for we admit no
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Christianity, properly so called, independent of the chnrcli ;

and it is with the Christianity inseparable and indistinguish-

able from the church, that we maintain Schiller's theory is

utterly incompatible.

Scliiller's theory is invented as a new theory of moral and
social improvement, and, as such, arrogates to itself a part,

at least, of the work wliich we are taught to ascribe to Cln-is-

tianity. This is alone sufficient, be its chai'acter in other re-

spects what it may, to stamp it as anti-Christian ; for Chris-

tianity is sufficient and exchisive, and demands, and can

admit, in the work of moral and social improvement, no
rival and no ally. Any new tlieory in regard to such a

work, or any theory outside and independent of Christian-

ity, though really intended to be auxiliary to Christianity,

must always be set down as repugnant to Christianity.

Man cannot, without culpable presumption, attempt to do
the work of God. When and where God speaks, he must
be silent.

Schiller addressed his yEsthetic Letters to a nobleman of

high rank, \\\\o was enamoured of the principles of the

French revolution, or rather who was carried away by the

vague notions of liberty and felicity to be realized on earth,

so rife throughout all Europe during the latter half of the

last century, and still entertained b_y our young dreamers,

socialists, radicals, and disorganizers. Schiller appears to

have been as radical as any of his' contemporaries in regard
to the end they contemplated, though differing from many
of them as to the proper method to be adopted for its real-

ization. He, as well as they, believed in the possibility of

a return of tlie age of gold, of recovering the Eden forfeited

by sin ; and the real question which agitated him, and de-

termined the tone and direction of his speculations, was,

What are the practical means of reproducing this age of

gold, or, in other words, of introducing and maintaining
universal, social, and political freedom? He begins by as-

suming that this freedom, or the right constitution and
healthy action of the state, depends, as its necessary condi-

tion, on the inward or personal freedom of the individual.

In this he differs from the French republicans. They said,

the freedom of the individual is the end, and the freedom
of the state is the means ; I'eform the state, as the condition
of reforming the individual ; and therefore they made the
revolution, deposed and beheaded their sovereign, and guil-

lotined such of the noble, the beautiful, and the good, as
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preferred their recollections to their hopes. Schiller re-

coiled from this, as well he might. He reversed the maxim,
and said, the freedom of the state is the end, that of the

individual the means ; reform the individual, as the condi-

tion of reforming the state ; and gave us his aesthetic theory.

This sounds much more philosophic than the formula of the

French republicans, hut in reality is less so. The repuhli-

cans made the state exist for man, and man for himself

;

Schiller made man exist for the state, and the state for

—

nothing ; since, if the individual be able to attain to the free-

dom supposed without the state, the state is superliuous.

But having assumed that the freedom of the individual

must be the foundation of the freedom of the state, Schil-

ler's problem became, How shall the citizens or subjects of

a state acknowledged to be corrupt and tyrannical be eman-
cipated, and established in that personal freedom which is

the prerequisite to social and political regeneration ? This,

if we have not totally misapprehended it, is his real prol)-

lem. The answer, as we gather it from himself and his

translator, is, that " the medium of this emancipation is the

cognition of beauty," that is to say, the fine arts, artistic or

aesthetic culture.

Man, according to Schiller, in his rude or primitive state,

prior to aesthetic culture, is, in the category of nature, sub-

ject to the law of necessity. This necessity is twofold,

—the necessity of his condition, and that of his own nature.

He is in this state not properly ?i person, but a thing, and
subjected to natural laws as are other things. He can act,

indeed, but to an end, not for the sake of an end,—instinct-

ively, but not from reflection and volition,—and therefore

is incapable of performing what are strictly speaking human
acts,

—

actus humani. The first thing to be done, then, is

to emancipate him from the thraldom of nature, to consti-

tute his personality, and place him in the condition in

which he can act freely, from reflection and volition. That
is, lie must be translated out of nature into humanity. This

translation out of nature into humanity, or this constitution

of the personality, is the evolution of what Schiller terms

the play-impulse {Sjneltrieh). How is this to be done?

By the cognition of beauty, or aesthetic culture. Hence the

mission of art. It is art which liberates man from the

thraldom of nature, creates him man, harmonizes all his fac-

ulties or impulses, and constitutes him master of his condi-

tion and liimself.
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W"e understand this doctrine very well, but have now
neither time nor space to enter into its full examination.

It will suffice for our present purpose to consider it under
its more popular aspects, and to indicate some of the points

which are hostile to our holy relio;ion.

1. The fundamental assumption with regard to the free

and happy order which may be realized on this earth is

false and unchristian. At the bottom of all Schiller's spec-

ulations lies the assumption, that there is, as it were, a

heaven which we may realize in this world and from this

world ; that it is possible to introduce and maintain
a political and social order in which all our natural

wants shall be satisfied, in which we shall be free

from all constraint, exempt from all troubles, disap-

pointments, and vexations, in which there shall be no dis-

turbing forces, no anxiety, no sorrow, no wrath, no bitter-

ness, but all shall be peace, plenty, love, and joy. But this,

Christianity teaches us, is neither possible nor desirable,

and therefore is never to be proposed as an object of pur-
suit. In assuming it. and proposing it as an end, Schiller

is, then, at war with Christianity, as are all classes of social-

ists of the present day. The Christian looks upon this life

as intended by Providence to be a penance, a probation, a
trial, a discipline, and places his hopes of happiness exclu-

sively in the world to come. It is idle to deny this. Chris-
tianity was not given to remove the evils and misery of this

life, but to teach us patience and resignation under them

;

and to enable us to convert them into the richest blessings,

by humbly submitting to them for God's sake. It sanc-

tions none of the maxims of the socialists, but reverses them
all. God's ways are not man's ways. When he comes to

redeem us, he comes not in the greatness, majesty, and
glory of the Godhead, but with his divinity veiled under a

human form,—not with the lofty step of the conquering
hero, or the pomp and state of the earthly monarch, but as

a servant in lowly life, the son of a poor virgin, living in

])overty and want, and followed only by fishermen and pub-
licans, and at last dying on tlie cross. Even now, when he
•comes upon our altars or communicates himself to the faith-

ful, to gladden the heart, strengthen the soul, and give us a

foretaste of heaven, he conceals not only Iiis divinity, but
also his humanity, and appears under the ignoble forms of
bread and wine,—teaching us that our greatness is in our
littleness, our strength in our weakness, our glory in our
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liumility. He comes not thus, as mad dreamers allege, be-

cause his mission is specially to the jwor, because he comes
merely, as we hear it blasphemously taught, as a modern so-

cialist, radical, leveller, or democratic revolutionist,—but to

sanctify poverty, to abash the pride of the world, and to

show us that our good is not in that which the nations seek

after, but in that which they despise ; for the poor man,
tiiat is not also poor in spirit, is no dearer to him than the

rich man " faring sumptuously every day." It is thi-ougli

much tribulation and suffering that we must enter the

kingdom of heaven. Therefore it is that the saints always

turn their backs on the world, trample its riches and lux-

uries beneath tlieir feet, and make themselves poor and
afflicted, that they may have true riches and joy with Christ

in heaven. All this may be foolishness to our socialists and
conceited reformers, but the foolishness of God is wiser

than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than men.
Salvation comes from the humility of the cross. What the

Christian looks for in this world is not earthly felicity, is

not that he may be full with the goods of this world, and
have his " eyes stand out with fatness," but that he may
sacrifice the sacrifices of justice, and hope in God for his

reward hereafter. He believes that blessed are the poor,

those that suffer, and those that weep ; for the afflictions of

this life are designed by our merciful Father to prepare u&

for the beatitude of the life to come. He thus seeks the

cross, and embraces it with the most ardent affection ;
and,

in so doing, receives the highest good he is capable of re-

ceiving.

The error of our socialists on this point is one of nc

small magnitude. They all—and in this respect we do not

see that Schiller differs essentially from them—regard our

true good as realizable on earth, and in some way or other

dependent on our external condition. In this they show
clearly tlieir hostility to Christianity. Our real good is not

realizable in this life, save by promise : for we do not and
cannot accomplish our destiny here. We live here by hope,

not by fruition. Then, again, what is really for our good
here is in no case and in no sense whatever dependent on

our external condition. It is, in all cases, independent of

circumstances. We need no change in our external condi-

tion and circumstances, in order to receive the highest good
of which we are capable. God may be found by the hum-
blest and most abject slave, as well as by the proudest poten-
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tate of the earth ; and the soul that finds God, or to whom
God reveals himself, has all good, even the supreme good

itself, ^hile we are seeking to better ourselves by better-

ing our condition, to prepare ourselves for virtue and hap-

piness by struggling to create a new political, social, or in-

dustrial order, we overlook this fact, draw our minds off

from God, fix our affections on things of the earth, and

lose for- ever our true good. Labor not for the meat that

perisheth, but for the meat that endureth unto everlasting

life. If you would be truly wise, seek first the kingdom of

God and his justice, and fear nothing for the rest. If you

believe not this, have at least the manliness to avow that

you believe not Christianity.

2. But we cannot accept Schiller's account of the rude or

primitive state of man. Man is not primitively a thing,

but essentially a person. There is no sucli necessity of nat-

ure as is alleged, from which he needs to be emancipated.

Man, we admit, is enslaved, is a slave to his condition, and

to his appetites, propensities, and passions ; but if there be

any truth in Christianity, this slavery is voluntary, not nec-

essary,—the effect, not of his want of freedom, but of his

abuse of his freedom. So far as this is not the case, he is

never, and can never, be emancipated. As long as he lives,

he must be affected in both his intellect and his sensibility

by the objective world ; for he does not and cannot make
the world in which he lives; and so long as he remains

here, concupiscence remains, against which he must strug-

gle. We deny, on the one hand, that man is subject to

such a necessity of nature as Schiller assumes ; and, on the

other, the possibility of such a liberty as he contends for.

3. So far as man is voluntarily enslaved, he needs to be

emancipated ; but we deny that the emancipation implied is

effected or can be effected by the cognition of beauty, or even

of truth and goodness. The simple cognition is never suffi-

cient to liberate the soul, and place man, in his interior

nature, above himself and his condition. If there be any

thing certain, it is, that Christianity teaches that this libera-

tion is possil)le only by divine grace infused into the heart,

elevating and strengthening the will, and inclining it to

God. So far as the evolution of Schiller's play-impulse des-

ignates a state of freedom not purely imaginary, but possi-

ble and desirable, it is to be effected, not by aesthetic cult-

ure, but by the infusion of divine grace and by Christian

culture, or ascetic discipline.
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These three considerations are sufficient to justify our ob-

jections to Schiller's theory on the ground of its repugnance
to Christianity. But Mr. Weiss thinks that it is, neverthe-

less, the ally and harbinger of Christianity. His view, if we
rightly seize it, is, that the evolution of the freedom Schiller

intends to express by the word j9^a?/-?'w^Ji<i5e is the necessary

preparation for Christianity, or preliminary condition of its

operation and influence. It is, therefore, necessary to Chris-

tianity, the " prime condition of the embodiment of Chris-

tianity in the life of men." If Schiller's account of the

rude or primitive man were to be received, some preparation

for Christianity would undoubtedly be necessary, for Chris-

tianity can do nothing for man before he exists. Man must
be, before he can be the subject of Christian influences.

But if this account be rejected, and man assumed to be in

all states what Christianity represents him to be, no such

preliminary work is necessary or admissible. No prepara-

tion for grace is admissil)le, because grace must go before

all efforts at our emancipation, or else those efforts will be
unavailing. It can go before, for we know it can begin to

operate from the first moment of our existence, since the

hoi}' prophet Jeremiah and St. John the Baptist were each

sanctified from his mother's womb, and since infants from
the moment of birth are regenerated in holy baptism.

. But it seems that we were wrong, according to Mr.Weiss,
in identifying Schiller's play-impulse with love, and also in

ranking Schiller among modern idolaters. Possibly we
were ; but it may be well to bear in mind that the complaints

of misrepresentation, which theoris_ts and their friends make
whenever their theories are represented in an unfavorable

light, are, as a general rule, to be received with some hesi-

tation. For ourselves, we are much inclined to believe that

whoever will set forth any modern theory, Gernum theory

especially, in its true light, will be accused by its friends of

ignorance, of misapprehension, and misrepresentation. The
modern mind, the modern German mind in particular, is re-

markable for its subjectivity, and the universe it explains by
its theories is never the universe existing objectively hi re,

nor even in the conceptions of the general reason, but the

universe which exists in the individual reason, imagination,

fancy, or idiosyncrasies of the theorist himself. The theo-

rist constructs his theory, not from data furnished him by
the objective world, the world which exists alike for all men,
but from data which are furnished bv the world which exists
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for him alone, or the few who may be able to content them-
selves to see all with his eyes. This is especially true of

nearly all our modern German theorists. Though boasting

of tlieir universality and " many-sidedness," they are re-

markable for their narrowness, " one-sidedness," and egoism.
Their eyes are alwaj-s fixed on their own individual Ich^ or

we, and rarely in their speculations do they ever get out of

its sphere. It is this fact which makes it so extremely difti-

cult for them to explain themselves to scholars of ot.her

schools, and which makes them fancy, whenever their thf,ones

are translated by scholars of broader and more compvcjhen-
sive views, that they are misrepresented. The fact i&, that,

when their theories are exhibited to the general intelligence

of mankind, they do not recognize them, because they are

then necessarily divested of what they had receiv^ed itrom

the idiosyncrasies of their framers. This aesthetic theory of

Schiller, for instance, is deduced from another theory enter-

tained by its author, and this other theory, not from man and
nature as they really are, or as they are in the general intel-

ligence, but as they are in Schiher's own Ich or me. But
in explaining it, we must not explain it from Schiller's point
of view, for that he himself has done, and our explanation
would be no explanation at all ; but we must explain it from
the point of view of the universal reason, or of objective

truth. In doing this, we necessarily and very properly elim-

inate all that is idiosyncratic, all that depends on Schiller's

own peculiar mode of seeing reality, and retain only what
may be made intelligible to all men, and without Schiller as

well as with him. But we cannot do this without making
the theory appear very diiferent, and apparently another
theory, from what it appears to him and to his friends. Yet
we do not thus misrepresent it, but truly represent it.

In the brief exposition we gave of the theory in question,

we aimed simply to present its leading features in the light

of general philosophy, or its essential principles in such a

light as to be truly apprehended by the general intelligence.

We sought, in a word, simply to translate the theory out of

Schiller's private reason into the reason of the race ; and we
have seen, as yet, no ground to think that we did not render
him truly and faithfully. That Schiller used the term play-
impulse to designate the freedom or state which he assumed
to result from the cognition of beauty or aesthetic culture,

we were not ignorant ; but we identified it with love, for

the very reason that he gave it as the effect of the cognition
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of beauty. If Schiller relied on this effect as the condition

of virtue, he relied on sentiment, or an affection of the pas-

sive nature, which we term love, as distinguished from
charity, because it can be nothino; else. Thus we reasoned,

and if Schiller himself reasoned differently, that was his

fault, not ours. Schiller certainly relies on art or {esthetic

culture to evolve that inward state which is to him the con-

dition sine qua non, at least, of all virtuous action. But the

subjective principle of the power or influence of art is the

sensibility. The province of art is to embody or reveal the

beautiful. The intellect apprehends the beautiful, which
affects the sensibility and produces a sentiment which, in our

languai^e, is called love. Here begins and ends the whole
influence of art. Here is the whole sphere of the influence

of aesthetic culture ; for any culture extending beyond this

sphere is not aesthetic, but moral, religious, social, or intel-

lectual. Then, in making the cognition of beauty the

medium of the liberation of the individual from the thral-

dom of nature, and of placing him in the condition to do his

duty, or to be virtuous, Schiller necessarily relied on love.

To excite this love by appeal to the sensibility, and to evolve

the play-impulse, are precisely one and the same thing, as

all must admit. Where, then, is our erfor in identifying

the play-impulse with what we term love ?

We are not quite ignorant of the German {esthetic theories

in general. We know very well that many among ourselves,

half germanized, regard man as endowed with a faculty dis-

tinct from intellect, from will, and from sensibility, to which
art addresses itself,—a faculty which they cannot name, de-

flne. nor describe, and the existence of which no sound
])sychologist can admit. There is no peculiar mystery in

the influence of art. Such is our nature, that, when we have

intuition of the beautiful, it moves our sensibility, attracts

us towards it, and affords us a sensible delight. This is all.

Beauty appeals, as beauty, not to the intellect, not to the

will, but solely to the sensibility. In relation to the intel-

lect it is truth, to the will it is goodness. But art, as art,

deals with beauty alone, and its aim is to affect the sensi-

bility. It may affect it, and turn it towards what is true

and good, and then it aids intellectual and moral culture ;

or it may turn it in an opposite direction, and then it be-

comes the minister of vice and corruption. In the former

case, it is commendable and useful ; in the latter, it is not.

But it is as much art in the one case as in the other. There
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is more perfect art in the Elective Affinities tlian in the

Wilhehn Tell or the Wallenstein.

Nor is it true that the general tendency of art, or aesthetic

culture, is to liberate the mind. The panders to vice know
very well that art is one of the most effectual means of en-

chaining their victims, and do not fail to enlist architecture,

poetry, music, painting, sculpture, in their service, as is but
too well known ; and we may lay it down as an invariable

rule, that art uniformly tends to corrupt, when not preceded
and accompanied by high spiritual, or moral and religious

culture. Art, in the hands of the saint, ministers to virtue
;

in the hands of the sinner, to vice. The soul must have
been liberated, the will elevated, its affections purified, by
other than aesthetic influences, before aesthetic culture can
aid moral progress. The " love of show and finery " is not

a proof of that inward freedom desired, is not a preparation

for the gospel of truth, as our friend imagines ; but is itself

a vice, and the indication of a soul already enslaved by a

hateful passion. Certainly we cannot regard those of our
sisters, or our wives and daughters, who manifest the love

for show and finery in the highest degree, as being the near-

est the kingdom of heaven, or as being in the best possible

state to listen to the Gospel, and to yield to its self-sacrificing

precepts.

That we were wrong in classing Schiller with modern
idolaters, we do not admit. Modern idolatry does not con-

sist in worshipping wood or stone, four-footed beasts, the

stars of heaven, or images made with men's hands ; but in

worshipping humanity itself . For charity it substitutes the

sentiment of love, for the love of God the love of man, for

heaven the earth, and for revelation the instincts of the race.

It makes man the beginning and end, the a quo and the ad
quern of all right action. From man, too, it looks for all its

strength, all the force or power requisite to work out our true

good. All its theories presuppose the sufticiency of man,
and its study is to find out how man, by exerting his own
energy, may effect the end he holds to be desirable. It may
admit in words a supreme being, but this supreme being is

to be found only in the fixed and invariable laws of nature

and the human soul, and aids us only because such is the

character of these laws, that, if we conform to them, we shall

find ourselves better off than if we neglect them. To obey
him is simply to follow nature, to conform to the natural

order,—the old Epicurean doctrine under a new dress, en-
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tirely excluding providence, and all active interference of
the Creator in the government of the world. God has made
the world, and leaves it to itself. If it recognizes Jesn&
Christ, or, out of deference to the prejudices of the age, re-

solves to 2^(t't''^onize him for a time, it is simply as a brother

man, who is worthy of our respect, inasmuch as he has sug-

gested some wise rules for the regulation of life, and has set

us in his own life an example of a very high order of excel-

lence, worthy of our imitation, and serving to show us what
we may ourselves be and do if we choose.

Now, it was well known that Schiller was no Christian, or

may be known by any one who will read his Philosophical

Letters. He was in his way a reformer, and sought to re-

make man ; but all his theories imply that he did not look

beyond man himself, and that man is his own beginning and
end. His love was for man, his hope was placed in man,
and out of man, by aid of aesthetic culture, was to arise the

new and brilliant social order he contemplated. He there-

fore belonged to the class of modern idolaters, and we were
not wrong in designating his theory as one of the forms of

fctiodern idolatry. Practically, it would prove to be one of

the worst of these forms, because it places first in order of

time and rank, and as the foundation of all other culture,

aesthetic culture; which is to place the sensibility above rea-

son and will. To place sensibility above reason and will,

when it comes to morals, is to place the inferior soul above
the superior, the flesh above the spirit.

There are several other matters on which Mr. "Weiss, in

vindicating Schiller, touches, that we must reluctantly pass

over. He has travelled and can speak of art from personal

observation, an advantage we cannot claim. But, with all

deference, we must doubt the superiority in all respects of

Grecian over Christian art, or of the Greeks as a race over

the Jews. AYe do not think it is really a matter of regret

that our Lord did not choose to be born of a Greek virgin

instead of a Jewish,or that in this respect the supremeWisdom
committed a blunder. We are far also from believing the

Gospel would have been improved, even if " some green

peak from the Olympic ridge " had overshadowed the cradle

of Bethlehem. Tlie Greeks have unquestionabl}' contributed

somewhat to the artistic culture of the race, but we owe far

less to this vain, flckle, turbulent, faithless race, than is com-

monly imagined l)y scholars. Of what is valuable in modern
civilization, which we have retained from the ancient liea-
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then world, a much larger part is due to the ancient Komans
than to the ancient Greeks. The Greek mind was subtle,

but sophistical. It wanted the balance, the sober common
sense, and the firm grasp of principle, which belonged
to the Roman mind. But this is a topic we cannot now
discuss.

Schiller's translator thinks that the nearer inclination and
duty coincide, the nearer do we approximate the Christian

type ; that is, we advance in Christian perfection in propor-

tion as we find in our flesh less and less opposition to

duty. There may, perhaps, be a sense in which this is true
;

but we confess we do not know in what sense. As long as

we live in this world, concupiscence remains, and there must
be a struggle, a warfare, between the flesh and the spirit

;

and the more we advance in sanctity, the higher the degree
of perfection to which we attain, the more severe does the

struggle become, because the more acute is our perception,

on the one hand, of what is good, and, on the other, of what
is evil. The greater the saint, the greater the struggle ; and
hence it is that the saints always regard themselves as the

greatest of sinners, and are the most deeply affected by a

sense of their imperfections, the most convinced of the ne-

cessity of mortification, and of the assistance of divine grace
to keep them from falling. That, in proportion as we ad-

vance, the inclinations of the will coincide with duty, is

true ; but that the inclinations of the fiesh, the inclinations

in question, do, we have not yet learned, and do not believe
;

for the saint must always say " in me, that is, in my flesh,

dwelleth no good thing, for it is not subject to the law of

God, nor indeed can be." Hence, the combat must be main-
tained, and, till we are raised in glory, ever will it be neces-

sary to chastise our bodies, to mortify the flesh, and to be
assisted by supernatural grace, to prevent the flesh from gain-

ing the mastery over the spirit.—But we are probably talk-

ing of matters foreign to the ordinary thoughts of our liberal

Christian preacher, and of which we ourselves are but poorly
qualified, neophyte as we are, to speak at all. We leave the
subject, confident that we have said enough to justify us in

asserting as we did, that Schiller's Esthetic Theory is in-

compatible with Christianity. It is one of the numerous
theories invented in modern times to supersede the Gospel of

our Lord, and therefore we cannot entei'tain it, cannot afford

it any countenance, but must, whatever the genius or ability

it indicates in the author, condemn it as a theory, and with-

out reserve.
Vol. XIX-9
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[From Browuson's Quarterly Review for October, 1846.]

This makes the fourth number of Duniganh Tlome Li-

h'ary, and, as a literary production, is the most finislied of

any number of the series which has yet appeared. It is re-

printed from an English work, founded on incidents sup-

plied by the recent extraordinary movement in the Anglican

establishment. Though we take a deep interest in our own
literature, and are ready to welcome any work of merit from

an American author, we think Mr. Dunigan has done well

to depart from his original intention, of confining himself

to domestic productions, and to include this interesting tale

in his series of works for popular reading. Mr. Dunigan is

one of our most liberal and enterprising publishers, and he

has a laudable desire to encourage native talent, and to call

forth a domestic literature for the Catholic public ;
but we

are inclined to think his attempt somewhat premature. For

the present, better works, works far better adapted to nour-

ish and strengthen the Catholic life, may be obtained from

Ireland and England, or by translation from the French and

German, Italian and Spanish, than we can ourselves pro-

duce.

The time is not distant when we may engage in the work

of producing a national literature in earnest and with success.

There is to be an American literature wliich will compare

favorably, and more than favorably, with the most admired

literatures of the world, and this literature is to be the prod-

uct of Catholic America. The present national literature

is virtually infidel, and must be short-lived ;
Protestantism,

which is a reaction against Cln-istianity, must soon burst and

vanish in thin air, with its works ; modern civilization, as

distinguished from the ancient Greek and Roman, is Chris-

tian, has been the work of the church, and is informed with

the Catholic spirit, and will not assimilate to itself what is

not Catholic. It may receive it as an indigestible mass for

a time, but must, sooner or later, expel it as a foreign sub-

stance. The heathen and the utmost parts of the earth are

given to our Lord for his inheritance and possession, and no

* riiornberry Abbey : A Tale of the Times. New York : 1846.
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attempt to wrest them from him will succeed. They must
all come under his law. Catholicity is the only living or

lifegiving principle in the world, and no national literature

not Catholic can really flourish, and attain a permanent
growth, or a respectable rank among the living literatures

of the world. There need be no question, then, as to the
fact that Catholic America will be the author of our national

literature. This we look upon as settled.

But, at present, we are not in the condition to make any
important contributions to this national literature. National
literature is the expression of the national life, and follows

the formation of the national character. The Greek char-

acter preceded Greek literature, and the Roman character

was fixed centuries before there was a Roman literature.

Our national character is not yet formed. What we term
our national character is merely provisional, and will disap-

pear, or be essentially modified, when the mass of our peo-

ple cease to be Protestants and infidels, and place themselves
in harmony with Christian civilization. The real American
•character is yet to be formed, and to be formed under Cath-
olic influences. It is to Catholic America we are to look

;

for it alone is living and has the promise of the future ; and
Catholic America as yet hardly exists. Our Catholic popu-
lation is not yet homogeneous, has no common national char-

acter. It is Irish, French, German, and each division retains

the national peculiarities of the country from which it has
emigrated. There has been, as yet, no time to melt down
the mass, and combine its separate elements in a new national

•character, neither Irish, nor French, nor German, but com-
posed of the real excellences of each. The portion descended
from the early American settlers are themselves as far as

either of the others from possessing what is to be, ultimate-
ly, the American character ; for, as to their social habits,

literary tastes, their general culture, as to all, in fact, not
strictly of faith, they are Protestant rather than Catholic.

Now, till this fusion takes place, till national diversities and
peculiarities lose themselves in one common national charac-

ter, with common habits, views, tastes, and feelings, we have
not the indispensable conditions of a national literature.

The native American portion demand a literature which
smacks of the provisional national character ; the Irish re-

quire their national tastes and peculiarities to be addressed
;

and the French and Germans cannot be pleased to have
theirs nes-lected. All this is natural and inevitable. It im-
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plies no reproach to one or to another. Nobody can blame
the German because his affections cluster around his father-

land, and his heart is moved by the songs of the Rhine, as

it cannot be by those of the Ohio and the Mississippi ; the

Irishman is not censurable because his heart turns to " the

Green Isle of the Ocean,"—all the dearer from the memory
of her wrongs,—and because no strains can touch him like

those to which he listened in his childhood ; nor any more
the native American for finding dearest to him those accents

which soothed him in the caresses of his mother. Cold is

the heart that does not beat quicker at the mention of its

native land, and that does not linger with its sweetest affec-

tions around its early home, the only home it ever finds in

this wide world. Dear to us is that home of our childhood,

and fresh are the breezes which come freely over the green
hills which skirt it. No sky is so serene as that which bends
over it ; no sun so bright as that which shines on it ; no air

so pure as that we breathed when in it, before the wander-
ings, the turmoils, and cares of life began. We love that

mountain home ; we love its very look, its tone, and its sim-

ple manners, and we find elsewhere nothing to compensate
for their loss. We complain not that the emigrant turns

fondly to his fatherland, and clings to the life he received

from it. No people ever becomes great which is not thor-

oughly national, and which cannot more easily part with life

than with its nationality. All we say, or mean to say, is,

that our Catholic population is collected from different na-

tions, with diverse national characters ; and while they are

so, before they become homogeneous in their character, we
cannot find in them the public requisite for the creation and
growth of a national literature. This, however, is only a

temporary obstacle, and will soon disappear. But while it

remains, we cannot do much for a national literature, and
must content ourselves with such works as address themselves

to the intellect alone, or to those sentiments and affections

which are common to all men, whatever the diversity of

their national origin or breeding.

But even if we had the public, we have not the authors.

This is yet a missionary country, and the clergy, on whom
the literature of every country mainly depends, are so feW
in proportion to the number of the faithful who need their

services, their professional duties are so great, so pressing,

and so arduous, that they have little leisure for purely liter-

ary pursuits. The field of their labors is in the obscure
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courts, the dark lanes, the damp cellars, the unventilated
garrets, in the hut of poverty, by the side of wretchedness

and grief, administering to the sick and dying, fathers to

the fatherless, friends to the friendless, pouring the oil and
wine into the broken heart, and binding up the bruised

spirit ; and we would not see them abandoning this field for

the low and comparatively unimportant calls of literature

and science. They have the learning, the genius, the ability,

for a rich and living literature ; but they have a higher vo-

cation, more glorious duties, and too deep a love for souls

to neglect them.
After the clergy, where are our authors ? The literary

portion of the nations which have furnished us our Catholic

population do not emigrate. The mass of emigrants are

ironi the poorer and less educated classes, with some indi-

vidual exceptions, surely ; and their motive for emigrating

is, not to call forth an American literature, but to better

their worldly condition, and to leave a richer worldly in-

heritance to their children. The laity born among ourselves,

whether of later or earlier emigrants, educated as they are

in a Protestant atmosphere, with literary habits and tastes

formed on Protestant models, are but poorly qualified to

give tone and character to Catholic literature. They may
be able to write well in exposition and defence of the faith,

if they take the pains to inform themselves, and do not feel

themselves too proud to submit what they write, before go-

ing to press, to the criticism and revision of the authorized

teacher ; but the moment they attempt to go beyond what
is set down for them, aspire to be original, and to speak out

from their own spontaneous life, as every man must do if

he is to attain to any literary excellence, they betray their

Protestant tastes and associations, and exert an influence al-

together unfavorable to the growth and purity of Catholic

life. Our own schools and colleges will, in time, correct

this evil ; but as yet they have not corrected it. Most of

them are of too recent origin to have exerted much influence,

and none of them have sent out many Catholic scholars who
have remained in the ranks of the laity. But few Catholic

parents have been able to educate their children abroad, and
it cannot be denied that the education of our laity, thus far,

has l)een but partially Catholic. Even our schools have been
for Protestants as much as for ourselves, and, through a real

or supposed necessity, we have had to submit to all the evils

of a mixed education, alike unfavorable to Catholics and
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Protestants. Hence, those among our laity who are educated
have more or less of a Protestant incrustation, and, when it

comes to pure literature, write as much in tlie Protestant a&

in the Catholic spirit.

We speak of literature proper, of works intended for
popular reading. These are the works which need the
most to be looked after. The most influential writers,,

whether for good or for evil, are those who are taken from
the ranks of the people, and who write for the people. They
ma}^ exert an influence wholly repugnant to our holy relig-

ion, and do immense harm, without departing in a single

instance from the strict letter of the faith. We have our-

selves had frequent occasion to examine books professedly

Catholic, and designed for popular reading, whicli, though
we could not lay our finger on a passage absolutely hetero-

dox, breathed a purely Protestant tone and spirit, wholly
offensive to the Catholic instinct. The tone and spirit of a

book intended for the people is the main thing. The dis-

tinct and formal statements of a popular book are not what
produces its effects on the mass of readers. It is the un-

conscious life of the author diffused through the work, and
which he could not avoid diffusing through it, if he would,

that determines its influence for good or for evil. Hence
the reason why the church is so strict in her discipline, and
shows so little mercy especially in the purely literary works-

of heretics. She knows that a literary work of any worth,

in a literary point of view, must be, to a considerable ex-

tent, the expression of the life of its author, and therefore,

if the author be a heretic, it must contain a secret poison

which will prove at least hurtful to the purity and
strength of the Catholic life. This same poison may be im-

bibed by a Catholic who lives and breathes in an heretical

atmosphere, and be diffused through his works as w^ell as

through those of a Protestant, and will be none the less

dangerous because he is a Catholic.

We all know that Protestantism at present predominates

in this country. Those of our laity most likely to write for

the people are those among us who are most exposed to its

influence, and the most likely to be affected by it. They
are not exactly scholars by profession ; they have not re-

ceived a thoroughly Catholic training; they are persons of

general information and of general reading ; but they are

readers of modern, and chiefly Protestant, literature. They
are, no doubt, firm Catliolies, and would sooner die than
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Icnowingly de]iart from the faith ; hut, half protestantized

in their views of things in general, and taking it for granted

that all the ditference between Catholics and Protestants

lies in the formal differences between their respective creeds,

they write in a tone and spirit which can do no good, and
which can hardly fail to do immense harm. We are not

censuring them. The}^ cannot make themselves other than

they are, and they cannot write without writing themselves.

No man can. We only say, they caimot write books which

it is always safe to circulate among the people, and cannot

create and build up a Catholic national literature. Their

works have a natural tendency to lower the Catholic tone,

to relax the Catholic spirit, and to sully, if not corrupt, the

virgin purity of the Catholic soul. Hence, where their

works circulate, we miss the high and lofty, stern and un-

compromising. Catholic public sentiment which is needed,

both for our own sakes and for the sake of those who are

without. A low and half-compromising tone among Cath-

olics is of the greatest disadvantage to Protestants, for it

tends to confirm them in their fatal errors. When we were

ourselves Protestant, we were accustomed to hear our

friends remark on the character and spirit of Catholics in

this country. " Catholics, here," they were accustomed to

say, " live and breathe in a Protestant atmosphere. They
may retain the forms of their faith and worship, but they

soon lose the Catholic spirit. They become assimilated to us

in tone and sentiment, and their grandchildren are sure to be

absorbed in the Protestant community." Protestants are

thus led to think only of seeing Catholics assimilating to

them, and not at all of the necessity of their becoming
Catholics. There is more foundation for their remarks than

there should be, and our grandchildren will be more likely

to be Protestants or infidels than Catholics, unless Catholics

are on their guard against the fatal influences in the midst

of which they live, and, for the present, must live. Their

best protection, after placing themselves under that of God
and his holy mother, is to dare be Catholics, and to assert

and maintain a free, high, and uncompromising Catholic

spirit, to refuse all assimilation with Protestantism, to derive

their ideas on all subjects from Catholic sources alone, and

to distrust every thing, however harmless it may appear,

that has an heretical origin. The truer, firmer, more de-

voted, more exclusive Catholics we are, the more influential

we shall be, the more respect shall we command, and the
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more agreeable will be our social position. No man need
lose caste in this country by being a Catholic. Let him be
true to his church, and no harm can befall him, even in his

temporal life.

We shall not be misunderstood. We do not contend that

Catholics should, on all occasions and in all companies, ob-

trude their faith and church. There is a time for all things.

There are the common courtesies of civilized life, there are

the reciprocal obligations and the kind offices of good neigh-

bourhood, which, of course, are never to be neglected,—

a

respect for the rights and the honorable feelings of others,

which are always to be scrupulously observed. But what
we urge is, that we remember always that the church holds

the first place in every Catholic's affections, and that all in

life is to be subordinated to the one great end of pleasing

God and gaining heaven. This should always be present to

our souls, and influence or determine the spirit of all we do

or say. In regard to literature,we do not ask that the Catho-

lic always wield the tomahawk and battle-axe of contro-

versy, that he be ever formally stating the claims of his

church, and denouncing all who are not within its pale.

Tliere is enough of all this in our literature as it is. But
what we do want is the Catholic soul, the Catholic spirit,

which shall unconsciously pervade all we write, and inform

every sentence and word, so that whoever takes up one of

our works, at whatever page he opens, shall feel that its

author could have been none other than a Catholic. It is

this which gives such power and unction to the writers of

the ages of faith. They say little of the church, little of

religion unless treating it professedly, make no professions

of faith or piety, but every word betrays them, and the very

servant-girls take notice that they have been with Jesus,

and must have been genuine Catholics. It is this which
makes them so precious and edifying to the Catholic, and

so insipid or offensive to the Protestant. We would see

this revived. Would that forty years of heresy had not

forbidden us, personally, to hope to be able, before dying,

to write, as a Catholic should write, out from a life that had

never been sullied by a single Protestant association ! But,

alas ! this cannot be. We can only stand as a beacon of

warning to others. We can see and feel what should be
;

the power to produce it has been thrown away, and, for

our punishment, is not to be recovered. But how much so

ever of our former Protestant life we may yet retain, we
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can clearly see that the Protestant life and the Catholic are

of two distinct orders, and cannot and will not assimilate
;

that what is agreeable to the one will be offensive to the

other ; and that the man who makes up his mind to be a

Catholic must make it up to be not a Protestant, and to

take his stand in the Catholic world alone, for life and for

death.

With these views of the present condition of the Catholic

population in this country, of the influences to which we
are necessarily exposed, the sort of literature we are able to

produce, and of that which we need, or which alone could

do us any good,we confess that any direct efforts to call forth

a domestic literature, a popular literature, we mean, strike

us as premature, and not at all desirable. When our colleges

have got fairly into operation, and become colleges chiefly

if not exclusively, for Catholics, and have sent out one or

two generations of scholars, trained from childhood, under
strict Catholic discipline, then we may do something ; but

till then, the most we can do to advantage will be to guard
ourselves and others against fatal tendencies, to set forth

and defend our faith, and prepare the way for the complete
triumph of the church. Other nations will supply us with

books, and better books than we can write for ourselves.

But we have forgotten the little book before us. It is,

we have said, a reprint of a recent English work. When
we had read only a few pages, we thought it must belong
to the category of books we have been censuring, and be
M^ritten by some Puseyite, who, through mistake, had got

into the church without stopping to doff his Puseyism at the

door ; but as we read on, we became interested, and finally

laid the book down with an impression much in its favor.

In fact, though it reminded us, now and then, of Father
Dominick's rhapsody in the London Tablet^ on Littlemore,

in which he exhorts the English Catholics to aspire to the

sanctity of that heterodox establishment, or, at best, parody
on a Catholic monastery, we were forced to like it, and we
cheerfully commend it to our readers. It has one or two
literary faults, common to most productions of the kind,

such as efforts at fine writing, and wearisome descriptions

of natural scenery and external objects, which are uncalled

for, and only interrupt the naiTative, and one or two opinions

incidentall}'^ expressed, which are very questionable, and
which might have been left unexpressed

;
yet it is one of

the best little works, treating important matters in a popu-
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lar manner, we have recently met. It is written with fair

artistic skill, the characters are well sustained, and the con-

troversy is managed with adroitness, delicacy, and success.

The tone of the book is mild, gentle, but firm and uncom-
promising. The author writes without any fear of the

English establishment before his eyes. He does not allow

it the merit even of being schismatic ; for he does not al-

low it any church character at all. It has no orders, no
altar, no sacriMce, no sacraments, but that of baptism,

which may be validly administered even by a pagan.
It is an empty form, and has no worth, no vitality,

no connection with the church of God. We like this

:

and, after Charles Butler and Dr. Lingard's History (f
England, it is refreshing, and proves that the spirit

of good Bishop Milner is not all extinct. It is such
language as this in the mouth of English Catholics

that leads us in very deed to hope for England's con-

version. English Catholics have been proverbially timid

and compromising, and, in more instances than one, have
shown that they preferred their king or their queen to their

God. If they had had a little of the old uncompromising
Catholic spirit of their Irish brethren, England would have
been converted long ago, nay, would have never ceased to

be Catholic. But, God be praised, a better spirit is begin-

ning to manifest itself among them ; they are beginning to

rise from the dust in which they have so long slumbered, to

assume a bolder and a more truly Catholic tone, and there

is clear evidence that Almighty God is visiting them in

mercy. It does one's heart good to hear them tell the estab-

lishment to her face that she is no church, no reality,—that

she is, as Carlyle would say, a mere sham ; for it is the

truth, and the sooner the Anglicans are told it, and told it

in tones* that ring through their very souls, the better will it

be for them, and for all who speak the English tongue.

There is joy in heaven when our good old Anglo-Saxon is

made once more the language of Christians, and lends its

rough energy to give force to truth and holy religion.

Shame is it that so noble a tongue should ever have been

spoken by the enemies of God and his church !

The work before us is controversial, but it confines itself

to the few, yet all-important, points of diiference between
us and the Anglo-Catholics, as they call themselves. It

treats these deluded individuals with great tenderness, han-

dles them softly, as though it felt they were made of frail
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materials ; bnt, while recognizing frankly their Catholic

tendencies, tells them plainly that they are less consistent

than their Evangelical brethren, and place themselves in

the most untenable of all conceivable positions. They are

condemned by their own communion, while professing to

love and obey it ; they are condemned by the church, be-

cause they refuse to enter her fold ; are, indeed, condemned
by all parties, can find support nowhere, and must balance
themselves on nothing. Yet they are to be compassionated,
not upbraided. They really see that there should be, some-
where, a reality ; feel that shann will sufiice neither for soul

nor for body ; and regret, deeply regret, that their fathers

cast away the reality for the sham. This is something, and
Avith the stronger of them it is not without result, as the

large number of converts from their ranks who have so

gladdened our hearts fully proves. But, having inherited

the sham from their fathers, althougrh they see and admit it

to be a sham, they fancy that by one means or another it

may be made a reality. Alas ! their task is more hopeless

than that wliich St. Anthony imposed upon his disciple,

Paul. Sooner shall one plant dry sticks, and, by watering,

make them sprout and groM% than Anglicanism ever be
made any thing but a miserable sham.

After all, we do not think the controversy with the Oxford
party very important. Anglicanism itself is hardly worth
opposing. Those of its members who awake to the impor-
tance of living a religious life soon discover that it is an
empty form, and enter the church or seek refuge with the

Evangelicals. The real enemy, the only enemy in a relig-

ious guise, worth fighting, is Calvinism. It has, in some of

its forms, a hold on the people, and sustains itself by the ad-

hesive power of hatred. We should like to see our contro-

versialists turning their attention more generally to this

enemy of truth and justice, and attempting to rescue its fol-

lowers from their fatal delusion. We know they are far

gone ; we know they are bound in terrible thraldom by their

ministers ; but we do not believe that they are wholly be-

yond the reach of truth. Calvinism demolished, Anglican-
ism is no more.
The author of the work before us, we have said, confines

his controversy to the differences between us and the recent

Oxford divines. He has the appearance of regarding the
concessions made by these divines as concessions made by
Protestants generally; but we cannot so regard them.
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They abridge the controvers}^ between Catholics and Prot-

estants only in the case of those who make them. Protes-

tants are not one body bound together by common princi-

ples, which all feel themselves alike under obligation to

maintain. Each fights on his own hook, like the tall Yan-
kee at the battle of Yorktown, and will acknowledge no
concessions which he does not personally make. Tell him
other Protestants have conceded the point, and he replies,

" What then ? /have not conceded it ; and you must de-

feat me personally before I yield you the victory." Prot-

estants are a heterogeneous mass of individuals, without any

common principles or bond of unity. The refutation of

one amounts to little, so long as there remains one who has

not been personally refuted. The refutation of Jonathan

will not be taken as the refutation of Obadiah, though both

adopt precisely the same views. There is not a point in

Protestantism which some eminent Protestant has not con-

ceded, nor an article of the church which some eminent
Protestant has not defended ; and yet the controversy goes

on as ever, and over the same ground. If we drive Prot-

estants from one principle, they fly to another; and if we
drive them from that, they return without shame to the

first. Refutation does not silence them,

—

" For e'en though vanquished they can argue still."

They are not fair and honorable opponents, and it were to

be generous at the expense of justice to treat them as such.

They disdain all the ordinary rules of controversy, and to

adopt them in our controversy with them would be like

the European generals employing their science and tactics

in a warfare with North American Indians. Their method
of warfare is their own. It consists in making false

charges, and in ignoring their refutation. They have no

principles of their own at stake. They are not obliged to

stop and inquire what principles their charges involve, and

they are free to make charges which imply contradictory

principles. If we show them their charges refute one an-

other, it is to no purpose ; they pay no attention to us, but

go right on and reaffirm the same charges, as if nothing had

been said. They know their charges are false, but by
throwing them out they hope to create prejudice against

us, and to screen themselves. Surely Catholics must be

horrible creatures, or so much would not and could not be

said against them ; and by keeping Catholics employed in
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repelling these charges, they can keep them from exploring

and exposing the weakness and wickedness of Protestant-

ism. They can keep us on the defensive, and thus escape

our attacks.

Now we do not think Catholics are bound to treat Prot-

estantism with any indulgence, or to give it any advantage.

It is, as all Catholics know, the enemy of God and men,

the contemner of God's church and the reviler of his

saints, and charity, even common humanity, forbids us to

show it any favor. We have no right to stand merely on

the defensive. We cannot consent to let our neighbour

rush into the flames without making an effort to hold him

back, merely because he does not try to drag us in with

him. We are bound to love our neighbour as ourselves,

and to be ready at any moment to die to save him. All

who persist in adhering to Protestantism are out of the

way of salvation. Can we see them destroy themselves

without doing all in our power to save them ? These mil-

lions of obstinate Protestants are our brethren ;
Christ died

for them as well as for us ; they are our neighbours,—many
of them are our near and dear friends,—and must not their

perilous state touch our hearts and compel us to do all in

our power to overthrow this Protestantism which deludes

them, and is leading them down to everlasting perdition ?

We are bound, then, to attack Protestantism with all the

ardor of Christian zeal, and with all the weapons to be found

in the armory of the Gospel.

We have no occasion to stop to defend ourselves or our

church. She is immaculate, lives a divine life, is under di-

vine protection, and has Almighty God for her defender.

Whatever she teaches is the infallible word of God, and

whatever discipline she approves must be pure, holy, and sal-

utary. Neither her doctrines nor her discipline stand in any

need of human defence. Let the world rage, she is proof

against all the wrath of man and the malice of hell. The
false charges against Catholics can do us no harm, unless we
suffer them to frighten us and induce us to stop and repel

them. " Blessed are you when men shall revile you, and

persecute you, and say all manner of evil against you

falsely, because great is your reward in heaven." We may
turn a deaf ear to all these revilings, or rather rejoice in

them and be exceeding glad. They should pass us by as

the idle wind, and never engage a moment of our time or

attention. The enemy only seeks to divert us, by their

means, from exposing his own weakness and wickedness.
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We must not suffer ourselves to be caught in his snare. "We
must leave the defensive to God and his saints, think not
of ourselves, but of the precious souls Pi-otestantism is de-

stroying. We must attack the enemy's camp, and arraign
Protestantism herself. She, not the church, is in question

;

she, not the church, must be put on the defensive. We
must demand of her by what right she pretends to be a re-

ligion, by what right she assumes the name of Christ to take

away her reproach, and by what right she dares to seduce
souls from their allegiance to God, and peril their salva-

tion. She must be made to stand forth and show cause
why judgment shall not be executed against her. We must
drag her from her covert, force her into the light, and com-
pel her to stand and make her defence. Strip her of her
disguises, tear off her meritricious ornaments, and show her
to her deluded followers for what she is. What is she ?

What has she ? What can she give these millions of fam-
ishing souls, trying in vain to draw nourishment from her
dry and withered breasts ? Answer, thou who art no mother.
O the cry, the shriek, of the souls thou hast damned ! We
have thy answer ; that we hear, and with that ringing in our
ears and rending our hearts, we care not for thy revilings,

thy calumnies ; we have but one thought, one wish, one
firm resolve, winch is to do what man may do with the help

of God to save the precious souls for whom our God has

died from thy delusions.

Protestantism has been treated too tenderly; she has

been allowed advantages to which she had no claim, and
tlie world suffers from the indulgence. Protestants are

dear to us ; we love them as we do ourselves, and we can-

not, in common humanity to them, forbear to do all we can
to deliver them from the destroyer. We cannot stop to

ward off' attacks. Our duty calls us to act on the offensive,

to expose the sorceress, to show what it is that has bewitched
our brethren and holds them spellbound. Protestantism is

strong only when she is suffered to attack and keep Catho-
lics on their defence. Attacked herself, she is as tow at

the touch of fire. What we ask of our controversialists is

that they carry the war into her camp, and employ against

her every spiritual weapon Almighty God has furnished us.

Heed not her clamors, heed not her revilings, heed not her

calumnies,—they are harmless,—but press home upon her
with the sword of truth, and her days are soon over, and
the places which have known her shall know her no more
for ever.



RELIGIOUS NOVELS.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for January, 1847.]

Mr. Dunigan's design in issuing this series of neatly exe-

cuted little volumes is to furnish Catholics with useful and
attractive reading,\vhich may lessen their temptation to resort

10 the light and mischievous literature with which the press

is flooding the country. This design does him great credit,

and he spares no pains or expense in its execution ; but its

execution is a matter of no little difficulty and delicacy. The
works published must be attractive, and in some degree
adapted to the prevailing taste, or they will not be read by
those for whom they are more especially prepared ; and
must be moral. Catholic in tone and influence, or they will

not be preferable to the literature it is hoped they will

supersede. But to produce books which combine at once
both of these qualiflcations requires a combination of piety,

talent, and genius, which is not always to be had for the ask-

ing. Yet, when the intrinsic difficulties of the design are

considered, we are bound to say that it has thus far been
executed with much more success than was to have been an-

ticipated. All is not done that we could wish ; but much
has been done, for which we are grateful to Mr. Dunigan
and the contributors to his series.

These contributors appear to have regarded the religious

novel as the literary form the best adapted to their purpose
;

and in this they may not have judged unwisely. The relig-

ious novel is just now the fashion ; it is a form of composition
which allows the author a large degree of liberty, enables

him to make an attractive book without a too heavy drain

on his learning or his thought, and permits him to discourse

on matters and things in general, without confining himself

to one thing in particular any longer than he finds it con-

venient, and to be grave or gay, to appeal to reason and
learning, or to imagination and sentiment, according to his

humor. But something may also be said against it. It in

general is made up of two dissimilar parts, and it may be
questioned whether the graver part, when read for the sake

of the lighter, the religious for the sake of the sentimental,

* Dunigan's Home Library. Nos. I. to VII. New York : 1846.
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is likely to produce so miicli effect as the author contem-
plates.

Most Catholic novels which have fallen under our notice

are made up of two distinct and separable portions, the sen-

timental story, and the grave religious discussion. The latter,

which is the more important part, is in general what may be
found in any of our elementary works intended for those

disposed to inquire into the claims of our holy religion, and
is often copied verhathn from them ; and the sentimental

portion, as far as it goes, is veiy much what is found in nov-

els in general. J^ow these works are designed for Catholics,

for Protestants, or for both together. If for Catholics alone,

this graver portion is hardly needed, for they know it al-

ready, and the novel will interest and attract them only in

so far as it is light and sentimental. If they are designed

for Protestants, to instruct them in our faith, to remove
their prejudices, and to induce them to examine into the

claims of the church, they contain too little solid instruction,

pass over too many important points, and dismiss in too sum-
mary a manner the real difficulties to be solved. If for

both together, they fail, in failing to meet the peculiar wants
of either. They offer a certain quantity of light and senti-

mental reading, on condition that one consents, without a

wry face, to take a certain dose of theology, M^hich, if he is

well, he does not need, and which, if he is sick, is not

enough to do him any good. Moreover, it may be set down
as a general rule, that they who are seriously disposed would
prefer taking the theology by itself, and those who are not

so disposed will skip it. The one class will regard the light

and sentimental as an impertinence ; and the other, the grave

and religious as a hore.

The authors of religious novels seem, in general, to take

it for granted that the appeal to the sentimental, to the class

of passions and interests appealed to by novelists in gen-

eral, is harmless, if made in juxtaposition with an argument
for religion. But we cannot but regard this as a mistake.

Is not this appeal essentially the same, whether made by a

Catholic or a Protestant % Wherein is a Catholic, in so far

as he relies on the sentimental for the attractiveness of his

work, better than the Protestant who does the same ? The
sentimental is the sentimental, let who will employ it ; and

it is to the employment of it at all, as the source of interest

in a literar}'^ work, that the moralist objects, not to the naked

fact that he who employs it is out of the church. The age
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in which we hve is a sentimental age, and sentimentalism is

the deadliest enemy to true piety, and to all real strength

or worth of character. It enervates the soul, subverts the

judgment, and laj's the heart open to every temptation.

The staple literature of our times, the staple reading of our
youth of both sexes, is sentimental novels and love-tales, and
the effect is manifest in the diseased state of the public

mind, and in the growing effeminacy of character and dep-

ravation of morals. JSTature herself has made ample pro-

vision for the passion and the sentiment of love, and they

cannot be excited to an unnatural activity by the charms
of imagination and the magic of poetry, without involving

the most grave consequences. The early Christians chanted

the praises of virginity, and employed their imagination and
poetry to win souls to God, not to madden two young per-

sons with a blind and often a fatal passion for each other,

and we do not well in departing from their example.
All books which seek the sources of their interest in the

passion or sentiment of love are to be distrusted, and so in-

deed are all which, no matter in what degree, foster a senti-

mental tendency. The more delicate and refined the senti-

mentality, and the more apparently innocent and pure it

may be, the more really dangerous it is. Works which are

grossly sensual disgust all in whom corruption has not al-

ready commenced ; but works which studiously avoid every

indelicate expression or allusion, which seem to breathe an

atmosphere of purity itself, excite no alarm, are read by the

innocent and confiding, insinuate a fatal poison before it is

suspected, and create a tone and temper of mind and heart

which pave the way for corruption. Corruption generally,

if not always, begins in the sentiments, and in sentiments

which in themselves are free from blame, and which appar-

ently cannot be too strong or active. The devil, when he
would seduce us, comes, usually, disguised as an angel of

light. If he came in his own shape, in his real character, we
should at once recognize and resist him; but coming dis-

guised under the appearance of something which is held to

be innocent and worthy to be encouraged, he is able to de-

stroy the equilibrium of the character, to produce a morbid
state of the affections, and to take from us all power to resist

in the hour of trial.

We speak not, of course, against genuine warmth of heart,

real tenderness of feeling, and strength of affection. ISTay,

we are pleading their cause. The sickly refinement, the

Vol. XLX—10
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morbid sentimentality, which tlie popular literature of the

day has such a direct tendency to foster, is no less fatal to

them than to piety and charit3\ Your inveterate novel-

reader cannot love, in any worthy sense of the term. Her
heart is hlase before she is out of her teens. Her whole
being, body and soul, heart and mind, inside and out, from
top to bottom, is diseased, full of wounds and putrefyino;

sores. She has no health, no soundness, no strength to bear

even the application of a remedy. She may talk charming-

ly, vent much exquisite sentiment, but if j'ou want to find

true warmth of heart, genuine affection, or a noble and dis-

interested deed, go not near her. It is this morbid sensi-

bility, this enervating and corrupting sentimentality, which
the popular literature of the day encourages, that we opjiose,

and every enlightened censor of morals does and must op-

pose.

jS^ow, the question seems to us pertinent, whether religious

novels themselves, in so far as they are sentimental, do not,

in their degree, tend to produce the very evil to which we
refer, and which they are designed to cure. They contain,

in general, we grant, sound doctrine, and so far as formal

teaching is concerned, correct morals ; but do they, as a rule,

concentrate the interest on the doctrine or the morals ? Does
not the interest, for the most part, turn on the sentiments

and passions and fate of the principal personages introduced,

and is it not precisely of the same order as that of novels in

general ? Is not a love-story a love-story, when told in con-

nection with an argument for Catholicity, as much as when
told in any other connection ? And so far as it is a love-

story, are not its effects precisely the same? Is there not

truth as well as point in the remark which some one makes,

that religious novels are usually wretchedly dull as novels,

and miserably defective as moral essays or theological trea-

tises, wanting the chief attractions of the popular novel, and

obnoxious to most of the objections urged by moralists

against it ? We confess we cannot see how one is improved

b}' reading a so-called religious novel, when he is induced

to read it by what it contains of the sentimental, more than

he would be by any other novel,—or how, in proportion to

the quantity' of sentimentality it contains, he is less injured

by it.

We regard it, moreover, considering the end for which

we need a popular literature, as a defect in the works which

have fallen under our lu.rice, that they nearly all appear to
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be written on the principle, that they must be filled with
arguments for the church, or have a good Catholic moral
tacked on to the end, or they will not be recognized as

Catholic. But, unless we are very much mistaken, a book
may be recognized as Catholic by its spirit and temper, by
the kind of interests it appeals to, the emotions it excites,

and the general impression it leaves on the reader, as well

as by its formal teaching. We have in our mind, jnst now,
a very neatly executed little work, recentlj^ published, which
contains an unanswerable argument for the church, and yet

•contains not a sentence which a Protestant, having one or

two of our more widely circulated elementary works before
liim, could not have wi'itten, if so disposed. One does not
like polemics everywhere, and on everj^ occasion. Why can
we not have books which shall be attractive to the general
reader, and be strictly Catholic, too, in their tone and inllu-

ence, but which shall nevertheless be free from polemics?
A book may be as truly Catholic by what it leaves out as by
what it takes in, by refraining from appeals to those passions

and interests which our religion teaches us to subdue or sub-

ordinate, as by its pitched battles for the faith. The Tales
of Canon Schmidt, so far as we have examined them, are

illustrations of our thought. The Tears on tJie Diadem^ by
Mrs. Dorsey of Baltimore, in its general design, though not
in its execution, is a specimen of the kind of religions novel

we have in our mind, and should like to see flourishing

among us. It seems to us we might have novels and popu-
lar tales which should have a high moral aim, a really Cath-
olic influence, and be made sufflciently attractive by appeals

to those interests and affections which the church approves
and consecrates, without set arguments for religion. They
could and would be read with pleasure and profit by those

who are not quite zealous enough, nor quite serious enough,
if you will, to be always delighted with religious contro-

versy.

Good books in defence of our holy faith, adapted to all

tastes and capacities, are no doubt desirable ; but whether a

work, one-half of which is a sentimental tale, and the other

a brief, imperfect, and one-sided argument for Catholicity,

comes within the category of such books, may be fairly

questioned. Nor is this all. Desirable as such books are,

they are not the books which we most want. We want
books for those who are within as much, to say the least, as

for those who are without. In this reading age, Catholics
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must and will read, and, if they do not find readino; to their

taste in the clnirch, they will be tempted to seek it out of

the church. The class of Catholics, whose welfare is in thi?

respect to be especially consulted, are not the earnest, seri-

ous, and devout members of the church, who are prompt to

their duties, and find in religion itself all they need even to

amuse tliem ; but that large class who think very little of

any thing beyond the passing moment, and find no interest

in moral lectures or religious discussions. We want books
for these, even more than for the conversion of those who
are without. Catholic literature should be written primarily

for the Catholic community, and adapted to its wants. Liv-

ing as we do in a Protestant community, where the wealth,

the influence, and the worldly respectability are in great

measure on the side of those who, unhappily, are opposed to

the church, w^e are prone to underrate our own importance,

and to place too little reliance on our own people. We
should be glad to see Protestants converted, but for their

sake, not for ours. They have nothing to give us, nothing

we want, and our first duty is not to them, but to our Cath-

olic population. Indeed, the best and speediest way of bring-

ing about their conversion, and of making this country truly

Catholic, is for us to rely, after God and our Lady, on our-

selves, and to consult, and as far as we are able provide for,

our own wants. We have enough in the simple fact that we are

Catholics to be thankful for. This simple fact gives us a

wealth and a nobility which make all else in comparison

poor and mean. Let us know, that, with God's blessing, we
are suflicient for ourselves, and think full as much of the

importance of providing for the wants of those who are lia-

ble to stray away from us, as of meeting the wants of those

who are ali'eady opposed to us.

Our readers must not understand us as intending to imply

that the little works included in DunigarHs Home Library
are doing nothing to meet the wants of these. They do

much, perhaps all that we could reasonably expect, but they

do not do all we wish. They do not seem to us to be suffi-

ciently adapted to those among us who are thoughtless and

giddy, trifling and vain, and careless of what is serious and

holy. We want books which these will be induced to read,

and which they may read without injury, and perhaps now
and then with profit. We do much when we keep them
out of harm's way, out of the way of temptation, or of that

which would be likely to corrupt them. Mr. Dunigan's
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publications, excellent as tliey may be in their way, look

rather to the conversion of Protestants than to the preserva-

tion of Catholics, and therefore, though looking to a good
end. do not look to that whicli is at present perliaps the more
important and pressing. A Catholic young lady wrote us

tlie other day to send her some books to read. She is suffi-

ciently instructed in her faith not to need the more element-

ary books written to explain and teach it, and not sufficiently

devout to read only ascetic books. What were we to send

her, which would supply for her the place of tlie popular
literature of the day ? This case explains precisely the want
to be supplied. But how this want is to be supplied we
know not, and that it can be at once supplied from among
ourselv^es, without borrowing largely from the literature of

•other nations, we very much doubt, as we have said on a

former occasion.

We trust to the good sense and good nature of our readers

not to misunderstand or to misapply our strictures. "We are

not insensible to the merits of the excellent men and women
who are laboring assiduously in the cause of Catholic litera-

ture, and our real motive is not to discourage but to encour-

age, not to depreciate but to aid them. We have not de-

voted the last twenty years to literary pursuits without learn-

ing how easy it is to find fault, and how difficult it is to

attain to real excellence ; and though we fill the critic's

chair, we are not exactly without a human heart. We know
something of M^liat it is to struggle, and have not forgotten

how liard it is to have one's honest and earnest efforts treated

lightly, or to be told, after one has done his best, how much
better he miglit have done, if he had had the ability. It is

easy to suggest an ideal ; it is not always easy to realize it.

But, if we have the matter in us, even the severe handling
we receive from the critic, good-natured or ill-natured, will

do us no harm, Ko man, says Dr. Johnson, was ever writ-

ten down, but by himself. We think, however, our authors,

•even those we are most disposed to censure, have the power
in them to give us something better than we get, and that,

if they would change somewhat the character of their pro-

ductions, tliey could easily render them more excellent. We
do not ask them to drop the religious novel, for it is perhaps,

notwithstanding our strictures, the most convenient literary

form which can now be adopted. But we do wish them
to forbear seeking to reconcile opposites in the same work.
The religious will not neutralize the sentimental, and the
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sentimental is the worst possible preparation for the relig-

ious. They who would profit by the grave portions of the
religious novel do not need the sentimental ; and they wha
cannot be drawn to read religious controversy without tlie

aid of the sentimental will not be drawn by it; for the sen-

timental of itself indisposes them to whatever requires steady

thought and sober judgment. "We would, therefore, recom-
mend the discontinuance of such religious novels as seek to

entice, tlii'ough interests which centre in love, to the medi-
tation of what is serious, pious, and lioly. Let the love-

story be omitted, and the appeal be made, not to intere>ts

which it excites, but to interests and affections which Cath-
olic piety and cliarit}' do not require us to subdue. Tlie

love-story is the chief tiling for which young people read a

novel, and, if retained in the religious novel, it will be the

chief thing for which the religious novel itself will be read.

The religious novel, then, becomes only a mere vehicle of

sentimentalism.

Love and marriage are important matters, no doubt; but
they are not the whole business of life, nor are they so es-

sential to usefulness or happiness as novels in general lead

the inexperienced to imagine. Undoubtedly there must and
will be marrying and giving in marriage, and this is well

enough ; but there are men and women,—very respectable

people, too,—with warm and loving hearts, who continue to

live, without love and marriage, very useful, and apparenth-

very happy, lives. They remember their Creator, their

Redeemer, their neighbour ; and the poor bless them, the

orphan clasps his tiny hands in prayer for them, and God
loves them ; and they have joy in hoping, though hoping in

fear, that they may at last be received into mansions pre-

pared for them eternal in the heavens. There is not less to-

attract, to charm, to fix attention, in the love and es])Ousal

of the soul to her heavenly than to her earthly lover. Leave
out, then, the earthly, and confine yourselves to the heavenly.

We have read in our day a few novels, perhaps more than

a few ; but we have found a higher and a more intense

pleasure in the lives and legends of the saints than we ever

did in the novels even of the Magician of the North ; and
it was a pleasure which we enjoyed without finding ourselves

wearied and jaded in our feelings, ill at ease, and looking

upon ourselves as in a false position, without place or duty

in this low work-day world, and with no o})portunity to

bring out the power within us ; but which refreshed and
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invignnited us, made notliinoj seem mean or low, every place

the rig'lit place, every duty the proper duty, every hovel a

palace, every dunghill a throne ; for in it we felt God was
everywhere present, could be loved everywhere, in one place

or from one position as well as from another, and that every
place could be made sacred, every duty be ennobled, every
soul be heroic, royal. There was no occasion for shifting

one's position, or changing one's state in life. Communion
with the saints very soon teaches one that he may be above
or time or place, and while in this mutable and transitory

woi'ld, in some sort, live in the eternal and immutalile.

Can our writers find nothing here to enliven their works, to

attract, charm, and elevate their readers ?

But this it may be said is top high, too grave, and it is

necessary to descend to the earth, and appeal to a lower or-

der of interests. We grant it. But cannot this be done
without becoming sentimental? Amusement, relaxation,

has its place, and may be innocent and salutary. But the

sentimental is no relaxation, is no amusement. It kills

amusement, and substitutes the heart's grief for the heart's

joy. Why not give us the heart's laughter instead of its

tears ? Better, far better, to laugh than to sigh and mope.
Old Chaucer, who belonged to England uni-eformed, to
" Merry England," is too broad, and by no means free from
grave faults, but his faults flow from his exuberance of life

and health, and his influence is a thousand times less im-

moral than that of your Bulwers, Disraelis, L. E. L.s, Ten-
nysons, and Nortons. There is always hope of the heai-t

that can laugh out and overflow with mirth. It is the heart

oppressed with sadness, overclouded with gloom, that starts

back with horror from a little fun and frolic, that is to be
dreaded, both for its own sake, and that of others.

The Catholic is serious, for he sees a Vy-orld lying in error

and wickedness,—serious, for he has his own sins to lament,

his own soul to save, and he sorrows ; bnt never does he
sorrow as one without hope, and his sorrow is less of the

sensibility than of the will, less in what he feels than in what
he wills. He is always free, calm, rational, possessing his

soul, and overflowing with health and gladness. His free

and joyous sjDirit he impresses on his literature. Catholic

literature is robust and healthy, of a ruddy complexion, and
full of life. It knows no sadness but sadness for sin, and it

rejoices evermore. It eschews melancholy as the devil's

best frrend on earth, abhors the morbid sentimentality which
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feeds upon itself and grows by what it feeds upon. It may
be grave, l)ut it never mopes; tender, affectionate, but never
weak or sickly. It washes its face, anoints its head, puts on
its festive robes, goes forth into the fresh air, the bright

sunshine, and, when occasion requires, rings out the merry
laugh that does one's heart good to hear. England is sad

enough to-day, and her people seem to sit in the region and
shadow of death ; but in good old Catholic times she was
known the world over as " Merry England." It is on prin-

ciple the Catholic approves such gladsome and smiling lit-

erature. It is only in the free and joyous spirit that religion

can do her perfect work ; for it is only such a spirit that

lias the self-possession, the strength, the energy requisite for

the every-day duties of life. Mrs. Dorsey has admirably
illustrated this in her Sister of Charity^ in the contrast she

draws between the sisters, Cora and Blanche Lesley. Cora
is all light and life, never sad, always joyous, and always

prepared for whatever is to be done, and able to do it ; while

poor Blanche is so full of sentiment, feels so much, that she

is never able to do any thing that is painful or disagreeable.

The contrast between Catholic literature and Protestant

is striking. There is a deep melancholy that settles upon
the world as it withdraws from Catholicity. All Protestant

nations are sad. Their literature is dry and cold, or the wail

of the stricken heart, whose ever recurring burden is, " Man
was made to mourn." Their epic is one long monotonous
plaint of woe, or unearthly howl of despair. Read Milton,

read Byron, read whom you will, it is always a lamentation.

There is no laughter, but the frightful Ha ! ha ! of the ma-
niac. There is no bounding of the heart, no sparkle of the

eye,—unless over the wine-cup ; no fulness of life, no exu-

berance of health, no glorious heaven above, no flowery

earth beneath, no sweet music from the grove. All ie

cheerless and dark. Man's life is short and full of care and
trouble. Whence comes it? Why is it? Whither tends

it? How could it be otherwise? How should they chant

in hope who hope have not ? How should they exult in

joy who joy have none ? Even the Protestant ascetic liter-

ature is cold and forbidding, makes one feel that God is

hard and austere, cruel and tyrannical, taking pleasure only

in the sufferings of the creatures he has made and hates. It

presents us no Father's love, awakens no filial affection,

never invites us to run witli open hearts and joyous faces to

our Father's arms, to hang on his neck, and in our childish
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pi'attle tel] him all we think, all we feel, all we fear, all we
wish. The very thought of doing so would scandalize it.

Just as if the more tender, the more affectionate, the more
familiar and self-forgetting our coniidence, the less respect-

ful it is,—and as if naturalness, simplicity, confidence, fa-

miliarity, are not what our good Father most loves in us !

Now against this pagan gloom, doubt, despair, and this

morbid sentimentality, not pagan, but of modern growth,

the curse of the literature of the age, it is necessary to be

on our guard, both as authors and readers. If we must have
a literature for those who are not serious, for the weak and
vain, let us have it, but let it be free, healthy, and joyous.

Let it laugh out from the heart, the free, unconstrained

laughter of innocence and gladness. Let it throw the sun-

light over all the relations of life. If it will unveil the

heart, let it be the heart's mirth, not its grief; and if it will

parade the merely human sentiments, let it deck them in

gala robes and crown them with fresh-gathered flowers. Let
it beat the tambour, sound tlie trumpets, ring out tlie merry
peal, and go forth with fun and frolic, in the exuberance of

joyous spirits, if it will ; but let it, in the name of all that

is sacred, never sigh, and mope, and talk sentiment.

We have reserved but brief space in which to speak of

the little works before us. The first four numbers have
been noticed in the former series of this Journal, and need
not to be noticed again. The best which has yet appeared
is Zenosius, the first of the series, by the Rev. Dr. Pise, of

New York, and is not obnoxious to the strictures we have
made. It is what it professes to be, and the interest it ex-

cites is of the same order as its formal teaching, and the

heart and understanding of the reader are moved along to-

gether to the same end. There is no linsey-woolsey in it.

Its author is one of our best writers. His works are always

sure to be chastely and gracefully written, sound in doctrine,

pure in sentiment, and healthful in their influence. We
regret that they are so few, and yet, with the author's known
devotion and fidelity to the calls of his sacred profession,

sufiicient for any ordinary man, we are puzzled to understand
how they can be so many.
The Siste?' of Charity, Numbers Y. and YL, is by Mrs.

Anna H. Dorsey, of Baltimore, a talented lady, and a con-

vert to the faith, who appears to devote all her time and
thought to the cause of religion. The work has some faults

;

the only ones worth specifying are that it contains a love-
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story, and, what is worse, the lovers are cousins, and appar-

ently first cousins, and are married witliout even a hint that

their marriage must be null. The work, liowever, is in the

main free from sentimentalism, for the main interest of the

story is not concentrated on the lovers. It is written with
a g-ood deal of power, and is highly creditable to the excel-

lent authoress, and to the Iloine Library in which it appears.

The character of Cora Lesley is admirably conceived and
well sustained throughout. She is a character worthy to be
a wife, or, what is more yet, a Sister of Charity. Except-
ing the matter of the cousins, we recommend it very cord-

ially to our readers, whether old or young ; they will find its

perusal pleasing and not unprofitable.

The seventh number is entitled Julia Ormonde o/' the

New Settle'inent. We do not know tlie author or authoress.

It deserves a respectable rank among works of its class.

The controversial part, liowever, is not felicitously managed

;

and the work would better please us, if Abel had been con-

verted without first falling in love with Julia, and if he had
become a priest from a higher motive than that of his ad-

miration of an excellent young lady, and his determination

to prove himself worthy of having been her proselyte. We
know not on whose corns we may be treading, nor how
many smart gallants will spring up to challenge us, and we
do not pause to inquire ; but this mixing of love and piety,

and employing beautiful and fascinating young ladies for

the conversion of sentimental young men, the common
practice of lady-theological writers, is not altogether to our

taste or to our judgment ; and we think the effect of the

work would have been better, if Abel's objections had be<-n

silenced by the father's logic, instead of the daughter's

beauty.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for April, 1847.]

Canon Schmid's tales are said to be for young persons,

but they may be read with equal pleasure and profit by young

and old, learned and unlearned. They are simple and un-

pretending, but exquisitely beautiful, and replete with the

unction so peculiar to Catholicity, and which is attainal)le

only by those who have long lived under Catholic influence,

and been subdued by the holy discipline of the chiirch.

Tliey have almost a sacramentai virtue, as have the writings

of ail saintly authors, and elevate their readers to those pure

and serene regions M'liere the soul enjoys a rich foretaste of

heaven. Would that we had more of them.

Lorenzo is evidently by a convert, but is, nevertheless, a

very interesting and valuable little book, though far inferior

to the inimitable tales of Canon Sclmiid. It wants the ease,

simplicity, naturalness, and unction of the good canon, and

its author does not appear to be quite at home in the order

of characters to which he wishes to introduce us. He tells

us, indeed, of the power of religion to overcome the repug-

nances of nature, to enable one to sacrifice all that is dearest

in life, and life itself, to save even an enemy,—to give

calmness and joy in the midst of the severest trials and sor-

rows, the heaviest calamities and distresses ; and what he

tells us is literally true ; but he does not w^-ite as one who
has realized it in his own spiritual life, and he introduces too

much physical weakness, too much nervous sensibility, and

too mucli sighing and weeping, to permit us to believe him

on his simple word. The Christian hero counts no sacrifice
;

liis loss is his gain ; and if he laments any thing, it is that

he can make no sacrifice, for in every attempt to make one

Almighty God prevents him, and overloads him with rich

rewards. In general, however, saving the marriage of cous-

* 1. The Chapel of the Forest, and Christmas Eve. From the German
of Canon Schmid.

2. Lorenzo; or the Empire of Religion. By a Scotch Non-conformist,-

a Convert to the CathoHc Fa'ith. From the French; by a Lady of Phila-

delphia.

3. The Elders House, or the Three Converts.

4. Pauline Seicard; a Tale of Real Life. By John D. Bryant.
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ins, and of the faithful with' heretics, we can cheerfully rec-

ommend Lorenzo as interesting and edifying.

The Elder's House does not appear to be by a Catholic.

It wants the Catliolic accent, even where its doctrine is not
objectionable. The author writes with ease, sprightliness,

and occasionally with beauty and strength, and tJie argu-
mentative part indicates learning and ability. Yet he does
not appear to have learned that marriage is prohibited within
the fourth degree, and that the church abhors the marriage
of the faithful with heretics. He shows too much favor to

the demon revenge, and makes the good fathers of the So-
ciety of Jesus spend much more time in the families of rich

heretics than is their custom. His Catholicity smacks more
of Oxford than of Rome, and his book indicates quite too
much hankering after the great, and fawning around the
I'ich. It recommends, indeed, tenderness to the poor, but
fails to make us feel tliat poverty in itself is no evil. Cath-
olicity teaches us not merely to be tender to the poor, but
to respect them, and to feel that they may have all that is

truly respectable or desirable without ceasing to be poor.

We regretted to find the author so familiar with Byron and
Bnlwer, and that he could represent a well-instructed Cath-
olic as making love to an heretical young lady in the lan-

guage and superstition of idolatrous Egypt and the East

;

and we were even scandalized that he should make Florence
Kuthven, intended to be a perfect model of a Catholic lady,

fall in love with an heretical or infidel scamp, and break her
heart and die because he married another. There may be
such Catholics as the author introduces, but they should be
lield up to our pity, not to our approbation.

Pauline Seward is a work of some pretension, and not
without solid merit. The author, we have seen it stated, is

a convert,—a fact we should readily infer from the book it-

self. It is no easy thing for us, who have had the misery to

be brought up out of the church, to conceal the fact. Our
speech betrays us, and we show in our accent that we are

naturalized citizens, not native-born. Judging from internal

evidence, we should presume the author to be not only a con-

vert, but a recent convert, and tliat, in sketching the conver-

sion of his heroine, he is portraying the principal features of

his own. He is evidently a man of good natural gifts, a

scholar of respectable attainments, a cultivated mind, and se-

rious and noble aims. His novel possesses more than ordi-

nary interest, and contains passages of rare beauty and power.
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After taking it up, we found ourselves unwilling to lay it

down, before reading to the end of the second volume. It

is, upon the whole, the nnost interesting and the least objec-

tionable of any of the popular religious novels, written on
this side of the water, that have appeared since Father
Rowland. Nevertheless, it is not without its faults. As a

work of art it cannot assume a very high rank. The char-

acters want individuality, and the dialogue is frequently stiff

and awkward. There is too frequent a recurrence of the

same epithets, and a little too much dearing^ embracing, and
kissing. An author may leave some things to be supplied

by the knowledge or imagination of his readers. The in-

cidents, some of which are very interesting in themselves,

are often superinduced upon the main design, instead of be-

ing developed from it. The argument is sometimes need-

lessly minute, at other times quite too summary, and the

whole work wants originality. The serious portion is avow-
edly copied from very common books of controversy, and
the romance is hashed up from Bulwer, James, Dickens, and
others.* The author, moreover, looks with too much for-

bearance on the marriage of a Catholic with a Protestant,

and, in one instance, at least, not necessary to specify, makes
a concession to Protestants which is fatal to his whole argu-

ment, if strictly taken. But, notwithstanding these faults,

the work, as the times go, is very creditable to, the autlior,

and leads us to hope for better things from him hereafter.

The last two works we have mentioned belong to that

class of religious novels which we criticised with some
severity in our last Review. This class of works, under the

relation of art, are as offensive as a picture in which the

painter joins on the beautiful head of a maiden to the body
and tail of a fish. They are literary hybrids, formed by the

union of the modern novel or novellette with the theologi-

cal tract or pamphlet, and as such we have no toleration for

them. What we think of them as romances we have here-

*The author of Pauline Seward has represented himself to us as

aggrieved by our remark, that the romance of his work was " haslied up
from Bulwer, James, Dickens, and others;" for he says he had never
read the authors named prior to writing his own work. He has taken
our remark too literally. We did not mean to say, that he had actually,

as a matter of fact, taken the romance of his work from those authors,
but that it was precisely similar in its spirit, character, tendency, <fec..

to what is to be found in them, and may be read there in substance, as
well as in Pauline Seward. "We hope this explanation will be satisfac-

tory to the author.—July, 1847.
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tofoi'c ti)l<l our readers. But it is not merely as romances,
or works of art, that thej are to be considered. . Tliev have
another and a hif!;lier aim ; and it is in relation to this other
and hio-her aim that we wisli now to examine their claims
on the Catholic public. Waiving their character of romances,
they pertain to the department of polemical theology, and
are designed to set forth, recommend, and vindicate the
Catholic faith. This is their principal aim. It is proper,

therefore, to consider them in this latter character, and to ex-

amine with some care their probable influence, supposing
them to be extensively read, both on those who are without
and on those who are within. If, under both or either of

these relations, they are fitted, here and now, to exert a fa-

vorable influence, we mnst approve them, whatever may be
our objections to them as mere romances or works of art.

1. In relation to those without, these works do not seem
to us to be of the sort we Avant. The very fact that they
mix up a love-story with the controversj^ is a drawback upon
their good influence. They who are not sufflciently interested

in the questions discussed, to read the arguments without the

«tory, will hardly be sufliciently interested by it to read them
with profit. They will read for the stoiy, and, if they read

the arguments, it will, in general, be as if they read them
not. But those who are sufficiently interested to read the

discussion with profit would read with more pleasure and
profit the same matter without the story. The tone of these

works is also against them. Protestants expect us to be less

worldly-minded, and to possess more evangelical simplicity

and humility, than they, and they are repelled from us just

in the same proportion as they find us like themselves. The
worldly and aristocratic tone which these works breathe, the

hankering after wealth and fashion they exhibit, the care

taken to introduce no Catholics upon the scene but such as

are rich, learned, refined, or fashionable, in a country like

this, where it is well known that the great majority of the

faithful belong to the poorer and humbler classes of society,

are more likely to disgust and repel intelligent Protestants,

already prejudiced against our religion, than to charm and
attract them to the church. They show ns too much like

themselves for them to draw an inference favorable to Cath-

olicity. These works would have a far better influence, if

they laid their scene in some damp cellar, some miserable

garret, or wretched shanty, and contrasted the poor Catholic,

exiled from the land of his birth and all the cherished asso-
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ciations of his cliildhood and youth, in tlio midst of pov-

erty, sickness, labor, destitution, and death, purified, sus-

tained, consoled, made cheerful, joyous even, b}' his holy

religion, with some rich and voluptuous heretic, surrounded

by his troops of satellites, educated, learned, refined, with

ail that wealth and luxury can give, yet tortured by a gnaw-
ing within, weary of himself and the world, with no sweet

recollection behind, no inspiring hope before, and seeking

to drown the present in gay dissipation or in vice and crime.

He who has been an inmate in the houses of our rich and
luxurious heretics, undazzled by the splendor of the outside,

and able to look beneath the veil of elegant manners and
refined hospitality, and who has also witnessed the simple

faith and fervent piety of our poor Irish Catholics, sat down
with them in their scantily furnished dwellings and shared

their warm household affections, loses for ever all his hanker-

ing after high life, wealth, fashion, and feels his heart melt

in unaffected pity for all whom the world envies.

It is also an objection to these works that they seek to

present Catholicity in its resemblance to, rather than in its

contrast with. Protestantism. The aim appears to be to

make the faith as much like heresy as it can be, and still be

called faith. This is very questionable policy, and betrays

no profound knowledge of human nature in general, or of

American Protestant nature in particular. In proportion as

we diminish the differences between Catholicity and Prot-

estantism, we should remember, we diminish, in a country

like this, where all the worldly advantages are on the side

of the latter, the motives there are for one to embrace the

former. The Protestant does not become a Catholic in

order to retain what he already has, but in order to get what
he has not ; and to arrest his attention and induce him to

investigate the claims of our religion, we must hold out to

him, not what we have in common with him, but what we
have which he has not, and cannot have, unless he becomes
one of us. Assuredly, few men in this country will abjure

Protestantism for the sake of receiving it back under the

name of Catholicity.

On this point the works in question seem to us to commit
a grave mistake. They adopt too low a tone, and seem to

be afraid to present the church in her imperial dignity and
glory, as claiming always to be all or nothing. They ap-

pear to wish to conceal, rather than display, her exclusive-

ness,—forgetful that it is her recommendation to those with-
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ont as well as to those within. Men of the world, cold and
indifferent as they are, will not listen to the church unless

she speaks in a tone and language which none of the sects

can or dare adopt. The sects are proud and arrogant, but
they are also timid and cowardly. When it comes to the

point, their courage oozes out, and their speech falters. ISTot

one of them dare say that out of its bosom there is no sal-

vation. They rely, and they know they rely, on man for

their support, and they are always in trepidation lest they
should say something which may be offensive to the human
pride and prejudice on which they depend. The church
relies on God, and has no fear of men or devils. She speaks
in the cahn tones of authority whatever she has been com-
missioned to speak, and remains quiet as to the result. It is

this which, more than any one thing else, penetrates the

hearts of heretics, and makes them feel that she is not one
of the sects, but something totally distinct and diverse from
them all.

The great mass of Protestants, as we have known them,
of all denominations, have a lurking suspicion that Prot-

estantism is a nullity,—what Carlyle calls a shain, and they

cling to the siinulacrum, only because they persuade them-
selves that there is nothing more real or less empty to

be found. Their position is by no means what they wish

it ; but they are unwilling to change it, because they have

concluded that there can be no other position less unsatisfac-

tory. They place Catholicity among the sects, and look

upon all sects as substantially alike ; wherefore, then, should

they change ? It is to this state of mind the Catholic con-

troversialist must address himself, and his first and chief

care must be to show that Catholicity cannot be included in

the category of the sects, that her Christianity is generically

distinguishable from that of each and all the sects, from
Puseyism to Straussism, and that, under the relation of

Christianity, she knows no one of the sects, or if so, only as

St. Polycarp knew Marcion as primogenitum diaholi. She
will be all, or she will be nothing ; and as such should al-

ways be presented to the public. When so presented,

doubtless the Protestant's first impulse will be to reply with

a sneer,—Let her be nothing ; but his second impulse, as he

reflects on the nullity of his own faith, what he knows of

her past history and present condition, the wants of the

soul, and the goodness of God, even as manifest by the liglit

of nature, will be to inquire, if, perchance, she may not, in
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very deed, have the right to be all. It is always better to

present the church in her strength than in her weakness,

—

as she is and has the right to be, than as shorn of her glory,

and compressed into the smallest possible dimensions, for

the sake of eluding the attacks of her enemies. There is

always less to be apprehended from offending Protestants

than from failing to arrest their attention and engage them
earnestly in the work of investigation.

These works, furthermore, assume too much as already ac-

cepted by Protestants. It is a mistake, rather than charity^

to assume that Protestants in general are in good faith and
really concerned about their salvation, and therefore are to

be treated always as men who are willing to hear reason

and yield to the force of argument. We make also an un-

warrantable assumption, when we assume that they gener-

ally believe that our Lord has made a revelation in the strict

sense of the word, and instituted some sort of a church for

its dispensation. Individuals there are, among them, who,
indeed, believe this much ; but, in general, if not always,

these are to be regarded as persons who have received a

special grace, and who are already on the highroad to

Rome, whither they are sure to arrive, if they persevere.

The bulk of the Protestant world have no solid belief in the

fact of revelation, and really admit nothing like a church
in any sense intelligible to a Catholic. There is a diffe-

rentia generis between the views of even your high church-

men and those of Catholics ; Dr. Pusey's notions approach
no nearer to Catholicity than the vegetable oyster does to

the animal ; and, for the most part, one must reason with

a tractarian as if he were a no-churchman.
It is never safe to assume,whatever a Protestant may pro-

fess to believe, that he believes any thing with sufficient

firmness to warrant us in taking it as our point of departure

in an argument against him. The majority of Protestants,

it may be, still profess to believe the primary articles of the

creed, and we do not question but they really believe that

they believe them ; but, if we wish to deduce from these

articles consequences in favor of the church, or in favor of

any conclusion they are not prepared to believe, we shall

find they deceive themselves, and that we are to make no
account of their profession. Their belief might be strong

enough to bind them by cbnsequences they wish to believe,

but never strong enough to bind them by consequences,

however legitimate and necessary, to which they are op-
VoL^XIX—

u
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posed. This cannot surprise us; for we know, and it is

one of our strong arguments against heretics, that they wlio

reject the authority of the cliurch necessarily deprive them-
selves of all possible means of lirm faith, even in those ar-

ticles of the creed which they may flatter themselves they
still retain. We ought, therefore, never to expect them to

be bound by the consequences of their oavu avowed princi-

ples. If they cannot deny the necessity of the consequences,

we may be sure they will escape conviction by casting

doubts, in their own minds, on their premises.

To proceed prudently in our arguments against Protes-

tants, we must reason against them as if we were reasoning

contra gentes. We must first demolish their idols, show
them the vanity of their superstition, and the absolute nul-

lity of what they call their faith ; and then begin and build

up an argument for the church from the very foundation.

We can presume nothing. It is labor lost to quote the

Holy Scriptures against them. They are too far gone to be
affected by prophet or apostle. They will dispute the ap-

plication of the prophecy, and gravely tell you, that, in their

opinion, the apostle, if he agrees not Avith tliem, was mis-

taken, or did not fully understand the doctrine he was in-

spired to teach !

Nor must our readers suppose that this is true only of

those commonly called liberal Christians. What we say

does not apply only to Unitarians, rationalists, and transcen-

dentalists in New England. These are as good Protestants

as there are in the country, and though they may be a little

bolder in their statements, or less disposed, or less able, to

deceive themselves, they are far from differing gcnerically

from Protestants in general. We shall look in vain for an

essential difference between Andover and Cambridge, Pro-

fessor Stuart and Professor Norton, or between these and
Dr. Strauss and his followers at home or abroad. Dr. Potts

of St. Louis even quotes with approbation Michelet and
Edgar Quinet, two notorious infidels. There is more unity

in the Anticatholic world than we always suspect. Go
where we will, whatever the form professed, at bottom we
shall find the same want of that firm adhesion of the mind
which Catholics understand by the term faith. It is true,

converts from the ranks of Episcopalians and Presbyterians

may be disposed, in some instances, to question this state-

ment ; but the testimony of converts in favor of their for-

mer associates, as well as against them, is to be taken with
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some grains of allowance. They know what was true of

themselves, and from that they are too apt to conclude

what is true of those with whom they were associated,

—

forgetting that themselves received special grace, which

gave them, if not faith, at least a certain preamble to faith,

and that they have been brought into the church, Mdiile

the others have remained outside. We rest our conclusion

not on the testimony of converts, nor on our own individual

•experience while a Protestant. When we iind men avow-

ing principles from which the church is logically inferable,

and yet refusing to admit it when it is clearly shown to them
to be so inferable, we attribute it, not to the inability to per-

ceive the legitimacy and necessity of the inference, but to

a secret distrust of the premises from which it is drawn.

In consequence of overlooking this fact, these works, as

controversial works, have but little value. They do not go

to the root of the matter, and reach the real difficulty under

which the Protestant mind labors. Indeed, this may be

said, to some extent, of all the works in our language on the

points controverted between Catholics and Protestants.

None of them are ultimate enough, and, unhappily, the

greater part of them are directed specially against Angli-

canism, which, if the most vulnerable, is by no means the

dominant form of heresy among Protestants. They all, or

nearly all, seem written for a bygone age, and to proceed

-on tlie hypothesis, that the old Protestant formulas have in

general some significance for their adherents. This is a

serious defect ; and if we are to have controversial works,

their authors should stud}' to give us works adapted to the

present state of opinion and prejudice in the Protestant

world,—at least, to what it is when they commence writ-

ing.

A still more serious objection to these works is, that they

make no account of the necessity and agency of grace in

the fact of conversion. To read them, one would think

•conversion is a purely rational or human process, and that

nothing is more simple and easy than to convert a Protes-

tant. The facility with which they effect conversions—on

paper—is marvellous. Rich heiresses, crabbed old papas,

and sour old uncles, and wild young men, and giddy young
girls, are all subdued by a few commonplace arguments,

and made devout and edifying Catholics. Bat conversion

is no merely rational or human process. In vain we reason,

in vain we prove every point, in vain we refute every ob-
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jection, if grace be not present to open the understanding
and incline the will. Till grace operates and dispels the

mist which the devil throws before the eyes of his children,

they can see nothing opposed to his kingdom, tliongh as

plain as that two and two are four. They have eyes, but they

see not—ears, but they hear not,—hearts, but they under-

stand not. Converts whom God has, in his great mercy,
brought from darkness to light, from death to life, are

prone to forget this. We fancy the path by which we came
was plain and smooth, straight and continuous, and that

nothing is easier than to point it out to our neighbours and
persuade them to walk in it ; but we overlook the fact, that

it was grace which made it so, and enabled us to walk in it

without stumbling. Where grace is operative, all is indeed

smooth and easy. It is marvellous how readily all dillicul-

ties give way, how obvious and beautiful the truth appears,

how suddenly, and of themselves, all objections vanish.

Strange we did not see this before ! How could we be so

blind ? How could we regard that objection as pertinent,

or that argument as solid ? It is grace, not human reason,

that makes the crooked straight, and the rough even. How,,
then, without grace, shall the unbelieving or the misbeliev-

ing feel the force of our arguments ? Or why shall we be
astonished that they see not as we see? When we were in

their shoes, we saw no more than thev do ; and why should

we ask them to see what, when we were as they, we saw
not ?

But grace is always ready to assist all, if they wish it.

Undoubtedly, and therefore all may see and believe if they
will, and it is purely their own fault if they do not. But
they cannot do it without grace, and whatever tends to

make them rely on the rational process hinders, instead of

furthering, their conversion. Their present difficulty is,

that they rely on this process, and, not finding it leading

them to the church, conclude that the church is against rea-

son, and that they are justified in refusing her obedience.

These books, b}' overlooking or making no account of the

necessity of grace, have a natural tendency to contirm them
in this conclusion, and therefore as fatal a tendency, so far

as concerns those without, as they could possibly have.

There is no use in presenting arguments to one who is

not predisposed to listen and receive the truth. Prior to

faith, there must be a preparation for faith ; and till there

is this preparation, the arguments we present for faith it-
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self will have no weight, for the mind is blinded to their

ennclnsiveness. The iirst thing to attempt to produce, in

tlie case of those not already prepared by their interior dis-

position to receive the truth when clearly presented, and
with sufficient motives of credibility, is this interior dispo-

sition itself, which is the work of grace only. The motives
to be presented in their case are not motives to believe, but
motives to seek by prayer and humiliation the grace that
disposes to believe. The necessity of this grace should al-

ways be insisted on, its readiness and willingness to aid all

who do not resist it should be set forth, and the means of
cooperating with it explained and pointed out, and their

adoption seriously and solemnly urged. Conversion, if

conversion, is no human work. " Convert us and we shall

be converted." We do not come, we are brought ; and in a

way wliich is always a mystery unto ourselves. We cannot
explain the process. All we can say is. Whereas we were
blind, we now see. It is not our doing, but God's doino-,

and his alone be the praise and the glory. This fact needs
to be known by those without, that they may be induced to

look not to themselves, but to God, for illumination.

It is true, these works, in general, recognize the necessity
of some preparation for receiving arguments for the faith

;

but, unhappily, they seek the predisposing cause where it

is not, and cannot be. They seek it in the human affec-

tions, Ml love, friendship, sympathy, social or domestic in-

fluence,— all of which are human, unable to generate grace,
and, when sought witliout grace, are only an obstacleto its

operalion. It is impossible by these to prepare the mind
and the will to receive the truth ; for their tendency is of-

tener to blind and pervert than to enlighten and correct.

The motives to be urged are not to be found in the modern
novel, but in ascetic theology. And here is the grand
mistake of our authors. If they sought to combine the as-

cetic or the moral with the dogmatic, if they sought the in-

terest of the story in moral or ascetic truth," instead of love
and romance, their Avorks would have, witli the blessing of
God, a tendency to predispose the will to cooperate with
grace, and consequently a favorable influence in efi'ecting

conversions. But as they are, they seem to us better adapt-
ed to keep men out of the church than to bring them
into it.

II. JSTor are these works better adapted to exert a whole-
some influence on those within. Controversial readine' is
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not, in general, that which is tlie most edifying to the faitli-

ful. The constant reading of controversial works tends to

withdraw their attention from the practical part of theology,

and to fix it on the speculative ; to cultivate acuteness and
strength of intellect, rather than pious affection ; to make
them able and skilful defenders, rather than devout follow-

ers of the faith,—hearers, rather than doers of the law; and
it requires more than ordinary grace to be able to withstand
its dry and withering influence. Controversy is not the
genius of Catholicity. It may sometimes be necessary, and
when and where it is, she does not shrink from it ; but she

refers it to those whose special vocation it is, and would, in

the main, confine to them the task of defending the faith,

and of guarding the flock over whom the Holy Ghost has

placed them, against the subtlety and craft of their enemies.

She has no desire to see the great body of the faithful be-

come able and expert disputants, for she knows that it is no
gain to a man to be able to argue convincingly for the faith,,

and to silence the heaviest batteries of its enemies, so long

as he does not practise it. It suflBces for the faithful at large

to know their faith and to obey it. Prayer, meditation, fre-

quenting the sacraments, visits to our blessed Redeemer who
abides in our tabernacles to enlighten, console, and bless us,

and works of charit3% mercy, and mortification, are the best

arguments for the truth, and their surest safeguards against

error.

It is worth remarking, that they who fall away fall not

from the faith till they have first fallen from its practice.

Prayer is neglected or cut short, the confessional is forsaken,^

assistance at mass becomes irregular and infrequent ; then

doubts begin, bad books and evil companions are relished,

faith is abandoned or stifled, and the apostate fancies that he

is emancipated, and, because his vision is narrowed or blind-

ed, that he is enlightened, that he is a philosopher, one of the

free and choice spirits of the age. Now he talks largely of

ignorance and craft, bigotry and superstition, looks with con-

tempt on the simple faith and holy life of his fathers, sneers

at holy church, and speaks big words in swelling tones to

the priests of God's house, becomes deaf to the voice of

conscience, and rushes on in mad license, through Protestant-

ism or infidelity, to hell. Such is the process by which one
loses his faith and his soul,—not because he did not know
his faith, not because he was unable to answer the objections

raised against it, but because he would not obey it ; because
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he yielded to the temptations and seductions of the world,

the flesh, and the devil. It is pious affection, not intellectu-

al acuteness and strength, that is most needed ; and this is

seldom, if ever, promoted by controversial reading.

What we say of controversial reading in general, we may
say afortiori of the class of works, in particular, on which

we are commenting. They are evidently written on the

principle of the " sliding scale," and tend to turn the mind
outward, to fix it on our religion as it is likely to be regard-

ed by its enemies, and, in our age and country, to reduce

it to its minimum. This is a grave objection. The dispo-

sition to ask. How little will answer? can be excused in

those who are investigating the claims of the church, but it

is always inexcusable in the faithful themselves. There are,

as every Catholic is presumed to know, some things which,

though the church does not positively command them, it is

pious to believe and do, and our good mother is always

pleased to see in us the disposition to believe and do them.

The pious son or daughter is never willing to stop with

what is positively commanded, but seeks always to be more
perfect than the law, and to do not only all that our dear

mother bids, but all she wishes. The disposition to be more
perfect than the law is peculiarly Catholic, and every one

who is livingly a Catholic manifests it always, and in all di-

rections. Is there anything more than is commanded which

the church would be pleased to have him do, he runs to do

it ; any thing more than is strictly enjoined that it is permit-

ted to believe, that it is pious to believe, that she wishes him
to believe, his mind and his heart leap to embrace it. His

faith is broad and generous, and tends ever to a sublime ex-

cess. Those who are without regard him as of too easy a

faith, and sneer at him as credulous ; but this does not affect

him ; for he does not look to them for instructions, and

they are the last people in the world he would resemble, or

whose judgments he would respect. This disposition, the

mark of a lively faith and an ardent charity, is most consol-

ing to our dear mother. It gladdens her maternal heart to

see her children manifest it everywhere and on all occasions,

as it does the hearts of our natural mothers to see us eager

to do not only all they bid, but all they wish ; and she is

grieved to see them manifest a contrary disposition, showing

themselves close and stingy in their faith, love, and obedi-

ence, and careful always to inquire. How little will do I

How far can this article be pared down without incurring
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censure ? Such a disposition indicates that faith is weak,
that charity is cold and lanijnid, and excites the apprehen-
sion that both in the hour of trial may be found wanting.

Onr good mother does not grieve that we do no more, but
slie grieves at our disposition to do no more, at our willing-

ness to persuade ourselves that wc have done all when we
have done only the least that is required or that will be ac-

cepted.

This uncatholic disposition to ask. How little will do ? and
to be satisfied with ourselves when we have done only the

least, is, to some extent, characteristic of our times and coun-

try. It is one of the principal temptations to which we are

exposed, one of the most formidable enemies we have now
and here to combat. There are too many among us who"

seem to cultivate it on principle, and who approach as near

the confines of heresy as they can without overleaping them.

Tliey appear to study to make Catholicity as near like Prot-

estantism as they can without destroying her identity.

They confine her long, flowing locks beneath a close Quaker
cap, force her feet into a^ little pair of Chinese shoes, com-
press her waist in stout whalebone stays laced up by ma-
chinery, bid her put on a demure look, and mind and not

speak above lier breath, and, placing her a low stool in the

obscurest corner of the drawing-room, turn to receive their

gay, fashionable, and accomplished heretical friends. If

one of these, in walking about, chances to espy her, they

exclaim, " Don't be alarmed, dear friend, she is on her good
behaviour. She can't bite or scratch. There can be no
huge teeth in that pretty little mouth, so like the mouth of

one of your own high-bred and gentle daughters ; and her

nails, you see, are pared down to the quick. Don't be

alarmed."
These worthy people feel that it is necessary to keep their

religion always in proper trim to be presented to their re-

spectable heretical friends and visitors. They are people of

the world, and they share in the passions and tendencies of

their age and country. They are liable daily and hourly to

liear their religion reviled, their children jeered because

children of Catholic parents, and objections urged, many of

\vhich it is not ]ileasant to hear, nor always convenient to stop

and answer. Why should they not, then, seek to make
Catholicity ]>resent as few points objectionable to her ene-

mies as possible ? Some of them have a very dear friend, a

father, a mother, a wife, or a husband, Avho is a heretic, yet
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perhaps, linmanlj speakino;, warm-hearted, kindly disposed,

M'hose feelings and prejudices must be respected, and with

whom they would live in peace and love. How can they

adopt, or he willing that others should adopt, a high, stern,

and uncompromising Catholic tone ?? Perhaps the matters

they hear most frequently objected to do not appear to

them to be of vital importance. Why, then, insist on
them ? Why be always l)ringing out those very things

which our " separated brethren " are the most prejudiced

against? What need of being so bigoted and unyielding?

These peculiarly offensive things may be well enough where
there are none but Catholics, but here they only add to the

unpleasantness of our position, and widen the breach between
us and our " dissenting Christian friends," and can only do
liarm. You are imprudent, and drive them away from us

by your ultra-catholic tone and sentiments. They are very

respectable people, very sincere Christians in their way, and
no doubt would be very good Catliolics, if they only had
the opportunity of learning the truth. We must be chari-

table and conciliatory. Some of them even speak well of us.

Only the other day, the distinguished Mr. Goldencalf was
heard to say he " did not think Catholics were so bad as they
had been represented," and Master Goldencalf said he " did
not care a fig whether one was a Catholic or a Protestant," and
Miss Goldencalf is actually receiving her education in one
of our academies for young ladies. The country is becom-
ing every day better disposed towards us. There is a more
liberal tone. The age itself is growing more enlightened

and tolerant ; old animosities are passing away, a better feel-

ing is springing up between Catholics and Protestants, and
we trust that we shall prove, in this enlightened and happy
country, that Christians, though they cannot all think

alike, can agree to differ, and live in mutual peace, love, and
esteem.

Now, in a country like this, there will always be large

numbers of people who will think and speak in this manner,
witliout once suspecting that they are only repeating the

Socinian and liberal cant of the day. Peace is beautiful,

and we are always to follow after the things which make for

it ; bnt peace is founded in truth and justice, and there is

and can be no peace out of Jesus Christ. It is the peace of

tlie Lord which was left with the faithful, and which they
are to study to merit and preserve. The church, in this

world, is the church militant, and does and must wage a
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deadly warfare with falseliood, error, lieresy, sin, iniquity
;

and her children forget their love and fidelity to her, when
they shrink from this warfare, seek to divert her from it, or
show the least disposition to strike hands or sound a parley
with her enemies. All the faithful are soldiers enlisted for
tlie fight, during the war, and not one of them can retreat

without dishonor, not one of them ever hope to be able to

put off his harness and ground his arms, so long as life re-

mains. The victor's crown is only for those who persevere
unto the end.

Nevertheless, such people as we have described there are^

and probably always will be,—for scandals will remain unto
the end of the world ; and these will always study to conceal
their cowardice, their lukewarmness, or their indolence and
love of ease, under the respectable names of prudence, lil)er-

ality, and sometimes even that of holy charity. They will

be an incubus on the breasts of their more zealous brethren^

and justify themselves on the ground that they are concili-

ating and winning over those without, when in reality they

are only ceasing to offer them any opposition. They will

consider their faith, almost exclusively, as something to be
presented to others, and made as unobjectionable as possible

to the world in which they live. Naturally, then, and with
perfect consistency, taking 'their point of view, must the}'

always ask of each article of faith, of every statement of
Catholic doctrine, How will this strike our separated breth-

ren ? What must they think of it ? What can they say

against it ? What will they think of us, if told that we hold

it ? Anxious to avoid opposition, to have the task of defence
as light and as easy as possible, they will necessarily study

to explain and qualify away all the peculiarities of their

faith, because it is precisely the peculiarities that are objected

to ; and thus be always laboring to reduce Catholicity, as we
have said, to its minimum.

This tendency is already strong. Pour in upon us now a

mass of books which spring from this tendency, which are

written in perfect harmony with it, which never protest

against it, never even intimate that it is dangerous, or not

strictly and genuinely Catholic, and which keep our minds
turned outward, not to oppose the enemies of God and his

holy spouse, but to conciliate them by showing them that

we are not so far gone as they suppose us, and have more in

common witli them than they give us credit for,—present-

ing alwaj's the faith as something objected to, not as some-
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thing wliich one already has, is to keep, be contented with,

and to enjoy,—and it is easy to see what must be their in-

fluence, so far as they have any, and that they cannot fail ta

be deeply prejudicial to Catholic faith and piety. Such are,

in general, the works we are considering ; and hence the

reason why, in our judgment, they are as little adapted to

the edification of the faithful as to the conversion of the

unbelieving and heretical world around us.

Kor is this all,

—

Facilis descensus Averni. The momen-
tum we acquire in descending to the minimum may, if we
are not on our guard, carry us below it. When we proceed

on the principle, not of arraigning the enemies of our faith^

attacking them in the very principle of their objections, and

of compelling them to defend themselves against the charges

of rebellion, malice, and falsehood, but of explaining and
qualifying our doctrine so as to elude their objections to it,,

we are in great danger, unless we are learned and exact the-

ologians, of going beyond the line. The declivity is so steep,

and we descend w^ith such fearful rapidity, that it is not al-

ways easy to arrest ourselves at the precise moment, and at

the precise point. If we are not much mistaken, so far as

concerns the general reader, and as they are sure to be in-

terpreted by the latitudinarian tendencies of the age and
country, these works sometimes arrest their descent not un-

til it is too late, and not till they have descended into tlie

abyss below. In explaining and qualifying such articles as-

are peculiarly offensive to Protestants, they not unfrequently

weaken, if not entirely destroy, their force and meaning, at

least to the great majority of their readers.

We do not recollect one of these popular works which
ever ventures to say, " Out of the church there is no salva-

tion," and there stop, as does the church herself, as does our

holy Father, Pius IX., in his encyclical letter ; but all of

them, whenever they have occasion to introduce this dogma,^

are careful to accompany it with an explanation, wliich, in

our age and country, eviscerates it of all its Catholic signifi-

cance for the people at large, whether within or without.

Thus, in the second work on our list, we read,—" We know
tliat out of the church there is no salvation ; but many ai-e

they who, by want of opportunity of learning the truth, in-

nocently adhere to error, and thiis are in spirit onemhers of
the cliurchP Here the qualification to the general reader

nej^atives the doo;ma, and makes the assertion that out of

the church there is no salvation appear a mere rhetorical
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liourish. There are few people, not versed in the distinctions

and subtilties of the scliools, who in these latitudinarian

times can read this qualification, expressed here in its least

exceptionable form, and not gather from it a meaning wholly
repugnant to faith. The conclusion the author draws, more-
over, is not warranted by his premises. Undoubtedly men
may innocently adhere to error,—but it does not therefore

follow that they are in spirit members of the church ; for a

man, though not in sin by reason of his error, may yet be
in error by reason of his sin. It may be, that, if he had
complied with the graces given him, and which are given to

all men, lie would have had the opportunity of being en-

lightened and ])rouojht to the knowledge of the truth. It is

possible, then, that the reason why a man is not an actual

member of the church is his own fault,—not, indeed, the

fault of not knowing what he had no opportunity of learn-

ing, but of not complying with the graces given him and
witii which he was bound to comply,—and we presume no
one will pretend that he is in spirit a member of the church,

who through his own fault is not an actual member.
We are, indeed, authorized by our religion to judge no

one individually, and we never have the right, without a

special revelation, to say of this or that man that he is eter-

nally lost ; but faith declares that out of the church there is

no salvation. We are all commanded to hear the church,

and Almighty God gives to all the grace needed to obey
his commands; and the presumption is, therefore, always

against all who live and die out of her visible communion.
Certainly no one will ever be condemned for not doing what
it was never in his power to do, or for not believing the

truth he had never had the opportunity of learning ; but,

since the providence of God in this matter must count for

something, and we are never at liberty to take the simple

human element alone, it is not easy to say precisely what is

or is not the extent of the possibilities in the case. In no

case is the opportunity of learning the truth ever furnished

excej)t by the providence of God, and it costs him nothing

to furnish it whenever and wherever he sees that it will not

be rejected. You must suppose the man prepared in his

interior disposition to embrace the truth as soon as it is

presented to him, or you cannot claim him as a virtual

member of the church ; but when you have supposed the

disposition, are you sure that you have the right to suppose

the non-possibility of the opportunity ? If the opportunity
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is witlilield, can you say it is not withheld because there

was no disposition to j^rofit by it ? Can you adduce a case

of a man having; the disposition and dying without the op-

portunity ? Such a man, jon say, had no opportunity of

liearing of tlie church, and yet lie had the disposition. How
know you that lie had the disposition ? From his own state-

ment, and the fact that the missionary found him with it.

TJie missionary found him, then ? Then the opportunity
was furnished, and your case is not in point. But if tlie

man liad died before the missionary came . How know
you, tliat, supposing liis good disposition to remain, it was
possible in the providence of God for him to die befoi'e the
missionary came ? It may be that God would not let him
die before, any more than he would holy Simeon before he *

had seen his salvation, and that he would not is presumable
from the fact tliat he did not. You say there are large

numbers in schismatical and heretical communions who are

not guilty of the sin of schism or heresy. Be it so. But
how know you that God will ever in his providence suffer

any of these to die without an opportunity of being for-

mally reconciled to the church,—or that, if he suffers one to

die in those communions, without such opportunity, it is

not because he is in mortal sin ?

As Catholics, we know nothing of the fiction of an invis-

ible church, for which heretics in our day contend, and
which is composed of the elect of all communions,—the sub-

terfuge to which they were driven, wdien pressed to tell

where their church was before Luther and Calvin, The
church which Catholics believe is a visible kingdom, as much
so as the kingdom of France or Great Britain, and when
faith assures us that out of the church there is no salvation,

the plain, obvious, natural sense of the dogma is, that those

living and dying out of that visible kingdom cannot be

saved. This is the article of faith itself, what we are bound
to believe under pain of mortal sin ; it is what the fathers

taught.

—

Habere non potest DeuTn 'patrem^ says St. Cyprian,

qui ecclesiam non habet Troatrem /—and where this is con-

cealed or explained away,—as in the grand duchy of Baden,
for instance,—faith becomes weak, charity languishing, and
Catholicity hardly distinguishable from one of the sects.

Theologians may restrict the language of the dogma, they

may qualify its apparent sense, and their qualifications, as

they themselves understand them, and as they stand in their

scientific treatises for theological students, may be just and
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detract notliing from faith ; but any qualifications or expla-

nations made in popular works, as the general reader will un-

derstand them, especially when the tendency is to latitudi-

narianism, will be virtually against faith ; because he does
not and cannot take them in the sense of the theologians,

and with the distinctions and restrictions with which they

always accompany them in their own minds. We never
yet heard a layman contend for what he supposed to be the

theological qualification of this article of faith, without con-

tending for what is, in fact, contra Jidem. AVe can teach

the whole faitli, and must teach tlie whole faith ; but, do
our best, we cannot teach the wliole of theology to the com-
mon people. They may be firm and enlightened believers,

and that is enough for them ; but they cannot become exact

and accomplished theologians. There are a great many
truths, and important truths to the scientific, which we can

teach only to those who, by previous moral and mental dis-

cipline, are prepared to receive them. We may suppose

we are teaching these truths to others, but we deceive our-

selves ; for the truth in our mind becomes falsehood in theirs.

This deserves more consideration from some from w^hom
we look for better things, than they seem, if we may judge
from their writings, to have given it.

We do not dispute the doctrine intended to be taught in

the extract we have made from Lorenzo. We are not theo-

logians by profession, and it is not our province to decide

theological questions. Indeed, the gist of our complaint is,

that popular writers do undertake to decide them, instead of

-confining themselves, as they should, to the simple dogma
as the church propounds it, concerning which there is, and
can be, among Catholics, no dispute. The theological doc-

trine, as understood by those theologians who contend for

it, we respect, as in duty bound. It is not to it as they un-

derstand it, that we are objecting, but to it as understood by
the people at large, who learn it, not from theological works
where it is treated at length, and the proper restrictions are

made, but from brief, loose, and unqualified statements in

popular novels, periodicals, newspapers, and manuals,—
for, unhappily, many of these last are not always careful to

distinguish between the dogma and the theological opinion.

As hastily caught up from these, by careless, half-educated,

and unreflecting readers, already deeply imbued with the

prevailing latitudinarianism of the day, it becomes practi-

cally false and liurtful ; for it is practically understood as if
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it meant that a man may be saved in any commnnion to

wliich he is sincerely attached, and whose teachings he does

not doubt.

Indeed, the plea of invincible ignorance is not unfre-

quently so extended as to cover the case of every one in

any communion external to the church, who could hope to

be saved according to the teachings of that communion it-

self. Thornherry Abbey, in many respects an excellent lit-

tle book, represents the good priest as sorely distressed, be-

cause he had, in a conversation not of his own seeking,

pointed out to a Puseyite young lady the invalidity of

Anglican orders. He was afraid that he had gone too far,

and iiad endangered the poor girl's salvation by taking away
the invincibility of her ignorance ! The authoress of the

Catholic Story makes no bones of sending to heaven as

rabid an old heretic—to all appearance—as ever lived,—one

wdio was filled with hatred of Catholicity, who withdrew
his love from his wife, and refused to speak to, or even to

see her, after her conversion, thus violating even the law of

nature ; and who, when his only daughter, to whom he had
transferred his affections, was also converted, became per-

fectly frantic with wrath and hatred, made himself sick, and
Avent off and died, without the least sign of repentance, re-

gret, or forgiveness. And 3'et the Catholic wife is made to

say, and to defend it as Catholic doctrine, that she had no
doubt that he had gone straight to heaven, for she was sure

he would have embraced the truth, if he had only had an

opportunity of learning it ! And this is to be said of a man
of rank, of education, of extensive reading, living close by
the church, and having a wife and daughter converted and
instructed in his own house ! Far be it from us to judge the

old sinner, but if he was in invincible ignorance, we should
like to know who, not brought up in the church, may not be,

if he chooses ; and if such a man, dying unchanged, goes
straight to heaven, Avhat is the use of hell, or even of pur-

gatory ? The poor authoress had heard something about

invincible ignorance, and persons who, though out of the

visible communion of the church, are yet in spirit members
of the church, and only half understanding what she heard,

broaches a doctrine which makes the dogma, out of the

church there is no salvation, perfectly ridiculous. The ar-

ticle entitled Reasonsfor adhering to the Roman Catholic

Religion, to be found in the Garden of the Soul, the Vr-
suline Manual, Key of Paradise, and we know not how
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many more of our popular manuals, goes almost as far. As
understood by theologians, it contains nothing formally
contra fidem^ as is to be presumed from the fact that these
manuals are published with episcopal approbation ; but we
liave had it frequently quoted against us by persons in and
out of the church, in; support of a doctrine of which the
best we could say Avas, that it was not Universalism, but
which reminded us too forcibly of the Latitudinarianism we
preached when a Unitarian.

"I believe I have been wrong," said a Catholic lawyer
and politician to us the other day ;

" we have, some of us,

been laboring here, for some time, to liberalize the church.
It occurred to us, that the church, having grown up in other

countries and other times, might have incorporated into her
constitution many things, which, since they are opposed to

the genius of the age and country, and are those things

most frequently thrown in our faces, she might consent to

modify or reject altogether. We wished her, in a word, to

conform to the enlightened and libei*al spirit of modern so-

ciety ; and we regretted to find the authorities opposed to

us, and, while there was progress everywhere else, abso-

lutely refusing to admit any progress into the bosom of the
church herself. We were honest and sincere. We really

believed that the policy we recommended would diminish
the repugnance of the people to becoming Catholics, enable

us to take a more active part in the movements of the age,

and accelerate the spread of Catholicity through the land ;

but I begin to suspect that we were wrong, and that, since

the church is of God, the true policy is to labor to bring the

people up to her, not her down to tlie people."

Our legal friend characterized precisely the spirit and
tendency these popular works seem to us to encourage, and
against which we seek to place our readers on their guard.

The church, however, we admit, adapts herself to time and
place ; but in a contrary sense. Her spirit is always to in-

sist with the greater firmness and energy on that particular

truth which the genius of the age and the country most op-

poses. She concedes that peculiar tendencies demand a pe-

culiar application of truth ; and hence what she requires

of us, here and now, is to bring out and state, in the

greatest prominence possible, those very truths which stand

opposed to our dominant errors and tendencies ; because it

is only these truths which can resist them, and because these

are precisely the truths which here and now we are the
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most liable to lose si^ht of. To throw these truths into the

backgronnd, or to bring out in bold relief those views which

oifer no special resistance to the reigning errors and ten-

dencies, however wise it may seem to men of the world, is

a base desertion of the post of danger, and even a narrow

and short-sighted policy ; for the public mind may change

to-morrow, and a new set of errors and tendencies be up-

permost. There may be times when it is not necessary to

repeat the dogma, out of the church there is no salvation,

because there may be times when everybody believes it,

and there is no tendency to doubt it. In such times the

theological explanation even may accompany it ; for then

no one will misinterpret or misapply it. But when, as

with us, the tendency is all in the direction against it,

the dogma requires to be stated in the broadest and most

unqualified terms the truth permits ; for it is only when so

stated that it does not convey to minds in general less than

the truth.

The temptation to conform to the spirit of the age, we
know, is strong, but we must be firm against it. The age

boasts of liberality, but under this liberality we see the curse

of indifferency. The real tendency is to the conclusion,

that salvation—if salvation there be—is attainable in any

form of religion or in none. The tendency we have pointed

out among Catholics, and which seems to us to be encour-

aged by the popular explanations and qualifications of the

dogma of exclusive salvation, is in the same direction, and,

at bottom, identical with it. It is, therefore, a tendency to

be resisted, not fostered. Nothing can be more fatal, and it

is not we alone who say so. God himself, speaking by his

vicegerent on earth, in the recent encyclical letter, addressed

to all the patriarchs, primates, archbishops, and bishops of

the world, and through them to all the faithful, has pointed

this out as one of the special and formidable evils of our

times, and commanded, nay, entreated, us to resist it with

all our strength and energy. Now, all this ingenious specu-

lation, all this refining on faith, and refusing to present the

dogma which is opposed to this formidable evil without so

explaining and qualifying it that it offers no longer any op-

position to it, is not only not resisting it, but actually en-

couraging and augmenting it. "We take up our popular pub-

lications, we look for some condemnation of the evil, for

some bold proposition of the faith against it ; but, alas ! we
look in vain. We find, perhaps, a glorification of the age,

Vol. XlX-12
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or a side blow at the earnest-ininded Catliolic who, in the

simplicity of his faith, protests against it,—rarely any tiling

better. Our authors have nothing to say against the fatal

latitudinarianisni now so rife, but waste their time and

strength in denouncing bigotry and intolerance. Yet big-

otry and intolerance are not the besetting sins of the times,

and what we have to say ao^ainst them is much less likely to

moderate them in our enemies than to produce laxity of

doctrine in the faithful themselves. There is more hope of

a bigot than of a latitudinarian. He who cares enough for

his religion to oppose its enemies gives evidence that it is

possible that he has some shreds of a conscience left. The
church has less formidable enemies to contend against

when she is openly persecuted, than when there is a state of

general religious indifference, or a general disposition to ac-

commodate faith to the tastes and prejudices of her enemies.

St. Hilary preferred Nero and Decius to Constantius, and

the persecution of the former to the patronage of the lattei-.

For our part, we always prefer the man who is either

cold or hot to the one that is lukewarm. We like the man
of strong convictions, who has the courage to act up to his

convictions. We cannot condemn a true principle because

it is claimed and abused by those who have no right to it.

In reading the Elder's House, we did not sympathize with

the abuse heaped upon the heretical lady for refusing to

marry the man she loved because he was a Catholic. We
honored her for her correct principle, and pitied her Cath-

olic lover for his want of it. If there is any thing about

which a man should be in earnest, it is his religion, and we
respect the rigidness of our Puritan ancestors more than we
do the laxity of their descendants. The man who is in ear-

nest, and who really believes his religion to be the only

true religion, must needs be regarded as bigoted and intol-

erant by' all who differ from him. The Catholic is no big-

ot, is never uncharitable, but he is and must be, in all that

concerns religion, exclusive. The church is necessarily ex-

clusive and intolerant, in the sense in which truth and duty

are exclusive and intolerant, and they are wanting in their

fidelity to her who maintain the contrary. There can be

no giving and taking, no communion, no fellowship, no

meeting half-way, between her and those without. As we
have said, she will be all or nothing. If she is not what

she professes to be, if she can have any fellowship with ex-

ternal communions, she deserves to be nothing, has no right
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to be at all ; but if, as every Catholic believes, she is what
she professes to be, she has the right to be all, and what-
ever is opposed to her the faithful must hold to be of sin

and iniquitj^ and to be resisted, if need be, even unto death.

But if you take that ground, you will be called a bigot,

and accused of a want of charity and liberality. Quid inde ?

Suppose it is so, is that a thing for which a man should
break his neck ? In this country every man has the legal

right to choose and observe his own religion, so long as he
respects the equal right of others. This right we claim for

ourselves, and, as far as in our power, vindicate for all.

But here we stop. We cannot consent to maintain, in def-

erence to Yoltaire and his followers, that a man has a di-

vine and natural right to be of any religion he pleases. Be-
fore the divine and natural law no man has the right to be
of a false religion ; and when the case is transferred from
the exterior court to the interior, no man has the right to

be of any religion but the Catholic, and no one can be ac-

•ceptable to God or gain heaven, unless he is a true, firm, sin-

cere, conscientious Koman Catholic. You say this is nar-

row-minded bigotry ; we say it is truth and consistency, and
what every Catholic must say, and he who is afraid to say

it has no business to call himself a Catholic. But you who
are outside may call it what you please. We have no wish
to be gratuitously offensive to you, but we do not look to

you for instructions. You are not our masters, nor are we
troubled by what you say of us,—unless you speak in our
praise. Then, indeed, we might ask with the Psalmist,
*' O Lord, M'hat sin hath thy servant committed, that the
wicked praise him ? " We Catholics look to our holy mother
for approbation, and if we secure her maternal smile and
blessing, we care not, for our sakes, however much we may
for yours, what you may think of us. It would be much
more to the purpose for you to ask what you ought to think
of yourselves.

Every Catholic, from the fact that he is a Catholic, has
the world and the devil for his enemies. This is one of

the necessities of his profession of faith. He cannot escape
it, without deserting his post, and proving a traitor to his

Master. If he be not a base coward, he will gird on his

armour, and go forth to the battle in the Lord. The enemy
is always at hand, and must be ferreted out and withstood,
let him come in wliat lurking disguise he may. He comes
to-day as a pretended friend, bearing the honorable name of
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liberality, and dressed in the shining robes of charity
;
but

he is none the less, bnt ail the more, dangerous for tliat.

The pretended friendship is a snare ; the boasted liberality

is a lure. Be on your guard. If you listen to the voice ot

the siren, and drink of"the profl'ered chalice, like the com-

panions of Ulysses, you will be transformed into swine, and

wallow in the mire. We cannot shake hands with the

spirit of the age without contracting a mortal disease. We
must resist it, or die. In vain would we sound a parley

with the devil, and seek to coax or bribe him to leave us to

serve in peace Him whom he hates. Resist the devil, and

he will flee from you. There is no other way of safety
;

and the sooner we understand this, accept it, and beg of

God to give us grace to conform to it, the better will it be

for us and also for the enemies of the church.

It is always the sign of an unhealthy state of things,

when the faithful contemplate their faith as something to

which those without are to be conciliated, rather than as the

principle of a holy life in themselves. The conciliation and

conversion of heretics is, no doubt, a great and important

work ; but there is a work greater and more important

still,—namely, the ediiication of the faithful, and the sal-

vation of our own souls. We are, indeed, to do good to all

men as we have opportunity, but especially to the household

of faith. Charity begins at home ; and he who provides

not for his own household has denied the faith, and is

worse than an infidel. Our faith and religion need to be

studied and presented mainly for the edification and per-

fection of the faithful themselves ; and when we seek so

to study and present them, we shall not ask, how little will

answer. We shall inquire, not for the minimum, but for

the maximum. We want for ourselves our religion in all

its fulness, in all its life and vigor, with all its outspreading

branches and thick foliage, in all the rich, luxuriant growth

of nature,—not trimmed and pruned to suit the taste of a

cold, rationalistic, half-sceptical, timid, and fastidious taste.

We want it as unlike heresy as it can be. What sectarians

most hate we most love ; what they find most oflensive we

find most edifying ; the more they hate, the more we love

;

and even things indifferent in themselves become dear to

us as life, the moment they oppose them. It is in this

spirit books should be written, and would be, if written by

Catholics for Catholics. The books we are censuring are

not written in this spirit, and therefore are not books adapt-

ed to our edification.
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The conversion of heretics is desirable, we grant ; but for

their sakes, not for ours. We seek their conversion from

charity, not interest. We receive nothing from them, but

they receive an infinite benefit. The gain is all on their

side. They have nothing to give us. We covet not their

silver or their gold, their fashion or their respectability.

The church looks not to the rank or standing of her members.
She can l)orrow no respectability from the highest rank, but

the highest can receive new dignity and lustre from her.

We admit that the great majority of the faithful, with us,

belong to the poorer and humbler classes, and we thank

<jrod that it is so. The poor have souls as precious as the

souls of the rich. They in all ages have been the jewels of

the church, and the sounder part of the faithful. They
build our churches, support our clergy, and endow our

orphan asylums and charitable institutions. It is the widow's

mite that makes the treasury of the church overflow. Sad

indeed would have been the condition of the Catholic Church
in this country, if she had been compelled to depend, for

her temporal goods, on the contributions of rich and fash-

ionable Catholics. The poor are God's chosen people, and

above all, with us, the poor Irish. We honor the German
emigrant ; he has done well, for he came richer in faith

than in gold ; but the poor Irish laborers and servant-girls

have been, with us, the most liberal benefactors of the

church. They came, and on landing looked round and asked,

Where is the church ? Honest souls ! in their simple faith

and tender piety, they could not understand how there

could be any living without the church. They could work
hard, shelter themselves in a poor shanty, lodge on the bare

ground, and want food for the body ; but they could not

live without the church. They must have the bread of life,

and some one to break it for them ; and where they went,

churches arose, surmounted by the emblem of man's salva-

tion, the sacred priest followed, the holy sacrifice was offered,

God was praised, and the poor exiles found a home. Would
we exchange these for rich and fashionable heretics ? Or
shall we think it is to be regretted that God sent us these to

be our laity, instead of the rich and noble, the learned and

the distinguished ? O, no! Our good Father chose well

for us ; and who knows how much we, who have the hap-

piness of being converted, owe to the prayers of the poor

servant-girls we have had in our employment? Nothing is

more silly or disgusting than this fawning around the rich
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and fashionable, than this hankering after wealth and patron-
age, whicli our Catholic novels exliiljit. Such things make
one ashamed and blush for the folly and forgetfiilness of
some of his l)rethren.

We presume, in these remarks, we shall be found tread-

ing on some worthy people's corns or gouty toes, and that

we shall be thought by many bigoted and severe, as well as

unfair and unjust to our incipient literature. All we can
say is, that we stand here on our own natal soil, a free man,
by divine grace a Catholic, and we do not know how to

speak in a servile or an apologetic tone. Before authority

we count it an honor to be permitted to bend the knee and
the will ; but before heresy, error, evil tendencies, by whom-
soever abetted, we stand erect, and, with God's blessing,

will stand erect, as becomes one who has been made a free

citizen of the commonwealth of God. If we speak at all,

we must, as a Catholic, speak as we have been taught. If

we err, let authority rebuke us, and we are submissive, silent

;

but we shall not rebuke ourselves for aiming to show the
necessity there is that all Catholic writers should adopt a
free, pure, bold, lofty, and uncompromising Catholic tone,

and speak out from good, warm, honest, Catholic hearts,

without the least conceivable fear of heretics, or of their

father, the devil, to make them falter and stammer in the
utterance of God's truth.

As a critic, we aim to be fair, candid, and just, but are by
no means infallible, and appeal lies from us to the public.

The aggrieved party can appeal, and in most cases, we doubt
not, the appeal will be sustained ; for we are far from pre-

tending to be guided b}^ popular taste or public opinion in

forming and expressing our judgments. The authors of

the publications in question are, for the most part, entirely

unknown to us, and we have and can have no personal mo-
tive for treating them unfairly or unkindly. We take a

deep interest in our literature, and wish to see it flourish,

but they must pardon us if we tell them that we prefer

Catholicity to its literature. Faith and sanctity are neces-

saries of life, but literature is not. A bad literature is worse
than none ; and any literature which is not adapted to our
wants, wliich turns our minds away from what should fix

attention, and aids and encourages tendencies already too

strong, in our judgment, is bad. If in this we err, or if we
have misconceived the spirit of our present popular litera-

ture, it has been from ignoi-ance or weakness, not from
malice.
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We have spoken plainly and strongly, for it is always bet-

ter to crush an evil in the bud than when it is full blown,

and because we regard our popular writers as possessing

learning, talents, genius enough to give us far better works
than they do, and they deserve something of a castigation

for not doing so. They give us works which spring from
the exceptional tendencies we have pointed out, and which,

instead of checking, can hardly fail to exaggerate them.

We tell them this, not to discourage them, but to do what
in us lies to direct their attention to the dangers to which
the faithful are exposed, and to urge them, by the most
powerful motives of our religion, to adapt their works to

our actual and most pressing wants. We respect their

motives and applaud their zeal, but we pray them to look

deeper, to take a wider survey of our actual condition, and
consider more attentively the peculiar temptations and se-

ductions we are called upon to resist ; and to write books
which will tend to edify us, to turn our attention, not out-

ward, where all is hostile, but inward, where all should be,

and may be, unremitted effort after Christian perfection.

If they would do this, and give us works modelled, to some
extent, after the charming tales of Canon Schmid,—works
which unfold the internal richness and beauty of religion,

which sliow liow it blends in with all our daily duties and
household affections, sweetening our cares, sustaining us in

our trials, consoling us in our sorrows, imparting depth and
tenderness to chaste love, new charms to the innocence and
sprightliness'of childhood, strength and dignity to the prime
of life, peace and gravity to old age, they would furnish a

far more attractive series of publications, secure to them-
selves a far wider circle of readers, and exert an infinitely

more liealthful influence, both on Catholics themselves, and
on those who unhappily are aliens from the kingdom of

God.
Unquestionably, such works would require labor and study,

prayer and mortification, abstraction from worldly thoughts

and cares, subdued passions, and complete self-annihilation.

But we will not suppose that this would be an objection.

It sliould rather be an argument in their favor, and serve to

stimulate ambition. The ambition to do what is beautiful,

great, noble, and difficult, for the love of God and our neigh-

bour, is praiseworthy, and the only ambition that is not mean
and belittling. A blessing would attend the preparation of

such works. The author would live in a pure and serene
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atmosphere, and commune with the sweet and gentle, the

strong and the heroic. He would dwell in the presence of

God, and sustain and nourish his life with Him who gave
his own life to be ours. He would l)ecome a better man;
liis vision would be purged, his heart expanded, and his soul

filled with holy unction ; and from his pen would flow

words of sweetness and power ; he would make to himself

a throne in the hearts of the young and the old, the joyful

and the sorrowful ; the poor and the bereaved would bless

him, the saints would claim him as their brother, and Gud
would embrace him as his son. His work would be holy

;

his reward a crown of life. O, who would not, if duty per-

mitted, leave the arid and barren field of mere dialectics, the

tumultuous sea of controversy, and seek out some quiet re-

treat, where bloom the perennial flowers of piety and love,

and where, if he spoke at all, he would speak from the heart

to the heart of the rich graces and consolations our good
Father, through our sweet mother, never tires in bestowing
on those who love him, and seek no love but his ?

When we look upon the multitude of our youth, growing
up in a land so hostile to their faith, amidst temptations and
seductions so numerous and so powerful, and reflect how
hard it is, even for those who are far advanced in Christian

perfection, to maintain their ground, we feel that every gen-

erous heart should beat for them, and every lover of God
and of his neighbour should rush to their aid and rescue. It

is frightful to think how many of those around us, who have

never known the true church, precious souls, for whom God
has died, must Anally be lost ; but it is far more frightful,

that not these only, but thousands of our own dear children,

regenerated in holy baptism, anointed with the holy chrism,

soldiers enlisted in the army of King Jesus, are to fall away,

become deserters, traitors, and, from heirs of heaven, heirs

of eternal fire. These claim our thoughts, our prayers, and

our labors. For the love of Jesus, dear friends, turn your
minds and affections towards these exposed youth, and speak,

if you can, a word that shall touch their yet susceptible

hearts, that shall (piicken their love for religion, and make
them feel how noble, how honorable, it is to be a Catholic,

especially in a land where the cross is derided, M'here holy

things are hourly profaned, and men glory in denying the

Lord that bought them. Open to them the grandeur and

sublimity of our holy religion, and make their cheeks redden

that they ever were so cowardly as to be ashamed of it.
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Make tliein feel, by your own quiet, assured manner, by

your own inward fulness and joy, that you have in it all you
ask for, and that you do not need to coax all the world to go

with you, in order to save you from regrettino; the choice

you have made. Show that you love your brethren, that

you honor your Catholic friends, even the humblest, and

see, in the poorest and most illiterate servant-girl, a nobility

that infinitely surpasses that of the proudest of earth's kings

or potentates; for the humblest Catholic has that which
makes him the son of the King of kings, and heir of an im-

mortal crown.

Our youth find their religion rejected and derided by

those they see, when they look forth into the world, honored,

courted, and flattered, even by Catholics themselves. Wealth,

fashion, honors, distinction, place, power, are in the hands

of the enemies of the church, and they feel that their re-

ligion is an obstacle to their rising in the world, a bar to

their worldly ambition, and they are tempted to wear it

loosely, or to throw it off altogether,—unless, perchance, to

call it in, if they have an opportunity, to bury them. They
are ashamed of it, because they imagine it detracts from
their respectability ; and it is not uncommon to hear even

those who are not, as yet, quite lost, apologizing for it, and
alleging as their excuse, that their parents were Catholics,

and brought them up to go to mass. This, in a country

like ours, where there are no fixed ranks, where nobody is

contented to serve Grod and save his soul in the state of life

in which he was born, and where there is a universal strife

of everybody to rise to the top of the soeial ladder, makes
the condition of our Catholic youth one full of peril.

It is of no use to undertake to show them, in books, that

we have Catholics able to grace any walk in life, or to add

lustre to the most brilliant and fashionable assemblies, and

that we are daily making converts from the very elite of

Protestant society. This is only to approve their false am-

bition, and to inflame it yet more. Moreover, these marvel-

lous Catholics, and still more marvellous converts,—so com-

mon in books,—are somewhat rare in every-day society

;

they bear but a small proportion to the whole number of

the faithful ; the worldly advantages remain as ever on tlie

side of the enemies of the church, and those Catholics who
flatter themselves that they are somebody are very apt to

show that they prefer a rich and distinguished heretic, as a

friend and companion, to the poor but devout Catholic.
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Our authors should study to correct this, and seek to avert

the evil by drying up its source. They must repudiate the

silly and absurd notion, that the heretical world around us

is the fountain of honor, that it is an honor to a Catholic

for rich and influential heretics to take notice of him, or

that it is better to frequent the gay saloons and fashionable

assemblies of those who are the enemies of God, the deriders

of his immaculate spouse, than it is to live in the modest and
humble society of the faithful. What is the proudest here-

tic in the land, in comparison with the poorest and most
illiterate Irish laborer or servant-girl ? Who would not

rather be poor and outcast, despised and trampled on, with

the hope of heaven before him, than to have all this world's

goods, and hell in the world to come ? And who that has a

Catholic heart does not find more that is congenial to his

taste and feelings, more of all those qualities which adorn

Imman nature, and which make one a desirable friend and
companion, in the humblest but sincere Catholic, than in

your most elevated, high-bred, accomplished, and fascinating

heretic? Believers are tlie true nobility, whatever their

social position or worldly possessions. They are God's
nobility, and will surround his throne, and live in his imme-
diate presence ; while others, whom a vain and foolish world

runs after, admires, adulates, all but adores, will be cast

down to hell, to writhe in eternal agony with devils, and all

that is foul, and filthy, and hateful, and disgusting,—gnash-

ing their teeth, and blaspheming, as they behold from afar

the glory and beatitude of those they had despised when
living. This thought should stamp itself on the pages of

our literature. Our writers should aim to show not tender-

ness only to the poor, but true Christian honor, as our re-

ligion commands; they must acknowledge no high life,

where God is not loved and served ; rise above the vain fol-

lies and frivolities of the w^orld ; and, avoiding the levelling

absurdities of the day, all of which spring from a worldly

pride, recognize the dignity and worth of every soul, the

true equality of all souls before God, and then they will

breathe a Catholic spirit, and, to the extent of their influ-

ence, create a Catholic atmosphere around our youth,—

a

Catholic public sentiment to which they may defer without

meanness or danger of corruption.

Our authors would do us a service, if they would stamp

with disgrace that silly notion which some, who regard them-

selves as the better sort among Catholics, are not ashamed
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to express,—that our condition would be much pleasanter,

and the cause of Catholicity more flourisbing in this country,

if we had a larger number of wealth}' and distinguished

Catholics. We have heard this said, and coupled even with

a regret that so large a portion of the Catholic population is

made up of poor foreigners. Converts from the old Puritan

stock, like ourselves, are very apt, when first coming into

the church, to take up without reflection a notion of this

sort. God forgive tJiem ! Whom did our Lord choose for

his intimate friends and for his apostles ? Were they not

poor fishermen and contemned publicans ? Who composed
the first Christian congregations in the cities of the gentiles?

Were they not poor dispersed Hellenistic Jews, the poor
Irish of their day,—almost an abomination to their proud
and idolatrous heathen neighbours,—and after those, chiefly

the slaves and the lowest class of the people ? Did the

apostles complain of this ? Nay, they gloried in it. Do
our honorable bishops and priests complain of the rank and
standing of their flocks ? By no means, for they know that

God seetli not as man seeth. What matters it where a man
was born ? Let us who are native-born remember that so

large a portion of our brethren were born elsewhere only to

remember the faith and virtues they brought with them, and
to engage in a holy strife with them which shall outdo the

other in humility, and works of charity and mercy. The
church is the Catholic's country, and his home is where God
is offered for the living and the dead, and abides with his

people.

Finally, we beg our authors to study to strengthen the

sentiment and draw closer the bonds of brotherhood among
our widely scattered population, and to induce us to feel and

speak of ourselves as a Catholic community. We are such,

if we would but own it. We are in the world, but not of

it ; and, saving that charity which knows no geographical

boundaries or distinctions of race or creed, we should seek,

as far as possible, to concentre our interests and affections,

our hopes and aspirations, our joys and our sorrows, within

our own cherished Catholic community. Taking care, in

relation to those without, to discharge all our duties as good
citizens, kind neighbours, and faithful servants, we should

regard ourselves as forming a commonwealth of our own,
in which we live according to our own laws and usages.

We are such a commonwealth, and the closer we draw its

bonds, the better for us, the better for all. This accepted,
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we should liave a public and a public opinion of our own,
and our children would find a home at home, and soon come
to restrict their aspirations to such rewards and honors as

are in the ^\it of their own, their Catholic countrymen.
The world around us, no doubt, at first will rage or sneer

at this; but no matter. Take care to give them no just

cause of complaint, and then heed them not. We are and
must be, in some sort, a people apart, with our own aims,

hopes, duties, and affections. Let us be so ; let us love and
honor the meanest of our brethren beyond the most distin-

guished among the heretics ; cherish each other, aid and as-

sist, protect and defend, each other as our religion commands

;

and soon the world without will look on in admiration.

Seeing how closely we are knit together in the bonds of

unity, and how we love one another, they will knock at our

door for admission, and, with tears and entreaties, beg to be

naturalized in our republic, to live under our laws, and to

share the freedom, peace, and prosperity of our institutions.

Let all who undertake to write for us look to this desirable

result, and write with a deep and tender love, not only for

Catholicity, but for Catholics, and because they are Catho-

lics ; and their works will have a salutary influence in check-

ing the evils to which we are exposed. They will then write

as Catholics for Catholics ; and our youth, if they read, will

see and feel that not the clergy only, but all good Catholics,

take an interest in them, and are willing to cast their lot in

with theirs. The attention of the faithful will be turned

more and more in upon themselves, and the work of our

own conversion and progress will be accelerated ; and just

in jM-oportion as we ourselves are what we should be, the

work of conversion will go on without. Let the faithful

only be good Catholics, obedient to their dear mother, and
attentive to their duties, and they will merit blessings not

only for themselves, but for others. God will then hear

and answer their prayers for the conversion of their Prot-

estant friends ; and before they are aware of it, they will

find the whole country is Catholic, that throughout its whole

extent the cross is planted, the choral chant is heard, the
" clean sacrifice " daily offered, and the whole population,

as it were, drawing near in faith and humility to receive the

bread of life.

This glorious consuuunation, under God and the interces-

sion of his holy mother, is undoubtedly to be brought about

chiefly by the ministry of those whom the Holy Ghost has
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placed over us to govern and to feed us ; but we wlio are

laymen, and write for the public, may, working in submis-

sion to tliem, witli warm hearts, and fervent zeal, and strong

faith, and ardent charity, in our humble degree contribute

something towards it,—at least, we can pray for it, strive

for it, and avoid doing any thing to retard it. But we al-

most feel that in what we have said we have exceeded the

province of the layman, especially one who but yestei'day

was himself in the ranks of the enemies of the church, and
who is not worthy of the least consideration among the faith

ful ; but if so, may God and our brethren forgive us.

R. W. EMERSON'S POEMS.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for April, 1847.]

If we could forget that Almighty God has made us a reve-

lation, and by faith solved for us the problem of man and
tlie universe ; and if we could persuade ourselves that we
are here with darkness behind us, darkness before us, and
darkness all around us, relieved only by the fitful gleam
from the rerersed torch of reason, at best serving only to

confront us, turn we which way we will, with the dread un-

known, we should greet these poems with a warm and cord-

ial welcome, and saving the mere meclianism of verse-mak-
ing, in which they are sometimes defective, assign them the

highest rank among our American attempts at poetry. The
author is no every-day man ; indeed, he is one of the most
gifted of our countrymen, and is largely endowed with the

true poetic temperament and genius. He has a rich and
fervid imagination, a refined taste, exquisite sensibility, a

strong and acute intellect, and a warm and loving heart.

He is earnest and solemn, and, taking his own point of view,

a man of high and noble aims. If truth were no essential

ingredient of poetry, if the earthly were the celestial, and
man were God, and if the highest excellence of song con-

sisted in its being a low and melodious wail, we know not

wliere to look for anything superior to some of the wonder-
ful productions collected in the volume before us.

* Poems. By R. W. Emerson. Boston: 1847.
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But the palm of excellence, even under the relation of

art, l)elonij^s not to poetry which chants falsehood and evil.

The poet is an artist, and the aim of the artist is to realize

or embody the beautiful ; but the beautiful is never sepa-

rable from the true and the good. Truth, goodness, beauty,

are only three phases of one and the same thing. God is

the true, the good, the fair. As the object of the intellect,

he is the true ; as the object of the will, the good ; as the

object of the imagination, the passions, and emotions, the

beautiful ; but under whichever phase or aspect we may
contemplate him, he is always one and the same infinite,

eternal God, indivisible and indistinguishable. In his works

it is always the same. In them, no more than in him, is the

beautiful detached or separable from the true and the good
;

it is never any thing but one phase of what under another

aspect is good, and under still another true. The artist

must imitate nature, and he fails just in proportion as he

fails to realize the true and the good in his productions.

His productions must be fitted to satisfy man in his integ-

rity. We have reason and will, as well as imagination ;
and

when we contemplate a work of art, we do it as reasonable

and moral as well as imaginative beings, and we are dissat-

isfied with it, if it fail to satisfy us under the relation of

reason or will, as nmch as if it fail to satisfy us under that

of the imagination.

Moreover, the beauty which the artist seeks to embody is

objective, not subjective,— an emanation from God, not

something in or projected from the human soul. Mr. Em-
erson and the transcendentalists contend that beauty is

something real, but they make it purely ideal. With them,

it is not something which exists out of man and independent

of him, and therefore something which he objectively be-

holds and contemplates, but souiething in man himself, de-

pendent solely on his own internal state, and his manner of

seeing himself and the world around him. But the ideal

and the real are not identical ; and if the beautiful were

the projection or creation of the human soul, and dependent

on our internal state and manner of seeing, it would be vari-

able, one thing M'ith one man and another thin^ with an-

other, one thing this moment, another the next. We should

have no criterion of taste, no standard of criticism ; art

would cease to have its laws; and the boasted science of

aesthetics, so highly prized by transcendentalists, and on

which they pride themselves, would be only a dream. Beauty
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is no more individual, subjective, than is truth or goodness.

It neither proceeds from nor is addressed to what is individ-

ual, idiosyncratic ; but it proceeds from the universal and
permanent ; and appeals to what, in a degree, is common to

all men, and inseparable and indistinguishable from the

essential nature of man.
Mr, Emerson's poems, therefore, fail in all the higher req-

uisites of art. They embody a doctrine essentially false, a

morality essentially unsound, and at best a beauty which is

partial, individual. To be able to regard them as embody-
ing the beautiful, in any worthy sense of the term, one must
cease to be what he is, must divest himself of his own in-

dividuality, and that not to fall back on our common hu-

manity, but to become Mr, Emerson, and to see only after

his peculiar manner of seeing. They are addressed, not to

all men, but to a school, a peculiar school, a very small

school, composed of individuals who, by nature or education,

have similar notions, tastes, and idiosyncrasies. As artistic

productions, then, notwithstanding they indicate, on the

part of their author, poetical genius of the highest order,

they can claim no elevated rank. The author's genius is

cramped, confined, and perverted by his false philosophy

and morality, and the best thing we can say of his poems is,

that they indicate the longing of his spirit for a truth, a

morality, a freedom, a peace, a repose, which he feels and
laments he has not.

We know Mr. Emerson ; we have shared his generous

liospitality, and enjoyed the charms of his conversation ; as

a friend and neighbour, in all the ordinary relations of social

and domestic life, he is one it is not easy to help loving and
admiring ; and we confess we are loath to say aught severe

against him or his works ; but his volume of poems is the

saddest book we ever read. The author tries to cheer up,

tries to smile, but the smile is cold and transitory ; it plays

an instant round the mouth, but does not come from the

heart, or lighten the eyes. He talks of music and flowers,

and would fain persuade us that he is weaving garlands of

joy ; but beneath them is always to be seen the ghastly and
grinning skeleton of death. There is an appearance of

calm, of quiet, of repose, and at first sight one may half

fancy his soul is as placid, as peaceful, as the unruffled lake

sleeping sweetly beneath the summer moonbeams ; but it is

the calm, the quiet, the repose of despair, Down below
are the troubled waters. The world is no joyous world for
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him. It is void and without form, and darkness broods

over it. True, he l)ears up against it ; but because lie is

too proud to complain, and because he believes his lot is

that of all men and inevitable. Why break thy head against

the massive walls of necessity ? Call thy darkness light, and
it will be as light—to thee. Look the fiend in the face,

and he is thy friend,—at least, as much of a friend as thou

canst have. Why complain ? Poor brother, thou art noth-

ing, or thou art all. Crouch and whine, and thou art noth-

ing ; stand up erect on thy own two feet, and scoi-n to ask

for aught beyond thyself, and thou art all. Yet this stoical

pride and resolve require a violent effort, and bring no peace,

no consolation, to the soul. In an evil hour, the author over-

heard what the serpent said to Eve, and believed it ; and
from that time, it would seem, he became unable to believe

aught else. He loves and wooes nature, for he fancies hei

Ijeauty and loveliness emanate from the divinity of his own
being ; and he affects to walk the fields and the woods, as a

god surveying his own handiwork. It is he that gives the

rose its fragrance, the rainbow its tints, the golden sunset

its gorgeous hues. But the illusion does not last. He feels,

after all, that he is a man, only a man ; and the enigma of

his own being,

" The fate of the man-child,

The meaning of man,"

torments him, and from his inmost soul cries out, and in no

lullaby tones, for a solution. But, alas ! no solution comes
;

or, if one, it is a solution which solves nothing, which brings

no hglit, no repose, to the spirit wearied with its question-

ings. As a proof of this, take the poem with which the

volume opens, entitled The Sphinx. In this the author pro-

poses and attempts to solve the problem of man. He begins

bv chanting the peace, harmony, and loveliness of external

nature, and proceeds :

—

" But man crouches and blushes, absconds and conceals;

He creepeth and peepeth, and palters and steals;

Infirm, melancholy, jealous glancing around,

An oaf, an accomplice, he poisons the ground.

" Outspoke the great mother, bclolding his fear;—
At the sound of her accents cold shuddered the sphere:—

' Who has drugged my boy's cup? Who has mixed my boy's bread?

Who, with sadness and madness, has turned the man-child's head?

'
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" I heard a poet answer, aloud and cheerfully,

' Say on, sweet Sphinx ! thy dirges are pleasant songs to me.

Deep love lieth under these pictures of time

;

They fade in the light of their meaning sublime.'

" ' The Fiend that man harries is love of the Best;

Yawns the pit of the Dragon, lit by rays from the Blest.

The Lethe of nature can't trance him again,

Whose soul sees the Perfect, which his eyes seek in vain.

" 'Profounder, profounder, man's spirit must dive;
,

To his aye-rolling orbit no goal will arrive;

The heavens that now draw him with sweetness untold,

Once found,—for new heavens he spurneth the old.

" ' Pride ruined the angels, their shame them restores;

And the joy that is sweetest lurks in stings of remorse.

Have I a lover who is noble and free?

—

I would he were nobler than to love me.

" 'Eterne alternation, now follows, now flies;

And under pain, pleasure,— under pleasure, pain lies.

Love works at the centre, heart-heaving alway

;

Forth speed the strong pulses to the borders of day.'

*'
' Dull Sphinx, Jove keep thy five wits ! Thy sight is growing blear;

Rue, myrrh, and cummin for the Sphinx,— her muddy eyes to

clear ! '

—

The old Sphinx bit her thick lip,— said, ' Who taught thee me to

name?

I am thy spirit, yoke-fellow, of thine eye I am eyebeam,

" 'Thou art the unanswered question; couldst see thy proper eye,

Alway it asketh, asketh ; and each answer is a lie.

So take thy quest through nature, it through thousand natures ply

;

Ask on, thou clothed eternity; Time is the false reply.'
"

The contrast between moral and physical is founded in

fancy. The disorders of the external world are not less strik-

ing than those of man, and the strife of elements is as ter-

rible as that of the passions. There are blight and mildew,
earthquakes and volcanoes, floods and droughts, in nature,

as well as wars and revolutions in states and empires. But
let this pass. Whence comes the evil in man ?

'"• The fiend

that man harries is love of the Best." That is, man is never
satisfied with what he has ; bat imagines that he sees always
something better just beyond and above him. Advance or

ascend as he may, the ideal floats ever before him, urging
him on, and bidding him climb higher up, ever higher up

Vol. XIX- 13
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yet. There is no rest for him. What is good and wliat is

evil in his condition springs alike from this aspiring dispo-

sition. In this originate his virtues, and in this his vices,

—

what is noblest in his being and character, and what is low-

est and meanest ; and his sorrow is at the distance there is

ever between his aspirations and his realizations. But in

this the author confounds the love of the best, or aspiration

to the perfect, with pride. He teaches, and consciously,

that Satan in aspiring to be God was actuated by love of the

best, and therefore holds,—what his disciples do not hesitate

to preach,—that Satan has been greatly wronged, and that

the sin for which he was cast out of heaven and down to

hell, and bound in chains of darkness for ever, was OTily the

pure aspiration of a noble nature after a higher perfection

!

" Pride ruined the angels, their shame them restores." In-

deed, their ruin was no ruin, but a stage in their progress,

—

''And the joy that is sweetest lurks in stings of remorse."

But pride and the love of the best are not identical. Pride
is the perversion of the love of the best, and consists in be-

lieving one's self already perfect, not in seeking after a per-

fection not yet possessed. Lucifer did not rebel because he
would be more perfect than he was, but because such Avas

his lofty estimate of himself that he would acknowledge no
being as his superior. This is the essential nature of pride.

It believes itself to be the highest, and places all else below

itself. The basis of love of the best is humility, and humil-

ity springs from a consciousness of our own defects, and the

reverent contemplation of the superior merits of others,—

a

deep and living conviction that there is a being above us

whom we are to love and obey, honor and exalt. Pride

would usurp the perfect,—humility would love, reverence,

and glorify it
;
pride would possess it to exalt and glorify

itself,—liumility for the sake of glorifying Him who is per-

fect. Humility loves perfection itself with a pure, disinter-

ested love ; while pride loves it only for the sake of self,

and therefore loves only self, and not perfection at all. The
sorrow of pride flows from the mortification of being com-

pelled to admit that there are others which occupy positions

above it ; the sorrow of humility is that it can never worthily

love and reverence, honor and exalt, the good and perfect

God as it feels he deserves ; but, unlike that of pride, it is

a sorrow which has its own consolations, and which is com-

})atible with inex])ressible internal peace and joy. The love

of the best, a love which is not the love of self, but really
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love of the best, is no "iiend that man harries"; it breeds
no disorder, occasions no fall, no vice, no strife, but bears

man onward and upward to God, his true beginning and end.

But, mistaking pride for love of the best, Mr. Emerson
makes it the glory of our nature ; and as pride knows no peace
so long as it sees aught above it, he teaches that we must
always be harried, that we must run ever, but never attain

our goal. The best dances ever before us, and above our
reach. It is always further on, and higher uj), and as man
ascends, he sees new

" Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps arise."

The West recedes the further from the weary emigrant the

further he travels.

" To his aye-rolling orbit no goal will arrive,

The heavens that now draw him with sweetness untold,

Once found,— for new heavens he spurneth the old."

Each height is scorned as soon as gained, and man must be
ever the child who, as soon as you give him one bawble,
throws it away and cries for another.

" Couldst see thy proper eye,

Alway it asketh, asketh; and each answer is a lie.

So take thy quest through nature, it through thousand natures ply;

Ask on, thou clothed eternity; time is the false reply."

There is no remedy, no hope. Each new solution, as

soon as obtained, ceases to be true. The answer to the

question from one height discloses a height which is higher
yet, from which it becomes a lie. There is no truth for

us. The truth in the valley is falsehood on the mountain
;

the truth to-day is falsehood to-morrow. Thus are we, thus
rnjist we be, "ever learning, never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth." Ever does the secret intense

longing for an unseen something spur us onward, upward
from height to height, and ever must continue the same
evils, the same vices, the same crimes, the same misery and
wretchedness,—endless motion, and yet no advance.

" Eterne alternation, now follows, now flies,

And under pain, pleasure,—under pleasure pain lies."

"What more sad and gloomy ? In our very virtues lie and
germinate the seeds of our vices ; and what is lowest, mean-
est in us springs from what is purest, noblest, best. And
this is man's normal order, the glory of his being, the
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source of joy and gladness ! No change, no deliverance, no
day of pleasure without pain, of joy without sorrow, of virt-

ue without vice, of love without hatred, of light without
darkness, life without death, is ever to come, to be hoped
for, or even desired! And this is the gospel of the nine-
teenth century, preached in this good city of Boston, by
one of the most gifted and loving of our countrymen, wha
has himself once worn the garb of a professed minister of
Him who died that man might live ! O my brother, how
low hast thou fallen ! The old heathens themselves might
shame thee. Their Islands of the Blest, nay, their dark
Tartarean gulf, were a relief to thy cold and desolating

philosophy. Warble no more such music in our ears. We
would rather hear the ravings of the wildest fanaticism, or

the mutterings of the foulest superstition.

We have never read any thing more heart-rending than
the poem entitled Threnody. It is, indeed, a lamentation,
and the saddest part is the consolation it oifers. It is no
imaginary lament. The author speaks in his own character,

his own grief over the early death of his own son,^a son
of rare sweetness and promise. It was a lovely boy, one a

father might well love, and be pardoned for weeping. The
grief is natural. The stern pride of the father gives way to

it, and the stoic becomes wild, all but frantic, and blas-

phemes nature, his only god after himself.

" Step the meek birds where erst they ranged ;

The wintry garden lies unchanged
;

The brook into the atream runs on ;

But the deep-eyed boy is gone.

On that shaded day,

Dark with more clouds than tempests are,

When thou didst yield thy innocent breath

In birdlike hearings unto death,

Night came, and Nature had not thee
;

I said, ' We are mates in misery.'

The morrow dawned with needless glow
;

Each snowbird chirped, each fowl must crow ;

Each tramper started ; but the feet

Of the most beautiful and sweet

Of human youth had left the hill

And garden,—they were bound and still.

There's not a sparrow or a wren,

There's not a blade of autumn grain,

Which the four seasons do not tend,
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And tides of life and increase lend ;

And every chiclj of every bird,

And weed and rock-moss is preferred.

O ostricli-like forgetfulness 1

O loss of larger in the less !

Was there no star that could he sent.

No loatclier in the firmament,

No angel from the countless host

That loiters round tlie crystal coast.

Could stoop to heal that only child.

Nature's sweet marvel undefiled,

And keep the blossom of the earth,

Which all her harvests were not worth ?

Not mine,—I never called thee mine,

But Nature's heir,—if I repine.

And seeing rashly torn and moved

Not what I made, but what I loved,

Grow early old with grief that thou

IMust to the wastes of Nature go,

—

'T is because a general hope

Was quenched, and all must doubt and grope.

For flattering planets seemed to say

This child should ills of ages stay.

By wondrous tongue, and guided pen,

Bring the flown Muses back to men.

Perchance not he, but Nature ailed,

—

The world, and not the infant, failed.

It was not ripe yet to sustain

A genius of so fine a strain.

Who gazed upon the sun and moon
As if he came unto his own.

And, pregnant with his grander thought,

Brought the old order into doubt.

His beauty once their beauty tried
;

They could not feed him, and he died,

And wandered backward as in scorn.

To wait an a3on to be born.

Ill day which made this beauty waste.

Plight broken, this high face defaced !

Some went and came about the dead ;

And some in books of solace read
;

Some to their friends the tidings say ;

Some went to write, some went to pr.iy
;

One tarried here, there hurried one ;

But their heart abode with none.

Covetous death bereaved us all, -
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To aggrandize one funeral.

The eager fate which carried thee

Took the largest part of me
;

For this losing is true dying
;

This is lordly man's down-lying,

This is slow but sure reclining,

Star by star his world resigning.

" O child of paradise.

Boy who made dear his father's liome,

In whose deep eyes

Men read the welfare of the times to come,

I am too much bereft.

The world dishonored thou hast left.

O truth's and nature's costly lie '

O trusted broken prophecy !

O richest fortune sourly crossed !

Born for the future, to the future lost
!

"

How different is tins from the temper which the Chris-

tian father would have exhibited at the grave of his sou

cut down in early morning ! He too might have wept, but

he would not have been desolate ; and a joy would have

mingled with his grief, and turned it to gladness. He would

not have felt that his child was lost to him or to nature

;

that a bright existence had been blotted out, a sun extin-

fuished and gone to the wastes of nature ; but he would

ave looked upon his boy's death-day as his birthday, and

rejoiced that he was so soon removed from the evil, so soon

permitted to return from his exile, to be received to his

home, and permitted to behold the face of his heavenly

Father, and there in fulness of love and joy, by his prayers

and intercessions, obtain new graces for the dear earthly

parents whose term of exile had not yet expired. For nat-

ure, for the "flown muses," for the mysteries to be

unlocked for the race, for the glorious future the boy-sage

was to usher in, he would have felt no uneasiness ;
because

he would have known that the boy in heaven could effect

more than the boy on earth ; because there has been given

to the world the Babe of Bethlehem ; and because, as the

German proverb says, " The old God still lives," and can

take care of nature and of man.

But the author checks the wildness of his grief, and in his

excessive charity directs us to the sources of his consolation.

But here he is sadder to us than in his grief. Here all be-
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comes sombre and dark, vague and misty, and—what is

rarely the case with Mr. Emerson—words, words witli no
distinct meaning, with scarcely any meaning at all. The
verse flows on, but the sense stands still. Tlie father's heart

recoils from the pit of annihilation ; the proud, unbelieving

philosopher scorns to yield to the sweet hope of immortality.

The father shrinks with horror from the thought that his

bright-eyed boy is lost for ever ; the transcendentalist dis-

dains to believe in an uprising of the dead. What, then,

shall he say ? What hope can he indulge, what solace dare

trust? The bright-eyed boy is not all extinguislied. Wliat
was elemental in him could not die, and he lives absorbed

in the infinite, as the drop in the ocean !

" Wilt thou not ope thy heart to know
What rainbows teach, and sunsets show ?

Verdict which accumulates

From lengthening scroll of human fates,

Voice of earth to earth returned,

Prayers of saints that inly burned.

—

• Saying, What is excellent,

As God lives, is permanent

;

Hearts are dust, hearts' loves remain ;

Hearts love will meet tliee again.

Revere the maker ; fetch thine eye

Up to his style, and manners of the sky.

Not of adamant and gold

Built he heaven stark and cold
;

No, but a nest of bending reeds,

Flowering grass, and scented weeds ;

Or like a traveller's fleeing tent.

Or bow above the tempest bent
;

Built of tears and sacred flames.

And virtue reaching to its aims
;

Built of furtherance and pursuing.

Not of spent deeds, but of doing.

Silent rushes the swift Lord

Through ruined systems still restored.

Broad-sowing, bleak and void to bless.

Plants with worlds the wilderness
;

Waters with tears of ancient sorrow

Apples of Eden ripe tomorrow
Hoxise and tenant go to ground,

Lost in God, in Godheadfound."

" Heart's love will meet thee again." Yes, love witliout
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the loving heart, love without a lover ! O my brother, is

this all thy consolation ? Is this

" What raiubows teach, and sunsets show ?
"

Nay, most desolate father, not rainbows or snnsets taus^ht

thee this ; it was the moon, the moon, fickle goddess" of
night ; for no man not moonstruck would talk of hearts'

loves remaining when hearts are no more. Thou consolest
thyself with a vain shadow, nay, not so much as a shadow,
but a very absurdity, a sheer impossibility ; for who ever
heard of lieart's love without the loving heart, any more
than of thought without a thinker, or act without an actor ?

Tlaou boastest thyself wise, thou makest the " great Heart "

say to thee,

" But thou, my votary, weepest thou ?

I gave thee sight,—where is it now ?

/ taugld thy heart beyond the reach

Of ritual, bible, or of speech ;

Wrote in thy mind's transparent table.

Asfar as the incommunicable ;
•

Taught thee each private sign to raise,

Lit hy the supersolar blaze.

Past utterance, and past belief,

And past the blasphemy of grief.

The mysteries of Nature's heart
;

And though no Muse can these impart,

Throb thine with Nature's throbbing breast.

And all is clear from east to west."

And yet thou here revivest the old Hindu dream, stripped

of its self-coherence, reduced to an absurdity so palpable that

the veriest child can detect it ; and this thou claspest as a

spiritual balsam to thy torn and bleeding heart, and wouldst
gravely persuade us that it is a sovereign remedy, that it

heals thy wound and makes thee whole, a man, a hale and
joyous man again, " Plearts are dust, hearts' loves remain,"'

—remain when hearts are no more ! O my brother, how true

it is, that when we turn our back on God and his word, es-

teem ourselves wise, and boast that we have been taught

" Beyond the reach

Of ritual, Bible, or of speech,"

we become—fools ! Thou art a man of rare gifts, and thou
hast studied long and much, thou hast questioned the ])ast

and present, the living and the dead, the stars and tlie
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flowers, tlie fields and groves, the winds and the waves, tlie

day and nig'ht, and thou hast a keen, penetrating glance,

and thou hast a warm, sympathetic soul, and yet thou art

solitary in thick darkness ; thou seest not the plainest things

under thy very nose, thou seest not clearly even thy hand
before thee. There is a bright and glorious universe around

thee, full of light, love, and gladness, of which thou dream-

est not ; angels hover around thee and fan thee with their

soft breath, and thou feelest them not ; angel voices call to

thee, in sweet music that trances the soul, but thou hearest

them not ; and because thou art blind, and deaf, and in-

sensible, in thy foolish pride thou deniest what to every

faith-illumined eye is as clear as the sun in the heavens, and

to every faith-opened heart as distinct and dear as voice of

lover or of friend.

Alas ! we are not ignorant of the blindness and deafness

of those who are without faith, or of the strange illusion

which makes us obstinately persist that we both see and
hear. There is something weird and mysterious in the

thoughts and feelings which come to us, unbidden, when we
leave faith behind, and fix our gaze intently upon ourselves

as upon some magic mirror. The circle of our vision seems
to be enlarged ; darkness is transformed to light ; worlds

open upon worlds ; we send keen, penetrating glances into the

infinite abyss of being ; the elements grow obedient to us,

work with us and for us, and we seem to be strong with

their strength, terrible with their might, and to approach
and to become identical with the Source of all things. God
becomes comprehensible and communicable, and we live an

elemental life, and burn with elemental fire. The universe

flows into us and from us. We control the wnnds, the waves,

the rivers and the tides, the stars and the seasons. We
teach the plant Avhen to germinate, to blossom, or ripen, the

reed when to bend before the blast, and the lightning when
to rive the hoary oak. Alas ! we think not then that this

is all delusion, and that we are under the influence of the

fallen angel, who would persuade us that darkness is light,

that weakness is strength, that hell is heaven, and himself

God. Under a similar influence and delusion labors the

author of these poems. There are passages in them which
recall all too vividly what we, in our blindness and unbelief,

have dreamed, but rarely ventured to utter. We know these

poems ; we understand them. They are not sacred chants
;

they are hymns to the devil. Not God, but Satan, do
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they praise, and they can be relished only by devil-worship-

pers.

Yet we do not despair of our poet. He has a large share

of religiosity, and his soul needs to prostrate itself before

God and adore. There is a low, sad music in these poems,
deep and melodious, which escapes the author unbidden,
and which discloses a spirit ill at ease, a heart bewailing its

bondage, and a secret, intense longing to burst its chains,

and to soar aloft to the heaven of divine love and freedom.

This music is the echo of the angel voices still pleading with

him, and entreating him to return from his wanderings, to

open his eyes to the heaven which lies around him, his ears

to the sweet voices which everywhere are chanting the

praises of God. We must hope that ere long he will, througli

grace, burst the satanic cords which now bind him, open his

eyes to the sweet vision of beauty that awaits him, and his

ears to the harmony which floats on every breeze. Bear
with me ; nature never intended thee for an Indian gymnos-.
ophist or a heartless stoic. Thou art a man, with a warm,
gushing human heart, and thou wast made to love and adore.

Say, Get behind me, Satan ! to the vain philosophizing thou
hast indulged ; have the courage to say thou hast been
wrong, open thy lieart to the light of heaven as the sun-

flower opens her bosom to the genial rays of the sun, and
thy spirit will be free, thy genius will no longer be im-

prisoned, and thy heart will And what it sighs after, and
wail no more. One who was as proud as thyself, and who
had wandered long in the paths thou art beating, and whose
eye was hardly less keen than thy own, and who knew by
heart all thy mystic lore, and had as well as thou pored over

the past and the present, as well as thou had asked

" The fate of the man-child.

The meaning of man, "

and had asked the heavens and the earth, the living and the

dead, and, in his madness, hell itself, to answer him, and
whose soul was not less susceptible to sweet liarmonies than

thy own, though his tones were harsh and his speech rude.

—nay, one who knows all thy delusions and illusions, as-

sures thee that thou shalt not in this be deceived, and thy

confldence will not be misplaced or betrayed.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1847.]

This is the title of a literary journal and advertiser re-

cently commenced under the auspices of two or three very
respectable publishing houses in New York, and which has
thus far been conducted with a spirit, talent, and good-sense
M^orthy of very general commendation. We do not always
accept its literary or other doctrines, but we have found in

it a much higher order of criticism, more just literary appre-
ciation, and more freedom and independence in the expres-

sion of its judgments, than we have been accustomed to look
for in journals of its class. There may possibly be some
danger of its yielding too much to the tastes or interests of
the houses which established it ; but if it preserve the inde-

pendence with regard to their publications which it has thus
far shown in its reviews of those of other establishments,
and if sustained in doing so, it will go far towards supply-
ing a want many have felt, and prove itself not unservice-
able to the cause of American letters.

We perceive,by the announcement in the fifteenth number,
tliat the journal has passed into the hands of a new editor,

Mr. Charles F. Hoffman, of New York. We know little

ourselves of Mr. Hoffman, having never to our knowledge
read any of his writings, his works not coming particularly

within our department ; but he holds a very respectable
rank among our popular authors, and we hear him spoken
of as a man of ability, learning, and fine literary taste.

We have no reason to suppose the journal will not gain
rather than lose its spirit, interest, and usefulness by its

change of editors, although Mr. Hoffman's predecessor was
an editor whose place is not easily made good.
The distinctive character of the Literari) World is real or

affected Americanism. It devotes its chief attention to

American literature, and its aim seems to be to induce the
public to give a decided preference' to American authors,
and to encourage especially the production and growth of
a sound and health v American literature. It therefore nat-

*The Literary World. A Gazette for Authors, Readers, and Publishers.
New York: 1847. Weekly. Nos. 1-15.
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urallj suggests for our consideration tlie somewliat. hack-

neyed subject of American literature,—a subject on which
our readers must jjermit us to offer a few comments of our

own.
Mucli is said and written about American literature. Some

make extravagant boasts of the excellence to which it has

already attained ; others make loud and long laments tliat it

does not as yet even exist ; others again are busy in devising

ways and means of creating it, forcing its growth, or bring-

ing it to maturity ; and a very voluminous, if not a very

respectable, national literature is growing u]) among us,

about the literature we are assumed to have or not to have,

and the means of obtaining or perfecting national literature.

All this is very well ; the American people are a very en-

lightened people, and their authors far in advance of those

of any other nation, as it is patriotic to believe ; but it seems

to us, that on this subject of national literature, as on litera-

ture in general, there is much loose thinking, if thinking it

can be called, and no little want of clear and well-detined

views. It is hard to say what is the precise meaning our coun-

trymen attach to the word literature, in what they suppose

its desirableness to consist, what ends it serves or ought to

serve, or wherein it contributes to the glory of nations or

of the race. These are important points, and on these, we
are sorry to say, our authors leave us in the dark. We have

consulted the best literary authorities of the country, but no

light dawns to relieve our darkness, no clear, distinct, def-

inite answers are obtained. This is bad, and makes us suspect

that with us very few who talk of literature have any real

meaning. It is easy to indulge in vague and general declama-

tion; it is easy to seize upon a few loose and indelinite terms,

and to have the appearance of talking largely, eloquently,

wisely, profoundly, when in fact we are saying nothing at

all. Before any thing more is said, it would be a real ser-

vice to many persons, and to ourselves in particular, if our

authors would define their terms, tell us precisely what they

understand by literature, and for what it is necessary, useful,

or desirable.

For ourselves, there are a few things we understand. AYe
understand that human existence has a purpose, a higii and
solemn purpose ; that man is placed here by his Maker to

gain an end, and is morally bound to seek that end at every

moment, in all things, and in every act of his life, however
great, however little. We understand, also, that it is nee-
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essarj that we know this end, that we be placed on our
guard against every thing that would divert us from it, and
exhorted, stimulated, aided, to gain it ; and, furthermore,
that whatever serves this purpose, wliether oral teachings
and admonitions, or books, essays, scientific treatises, poetic
chants, scenic representations, music, architecture, pictures,
statues, are for that reason vahiable, desirable. But beyond
this we see nothing useful, nothing not undesirable, vain,
or hurtful, the offspring of the world, the flesh, or the devil.

Now, we apprehend that letters, only in so far as they
serve, and for the simple reason that they serve, this pur-
pose, are not what our people generally mean, or fancy they
mean, by hterature. Letters in this sense are moral, relig-

ious, social, political, refer to man's duties in some one or
all of the relations in which he is placed by his Maker, and
tend by all their influence to render all particular duties
subordinate, and their discharge subservient to the one
great and all-absorbing duty of loving God above all things,
with the whole heart and soul, and our neighbours as our-
selves, in him and for him. Bat, if we are not much mis-
taken, what the world means, or fancies it means, by litera-

ture is something which is independent of all moral, relig-

ious, or social doctrines, and may be read with equal pleas-

ure and profit by all men, whatever their religion, their
ethical code, or their political system. It is something
which inculcates no doctrine, instructs man in no particular
truth, and urges to the performance of no particular duty.
Back and independent of all that relates to man's belief aiid

duties as a moral, religious, and social being, it is assumed
that there is a broad and rich field for the man of letters,

and the culture of that broad and rich field yields literature

proper. But our difficulty in understanding what is meant

itation and a name." A general literature, which teaches
nothing special, is as unreal as man without men, the race
without individuals. The genus, for us human beings at

least, is real only in the species ; what has no specific mean-
ing has for us no meaning at all, and is as if it were not.

Books which mean nothing are nothing, and are to be
treated as nothing. But books which do mean something
necessarily mean something specifically related to man as a
moral, religious, or social being ; and to mean any thing
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valnable, their meaning must either throw some light on
man's duties under some one or all of these relations, or

exhort, stimulate, or aid him to perform them. Turn the

matter over, disguise it, as you will, use all the big words
in the language, be as profound, as eloquent, as poetical as

you can, and this is the simple, sober truth. Man is a being

whose existence has a purpose, whose life has duties, and
his whole business is to learn the former and fulfil the lat-

ter. He has no time, no strength, no right, to consult any
thing else, and whatever is not related to the one or the

other has and can have no significance for him.

Gi'ant this,—and we envy no man who will deny it,—and
literature can be looked upon only as a subordinate affair.

It is not a question of primary importance, and there may
be circumstances in which it is of no importance at all. In

itself considered, literature is not necessarily a good or an

evil ; but is the one or the other only according to its qual-

ity, and the purpose it is made to serve. For its own sake,

it is no more commendable or desirable than any other

worldly possession. The common notions on this head,

which revived with the revival of letters, as it is called, in

the fifteenth century, are pure heathenism ; and these no-

tions, we are sorry to say, are not confined to the Protestant

world, which may claim them by right of inheritance.

Even some Catholics, without reflection, give in to them,

and we have been not a little scandalized by M. Audin's

History of Ltdlier^ and especially by some extracts we have

seen from his Life of Leo the Tenth. No Protestant could

surpass him in his depreciation of the middle ages, or in his

ecstasies over the Renaissance. We doubt not the purity

of his motives, or the sincerity of his zeal ; but to under-

take to gain a momentary triumph to Catholicity by a prin-

ciple of defence which was disapproved yesterday, and must
be abandoned to-morrow, is as unwise as it is sad. The
church speaks through all ages in the same severe and in-

flexible language, and never turns aside from her direct

course, either at the opposition of enemies or the solicita-

tion of friends. The " classical " infatuation of even

churchmen in the fifteenth century, and the first half of the

sixteenth, is excusable, for they had in spite of it splendid

attainments, noble qualities, and solid virtues; but to make
that infatuation itself a virtue, and to set it forth as one of

the glories of the church as the spouse of God and mother

of the faithful, is to suffer one's self to be over})Owered by
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tlie spirit of our times, and to forijet for a moment that

faith and piety are not to be measured by their relation to

literature and art.

To the old heathen pliilosophers,—men who had cast ofE

their national superstitions, but who had only a feeble belief

even in the existence of God, and no abiding hope of an

hereafter, weary of the world, disgusted with its vanities,

and too wise to be seduced by its honors and distinctions,

—

literature, what they termed philosophy, was, no doubt,

useful as a relief from the burdens of existence, as a re-

treat and a solace. One easily feels, while reading, Cic-

ero's eloquent discoursing in praise of philosophy. The
great object with these old philosophers, whatever the

school to which they belonged, was to devise the means of

making life as tolerable as it could be. Life was empty.

It came, no one could say whence or wherefore, and its

issue was into night and eternal silence. It was the part of

wisdom to seize the present moment, and to make the most

of it. Of all the sources of consolation open to them, es-

pecially in old age, the most respectable and efficacious was

the tranquil pursuit of letters. This removed them from
the cares and vexations of the world, the turmoils of the

camp, and the intrigues and rivalries of the court, soothed

their passions, protected them from perturbation, and se-

cured them a measure of repose, of serenity, and peace. To
men in our day whose want of faith and hope is the same
as theirs, letters are, no doubt, the readiest and safest resort.

We can easily understand that men who have no faith in

God as the author of grace, who have lost all hope of a fut-

ure life, in the Christian sense, who have come to regard

heaven and hell as mere fables which served to amuse the

infanc}'^ of the race, and to whom life appears once more
what it did to the old pagan philosopher, should feel exist-

ence a burden, and the need of something to fill up the

vacancy in their hearts, to absorb the activity of their minds,

to tranquillize their passions, and relieve, in some degree,

the gloom which to them necessarily settles over man and

the universe. To them, as to the saint, though for a dif-

ferent reason, the world with all its interests is vanit}', yea,

less than vanity and nothing. Darkness is behind them

;

darkness is before them. There is nothing to live for.

Existence has no end or aim, and, if relief is not obtained

from some source, it becomes too literally intolerable, and

men with their own hands, to a fearful extent, cut its thread.
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Some plunge into the dissijjation of the senses; others into

that of the sentiments, and annoy us with their Uto]Man
dreams of moral or social meliorations ; and others, perhaps
the least foolisli, betake themselves to the quiet and tran-

quillizing pursuits of literature.

It is as a relief, as a solace, that literature is mainly recopi-

mended by the moderns, as well as the ancients, and it is to

wants like these we have indicated that what is reckoned as

literature, from the pagan classics down to the last new
novel, addresses itself. It takes and studies to adapt itself

to the old heathen view of life. This undeniable fact is

not unworthy of being meditated, and if meditated might
help us to form a toleral^ly correct estimate of what the

world calls literature,* and of the importance of devoting
ourselves to its cultivation. Are we required to reproduce
heathenism, and to provide for the old pagan views of life,

the old pagan state and temper of individuals and society ?

Are we, like the old pagan philosopher, to think only of a

solace for the cares and burdens of existence, and to confine

ourselves to those resources only which were open to him ?

Has not the Gospel brought life and immortality to light,

thrown a new coloring over all things, dissipated the dark-

ness behind us and the darkness before us, and opened tons
resources from the burdens of existence, the vanities of the

world, the vacancy of thought, the listlessness of effort,

tlie perturbations of the passions, and the solicitations of

the senses, of which he knew nothing, and which for his

blindness, unbelief, and despair had no existence ?

We live under the Gospel, and we insist upon our right

to try all things by the Christian standard. Under the

Gospel, no man has the need or the right to resort even to

letters as a relief from the burdens of existence, a solace for

the troubles and atHictions of life, or as a means of personal

enjoyment. The pleasures of intellect, of taste, and imag-

ination may be less hurtful than those of the senses, but

there is no more virtue in seeking the one than there is in

seeking the other ; and though he who seeks the one may
make a better calculation than he who devotes himself to

the other, neither can claim to have risen to the lowest de-

gree of Christian morality. Hence, literature, either in

u,uthor or reader, can never be sought by a Christian for its

own sake, nor for the sake of the pleasures of wit, taste, and

imagination it may bring. No Christian man can esteem it

or cultivate it for the old heathenish reasons still too often
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urged, and a literature for those reasons, and adapted to

meet thera, lie not only does not desire, bnt looks upon as a

positive evil. Such literature, and he includes within it the

most admired productions of ancient and modern genius,

however highly he may appreciate them under the relation

of form, he believes to be incapable of contributing any
thing good, in the Christian sense, either to individuals or

tlie world at large ; he even believes it likely to do great

harm, for it takes a false view of life, and in all cases springs

from man's forgetfulness of his real relations to his Maker,
of the real purpose of his being, or from a revolt against

the law imposed on him by his Sovereign for his governance,
and the desire to find a resource independent of that ap-

pointed, in his infinite wisdom, by our good Father, and
which it is against our true interest we should find or re-

sort to.

Nevertheless, though in the popular sense, if sense it be,

we have and can have no respect for mere literature, there

is a sense—a sense we began by hinting—in which we prize

letters, and can go as far as any of our countrymen in prais-

ing or cultivating them. We are by no means among those

who hold that a man, unable to read, is necessarily deprived
of all good ; nor are we in the habit of estimating the intel-

ligence and virtue of a community by the number of its

members who have or have not mastered the spelling-book.

There are blockheads who can read, write, and even cipher
;

and of the amount of intelligence actually possessed by the

great majority of those who have graduated at our common
schools, we should perhaps be surprised, were we to in-

quire, to find how little has been acquired by their own
reading. The proportion of those having a good common
education, who are able to read with profit a serious book
on any important subject, is much smaller than is commonly
imagined. There is, unhappily, amongst us no little sense-

less cant on the subject of education, which we owe in no
small degree to certain English, Scotch, and French unl>e-

lievers who were kind enough some years since to visit us

for the benevolent purpose of enlightening the natives, or,

as George Combe, Esq., of Edinburgh, expressed it, in his

opening lecture in this city on his favorite humbug. Phre-
nology, to " sow " among us " the seeds of civilization."

The principal of these were Frances Wright, Owen, father

and son, R. L. Jennings, and William Phiquepal. These
felt sure, that, if they could once get a system of universal

Vol. XIX—14
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education establislied tliroughout the conntiy, M'hicli should
pass over religion in silence, and teach knowledge, they
would soon be able to convert all our churches and meet-
ing-houses into halls of science, and our people generally

into free inquirers. In furtherance of their plan, they or-

ganized among us a secret association, very much on the

plan of the Carbonari in Europe. How far the organiza-

tion extended, and whether it yet subsists or not, we are un-

able to say, for our personal connection with it was short,

and has long since ceased altogether ; but it might be not

uninteresting to inquire how much of the cant about edu-

cation and the irreligious direction education has received

of late, and which so scandalizes the Christian, are due to

its influence. However this may be, and however httle we
are disposed to give in to the nonsense which is constantly

babbled about education, we still prize education, rightly

understoud, as highly as do any of our countrymen. The
question with us is of the quality before the quantity. A
bad education is worse than none, as error is always worse
than simple ignorance. But let the education be of the
right sort, be that which instructs, prepares, and strength-

ens the pupil for the prompt and faithful discharge of

all the duties which pertain to his state in life, and the more
we have of it the better.

So of literature. Literature, in our sense of the term, is

composed of works which instruct us in that which it is

necessary for us to know in order to discharge, or the bet-

ter to discharge, our duties as moral, religious, and social

beings. Works which tend to divert us from these, which
weaken the sense of their obligation, or give us false views

of them, or false reasons for performing them, are bad,

worse than none, though written with the genius of Byron.
Moore, Goethe, Milton, Dante, or Shakspeare. Genius is

respectable only when she plumes her wing at the cross,

and her light dazzles to blind or to bewilder when not bor-

rowed from the Source of light itself. No man,whose soul

is not tilled, whose whole being is not permeated, with the

spirit of the Christian religion, can write even a spelling-

book lit or safe to be used by a Christian people. But
works written in exposition of the Christian faith, or of

some one or all of our duties in any or all of our re-

lations in life, and breathing the true Christian spirit ; or

works which tend to enlist our sensibilities, taste, imag-

illation, and affections in the cause of truth and duty,
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tlioiigli not in all cases, under all circumstances absolutely

indispensable, are yet desirable, useful, and compose a liter-

ature honorable to the individuals of the nation creating,

cultivating, or appreciating it.

Such a literature is, unquestionably, religious in its spirit,

in its principles and tendencies ; but this is its recom-
mendation ; for religion is not only the primary interest of

maidvind, but the sole interest, and includes in itself all sub-

ordinate interests, and what it does not include and identify

with itself is no interest at all. Who says religion says

€verj thing not sin or vanity. Yet this need frighten no
one. A religious literature is no doubt grave and solemn,

working the deep mines of thought, or plodding through
piles of erudition ; but it is also light and cheerful, tender

and joyous, giving full play to wit and fancy, taste and im-

agination, feeling and affection. It ranges through heaven
and earth, and gathers from every region flowers to adorn
its song and gladden its music. It demands, indeed, the

solemn purpose, the pure intention, the manly thought, and
strong sense ; but it delights in smiles, eschews the dark and
gloomy, the sour and morose, and decks even the tomb with
garlands of fresh-blown roses.

But such a literature is not produced with " malice pre-

pense." It is never produced when it is sought as the end,

and we never show our wisdom in saying,—Go to, now, let

us create a literature. In writing, w^hatever the work, the

€nd for which we write must always be above and beyond
that of making a book, or a contribution to the literature of

the nation or the world. The book, treatise, dissertation,

essay, address, poem, must always be held as a means to an
end, and be adopted because, time, place, and persons con-

sidered, it is the only, or at least the fittest, means of gain-

ing it. The author must will the means only in willing the

end ; and it must be the end, not the means, that moves
him, mis his soul, captivates his heart, unlocks his thoughts,

and compels him to write or sing. As men become filled

with the strong desire of realizing ends to which literature

directly or indirectly contributes, they will resort to it ; and
as the}' become filled with a sense of their obligation to seek
the true end, or to fulfil the real purpose, of life, they will,

in proportion as there is occasion, produce, with more or

less success, the kind of literature which is desirable, and
the only kind which it is not better to be without.
The end to be sought in literary effort is determined by
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God himself, and we have no option about it, except to con-

sult it under that particular aspect which is most consonant

to our- special vocation, individual talent, genius, and tasie.

But in seeking the end Almighty God appoints, under one

or another aspect, we are at liberty, nay, are bound, to use

all diligence to adapt our means to it, to make them as ef-

fectual as possible in gaining it. Under this point of view

the question of form becomes important, and is never to be

neglected. All our faculties, even our sensibilities, taste,

fancy, imagination, wit, and humor, were given us for a

purpose, and are proper to be exercised, used,—only not to

be exercised and used for their own sake, for low, worthless,

or sinful ends, but for God, for the great and solemn pur-

pose of life itself. Christianity commands total self-denial ;

but the self-denial it commands is moral, not physical,—the

moral annihilation, not the physical annihilation, of our-

selves. We retain as Christians all our faculties, essential

qualities, and properties as men, none of which are bad in

themselves,—for nothing bad ever came from the hand of

the Creator ; but we retain and exercise them no longer for

their own sakes, or for the sake of ourselves, or the pleasure

which results from their exercise. We retain and exercise

them only for God. We live, but we live not for ourselves.

The self-denial is the denial of self as an end, and the sub-

stitution, as the end of existence, as the end of all exertion,

of God in the place of self. It is, indeed, something more

than the mere subordination of self to God, worldly motives

to religious motives ; for we are to love God not only su-

premely, above all things, but exclusively, and therefore are

to love ourselves and our neighbours only in him and for him,

Nevertheless, denying or annihilating self as the end or mo-

tive, and referring all to God, our nature remains physically

in all its strength, and all our faculties are good, and to be

exercised in their appropriate sphere and degree ; and, in

point of fact, they are never so active, so powerful, so eth-

cient, as when diverted from all seltish ends, elevated by

grace to divine ends, and exercised for God and for God
alone. True religion strengthens the intellect as well as the

will, and purifies the taste in purifying the heart. The
power which men of the world seem to find in those who
forget God, and think and speak only of what is human, is,

in fact, only weakness. It is the fool who says in his heart,

—"God is not"; and all our faculties run to waste and be-

come unproductive in proportion as we remove from God,

in whom we live, move, and are.
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In seeking to subject literature to the empire of religion.

we are far from seeking to deprive it of any of its power,

its variety, extent, delicacy, or grace. We are seeking to

provide for these in a higher degree, to give to literature

itself a higher order of excellence. Form may still be stud-

ied, and must be ; and the more truly beautiful and appro-

priate it is rendered, all the better. Religion looks with no

favor on the literary sloven, "What is worth doing at all is

worth doing well, and no man has the right to send out a

literary production, great or small, without having made it

as perfect in its kind as possible in his circumstances, and

with the other duties of his vocation. Crude and hasty pro-

ductions, on which the author bestows no thought, and which
he makes no effort to mature and perfect, are reprehensible

under a moral as well as under a literary point of view.

Accomplished scholarship, wide and varied erudition, sci-

ence in its deepest principles and minutest details, are never

to be depreciated, but sought, though not for their own sake.

The past may be explored, the present surveyed, all nature,

moral, intellectual, social, physical, investigated, experi-

mented, and its facts collected and classified, the boundless

regions of fancy and imagination may be traversed and laid

under contribution, and should be, so far as requisite or use-

ful to the improvement or perfection of the work on which
we are engaged. No time, no labor, no patience, no re-

search, is to be spared, when requisite to the accomplishment,

or better accomplishment, of the ends we have in view, and

which religion imposes or sanctions. Even the old classics,

so far as they can aid in the improvement or perfection of

the literary form, where the improvement and perfection of

the form is sought only for the purpose of subserving the

cause of truth or virtue, by rendering our works better

adapted to the ends for which they are designed, may be

studied, and, no doubt, with profit ; for under the relation

of form they are unsurpassed, and not to be surpassed. To
the pure all things are pure. The only restriction laid on

the scholar or the author is a restriction on his motives,

that whatever he does he do it from religious motives, for

the sake of subserving the great and solemn purpose of ex-

istence. Religion, therefore, while it restricts the will, the

intention, the motiv^e, by the law of God, leaves as wide a

margin for the display of the powers and capacities of the

human mind, and for the production of a free, pure, rich,

graceful, pleasing, influential, and soul-stirring literature, as
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the maddest of the modern worshippers of hiimanit}" can
possibly \vish.

Now it is clear to all who are not stark blind, that before
a literature like the one we commend can be created or
flourish, or even be esteemed, men must be Christians ; aiid

therefore that the effort should never be directly for the
literature, but to make men Christians. It is only a Chris-

tian literature that is desiral.)le or allowable. The dominion
of the world belongs to Christ, to whom belong all things.

All things are his by virtue of his own proper divinity, his

consubstantiality with the Father ; all are his by inheritance,

for as the only begotten Son of the Father he is heir of all

things ; all are his by the gift of the Father ; and all are his

by his own conquest, effected by his voluntarily consenting
to become man, his voluntary sufferings and death, by which
he overcame death and hell, and rose again and led captivity

itself captive. We have, therefore, no complaisance to show
to unbelievers or their literature. They and their literatui-e

are out of the normal order, and have no right to the least

favor or indulgence. They have no rights in modern soci-

ety. Modern society is bound by the law of God to be
Christian, and the only appropriate literature of a Christian

society is a Christian literature. Christian literature is^

then, the only literature which has any right to be, and
therefore the only literature for which provision can right-

fully be made. But a Christian literature obviously can be
produced only by Christians. Men do not gather grapes-

from thorns, or figs from thistles. The great question even
as to literature, then, as well as to religion, is that of making
men Christians. Literature may be safely left to itself. It

must be produced by Christians ; and in proportion as men
turn their attention to Christianity, become filled with its-

spirit, and find literature necessary or useful to its purposes,

they will produce it, and only in that proportion.

The special question of American literature cannot now
detain us long. The ends for which literature is needed,,

the principles on which it must rest, and the spirit which
must inform it, are and can be peculiar to no nation, but,,

like all true religion and morality, nay, like all genuine sci-

ence and art, are catholic ; national life will and cannot but

affect the form and coloring, but the more free the literature

is from all national or individual idiosyuci'asies, the more
perfect it is. Whatever is narroM', contracted, sectarian, is,

however we may tolerate it, defective, never to be sought
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or approved. No doubt, eacli nation lias its peculiar wantb,

and its peculiar modes or habits of thought and feeling, which
to some extent are to be consulted and addressed ; but that

wliicli is addressed to them should be peculiar to no partic-

ular time or place, but universally trne and applicable in its

principle. It is not necessary or proper to say the same
things and use the same arguments to all sorts of persons.

Where the social order is unsound, oppression reigns, and
man is deprived of his rights and means of well-being, it

may be necessary on the one hand to preach submission, res-

ignation, and on the other to demand judicious and salutary

reforms ; where liberty is denied, where the laws have no
dominion, and the people are subjected to mere will and
arbitrariness, it may be necessary and proper to call for free-

dom, for the concession and guaranty of rights ; but where,

on the other hand, liberty is already excessive, where legal

order hardly exists, where we hear constantly of the rights,

seldom or never of the duties, of man, and where the ten-

dency is to political and social dissolution, it is necessary to

call out for legal order and to insist on authority, subordi-

nation, submission, loyalty. So, again, where unbelief, heresy,

and schism are rife, and men contend that they are not to

be held accountable to the law of God for their thoughts
and words, if in fact for their deeds, it becomes necessary to

show the vanity, the nothingness, the sinfulness of all that

sets itself up against God, or that refuses to submit in

thought, word, and deed to his law, and to bring out in bold

relief the grounds of religious faith, and to exhibit and de-

fend in clear, earnest, and unflinching tones the truth, beauty,

excellence, and authority' of the church of God ; but where
all nominally assent to the truth, profess the true religion,

acknowledge, in words, their obligation to obey it, we need
only to labor to make men practise their religion, and adorn
it by well-ordered lives and godly conversation. The same
principle must govern us in relation to all other questions.

In meeting the peculiar wants of our age or country, we
must adapt our means to the end, use such forms of address,

adopt such modes of expression, and such peculiar arguments
and illustrations, as will render us most easily understood
and most persuasive ; and this will unquestionably give a

local coloring to our literary productions, and determine
their age and country. But even in doing this, nothing in

itself local or temporary is ever to be urged. Whether wc
preach submission or reform, demand order or liberty, de-
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fend roligion against the unbelieving or the tepid, the he-

retical or the scandalous, the principles we adopt, the doc-

trines we set forth, the ends we insist upon, must be of all

times and places, peculiar to no age, country, or individual.

So far as adapting our literature to our peculiar needs as a

nation is producing a national literature, a national literature

is necessary and proper, but no further ; for if the literature

be so adapted, it makes no manner of difference whether it

be a home production or a foreign importation. American
literature, as such, then, can demand no special attention.

We cannot give in to the cant so common about American
authors, and the propriety and necessity of giving them a

special preference and encouragement. We have no respect

for mere professional authors, whether American or not.

An author class, whose vocation is simple authorship, has no
normal functions, in either the religious or the social hie-

rarchy. Our Lord, in organizing his church, made no pro-

vision for professional authors, and in the original constitu-

tion of society they have no place assigned them. They
have and can have no normal existence, for the simple rea-

son that literature is never an end, and can never be right-

fully pursued save as a means. Authors we respect, when
they are authors only for the sake of discharging or beker
discharging duties which devolve on them in some other

capacity. Authors whose profession is authorship are the

lineal descendants of the old sophists, and are not a whit
more respectable than their pagan ancestors. We can re-

spect Cicero, Csesar, Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, because
authorship was not their profession, and was resorted to only

as incidental to the main business of their lives; we can and
do reverence the fathers of the church, for they wrote their

immortal works not for the sake of writing them, but as

subsidiary to the discharge of the solemn duties of their

ministry ; we also honor Calhoun or Webster when either

iniblishes a speech, because it is intended to subserve the

purposes of their vocation, and that vocation is not author-

ship. We call no man a professional author, though nearly

his whole life be devoted to authorship, who merely uses

authorship as a means of effecting the ends of a legitimate

vocation ; and in speaking against authorship, it is only

against it as it is itself adopted as a vocation or a profession.

We say, verj^ frankly, that we regard an author class, or a

class of professional authors, whose vocation is simpl}' au-

thorship, not only as not desirable, but as a positive nuisance.
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They constitute one of the greatest pests of modern society.

JSothing can be conceived more ruinous to the state, more
destructive of faith and manners, of all that constitutes the

worth or glory of society or individuals, than a class of men
of which your Bulwers, Byrons, Shelleys, Dickenses, Victor

Hugos, Balzacs, Eugene Sues, Paul de Kocks, and, pardon-

ing the bull, Georges Sands, not to mention a whole host of

Germans and some Americans, are distinguished specimens.

Such a class is a moral excrescence on the body of society,

and it would be well if some Christian Socrates would arise

to treat its members as the pagan Socrates did the sophists

of old. It is not for the interest of our country, nor of any

country, whether we speak of moral and social or of religious

interest, to support or encourage such a class ; and they who
complain of the want of encouragement extended to profes-

sional authors hardly know what they do. Too much en-

couragement is already extended to them, as the multitude

of our petty novels, Knickerbockers, Graham's Magazines,

Lady Books, Saturday Couriers, and Olive Branches can

abundantly testify. Every dapper little fellow, every senti-

mental young lady, or not young, married unhappily, or

despairing of getting married, who can scribble a few lines

each beginning with a capital letter, or dash off a murderous
tale about love, or an amorous tale about murder, is encour-

aged to turn author by profession, and finds no lack of oi>

portunity to aid in deluging the land with nonsense, cant,

sentimentality, sensuality, obscenity, and blasphemy. For
decency's sake let us hear no more of professional authors,

of the liberal provision which should be made for them, the

indifference of the public, the timidity or penuriousness of

booksellers.

The Literary World takes a different view of authors

^from this, and,wishing to encourage American literature and
American authors, in common with many respectable indi-

viduals, contends for an international copyright law. The
actual effect of such a law, if established, we cannot pre-

tend to indicate, for it is a subject we have not investigated.

Mr. Charles Dickens, lugging it in so impertinently and in

such bad taste in all his replies to the civilities our citizens

good-naturedly extended to him, when he visited us a few
years ago, so disgusted us, that we have never been able to

hear of an international copyright since, without a certain

nausea at the stomach ; and we have no doubt, that if Mr.
Dickens had staid at home, and British authors had
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remained silent, such a law would before now have been
enacted by conj^ress. We, as a people, though singularl}'

free from national prejudices, are very reluctant to legislate

at the call or the dictation of foreigners. But be all this as

it may, we have no disposition to support an international

copyright law for the sake of encouraging our authors
;
yet

if such a law, by I'aising the price of l)ooks, would exert

some influence in diminishing the quantit}^ of the wretched
and demoralizing literature now poured in upon us from the

English press, we should regard its passage as a national

blessing. We detest cheap literature, for such literature

is necessarily prepared for and addressed to the tastes of the
mob ; and, though a good republican and attached as

strongly as any man to the institutions of our country, we
have a sovereign detestation of the rule of the mob, in poli-

tics, morals, religion, or literature. Any means, not unlaw-
ful in themselves, which could be adopted to diminish the

mass of cheap literature, and to check its production by
diminishing the demand for it or the ability to obtain it,

would receive the countenance of every man who under-
stands and loves the true interests of his countrj-. Whether
an international copyright law would have any effect this

way, we are unable to say ; but we fear it would not have
much.

In conclusion, we confess that we see little that can be
done in a direct way in relation to literature, either in

checking the groM'th of a corrupt and licentious literature,

or in the production of a pure and wholesome literature.

Mere professional authors may and should be left to take

care of themselves, and there need be no tears shed over
their fate, save for individual sufferings ; others must be
left to choose their own time and place to speak, and they
may safely trust to their position, or their cause, to sustain,

them. As literature in general, and American literature in

particular, is no primary want of individuals or of society, we
may leave it to take care of itself, and trouble ourselves no
further about it than to guard, as far as possible, against its

corruptions.

Scholars, educated men, in the fullest and highest sense

of the word, are always a want, a necessity, and in no coun-

try more than in our own ; for in no country have the mass
of the people so direct a voice in public affairs. It is all-

important that there should be with us a large and highly

educated class, far better educated than, under any possible
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circumstances, the bulk of the people can be, from which

may be selected persons qualified to fill places of trust and

influence. Too much attention cannot be paid to our

higher schools and colleges. The best, in fact, the only

real, encouragement we can extend to American literature

is to elevate the character of our colleges and universities, to

place instruction on a more solid basis, and to make the

course of studies more complete and more thorough. More
time should be spent in the collegiate course, and young
men should not be permitted to go forth as having finished

their studies, when they are only able to commence them
with credit. Let an effort be made to send out from our

colleges and universities riper and more thoroughly disci-

plined scholars. Let the people learn, if they can learn any

thing, that a man is not fitted for high public trusts in the

church, the state, or the army, in proportion to his want of

education ; and let the senseless babble, of which we hear so

much, about self-education and self-educated men, cease,

and American literature will soon be placed on a solid and

respectable footing.

It is well, no doubt, to look after the education of the

people, and to introduce and sustain as perfect a system of

common schools as can be devised ; but there is nogreater

folly than that of relying solely or chiefly on common-school
education. Do joxir best, with all your provisions and ap-

pliances, you cannot make the bulk of the people even toler-

able scholars. The welfare of the many is unquestionably

to be sought ; but it must needs be sought by the few, and

the chief concern of a nation seeking the welfare of the

many is therefore the education of the few. For these the

highest standard of scholarship is necessary, and the most
liberal provisions should be made. It would be well, if we
had somewhere in the country a university proper, a uni-

versity worthy of the name, to which the brightest and

most promising of our youths, after graduating at our col-

leges, might be sent, and where they might reside some six

or seven years and continue their studies. Such a univer-

sity would soon raise the standard of scholarship, and in

time we should have, in every department of literary, scien-

tific, and public life, scholars worthy of the name,—masters,

not mere pupils, who would be a credit to their age and

country, and from whom would descend a most salutary in-

fluence upon the people below them.

But this, it is objected, is anti-democratic, and you are
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false to your country in proposino; it. And is every thinir

necessarv and good, wise and prudent, to be forborne lest

we appear to be anti-democratic? We have studied religion

and history and philosophy to little purpose, if all good in-

fluences do not come from above, instead of below. The mod-
ern dreams of equality may appear delightful to generous
youth and inexperience, but there is truth as well as point

in the remark of old Chief-Justice Parsons, " The young
man who is not a democrat is a knave ; the old man that is,

is a fool." Establish and preserve equality of suffrage and
eligibility, establish and maintain equality before the laws,

—all the equality known to our institutions,—but there stop.

That is all the equality desirable or attainable ; and the

sooner we all become convinced of that, the wiser shall we
be, and the better will it be for our country. Society must
subsist ; it must provide for its own being, and as Cromwell
would say, even for its own " well-being ; " and if it does,

some are and must be greater than the rest ; but not there-

fore necessarily better, happier, or more favored than the

rest. The modern doctrine of equality is based on pride,

and proceeds, not from a contempt of rank and distinction,

but from an undue love of them. We see that in the nat-

ure of things all cannot share them, as all the crew cannot
be captains, and so we resolve that there shall be no diver-

sity of ranks or of positions. We look upon the distin-

guished few as specially favored, and hence our antipathy to

every measure which seeks to benefit the many through the

medium of the few. All this is veiy silly. The distinc-

tions of this world are not worth counting, and we show
our folly as much in seeking to destroy them as in seeking
to obtain them. There are and must be diversities of rank
and condition, and it is for the interest of each and of all

that there' should be ; but it does not follow that it is more
desirable to be in one than in another :

—

"Act well your part ; there all the honor lies."



NOVEL-WRITING AND NOVEL-READING.*

[From the Boston Quarterly Review for January, 1848.]

We gave a brief notice of this work in our Review for
April last, and an explanation of that notice in the number
following

; but as neither the notice nor the explanation ap-

pears to have satisfied the author, and as it affords us an
occasion for throwing out some additional hints on novel-
writing and novel-reading, we venture to ap])roach it again

;

and, this time, we hope, whether we succeed in pleasing its

author or not, that we shall succeed in convincing our read-

ers that we have not rashly or wantonl}^ censured it.

Our brief notice appeared in an article entitled Recent
Publications, and it must be obvious to all who have done
us the honor to read that article, that Pauline Seward, and
the other works named at its head, were made merely an
occasion for offering some comments on certain dangerous
tendencies in a portion of our Catholic community. Noth-
ing was further from the intention of the writer than to

make those works the principal subject of his strictures
;

and nothing he said should, or, in fairness, can be, under-
stood as intended to apply to them, except what is expressly
so applied. They were introduced because they were to be
noticed, and because they afforded an easy transition to the
spirit and tendency on which the writer proposed to re-

mark. When they had served that purpose, they were dis-

missed, save so far as they encouraged, or did nothing to

counteract, what was looked upon as censurable. Undoubt-
edly, in the article itself, there are many strictures which
would be far from just, if applied to Pauline Seward, or to

any one of the other publications unfavorably noticed ; but we
did not so apply them, and, if the authors have done so, it

is their fault, not ours. Authors are bound to be just, as

well as reviewers.

It is true, we assume, throughout our article, that Pauline
Seward, and the other works censured, spring from and
conform to the spirit and tendency of the age and country

;

but we have no reason to suppose that the authors them-

* Pauline Seward: A Tale of Real Life. By John D. Bryant. Balti-
more : 1847.
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selves dispute tliis, or regard it as a reproach. Mr, Bryant
publicly advocates religious novels, on the very ground that
" the spirit of the age demands them "

; that is, as we un-
derstand him, on the ground that they are in harmony with
that spirit. No well-instructed Catholic can read the works
referred to, without feeling and recognizing the truth of
our assumption. But it was precisely to this we chiefly ob-

jected. We contended, that Catholic works, instead of be-

ing inspired l)y and conforming to the age and country, as

distinguishable from the church, must be wi-itten in the true

Catholic spirit, which is always a spirit of uncompromising
hostility to every spirit but itself. "We were certainly

wrong in our strictures, if the standard for a Catholic writer

is to be taken from the dominant ideas and sentiments of

his age and country ; but if it is to be taken from the

church, we were certainly right,—unless we mistook the

character of the works censured ; and the authors, in com-
plaining of us, do but condemn themselves.

When it was our misfortune and our shame to be in the

ranks of Protestants, and to advocate, as we did, in season

and out of season, for some twenty years, the modern doc-

trine of progress, we held that the standard to which one is

to conform is always to be taken from the spirit and ten-

dency of each successive age, as modified by one's own par-

ticular nation. This spirit and tendency are never station-

ary, but always moving onwards to some point not yet

reached. Plence, we professed always to be of the " move-
ment party." With it were all our sympathies ; in it were
all our hopes. What tended to aid it onward, we for that

reason approved ; what tended to arrest or retard it, we
for that reason condemned, and resisted as well as we could.

But when Almighty God, in his great mercy, was pleased

to open our eyes to behold the beauty and loveliness of his

immaculate spouse, and through his unbounded grace, with-

out any merits of our own, to permit us to be enrolled

among his children, we were taught, that, instead of taking

our standard from the spirit and tendency of the age, we
must take it from the church herself. The church is invari-

able and permanent,—speaking always and everj^where the

same language, and breathing the same spirit,—represent-

ing, on the movable and ever-changing scene of the world,

the authority of the immovable, immutal)le, and eternal God.
Whatever is variable, mutable, changing from people to

people, and from age to age, is not of her, is in fact opposed
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to her, and to be resisted. So we were taught ; and, being

so taught, we coukl not understand any concord or alliance

between the church and the spirit and tendency of the age

or country, regarded as external to her ; and we therefore

felt, that, if we would be a Catholic, we must not only not

conform to them, but resist them, and wage with them a

stern and uncompromising war.

Before our conversion, we had studied both history and
philosophy, especially the philosophy of history, civil and
ecclesiastical ; and we had been accustomed always to take

sides with heretics against the church, for we found them
invariably the movement party of their age and country.

Heresies, we said, originate in the spirit and tendency of

their epoch, and in the effort to develop the church, and

carry her, in her doctrines and practice, along with them.

We have seen no reason to reject or modify this view,

which, moreover, the modern philosophers of Germany and
France have clearly demonstrated and firmly established.

The heresiarch does not set out Avith the deliberate inten-

tion of founding a heresy. No man ever rises up, and, with

deliberate forethought, says,—''Go to, now, let us devise

and found a heresy." The heresiarch is the man of his

times,

—

of^ woifor ^ his times,—and is the one who, better

than any other, embodies or impersonates their dominant
ideas and sentiments. He begins by taking his standard of

trutli from the ideas and sentiments which he finds gener-

ally received, and with whicli he is filled to overflowing
;

these, he says, are true, and therefore the church, if true,

must agree with them. He then proceeds to develop the

church,—to explain her doctrines and practice in their

sense. But the church cannot accept his explanations ; she

condemns them, and commands him to disavow them ; but

he, through pride and obstinacy, refuses, goes out from her

communion, and sets up for himself. Here is the history

of the rise of every heresy. Study any age or nation, and

you will find its peculiar lieresy to have originated in the

attempt to conform the church to its dominant ideas and
sentiments, or to incorporate them into her teaching and
practice. This is evident from the history of Gnosticism,

Manicheism, Arianism, Protestantism, or any other heresy

3'ou may select. What is Lamennaisisra but the attempt to

develop the church, in the sense of the dominant socialism

of the day % What is Hermesianism but an attempt to do
the same, in tlie sense of the dominant philosophy of our
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times, especially in Germany? Every age, ev^ery nation,

necessarily seeks by all its force to develop Christianity, in

the sense of its own dominant ideas and sentiments ; and, in

every age and nation, the church is obliged to be on her
guard against it. And it is only by her constant vigilance,

and her stern and uncompromising resistance to it, that she

preserves the original deposit of faith, and transmits it from
people to people, and from age to age, untarnished, unal-

tered, without addition and without diminution.

If we are right in this,—and what Catholic will say wo
are not ?—the genuine Catholic studies always and every-

where, not to conform his church to the age and country,

but tliem to her. In them are always the seminal prin-

ciples of heresy, which only wait the litting opportunity to

germinate and bear their poisonous fruit; in her alone is the

true Catholic spirit, which, developed, ripens into the saint.

The only conformity the church can practise is that of

shaping her practical measures so as, amid all the changes
around her, to inaintain her own independence, freedom,
and vigor of action, and so as the most effectually to resist

and overcome their evil influence. We are not so simple

as to suppose, that, in saying this, we are saying any
thing new or wonderful, or any thing which every Catholic

does not know, at least as well as we ; but we do suppose

that we are stating an important truth, one not to be disre-

garded without incalculable evil, and which- the whole force

of every age and nation tends directly to make us disre-

gard, or at least misapprehend ; therefore, a truth which
needs to be constantly repeated, and guarded with the most
jealous eye by all the faithful. Nothing can be more hurt-

ful to Catholic life, and therefore destructive to the souls of

men, than to neglect it. What, then, ought to be said of

works which spring from forgetfulness of it, which are in-

spired by the spirit of the times, and therefore, as far as

their influence goes, tend to strengthen the great enemy
which the church is obliged ever to combat? They
strengthen what is always too strong. Breathing the sjnrit

of the times, chiming in with popular ideas and sentiments,

they excite in the great majority of the faithful no alarm
;

they seem sound and orthodox, and their deadly poison is

sucked in without the least suspicion. Works which assail

popular ideas and sentiments have comparatively little power
to do harm, for the public is on their guard against them. The
danger comes from those works which give expression to
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what is already working in the pnbHc mind, which appeal

to what the public are predisposed to adopt and accept, and
appear to give a religious sanction to what is already strongly

desired. Is a Catholic reviewer to be censured for caution-

ing the public against such works ? and are their authors to

regard themselves as outraged, if he ventures to tell them
that their works do harm, that they should either not write

at all or write different works,—works which, instead of

aiding the development of tendencies already popular, and
exposing their readers to all dangerous influences, shall tend

to arm them to resist them ? Does he, in this, transcend

his legitimate province ?

So much we have thought proper to say, that our readers

may understand our general principle of criticism as a Cath-

olic reviewer. The church is our rule of art, as well as of

faith and morals. In proceeding to the special considera-

tion of the work before us, we repeat, from our former
notice, that we by no means consider Pauline Seward as

the worst of its class, but, in fact, one of the least objection-

able. It is, as we then said, the most interesting and the

least objectionable of any of the Catholic novels written on
this side of the water that have appeared since Father Row-
land. It is not without solid merit ; it contains much valu-

able instruction, many judicious reflections, and several well-

merited censures and well-timed rebukes. Nevertheless, it

"has some grave faults, and principally faults into which the

author has fallen, as it seems to us, in consequence of not

knowing, or not considering, that between religion and the

secular spirit there is, and can be, no other relation than

that of uncompromising hostility.

We do not complain specially of the author for having
so far conformed to the fashion of the day as to borrow
from it the form of his work. There are works which are

sometimes, though not properly, called novels, to which we
do not object, nay, which we prize very highly. An author

is not censurable for choosing the form of a fictitious nar-

rative, and he may often do so with great propriety and ef-

fect. But the " novel of instruction," as it is called, de-

signed to set forth a particular doctrine, system, or theory,

whether sacred or profane, in an artistic point of view, is,

in our judgment, always objectionable. The form of the

novel is never proper in those works which are addressed

specially to the understanding, and is allowable only in

those designed rather to move and please than to enlighten
Vol. XIX—15
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and convince. The novel must always liave a story, a

plot of some sort, from which its interest arises, and in

which it centres. But the interest of a story is diverse

from the interest excited by a logical discussion, and not

compatible with it. The one demands action, movement, is

impatient of delay, and hurries on to the end ; the other de-

mands quiet, repose, and suffers only the intellect to be
active. It is impossible to combine them both in one and
the same piece so as to produce unity of effect.

Especially is this true of what are called religious noveh.

The aim of these novels is to combine a story of profane

love with an argument for religion. But the distance be-

tween the interest of such a story and that of a theological

discussion is much greater than the distance between it and

that of any secular or profane discussion. No two interests

are more widely separated, or less capable of coalescing,

than the interest of profane love and that of religion.

Persons in love, or taken up with love-tales, are in the

worst possible disposition to listen to an argument for re-

ligion, or to appreciate the sublime and beautiful truths of

the Gospel. Love is a partial frenzy, and lovers are always

only just this side of madness. Reason is silenced, and pas-

sion is mistress. The only religion lovers can understand

or relish is the religion of the natural sentiments and affec-

tions, that is to say, no religion at all. Nothing is more ab-

surd than for a novelist to mingle in his work a story of

profane love and a story of religious conversion, two things

which will no more mix than oil and water.

Every subject should be allowed to speak in its own nat-

ural language. The natural language of the understand-

ing, and therefore of all works primarily intended for it, is

prose. The novel, though unrliymed, is not properly a

prose composition ; it belongs, according to the critics, to

the department of poetry, and should, therefore, conform

to the essential laws of poetry. The primary object of

poetry is, not to instruct, but to move and please. It ad-

dresses the sentiments, affections, imagination, rather than

the understanding. Whenever the author reverses this,and

seeks, under the poetical form, first of all to instruct, to bring

out a theory, or to defend a doctrine, he ceases to be the genu-

ine poet, and becomes the doctor or philosopher, and fails

to preserve the requisite congruity between the matter and

the form of his work. Most readers, we apprehend, find

even Dryden's niiid and Pcmther a heavy book, notwith-
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standing its brilliant imagination, keen wit, various learn-

ing, sound and deep theology. No one can read The Dis-
oioned,, Paul Clifford^ liienzi, or The Last of the Barons,
by Bulwcr, without feeling the author's niorahzing and
philosophizing an annoyance, however much he may admire
them in themselves considered. They retard the action of

the piece, and are usually skipped by the reader. An author

may introduce variety, even diversity, in the same piece,

but never at random. He has no room for caprice. The
•diverse elements he addresses must be of the same general

group, and capable of coalescing and conspiring to unity of

effect. He must follow the law and adhere to the relations

which nature herself establishes.

Let it not be supposed, that, in objecting to the hetero-

geneous compound of profane love and theology in tlie

same piece, or to the " novel of instruction," that we are

contending that all works should be grave and didactic.

Poetry has its place as well as prose. The Holy Ghost has

not disdained to address us in the language of poetry, and
the church adopts it Avhen she chants the praises of the Most
High. Esthetic works may be as desirable and as profit-

able as logical works. Tliere is no essential element of hu-

man nature that needs to be neglected, or that may not be
legitimately addressed. On this point we have no quarrel

with novelists or poets. That all the elements of our nature

may be turned to a religious account, and made to work in

the service of God, is no doubt true ; and here we agree

perfectly with the religious novelist. His aim is to enlist

our whole aesthetic nature in the service of religion. This
is a just and noble aim ; and, so far as he gives us works
which realize it, we applaud him and commend them.
But here is the point on which we are liable to err, and

on which all our religious novelists, properly so called, do
err, and fatally err. Let us see if we can understand the

matter. The novel belongs to the sphere of art, and is sub-

ject to the laws of art ; the religious novel, to that of relig-

ious art, and is subject, not only to the laws of art, but also

to those of religion. It is the subjection of art to religion

that makes it religious art. It is very possible to intend to

be, and to fancy we are, in the sphere of religious art, when,
in point of fact, we are only in that of secular art. We
must have a clear view of the radical distinction between
the two classes of art, or we shall not be able to say in all

cases which is which. What, then, is the radical distinction
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between religious art and secular art ? Both are aesthetic,

both have for their primary object to move and please, and
both move and please substantially the same elements of
human nature. So far they agree ; wherein do they differ?

They differ precisely in that in which what is religious dif-

fers from what is secular. The principle of the secular is

the natural, and that of the religious is the supernatural.

The two species of art, then, differ in this, that in secular

art, the principle of the effect, or that which moves and
pleases, is the expression of the natural ; in religious art, it

is the expression of the supernatural or divine.

Secular art embodies only the natural, and it moves and
pleases the sentiments and imagination by representations

of the objects to which they are naturally inclined, or which
are naturally fitted to excite and gratify them ; its tendency
is, to exalt and endear the natural,—to render our natural

life more attractive and intense. Religious art moves and
pleases the sentiments and imagination by representations of
a beauty and worth which is superhuman, above nature

;

and its tendency is, to lift them out of tlie natural order, to

exalt us to a higher than our natural life, and to render more
easy and intense the supernatural life of religion. When
the effect produced proceeds from the representation of nat-

ure, it is not religious, and the piece does not belong to re-

ligious art, although the artist may have aimed to serve re-

ligion ; because the natural or the human never by a natural

cause does or can slide into the religious.* Religion is

never a development of nature, or the natural exercise or

affection of the human. It is always supernatural and divine.

Pelagianism is a heresy. No motion" or affection of senti-

ment, imagination, reason, or will, not from a supernalural

principle as well as for a supernatural end, is a religious

motion or affectioA ; otherwise, the infused habit of grace

would not be necessary to the religious life. The religious

act is done not only for God, but from God. By his in-

fused grace, God is in the actor, as the principle from which
lie acts, no less than before him, as the end to and for which
he acts. It is in this we find the distinction between the

* Our readers must not suppose that we mean lo deny to the religious

artist the use of natural objects. He is at liberty to range through the

whole of nature, and we are aware of nothing in nature that he may
not lawfully use. All we contend is, that he cannot use natural objects

as nature, and tliat they serve his purpose only as he supernaturalizes

them, by informing them with his own supernatural life.
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religious life and the secular or natural life,—the life we
live bj nature. No life lived from nature is religious in

the Catholic sense ; for God, not as author of nature, but as

author of grace, is the beginning and end of religion, and

in it we live from him, through him, for him, and to him, to

whom belongs all the glory.

This being true of religion, it must be true also of art, in

so far as it is religious. Art is the expression of the interior

life of the artist. In his works the artist projects himself.

The beauty he expresses or embodies in them he has first

taken in and made integral in his own life, and in them he

is simply attempting to realize without what he has already

realized within. Such his life, such his art. Hence the

reason why there is no Protestant religious art to which we
«an award the palm of excellence. Protestants are not de-

ficient in natural endowments ; they do not want opportu-

nity, instruction, or application, nor even the power to per-

-ceive and appreciate natural beauty ; but they cannot be

artists of a high order, because they have not the true and
beautiful in their own life. Their life partakes of the de-

fects and deformities of their religion. It has no unity, no
"wholeness, no harmony ; it is broken, incomplete, discord-

ant, cold and weak, pale and sickly ; and so is and must
needs be their art. They may feebly imitate, faintly copy,

but can produce no masterpiece. No man can express what
is not in him. The artist must first incorporate into his

own life that which he would embody in his art. Every
painter, whatever else he paints, paints himself, as every

writer, whatever else he Avrites, writes himself. The art

does not make the life, but the life the art. The vast treas-

ures of Catholic art, which the ages have accumulated, in

so far as truly Catholic, are only the expression of the in-

terior divine life of the church, which her children live by
their communion with her, and which was as perfect before

the expression as afterwards. Religion preceded the Gre-

gorian music and produced it ; the church preceded St.

Peter's and built it. The church has produced and fostered

art, but not for the sake of art, nor yet, as some would per-

suade us, for the sake of pressing the senses, sentiments,

and imagination into her service, but for the sake of com-
municating, through every possible avenue, her own super-

natural life. The life was in her ; she would communicate
it, and she embodied it in the chant, the cathedral, the pict-

ure, the statue, the hymn. Men beheld, and were ravished.
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Itcligions art, it follows, must be the expression of the
religious life, and the principle of the life it quickens or fos-

ters must be the same with the principle of the life it ex-

presses. As, in secular art, the artist expresses or embodies
the life of nature, so, in religious art, the artist expresses or
embodies the supernatural life of God. This supernatural
life, thus expressed, tends to quicken or strengthen, in those
who contemplate the expression, a life like itself, proceedings

from the same principle and tending to the same end ; and
it is in this way, and in this alone, that art serves the cause
of religion. But the artist can express no life which he has
not ; if he lives not the life of religion, his art, whatever its

theme, or whatever the end he had in view, will remain
secular art, and tend only to nourish the life of nature. The
theme does not determine the quality of the art. Sacred
words may be set to profane airs ; masses may be sung which
recall the opera ; there are madonnas which might have
been portraits of the artist's mistress ; and we have seen

prints from Paris intended to be pious, in which we detect

only a human life, and which have little power to kindle

devotion. No matter with what skill and genius the artist

works, no matter for what purpose, no matter what subject

he selects, his work is religious only as it conforms to the

conditions of religious life, proceeds from and expresses the

supernatural principle of that life.

It is here that religious artists in general, and religious

novelists in particular, seem to us to err. We restrict our
remarks to the latter. Religious novelists seem to us to

suppose that it is lawful to apply to nature its natural stim-

ulants, if the purpose of the artist be to aid religion, or if,

at the same time that he offers them these natural stimu-

lants, he presents the understanding some grand and solid

arguments for the church ; to proceed on the assumption,

that nature, as nature, nature without elevation or transfor-

mation by grace, may be pressed into the service of God,
and made to contribute to a religious end. They appear to

overlook the essential incongruity between nature and
grace, and to be unaware that the affection of sentiment and
imagination by natural causes is wholly repugnant to that

supernatural affection which alone is religious, and that, just

so much as we have of the one affection, just so little must
we have of the other. They appear to think that nature

and grace are both of the same order, that they may be

yoked together and draw peaceably to the same end. But
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this is only anotlier phase of that spirit of secular conformity
to which we have already called attention, or rather, it is the

very principle and root of that conformity, which the church
cannot countenance, and which she does and must every-

where anathematize and resist.

Religion has always and everywhere three deadly enemies
to combat,—the world, the flesh, and the devil. With these

she must wage war to the knife in what is great and in what
is little. Their spirit, wherever and in whatever guise it

may appear, is opposed to her. But the natural in man,
since the fall, inclines always to them. By the fall it has
been turned away from God, and inclined to evil. Hence
it is, that religion always, and in all things, is obliged to re-

sist nature, for the world and the devil tempt and injure us
only in and through it. She is never that to which nature
inclines, but is always that from M'hich it is averse, and whicli

it resists. Between it and her there is and can be no alli-

ance, no peace, no truce. It is only in so far as she trans-

forms it, lifts it into the supernatural, and as it is held there

by the power of Almighty God, that she can employ nature,

or that it can serve her. She can never use it as nature,

never trust it to itself, never let it have its own head in anv
thing. She must be not only supreme, but exclusive, or she

cannot be at all. She can form no copartnership, even
though placed at the head of the concern. Hence the stern

and rigid rule of life enjoined by our Lord, and which all

who would be his disciples must follow. We are to deny
ourselves, to crucify, anniliilate nature, to live never, in no
thing whatever, our own life,—that is, the life of nature,

—

but always, and in all, the new, the divine life of Christ our
Saviour, who is our true life, the only life we can live whose
end is not death. To this rule there is no limitation, no ex-

ception. " If any man will come after me, let him deny
himself, take up his cross, and follow me. For whosoever
will save his life shall lose it ; and he that shall lose his life

for my sake shall find it."

In this we cannot be wrong. The aim of the church is,

to liberate us from nature, and to subject us to grace, which
is true freedom. " If the Son shall make you free, you shall

be free indeed." The saints are those in whom this freedom
has been consummated. They are they who have crucified

nature, heroically resisted and overcome it; they who have
trampled on it, denied themselves all the consolations, pleas-

ures, and delights which proceed from it, or from its natii-
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ral exercise. They have scorned and treated as evil all its

delectations ; they have allowed themselves no consolations,

no delights, no enjoyments but those derived from divine

grace, and have persevered unto the end in trampling on the

life of nature, and in living only the supernatural life of

God. They have loved God, not only supremely,—" above
all things,"—but exclusively,—"with the whole heart and
soul." We know they have been right, for the church de-

clares it in the act of their canonization ; we know that there

is no attaining to Christian perfection but in following their

example. Art is Christian only as it has the same aim, only

as it triumphs over nature, and tends exclusively to liberate

us from nature, and to raise us above it. In so far, then, as

it appeals to nature, proceeds itself from nature as its princi-

ple, and produces by its representations of nature natural

affections, it is not only not religious, but actually irreligious,

tending to make us more enamoured of our natural life, and
therefore more averse to the religious life.

This may strike hard at all profane art, and imply that it

is not only not useful, but actually hurtful, to religion ; but

if so, we qannot help it. It is not we who make all secular

influences, as such, prejudicial to religion ; and we could not

alter the fact, were we to contend to the contrary. Our life

here has but one purpose,—to gain heaven. This is unde-

niable. We can, then, laM'fully live only for heaven. We
cannot live for this and for something else, too. This is not

merely the py'incipal^ but it is the only end of our present

existence. Is not this what we teach our children in the

catechism ? " Ques. Who made you ? Ans. God. Ques.

Why did he make you ? Ans, That I might know him,

love him, and serve him in this world, and be happy with

him for ever in the next." Here is the end, the only end,

for which God made us. Words cannot alter it. The fact

is so, and so it will and must be. We may, if we choose,

neglect this end, and live and labor for some other end
;

but we have no right to do so, and cannot without acting

contrary to the will of God, disobeying his commands, and
falling under his displeasure, his wrath, and condemnation.

But this end, we know, is gained, not by following nature,

but by resisting and crucifying it,;—resolutely, heroically, by
divine grace, refusing to live its life, or to derive any pleas-

ure from it. As our end is one and supernatural, and to be

gained only by supernatural means, where is the need of

what is profane, and what other than a hurtful purpose, as
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far as it goes, can it be expected to serve? "Martha,
Martha, thou art careful and art troubled about many things

;

BUT one thing is necessaryr
If heaven were the development of our natural life, or if

it were to be gained by the natural cultivation of our natural
powers, the case would be different. Then secular art and
literature might not only not injure us, but even be service-

able to us ; we could then join with M. Audin in his sclori-

fication of the Renaissance^ agree throughout with Digby
in his Ages of Faith, and even find something to sympa-
thize with in the sentimentalizing about Catholic art of
Puseyites, and Anglican ecclesiologists, who seem to sup-
pose that they approach the faith in proportion as they re-

store to their ministers orthodox vestments, and provide
them with a table fashioned after an altar. But no natural
cultivation of our natural powers, scientific or aesthetic, ad-
vances us a single step towards heaven. To be able to ad-
mire Catholic architecture and music, or even to delight in

our ascetic literature, is no necessary indication of Catho-
licity. The Unitarian does not make his meeting-house a
church by inserting triplet windows, and surmounting it

with a cross; nor evince, by so doing, that he is approach-
ing that " faith without which it is impossible to please
God." The unlettered rustic, or the rude savage, is as near
heaven as the erudite scholar, the profound philosopher, or
the accomplished artist. Indeed, mere human culture, with-
out grace, only removes one the further from God, and in-

creases his difficulty of fulfilling the great and only purpose
of his existence here. "Amen, I say unto you, unless you
be converted, and become as little children, you shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven." " For it is written, I
will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and the prudence of the
prudent I will reject. Where is the wise ? Where is the
scribe ? Where is the disputer of this world ? Hath not
God made foolish the wisdom of this world ? For, seeing,
that, in the wisdom of God, the world by wisdom knew not
God, it pleased God, by the foolishness of preaching, to save
them that believe." "And I, brethren, when I came to you,
came not in the loftiness of speech or of wisdom, declaring
to you the testimony of Christ ; for I judged not myself to
know any thing among you but Jesus Christ and him cruci-
fied. And I was with you in weakness, and in fear, and in
much trembling ; and my speech, and my preaching, was
not m the persuasive words of human wisdom, but in the
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showing of the spirit and power ; tliat jour faith miglit not
stand on the wisdom of man, l)Ut on the power of God.
Howbeit, we speak wisdom among the perfect

;
yet not the

wisdom of this world, neitlier of the princes of this world,
who are desti'oyed." They who are foremost in natural

science, wisdom, and refinement are usually the last to dis-

cover and yield to true religion. They seek afar for what
is nigh them, and where the good they seek is not to be
found. The way of the Gospel is too simple and easy for

them, and they scorn it. What they seek for, and rarely

find, God reveals to the simple. " Thou hast hid these

things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them to

little ones." In giving us heaven, if we are so happy as to

merit it, God does not reward what we are, become, or do
by nature ; he rewards in us simply his own supernatural

gifts,—crowns his own grace :

—

Ergo coronal te., quia dona
sua coronal, non nierila Uia.^ Grace is all ; nature, or its

natural cultivation, -which is a purely human work, is noth-

ing. We live, therefore, for heaven, only as we live the

life of grace ; then there is no legitimate life for us but the

life of grace; for to live for heaven is the only legitimate

purpose of our existence here. All, then, not of grace is

not only not to be sought, but is hostile to us, is a clog, a

hindrance, to our spiritual progress. Have not the saints

told us so ? Is not this wherefore they turn their backs on
nature, and trample on its pleasures? And has not the

church sanctioned both their words and their deeds by can-

onizing them, and proposing them to our love and venera-

tion ?

Doubtless, some will say, to evade the force of this, which
is so clearly warranted by the lives of the saints, that all

Christians are not saints, and that we cannot expect all to

become so. This, unhappily, is too true ; but it is no reason

why we should not labor to induce all to strive to attain to

the full measure of heroic sanctity we love and venerate in

the saints. The smaller the number aiming at Christian

perfection, the smaller the number that will reach it ; and
we who come short of it in our aims have but too much rea-

son to fear that we shall come short of heaven in our attain-

ments. All may attain to perfection, if they choose. Noth-
ing hinders us but our love of the world, our attachment to

creatures, our unwillingness to give up all we have and are

*S. Aug. EiKtrrat. in Psalm, cii. n. 7.
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for God, who gave up his own life for us. If we fall below
the true standard of perfection, it is solely because we do
not choose to reach it,—because we content ourselves with

imperfection, and do not do as well as we might, and as the

church wishes and exhorts us to do. Our sole business here

is, to strive after Christian perfection ; and we have, if we
do not refuse it, the assistance of the infinite God to gain it.

Never should Christians aim at less. Never should we. who
write for the faithful, propose less. Nor should we, who
are not in religion, suppose that imperfection is more com-
mendable in us than in those who arc

;
perfection is for us

as well as for them, and the law of its attainment is the same
in both. Whether, therefore, we live in the world or out

of it, we must be careful not to live the life of the world,-

—

make it our constant study, grace assisting, to deny ourselves,

to crucify nature, to despise alike its pains and its delecta-

tions, and to live, not only chiefly, but exclusively, the su-

pernatural life of God. All that is not for this supernatural

life is against it. " He that is not witli me," says our Lord,
" is against me."
We have now an infallible rule for judging all artistic

productions, to whatever species of art they belong, whether
to architecture, music, painting, sculpture, poetry, or elo-

quence. All that is profane, or not religious, is hurtful in

a greater or less degree ; and none is religious, save in so far

as it embodies the supernatural life of religion, as the prin-

ciple of the interest it excites or of the gratification it affords.

With this rule before us, it is easy to determine the worth
of Pauline Seivard^ now in hand. If it comes within the

sphere of Christian art, we have no grave objections to urge
;

if it i-emains, notwithstanding the purpose of the author,

within the sphere of profane art, we must, if we value re-

ligion, renounce it. The author may be saved, so as by fire,

but his works must be consumed. In order to judge Pauline
Seioard properly, we must eliminate the argumentative and
didactic portion, and consider only the aesthetic portion ; be-

cause it is obvious, at a glance, that its interest does not arise

from the logical discussion carried on, nor from the formal
instruction on faith and theology conveyed. The author
evidently does not rely on these for the interest of his work

;

for if he did, he would not have adopted the form of the

novel. He has introduced the other matter, because he felt,

that, if he had confined himself to tliese,.and written merely
a grave and formal argument for Catholicity, or against
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Protestantism, it M'ould have wanted tlie interest necessary

to make it generally read. These are not inseyted to relieve

the story, but the story is introduced to relieve these. The
aesthetic portion is, therefore, unquestionably, that which is

relied on as the principle of its interest, and the author's

study has evidently been so to blend the aesthetic with the

logical and didactic, that the reader shall not be able to se-

cure the pleasure afforded by the one, without taking in the

instruction afforded bj' the other.

As to the quality of the aesthetic interest and gratification

of the work, there really can be but one opinion with those

who take the trouble to analyze it. We are unable to find,

in this respect, any essential difference between Pauline
Seward and the common run of profane novels. Undoubt-
edly, it stops short of the extreme to which some of them
go ; but the difference is solely one of degree, not one of

kind. We readily admit that we can find in Bulwer, James,
Dickens, and others, many things offensive to faith and
morals, which we do not find in Mr. Bryant ; but we find

nothing in his novel, so far as it is not grave and didactic,

which we do not, in principle at least, find in them. Indeed,

it must needs be so, from the very principle on which the

writer consciously proceeds in its composition. He finds

the public enamoured of novel-reading, that novels are the

works in the greatest demand, and in which interest is most
generally taken. He seeks to seize upon this very interest,

and to turn it to a religious account. "If I write," we may
imagine him to say to himself, " a purely religious work,

which shall have only a religious interest, nobody will read

it, and nobody will profit by it ; I must, therefore, consult

the public taste, and afford the public the sort of interest

and gratification it demands ; only I will seek to moderate

the degree, and, at the same time, make my novel the vehicle

of some useful, moral, and religious instruction." The
work is, by its very design, an attempt to yoke together

jiature and grace, to make them draw together in the same
team. But " thou shalt not plough with an ox and an ass

together." What is here forbidden is, in its mystical sense,

precisely what the author has proposed to do. If he pro-

posed to combine tlie interest of the ordinarj' novel with re-

ligious instruction, it was not possible for him to execute his

design without making his novel, in so far as a novel, the

same in kind with the profane novels of the day.

If we descend to details, we shall find that he has so made
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it. The scene is laid, and the characters are drawn, with

obvious reference to the ordinary novel interest they may
excite, and the natural gratification they may afford. If not,

why is the scene laid in Mordant Hall, amid regal magnifi-

cence, and all the paraphernalia of wealth and fashion ?

Why so much attention bestowed on the rank and worldly

position of the chief actors,—so much care taken to endow
those we are to like with all the personal beauty and natural

attractions, and to furnish them with all the worldly advan-

tages and accomplishments, which the author's experience

or imagination could suggest ? Why, but because the au-

thor is aware that the great mass of his readers are fond of

the world, hankering after wealth and fashion and worldly

distinctions, and are gratified to be permitted to feast upon
them, if only in imagination ? Suppose the scene had been
laid in some poor man's hut, and the characters introduced

to have been only very ordinary characters, in whom the

reader could find only a spiritual or religious pleasure,

—

would not the quality of the interest of the work have been
wholly changed ? The reader is deeply interested in Pauline,

but how much of that interest is personal, and would be lost,

if, without any change in her spiritual character, all else

were changed ? Suppose her deprived of her personal at-

tractions, her marvellous beauty, her extraordinary under-

standing, and polite accomplishments, her exquisite taste

and manners, and to be some poor, ill-bred, ill-favored,

weather-beaten, hard-working rustic, knowing nothing of the

great world, and familiar only with her ewes and lambs,

poultry-yard or potato-patch, destitute of every particle of

romance, ignorant as the child unborn of the fact that she

has nerves, or that it is a lady-like quality to swoon or faint

at every mishap or sudden emotion, too constantly employed
in providing for the stern necessities of existence, to be po-

etic or sentimental,— suppose her this, and suppose the

question of her soul's salvation one day arises in her mind,
and she undertakes to find out the true church of God, and
to comply with the demands of her Saviour, would not the

interest excited by the story of her conversion, though not

less to a right-minded person, be of an entirely different

order from that which we now feel in the conversion of the

marvellous daughter of the lordly Calvin Seward ?

The episode of " Little Marie " has much sweetness and
tenderness. No one will dispute that " Little Marie " is a

sweet and interesting child, and none the less so for her
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strikiiiij:: fiiniily resemblance to Oliver Twist and Bulwer's
Fanny, half-sister to Alice; but liow much of the interest
she excites is reli,:^ious ? how much purely natural? Give
her the same spiritual character she now has, but let her be
without her natural sprightliness and beauty, and let it be
really understood from the first that she is some pauper's
dauii^hter, just run away from the workhouse, and how much
of the interest we now take in her would remain ? We
know, as soon as she is introduced, that she is the child of
distinguished parents, that she has had a beautiful and ac-

complished mother, that some terrible reverse has happened
to her, that a mystery hangs over her, and perhaps connected
with her is a story of dark and powerful crime. All this

every novel-reader foresees, and is certain of the moment
she seeks refuge from tlie October snow-storm in Phila-
delphia, on the steps of Mordant Hall. We detect nothing
of purely religious interest in all this.

The conversion of Pauline is an affair in which the
reader takes some interest, but it is rather the interest of
curiosity, and of simple humanity, than of religion. We
see the girl is troubled in her mind, and we are afflicted that

any sorrow should corrode the heart of so sweet and beau-
tiful a creature ; she is engaged in solving an intellectual

problem, and we wish her to succeed ; we are aware, that,

if she becomes a Catholic, as we know beforehand she will,

it will affect her worldly position, and we are curious to see

how she will behave herself, how she will bear the loss of
•her former friends and associates ; but we are made to feel

little or no interest in regard to the danger she is in of los-

ing her soul while out of the church, or the infinite bless-

ing she will receive by being converted and persevering in

the love of God to the end. Her conversion is so managed
as to make the reader half feel that it is the church who
needs her, not she who needs the church.

Eugene Neville's conversion interests us chiefly by its re-

lation to his union with Pauline ; and when both are hap-
pil}' converted, we feel much more impressed with the fact

that two lovers may now marry and enter into domestic bliss,

than that two souls are snatched from perdition. The story

of Charles Neville, full of dark interest, is, as to its sub-

stance, virtually what one may read in almost any novel or

magazine he takes up at random. It is the story of an ill-

assorted marriage ; cruelty, crime, abandonment, on the part

of the husband,—patience, suffering, destitution, and death
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of the angel wife, leaving a poor orphan child to be sent to

the almshouse.

The author dwells too much on the worldly sacrifices

which one makes for religion. His heroine says she does

not count tliem, but we see that she does. Pie appears to

think it a great thing that she found courage to stammer
out an avowal of her faith in presence of her lover, who de-

tested it. We have heard of Christians,—men, women, and

even children,—who avowed their faith, without stammer-

ing too, when they knew by avowing it they would be im-

mediately put to the most excruciating tortures and death.

"What is it to lose wealth, social position, father, and lover,

even to beg, to starve, and to die in the street for religion ?

Does not one thus gain God for father, Jesus Christ for

lover, and heaven for an everlasting home ? If we are

Christians, why do we keep up such a mighty pother about

the petty vexations and inconveniences we may be called for

a moment to endure here ? The terrible struggle through

which tne author carries Pauline may be very natural, but

why make so much of it ? Why not fix the attention on the

grace which sustains, and the heaven which rewards, rather

than on the pains that rebellious nature may suffer in being

reduced to subjection, or, more properly, in having its head
crushed ? Why not leave morbid anatomy to the physicians

and surgeons?
Poor Pauline's father is terribly angry when he finds she

has become a Catholic, and disowns her as his daughter. No
doubt of it ; what better could be expected of the Presby-

terian worldling who cared for nothing but his social posi-

tion and importance, and the worldly rank and influence of

his daughter ? But why represent Pauline as ready to fall

on her knees and ask his forgiveness ? What in the world

had the poor girl done that needed his forgiveness ? Was
it becoming a Catholic, professing her faith openly, or being

unwilling to wed a man wlio despised the church of God ?

We see rfbthing for which she needed to ask pardon, except

for having even debated the question whether she should or

should not consent to marry Eugene, and intimating that she

might, if he would engage to respect her religion. For this

she did need to ask pardon, not of her father, but of God.
Every Catholic, man or woman, should regard marry-

ina; out of the church as a thino; not even to be thoug-ht of.

Does the good Catholic ever debate a moment whether he
will or will not do what the church abhors ?
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The author has interwoven with the story of Pauline's

conversion several love-stories, from which a considerable

portion of the interest of his book arises. In these, it is due
to him to say, that he has kept within the limits of conven-
tional moralit}', and would not deserve any special censure
for them, if profane love could ever be a proper subject for

a popular work. He has observed a certain moderation, we
own, in treating this dangerous topic, but the love of which
he treats is in kind precisely that which makes up the com-
mon staple of profane novels,—the same that one finds in

Bulwer, James, Dickens, or any popular novelist of the day,

—and it is idle to object to the extent to which others may
push a principle which we hold in common with them. The
evil is not simply in more or less, but it is in introducing pro-

fane love at all, as a source of interest, in a work intended for

general reading. No Catholic father is delighted to see his

.sons or his daughters readino; stories of love and marriaore : the

ideas and fancies such stories rarely fail to suggest are sure

to come soon enough without the aid of books. We do not

recollect a story of profane love, after the fashion of modern
novels, written by one of the saints, nor a spiritual writer

who recommends the reading of such stories as aids to de-

votion, or as helps against temptations. " It is necessary,
"

says St. Liguori, whose authority we must think is not in-

ferior to that of the author of Pauline Seward^ " to abstain

from reading bad books, and not only from those which are

positively obscene, but also from those which treat of jpro-

fane love, such as certain poems, Ariosto, Pastor Fido, and
all such works. O fathers ! be careful not to allow your
children to read romances. These sometimes do more harm
than even obscene books; they infuse into young persons

certain malignant affections which destroy devotion, and
afterwards impel them to give themselves up to sin. ' Yain
reading, ' says St. Bonaventura, ' begets vain thoughts and
extinguishes devotion. ' Make your children read spiritual

books, ecclesiastical histories, and the lives of the saints.

And, I repeat it, do not allow your daughters to be taught

letters by a man, though he be a St. Paul, or a St. Francis

of Assisium. Tlie saints are in heaven."*
"What a saint forbids fathers to allow their children to

read, and what, if read, tends to extinguish devotion, no

*riutructwn3 on the Commandments and Sacraments. Boston: 1847.

Pp. 152, 153.
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Catholic should ever permit himself to write. There are

subjects which, if treated at all, must be treated only pro-

fessionally and for the professional. The very fact, that

love is a subject that awakes so general an interest in the

great majority of readers, and is so easily made available by
an author to carry off a very dull book, is itself a sufficient

reason why it should never be made in any degree the sub-

ject of popular literature. It is strange that any person, in-

structed at all in religion, and not altogether ignorant of
human nature, should for a moment think to the contrary

;

and how our pious authors can reconcile it to their con-

sciences to send out works which cannot fail to deepen the

malignancy of religion's most uhraanageable and deadliest

foe is what we are not able to understand. No matter how
small the flame, how skilfully or delicately we apply it to a

heap of tow, the tow will be fired and consumed. As a fa-

ther, as an humble Catholic, we entreat our authors to choose
some other subject than that of profane love on which to

write.

These remarks are sufficient to justify our former unfa-

vorable judgment of Pauline Seward as a Catholic novel.

But even the graver portions of the work are not free from
faults of a very serious character. The author, in his

second volume, chapter xix., expressly, or by necessary im-

plication, maintains that the church has received no promise
of impeccability,—that, acting a» the church, she can do
wrong, has done wrong, and extensively adopted measures
which involve a false and even an abominable principle in

morals ; and he defends her by appealing from what she

once was to what she now is, and offers the circumstances

and intelligence of the age, especially in this favored country,

as a guaranty against her future misbehaviour. "We can

conceive nothing more anti-Catholic than this. It involves

a denial of the infallibility of the church as a teacher of

morals ; it denies her sanctity, asserts her reformability, and
finally raises the age and country, in point of morals, above
her, and makes them, instead of her, our reliance for the

maintenance of justice. If this does not surrender the whole
argument, and make it both impious and absurd to attempt
to defend her as the church of God, we know not the

meaning of our mother tongue.

We are far from supposing the author was aware that he
was saying all this ; we freely acquit the young gentleman
of all anti-Catholic intentions ; but this, though every thing

Vol. XIX—16
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for liiiii, is nothing for his book. In judging him, we must
judge him according to his intentions; but in judging his

book, we must judge it according to the obvious and natural

sense of its language. It is true, his language is loose, and,
in some cases, we may charitably suppose the author does
not mean all that he says ; but, though we understand very
well the meaning and dut}' of charity when judging of per-

sons, we do not understand them in relation to books. A
newspaper editor or a reviewer, obliged to publish at stated

periods, often compelled to write in haste, and to pul^lish

his article before giving it its last finish, may rightfully de-

mand a charitable construction of his language, and that the

reader give it an orthodox meaning whenever it is by any
means possible, without absolute violence, to do so. But
authors can claim no such charitable construction. Every
man who can take his own time to publish, who is under no
obligation to hasten his publication, must submit to the law
of rigid justice, and has no right to feel aggrieved, if, under
that law, his works are condemned. Who compelled him
to send out his work in a crude and unfinished state?

We do not expect every man who writes to be perfectly

master of the whole field of Catholic theology ; but we do
ask of every author, whatever the subject of his book, to

study to know enough of it not to run athwart sound doc-

trine. There is scarcely a popular book or pamphlet that

reaches us, which does not contain propositions heretical,

smacking of heresy, erroneous, rash, or offensive to pious

ears. Men and women, with a little knowledge, and much
zeal, full of notions caught up from the age and country,

sit down and dash oif a novel, a pamphlet, or an oratiou,

and send it out as Catholic, when the best we can say of it

is, that it is "neither fish, flesh, nor fowl, nor yet wood red

herring." But we will not dwell on the evil of such works.

No one has a natural i-ight to attempt to edify the faithful

from the press, any more than he has from the pulpit. We
have no right to publish on religion without permission

;

and if the church, through her proper ofiicers, grants us the

permission, and allows us the great honor of laboring, in

however humble a capacity, in her sacred cause, both duty
and gratitude should lead us to do our best, and, above all,

to abstain from saying aught displeasing to her, or embar-
rassing to any of her real friends. If we do not know Cath-

olic faith and theology well enough not to compromise
eithei-, our business is to hold our peace,—the church will
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not suffer from our silence,—nor shall we endanger our sal-

vation by not speaking.

Mr. Bryant is not worse than many others ; he is far bet-

ter than some. It was never our intention to single him
out from his class, as especially .deserving of censure. We,
in the main, think very well of him. He has fair talents,

resj)ectable learning, honest intentions, and a commendable
zeal. But, as with ourselves, he did not tarry long enough
at Jericho. His errors seem to us to arise from his having
forgot, when he was about to put on Catholicity, to put off

Protestantism ; and in his consulting the effect his work
might have in enlisting the attention of here and there a

Protestant, rather than its probable influence on our own
Catholic youth, who, after all, will be its principal readers.

The conversion of a Pi'otestant is a great thing, but is gained
too dearly if at the expense of a dozen Catholics. We may
be wrong, but we adopt as our rule, to consider first of all

the effect our writings will have on the faithful themselves,

and, after that, the effect they may have on others. We all

"know that the work of converting those without is not, in

this country, perhaps not in any country, the only spiritual

work of mercy there is for Catholics to do. The conversion
•of a bad Catholic is as great a work, and one which causes

as much joy in heaven, as the conversion of an infidel or a

heretic ; and the preservation of our Catholic youth is as

important as the gathering in of those without. As yet, we
know, or may know, that, numerous as are the conversions
from without, they at least no more than compensate for

our losses. We are, then, it seems to us, to estimate works
principally by their influence in making our youth abhor
heresy and unbelief, love and practise their religion, and look
with hori-or on the bare thought of forsaking it.

The principles we have laid down, and the remarks we
have made on Pauline Seward^ sufficiently indicate what a

Catholic should think of novel-w7'iting and also of novel-

Q'eading. If no dangerous topic is made the subject of its

interest, if it be the expression of the religious life of the
author, if it make the supernatural its principle and end,
the work, though in the form of a novel or fictitious narra-

tive, may be written and read without detriment, nay, with
profit, to religion, and that, too, even when its subject is

not expressly a sacred subject, and nothing is said directly

of or for faith or piety. But all other novels, even though
professedly religious, we must regard as dangerous ; and the
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fewer we have of them, and the less they are read, the bet-

ter. Instruction on other topics than religion proper, they
who live in the world undoubtedly need, and should havef
but a profane art is not needed, and we see not how one
who is Catholic to the core can aid in its production.

GRANTLEY MANOR, OR POPULAR LITERA-

TURE.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for October, 1848.]

This work has been well spoken of by the reviewers, and
the public, we believe, has given it a favorable reception.

It possesses more than ordinary interest, and bears the marks
of genius and power. We have rarely read a novel written

by a lady which indicated more ability or contained less that

was extravagant or offensive. For inveterate novel-readers,

who will read novels, at wdiatever risk to the strength of

their characters or the salvation of their souls, we agree with

our esteemed friend of the New York Freeinaii!s Journal^

that it is as unobjectionable as any that can be easily select-

ed, and to those who tmist have their feelings harrowed up
by fictitious woe it may even be commended.

Judging from the work before us. Lady Georgiana Ful-

lerton is a gifted and highly cultivated woman, endowed
with fine powers of observation, and possessing very con-

siderable knowledge of the human heart, and mastery over

its passions. Her characters are drawn with freedom and

delicacy, within the bounds of nature, and with a nearer

a]>proach to individuality, as in Margaret and old Mrs.

Thornton, than is common save in authors of the very high-

est rank. She intersperses her work with many wise and

just, if not profound and original, remarks, and hits off

man}^ of the petty vices, annoyances, and foibles of con-

ventional and every-day life not unsuccessfully. In a purely

literar}'^ point of view, we may object, however, a too visible

effort at intense writing, a want of calmness and repose, and

* Grantley Manor. A Tale. By Lady Georgiana Fullekton,
Author of "Elleu Middleton." New York : 1848.
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the attempt to give us a vivid impression of the exquisite

beauty of her lieroines by dissecting and limning it feature

T^y feature, instead of leaving it to be depicted by the imag-

ination of her readers from the effects it is seen to produce

on those within the sphere of its influence,—the common
faults of modern novelists, which prove, not their strength,

but their weakness. There is, also, too much sighing, weep-
ing, and shedding of floods of tears, as well as too much
•embracing, kissing of hands, foreheads, cheeks, &c., &c.

The latter might have been left to the experience or the

imagination of the reader, and the former should have been
relieved. We are as loath to see literature as beauty in

tears, which add to the charm in the one case no more than

in the other. Give us the merry and joyous literature, not

tlie sad and doleful.

But we have graver faults to find with Grantley Manor.
If it had been written by an author not professedly of our

religion, but by a fair-minded Protestant, wishing to dimin-

isli the prejudices against Catholicity, and to show that it

may be very nearly as respectable as Anglicanism, Method-
ism, or Presbyterianism, we could not find it in our heart

to criticise it with much severity or at any great length. We
could pardon its insults to our holy religion for the sake of

the obviously benevolent intentions of the author. Readers
would, moreover, be on their guard, and its mistakes or mis-

representations would be comparatively harmless. But
Lady Georgiana Fullerton some time since conformed, we
can hardly say was converted, to the church, and it is evi-

dent from her book that she professes to be a Catholic. We
have, then, the right, and, as Catholic reviewers, are bound,

to test her work by the Catholic standard. Tried by that

standard, it is, unquestionably, in many respects deficient,

and in some highly offensive.

It may be alleged, that the author is a popular writer,

that she does not profess to write what is technically termed
a Catholic novel, and we have, therefore, no right to exact

of her a theological tract, ascetic or dogmatic. To the prin-

ciple of this plea we do not object. We certainly do not

complain that Grantley Manor is not more theological
;

for, as our readers well know, we are far from being partial

to novels which mingle a treatise on theology with a tale of

profane love. We complain, not that her ladyship has ab-

stained from theology, but that she has not abstained,—not

that she has not introduced religious topics, but that she
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lias introduced them, and in a false light, so as to mislead
her readers, unless they happen to be well instructed, and
strictly on their guard. She brings religion upon the scene.

She makes Catholics and Protestants, as such, actors in her
plot ; and it has obviously been a leading purpose with her
to exhibit the Catholic spirit in its relations with Protes-
tants, and to show the practical effects of Catholicity in

forming the minds and hearts, and in prompting and di-

recting the conduct, of those brought up under its influence.

Religion is the atmosphere in which she breathes and
moves; it is the chief power on which she relies; it is tlie

mainspring of her dramatic action ; and on no recognized
principle of criticism can she withdraw her work from th&
standard by which professedly Catholic works are to be
judged. She not only introduces the Catholic religion, but
she approves in her Catholic characters, from first to last,

things which the church abominates, and appears to com-
mend them for things which even her catechism would
teach her the church positively forbids. Plere, then, are

sins, not of omission merely, as the plea in her defence as-

sumes, but sins of commission, for which, as an author, she
is answerable at the bar of Catholicity.

It may also be alleged, in extenuation, that we must not
be severe upon slight errors and inaccuracies in popular
works,—that we are not to expect from a popular author,,

like Lady Georgiana Fullerton, the knowledge and accuracy

of a doctor in theology, or an experienced master of nov-
ices. But we cannot accept the principle of this new plea.

Errors and inaccuracies are less excusable in popular writers

than in others, and if her ladyship was not well enough in-

structed in her religion to be able to avoid them, she had no
business to introduce it. Who compelled her to touch upon
religious topics, or to write upon matters of wliich she knew
nothing? If she could not state her religion with accuracy

and precision, what right had she to attempt to state it at

all % It is enough to have our holy religion misrepresented

and falsified by its enemies, without having it travestied

by its professed friends. No doubt, the author thought she

was breathing the living soul of Catholicity into her novel,

and, while seeking to interest or amuse the public, she

would be rendering a service to the cause of Catholic faith

and piety. But she reckoned beyond her means. She was
too recently from the ranks of heresy. Her Catholicity is

evidently not genuine, and her book reminds us of the Ni-
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hehmgenlied, the national epic of the Germans,—a pagan
story, conceived in the true pagan spirit, and transmitted,

body and soul, from pagan times, but dressed out, by some
lialf-convert of the thirteenth century, in a Christian garb.

Tlie Nibelungens are genuine pagans, only they hear mass
and bless themselves after the Christian fashion. So is

Grantley Manor a Protestant tale, conceived and executed

in a Protestant spirit, and will find few admirers except
among Protestants, and Catliolics who, from breathing the

atmosphere of heresy and the study of heretical literature,

are themselves more than half Protestant. Its Catholics are

amiable, cultivated, and respectable Puseyites, who happen
to have been born and brought up under the ^ct^i^w instead

of the Anglican " Branch " of the church.

The author appears to proceed on the assumption, not

uncommon, as we have observed, with converts from Angli-

canism, that we and Anglicans embrace a common Chris-

tianity; that up to a certain point they and we are of one and
the same religion ; that they are perfectly right, as far as

they go ; and that, with two or three additional dogmas
from us, accepted purely as additions to their present creed,

they would be thoroughly and unexceptionably orthodox.

Thus, she makes her Catholic heroine tell her Protestant

sister that they have certain prayers in common,—the

Lord's Prayer, for instance,—which they may say together.

Thus, too, she makes a respectable Puseyite gentleman the

organ of her Catholic instructions and advice in the forma-

tion of character and the conduct of life. Ginevra, the

Catholic sister, asks, in her hour of trial, her Protestant

friends to pray for her, that her faith fail not, and is made
to take, distinctly and gravely, the ground that we sympa-
thize with Protestants as Christians, and trust that God, by
extraordinary interior inspirations, will supply their external

doctrinal deficiencies. Now we need not say that all this is

false, and to a Catholic, exceedingly nauseous. Between us

and Anglicans, or any Protestant sect, there is nothing in

common but reason and nature, but our common humanity.

The notion, that there is a common Christianity, common
to the church and the sects, except in a very loose way of

speaking, is a grave mistake. Christianity is a fact, and
that fact is the church. The church is herself Christianity,

and without her there is no Christianity. We do not come
to the church through Christianity, but we come to Chris-

tianity, if at all, through the church. There is nothing dis-
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tinctly Cliristiau, in its Christian sense, which we and An-
glicans, or any Protestant sect, can be said to believe in

common ; for whoever denies any one dogma or proposition

of faith denies, and must be held to deny, the whole. We can-

not, either in our private or our public devotions, worship in

common with those external to the church ; for there is no
common .worship between them and us, no book of common
p7'ayer which they and we acknowledge ;

and we are for-

bidden to hold communion with them in sacris. We can-

not ask a heretic to pray for us, for he is an enemy to God

;

and what greater affront can we offer to the Majesty of

heaven than to despatch to his court his enemy to intercede

for us 'i Heretics are children of Satan, not children of

God, and we may as well ask the father as the children to

pray for us. Only think of a Catholic asking tiie devil to

pray God for him, that his faith fail not ! Certainly, we are

bound to love those out of, as well as those in, the church
;

certainly, we must do them all the real service in our

power, and never cease to pray for their temporal and spir-

itual welfare ; but we must never forget that they are not

members of the household of faith, and that we can have

no religious communion or fellowship with them.

Will you tell us that we have no right to judge the

secrets of the heart, and to pronounce every one who is in

a communion external to the church an enemy of God ? Be
it so, if you wish. But you have just as little right to judge

the secrets of the heart and to pronounce one in such a com-
munion the friend of God. Nay, if it comes to that, not so

much. In regard to those in the church, we must presume
them to be friends of God, unless the contrary is estab-

lished. But the case is the reverse in regard to those out

of the church. Out of the church no one can ever be

saved, and yet all who are not the enemies of God will be

saved, as is certain. All, then, out of the church are cer-

tainly the enemies of God. All who are in heretical or schis-

matical communions are, at least, presumptively out of the

church. Then, whatever extent you give, in your excessive

liberality, to invincible ignorance,—which you seem at

times to make far more desirable than knowledge of the

truth,—you are bound to presume all out of the visible com-
munion of the church, in communions external to Jier, to

be, in fact, enemies of God, and to be treated as such, until

the contrary is proved, M'hich cannot be without a special

revelation. Not one of us who are in the church can know,
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without such revelation, whether we "deserve love or ha-

tred," and then a fortiori^ not that those out of the church
deserve love. The rashness, if any in the case, is not, then,

in our presuminoj that those in communions alien to the

church are enemies of God, and in treating them as such,

but in your presuming them without evidence to be the

friends of God, with whom j^ou are free to commune in

sacred things. It is you who undertake to judge the secrets

of the heart in such cases, not we.

We do not pi-etend to fathom the secret counsels of the

Almighty, or to set bounds to his mercy ; and it is in the

salvation of our brethren, not in their condemnation, that

we take pleasure. But we cannot know beyond what we
are taught. What extraordinary means Almighty God has

in reserve for the salvation of those who fail to use the or-

dinary means, though living all their lifetime within sound
of the church's voice, we cannot pretend to say ; for the fact

that there are any such means is not revealed, and we are

ignorant of our right to assume even their possibility, much
more our right to presume on them for ourselves, or for our

friends who apparently live and die in heretical or schismat-

ical communions. We, as Catholics, are restricted to the

ordinary means, to what God has revealed, and these are all

the means that we know or can assert. How can we, then,

liold out to Protestants the hope, that, though neglecting

the ordinary means, Almighty God will in their behalf era-

ploy extraordinary means for their salvation, as if he owed
tliem a reward for their perversity, or as if he loved them
better than his own Catholic children, and will do altogether

more for them % This were uncharitable to them and hardly

just to ourselves.

The author has no doubt wished, in this her first publica-

tion since her reconciliation to the church, to manifest her

continued regard for her former friends, and to convince

them that she is as amiable, as indulgent, and as friendly to

them as she was before,—in a word, to prove to them, that,

if she has become a Catholic, she has by no means become
a bigot. All this may be very well, as it affects her lady-

ship's private relations. We, certainly, have no wish to see

a convert, the moment he has entered the church, proving

himself harsh and bitter towards his former associates, and
insensible to their many amiable qualities as men and women,
or to the many admirable human virtues which, in cases not

a few, adorn their private and public life. But there are
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some things wliicli may be left to be taken for granted, and
an overweening anxiety to make our former friends believe

in our continued regard for tliem may sometimes tend to

awaken suspicions to the contrary. Where there is no con-

sciousness of any decrease in our love and esteem, there is

generally no effort to disprove it. Iimocence is usually un-
conscious. Unquestionably, our conversion denies to us the

right, and, if tliorough, the wish, to hold religious commun-
ion with the sect we have abandoned , but we should pay
but an indifferent compliment to our recently received faith^

if we sliould regard it as necessary to prove that it does not
render us harsh and bigoted, that it does not sonr our tem-
pers, but leaves us as mild, as gentle, as amiable, and as

tenderly alive to the interests and feelings of those Avith

whom we formerly associated as ever we were. The truth

is, the convert has, as a Catholic, a tender regard for all men
whicli was inconceivable to him before his conversion ; for,

prior to his conversion, he never had any proper disposition

towards God or man, never understood the M'ortli of the

human soul, nor the ground of his obligation to love his

neighbour as himself.

The author has also wished, and with the best intentions

in the world, no doubt, to recommend her religion as well

as herself to her former friends ; and in order to do this, she
appears to have studied to show them that the religion she

has embraced is really not inferior to the one she has aban-

doned ; that, in fact, it differs far less from it than tliey

suppose ; and that even they m.ight embrace it without any
fundamental change in their belief or their practice. We
do not believe this the wisest or the most honest way of rec-

ommending our religion ; for the differences between us
and Protestants are not few or slight ; they are many, fun-

damental, essential. If our only purpose, or our legitimate

jiurpose, were to be suffered to live cpiietly amongst Protes-

tants, to be ]iermitted to worship in our own way M'ithout

having our religion calumniated or our throats cut,—or if

tlie great body of Protestants really loved the church, and
wore anxious to see the way clear to return as faithful chil-

dren to her communion,—it certainly would be our policy

and our duty to represent the differences between us and
Protestiints to be as few and as unimportant as we possibly

could without sacrificing truth. But neither is the fact.

We can never be indifferent to the salvation of our Protes-

tant friends and neighbours ; we cannot proceed on the sup-
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position, that tliese heretical sects are alwa3's to remain, and
that our principal studj^is to avert their wratli and to secure

their friendly regard. Wliat we are to seek is not peace

with them as they are, but their reconciliation to the clmrcli.

On this point what we must labor for is clear, and we can-

not conceal it from Protestants, if we would. They know,
as well as we, that our church is propagandist in her verj'

nature, that she seeks by spiritual means the subjection of

all to her authority, and that in religious matters she toler-

ates no rival. We but disarm and expose ourselves to their

contempt, if we are foolish enough to pretend the conti*ary.

The church has been commissioned to teach all nations, to

preach the Gospel to every creature, and she makes no secret

of her constant intention and her untiring efforts to discharge

with fidelity the high and solemn trust she has received.

All the world knows this, and all the world would justly

despise us, if we should seek to conceal or deny it. It is a

thing not to be ashamed of, but to glory in.

Whatever may be the case with individual Protestants,

the great body have no love for the church, and would rather

impede than clear the patli for their return to her commun-
ion. They may be dissatisfied with their present position,

but if so, it only embitters them against her. Their anxiety

is not to return to her communion, but to remove further

and further from it. Hence we see them almost universally

rejecting the earlier forms of Protestantism, as not suf-

ficiently removed from Catholicity ; and to prove to them
that a proposition is Catholic, or coincident with what the

church teaches, is only to give them, in their estimation, a

valid reason for not holding it. The more we show that a

given form of Protestantism resembles Catholicity, the more
do we prove to them that it is objectionable.

Our Puseyite friends, and some few of the converts from
Puseyism, seem to us to mistake entirely the feeling of

Protestants towards the church. It is idle to suppose that

Puseyism has penetrated far among them, or that it is, or is

likely to be, a dominant tendency in the sects. The Pusey-

ites have not in the remotest degree affected the state of t>he

controversy between,us and Protestants, save so far as them-

selves are concerned. Their views and dispositions are their

own, not those of the Protestant community ; their conces-

sions bind only the individuals who make them, and are not

available to us in controversies with Protestantism in gen-

eral. We are willing that converts from Puseyism should
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address themselves specially to their former friends, if they
ehoose ; but they should be careful not to speak as if Pusey-
ites were all the uncatholic world worth counting, and not
to make concessions or assume positions in order to operate
on them which can only embarrass us in our efforts to oper-

ate favorably upon others. Puseyism was, in its origin, only
a sectarian movement in the bosom of Anglicanism, and is

already disowned by the establishment, and followed in the
very place of its birth, if report be true, by a decided reac-

tion in favor of rationalism. The Anglican establishment
is further removed from Catholicity at the present moment
than it has been before for many years. Puseyism is virtu-

ally dead and buried, and there is for it no resurrection.

The conversion of its principal originators has proved its

insufficiency as a final movement, and placed the whole
Protestant world on their guard against it as a provisional

movement. There is little use in writing and publishing

works fitted only to the dozen or two of mourners who still

linger around its grave. We must consult and adapt our-

selves to the main body of Protestants in their onward
movement, if we would exert any wnde or permanent influ-

ence in recalling them to the paths of salvation.

There is, however it may be with here and there an in-

dividual of a peculiar temperament, no use, as it regards

Protestants in general, in attempting to make the differences

between them and us appear small and unimportant; for

their wish is not to be as like, but as unlike, us as possible.

Moreover, just in proportion as we diminish the apparent
difference between them and us, and concede, that, in the

affair of salvation, they are as well off as we, jx^rhaps better

off,—for we have and can have no hope of salvation save

through the ordinary means, but tliey, if Lady Georgiana
Fullerton be right, may, failing the ordinary means, still

hope to be saved by extraordinary means,—we give them
reasons, not why they should become, but why they need not

become. Catholics. We in this way work against their con-

version, not for it ; and still more endanger, instead of se-

curing, their salvation. In our communications with indi-

viduals, we are, undoubtedly, to adapt ourselves, as far as

truth will warrant, to the mental and moral state of the par-

ticular individual we are addressing; but when we address

the public at large, we must consult the mental and moral
state of the great body of Protestants. There is only one
argument that will weigh with serious Protestants,—nay,
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there is onlj one that on2:ht to weigh with tliem,—namely,

that they cannot be saved, unless they become Catholics.

The sooner our popular writers learn this and conform to it,

and give up their namby-pambyism, the better will it be for

all parties. We greatly underrate the intelligence of Prot-

estants, if we suppose that, in Protestant countries, where
all the worldly motives are in tlieir favor, they can be gen-,

erally induced to embrace our religion, if they understand

us to concede that they need not despair of salvation in their

own. What, except salvation, haVe we to offer them? We
must show them that we wish their conversion, because, in

our view at least, salvation is impossible in their religion, or

they will treat, as well they may, all we say with contempt.

It is idle to suppose that they can be won over by a little

commonplace morality, pretty sentiments, or even solemn

chants and magnificent old cathedrals, or by arguments which
merely prove, that, after all, Catholics are not much worse
than Protestants. It is a poor recommendation of Catho-

licity, that it is not inferior to Puseyism ; for if it be not in-

finitely superior to that, or to any other form of religion, it

should be rejected as a gigantic imposition upon mankind.
But while we insist on these things as necessary to be ob-

served by every Catholic who writes with a view to induce

Protestants to embrace our holy religion, we by no means
wish to see them in a popular novel. Every thing in its

time and place. Nothing disgusts us more than to see the

novelist put on the doctor's cap, or assume the tone and

port of the preacher. We do not wish every one who writes,

no matter to what department of literature his work may
belong, to be peqDetually dinging in the ears of Protestants

that they are heretics, and cannot be saved unless they come
into the church. We ourselves conduct an avowedly polem-

ical work,—a work expressly devoted to the exposition and
defence of Catholic faith and morals,—and we are obliged to

bring out the truth, however stern and offensive it may be,

and to wage war with error, let it manifest itself on what
side it will. But every work is not expected to have the

same special purpose, or to pursue the same special method.

Many things may be said with perfect propriety in a work
like ours, that would, though true, be wholly misplaced in a

popular novel. Popular literature should cultivate all the

courtesies and amenities of civilized life ; it should be neither

polemical nor denunciatory ; it should abstain from theologi-

cal controversy, and avoid the introduction of those topics
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which cannot be freely and honestly treated without exciting

]»!(! ju(li(!e or stirring up hitter feelings. All we ask of it,

under the religious point of view, is, tliat the author should

wi'ite sin; ply so as to utter nothing inconsistent with our holy

religion, or which can leave an uncatholic impression upon
his readers. We shall be satisfied with it, if, in regard to

• religion, it maintains the negative merit of not being in any
respect irreligious.

It is plain enough from Lady Georgiana Fullerton's work,

that she wished, wliile avoiding all religious controversy, to

write a novel which, besides interesting or delighting the

public, should silently exert a pure moral and religious in-

fluence upon the hearts of her readers. In this she was
right, and seized the true idea of what we may term the

moral tale or the serious novel. But she does not appear to

have duly considered on what conditions such a work can

be produced, if produced at all. She erred in supposing

that she could, compatibly with her design, introduce Prot-

estants and Catholics as joint actors in her plot. Wherever
the two are introduced, in their distinctive character, the

author must either make his work directly or indirectly con-

troversial, or else represent both as belonging to the same
great religious family, distinguished from each other only by
minor shades of difference. The former Lady Georgiana Ful-

lerton wished to avoid ; the latter, as a Catholic, she was not

permitted to do. Yet it is what she has done, and hence the

objectionable character of her work. She was unhappy in the

adoption of her plot. Her plot was, indeed, very well con-

trived for a controversial novel, or for displaying the respec-

tive merits of Catholicity and Protestantism by contrasting the

one with the other ; but not for such a novel as she wished to

write. She should, with her general design, have introduced

no persons of a different religion from her own. She should

have laid her scene in a Catholic country, and introduced

only Catholic characters. If she wnshed to secure Protestant

readers, she might have done it by throwing into the shade

those features of Catholicity which are peculiarly offensive

to strangers, and bringing out in a strong li^lit those great

moral and religious traits of character which never fail to

command universal admiration. What we mean is, that,

while silently assuming, throughout, her own religion, she

should have taken care not to introduce it or her charac-

ters as distinctively Catholic. In this way she might have

been truly Catholic, and yet have pleased her Protestant
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friends, as far as it was lawful to please them, without dis-

pleasing her Catholic friends. A madonna from the studio

of a Raphael has a peculiar merit for the faithful, yet it

commands, though Catholic in its subject, its genius, its

execution, and its associations, the admiration of cultivated

Protestants. So in literature, which is only art under an-

other form, if we have real genius, we may select a Cath-
olic subject, treat it in a Catholic spirit, and place it in a

Catholic light, without despairing, if that be our ambition,
of readers beyond the pale of the church. It is precisely

that portion of our literature which has been written solely

for Catholic readers, without any reference to dissenters,

that is the most universally admired. Religion may and
should pervade popular literature, and in its true form too

;

but in its catholic, not in its distinctive character.

The difficulty with us moderns is, that we are ourselves

too polemical. The circumstances in which we live force

us to be constantly considering our religion, not in its own
essential character of the one universal religion, but in its

distinctive character, as the true religion opposed to false

religions. Our religion is assailed everywhere by the false,

and our minds are affected, nay, to a great extent formed,
by the opposition we encounter, and the hostilitj' in the
midst of which we live. Our life is the life of the camp.
Our very piety and devotion assume a polemical cast. We
can hardly throw off our armour long enough to repeat a

Pater or an Ave. The times are exceedingly unfavorable
to the creation of such a literature as Lady Georgiana Ful-
lerton seems to contemplate, and of which she has given us
so poor a specimen. But if our friends believe such a lit-

erature possible and desirable, if they will labor for its cre-

ation, they must enter more deeply into the spirit of their

own religion, and study to forget that there are such people
as Protestants, and such a religion as Protestantism, in the
world. They will make no contributions to it, if they place
before them a mixed audience of Catholics and Protestants,

and endeavour to speak two languages at one and the same
time. The man can be himself, give free play to his wit,

his imagination, the deep and warm emotions of his soul,

only at home, in the bosom of his own family, or sur-

rounded by his intimate friends. The presence of a stranger
is an intrusion, throws a damp on his spirits, restrains his

genius,—for genius is always shy,—checks the flow of his

eloquence, the play of his wit or his fancy, and renders him
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grave, formal, and reserved. So is it witli liim avIio would
be an author in polite or popular literature. He must speak

his own mother tongue to those who have the same mother
tongue. lie must make himself at home, hanish all stran-

gers and lieretics from his mind, and write out freely from
his own full Catholic heart and well-stored mind, as if all

the world were his friends, of his own household, of his

own faith and religion.

There are other faults which, as Catholics, we must find

with Grantley Manor. The heroines are two half-sisters,

daughters of a Colonel Lesley, an English gentleman,

—

the elder by an English, and the younger by an Italian

wife. They are brought up each by her maternal relations,

the elder in England, and in the Protestant religion, the

younger in Italy, and in the Catholic i-eligion, and without

ever seeing one another till the former is nineteen and the

latter nearly seventeen. Of Margaret, the elder sister, we
have nothing to say, although she is our favorite. Ginevra,

the younger sister, appears to be the favorite of the author,

and her character is drawn with great affection and elabo-

rate finish. She is evidently designed as a model of female

beauty and loveliness, and intended to display the authors

conception of the practical effects of Catholic faith and

piety. She is, indeed, beautiful, loving, fascinating. But
she secretly marries a heretic, a stranger with whom she has

had but a brief acquaintance, without the consent or knowl-

edge of her father, and against the known wishes of the

family of the young man himself. It is true, lier father is

absent on his travels, and she does not know wlien he will

•return, and her old uncle in his dotage approves and urges

the match. Bnt this is no sufficient excuse. Her uncle has

no authority to bestow her hand upon a heretic ; she has no

reason to think that her father has abandoned her, or become
indifferent to her welfare ; and it is plain, that, in consent-

ing to the marriage, she only yields to a sincere, but inordi-

nate passion.

ISTow we do not like the morality which makes passion

—

love, if you will—an excuse for neglect of filial duty. We
do not say that a child must in every conceivable case marry

according to the will of the parent, and may in no case marry

without or against parental authority ;but no one under age

can, if the father be living, rightfully marry without his con-

sent, or at any age without at least his consent being asked.

Ginevra is under age ; she is not seventeen ; and has no right
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to dispose of herself,—certainly not without some efforts, at

least, to obtain her father's consent or advice. Here we in-

sist she was wrong, nndutiful. We are not disposed to make
light of genuine affection, of which there is in this world
none to spare ; but w^e have no patience with the morality
which makes love triumph over duty, or that does not with-

hold its approbation from all love that leads us to omit any
serious duty of our age or state. Such love is not properly
love. It is passion, sinful passion, to which religion forbids

us to yield, and which it commands us to subdue. We do
no service to our sons and daughters by representing to them
passion as too strong for duty, and then excusing the neglect

of duty in consideration of the strength and ardor of the

passion. It is all moonshine to suppose that there is any
unlawful passion which, by the aid of religion, we cannot
overcome, if we choose ; and every passion is unlawful, how-
ever sincere and pure it may be in other respects, which in

our actual relations we are not free to indulge, or which
cannot be indulged without imprudence ; for prudence is

one of the cardinal virtues.

Ginevra not only marries imprudently, secretly, without
her father's knowledge or consent, but she marries a heretic,

a man without principle, an enemy of her religion,—which
no good Catholic can do. The church abhors mixed mar-
riages, and if she sometimes tolerates them in order to avoid

a greater evil, she refuses them her benediction. She never
ceases to admonish her children to avoid them. If Ginevra
had been as pious as the author would have us believe, she
never would, she never could, have listened for a single mo-
ment to the addresses of young Neville ; she never would
and never could have opened her heart to love for one whom
she must regard as a child of Satan, the enemy of her re-

ligion and her God. How can the heart that loves God
above all things consent to form the closest of all unions, a

union typical of the union of Christ and the church, with
one who she knows has no sympathy with her religion, no
love of God in his heart, and who despises her own sweet
and holy mother? It seems strange to us, or would, indeed,

did we not know the perversity of the human heart, and the
fatalism in regard to love widely believed, and general!;

taught by novels and romances. The author would havt

furnished a far better moral, if she had shown us her Cath
olic heroine resolutely suppressing any growing affection she

might have detected, stealing unawares into her own heart,

Vou XIX—17
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for young Neville, coldly dismissing liini, and refusing to

hear a single word of love from his lips, on the simple

ground that he was not of her religion.

Neville's father is represented to us as an intolerable bigot,

because he swears to disinherit his only son, if ever he pre-

sumes to marry a Catholic ; and the author contrives to make
it appear that Catholics are cruelly treated, because Protes-

tant fathers are opposed to their sons marrying Catholic

wives. We have no patience with this. Can our daughters
find no Catholic young men worthy of their heart and of their

hand ? Then let them offer their virginity to God, and choose

a celestial spouse ; or, if they wish to remain in the world,

let them remain there in a state of " single blessedness." If

they have piety, this will be no hardship ; and if they have
it not, they are ill fitted to be wives and mothers. For our-

selves, we honor old Neville ; he acted like a sensible man
and a prudent father. He was a Protestant; he believed

Catholicity to be from the devil, as we ourselves should be-

lieve, if we believed Protestantism to be from God ; and so

believing, he would not and could not consent to receive a

Catholic as his daughter-in-law. He warned his son betimes,

long before he ever saw Ginevra ; forbade him ever to marry
a Catholic, and told him what he would have to expect, if

he did. We see no bigotry in this ; we see only consistency,

—only a correct principle, misapplied solely because the old

man's religion was not the true one. Indeed, all her lady-

ship's Protestants are excellent people ; it is only her Cath-

olics who are uncatholic, or act on uncatholic principles.

We have no patience with this blaming of Protestants for

their o])position to mixed marriages, when our own church

detests them, and does all she can in prudence to prevent

them. Let us not blame Protestants for the few sound prin-

ciples they have retained from the general shipwreck of

their faith. We are not remarkably partial to Protestants,

and not much accustomed to spare them ; but we are not

willing to blame them where they are not blamable, or to

reject a sound principle because they may adhere to it.

But after these faults, what are the redeeming traits of

Ginevra's character? Passing over her natural endowments,
which have no moral or spiritual character, she has two
merits,—she retains her love for herselfish^nd unprincipled

husband, notwithstanding his base and cruel treatment of

her, and she refuses, at iiis infamous request, to apostatize

entii'cly from the church. The first is very well, but noth-
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ing- very remarkable. We can find instances enough, and
without going far eitlier, of women, who make no great

-sliow in the world, who have borne in silence, not for a few
months only, as was the case with the passionate Ginevra,

but for long years, conduct far more cold, heartless, cruel,

:and brutal, than she received from Edmund Neville. All

she suffered was purely sentimental, and, with firmness and
strength of character, conld have been made quite tolerable.

She retained thronghont—what is so precious to a wife

—

the love of her husband, who, in the language of the author,

adored her, and it is not till the last moment before her

trials end that she for an instant seriously doubts it. She is

one day falsely informed that Neville is going to marry an-

other. Then, indeed, she believes he has ceased to love

her; hope vanishes, and the terrible conviction flashes upon
]ier, that he is lost to her for ever. Now comes her real trial.

How does she bear it? Does her religion sustain her?
Does she embrace the cross and piously bear it ? Not at all.

No heathen could have been more completely overcome.
She raves, she is beside herself, she becomes mad, works
Jierself into a brain fever, and as good as gives up the ghost.

All this is, no doubt, very natural ; but it betraj^s a weak,
not a strong character,—a character abandoned to nature,

not elevated and sustained by grace. How manj^ women
have borne all she bore, have endured far greater trials than

liers, and that too without losing their senses, or working
themselves into a brain-fever, the Deus ex machina of

i-ecent novelists ! Have we not seen women abused and
abandoned to poverty and want by their husbands, women
who know they are no longer beloved, who feel the terrible

truth that they have no longer any hold on the affections of

their husbands, who know that love is bestowed elsewhere,

and who see with their own eyes the tenderness and caresses

wliich are their due lavished upon others, and who never-

theless quietly and meekly discharge their duties as faithful

and affectionate wives, and retain till death all the warmth,
energy, and freshness of their young love ? We have seen

it ; and without going out of the circle of our own personal

acquaintance, we can bring instance after instance, from real

life, of a wife's affection for her husband withstanding far

severer trials than those to which Ginevra was subjected,

except for half an hour, for we apprehend that most women
will agree with us that the severest trial of a wife's affection

is the certainty that she has lost her husband's.
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The otlier merit named is nothing verj extraordinarj'. Is

it an extraordinary merit in a Cathohc not to apostatize out-

right from the church ? You tell us that Ginevra had strong
temptations, that she chose to lose the society of her hus-

band, have him deny her to be his wife, to see him conduct
himself in the world as if unmarried, to find herself in a

false position and subject to the most odious misconstruc-
tions, rather than give up her God, and deliberately damn
her own soul. Be it so. Is there a Catholic man or woman
deserving the name that would not do as much ? Is not all

Catholic history filled with martyrs, and all Catholic land
hallowed by their blood ? Is not martyrdom a thing of

course in our church? And is it characteristic of Catholics

to hesitate between a life of comparative poverty and aban-

donment by those we love, and apostasy from their God ?

If martyrdom is too common among Catholics to attract

much attention, as we know it is even in our own day, why
make so much ado about Ginevra's refusing to apostatize

from her religion to gratify the ambition and luxurious

tastes of her base and selfish husband ? Ginevra is no mar-
tyr, and shows nothing of the martyr spirit. She has not
even to choose between her religion and her husband's love,

for he still "adores" her, and she herself fears, that, if she
changes her religion, she shall forfeit his love. She herself

tells him, that, if she could change her religion from the

motives he presents, he himself would despise her, which it

is plain he would have done. She has not to choose between
religion and poverty ; for she is the daughter of a rich

father who idolizes her, and the greatest poverty she can

imagine to exist is wealth to the great majority of us. More-
over, even to the last moment, till the aforesaid brain-fever,

which brings all to a happy termination, she still hopes that

matters will take a favorable turn, that she shall recover her

Neville, and have her rights as a wife acknowledged. Nay,
she can at any moment, by confiding in her father, and ceas-

ing to be a dissembler, have them acknowledged at once.

And this it was her duty to do, both for Neville's sake and
her own, and also for the sake of her father, whom she had
wronged, and from whom she had no right to withhold the

fact that she was married. It is idle, then, to call Ginevra
a martyr for her religion. If she could have heard the still

voice of duty rising above her excessive sentimentality, she

could eusil)' have extricated herself from her painful situa-

tion. Her sufferings were only the just punishment of her

secret marriage with a heretic.
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The novel is said to be replete with genuine religious

feeling ; but its piety is Pusejitish rather than Catholic,

and smells strongly of Littlemore. It is such as serious,

-cultivated, and amiable people, outside of the church, aiming
to imitate Catholics, can attain to,—a tolerably well execut-

ed counterfeit, which may pass with those who are ignorant

of the genuine coin. The sentiment, even when it is in-

tended to be religious, is too human ; weakens, instead of

strengthening ; and aggravates, instead of assuaging the pain.

When we witness the sufferings of Ginevra, we assist at a

tragedy ; we do not behold the Christian bearing his cross,

and borne by it. Our human sympathies are excited, our

hearts bleed for the tender floweret torn and tossed in the

blast. "We see the poor girl grow pale and pine day by
day ; we are told that she is comforted and soothed by
prayer; we are told that she is patient and resigned; but

we feel, as we read, that, if things do not alter for the bet^

ter very soon, she will assuredly grow mad or die. This

indicates very little of that calm, serene, and sustaining piety

which kisses affectionately the rod that smites, and says,

• ^'Let it be, my Father, as thou wiliest; thy will is mine."

If we would give a true picture of Catholic piety, we must
show it, not in our words, but in its effects on the character.

Anybody can talk piously ; but not every one can infuse

piety into the creatures of their imagination.

But our readers will do us injustice, if they suppose that

we object to Lady Georgiana Fullerton's novel simply be-

cause her characters have certain weaknesses and defects,

simply because they are not perfect. We have no great

affection for the perfect characters of novelists, and have not

had since we read Ccelebs by Hannah More, and its twin

monster, Dunallan, by some author whose name we forget.

As a young friend of ours pleasantly remarked of the Non-
resistants, that she " did not like them, for they were too

belligerent," so we say, we do not like these perfect charac-

ters, for they are too imperfect. It is said that no writing

is so faulty as that which is faultless ; and certainly we find

no characters more faulty than those intended by the novel-

ist to be perfect. They are always cold, stiff, formal, dull,

prosy, crotchet}^, unhappy themselves, and rendering per-

fectly miserable everybody within the circle of their influ-

ence. The Lord deliver us from Methodism or Puritanism
in novels, as well as in the church and in society ! The
novelist has the right to represent men and women as he
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finds them in real life, and the more faithful he is to reality^

the more is he to be commended. It is a thousand times
better that onr youth should see life represented in literature

as they must find it when they go forth into the world, than
that tliey should amuse their fancy or exalt their imagina-
tions with pictures of an ideal life, never realized, and never
to be realized. There is enough of romance in the natural

composition of every one, without its being augmented by
the art of the novelist. Bring out, if you will, the romance
of real life, show the poetic side, if you can, of ordinary

characters, of every-day duties and events ; but leave the-

purely ideal world to the " prince of the air," to whom it

belongs.

The novelist has not only the right to represent characters

as he finds them in real life, but he has the right to enlist

our sympathies for them, to make us love and esteem them,,

though they are marred by grave faults, even by vices and
crimes. It is no objection to modern literature that it paints

vicious and criminal characters, that it makes us acquainted

with the deformities of social and individual life, the shock-

ing depravities and loatlisome corruptions of human nature.

This does not of itself necessarily corrupt its readers or its

admirers. J^ay, it is well that these things should be known,,

that our youth should betimes learn how rotten is human
nature, and how necessary it is that they should beware of

trusting themselves to its depraved appetites and vicious

propensities. Nor is it a fault of modern popular literature

that it shows us in characters marred by a thousand faults

something still pure and lovely, sometliing which rightfully

commands our love and esteem. In this world, we are not,

save in the saints, to look for perfection. The characters of

all are a mixture of good and evil. None, or, at best, very

few, under the human point of view, are totally depraved,

destitute of every generous feeling, of every noble quality
;

and even the best must mourn over their own shortcomings.

We have no right to exclude any human being from our
sympathy, or from our love. Alas ! who are we who de-

mand perfection in others, and claim the right to exclude

from our kindness and respect those who may have fallen ?

Let us look into our own hearts, recall our own past lives,

and see what we have been, and what we are. "What have

we whereof to boast, in the presence of this erring brother

or this fallen sister ? Alas ! who that knows himself, the

rottenness of his own heart, the baseness of his own conduct,
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and feels in his conscience the load of guilt he has incurred,

can look upon himself in any other light than as the very

chief of sinners ? Our religion commands us, while we are

inexorable in judging ourselves, to be lenient in judging
others ; and as long as we feel it but reasonable, as we all

do, that we should be loved and esteemed, notwithstanding

our vices and crimes, how can we deem it just to withhold

our love and esteem from others, who, after all, may be far

less vicious, less criminal, in the sight of God, than ourselves ?

The fault of modern literature is not here ; it is elsewhere,

in the fact that it enlists our sympathies, our love and es-

teem, for characters because they are vicious and criminal.

What it compels us to approve in them is the moral weak-
ness, the lawless passion, the criminal strength of purpose,

the successful vice, the triumphant crime. Read the writ-

ings of Goethe, Byron, Bulwer,Victor Hugo, Balzac, Georges
Sand, Ida Hahn-Hahn, and you are cheated into sympathiz-

ing with the illicit, the vicious, the criminal. Take away
from their characters what is contrary to Christian morality,

and nothing is left to love or admire. Their very excellence

is made to consist in what is condemned by the laws of God
and man. Here is the error ; here is their fatal poison

;

here is that which makes their writings so immoral and so

corrupting. They might have painted the same amount of

depravity, uncovered the same festering wounds, and exposed
the same abyss of corruption, and yet have exerted a health-

ful influence, an influence which would have tended to heal,

instead of deepening and perpetuating the running sores of

individuals and of society. AH they needed to have done
this was to have had a correct moral standard for themselves,

and to have refrained from sympathizing with the corruption

they represented.

Lady Georgiana FuUerton, of course, does not sin to the

extent—far, far from it—that these do ; and yet her own
standard of morals is too low, and she herself sympathizes

with things which, though natural and in some measure ex-

cusable, ought not to be approved. The character of Ginevra
is, for the most part, true to nature ; her passionate love for

Neville was in keeping with her character, and to be ex-

pected
;
yet it was imprudent, and, under the circumstances,

unjustiflable. It is of the author's apparent unconsciousness

of this fact that we complain, not that she did not give

Ginevra a more perfect character, and make her conduct

herself differently. She not only does not disapprove, but
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she even approves, Ginevra's excessive passion and its uii-

justitiable indulgence, and would fain persuade us that it was

a virtue. True, she makes Ginevra suffer from her impru-

dence, neglect of filial duty, and disregard of the admo-
nitions and wishes of the church, but not as a merited chas-

tisement. She points all our indignation at Neville, and
bids us behold in Ginevra only a martyr to religion. Here
her ladysliip is wrong, and shows lier own defective moral

sense. It is this we censure, not her not having made Gi-

nevra a perfect character.

Other faults we could point out, but we have said enough
for our purpose. As novels go, Orantley Manor, notwith-

standing what we have urged against it, deserves, even under

a moral point of view, a high rank ; and we have criticised

it, not because it is worse, but because it is better, than the

average. We have, however, in our remarks, looked beyond
its particular merits or defects, to popular literature in gen-

eral. We have wished to call the attention of our popular

writers, among the laity, to a fact which they seem to us not

to have duly considered, that they may err against religion

when the topics they treat are not immediately religious.

All principles, whether literary, political, or scientific, are

related to 'the principles of theology. Almighty God has

created and sustains and governs all things in order to the

church, his immaculate spouse. Nothing in the universe

can be seen in its true light, in its real relations, save from

her point of view. She, in the ontological order, is not

subsequent to reason and nature, but they are subsequent to

her ; and reason, if strong enough and clear-sighted enough
to see truth in its unity and catholicity, would perceive, that,

without the dogmas of the Catholic faith, it would cease to

be reason. The clnirch is no accident in creation or provi-

dence. As this lower world was made for man, so man was

made for the church, the crowning glory of the works of

the Almighty. Every thing is related to her. All truth.

in whatever order we find it, is from God, through her, and

has its unity and complement in her alone. It is important

that we remember this.

This being so, theology, as the schoolmen always main-

tained, is the science of sciences, and gives the law to every

particular science, and therefore to every department of

human thought. Consequently, every psychological or on-

tological, every literai-y or political error, is at bottom an

error against faith, and, if pushed to its last consequences,
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would be found to deny some element of the church's

teaching. Here is the great fact which our popular writers

seem to us to overlook. They seem to us to write under

the persuasion, that, if they are not professedly treating

theological topics, they are in no danger of erring against

religion ; that religion has nothing to do with their literary,

political, or scientific principles ; that, if they adopt false

principles under these heads, it is their own aiiair, and re-

ligion has no right to call them to an account for it. Lit-

erature, politics, science, they assume, are subject to human
reason alone, exempt by. their very nature from all ecclesias-

tical or theological supervision or control ; and if they as-

sent to the several articles formally proposed by the church

as defide, no fault can be found with them, whatever the

views they advance, or the tendencies they follow. Hence
it seldom occurs to them, when not writing professedly on

religious topics, to compare the principles they adopt with

the principles of their religion ; and hence it is not unfre-

quently we find them, in their literature, politics, and pre-

tended sciences, undermining the very truths they assent to

in their profession of faith.

It is true, that, though every error is at bottom an error

against faith, or the truth taught by the church, yet not

every error is culpable or a heresy ; for no error is counted

a heresy that is not immediately against some proposition of

faith, and none is culpable that is free from malice. It is

true, also, that the church does not take ofiicial notice of er-

rors which are only indirectly and remotely against faith.

But no error is harmless. Errors, as Melchior Cano teaches

us, which do not kill faith outright, may yet impair its

soundness, render it weak and sickly, and hinder the free,

healthy, and vigorous growth of Catholic piety. Even tliese

indirect and remote errors against faith, which may coexist

in the mind with a firm faith in the Christian mysteries,

•conceal the germs of lieresy, which some acute, bold, and
self-willed reasoner may one day develop and mature into a

doctrine formally heretical, and which may prove the de-

struction of thousands, perhaps millions, of souls. All here-

sies take their rise in popular literature, or science. No here-

siarch sets out with the express and formal denial of the

faith, for no man in the outset intends to be an heresiarch,

—ever says to himself. Go to, now, let us found a heresy.

His heresy is only the logical development of principles

which he finds already incorporated into popular literature
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and science, already received as axioms by the popular mind,
and held by persons of unquestioned orthodoxy. What lies

barren, or apparently so, in other minds becomes fruitful in

liis, and ripens into doctrines directly and immediately

against faith. He, having more confidence in his own
judgment than in the decision of the church, or being too

proud to acknowledge his errors, adheres to them after

their condemnation by authority, and thus becomes an he-

resiarch.

It is, then, never a matter of slight importance what are

the principles and views we entertain and set forth even in

those provinces which our popular writers are apt to con-

sider as remote from religion. It is precisely from this

quarter that danger is to be specially apprehended ; for pop-

ular writers, treating subjects not immediately connected

with faith, and borrowing their views, not from the special

study of the subjects to which tliey respectively pertain,

but from the loose and uncertain public sentiment of their

time and place, are of all writers those w4io are the most

liable to err, and their readers, who are rarely the best in-

structed or the most devout of the Catholic community, are

precisely those who are of all readers the least able to detect

their errors. The danger becomes especially greater in a

Protestant country, where we breathe constantly the atmos-

phere of heresy, and form our literary and scientific tastes

and habits by the study of heretical writings. In England

and this country, whether we are converts, or whether we
have been brought up Catholics, our literary education, as

far as relates to our own language, is received under Protes-

tant influences, and from Protestant literatui-e. This liter-

ature, whether grave or light, whether innnediately or only

remotely connected with religion, is full of false principles.

We unconsciously imbibe these principles ; they become the

habits of our intellectual life ; and W'henever we write, un-

less on topics immediately religious, or unless we have re-

ceived a special theological education, and that a thorough

one, we necessarily reproduce them, and give as Catholic

literature only a copy, usually an exaggerated copy, of the

Protestant. The less directly connected with religion, the

more remote from theological subjects, the more popular in

its character this imitative literature is, the more is its in-

fluence to be dreaded. Kirwan's Letters are comparatively

harmless, for the Catholic reader is on his guard against

them ; but not so with one of Bulwer's or Miss Bremer's
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novels, or a Catholio novel written on similar principles, in

a like spirit ; for such a work is not read for its theology, is

not presumed to be related to theology, the reader is not on
his guard, and therefore receives its poison before suspect-

ing it to be poisonous.

In treating such questions as those to which we in our
Review for the most part confine ourselves, it is easy to

keep clear of any grave errors ; for we have nothing to do
but to write what has been taught us. But in popular lit-

erature, the case is different ; because that is the expression

of our own interior life, and necessitates the application of

Catholic truth to matters remote from the direct and formal

teaching of the church, and where we must trust to our own
discernment of principles and power of logical deduction.

If we are but little accustomed, as is the case with most
men, to discriminate, if we are but indifferent logicians, if

we are mere poets, sentimentalizers, or declaimers, and if

our interior life, save in what is directly and immediately
comiected with religion, is formed by the heretical, infidel,

and Jacobinical literature of the age and country, we shall

produce only a literature which, as Catholics, we must dep-

recate, and which can be influential only for evil.

No class of writers need to be so thoroughly instructed

in Catholic faith and theology, none need so much meditation

and to approach so frequently the sacraments, as they who
would write popular novels, or conduct literary and political

journals. A political journal, conducted by a Catholic, cir-

culating almost exclusively among Catholics, and exerting a

wide and deep influence by appeals to the weaknesses or the

dominant sentiments and tendencies of its public, yet, in all

save what is immediately and formally of faith, breatliing

the tone, adopting the stjde, and advocating the Jacobinical

principles of the literature which has formed the general

character of its editors, can do more than the whole anti-

Catholic press combined to retard, under existing circum-

stances, the growth of Catholicity in this Protestant country.

We have and have had for a long time, more than one such

journal exerting its baleful influence, to the grief of our
Catholic pastors and of every Catholic who prizes his re-

ligion, as he should above all other things,—not excepting
even ]:)olitics and patriotism ; for patriotism itself is a virtue

only when it springs from religion and is subordinated and
made subservient to religion.

Literature must always exert a bad influence when it is
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the product of half-educated authors, who make up in im-

pudence what they lack in humility, in conceit what they lack

in knowledge, and in vehemence what they lack in sober

sense and religious feeling. Such authors only echo what
is popular, and reinforce what is already objectionable in

public opinion. Tliey are unable to discriminate between
the popular and the true ; and uniformly take it for granted,

that, if they write wliat their public approves, they write

wliat is just and true in itself. This would do, if they were
Jacobins or infidels, but will not do,'if they are Catholics,

and wish to exert no influence not favorable to their religion.

Litei'ature is a powerful agent in forming the popular mind,
and it ought itself to be formed by pure, holy, and Catholic

minds and hearts. It should aim to correct, not to exagger-

ate, popular errors and tendencies,—not to follow, but to

form, public sentiment. To do this, it is a matter of great

importance that the men and women who are to produce it

sliould know their religion thoroughly, should, by prayer,

meditation, and the frequenting of the sacraments, be thor-

oughly imbued with its spirit, and then draw from this re-

ligion their inspiration and their principles. He who wishes

to do evil may go with the current, wafted down the stream

by the breath of popular applause ; but he who would do
good must be always prepared to stem the current, to make
his way, as best he can, against wind and tide. The ap-

plause of the multitude is never for him who is laboring to

serve his day and generation. The people, when he is dead,

may erect a monument to his virtues and bedew his mem-
ory with their grateful tears ; but M'hile he is living, they

will not be with him; they will distrust him, thwart him,

denounce him, and leave him alone with his conscience and
liis God. He who is not j^repared for trial, for popular op-

position, the wrath of demagogues, and of foolish men be-

lieving themselves wise, imprudent men believing them-

selves prudent, timid men believing themselves brave, ig-

norant men claiming to be wise, and impious men affecting

to be pious, is no man to labor in the department of popular

literature ; and to be thus prepared, one must live above the

world while in it, must have his conversation in heaven, his

affections weaned from the earth, and his heart set only on
hearing at the last day that welcome plaudit, " Well done,

good and faithful servant ! enter thou into the joy of thy

Lord."
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for January, 1849.]

If the question were an open one, whether we shall or shall

not have a periodical and newspaper press, that is, journalism

or no journalism, we are not sure but we should decide in the

negative. The press may have its advantages, but it certainly

has its disadvantages, and is productive of serious evils. Its

natural tendency is to bring literature down to the level of

the tastes and attainments of the unreasoning, undisci-

plined, and conceited multitude,and to lessen the demand for

patient thought, sound learning, and genuine science. Un-
der its influence, the more light and superficial literature is,

the more popular it becomes, and the richer the reward of

its authors. It must be adapted to the most numerous class

of readers, and win them by appeals to their prejudices or

their passions ; and if profound, if it go to the bottom of

things, and treat its subjects scientifically, it will transcend

the "popular capacity, demand some mental discipline and

application on the part of readers, and be rejected as heavy,

uninteresting, and therefore worthless. There will be no

demand for it in the market, and it will lie on the shelves

of the bookseller.

At the same time, too, that the press, in the modern accep-

tation, tends to make literature light, shallow, and unprofit-

able, in order to meet the popular demand, it reacts on the

public mind, and unfits it for a literature of a more respect-

able character. A people accustomed to read only news-

papers and the light trash of the day can relish nothing else.
•

The stomach that has long been fed only with slops loses its

power to bear solid food. "We find every day that even

newspapers of the more respectable class are too heavy and

too learned for the people. It is but a small minority of

their subscribers who read their more elaborate editorials.

The majority can find time and patience only to glance the

eye over the shorter paragraphs, catch a joke here and an

item of news there. Nothing that cannot be read on the

run, and comprehended at a glance, is looked upon as worth

reading at all. To expect that the mass of readers will read

essays of any length and solidity,—unless essays in defence

of some humbug, or in exposition of some new theory for

269
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turiiins;^ the world into chaos,—otherwise tlian by runiiiiij^

tlie eye over thein, and catching the first sentence of liere

and there a paragrapli, is to prove one's self a real antedi-

luvian, and a far greater curiosity than the Belgian Giant
or the Mammoth Ox.

Moreover, the tendency of the press is to bring before an

unprepared public questions that can I)e profitably discussed

only before a professional audience. The people need and
can receive the results of the most solid learning and tlie

most profound and subtile philosophy, but they can neither

perform nor appreciate the processes by which those results

are obtained. Hodge and Goody Jones have little ability

to follow the discussion of the higher metaphysical ques-

tions, or of the more intricate points of theology. The great

body of the people are not and cannot be scholars, philoso-

phers, theologians, or statesmen. They must have teachers

and masters, and are as helpless without them as a flock of

sheep without a shepherd. Do what you will, they will fol-

low leaders of some sort, and the modern attempt to make
them their own teachers and masters results only in exposing

them to a multitude of miserable pretenders, who lead them
where there is no pasture, and where the wolves congregate

to devour them. You may call this aristocracy, priestcraft,

want of respect for the people, what you will ; it is a fact

as plain as the nose on a man's face, proved by all historj^

and confirmed by daily experience. There is no use, no
sense, no honesty, in attempting to deny or to disguise it.

There never was a greater humbug than the modern schemes
for introducing equality of education, whether by levelling

upwards or by levelling downwards. The order of the world

is,—the few lead, the many are led ; and whether you like

it or not, you cannot make it otherwise, and every attempt

to make it otherwise only makes the matter worse.

It is strange that our wise men, as they would be thought,

do not see this. Go into your political world, and is it not

so? What mean, if not, your town, county, state, and na-

tional committees, your party organizations, party usages,

caucuses, conventions, and nominations prior to elections?

If the people are capable of managing for themselves, of

having their own leaders, why do you undertake to lead

them % Why, when the French republicans had overthrown

the monarchy, and proclaimed universal suffrage, did they

establish their clubs, and send out their commissioners

through all the departments, armed with power to compel
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tlie people to vote for a given description of candidates for

the national assembly? If they believed either in the right

or the capacity of the people to govern tiiemselves, why did

they not trust thein ? Who knows not that the fashionable

democracy of the day is a humbug, got up by the miserable

demagognes, solely because by it they, instead of king or

nobility, may stand a chance of governing the people, and
deriving a profit from them ? Who knows not that the

people are as much led under a democracy as under any
other form of government, only by a different and, perhaps,

a more numerous, as well as a more hungry and despotic,

class of leaders ? Who does not know that the despotism
jour prominent democrats dread is simply the despotism
which prevents them from being despots ? O, it goes to an
honest man's heart to see how the poor people are deceived,

duped, to their own destruction!

We speak not in contempt of the people, or in disregard

of their claims. God has made it our duty, for his sake,

bound us by our allegiance to him, to love the people, to

devdte ourselves to their service, to live for them, and, if

need be, to die for them. There is nothing too good for

them. Scholars, philosophers, teachers, magistrates, all are

for them, are bound to live and labor for their temporal
and spiritual well-being; and they neglect the duties of

their state, if they do not. That they often do not is but

too lamentably true. The people have been most shame-
fully, sinfully neglected, in all ages and countries of the

world, and their wrongs have cried, and do still cry, aloud

to Heaven. The rich, the learned, the great, the powerful,

too frequently look upon the possessions Almighty God has

given them as if they were given them for their own espe-

cial benefit, instead of a sacred trust to be employed in the

service of the poor and needy. Their shameful neglect of

their duty, their sinful abuse of their trusts, has furnished

the occasion to modern radicalism, and given to radicals a

pretext for the destructive war they are carrying on against

them. But this, though it condemn them, does not justify

the radicals, or prove that the people can get on without
teachers and rulers. It only proves, that, when their legit-

imate leaders abuse their trusts, they will grow rebellious

and seek a new set of leaders, who will be only less compe-
tent and more unfaithful.

Assuming that the people must have leaders, that they
cannot dispense with teachers, it is evident that there must
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be questions which are not proper to be brouglit before them,

—not precisely because of their sacredness, but because of

their unintelligibleness to the unprepai-ed intellect ; because

they involve principles which transcend the reach of the

undisciplined mind, and require for the right understanding

of them preliminary studies which the bulk of ma'nkind do
not and cannot make. The people need and may receive

the full benefit of law, and yet they cannot all be lawyers

;

for the law demands a special study, and a long and painful

study in those who would be worthy legal practitioners.

The same may be said of medicine, and with even more
truth of theology. Theology requires a professional study,

and men, whatever their genius, natural abilities, and gen-

eral learning, can only blunder the moment they undertake

to treat it, unless they have made it a special study, under

able and accomplished professors. Theological science does

not come, like Dogberry's reading and writing, by nature,

is not a natural instinct, your transcendental young ladies to

the contrary notwithstanding. To bring it into the forum,

and to discuss it before the populace, is only to divest it of

all that transcends the popular understanding.

We have seen this among Protestants. Luther and his

associates knew perfectly well that their novelties would be

instantly rejected in the schools, scouted by professional

theologians, called upon to judge them by the laws of theo-

logical science ; they therefore appealed to the public, to an

unprofessional jury, that is, from science to ignorance, as do
and must appeal all innovators. They supposed they ob-

tained a verdict, and they raised the shout of triumph; but

their triumph has been, in general terms, the complete de-

struction among Protestants of theological science, the rejec-

tion of all the definitions and distinctions of scholastic the-

ology as unmeaning, the virtual discarding of all the myste-

ries of faith, and the reduction of the whole Christian

doctrine to a vague sentiment, or to the few propositions of

natural religion which do not rise above the level of the

vulgar. The people, if made arbiters, will always decide

that what transcends their understanding is unintelligible,

and that what is unintelligible is false,—non-existent.

The practice of appealing to the people, in controversies

which lie out of their province, has a bad effect on the con-

troversialists themselves. In controversies confined to pro-

fessional audiences, the controversialists are held in check,

are forced to be exact in their statements, and close and
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ri2:i(l in their deductions ; for the slightest error, they know,
will be detected and exposed. But when the controversy is

carried on before the people, who know nothing of the sub-

ject but what they learn from the controversialists themselves,

and have neither the ability nor the patience to follow step

by step a long and closely linked argument, the disputants

are tempted to indulge in loose statements, misstatements,

and sophistications. Before the professional audience, the

question must be discussed on its merits, and each party is

obliged to seek for, and confine himself to, the truth ; but
before a popular audience, the parties, knowing that tlie tri-

bunal is incompetent to decide the question on its merits,

are free, so far as exposure is concerned, to seek only a ver-

dict, and, consequently, to hold themselves free to resort to

any methods wliich will secure it. False assertions and false

reasoning, if they will weigh with the jury, will answer
their purpose as well as truth. One party may detect the

falsehood or the sophistry of the other, but what of that ?

How often have Catholics detected and exposed the false-

hoods and sophistries of Protestants ! But what has it

availed ? The Protestant appealed to the people, reasserted

his falsehood, reproduced his sophistry, and triumphed.
The- practice, also, has a bad effect on the people. It

places them in a false position, and makes them judges
where they should be learners. It destroys the docility of

their dispositions, the loyalty of their hearts, and makes
them proud, conceited, arrogant, turbulent, and seditious.

It throws them into a state in which there is no good for

them, in which Almighty God himself cannot help them, if

he respects their free-will, if he does not convert them into

machines, and annihilate them as men. We see this in the

present state of the Protestant world. The child is hardly

breeched before he is wiser than his parents, and regards it

as a violation of his natural rights that he should be required

to obey them. The pert youth, with the soft down on his

chin, has no idea that he shows any lack of modesty in tell-

ing a Webster or a Calhoun that he differs from him in his

political views ; or in saying to the most grave and learned

divine, "Sir, we differ in opinion, and are not likely to

agree." Hodge sits in judgment on the Angel of the

Schools, and Goody Jones instructs her minister in the in-

terpretation of Scripture. The pretty miss, hardly in her

teens, never once doubts that she has discovered that all

mankind have hitherto been wholly in the wrong, and that

Vol. XIX—18
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nobody ever had a clear and comprehensive view of the

trtitli in morals, politics, or relio'ion, till slie planted herself

on herj'oung instincts, and mastered all things. Sentiment
is placed above reason, even by your great Dr. Bushnell

;

instinct is declared the great teacher of wisdom, by your
greater Emerson, said to be the greatest 7nan in America

;

and Alcott and Wordsworth tell you to sit down by the cra-

dle, and look into Baby's eyes, if you would learn the secrets

of the universe. It requires no great wisdom to sneer at

what transcends our own limited capacity, no great knowl-
edge to reject as non-existent whatever appears not within
the circle of our own mole-e3'ed vision, or to forego all the

accumulations of the race, to strip ourselves naked, and to

run through the streets of the city calling out to the people
to look and see what marvellous progress we have made,
how far we have advanced on our predecessors.

But the question is no longer an open one. We may see

and deplore the evils of the press or journalism, but it ex-

ists, and we must deal with it as a fact, and as a fact which
will exist in spite of us. The only question for us is,

whether we will use it in the cause of truth, religion, free-

dom, social order, or suffer it to be used exclusively by rad-

icals and socialists against them. There is no doubt in our
mind that the press has done immense harm, by bringing

before the public questions which should be discussed only

in the schools, by and for those who are to be the teachers

of the people, and by whittling literature and science down
to the narrow aperture of the vulgar understanding. We
cannot help regretting those old times,—those ages of monk-
ish ignorance and superstition, as modern sciolists and un-

believers term them,—when science and learning flourished

in the schools, and the few who were to teach and govern
were well and thoroughly trained for their state, and the

people were docile and loyal. But those ages have passed

away, never to return. They cannot be recalled, and we
have only to determine and to make the Christian use of

v^'liat has taken their place, Xo man of sound sense and
respectable scholarship can countenance, for a moment, the

modern doctrine of progress, belied by all the monuments
of the past ; no man, with any just appreciation of the fact,

that we are pilgrims and sojourners here, that this world is

not our home, that we are here to sccui'e a good to be pos-

sessed only hereafter, can for a moment doubt that we have
fallen on evil times, and tliat there was nmcli in the past,
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the loss of which is to be deeply deplored. iN'evertheless,

it is not the part of wisdom to M^aste ourselves in idle re-

grets for the past, any more than in vain apprehensions for

the future. No state is or can be so bad, that we cannot
serve God in it, if we will, do our duty, and gain the
heaven for which our good Father intended us,—all that is

or can be desirable. After all, those glorious old monkish
times may not have been so superior, all things considered,

to the present, as we and those who think with us some-
times persuade ourselves. All who see no wisdom or piety

in cursing the mother that bore them are apt to remember
of the past only the good it had which the present needs,
•and to dwell on those evils which the present has which the
past had not. They sometimes thus overlook present good,
•and forget past evil. The evil we have and the good we
have lost are always the things which the most sensibly af-

fect us. But there is seldom a loss on the one hand with-

out a gain on the other. Every age has its peculiar defects

and its peculiar merits, and it may be that the absolute
superiority of one age over another is far less than is com-
monly imagined. Perhaps, after all, if we were transported
to those old times which we regret, we should find them not
more tolerable than we find the present.

All things, not divine, are mutable, and constantly chang-
ing under our very eyes. Nothing continues as it was

;

nothing will remain as it is. This is the law of the sublu-

nary world, and we cannot abrogate it, if we would. We
must submit to it, and the more cheerfully we submit, the
better. We need not suppose that every change is an ad-

vance, for, in itself considered, every change may be a
deterioration. But when one change has been effected,

another often becomes necessary, in order to restore or pre-

serve proportion or equilibrium. Institutions which were
good in a given state of things, and better than any thing
which can take their place, may, in another state of things,

in which they are out of proportion, prove useless, nay,
even hurtful. True wisdom then requires them to be
changed ; and to change them will be, relatively to the new
order of things, an improvement, if you will, a progress,

though involving the loss of a good once possessed. Thus,
the church, which, as a divine institution, is invariable and
immovable, proposing always the same end, holding the
same principles, teaching the same doctrines, offering the
same sacrifice, and employing the same agencies, consults
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always, in lier modes of acting on the world, in relation to

its alfiiirs, the exigencies of time, place, and circumstance.

If she did not do so, she would fall, as an active agency,

into the past, and fail to accomplish her mission in govern-
ing the world and saving souls. To cling to an old mode of

acting after it has become superannuated, or to a human in-

stitution after it has served its purpose, is as unwise as to

seek uncalled-for changes. The church does not insist upon
all the provisions even of the canon law in a missionary

country, where many of them are and must be inapplicable,

and would only embarrass her missionaries and impede her
operations. She does not adopt the same mode of dealing

with the civil government that is uncatholic that she does
with the one that is Catholic and enacts Catholicity as the

law of the land. Matters which were disposed of without

direct resort to the sovereign pontiffs, while the great patri-

archs of Jerusalem, Antioch, or Alexandria I'etained tlie

apostolic traditions, were necessarily transferred to Rome
when those patriarchs had fallen into schism or heresy, and
Rome alone retained the faith. Changes of this sort do
and must take place, as changes in the world around the

church go on. It is hardly necessary to add, that these

changes in her modes of actina: to meet external changes
imply no change in the church herself, no development of

doctrine, and no spirit of compliance with the age. She
remains the same, and only changes her policy in so far as

it falls within the province of human prudence,—and even
this only so as to place herself in tlie attitude to resist the

world more effectually, and to guard the faithful against

the new dangers to which the external changes expose

them. The spirit of compliance does not belong to the

church, and it is only in the sense antithetical to the one
insisted on by the men of the world, that her children are

free to conform to their age. They are to conform to it

only in the sense of being always ready to confront it, and
to battle against it in the new position it takes up.

In those old times when the people were contented to

learn of their pastors, and to obey their lawful rulers, both

in church and state, popular literature was not needed, and
could serve no good purpose. Special literature in the

schools was needed for those whose office it was to

teach or to govern, and was cultivated to an extent far be-

yond what it is now ; but a general literature, for the great

body of tlie people, was and could be no want of the times.
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It was enons^h for the people to be instructed in the ele-

ments of Christian doctrine, and the practical duties of

their state of life. Any thinei; more would have done them
no good, and might have done them harm. All the}'

needed was to be tirm believers in the things necessary to

salvation and good practical Christians. To this end they
did not need to be speculative philosophers, classical schol-

tii's, or profound and learned theologians. Science and lit-

erature for amusement, for their own sake, or as a means of

keeping people out of mischief, are not wanted, when men
have faith in the Gospel, and understand that their sole

business in this world is to prepare for another. If people
must have amusement, they can always find it in something
better than in lying on the sofa after dinner reading the
last new novel.

But when those old times passed away, and a new state

of things was ushered in,—when the people become indoc-
ile, disloyal, restless,—when literature became the rage^—
when all the passions were stimulated into fearful activity,

and all questions, sacred and profane, were wrested from
the schools and brought before the multitude, and placed at

the mercy of an unenlightened and capricious public opin-

ion,—evidently something more became necessary, and new
modes of meeting the enemies of religion indispensable, if

the people were not to be abandoned to their own ignorance,
conceit, and self-will. Religion must then possess herself

of literature, or suffer its influence to be wielded against

her. The world had changed ; the enemies of truth and
justice appeared in new disguises ; new evils sprung up,

and new dangers threatened, not to be met and discomfited

on the old battle-ground, and with the old kind of armour.
The enemy having changed his tactics and his armour, the

church was obliged to change hers. The amount of instruc-

tion in Christian doctrine, the amount of popular intelli-

gence, amply sufficient before, ceased to be adequate, and if

not increased, the faithful in large numbers must fall a prey
to the artful and designing demagogues, heretics, and infi-

dels lying in wait to seize them. Authority ceased to be
respected, law to have any hold on the conscience of the

people, and they could be saved onl}^ by being enabled, in

some degree, to detect and despise the subtilties and
the specious promises of their enemies. While there
remained, as in the earlier stages of Protestantism, some
degree of modesty, even in the heretical populations, and
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their cliiefs retained some traces of the culture they had
received in the old Catholic schools, it was possil)le to carry

on the war through l)Ooks elaborately written, and propor-

tioned in size to the magnitude of the subjects treated ; but

now, when the folio has disappeared, the quarto become a

scandal, and the octavo a burden,—when there is a great

dearth of clergymen, and nobody respects his superior, or

is willing to be taught viva voce, we are forced to resort to

the press, to jov 7'tialism, as our only practicable medium of

reaching that public which most needs to be addressed.

Questions of vital importance have come up which cannot

be properly discussed from the pulpit, and which can be
treated in a popular manner only through a periodical presa

that can penetrate where the voice of tlie preacher cannot

reach, and the printed volume will not find its way. What-
ever opinion, then, we may form of journalism in itself con-

sidered, and however obvious the fact, that editors, as such,

do not constitute an order in the Christian hierarchy, we
must resort to the means of influence left us by the age in

its changes, and, subjecting editors to their legitimate su-

periors, and confining them within proper limits, employ
them to diffuse Christian doctrine, and to defend the riglits

of the church and the freedom of religion, as well as the

social order and the rights of man, or abandon no small por-

tion of the modern world to demagogues, inlidels, and here-

tics,—or, in a word, to the socialism of the age.

The chief danger to be guarded against, in using the press,,

is that of confounding it with the church, and its managers

with divinely commissioned teachers. The modern doctrine

of the uncatholic world ascribes to the press most of the at-

tributes which Catholics ascribe to the church, and claims

for editors the authority which we concede only to the pas-

tors whom the Holy Ghost has placed over us. Hence it is-

that editors, and now and then even Catholic editors, forget

their place, and seem to regard themselves as so many sov-

ereign pontiffs commissioned to superintend all the affairs

of both church and state, and to dictate to the pope, tlie

patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and clergy the policy they

are to pursue. We have before us a work translated from

the French, by the able and spirited editor of the London
Tablet, entitled, How to enslave a Church, in the preface to

which, the translator with great force and earnestness speaks

of the necessity of bringing public opinion to bear upon the

legitimate pastors and governors of the church. The worthy
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man in his zeal forgot tliat he was appealing from authority

to the mob, and adopting the very principle of Protestant-

ism and of the grand heresy of modern times. The press

is not at liberty to dictate to the church or to her officers, or

to superintend or supervise her acts. It must act under
authority, under the direction of the church, as lier servant,

according to her views of what is lier service, not as her

mistress. It must do her biddiner, and have no thought,

will, or wish, but hers,—derived from her. through legiti-

mate channels. Bearing this in mind, and never forgetting"

that the press is a mere instrument in the hands of the

church, which she condescends to use for her own purposes

of charity to mankind, it may not only be resorted to, but

resorted to witli great profit to the sacred cause of truth and
piety.

This has, evidently, become the conviction of Catholics at

home and abroad. ITence, within a few years, a Catliolic

press has sprung up in our own country, in England and the

English colonies, and, recently, the Bishop of Ivrea, in

Piedmont, has established a journal entitled. Harmony of
Religion with Civilization^ with the express sanction of the

Holy Father,—the first journal, we are told, ever established

in Europe directly by a bishop. But its establishment, the

approval of the design by the Holy Father, who pronounces

it very opportune at the present time {consilium hoc temjpor-

ibus istis valde opporttinum), and the encouragement which
has been given to the Catholic press in this country, by our

illustrious prelates and the venerable clergy, prove sufii-

ciently that the church accepts the press, and is willing to

use it against the heresy, infidelity, apostasy, and pernicious

socialism of our times.

The Catholic press has already acquired no inconsiderable

extension among ourselves. Aside from several papers

owned and conducted by Catholics, but devoted chiefly to

secular matters, such as the Boston Pilot, the Truth-Teller,

the Nation, &c., which we do not include in the Catholic

press, we have thirteen journals, of which eleven are pub-

lished once a week, one once a month, and one once in

three months ; ten in the English language, two in the Ger-

man, and one in the French. Leaving our Review out of

the question, of which it does not become us to speak, these

journals are, in general, conducted with learning, spirit, and

ability ; and several of them deservedly rank high among
the periodicals of the country. In them all, with one or
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two exceptions, there has been a manifest improvemen
dnriniij the last two or three years. They liave assumed a

bolder tone, and exhibited a freer and more independent
spirit, taken a wider view and shown a more correct appre-

ciation, of the general characteristics of the age.

Undoubtedly, the Catholic press, with us, has not in every

respect met, and does not yet meet, the wants of the age and
country. It has had difficulties of no ordinary character to

contend with. Laymen, ordinarily, are not the proper per-

sons to conduct a Catholic press, and never, unless they

have made special theological studies, or take the precau-

tion to submit what they write or intend to write to some
one who has,—and our clergy have been too few in number
for the Catholic population of the country, have been nec-

essarily engrossed with the multiplicity of their missionary

duties, and have had, after being placed on missions, little

time for study, and still less to write for newspapers. That

they have been able to do no more need not surprise us

;

that they have been able to do so much, and to do it so well,

is tiie wonder.
Moreover, the people on whom our journals have had to

depend for their support were, for the most part, recent

emigrants from foreign countries, and limited in their edu-

cation and in their means. They came from countries sub-

jected to Protestant or infidel rulers, where their religion

was oppressed, and all that power, malice, and ingenuity

could do had been done to degrade and brutalize its adher-

ents. They were, as to the majority, firm believers, sincere

Christians, honest and hard-working men and women, but

they were not profound philosophers or erudite scholars.

They knew of their faith all that was necessary to salvation,

and understood the practical duties of their state ; but they

did not understand the Catholic doctrine in all its relations to

the several departments of human thought and action, nordiil

they take enlarged and comprehensive views of the various

tendencies or peculiar heresies of the age or country. How
should they? It had been as much as they could do to con-

tinue to live and to practise the Catholic worship. They
could not understand or feel the importance of discussions,

however necessary for the age, which were foreign to their

habits of thought and sphere of action. They were stran-

gers, exiles from home, and their interests and affections

naturally clustered around the land from which they had

been driven. If they took a paper, it was to learn some-
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thing of the homo wliich tliey had left beyond the blue

Avaves, of the friends and relatives dear to their memories,
still linjrering and suffering there ; nothing more natural,

nothing more innocent, nothing more honorable to the hu-

man heart. The press was obliged to recognize this state

of the Catholic population, and to confine itself, in no small

degree, to the news and interests of the several foreign

countries from whicli tliey had emigrated. Beyond these,

it could go no further than to touch upon a few matters con-

nected with the rights and duties of Catholics here, and to

repel such attacks upon their religion as in their daily in-

tercourse with non-Catholics they were most exposed to.

More than tliis Catholics did not ask from their journals

;

more than this tliey were not prepared to receive ; and for

an editor to have attempted much more, even if lie had had
the leisure, would only have lessened the interest of his paper
and endangered its existence. "While things so remained, it

was impossible for our Catholic press to be other than it has

been. The individuals amongst us disposed to speak lightly

of it, and to complain that it has not assumed a higher tone
and broader views, should remember this, and withhold their

censures. Instead of finding fault, we should give our
hearty thanks to those who, amid so many difliculties and so

many discouragements, have labored so successfully to build

up for us a Catholic press.

But the position of Catholics in this country has already
changed, and is every day changing, for the better. It is

still, in many respects, no doubt, " the day of small things."

Every thing cannot be done in a moment. The church was
six hundred years in expelling paganism from the old Ro-
man empire. But all is every day taking a more favorable
turn ; our strength is daily increasing, and our population is

becoming more compact and homogeneous. We have al-

ready a large and intelligent body of Catholics, who look

upon this country as their home, and who feel, without for-

getting their fatherland, that this is to be the home of their

children, and that it is their first duty to make it a Catholic
home for them. They are finding themselves in easy cir-

cumstances, and begin to see that thej' are no longer mere
outcasts, but in a position to take part in the affairs of the
country and the great questions of the day. We have now
our own colleges and seminaries ; shall soon have our own
primary schools, and form a strong, compact, and influential

body in the American republic. All this imposes upon us
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new duties, and develops new wants, literary and social.

The state of things with us has evidently changed, and the
Catholic press must change, and, in fact, is changing accord-

ingly. It may and it must assume a higher tone, enlarge

the range of its discussions, and rise to the exigency of the

times.

Tiie salvation of the American republic depends on Cath-
olicity. The principles adopted by Protestants and infidels^

if logically developed, can give us nothing but the most
ultra socialism

;
yet Catholics, at least many of them, the

moment they come out of the sphere of what is immediately
of faith, unwittingly adopt these very principles, and sustain

in literature and politics premises which, in their legitimate

consequences, are hostile, not only to the church, but to so-

cial order and to all natural morality. They mean nothing
of all this ; they love their religion, and would not know-
ingly do or say aught inconsistent with it ; but in proportion

as they take part in the political world, they catch the spirit

of the age, and that spirit is socialistic, against which the

Holy Father, Pius IX., in his noble encyclical, has solemnly
warned us. What portion of the American population has

outdone the nominally Catholic population of our cities, in

their enthusiastic admiration of the late infidel and socialistic

revolutions in Europe ? And does not all this prove that

the bulk of our Catholic population do not understand the

relations of their religion to the great questions of the day,

—that they do not understand their religion in its applica-

tion to politics and social reforms, and, therefore, in these

matters, borrow their notions from the world, which seeks,

first of all, to crush the church ? Catholicity can save our
republic only by being practised in public as well as in pri-

vate life,—only by prescribing our public as well as private

morals.

Here is a great subject of immediate practical importance^

on which our Catholic press may and must speak, if it would
not fail in its duty, with a boldness, an energy, and a dis-

tinctness it has never yet assumed. On this point, with a

few exceptions, it has been feeble and timid, and, apparently,

half afraid to grapple with the monster heresy of modern
times. Indeed, if a Catholic editor ventures to repeat the

words of our Lord, " Seek first the kingdom of God and his

justice," and to censure as uncatholic the contrary doctrine,

there are not wanting papers, owned and conducted by

Catholics, and bavins a wide influence over the Catholic
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conimnnity, to denounce him, sneer at him, and to hold him
up to the contempt of the Catholic public, and not altogether

witliout success. Here is an evil to be remedied, and in

remedying which the Catholic press must unite with one

voice, heart, and soul, and speak out as becomes a Catholic

press.

The press, to be useful, must understand thoroughly the

age and the form of its heresy. The heresy of our times is

socialism,—manifesting itself in indiiferentism on the one

hand, and in the elevation of the earthly above the heavenly

on the other. The press, without intending it, may, and

sometimes does, strengthen this heresy. In a particular lo-

cality there occurs a particular act of bigotry. The press,

in exposing it, 'declaims against bigotry and intolerance, and

thus gives occasion to the inference, that Catholics hold that

men have the moral right to be of any religion they choose^

and that, if a man is only honest and sincere in his religion,

be that religion what it may, it is enough. We have heard

Catholics actually say as much. Foolish men allege that

the church is hostile to liberty. A Catholic editor feels that

he must repel the charge ; and, in doing so, gives occasion

to the inference, that the church approves of liberty not

merely in its true sense, but in the false sense in which it is

understood by her enemies. A miserable demagogue alleges

that she is anti-democratic ; an inconsiderate Catholic, full

at once of CathoHc and democratic zeal, undertakes to prove

the contrary ; not perceiving, that, by entertaining such an

objection, he raises politics above religion, and subjects, in

principle, the church to the state. Another asserts that the

church does not favor the movements for social^ reform.

Forthwith Catholics come out and propose a7i alliance be-

tween the church and socialism, that is, an alliance of the

church with the peculiar heresy of the age,—a heresy which

is the resume of all the heresies which have been from the

time of Cerinthus down to our time. All these blunders

we, have seen during the last four years in Catholic publica-

tions at home and abroad, and the consequences may be read

in the treatment the church now receives in every European

country. The universal persecution of which the church is

now the object is all owing to Catholics who failed to detect

and denounce the heresy when it first began to creep in,

and to stand firm to the principles of their own holy rehgion.

Their own cowardice and shameful compromise with error

have brought down upon them the chastisements of Almighty
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God. If Catholics in England had not been steeped in

worldliness and been rank cowards, Henry VIII. could never

have involved them in schism, and Elizabeth could never

have founded the present Anglican Church. To find the

proof of it, we need but look to Ireland, to Irish Catholics,

who, while they feared God, feared nothing else. There is

no sense or propriety in de<?laiming against those outside of

the cliurch. They are of their father, the devil, and his

works they will do. What else should we expect? The
fault to be deplored and remedied is in Catholics themselves.

If they abuse the gifts of Heaven, they must expect them
to be withdrawn.

Socialism, the legitimate consequence, not of republican-

ism as understood by our American fathers and incorporated

into our American constitutions, but of modern prog?'essive,

philosophical, or radical democracy, such as has led to the

French revolution, such as is seeking to triumph in Ger-

many, is the great question of the day, and a question in the

discussion of which Catholics in this country, as well as else-

where, must take part. It has found its way here ; it is

playing an important part in our politics; it is undermining

our free institutions; and there is no power on earth but

Catholicity that can arrest it. Nothing else furnishes the

principles from which it can be logically refuted. The whole

nncatholic world would embrace it, if it had only the cour-

age to be consistent, as we proved, over and over again, when
we had the misfortune, the sin, and shame of being ourselves

a socialist. Many denounced us then, but no man not a

Catholic did or could refute us. ISTo advocate of the late

French revolution approaches to a refutation of the doctrines

of the red-republicans and the socialists of France. A thou-

sand voices denounce Cabet and Proudhon, but not one re-

futes them. They only draw the conclusion for which the

moderate republicans provide the premises. It is only from

the high standpoint of Catholicity that any man has or can

have a word to say against that terrible socialism which

sweeps away the church, the state, the family, property, and

reduces all men to a dead level, and a level with the beasts

that perish. On Catholics in Europe and on Catholics in

America is devolved the task of resisting and overcoming,

by the grace of God, this monster. Opposition to it from

any other quarter is an inconsequence, a fallacy. Our Cath-

olic press does not seem to us to have felt the full importance

of tins subject. Mere political changes are of comparative
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ndifference ; the church can coexist with any form of gov-

ernment, but she cannot coexist with socialism. The two
forces are inlierently antagonistical, and one can exist only

by the destruction of the other. There can be no transac-

tion^ no compromise between them. The one is Christ, the

other is Antichrist.

We urge tliis point, because we feel that it is one on which
Catholics, as well as others, need enlightening. Many of

the questions which come up are new, and can be decided
only in the light of general principles. The application of

Catholic principles to social and political questions, in the

new forms in which modern society brings them up, is

hardly better understood by the great body of the Catholic

laity than by non-Catholics themselves. They know that in

all matters they are to act honestly, conscientiously ; but be-

yond this they have received very little, if any, direct in-

struction. But now, when all political and social ajffairs

devolve on the people at large, this is not enough. Popular
instruction must enlarge its sphere, and a portion of that

knowledge which was formerly necessary only for teachers

and rulers must now be diffused through the great body of

the people ; and to do this seems to us to be peculiarly the

province of the Catholic press. IS.0 doubt a clamor will be
raised, no doubt all manner of charges will be made, and
good timid souls will tremble, if the press venture to speak
out distinctly, firml}'', boldly, the truth as enlightened Cath-
olics do and must hold it; but what of that? Who cares

for clamors and false charges ? Who is a coward ? Who is

afraid to live or die for Catholic truth ? Who so base as

to take counsel of his fears? Let the timid quake, let the

false heart denounce, let wicked men and devils rage. What
if they do ? Put on the whole armour of God, and fear

nothing. If you are for God, is not God for you? and
who is so silly as to suppose, if God is for him, that- an}'

thing can be against him? Out with the truth, out with
the precise truth needed by this age, and shame the devils

back to their den. Have ye not the old saints and martyrs
for an example, and for advocates and protectors ? Had
they heeded clamors, and outcries, and the fears of the timid,

the terrors of the cowardly, think ye they would ever have
conquered the world, and made the heathen the possession

of their King ?

We know that the press cannot take its proper stand with-

out loss of popularity, and that a press that wants popularity
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can receive but a feeble support. This is one of the evils

to which the press is always exposed, and why it can never

be so efficient an instrument for good as men suppose. The
popularity of a paper is in an inverse ratio to its worth. It

is popular by virtue of appealing to popular passion or prej-

udice, by encouraging popular tendencies, falling in with

the spirit of the people or the age,—the very things it should

resist. We know this very well ; but still we believe that

this evil is less among Catholics, or more easily overcome

among them, than among others, for they have faith and

conscience. And we also believe that there is already a

body of Catholics in this country, of right feelings and

views, numerous enough to sustain a truly Catholic press,

adapted to the real wants of the times. Catholics are not

strangers to deeds of charity, and there are many who have

means, and who, we doubt not, have the will, to sustain a

press beyond the subscription to a single copy for them-

selves individually. Let the journal take a high stand, be

conducted with energy and ability, on true Catholic princi-

ples, and we will not believe that Catholics will suffer it to

languish.

We know perfectly wed that the press cannot with us

assume its proper rank without much labor and sacrifice,

and not at all, unless its support is looked upon as a relig-

ious duty, and men undertake to sustain it for God's sake.

But in these times and in this country, we hazard nothing

in saying that the support of the Catholic press is a religious

duty, a duty to our God and to our neighbour. It is an act

of spiritual charity, which, if we love God, we shall feel it

not only our duty, but our pleasure to perform. If the

press has. as we have endeavoured to j^rove, become in these

times an indispensable or even a useful instrument in the

hands of Catholics for the defence of religion, the doctrines

and rights of the church, and even of social order and natu-

]-al .morality, it is the duty of Catholics to support it to the

full extent of its wants and their means. Suppose this Cath-

olic may not want this or that journal for himself personally.

What then ? Has he means? Can he afford to take it and

pay for it? Let him do it, then. It will help sustain

the journal for those who do need it, and perhaps his own
family may find an advantage in it, if not to-day, at least

to-morrow. The volumes of The Catholic Magazine or of

our Quarterly Itemewv^WX have a value next year as welLas

this, and we may say nearly as much of even any weekly
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journal, well conducted, on truly Catholic principles, like

The Freemari's Journal^ The Pittsburg Catholic^ or the

Projyagatettr Catholique, to mention no more. It is of

great importance to us as Catholics, as American citizens,

that we have such journals in the country. We want a

quarterly review, for the more elaborate and scientifical dis-

cussion of the great questions which come up ;
we want

also a monthly magazine, for that class of readers who have

not the leisure to master the elaborate discussions of the

quarterly,—supposing the quarterly to be properly conduct-

ed,—and who yet want something more solid and of more
permanent interest than the weekly journal ; we want the

weekly journals in all parts of the country, for the whole

body of the Catholic community, to keep them informed of

what is passing at home and abroad, and to direct them in

forming their judgments of passing events. These three

classes of publications, each in its sphere, are all wanted,

and one as much as another. The only rivalry there can be

between them is as to which shall most efficiently serve the

cause of Catholicity. Catholics should feel that it is a re-

ligious duty to support them all, and even when they do

not always see the soundness of the views on various ques-

tions which one or another of them may from time to time

put forth. No editor of a Catholic journal speaks out of

his own head, but, if not a doctor himself, takes care to sub-

mit to the supervision and direction of one who is. If his

journal puts forth an unpopular doctrine, the Catholic reader

may in general be sure that it has been done not inconsid-

erately, but only because it is Catholic doctrine, or implied

by Catholic doctrine, and cannot be lost sight of without

, detriment to Catholic life. If you ever distrust a Catholic

journal at all, if published with the approbation of the ordi-

nary, distrust it when you find it falling in with the popu-

lar doctrines of the day, and confirming the public in their

prejudices or their fallacies. We make no personal com-

plaints ; we have been treated by the Catholic public witli

a kindness, an indulgence, which goes to our heart, and

makes us feel how unworthy we are to fill the post we
occupy ; but we cannot help thinking that Catholics do not

generally feel as they should the importance, nay, the obli-

gation, to support a Catholic press, and all the more earnestly

and perseveringly, the more indisposed it is to appeal to

popular prejudices, and to flatter popular passions.

The press may itself do not a little to promote right views
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and feelino^s in the Catliolic population on this point. The
princi j)le of the Catliolic press must always be different from
that of the Protestant or infidel press. The non-Catholic

press proceeds on the principle, that the people are the jury,

and that editors are simply advocates addressing them. It

seeks simply to obtain from the people a verdict in favor of

its client. The Catholic press proceeds on the principle,

that it has nothing to do but to make known to the people

the judgment of the court, that is, of the church, to explain

it to the people, and to induce them to accept and conform
to it. The Catholic press is and should be simply the organ

of authority, and never is and never can be the organ of the

people,—a popular tribune. A socialist like Horace Greeley

of New York may call his journal Tlie Tribune ; it is in char-

acter, for the people are his church, and humanity is his god
;

but a Catholic Tribune would be a contradiction in terms.

Catholic editors never lose sight of this, and, since they must
always make it a point to speak under instruction, save on
those points where authority leaves them free, they should

labor to form their public accordingly, and to correct that

tendency, everywhere so strong, to reject as unsound what-

ever is unpopular, that is, to substitute the judgment of the

taught for the judgment of the teacher.

The press must also strengthen itself and extend its in-

fluence by its unanimity. In matters expressly of faith, all

our journals of course agree ; but in other matters it cannot

be denied that there has been neither that unanimity nor
that mutual good feeling which is so necessary to be main-

tained. Nearly all our journals are sufficiently courteous

towards ''our separated brethren," but some of them show
a singular want of courtesy, when they have occasion to ex-

press their differences from one another. There is no ne-

cessity for this. There is no wisdom or piety in vitupera-

tion, in personal abuse, in one editor calling another hard

names, or in saying things which must wound his feelings.

If one journal falls into an error, another has, no doubt,

the right to expose it; or if one advances something which
another judges to be wrong, the latter may give his views

in opposition, freely, and with all the strength of argument
he can command ; l)ut this he may do, and ought to do, ^vith-

out passion, without personal abuse, and with perfect cour-

tesy and respect towards the journal judged to be in error.

Generally speaking, we have ourselves received nothing but

praise from the Catholic press, but only one instance has
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come to onr knowledge in wliicli a Catholic, or a nonnnally
Catholic, paper has expressed a dissent from our views on a
given subject in a courteous tone, or without a sneer. Now
this is wrong. If the error is not of sufficient importance to

deserve a grave and candid refutation, it deserves no notice

at all, Cobbett's style of writing is hardly the one to be cul-

tivated by Catholic editors, even when carrying on a contro-

versy with those without,—certainly not when carrying on
one with those within. In replying to those out of the

church more latitude is of course allowable, for their good
faith is never to be presumed ; but in controverting a Cath-
olic editor's statement we must always presume good faith,

and that he is read}' to correct any error into which he may
have fallen the moment it is clearly and distinctly pointed

out to him. We have enemies enough elsewhere, without
making enemies of one another. "We do not hold ourselves

infallible, and we recognize the perfect right of others to

differ from us ; but we do insist that the journal that ar-

raigns what we publish is bound to give its reasons. Sim-
ply to object to an article, to say it is captious^ or not sound,

without pointing out what is regarded as captious or unsound,
and wherefore it is so regarded, is a want of editorial justice,

No professedly Catholic paper should be cried down until it

has given conclusive evidence that it is hostile to religion,

and will not amend its errors ; till then, we are free only to

reason it down.
We have dwelt upon this point because it is important,

and because the several Catholic journals, embarked as they
are in the same cause, should have a good mutual under-
standing, and, if they must occasionally i*ebuke one another,

should do it in a truly fraternal spirit, so as to lead to the

correction of the error, without any loss of mutual good feel-

ing and affection. There need be and should be no jealousy

one of another. There is ample room for all the journals

we have ; all are wanted ; not one of them can be spared
;

and instead of one interfering with another, they may all

be serviceable each to the others. None of them, we trust,

have pecuniary gain, or the fame of their editors, for their

primary object. They are all established for the good of

the Catholic cause, and no one has or can have any other

ambition than to serve it as effectually as may be in its power.
Let each rejoice, then, in the others' prosperity, and do
what it can to promote it.

It is clear from what we have said that the Catholic press

Vol. XIX-19
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lias to make its way against tlie popular cuiTcnt, and must
often take unpopular views of the great questions which
come up. It is highly necessary that we all understand this,

and that, when one journal does this, the others should be
itiady to second it, and never leave it to fight its battles sin-

gle-handed. The instant and hearty cooperation of the

Avhole press adds greatly to its power and efficiency. But
this is a point on which we need not enlarge, because, in the

main, on this head there is not much ground of complaint.

And, indeed, excepting the want of personal courtesy and
kind feeling between editors who chance to differ on certaiji

questions, in stating what the Catholic press should be, we
are only stating what the Catholic press proper, excluding
the papers excluded some pages back, has already become,
or, as rapidly as circumstances permit, is already becoming.
The Catholic Magazine is an excellent periodical, and fills

its place well ; The Pittsburg Catholic is a journal con-

ducted with great energy and ability, with true Catholic

courage, and with a full appreciation of the age and country
;

and we may say the same of the I^ew York Preemaii's Jour-
nal^ which bids fair to become the model of a Catholic news-
paper, and which is already superior, in our judgment, to

The London Tablet^ —at least in the fact that it keeps with-

in its legitimate sphere, and does not assume a sort of epis-

copacy over the pope, bishops, and clergy, as if it devolved

on it to see that they discharged their duties properly.

The class of papers which we have not included in the

Catholic press may also do great service. They are devoted

chiefly to Irish interests, but that is a recommendation ; for

nothing that can be done here can more effectually serve

Ireland than the elevation and independence of our Irish

population. These papers, if judiciously conducted, may
be of immense service, not only to the Irish population, but

to the whole people of the United States. The fault we
find with these papers is, that they take their political and
social principles from the age, instead of Catholicity, and,

directly or indirectly, favor tlie socialistic or radical tenden-

cies of our times. Espartero, Ledru-Rollin, Mazzini, and

Hecker have found defenders or eulogists in the columns of

The Boston Pilot. It is not the Irish feeling or devotion to

[rish interests of these papers that offends us, for we will go as

far to serve Ireland as will the Irish themselves, but their

radical or socialistic tendency, of which their conductors

seem to be wholly unconscious. Their editors accept and
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follow that spirit of the a_2re which the church does and
must resist, for it is antichristian. No doubt, they believe

that they are following no spirit not perfectly compatible

with their religion. No doubt, they suppose that their re-

ligion leaves them free to adopt any views of man and so-

ciety in regard to this world they please. We do not believe

that one of them would knowingly, intentionally, do aught
to injure the cause of religion ; but they do not know what
spirit they are of ; they do not see that the spirit they are

following is the spirit of the world,-—that spirit which
places the earthly above the heavenly,—and that the prin-

ciples they adopt, and which they find everywhere taken for

granted in the books and journals they read, if carried out,

would overthrow all religion, all morality, all society. They
are popular writers, full of noble and generous impulses, and
well fitted in these times to draw the multitude after them.
Let them but defer to authority, let them take their politics

from the approved doctors of the church, and their views
oi society from Catholic theology, study their religion in its

relations to society, and remember that our condition in this

world can be really ameliorated only in proportion as we
«eek heaven and live for God, and the}' will render an essen-

tial service to their countrymen and ours. They would then
be a noble auxiliary to the Catholic press, and would exert

a salutary influence where that does not and cannot pene-
trate. We want a secular press. We want just such jour-

nals as these might be, just as much as we want any others.

May we not hope that the developments of the revolution-

ary and socialistic spirit in Europe, the terrible evils to re-

ligion they bring in their train, the present situation of the

church,—opposed everywhere, her rights disregarded and
trampled on, the liberty of teaching denied her, her relig-

ious driven from their homes, her priests assassinated, her
bishops exiled, imprisoned, or hung, and all the sympathy
of the world, even in nations professedly Catholic, if we ex-

cept Ireland, given to the party that persecutes her,—will

not be without effect on these secular editors, induce them
to review their principles, to reexamine them in the light of
the true Catholic doctrine, and finally bring them into line

with the Catholic press, to do valiant battle on the same
side, against the same enemies, and for the same glorious

but unpopular cause? In these times, all that is true-

hearted and chivalric should rush to the defence of the
church, without which there is no salvation, no moral or so-
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cial well-being. Can any one who calls the blessed old
church of God his mother fail to see that his place is on the
side of authority against the anarchical doctrines of the day,

and that there is no hope for any country l)ut in the free-

dom and independence of the church, and through her min-
istry ?

But we have spun out our remarks to a far greater extent
than we intended. We have spoken as one of the editorial

corps to our brethren, to interchanue our views with them,
not to dictate to them the course they ought to pursue, for

we have no disposition and no right to dictate. We have
only thrown out our views, and endeavoured to justify them
by solid reasons. We have spoken not for our brethren of

the press so much as for the public, who seem to us not to

appreciate properly the importance of the Catholic press,

nor to understand precisely the difficulties it has to contend
with, what they ought to expect from it, or what is their

duty in reference to it. They seem to us too remiss in sup-

porting it, and too ready to find fault with it whenever it

does not happen to countenance their momentary crotchets.

To our brethren of the Catholic press we return our cordial

thanks for the kindness they have shown us, and beg them
to pardon us if in any respect we have violated in their re-

gard the principles we have insisted upon in the present ar-

ticle. It is not every one who '' recks his own rede," or

practises what he preaches, and we are not exempt from the

common infirmities of our race. We mean never to disfig-

ure our pages with any other severity than that of reason,

and if we ever do, it is unintentionally and unconsciously.

We have insisted earnestly upon the importance of the

press, but we have wished to be understood as insisting upon
its importance only in its sphere, and as controlled and used

by the church as an auxiliary to her other modes of operation.

We want the press free, independent, as it regards the

people and secular authority*; but as regards the church,

free only to do her bidding. We do not want it to exist as

an independent institution, a sort of lay episcopacy. Doing
the bidding of the church, it can do no harm, but may do
much good. Nevertheless, let us never forget that the great

work itself we want done is, after all, done not by men, but

by God himself, using or not using men, as seems to him
good, and therefore that always our most effectual working
will be prayer to him that he will be pleased himself to

work. A single prayer olfered in secret to Almighty God,
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by some devout soul, unknown to the world, shall effect

more than our most elaborate articles or brilliant and stirring

editorials. God loves the simple and humble, and will do
any thing for them. The times are fearful ; the dangers are

thick and threatening. Let us, therefore, betake ourselves

to prayer, as the surest and speediest remedy.

CATHOLIC SECULAR LITERATURE.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1849.]

Our readers will perhaps remember, that, some time since,

we expressed our decided disapprobation of the greater part

of modern novels, and especially of a certain class of so-

called Catholic novels, with Mdiich, for a moment, it seemed
that our community was to be inundated. Our censures

were far from being received in the spirit in which they

were offered ; and we were charged with being invidious,

-one-sided, bigoted, and ultra-Catholic,—though what iiltra-

Caiholic means, or what sort of an animal it is, we are sure,

is more than we know. The Catholic authors censured ap-

pear to have taken it for granted that we intended to con-

demn all works which make use of fiction as a medium of

amusement or instruction ; and one gentleman, who had
written the longest and heaviest, if not the best, novel of

the class specially disapproved, opened a fire upon us in the

newspapers, applied to us sundry uncouth epithets, and
proved to his own satisfaction, M^e presume, that we were
<iertainly erroneous, if not, indeed, heretical ; for Nathan the

Prophet used allegory, and our Lord himself spake in par-

ables ! It is true, we limited our censures to a special class

of works ; it is true, also that, while we censured that class, we
praised another class, in which fiction is employed with
great effect as a medium both of instruction and amusement

;

but that counted for nothing, for readers who are one-sided,

and averse to " nice distinctions," are pretty sure to suppose
that authors must be as narrow and undiscriminating as

themselves.

*Sjnrit Sculpiure ; or the Year before Confirmation. By Enna Duval.
Philadelphia: 1849.
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It is no easy matter to set tlie public right, wlien once it

has got a wrong notion concerning your views into its head.
It is infallible, and if there has been a blunder, it is, of

course, yours, not its. If you finally get it to take in your
real meaning, and to understand you correctly, it never con-

ceives .that it had misunderstood you, but quietly assumes
that you have changed your views, and abandoned your
former notions. Nevertheless, on this subject of Catholic

novels, we shall try once more to place ourselves before our
own public in the light in which we choose to stand, and
that too, without abandoning the ground we have hereto-

fore assumed.
This is a reading age, and reading of some sort Catholics,,

as well as others, must and will have. It is idle to suppose
that we can satisfy the reading propensity with polemical or
ascetic theology. This may be an evil, but it is one we
cannot remove. Perfection in human affairs is not to be
expected ; and the greatest fool going is he who imagines
liimself able to mend all things, and who will tolerate na
imperfection. We must do what we can, not always what
we would. Religious are always a small minority, the ex-

ception rather than the rule ; the great majority are and
will be seculars, with secular habits, secular tastes, and
secular pursuits. Our chief attention is due to these, and
our principal study must be to enable them to live secular

lives without forgetting God, or coming short of salvation
;

that is, to save men in the world, without compelling them
to retire from the world. The religious state is far higher
than the secular, and blessed are they who are called to it

;

but the secular is not unlawful, and salvation is attainable

without forsaking it, and becoming monks, friars, nuns, or
sisters.

A slight glance at our Catholic literature—we mean that

which is accessible to the mere English student—is sufficient

to satisfy us that we have very little literature adapted to-

seculars, to the great body of the laity living in the M'orld

and taking part in its affairs. The religious are amply pro-

vided for. Our ascetic literature is rich, varied, and exten-

sive. We have admirable manuals of devotion for all ages

and classes, and suitable to all stages and modes of the spirit-

ual life ; we have, too, an abundance of theological works,

speculative and practical, dogmatical and polemical
; but we

have no secular literature in English, The monastery is

riclily endowed ; our secular life has nothing but the crumbs
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tliat fall from its table, or the soup dealt out at its cjate.

Secular literature, whether its authors are Catholics or Prot-

estants, breathes, for the most part, an unchristian spirit,

and is dangerous to Christian truth and Christian piety.

Here is the literary defect we have wished on various occa-

sions to point out, and which we wish our authors to under-

take to remedy.
The novels we censured were intended to remedy this

defect,—to supply seculars with amusing, interesting, and
instructive reading, which should keep their minds free

from error, their hearts protected from impure influences,

and both in a healthy state, alike compatible with religious

duties and worldly avocations. So far as the intention of

their authors was concerned, they were admirable ; but in

execution they were failures, because they were marked by
tlie schism between the spiritual order and the secular,

which characterizes all modern society. On their religious

side they smelt of the schools or the convent ; on their sec-

ular side, of unregenerate human nature ; and could as well

have been written by pagans, Protestants, or unbelievers, as

by Catholics. They lacked unity, failed to temper the two
orders together, to blend them in one, or, in other words,

to baptize the secular, to infuse into it the Catholic spirit,

and yet suffer it to remain secular.

Christianity undoubtedly enjoins self-denial, detachment

from society, and contempt of the world ; but morally, not

physically. She recognizes and preserves these as physical

facts, and the denial enjoined is simply their moral destruc-

tion as motives or ends of human activity. Physically con-

sidered, they are indispensable. Without the world, there

were no society ; without society, no self ; and without self,

no subject of the Christian law. Hence Christianity suffers

us to do no injury to self, to society, or to the world, but,

in fact, commands us always and everywhere to seek their

true interest, their greatest good,—only as means, not as

ends. The cultivation and perfection of our nature, so

dwelt upon by the Goethean sdliool, Christianity cannot, in

the sense of that school, tolerate,—that is, for the sake of

our nature itself; but as the means of comprehending and

successfully discharging the duties which devolve on our

state in life, she makes them morally obligatory on each

one of us to the full extent of our ability and opportunity.

The amelioration and perfection of society as an end, or for

the sake of society itself, Christianity forbids, and there-
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fore forbids us to sympathize with modern socialists ; hut

as a means of enabling all to fulfil the great purpose of

their present existence, or to provide for the free and reg-

ular operation of the means of securing eternal life, the

ultimate destiny of man, she enjoins them, and in no degree

permits us to neglect them. She certainly bids us remember
always the end for which we have been made, and declares

every act sinful, or at least destitute of virtue, that is not

referred to God as its ultimate end, and therefore recognizes

no duties but duties to God
;
yet she makes these duties in

almost every case payable to our neighbour, so that, while

tlieir glory redounds to God, their benefit inures solely to

man and society.

The principle here involved is universal in its application.

In no case does our religion require ontological or physical

destruction. Our ascetic writers, indeed, tell us of the

necessity of self-denial, self-crucifixion, self-annihilation

;

but their sense is always moral. What is physical or onto-

logical is the work of the Creator, and all his works are

good, very good. Physically considered, man's nature has

not been essentially altered by the fall, and is good now as

well as when it came from the hands of the Creator. We
have not a single appetite, passion, or faculty, which, in its

being or essential nature,—not in its exercise or manifesta-

tion,—did not belong, and which would not be necessary,

to us as human beings in a state of innocence. "We did not

lose our nature, we did not acquire another nature, by the

fall. By the fall we lost the supernatural grace and endow-

ments we before had, by which our nature was maintained

in its integrity and we were established in justice, and in

consequence of the loss of which our nature became turned

awav from God, so that we are now naturally averse to him,

and need to be converted, that is, turned towards him ; but,

ontologically considered, taken as pure nature, our nature

remained essentially what it had always been, and remains

so still, even after conversion or regeneration. Take, for

instance, the appetite for food. This appetite belongs to

us in a state of innocence precisely as much as in a state of

sin. Its satisfaction, that is, the partaking of food, must,

then, be a legitimate act; and it would, as we all know, be

a sin to starve ourselves to death. The same is to be said

of all our natural appetites. The crucifixion religion enjoins

as a duty—we speak not now of voluntary ]ienances and

mortifications—is a moral crucifixion. It forbids us to take
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food for the sake of the sensual gratification it affords. It

requires us to eat for the sake of preserving our life and

liealth, and requires us to preserve our life and health, not

for tlieir own sake, but for the sake of God. But in eating

and drinking for the end here proposed,and as far as requisite

to this end, we experience as niucli sensual delight as they

do who cat and drink for the sake of that delight itself, and

perhaps more too. Hence our Lord says, " Seek first the

kingdom of God and his justice, and all these things shall

be added to you "
; hence he promises that they who lose

their life for his sake shall find it, and they who forsake all

for hin:i shall be rewarded a hundred-fold even in this life.

Since, then, the self-denial or self-annihilation is moral,

not physical, the destruction of nature, and therefore of the

secular order which Christianity enjoins, is their destruc-

tion simply as ends or motives of our activity, and there-

fore a destruction perfectly compatible with their physical

existence and prosperity. In the conversion of the individ-

ual, grace does not destroy or supersede nature ; it retains

and elevates or supernaturalizes it, by infusing into it a

higher principle, and enabling it to act to a higher end. as

is inferable from the well-known fact that Christianity does

not abrogate the law of nature, but confirms it, and makes
it an integral part of her own law. The fault of nature,

aside from its inadequacy to the supernatural end to which
we are destined, is, that, when left to itself, to act without

grace, it acts to a subordinate and selfish end, and by so

acting carries us away in a direction contrary to that re-

quired by religion. Because this is so with nature, it is

so with the secular order. What is wanting, then, is not

the destruction of the secular, but the change of the direc-

tion of its activity ; so that, though it remains, as it always

must, below the spiritual, its heart shall always beat in unison

with it, and conspire to the same ultimate end.

What we are here to labor for is to conform the secular to

the spiritual, so that we may retain it in its natural sphere,

and remain seculars, witliout ceasing to be good Christians,

devout Catholics,— not, indeed, by virtue of the secular, but

of the spiritual which transforms it, as in conversion our

natui'e itself is transformed by grace, so that our proper acts

have a supernatural character and worth. If we overlook

or deny this, we, on the one hand, run into infidelity or

license, or on the other, assert that the monastic life or its

equivalent is the only normal Christian life, and that we
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can lawfully be seculars only by dispensation. Religious

who withdraw from the world do so, not because it is un-

lawful to remain in the world, or because they could not
have remained in the world without a dispensation,—not

because salvation is not attainable without entering religion,

—but because they have a vocation to do more than is en-

joined, to fulfil the counsels as w^ell as the precepts of the

Gospel, and to labor, not only to inherit eternal life, but

also for perfection. They voluntarily assume obligations

beyond the precepts of the law, and bind themselves to

penances and mortifications which exceed what the law
exacts, and thus place themselves in a state above that in

which we are who have taken upon ourselves no obligations

but those which the law imposes. They are, no doubt,

highly privileged ; but to require all to be like them, or to

treat us poor seculars with food prepared only for them, is

only converting in effect the evangelical counsels into pre-

cepts, and making the road to heaven narrower and more
difficult than our Lord himself has made it. It would be
not baptizing the secular order, and, by infusing into it the

Christian spirit, christianizing- it, but disowning it altogethei*

and keeping it always outside of Christianity, and therefore

hostile to it.

Undoubtedly, the Christian should always and everywhere
aspire to the highest ; and he may well fear, if he only aims
to sret into heaven bv the skin of his teeth, that he will not

get in at all. Undoubtedly, exhortations and admonitions

to aspire to the highest sanctity should be addressed to all

men, to seculars as well as to religious, in such form and
manner as the pastor and the spiritual director judge best

;

but we must deal with the world as we find it, and consult

the practicable as well as the desirable. By exacting too

much, we may get nothing. The bow over-bent is sure to

break. If we furnish to seculars only the spiritual food

appropriate to religious, we shall leave them to die of inani-

tion ; for that food the state of their stomachs will not bear.

l>y insisting on a monastic discipline for seculars, we make
them rebel against all spiritual discipline, and leave them to

the operations of unbaptized nature. Refusing to accept

the secular in a subordinate and subservient sphere, we
f(»rce it, as the condition of its existence, to assert its inde-

pendence, and to aspire to supremacy. We thus widen the

schism between the spiritual order and the secular, which
is the great evil of all modern society.
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The secular order, in its subordinate and subservient
sphere, exists by divine right ; and within that sphere we
have no more right to labor to destroy it, than we have to
labor to destroy the spiritual order itself. We have on the
other hand, no right to assert its independence and suprem-
acy. It has the right to exist as a servant, no right to exist
as a master. Here are the two truths which it is always
necessary to keep in view. The recognition of the spiritual
alone leads, in effect, to the same result as the recognition
of the secular alone ; for the secular will always, in spite of
us, remain and assert itself ; and when n.ot subject to law, it

will assert itself without law, or, if need be, against law.
The only way to escape infidelity or licentiousness is, not
to demand exclusive spirituality of the mass of mankind,
but to accept within its sphere the secular, and, by christian-
izing,^ render it not only innocuous, but even serviceable
to religion. We utter nothing new here, and, indeed, only
advocate what a class of writers we have for years warred
against really have in their minds, if they did but under-
stand themselves. The only difference between them and
us^ is, that they secularize the spiritual, while we would
spiritualize the secular ; or rather, they seek a sort of alli-

ance or compromise between the two orders, while we allow
no compromise, and seek to temper together the two orders
in the unity of life, as soul and body are united in one liv-

ing man. They would bring religion down to the secular,
and take from the integrity of the spiritual, subtract from
its subhmity and universality, Mdiile we would leave, as in
duty bound, the spiritual in its integrity, its sublimity, and
its universality, and simply conform the secular to it with-
out destroying it. It is not that we would have less of the
secular than they, but we would have it under more or-

thodox and Christian conditions.

One of the most powerful instruments of bringing about
the unity we contend for is literature, and in this we agree
perfectly with the authors of the Catholic novels we have
censured. We censured them because they did not furnish
the kind of literature we needed. On one side they give
us religion, but religion that excludes the secular order ; on
the other side, they give us the secular order independent
of religion. Their religion is for religious, their secularity
for the infidel and licentious ; and instead of tempering the
two orders together by infusing the spiritual into the sec-
ular, they only alternately sacrifice one order to the other,
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now the secular to the spiritual, and now the spiritual to

the secular. Here is their defect, a defect which proceeds,

not from the intention of their authors, but from the duality

which inti'oduces anta<2::onism into their own life,—from the

schism which, unsuspected by them, runs through their own
interior moral and intellectual world, sundering the two
orders, and maintaining them in perpetual hostility one to

the other. What we want is a literature which is the ex-

ponent of the harmony in the mind and heart of the two
orders, which is adapted to the secular in its subordinate

and subservient sphere, and which, without any formal dog-

matizing or express ascetic dissertations, exhortations, or

admonitions, shall excite the secular only under the author-

ity of religion, and move it only in directions that religion

approves, or at least does not disapprove.

We are far from pretending that works pertaining to a

literature of this sort should supersede dogmatical, contro-

versial, or ascetic works,—that they are works of the high-

est order, or even works that are always and everywhere

needed. We hold, of course, that the religious state is

iiigher than the secular, and that general literature is a tem-

porary and accidental want. But here and now, taking into

consideration the age and country, such works are much
needed and would be of very high utility. They would
amuse, interest, instruct, cultivate in accordance M'ith truth

the mind and the affections, elevate the tone of the com-
munity, and, when they did not directly promote virtue,

they would still be powerful to preserve and defend inno-

cence,—often a primary duty. They would weed out from
the modern wOi'ld what it still retains of mediseval barba-

rism, advance true civilization, open to thousands a source of

rational enjoyment, and preserve a healthy and vigorous

state of the public mind and heart. In a word, they would
contribute to what we need, a Christian seculcvr culture, per-

haps the grentest want of our times, and that which would
more than any one thing else—the grace of God supposed

—aid, not only in preserving the faith in those who have it,

but in winning to it those who now have it not. Purely

spiritual culture is amply provided for ; but owing to the

barbarism of past ages, and the incredulity and license of

the last century and the present, secular culture in unison

with the Christian spirit is, and ever has been, only partially

provided for, and but imperfectly attained. It seems to us

that the best way for our Catholic writers—not theologians
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by profession, and wliose works come and must come under
the head of general literatui'e—to serve the cause of truth

and virtue is to devote themselves, not to controversial or

ascetic works, of which we have enough, but to the Chrns-

tian secular culture of the age, or, in a word, to the ad-

vancement of Christian civilization. They need not aspire

to teach Catholic theology ; let it satisfy them to breathe
into literature the true Catholic spirit, and, as far as pos-

sible, inform the secular world itself with the genuine Chris-

tian life.

The Held is a«nple, and genius and talent can never be at

a loss for materials. Undoubtedly, the composition of such
works as we suggest will require genius, talent, learning,

long and patient study, as well as profound and devout
meditation ; but we cannot understand wherefore that

should be an objection. Nothing great or good is ever pro-

duced on any other conditions, and what is neither great nor
good in its order we do not want ; we have enough of scrib-

4)ler8 and drivellers. JSTo man should open his mouth in

public unless he has something to say, and something, too,

wliicli the public ought to hear. We know no necessity

there may be that every one who can bring together a mass
of high-sounding words, or round or polish a period, should
turn author, and send forth, to the great annoyance of good
sense and good taste, his wordy or his polished no-meanings.
Many a good man, many a worthy man, who would have
made an excellent hodman, shoemaker, or carpenter, has

been spoiled by his ambition to be an author, or at least a

writer for the newspapers. Alas ! the newspapers have
much to answer for. Had it not been for them, we our-

selves probably should have gone through life a respectable

mechanic. Indeed, many of our so-called able editors them-
selves are more at home at the case than at the desk, and far

better at clipping than at inditing. Even with good brains,

no man can succeed well as an author without discipline,

without cultivation. How, then, shall the poor wight
succeed who has neither brains nor culture ? Let no
such wight attempt authorship on either a large or a small

scale.

But, nevertheless, let no one despair. Genius and talent

are more widely diffused than is commonly pretended.
They are both susceptible of growth, and where there is a

firm will and a noble purpose, those who promise little in

the beginning by persevering effort may finally attain to ex-
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cellence. All men ai-e born helpless infants, and are snbse-

qnently what they are made or make themselves. Bulwer,
no great philosopher, l)ut a keen observer, shows in his

novels two characters, Alice and Fanny, regarded in child-

hood as partially idiotic, subsequently expanding under the

strong passion of love into not only amiable, but highly in-

tellectual women. His explanation of the fact we reject,

but the fact itself we can believe was taken from actual life

The love did not expand the intellect ; it simply concen-

trated the will, and enabled it to act with firmness and
vigor. Feebleness of intellect is usually the effect of fee-

bleness of will. The intellectual faculties are present and
good enough in most men, but the will is too weak and in-

constant to apply them with the requsite steadiness and
perseverance. Whatever strong passion or sentiment, de-

manding for its gratification the exercise of intellect, pos-

sesses a person, tends to strengthen the will, to give it the

force and constancy necessary to call into play the intellect-

ual powers which were previously dormant or dissipated by
being left to themselves. Alice and Fanny have great sus-

ceptibility, great quickness and strength of feeling, but

feeble wills. They are infantile, and have no self-subsist-

ence, no force of character, till the powerful passion of love

seizes them. Then they suddenly unfold, develop unex-

pected intellectual power, because then, subjected by an in-

vincible motive, they apply it with intensity, energy, con-

stancy, and perseverance. The principle is not applicable

to the passion of love alone. Men weak and inconstant in

all else are often remarkably steady, persevering, and acute

in all matters of business. Eminent saints, estimable for

their genius and learning, had been dismissed in youth from
school for their incapacity. The love of God became with

them a ruling passion, made them strong, energetic, firm,

constant, and then they showed to all men that they had no
lack of intellect. The same thing is evinced by the fact,

that some men write and speak admirably under excite-

ment, who can hardly speak or write at all when unexcited.

They do not want intellect, but they want the force of will

to use it. "Wherever there is a noble purpose, a firm will, a

fixed resolution, genius and talent never fail.

The feebleness and frivolousness of modern literature are

due to no deterioration of men's intellectual powers, which

are as great and as good now as ever they were, but to the

want of force and constancy of will, which itself is owing
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to the neglect of severe studies, the want of true philosophi-

cal discipline, and of high and noble aims. We have, in

consequence of the ruin of philosophy commenced by Des-
cartes and completed by the modern French and German
philosophers, had our minds brought down from the higher
order of speculative truth, and turned outward upon merely
material and sensible objects, in which there is nothing to

demand and nothing to suggest noble aims or lofty pur-

poses. The good the will seeks is low and trifling, and no
grand and mighty passion seizes the soul, and concentrates

and employs all its energies. Hence we see everywhere
weakness and frivolity, imbecility and inconstancy, and hear

from the depths of all souls a low wail for something they
have not, and which may prove itself adequate to their in-

born nobility.

If, then, the order of literature we are contending fordoes
demand genius and talent for its creation, so much the bet-

ter. It presents a high and noble aim, demands a lofty pur-

pose, and, with a strong will and a firm resolution that shrink

from no labor, pause before no obstacle, and only gather

force from opposition, we can easily answer to its calls.

Nature is kinder to all men than we commonly imagine,

and few there are who cannot, with God's blessing, if they
sti-ive M'ith a strong and constant will, form their own char-

acters, and attain to more than respectability, if they choose.

To will is always in our j^ower, for will is always free.

Will strongly, will nobly, will firmly, will constantly, and
fear not but you will execute, in due time, bravely and suc-

cessfully.

The aim of the literature we demand is not positive or

strictly scientific instruction in religion and morals. The
purpose is to cultivate the secular element of individual and
social life,—to press that element into the service of religion

and morality, on the principle that the church makes use of

poetry and music in celebrating her divine ofiices, or art in

the construction and decoration of her altars and temples.

The great artist, if he is to aid religion, if he is to subserve

her influence by removing the obstacles which the flesh in-

terposes, subduing the passions, and setting the affections

to the key-note of devotion, must, it is true, understand his

religion well, and in some sense be himself eminently relig-

ious ; he must also, if he would be great even as an artist,

whatever the sphere or tendency of his art, be a man of

genuine science , for art is the expression of the true under
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the form of the beautiful, and it is obvious tliat a man can-

not express, under the form of the beautiful, or any other

form, what he does not apprehend. Here, perhaps, is the

secret of the present low state of art. There is no want of

artistic aspiration, skill, or efEort, yet throughout the world

art languishes, and no great master makes his appearance ;

because the as])i rants do not qualify themselves for success

by genuine scientilic culture, do not rise to the clear, dis-

tinct, and vivid apprehension of the higher order of truths

the eternal verities of things, and there obtain a noble and

worthy ideal. The most that art, in our days, can do, is to

copy external nature, paint flowers or babble of brooks,

woods, and green fields ; for we have no science, no philos-

ophy, and even our faith is languid when it is not wholly

extinct, and seizes nothing firmly, vividly. Nevertheless,

though the artist must be well instructed, be a great theolo-

gian, philosopher, and moralist, his province is not to ex-

press truth under the form of science, but, as we have said,

under that of the beautiful. In a degree, the province of

the literature we are contemplating is and should be the

same. Instructive it should be, by all means ; but as Beeth-

oven's Symphotiies, Playdn's Masses, or Mozart's Kequiem
are instructive,—instructive by the moral power they excite,

the lofty thoughts they suggest, the tone and direction they

impart to the whole interior man.

Or, if more direct instruction is aimed at, it should be of

that general kind, and in those general departments of

knowledge, which are open to men who may be widely

apart as to their special views. The Catholic cultivator of

secular literature should, of course, be always governed, in-

fluenced, by his religion, and should always take care not to

utter a single sentiment not in perfect harmony with his

Catholic faith and morals ; but his aim should not be the

direct exposition or propagation of his faith, any more than

it is when he is cultivating his field, attending to his mer-

chandise, or taking part in the political affairs of his conn-

try. He must not affect to be the theological doctor, the

missionary, or the spiritual director. He must remember

that he is' a layman, or at least is to act here as a layman,

not as a professional man. He may instruct, but it is with

regard to those matters which are properly within the prov-

ince of laymen. He may even be controversial ;
but let

the controversy be on matters where he may carry with him

the suffrages of all men who recognize the law of nature
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or the authority of natural reason,—where he may have in-

telligent and well-disposed men, who are not of his com-

munion, for readers and for friends. There is a vast field

in which we can labor, a field which is our own, but in which

we may have for fellow-laborers many who, in the immedi-

ate province of religion, would be against us. Not that we
are to make any concession to them, or to go out of our way
to please them,—far from it ; but it is lawful and profitable

to bring out the truth which they and we hold or may hold

in common. We must follow out our own principles, and

should never court or seek to gain them ; but if, in follow-

ing out our own principles on literary, moral, historical, or

political subjects, we gain them thus far, it is an advantage

for us, if not for them, that we are under no obligation to

forego. Thus Lingard, in writing the History of England,

did well to keep to his character as an historian, and to

waive in that work his character as a Catholic doctor. His

business in his work was to write true history, not theology.

If the truth of history redounded to the credit of his church,

all well and good ; so far the defence of his church was

legitimate ; but beyond that he had nothing to say on the

subject. We w^ish he had been always mindful of this, and

had" suffered the theologian to appear less often ; for then

he would have avoided certain judgments not called for by

the purposes of his history, not essential to the full and im-

partial statement of historic truth, and which, however

pleasant they may be to Protestants, are not a little painful

to Catholics.

As to the form Catholic literature among us should as-

sume, there need be no controversy. We make no objec-

tion to the novel as a literary form, and it has much to rec-

ommend it. The strong man, of good taste, always avoids

whatever is singular or eccentric, and conforms to the fashion

and tastes of his age and country as far as he can do so without

sacrificing truth and simplicity. The novel is a popular

form, and may be adopted by those who have received the

proper culture, and entertain just views, with advantage.

Perhaps there is, just at the moment, no literary form which

promises more advantage to the Catholic secular writer than

the historical novel. What might not a Catholic of genius,

talent, and learning have made of such a subject as Kienzi,

Harold, Warwick " the kingmaker," the destruction of Pom-
peii, Attila, Wat Tyler, Van Artevelde, Darnley, or many
others seized upon by English novelists? He would have

Vol. XIX-20
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had open to liim all the sources of interest which were
open to Protestant authors, besides others peculiar to liiin-

self. He could have been at once true to nature, to history,

and to religion and morals, and even without trenching

upon the province of theological controversy. In E-ienzi

lie could have sliown us the ini])otence of genius, leai'ning,

and zeal to restore an order of things wliich have passed
away, or to establish a political and social order incompat-
ible with the ideas, manners, and customs of tlie age or

country. In Harold he could have traced the effects on
civilization in England, on the one hand, of the barl)aric

and heathen invasion by the Danes, and, on the other, of

the partially civilized and clii'istianized Normans. In
" The Last Days of Pompeii," he could have introduced

real Christians in the place of the wild and unconth fanat-

ics imagined by Bulvver, delineated the corrupting effects

of paganism, and sketched the amelioration of morals and
manners which everywhere followed the introduction of

Christianity. In Wat Tyler, or in Jack Cade, he might
have portrayed the barbarous state of society which re-

sulted from the establishment of the northern barbarians on
the ruins of Graeco-Roman civilization, the sufferings of the

enslaved masses, the arrogance and cruelty of the feudal no-

bility, and at the same time given by way of example sol-

emn admonitions against the folly of attempting to reform
society on pantheistic, socialistic, and agrarian principles,

—

the madness of an insurrection of the poor against the rich, of

subjects against legitimate sovereigns. History, indeed, is full

of passages which are replete with instruction for the present,

and which the enemies of truth and morals and social order

have seized upon and perverted to their base and destructive

])urposes. Why cannot Catholics seize upon them, and, with-

out perverting them, use them in the cause of truth, justice,

wisdom, and social order? Are we less learned, less active,

less energetic, than our enemies? Can we not do as nmch
in the cause of truth as they do in the cause of error ? In

fact, we sometimes half doubt it, when we see large Catho-

lic populations controlled, enslaved, by a handful of radicals,

as we have seen in France and Italy.

Indeed, we feel a little indignant when we see, as we did

in the old French revolution, more than twenty millions of

nominal Catholics subjected to the reign of terror, instituted

and upheld 1)V a small and contemptible faction, not num-
bering a twentieth of the whole population ; or as we do
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two millions and a half in the Papal States without suffi-

cient energy or force of character to free themselves from
the despotism of a contemptible radical mob, numbering at

best only a few thousands ; or even in Catholic states, Jews,
heretics, and infidels at the head of affairs ; and we confess

we cannot but think that the storm that is sweeping over
them is but a just judgment of Almighty God upon them
for their imbecility and sluggishness. It is time that the

friends of truth try to prove themselves men, and to take
the lead in affairs ; and we are sure that Catholic secular

writers in our day can render no better service even to re-

ligion than to possess themselves of the secular literature of

the age, and to make it speak the language of truth, of wis-

dom, of moral majesty,—not in faint, timid tones, or feeble,

apologetic whispers, that will be lost in the infidel, socialis-

tic, and revolutionar}'- din of the times, but in free, bold,

manly tones, that will ring through all men's hearts, and re-

call them to their senses, to think and to act. Resist the
devil and he will flee from you ; show yourself afraid of

him, cower and crouch before him, and you are gone. Pray,
trust in God, by all means ; but be also active, strong, ener-

getic men, quick to perceive and fearless to perform what
duty commands.
Of the little work, the title of which we have quoted at

the head of this article, we have not much to say. It is a

quiet, domestic tale, intended for children preparing for the
sacrament of confirmation. It shows fine taste, very consid-

erable powers, and much facility on the part of the author,

and gives us promise of far greater and better things from
the same source hereafter. We like its design, its sweet
spirit, and its healthy tone. The author has a ready eye for

the beautiful, a keen perception of character, and, with a

little more maturity and practice, will be able to give us
specimens of the domestic novel that will rank favorably by
the side of Lady Georgiana Fullerton's Grantley Manor^
which, but for the mistake of mixing up Protestants and
Catholics together, would be a model of its class. We
should have been better pleased with Miss Duval's book, if

slie had left out the excellent Protestant lady she has intro-

duced, and also if she had been less theological. In her
own proper department, that of the domestic novel, she
writes admirably, with great truth and beauty ; but her
theological attainments are not precisely those we look for

in a theological professor. We do not mean this as a cen-
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sure, for she everywhere maintains the modesty which be-
comes her sex, and professedly uses, in explaining Catholic
doctrine, works which she could have no reason to distrust;.

and the errors into wliicli she is betrayed are the errors of

those she has innocently followed. Yet, with the exception

of three pages (152-154), which contain what we believe all

theologians on a critical examination will agree with us i&

unsound doctrine, we like Spirit Sculpture very much, and
cordially commend it to the Catholic public. We assure

the excellent author that we shall be happy to meet her
again in a larger and more elaborate work, and risk nothing
in promising her beforehand the most gratifying success.

THE VISION OF SIR LAUNFAL*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for April, 1849.]

Those of our readers who have not read this beautiful

little volume from the University Press, Cambridge, will

be able to form some idea of its general purpose and char-

acter from the author's " ISTote," which we copy, as its most
appropriate introduction.

"Note.—According to the mythology of the Romancers, the San Greal,

or Holy Grail, was the cup out of which Jesus partook of the last sup-

per with his disciples. It was brought into England by Joseph of Ari-

mathea, and remained there, an object of pilgrimage and adoration, for

many years, in the keeping of his lineal descendants. It was incumbent

upon those who had charge of it to be chaste in thought, word, and

deed ; but one of the keepers having broken this condition, the Holy

Grail disappeared. From that time it was a favorite enterprise of the

knights of Arthur's court to go in search of it. Sir Galahad was at last

successful in finding it, as may be read in the seventeenth book of the

Romance of King Arthur. Tennyson has made Sir Galahad the subject

of one of the most exquisite of his poems.

"The plot (if I may give that name to any thing so slight) of the fol-

lowing poem is my own, and, to serve its purposes, I have enlarged the

circle of competition in search of the miraculous cup in such a manner

as to include, not only other persons than the heroes of the Round

Table, but also a period of time subsequent lo the dale of King Arthur's

reign.

"

* Hie Vision of Sir Launfnl. By J. R. Lowell. Cambridge: 1848.
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Mr. Lowell may be right in calling the Holy Grail the

Clip from which our Lord communicated his disciples at the

last supper, but, properly speaking, the Holy Grail, or San
Greal, was not the cup, but the blood, Sanguis 7'ealis, from
the side of our Lord, when on the cross, which the legend

asserts was received into the cup, and preserved in it. The
name is a corruption of the Latin Sanguis realis, or of the

French Sang reel. Mr. Lowell has materially changed the

character of the old legend. In the original legend, the

knight, after performing his devotions and preparing him-

self for the search, went forth in pursuit of the Holy Grail,

and the poet simply narrated his adventures, and his success

or his failure. Mr. Lowell dispenses with the devotions,

with the actual pursuit and adventures, and contents him-

self with making his knight see a vision. This alteration

is characteristic of the difference between the early roman-
tic age and our own. The old knights of romance, what-

ever the defects of their lives,—and they were rarely per-

fect models,—were always devout, always retained and

loved the faith, and, if they sinned, were ready to do pen-

ance,—the next best thing to not sinning ; and they really

did go abroad, were active, ready, and able to encounter

danger and to endure fatigue. They lived and acted in the

open world, out of doors, among real objects. But the

moderns stay for the most part in-doors, repose on soft

couches, and dream. Their adventures all pass in their sen-

timental reveries ; their heroic deeds, and knightly conduct,

are visions.

Mr. Lowell has not only modernized the external charac-

ter of the old legend, but he has entirely changed its inter-

nal character. The moral of the old legend was the merit of

chastity, in thought, word, and deed ; and chastity, not
merely in relation to one passion, but in relation to all the

passions,— chastity of the entire body and soul. Mr. Low-
ell dispenses with this as with the devotion, as foreign to

the ideas and habits of the moderns, and more likely to of-

fend than to interest. He makes the moral turn, not on
the motives from which, but on the feelings with which,
one acts. Thus he sings,

—

"As Sir Launfal made morn through the darksome gate,

He was ware of a leper, crouched by the same,

Who begged with his hand and moaned as he sate
;

And a loathing over Sir Launfal came,

The sunshine went out of his soul with a thrill,
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The flesh 'neatli his armor did slirink and crawl.

And midway its leap his heart stood still

Like a frozen waterfall
;

For this man, so foul and bent of stature,

Rasped harshly against his dainty nature,

And seemed the one blot on the summer morn,

—

So he tossed him a piece of gold in scorn.

"The leper raised not the gold from the dust :

'Better to me the poor man's crust,

Better the blessing of the poor,

Though I turn me empty from his door
;

That is no true alms which the hand can hold
;

He gives nothing but worthless gold

Who gives from a sense of duly
;

But he who gives a slender mite,

And gives to that which is out of sight.

That thread of the all-sustaining Beauty

Which runs through all and doth all unite,

—

The hand cannot clasp the whole of his alms,

The heart outstretches its eager palms,

For a god goes with it and makes it store

To the soul that was starving in darkness before.'

"

This giving of alms from a sense of duty will not do,.

The vision continues.

" 'For Christ's sweet sake, I beg an alms';—
The happy camels may reach the spring.

But Sir Launfal sees naught save the grewsome thing,

The leper, lank as the rain- blanched bone.

That cowered beside him, a thing as lone

And white as the ice-isles of Northern seas

In the desolate horror of his disease.

"And Sir Launfal said,
—

'I behold in thee

An image of Him who died on the tree
;

Thou also hast had thy crown of thorns,

—

Thou also hast had the world's buffets and scoras,

—

And to thy life were not denied

The wounds in the hands and feet and side :

Mild Mary's Son, acknowledge me
;

Behold, through him, I give to thee !'

"Then the soul of the leper stood up in his ej^es

And looked at Sir Launfal, and straightway he

Remembered in what a haughtier guise

He had flung an alms to leprosie.
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When he caged his young life up in gilded mail

And set forth in search of the Holy Grail.

The heart within him was ashes and dust

;

He parted in twain his single crust,

He broke the ice on the streamlet's brink,

And gave the leper to eat and drink
;

'T was a mouldy crust of coarse brown bread,

'T was water out of a wooden bowl,

—

Yet with tine wheaten bread was the leper fed,

And 't was red wine he drank with his thirsty soul.

" As Sir Launfal mused with a downcast face,

A light shone round about the place
;

The leper no longer crouched at his side,

But stood before him glorified,

Shining and tall and fair and straight

As the pillar that stood by the Beautiful Gate,

—

Himself the Gate whereby men can

Enter the temple of God in Man.

' His words were shed softer than leaves from the pine,

And they fell on Sir Launfal as snows on the brine,

Which mingle their softness and quiet in one

With the shaggy unrest they float down upon
;

And the voice that was calmer than silence said,

'Lo, it is I, be not afraid !

In many climes, without avail,

Thou has spent thy life for the Holy Grail

:

Behold, it is here,—this cup which thou

Didst fill at the streamlet for me but now
;

This crust is my body broken for thee.

This water His blood that died on the tree
;

The Holy Supper is kept, indeed,

In whatso we share with another's need,

—

Not that which we give, but what we share,

—

For the gift without the giver is bare
;

Who bestows himself with his alms feeds three,

—

Himself, his hungering neighbour, and me.'

Sir Launfal awoke, as from a swound :

—

' The Grail in my castle here is found I

Hang my idle armour up on the wall,

Let it be the spider's banquet-hall ;

He must be fenced with stronger mail

Who would seek and find the Holy Grail.'

"

Here is the moral : no matter wliat we give, if we give
Irom a sense of duty, we merit nothing ; we are truly char-
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itable and meritorious in our alms only when we give witli

them our feelings, or rather when we give them without

motive, from the simple impulse of love. Mr. Lowell is

either a bad psychologist or a bad moralist. Love, as dis-

tinguished from the sense of duty, is an affection of the

sensible instead of the rational nature. He who acts from
a sense of duty acts from the highest and noblest love of

which man is capable ; he who acts onlj' from what we may
'

term sensible love acts from his lower nature,—that which

he possesses in common with many animal tribes. For our

own convenience and pleasure in acting, it is always desira-

ble that our emotions should harmonize with our sense of

duty ; but for the meritoriousness of our actions, it is not

at all necessary. He who performs a duty which is repug-

nant to his nature, and which demands great self-denial and

self-command, is far more meritorious than he who per-

forms an act, in itself considered, of equal worth, to which

he feels no repugnance. To throw an alms in scorn to a

beggar is, indeed, not meritorious, because there is no virt-

uous intention, and because scorn of a brother man, how-

ever low, or however loathsome his appearance, is always

wrong. But it is clear, from the author's comment, that

the "scorn" he charges upon Sir Launfal, was simply giving

from a sense of duty, and therefore no scorn at all.

" He gives nothing but worthless gold

Who gives from a sense of duty."

In fact, the author shows through his whole poem, that

he has never made his philosophy, and is ignorant of the

first principles of ethical science. This detracts from his

merit as a poet no less than from his merit as a moralist.

The poet aims, and should aim, at the expression of the

l)eautiful ; but the beautiful is the form of the true, and

cannot be found where the true is wanting. We are not so

unreasonable as to ask of the poet a system of metapliysics

or a code of ethics ; we do not ask the artist to leave his

own proper department, and to enter that of science ; we
understand the distinct sphere of art, and highly appreciate

it,—more highly, perhaps, than we get credit for; but we
do contend that no man can be a true poet, or artist, who
lias in his mind a false speculative system. His mind must

be informed with ideal truth, or he can never apprehend or

express true beauty of form ; and all ideal truth pertains to

the department of speculative science. The poet must know
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as well as feel, and know principles, the eternal verities of

things, in their normal order and relations, or his expression

will be broken, confused, the ebullition of lawless passion,

the extravagances of a wild and inconstant fancy, or the

incoherent ravings of folly and madness.

Here is a point on which, in these times, there are many
erroneous and mischievous opinions afloat. Everybody knows
that the great poets, the great artists, have never flourished,

save in epochs and countries marked by severe discipline,

and ennobled by serious and solid studies. The flourishing

period of true art is always immediately preceded or accom-

panied by a flourishing period of philosophy, of moral sci-

ence, and of religious truth ; and just in proportion as men
lose sight of the great and eternal truths of religion, of the

discoveries and teachings of a sound philosophy,—that is,

of the ideal trutli in the supernatural order and in the natural,

—their artistic productions become mean and contemptible.

It is not that art must dogmatize, speculate, or indulge in

didactic teaching, but that the truths of religion and philos-

ophy must be received into and form the mind of the artist.

In ages that are serious, earnest, enlightened, when men do
not scorn tlie ideal truth and fritter away their powers on
merely external and sensible objects, these truths are gener-

ally recognized, form the basis of all moral and intellectual

culture, and are taken in with ordinary speech or language,

in which they are embodied,—so to speak, incarnated. The
man endowed with artistic genius—that is, one who has re-

ceived from nature the gift, when they are presented to his

mind, of apprehending and distinguishing these truths under
the form of the beautiful—is furnished with the requisite

conditions of art, and can give birth to expressions which
all men shall admire ; for then he has present to his mind and
soul ideal truth, which is always universal and eternal.

But in otlier epochs, when religion and philosophy, which
supply the artist with his materials, are lost sight of or ob-

scured,—when the truths of revelation and speculative sci-

ence no longer preside over education, and form the basis

of moral and intellectual culture,—when the mind and the

heart are turned to the external, and become intent only on
sensible and material objects,—there can be no genuine art

;

for the ideal truth is no longer distinctly apprehended, and,

when no longer so apprehended, it can no more be expressed

under the form of the beautiful tlian under the form of

science itself. Hence it is,—though, for the last two hun-
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d:"oJ years, there has been no lack of aspirants to artistic

creation,—there has been no art. Tlie divine idea, super-

natural truth, was obscured by the reformers, and has been
pretty mucli lost sii^ht of by their descendants ; and there
has appeared no philosopher, and there has been no philos-

ophy, since the middle of the seventeenth century. The
ideal truth, which was embodied by our Creator in lans^uage,

has remained undistinguished ; serious studies, unless in

some of the physical sciences, have been despised ; the mind
has been turned outward to sensible objects, and the heart

and soul have been wasted on the material, the ephemeral,
and the frivolous. Art has therefore languished, and its culti-

vators have been able to copy only imperfectly the old masters.

If we except, and we are hardly willing to except, Alfieri,

there has been no poet since Milton. Goethe and Schiller

had poetical genius of a high order, but the former was
ruined by sensism and pantheism,—both equally opposed to

ideal truth,—and the latter by his lack of religious faith,

and his Kantian philosophy, which even in the practical rea-

son obscures and enfeebles the truth which the poet must
seize and express. Byron had the subjective power of a

great poet, but had present to his mind, as the material of
art, far less of ideal truth than either Goethe or Schiller.

France has never excelled in art, for her genius is not phil-

osophical, does not aspire to the higher order of truth, is

turned to objects of sense, to the outward world, and sel-

dom rises above secondary ideas. The first American poet
is probably not yet born.

Mr. Lowell has a lively fancy, a quick eye for material

beauty, or, as we say, the beauties of nature, and consider-

able facility of expression. He can see and express the
beauty of a daisy, of the bee collecting honey, of cows feed-

ing in the pasture, of the cock clapping his wings and crow-
ing, and even something of the life of a spring morning,
the sultriness of a sunnner noon, and of the golden hues of an
autumnal sunset ; but beyond or above he does not appear
able to go. When he aspires, he falls ; and when he seeks

to express the beauty of moral truth, he only proves that he
has never clearly and distinctly beheld it. His glory is,

tiiat he believes in moral truth,—that he believes that there

is the divine and eternal idea back of the ever-changing ap-

pearances which flit past his vision ; but his misfortune is,

that he has never beheld it,—that he has, at best, caught only
a partial and transient glimpse of the objects around him, in
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the night, when a sudden flash of lightning for an instant fur-

rows the darkness wliich eiivelops tliem. With solid train-

ing under the direction of religion and sound philosophy,

which should have given elevation to his soul, clearness to

his view, firinness to his will, and sanctity to his aims, he
would have been a poet. He has no complaint to bring
against nature. He has, if we may so speak, genius enough
potentially, and artistic genius; but he has neither been sub-

jected to the discipline, nor has he submitted himself to the

serious and patient labor of thought, necessary to reduce
the potentiality of his nature to act. Alas ! we must say

this, not alone of Mr. Lowell, but of nearly all our con-

temporaries, in this superficial and frivolous age.

We have touched cursorily on several points in these

brief remarks, which we regret that we have neither the time
nor the space at present to develop. We love art, and, of the

various species of art, we love poetry the best. But we
have too high an appreciation of its character and office, to

receive with favor the light and frivolous productions of

our modern race of poetasters and versifiers, liowever beau-
tiful their print and paper, or rich and tasteful their bind-

ing. Puerile conceits, flimsy sentiments, false philosophy,

bad morality, even delicate and truthful descriptions of

merely material objects, though expressed in flowing num-
bers and harmonious verse, we cannot honor witli the name
of poetry. We have no wish to treat harshly our young
aspirants to poetic fame, to wound their feelings, or to damp
their courage ; but, for the honor of our age, and the inter-

ests of modern civilization, we feel that it is necessary to

raise our voice, feeble though it is, against the miserable
trash which under the name of literature, is inundating
Europe and America, and threatening the extinction of
what little virtue and manliness may yet remain. Would
that tliere were amongst us a strong masculine voice, that

could make itself heard amid the din and chatter of the age,

and, with mingled kindness and severity, recall our youth
to the antique depth of thought, greatness of soul, and
energy of will, and impress upon their yet ductile minds the
solemn truth that they must aim higher, submit to longer
and more rigid discipline, and devote themselves for years
to those solid studies which task all their faculties, and call

forth all the potentialities of their souls, before venturing
to appear before the public, either to instruct or delight it.

No one who would deserve well of his countrymen, leave
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his mark on his age, or live in the memory of his race,

should entertain for a moment that silly doctrine now prev-

alent, that the great and enduring in art must be a spon-

taneous production, and tliat a work is worthless in propor-

tion to the labor of intellect and will that its creation has

cost. Poetry is not the instinctive and unpremeditated utter-

ances of the spontaneous emotions and conceits of the poet.

It might do to say,

Ich singe wie der Vogel singt

Der in dem Zweigen wohnet,

if man were a blackbird ; but it will not do, unless we are

careful to understand it in Goethe's sense, now since man
is man, and must find his glory in the cultivation and exer-

cise, under the will and by the aid of his Maker, of his

proper humanity.
We do not ask the poet to encroach upon the province of

the theologian, or of the philosopher. We do not ask him
to make his poem a sermon, a didactic lecture, nor do we
wish him to be careful to tack a formal moral on to its end,

as is done in J^sop's Fables ; but we do ask that he feed his

mind and his soul with the highest order of religious and

speculative truth, and that he discipline liimself to express

this truth under the form of the beautiful. We would

have him eminently religious, because eminently true, and

eminently moral, because eminently religious ; we would

have him serious, earnest, great, sublime, by virtue of the

universal and eternal verities of things with which he holds

intercourse ; but we have no disposition to restrict his

sphere, to trammel tne freedom of his mind, or to forge

shackles for his genius. Nay, what we desire for him is

freedom, elevation, greatness, manliness, a clear and lofty

intelligence, and a robust virtue, which are absolutely im-

possible in the nature of things without a severe and thor-

ough discipline, and the possession of the highest order of

truth, both natural and supernatural.

Our readers will understand from these remarks why it is

we have been so severe on the light literature of the day,

and why we have treated with so much harshness the young

brood of religious novels with whicli we were threatened.

We condemn not art in any of its forms ; we condemn not

poetry ; we oppose not even works of fiction ; we object not

to the cultivation of man's whole nature, to the employment

of any of his faculties, or to pressing into the service of re-
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ligion even sentiment and imagination ; on the contrary, we
approve and call for them all ; only let the mind that writes be
fed, and the heart that admires be filled, with the truths of re-

ligion and philosophy'. The man who has been riglitl}^ nurt-

ured, whose faculties have been rightly disciplined, and
whose mind has been enlightened, will strengthened, and
soul elevated by profound study of ideal truth, and posses-

sion of the eternal verities of things, may appeal to all nat-

ure and express himself in wdiat forms he pleases. His ex-

pressions will be true and beautiful, his influence will be
moral, will favor a robust civilization, and manly virtue,

which in the saint will rise to heroic sanctity and command
the veneration of all good men.

DANA'S POEMS AND PROSE WRITINGS.

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for October, 1850.]

Mr. Dana is one of the patriarchs of American literature,

and we are not called upon to treat him as an author making
his first appearance before the public. The contents of his

volumes were written many years ago, and have long been
familiar to the grown-up generation of the author's country-
men. They have already passed the ordeal of the critics,

and their author's reputation is too well established to be
much affected one way or the other by the comments of re-

viewers. All that need be done on the appearance of any
new edition of them is simply to announce it. Nevertheless,
we are unwilling to let this new edition pass without mak-
ing it the occasion of paying the tribute of our respect to

the author, and of throwing out some suggestions which
may not be wholly unprofitable to our younger aspirants

to artistic excellence and literary glory.

We are reviewers by profession, but reviewers of the
subjects, doctrines, principles, or tendencies of books, rather
than of books themselves, as mere literary productions. We
prize literature and art only as they subserve Christian doc-

Poems and Prose Writings. By Richard H. Dana. New York :

1850.
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trine and morals. Apart from their relation to these, they

have little value in our eyes ; for so considered they cease to

be genuinely artistic, and have at best merely the form,

-without the substance, of art. We esteem no literature

which treats of matters and things in their generality, with-

out touching any thing in its specialty, for the general with-

out the special is mere possil)ility ; and we belong to that

class of moralists who hold that every human action is either

moral or immoral, either good or bad, and that no human
action is ever morally indifferent. To us the end is no less

important than the principle, and the philosopliy that denies

tlie final cause is as atheistic and absurd as that which denies

the first cause. Our theology determines our ethics, and

our ethics determines our aesthetics. Theology is the queen

of the sciences, and they have no rights or reason of exist-

ence but to be employed in her service. Art in its most

general sense is simply the application of science to practi-

cal life. Hence we are always obliged, wliether we are re-

viewing a work of science or of art, to review it under its

relation to Catholicity, and to judge it by its bearing on

Catholic doctrine and morals.

This is not a fashionable mode of reviewing, we admit,

and is generally regarded as narrow, illiberal, and bigoted
;

for it is in our "days thought to be a mark of wisdom to deny

the unity and universality both of the first and of the final

cause of the universe, to separate philosophy from theology,

truth from revelation, Christianity from the church, moral-

ity from religion, and art, or, as it is improperly called, ces-

thetics, from morality. But this is a fact not precisely to

the credit of the age. Catholicity, in the order of ideas or

principles, is the truth and the whole truth, whether the

truth evident to natural reason, or the truth revealed and

affirmed tons by supernatural authority. It therefore nec-

essarily extends to every department of human thought,

feeling, and action. Nothing, then, in any order, or under

any relation, is really separable from it, exempted from its

law, or commendable save as inspired by it and as it con-

forms to it. Falsehood either as to the principle or as to

the end is never commendable, and moral deformity is no

less repugnant to the beautiful than physical deformity.

The WiMcerwandtschaften, or Elective Affinities, of Goethe

is as offensive to good taste as shocking to the moral sense.

AVe do not say that the beautiful is not, in some sense,

distinjruishable from truth of doctrine and soundness of
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morals, but we do maintain that it is never separable from
them. All art or sesthetics must be addressed to man under
one or all of three relations,—1. The intellect, or under-

standing; 2. The will; 3. The imagination. The proper ob-

ject of the understanding is truth ; of the will, moral good
;

of the imagination, if you please, the beautiful. All liter-

ature, or any other species of art, in order to meet the de-

mands of intellect and will, must be true and morally good,

therefore must be grounded in Catholic doctrine and mor-
als ; for aside from these, in the intellectual and volitive

orders, all is false and immoral, neither true nor good. The
imagination is commonly regarded as a mixed faculty, par-

taking both of the rational nature and of the irrational, and
in some sense as a union of the two, so to speak, of the soul

and body. But it is primarily and essentially rational, or

intellectual, and moves as intellect before moving as sensi-

bility; or, in other words, it is intellectual apprehension be-

fore it is sensitive affection, as the life and activity of the

body are from the soul, not the life and activity of the soul

from the body. The beautiful, then, as the proper object

of the imagination, must be really objective and intelli-

gible, and therefore belong to the order of the true and
the good, and be at bottom identical with truth and good-

ness; for the true is, in reality, identical with the good.

Consequently imagination, therefore aesthetics, demands
truth and goodness for the basis of its operations, as nmch
as does Christian theology or Christian ethics.

This is undeniable, if imagination is considered on its in-

tellectual or rational side, and it is not less so if we consider

it on its sensitive or irrational side. Undoubtedly, we may
be and often are delighted, charmed, with what is neither

true nor good, pleased with a literature or an art which
Christian doctrine and morals do and must repugn ; but this

is by virtue of the irrational and sensitive side of our nature,

which, in consequence of original sin, is in an abnormal state.

The understanding by the fall has been obscured and the

will enfeebled, but the lower nature, concupiscence, the flesh,

has been turned wholly away from God, so that in it dwells
no good thing. Physically, it has not, indeed, been essen-

tially changed ; but it has morally escaped from its original

sul)jection to reason and the law of God, in which it was,
prior to the fall, held by grace ; and it now follows its nat-

ural tendencies,— all of which are towards the creature in-

stead of the Creator. If we follow these natural tendencies.
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or seek their natural gratitication, we convert intellect and
will into slaves of appetite and passion, and are brouglit

into bondage to sin and death. These tendencies are not
destroyed, or changed, by the infusion of sanctifying grace.

The flesh remains after baptism, continues to lust against the
spirit, and as long as he lives the Christian must combat it

unceasingly, and labor by self-denial, mortification, and
prayer to overcome or subdue it, as revelation teaches us,

and as all experience proves.

There are two modes in which art may affect us on this

side of our nature,—one by exciting corrupt appetites and
gratifying perverse tendencies, the other by allaying or tran-

quillizing the passions, and so diverting us from the sensitive

affections as to prevent them from obscuring the understand-

ing, or enslaving the will. The art that operates in the first-

mentioned mode is not unknown, nay, is quite common. It

is the fashionable art of our age, especially if we speak of

literature. Under its category we must place the principal

part of the poetry of Byron, Moore, and Shelley, all the

fashionable novels from Sir Walter Scott down to Georges
Sand, and the light, with no small part of the grave, litera-

ture of the day, and which the young man or the young
woman can no more read without being corrupted than one
can touch pitch and not be defiled. But art of this sort is

a counterfeit or false art ; because just in proportion as we
follow the sensitive nature, we run away from God, " the

first good and the first fair," the supuerae and absolute truth,

the supreme and absolute good, and the supreme and abso-

lute beauty, and tend towards the creature as final cause, or

ultimate end, therefore towards supreme and absolute false-

hood, and consequently towards supreme and absolute nul-

lity, since the creature separated from God is a nullity, and
absolute nullity must needs be as far removed from the

beautiful as it is from the true and the good.

The beautiful is not a human creation ; men do not make
it ; it is real, and independent of the genius that discovers

it or seeks to embody it in works of art, in poetry, eloquence,

music, painting, sculpture, or architecture. It then, like all

reality, has its origin in God, and even as created beauty

must be, though distinguishable, yet inseparable from God,
and like every creature in its degree an image of God. God
creates all things after the ideas or archetypes in his own
divine mind, or infinite intelligence. These ideas or arche-

types in his intellect are indistinguishable from his essence;
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for, as St. Thomas, after St. Augustine, teaches, idea in Deo
nihil est aliud quam, essentia Dei. It is precisely in this

image of God in wliich all things in their degree and accord-
ing to their nature are created, that reside the truth, good-
ness, and beauty of things. Whatever obscures this image,
or leads us away from it, or substitutes for it the image of
the creature, obscures the beautiful, and leads us away from
it, into the deformed and the inane, which is evidently the
case with the art that takes for its object the pleasure or
satisfaction of the inferior soul, or the corrupt appetites and
passions of our nature. Whence it follows that only the
art that operates in the second mode we have defined, that
is, to allay concupiscence, to tranquillize the passions, and
enfeeble their force, can be true and genuine art, or the art

that really and truly embodies the beautiful. This it can do
onl}' by elevating us into a region above the sphere of the
sensitive soul, above the merely sensible world, into the in-

telligible world, by exciting in us noble thoughts, lofty as-

pirations, and so charming the rational soul, the intellect and
will, with spiritual truth and goodness, that the sensitive

soul, so to speak, is for the time being overpowered and
rendered unable to disturb us. This is what the church has
always aimed at in her sacred art, whether manifested in her
noble hymns, her grand cathedrals, her splendid ritual, or
her solemn chants and soul-subduing music ;—not, as shal-

low, heretical, and infidel travellers would fain persuade us,

the positive enlisting of the senses, the passions, and sensitive

affections in her service.

Some would-be philosophers and moralists, indeed, attempt
to steer a middle course between the two extremes we have
indicated. They would condemn the purely sensual art as

opposed to true beauty, and yet would not require all art to

be purely ascetic. They persuade themselves that the artist,

the poet, the orator, or the rhetorician may lawfully avail

himself up to a certain point of our sensitive emotions, pas-

sions, affections, tendencies, if he only recognizes at the
same time that he delights and charms us by exciting and
employing them, that we must not forget to be orthodox
and moral, and takes care to caution us against suffering
them to run into excess. They assume that nature is essen-

tially good, and that its tendencies are all proper to be con-
sulted, unless unduly excited, and inordinately strengthened.
They see evil only in their excess,—in suffering them to ex-

ceed a certain proportion,—and charm us by their indulgence
Vol. XlX-21
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and moderation, by their suavity and condescension to our
weakness. But for this very reason they are the most dan-

gerous class of philosophizers and moralizers we liave amongst
us ; they soothe and hill the conscience while they delight

the flesh. Their error is subtile, and not easily detected by
the ordinary mind. They deceive many, and would, if it

were possible, deceive the very elect.

Physically considered, we grant that our nature is good,

and so is the nature of the devil himself ; as follows from
the fact that sumnntm ens is sttmmum, honum, and every
creature of a perfect and good creator must be itself good.
Of this there is no doubt ; and hence no ascetic, no master
of spiritual life, ever demands of us the physical immolation
of ourselves, either in whole or in part. But morally con-

sidered, our nature is not good ; on the contrary', it is cor-

rupt. True, physically considered, our nature was not es-

sentially changed by the tall. We had the same lower nat-

ure in the state of innocence that we have in our lapsed

state, and the natural ends and tendencies of that nature were
then, in themselves considered, precisely what they are now :

but they were then subordinated to reason, and through
grace held in strict subjection to understanding and will,

which were themselves by the same grace held in strict sub-

jection to the will of God. Their natural objects were not

then pursued inordinately, nor for their own sake ; and the

action of the man, in so far as he sought those objects, did

in no sense terminate in them. He ate, but not to enjoy
the pleasures of the palate, nor merely to preserve the life

of his body ; but to preserve the life of his body for the

sake of God, of employing himself in the service of his

Maker. But when he sinned, he lost the grace which held

concupiscence, or the inferior powers of the soul, in subjec-

tion to the higher or rational powers, and escaping from the

dominion of reason, they recovered their natural freedom,

and henceforth operated according to their own inherent

laws for the various sensual ends to which tiiey all naturally

tend, when unrestrained by reason and grace. The common
end of all these tendencies is sensual pleasure ; sensual

pleasure is derivable only from the possession of sensible ob-

jects or sensible goods ; and hence the sensual man, the

natural or carnal man, seeks always sensual pleasure as his

ultimate end, and the possession of sensible goods as the

means of obtaining it. Intellect and will—the nobler part

of his nature—are for him onlv " instrumental faculties,"
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as the Fourierists expressly denominate them, and he es-

teems and cultivates them only as means of gaining these

sensible goods, and for procuring sensual pleasure. This

carnal or natural man, following his natural tendencies, and
seeking his own sensual pleasure, is intellectually and mor-
ally dead. The end and the objects he seeks are in the cre-

ated order, and his activity terminates in the creature, and
therefore he acts in a direction from God, and adopts as his

final cause, or ultimate end, a final cause or ultimate end op-

posed to God, who is his sole final, as his sole first cause, his

last end, as his first beginning. He sins, then, intellectually,

by assuming a false final cause, denying his true, and assert-

ing a false, ultimate end ; and he sins morally, by rejecting

God as liis sovereign, and devoting himself to a false sover-

eign, and giving what is due to God alone to the creature

who has no right to it. We may lawfully seek the creature

in God, for the creature is in God as his beginning and end
;

but not God in the creature, as our modern socialists and
Ideologists falsely teach, for, morally considered, God is not

in the creature. To set our affections on the creature, to

propose the creature as our final cause, as the end of our

activity, or any portion of our activity, is to turn our backs

upon God, is to march from him, to depart from our su-

preme good, and to rush into falsehood and sin, the death

of the rational soul, which lives and can live only by virtue

of truth and moral good. This lies in the very nature of

things, and God himself cannot alter it,, for not even Om-
nipotence itself can make the creature tlie creator, or seek-

ing the creature seeking God himself, as final cause. As all

morality, or all truth of conduct, lies precisely in seeking

God as our final cause, or ultimate end, every act that re-

jects him as that end, and terminates in any created object,

is immoral, and tends to kill the soul. As this is the case

with every act of concupiscence, or every act of ours having
for its end, no matter in what degree, sensual delight or sat-

isfaction, there can be no compromise in the case, and the

attempt of the artist, in any degree, to avail liimself of our

natural emotions, passions, or affections in their natural

order and relations, within whatever limits he may intend

to remain, is of a false and immoral tendency, and therefore

unartistic.

All Christian moralists, all masters of spiritual life, teach

that humility is the foundation and root of all the virtues,

and that pride is the foundation and root of all sin. But
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pride is simply the assertion, in the moral order, of our own
self-sufficiency, that is, the denial of God as our final cause^

and the assertion of ourselves as our own ultimate end ; that

is, again, the blasphemous assertion of ourselves as God, and

sovereign lawgiver, according to the words of the serpent

to our first parents, " Ye shall be as gods." In its essence,

every act of pride is the absolute denial of God in the

moral, and therefore in the physical order, and the assertion

of the absolute supremacy of man, of me, myself, not

vaguely hinted in Dr. Channing's doctrine of the " dignity

of human nature," in which, one of his brother ministers

was aQcustomed to say, the eloquent doctor " made man a

great god, and God a little man." Humility is the oppo-

site of pride, that is, the absolute denial of man's supremacy^

and the assertion of the absolute supremac}^ of God, in the

moral order,—the annihilation of the creature as final cause,

and the assertion of God as final cause, and sole final cause^

or ultimate end in all things whatsoever. Pride is a stu-

pendous lie, and as gross a violation of dialectics as of

ethics; humility is simply the assertion of the truth, and
conformity to it, since God, as sole creator of man, must
needs be his sole final cause or ultimate end. Humility
simply recognizes and practically conforms to this truth

;

and to recognize and practically conform to this truth in all

our actions is the whole of virtue. It follows, then, that

just so far as we seek sensual or natural pleasure, and make
the creature the termination of our activity, we act contrary

to virtue, and are immoral. We know no way to avoid this

conclusion, undeniable in the nature of things.

It follows from this that these ma-media philosophers

and moralists are mistaken in assuming that the evil lies in

the excess, in the undue lengths to whicli we sufter ourselves

to be borne by our natural tendencies, appetites, passions,

and affections. It does not lie in following these too far,

but in following them at all. Their natural direction, from
their very starting-point, is away from God towards the

creature, that is, from the end we are bound, either explicit-

ly or implicitly, actually or habitually, to seek at all times

and in all our actions, great or small. Here is the fact.

"We cannot serve two masters ; and we cannot serve God in

seeking our own pleasure. The sensitive nature must be
subordinated and completely subjected to the rational ; and
as this has become impossible since the fall, for the carnal

mind is not subject to the law of God, neither can it be,
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nothing remains for us bnt to resist it,—by the grace of God
to fight it, and to fight it unceasingly, as long as we live.

We can make no compromise, no truce even, with it, and
the least relaxation of our vigilance gives it the victory over
us, and enables it to bring us again into bondage to sin and
death. There must be no dallying with the flesh, any more
than with the world and the devil. They who fancy that

there is no necessity of being so very strict, who flatter them-
selves that they can yield somewhat to concupiscence, and
give a portion of their time, thoughts, and affections to the

world, to its pomps, its shows, its vanities, and dissipations,

without danger, labor under a fatal delusion. It requires no
violent effort to live for the world ; our natural tendencies

are to it, and before we are aware of danger, we become so

absorbed in it, that we have no longer the courage or the

energy to throw it off and return to the duties of religion.

Authors who set out with the lax notions we are combating,
disposed to stop every now and thea to gather the flowers

of sense that border the path of life, without wholly los-

ing sight of religion, always delay longer than they intend,

and in the ordinary course of things finally stray from the
path and lose themselves, either in gross sensuality, or in

open, decided heresy. JSTone of our natural passions or af-

fections can be trusted ; the trail of the serpent is over them
-all ; they are all branded with the curse of original sin, and
the purest and best of them,—conjugal love, love of children,

love of parents, love of country, love of mankind,—when
indulged for their own sake, place us on the declivity, whence
it is diflicult only not to slide into the hell burning at the
foot.

These views are necessary, not merely to our own justifi-

cation as reviewers, but also to all who aspire to artistic ex-

oellence and literary gloiy. These should remember that

they must know and will, as well as feel, study as well as

dream, and labor to rise above the merely sensible world,
and fill their minds and invigorate their hearts with the
higliest order of intellectual and spiritual truth that Al-
mighty God has revealed or made accessible to the human
mind. It is not enough to study human nature, and to be-

come able to address successfully, or acceptably, the various
natural passions and affections from the point of view of the
objects to which they naturally tend. In doing this one only
speaks from fallen human nature to fallen human nature,

and the truth we attain to is only truth to man in his abnor-
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mal state, which, since what is abnormal is false, is after all

only falsehood, and alike remote from the good and the

beautifuh Our popular authors, we are sorry to add, seem
not to have considered this important fact, and hence our

popular literature, almost without exception, expresses only

the truth and beauty of our corrupt nature. Indeed, among-

non-professional writers, it is rare in these days to find an

author who even aims, whether he speaks in prose or verse,

at any thing more than delighting and charming us on the

sensitive or irrational side. It is the tendency of the age,

and indeed, as to that matter, of the world in every age,

to forget that man's glory is in his intellect and will, in his

reason, by which he is made but a little lower than the

angels, and through grace able to rise to the contemplation

of God himself and to the exhibition in his life of sublime

and heroic virtue, and to place it simply in that which he

possesses in common with the animal world. To divert him
from all deep and masculine thought, to divest him of all

rational or spiritual truth, to render him dead to all religious

affections and aspirations, and to reduce him to a better sort

of animal,—to a creature of mere sensation, or weak and

silly sentimentality,—is seriously regarded by those who
claim to be the great lights of the nineteenth century as vin-

dicating his manhood, asserting the nobility of his nature,

and elevating him to his true rank in the scale of being.

To this the "movement party" of our times, following the

spirit of the world, have come, and to this conspire all our

popular philosophy, science, art, literature.

Yet this brutal result should not surprise us. It lay in

the natural course of things, and might have been foreseen

by ordinary sagacity as inevitable, except by miracle, when
Dante instaurated the lay genius, and commenced the crea-

tion of a lay literature by the side of the sacred literature of

the church. The literature that leaves the intelligible

world, and the high order of supernatural truth, which Al-

mighty God has revealed for our instruction, and confines

itself to the sensible world, to delight and captivate the

natural man, is always that which is most easily produced,

and for which there is the greatest demand. It chimes in

with our natural tastes and tendencies, and imposes no self-

denial, no restraint, on either author or reader. Its authors

may always, where the simple ability to read is general,

count on a fit " audience," and not " few "; for to appreciate

it exacts no preparatory discipline. In our fallen state false-
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liood and evil are natural to us, and we need no previous
instruction, no previous training, to embrace them, or to

be charmed with them. Error and sin, like Dogberry's
reading and writing, come by nature, and there is no one
who cannot err and sin without being taught, without vio-

lent effort, self-denial, or mortification. When we choose
to err or sin, wind and tide are in our favor and we can rest

upon our oars. Any fool is competent to err ; but it takes

a wise man to avoid error, to know the truth and practise

it, or' to lead others to know and practise it ; and
wisdom and virtue do not come by nature, are not
natural to us in our lapsed state, and can be acquired only
by hard and persevering labor,—by violence to all our natu-

ral tendencies, severe discipline, rigid self-denial, and painful

mortification,—by a constant struggle against both wind and
current, against the whole force of oar nature, to which no
man is equal, unless excited and assisted by divine grace.

It is not surprising, then, that, in an age when authorship is

resorted to as a profession, as a livelihood, and when almost
everybody reads, popular literature and philosophy' should
regard only the human animal, the irrational elements of

man's nature, and address only our natural tendencies to

error and sin ; or that the great body of the people, accus-

tomed to no other intellectual food, and incapable, without a

discipline they are far from receiving, of relishing any other
food, should feel themselves flattered in being allowed to

stand at the head of the mammalia family, and to look upon
themselves as first cousins to the orang-outang and baboon.
He who begins by reverencing the animal man will soon see

in man nothing but the animal to reverence ; and if things

go on as they are now going, we must expect to see fetich-

ism reestablished among the poets, artists, and philosophers
of the nineteenth century.

The sensitive soul is indeed integral in man, and the ani-

mal man is the same individual or person that we call the
rational or spiritual man. Man is composed of body and
soul ; by his soul he is related to the spiritual world, and by
his body to the material world. Considered on the former
side he is the rational man ; on the latter, the animal man.
Yet he is the same man, the same individual, the same per-

son, physically, let us consider him on which side we will,

and he always acts with the unity which belongs to his nat-

ure. He never acts as intellect and will without sensi-

bility, or as sensibility without some affection of reason ; for
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tlie soul is essentially rational nature, and also the life of the

body : for when bereft of the soul, the body is a corpse, in-

capable of performing a single function. What we call the

irrational or animal soul must, then, undoubtedly, have its

place and office in the physical economy of human life, and,

physically, a share in every human act. Undoubtedly,
therefore, the artist cannot move intellect and will without
affecting it, and in some degree moving it also. He must,

then, understand the instinctive and irrational nature, and
study and even address the emotions, passions, and affec-

tions. This we grant ; but what we maintain is, that he
must not do it from the direction of the ends to which they

tend, or by presenting them their natural objects ; he must
do it from the side of intellect and will, through reason, the

teachings of revelation, and the precepts of the Gospel. He
cannot, if he would, avoid presenting them more or less of

sensible beauty, and with sensible beauty they are always

pleased; but he must not present that beauty in its naked-

ness, in the form which carries away sensibility in its natu-

ral direction ; he must clothe it with a higher beauty, a

beauty not sensible, but ideal, spiritual, moral, celestial, and
immortal, which is undoubtedly an achievement of great

difficulty, and within the reach of none but the very first

masters. It is precisely one of the miseries of our fallen

state that we cannot indulge our natural taste for sensible

beauty without danger ; and hence, to preserve our moral

integrity, we are obliged to deny and mortify that taste.

The earth has been cursed for our sake, and this curse, in no
small part, is in the fact that the very beauties of nature,

strewn in such rich profusion around us, the mountain and
plain, the streamlet and lake, the river and ocean, the varied

and smiling landscape, the many-colored and fragrant

llowers, the glorious sunshine, the golden-tinted clouds, the

starry vault of heaven, all that poets love to see and de-

scribe, and which, had we remained in the state of inno-

cence, would have given so pure a delight to our existence,

have become to us in consequence of sin a temptation and a

snare. The saints, though keenly alive to all that is beauti-

ful in nature, are accustomed to restrain their eyes, to close

them to the beauty which appeals to the senses, and to open
them only to the contemplation of the beauty of truth and

holiness. Yet if, in contemplating spiritual truth, the good-

ness, the love, and mercy of God, if, enraptured with the

celestial beauty with which all truth and good of the spirit-
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nal order are always clothed to the mind and the heart open

to them, we overflow with joy, and our whole body thrills

with deli,o:ht, as sometimes happens,, we may accept with

gratitude to God the sensible sweetness, for it is then a di-

vine pleasure, as it were a slight, a very slight, foretaste of

heaven ; but we must never seek it, and above all we must
beware of confounding it with the voluntary devotion which

God demands of us, and of the false notion which some en-

tertain, that we can press the sensitive affections into the

service of religion, and make them helps to our growth in

knowledge and virtue.

We add here, to prevent misconception, that we do not,

in bringing every work to the test of Catholic doctrine and

morals, necessarily exclude from trial all works not the

works of orthodox and practical Catholics. We find in Plato

and Aristotle much sound philosoph}^ ; no little beauty in

the ancient Greek and Roman classics ; and some" in the

masterpieces of poetry, music, and eloquence of modern
Protestant and infidel nations. This is because all nations,

ancient and modern, even the heretical and corrupt, have

had some rays of truth and goodness from the Catholic sun

furrowing their darkness. Catholicity, in the order of ideas

or principles, we have said, is the truth, the whole truth,

whether the truth evident jper se to natural reason, or the

truth pertaining to the supernatural order, and evident only

as revealed and affirmed to us by supernatural authority.

This is evident from the fact that theology is the queen of

the sciences, and the church is the supreme judge and inter-

preter, under God, of both the revealed law and the law of

nature. The first order of truth, embodied in language and

evident of itself to natural reason, is in some measure known
to all men ; the second order, that pertaining to the super-

natural, was, as to its substance, revealed in the beginning

to our first parents, and has been preserved by tradition, and

never entirely lost by any people. It is therefore retained,

and in some measure known, even by heretical and unbe-

lieving nations and individuals. It is true, the works of

heretics and unbelievers, whether ancient or modern, con-

sidered in relation to the merit of the operator, or as enti-

tling one to eternal life, have no value ; for they are, as to

the operator, defective both in their principle and end. The
heretic or the infidel, the gentile or the Protestant, acts al-

ways from nature to nature, which is never enough for ever-

lasting life, for that lies in the supernatural order. The
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noblest works of heretics ana individuals avail nothing for

salvation. Only Catholics do, or can, act from human
nature elevated by grace, and for God as author of grace and
the supernatural end of man ; and therefore none but
Catholics can enter into heaven, as we are taught in the

dogma, that out of the church no one can ever be saved.

But considered apart from the principle and end of the

operator, and regarded only for what they are in themselves,

the works of individuals not Catholics may have, under a

philosophical and an artistic point of view, no inconsiderable

degree of merit. It is thus that in purely metaphysical

questions St. Thomas and the fathers cite the gentile phi-

losophers, and good Catholics admire the Apollo and the

Laocoon. But what we admire in the philosophy or art of

heterodox nations and individuals is precisely that in them
M'hicli conforms to Catholic doctrine and morals, and which
has been inspired by those elements of Catholicit}' which
they have retained after their lapse into heterodoxy and in-

fidelity. So, though our rule obliges us to condemn as op-

posed to true art whatever canjiot abide the Catholic test,

we are still free, under it, to judge any work without in-

quiring whence it came or who has produced it; yet we
expect the masterpiece only from the Catholic who spends

no small portion of his time at the foot of the crucifix, and
the art of all pagan or heterodox nations will always betray

its origin.

From these last remarks it must appear, that, as reviewers,

we hold our business to be with the work presented for our

judgment, rather than with the workman abstracted from
it. We do not belong to the new school of criticism, if new
it is, springing up amongst us, and which values a work of

art only in so far as it is a revelation of the ps3'chological

character of its author, and lets us into the secrets of his in-

terior soul. We cannot, with a bold but flippant critic on

Mr. Dana, in a late number of the Christian Examiner,
leave the consideration of the intrinsic merits or demerits

of the works themselves, as revelations of the true, the

good, or the beautiful, and proceed by their aid to analyze

the author as a man, to dissect his moral and mental consti-

tution, and to set forth, to the wonderment of our readers at

our own sagacity and penetration, what he is or is not in

liimself. Tliis exceeds, in our judgment, both our province

and our ability. The author, in so far as he enters into his

work, that is, as strictly the author and distinguishable from
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the man, is, no doubt, the proper subject of criticism, but
beyond he is not, for beyond he does not publish himself,

and is not amenable to a literary tribunal. Because a man
has seen proper to publish a poem or a series of tales and
essays, it does not follow in our code of morals that we have
the right to treat him as a psychological phenomenon, or to

make him a psychological study. The man has a right to

determine for himself how far he will and how far he will

not publish himself, and so far as he does not publish him-
self he is a private man, just as much as if he had never

published any thing at all. The end of art is not to reveal

the artist. It is somewhat necessary in these democratic

times, when there is a universal tendency to invade every

man's privacy, to violate all private rights, and merge the

individual in the public, or rather in the mob, to insist on
this obvious fact, if we would preserve any degree of per-

sonal independence before the many-headed and meddle-
some multitude. It will be a sad day for personal indepen-

dence, freedom of thought, manly conduct, and strong and
masculine literature, when your Edwin P. Whipples unre-

buked sit in judgment on the interior character of your
Richard H. Danas, and publish to the world their psycho-

logical lucubrations. No man of any native modesty, or

delicacy of feeling, will then venture to lay before the pub-

lic the creations of his genius, or the results of his deep
thought and patient investigations, his fervent meditations,

or private musings.

Moreover, the critic can never give a judgment of an au-

thor beyond his works that can be worthy of much reliance,

for the workman always surpasses his work, and it is only

an infinitesimal part of himself that any tolerable author

does or can express in his writings. Only emptiness can

tell all that it is. The man of true genius, great abilities,

and full mind can compress only the smallest portion of

what he is into words intelligible to all the world. He can

fully open himself only to minds of a like order and culti-

vation with his own. Good readers are nearly as rare as

good authors, and the best part of a really good author is

lost upon the crowd even of his admirers. It is not seldom
that he is pained to hear himself complimented for what he
would blush to have meant, and what is at best only the

merest commonplace. The evil is already one of serious mag-
nitude, and becomes and must become every day greater and
greater as nominal readers multiply, and the proportion of
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genuine scliolars to mere sciolists diminishes. Everybody
now-a-days fancies himself a fit judge of every thing, and is

ready to swear that whatever is true, beautiful, or good to him,
is so in itself, and that whatever transcends liis puny under-

standing is a nullity. " The schoolmaster is abroad," we are

told, and it is no doubt true ; but we think it were quite as well

(f he stayed at home, and formed scholars who might write

IS scholars for scholars. The world has not profited by leav-

ing behind the old maxim, ne sutor ultra crepidam., and in-

stalling the Whipples as literary and psychological critics of

the Danas.
We have dwelt so long on the canons of literary and aes-

thetic criticism, that we have reserved ourselves little time
or space to a})])ly them to the works before us. ]^or can we
proceed with the same confidence in their application that

we have felt in stating them. They are founded in the eter-

nal truth and nature of things, and we have been guided by
our religion in determining them ; their application is an

act of human judgment, in all cases fallible, and peculiarly

so in ours, especially when the application is to be made to

poetical or artistic productions, of which we are very indif-

ferent judges. Art is the expression of the true and the

good under the form of the beautiful ; the form of the beau-

tiful is not created by the mind of the artist, is not jDrojected

from his mind, before having been drawn in from without,

or from above; it is real, objectiv^e,—the real and eternal

form of the true and the good themselves, as they exist in-

dependent of our apprehension ; but it is not given to every

eye to behold it, and it is only privileged minds, minds en-

dowed with some portion of that extraordinary power called

genius, and which escapes all definition, that can detect or

eml)ody it. We ordinary mortals can apprehend the true

and the morally good, can know our dut}' and perform it

;

but we are not privileged to see them always and everywhere
under the form of the beautiful ; far less are we able to seize

that form and embody it in our works. In so far as it is

identical with the true and the good we can judge of it

;

but in so fiU' as it is distinguishable from them,—for dis-

tinguishable, though not separable, from them we conceive

it may be,—we hold ourselves poorly qualified, either by
nature or discii)line, to determine its presence.

Mr. Dana's writings consist of moral and political essays,

literary reviews and criticisms, and tales and poems. The
essays are the most to our taste, and are the portion of his
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writings with whicli we have the most sympathy. Mr. Dana
is no red-republican, no radical, no revolutionist, but, witli-

out being hopelessly wedded to any particular form of po-

litical constitution, is a genuine conservative, a believer, in

the necessity of law, and in the almost forgotten fact that

loyalty is a virtue. His essays, entitled Old Times, The
Past and the Present, and Law as suited to Man,—the first

published in 1817, and the last two, one in 1833, and the
other in 1835, written with rare eloquence and grace of style,

and clearness and force of expression,—prove very satisfac-

torily that he is far from holding what is called the "sacred
right of insurrection,** and from believing that all innovation
is improvement, and that the surest way to protect liberty

is to obliterate from the mind the notion of law which guar-
anties it, and to break down all the bulwarks the wisdom of

our ancestors erected for its defence. Mr. Dana is one of
the few men remaining amongst us that retain somewhat of

the views and tastes of the better class of the loyalist gentry
in ante-revolutionary times, and who have never adopted all

the peculiarities of our modern democracy. <<

The American revolution and independence have had an
astonishing effect in developing the material resources of our
country, and in stimulating industrial activity and enterprise,

but they have not had an equally salutary influence on our
manners and morals, and our general habits of thought and
belief. The tone of good society under the republic is be-

low what it was in colonial times, and thought has lost in

depth and soundness what it has gained in expansion. Amer-
ican society has not yet recovered the loss of the old loyal-

ist or Tory families, for the most pai't the elite of the co-

lonial gentry. Democracy is great and glorious in the order
of mere material industry and prosperity, when that indus-

try and prosperity are able to thrive in spite of the govern-
ment ; but it is not remarkably favorable to the growth of

reverence, respect, and courtesy. Its fundamental principle is

pride,—is, " I am as good as you, and will not bow or take

off my hat to you,"—and therefore its natural tendency is to

lower the standard of morals and manners. It invariably

tends to invade every man's privacy, to make war on all in-

dividual freedom and mental independence, and to deny to

every one the right to think, to act, or to be, save as merged
in the crowd, and going to make up the public. Its natural

tendency is to bring every thing down to a common average,

to the level of the common mind, and to make public opinion
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the standard of doctrine and morals. It puts the people, or

rather the mob, in the place of God, and makes all men
taken individually slaves of all men taken collectively. Of
all conceivable governments democracy is the most unfavor-

able to free and manly thought, to mental independence, to

freedom and nobility of soul."*

In consequence of the natural influence of democracy, but
an influence against which the framers of the federal consti-

tution intended to guard, we of the present generation are

far inferior in a moral and intellectual point of view to the

generation that won our independence, and which was formed

* Let no one infer from our strictures on democracy that we are dis-

loyal to the republican institutions of this country. In condemning de-

mocracy we have no reference to either of the two great political parties

which divide our countrymen, for in the sense in which we condemn it,

democracy is common to both parties;—we refer not to the particular
measures of administration which either party advocates, for in this journal
we are neither Whig nor Democrat; nor do we refer to the fundamental
principles of the American constitution, state or national, for we deny
that the American constitution is democratic or was ever intended to be
democratic. The democracy we condemn relates neither to parties nor to

measures of administration, but to the origin of power and the constitu-

tion of the state. We condemn as destructive of freedom all government
of mere will, whether the will of plebeians or of nobility, of the people
or of the monarch. We demand a government of law,—a government
legal in its origin, in its ]irinciples, and in its administration, and such a
government we hold the American government to be when rightly inter-

preted; and such a government we hold a democracy is not and never
can be. Democracy, as the word is now universally understood, and
rightly understood, is nothing but mobocracy. We are opposed, not to our
American institutions, but to the democratic interpretation of them in-

sisted on by the majority of our countrymen, and even by some few of

our nominally Catholic fellow-citizens, who are Catholics in the old
Anglican fashion, that is. Catholics who are for this world at any rate,

and for heaven in so far as it demands no self-renunciation, and they are

able to accommodate its livery to the service of the devil. What we
oppose is not the institutions, but the mobocratic principles, doctrines,

and practices become so prevalent that no man of tolerable ability can
hope to be elevated to any place of honor or trust unless he makes a
public ]>rofession of them, and sets Ijiw and common sense at defiance.

For ourselves, we advocate not monarchy, not timocracy. not oligarchy,

not aristocracy, not democracy, not ochlocracy, but simply legitimacy and
legality, and precisely such, we hold, is the government which Providence
through the wisdom of our ancestors has established in this country.
To this form of government, and the laws made in conformity to its con-

stitution, we owe civil allegiance, and are always ready to comply with
all the demands of such allegiance. But the democratic doctrines floating

in the minds of our countrymen outside of the constitution, we do not
hold ourselves bound to obey; and we maintain that no man in this coun-
try can follow or encourage them without ceasing to be a loyal citizen,

and becoming treasonable in his thought and deed. It is not we in oppos-

ing, I)ut our countrymen in encouraging, these doctrines and tendencies,

that are disloyal to American institutions.
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under the colonial regime^ as is evident to all among us old

enough to have known that generation before it had wholly

disappeared. Even the more ultra members of the revolu-

tionary party, not excepting even Mr. Jefferson, entertained

views far more profound, just, and conservative than it is

common to meet among those who now pass for aristocrats

or monarchists, because not absolutely mobocrats. Since

even our own memory there was no party in the country

that would own the name of democrat, and the term was
rarely used, save as a term of reproach. Men would say,

" We are republicans, but not democrats " ; and the Whig
party of to-day is more democratic than was the Republican
party under Jefferson and Madison. There was, when the

war of independence commenced, and till many years after

independence had been gained, and we had taken our place

among sovereign states, something of loyalty in our disposi-

tion, and a general conviction in our minds of the necessity

and obligation of law. The sound doctrines and moral

habits that we had inherited from remote ancestors were not

yet worn out, and we retained some precious elements of

moral and social life. These are now gone, and our country

passes into the hands of the generation formed under the

practical operations of democratic convictions and tenden-

cies,—a puny generation, so degenerated in mental and
moral stature from its predecessors that one can hardly be-

lieve that it has really descended from them. They who
with us see and deplore this constant deterioration of Amer-
ican society, will read these essays of Mr. Dana with great

pleasure, and with thanksgiving that there is one writer

amongst us, of the highest order of American writers, who
dares intimate to his countrymen that their march of intel-

lect is downward, not upward, and to labor to recall their

attention to the good old things that have passed or are pass-

ing away. The chief regret we feel in reading these essays is,

that he who wrote them has not followed them up and given
us many more like them, a regret we seldom have occasion

to feel in the case of contemporary essayists.

The literary reviews and criticisms prove that Mr. Dana
has made criticism a study. We have been particularly

pleased with the paper on Edgeworths' Readings on Poetry^

in which the sound sense and just and acute observations of

the author are surpassed only by his wit and humor. The
Edgeworth tales, if man had no end but to get on well in

the world, to be respectable and prosperous here, without
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reference to an hereafter, would have been higlily meritori-

ous. The father and daughter were very respectable pagans.

But the Edgeworth notions of education, and the Edgeworth
utilitarianism, cannot be too severely ridiculed, and are as

contemptible as the school-system and school-books of Peter
Parley. We have seen no reason to believe that the modern
methods of education surpass those practised by tlie ancients,

and we are strongly inclined to the belief, that the attempt
to make a young child understand every thing is the most
effectual way of preventing him from ever understanding
any thing.

The paper on The Sketch Book is a fair and discriminating

review of the earlier writings of "Washington Irving. We
were pleased to observe, that, while the writer is just to the

many merits of Mr. Irving, he is not blind to his defects,

and with great kindness and delicacy indicates them. We
confess that, as much as we admire the inimitable Knicker-
bocker, we tire of his History before reaching the end, and
in fact have never yet succeeded in reading to the last page.

Irving has true wit and delicate humor, a lively and fertile

fancy, a pure, chaste, and elegant style, but he is a little

monotonous, and his uniform sweetness now and then cloys

the appetite.

The elaborate paper on Hazlitfs Lectures on the English
Poets is to our judgment the ablest and most characteristic

of any in the collection. Of Hazlitt's Lectures themselves

we cannot speak, for we have never read them, nor any thing

else from the same author ; but Mr. Dana's own criticisms

are superior to any thing of the sort written on this side the

Atlantic we remember to have read. We know nothing

finer, more tasteful, acute, or just in the whole range of lit-

erary criticism than the remarks on Alexander Pope, and

his poetry. We were delighted exceedingly to find Mr.
Dana doing justice to Swift, in spite of the Edinhurgh Re-
view's attempt to exclude him from good society. Swift

had his faults both as a man and a writer ; he is occasionally

coarse, and in his Tale of a Tuh downright profane ; but he
was taller by the head and shoulders than any of his Protes-

tant literary contemporaries, and among all the celebrated

writers of Queen Anne's reign the author for whom we
have the most esteem and affection. We have no sympathy
with his cynicism, M'hether it was real or affected ; we regret

his coarseness, and detest his Protestantism ; but we confess

his rare genius, his satirical wit, his strong masculine sense^
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and have a profound respect for his political sagacity and
wisdom. The political policy he advocated, and which the

Whig Addison opposed, was wise and profound, and Eng-
land is the sufferer to-day, and will be the greater sufferer

hei-eafter, for having rejected it. His policy was to save

the independence of the crown, to guard against parliamen-

tary despotism, and protect and strengthen the country pop-

ulation against the urban population, that is, prevent the

government from falling into the hands of fund-holders,

stock-jobbers, merchants, and manufacturers,—a population

that lacks stability, and fluctuates with the fluctuations of

trade and the state of the markets, not only at home, but
also abroad. Mr. Disraeli, if we understand him, is attempt-

ing to revive this policy, but we fear it is too late ; the re-

form bill, and the late Sir Robert Peel's free-trade measures,

together with the changes as to the balance of property pro-

duced in Great Britain by the marvellous development of

commerce and manufactures during the last sixty years, have
given the preponderance hopelessly, we are inclined to be-

lieve, to the urban system, so zealously defended by Addison
in the time of Swift, England's opportunity of recovering

from the sad effects of the rebellion and revolution of the

seventeenth century was lost when she called in the present

house of Hanover, instead of the legitimate heir of her

throne, and she must, we fear, reap the consequences of her

wickedness and folly. Sacred rights are never violated

with impunity, and the injured in the long run are sure to

be avenged.
Mr. Dana rates Wordsworth as a poet higher than we

have been in the habit of doing. Our early dislike of

Wordsworth may have proceeded from our early admiration

of Byron, and perhaps, since we have ceased to admire By-
ron, we ought to overcome our distaste for Wordsworth.
Wordsworth did not lack the poetic temperament, and he
has written, for an Anglican, some very good poetry. Many
of his sonnets, we acknowledge, are very beautiful—although

we dislike sonnets, as we do hexameters, in English—and
we cannot deny that they produce the effect of true poetry

on the mind and heart of the r^eader. He wrote, too, with

an honest aim, and with such religious thought and feeling

as he could have without being a Catholic. But he remains

always too near the ground, and never rises above a respect-

able Greek or Roman gentile, save in words. His philoso-

phy is, perhaps, higher and broader than that of Locke and
Vol. XIX—22
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Palej, but it is still low and narrow, and now and then even
verges upon pantlieisni. He is too much of an idolater of

nature to please us, and we grow weary, half to death, of

his interminable descriptions of natural scenery, mountain
and lake, hill and dale, park and paddock, woodland and
meadow, clouds and sunsets, especially in his Excursion.
We can endure no poetry that gives us any description of

nature, or merely natural objects, an}' further than it sub-

serves the action of the piece. All description, introduced
for description's sake, however beautiful in itself, is a blem-
ish. In poetry, in eloquence, in painting, in every species

of art, the moral must predominate, be the principal, and
the merel}' natural only the accessory, and must never, as

in Cole's pictures of the Yoyage of Life, overlay the moral.

Wordsworth seems to us to have formed a tolerably just

conception of what poetry should be, but to have labored

all his long life in the nearly vain attempt to realize it. He
made poetry step down from her stilts, and walk on her own
natural feet and legs, and so far he did good service, but we
are afraid that he will have to answer for not a few of the

sins of the more recent schools of the Brownings, the Bar-

I'etts, the Tennysons, the Lowells, and their fellows, with
which our present youthful generation is so grievously

afflicted.

Of Mr. Dana's poems and tales, we can offer only a brief

criticism. As a poet, he steers clear of the literary faults

we have, rightly or wrongly, charged upon Wordsworth.
He has a quick eye for external beauty, and he gives us

some exquisite pictures of nature, but they never divert our

attention from the action of the piece, or mar its unity, but

for the most part help it on, and deepen the impression in-

tended. He does not appear to have learned that rhythm
is unessential to poetry, or that mere feeling without thought,

clear and distinct thought, is the chief element in the com-
position of a poet. It is pretty evident, therefore, that his

i)oems were written some years ago, and that he did not an-

ticipate our recent discoveries. His rhythm is always good,

and his poetical language is natural, easy, and, for aught we
can see, is used as properly, as simply, as plainly, and as in-

telligibly as if he were talking prose. To us this is a great

merit, but in these days it may be thought a defect. His
diction is choice, and his style, clear, strong, terse, energetic,

and free from all exaggeration and dilfuseness. In his

Buccaneer he compresses as much meaning into a smglc
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line as our younger poets succeed in getting into a score of

stanzas.

In nothing he has written in his poems or in his Idle Man,
the general title of the collection of tales, is there any thing

that transgresses good taste, or ordinary morality, as under-

stood by the better class of our Protestant countrymen.
They are both marked by a certain moral aim, a certain re-

ligiousness, and, so far as words go, express a reverence for

and belief in Christianity. Yet we feel when reading tliem

that the author has never been really elevated above the

natural order, and that the sphere in which he lives and
moves lies far below the supernatural into whicli divine

grace elevates us, and in which are the secret springs of the

Christian's life. The only sanctity we recognize in his works
is forensic and imputed, not infused and intrinsic. Hence
they fail to express the higher order of beauty, and to pro-

duce the effect we have always the right to demand of all

productions claiming to be artistic. The supernatural in

The Buccaneer is terrible, but neither beautiful nor sublime,

—for it is infernal, not celestial ; demoniacal, not divine.

And bad as Mat Lee was, we should have been better satis-

fied, since supernatural agency was to be introduced, if it

had been introduced to save and not to destroy. As it is,

the Spectre-Horse is simply terrible, and affects us as un-

favorably as the diablerie of Hoffman.
Speaking in general terms of Mr. Dana's poems, and es-

peciall}^ of The Idle Man, we are obliged to say, that the

author, beyond the exquisite beauty of his style and diction,

seldom attains to the truly beautiful. His Edward and
Mai'y is a very sweet love story, pleasantly and delicately

told, but it is only a story of ordinary human love, which in

no respect rises above the natural order, and is as much with-

in the reach of the gentile as the Christian. But the rest

are, for the most part, dark, gloomy, and morbid. They are

terrible, rather than beautiful, and recall too vividly the

general effect of the novels of Godwin and Charles Brockden
Brown. We do not mean to say that Mr. Dana copies or

imitates these writers, nor imply any thing against his orig-

inality both of style and thought, but he writes with the

same morbid spirit that they do, and leaves on his reader a

painful and unhealthy impression. His Paul Felton is a

powerfully written story, but it is fearful. It displays in

the most masterly manner the workings of a richly endowed
mind, left to its own solitary musings, strong passions, and
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deep affections without steady principle, and thrown morbid
;

but scarcely any thing in the world would induce us to give
it a second reading. The author in it is true to our morbid
or fallen nature placed in the circumstances he imagines,

and subjected to satanic influences ; but he must pardon us

if we intimate, that, let the case stand with him now as it

may, when he wrote the story of Paul Felton, he did not

at all understand the philosophy of the case he so powerfully
and fearfully sketched. His hero wanted two things, the

infused habits of grace, and an enlightened conscience. The
errors and defects of Paul did not arise from the solitude in

which he was brought up, nor from his mingling so little in

general society. Had the boy been baptized, had he been
well instructed in Christian doctrine, and been under the

direction of a wise master of spiritual life, the circumstances

in which he was placed and his manner of life would have
favored enjoyment and the growth of virtue. But as it was,

he had nothing of the grace by which the Christian lives,

and the little knowledge of Christianity he had was just

enough to give him a scrupulous conscience in matters not

of moment, and a lax one in all else.

Paul Felton is the conception of a Calvinist, and is an ad-

mirable illustration of Calvinism in real life. Calvinists

have no adequate instruction in Christian duty. A few
minor things they are taught, and if in regard to these tliey

keep tolerably clear of sin, they are satisfied with themselves,

and have no trouble of conscience, however grossly they

may sin in matters of real spiritual magnitude. This is the

case with the great majority of them. They satisfy them-

selves, and maintain their self-complacency on matters of

little consequence, and leave the rest to take care of itself.

They can without remorse destroy the widow's house, if they

do not forget to make long prayers. If they " pay tithe of

mint, and anise, and cummin," they can with a self-approv-

ing conscience pass over " the weightier things of the law,

judgment, and mercy, and faith." But when one of them
fails in small matters, his conscience takes the alaf"m ; he is

filled with scruples; he becomes morbid, he grows mad, and

plunges into the most fearful crimes and hideous sins. The
basis of this character is pride and spiritual ignorance, often-

est met with in persons of good natural parts, respectable

literary and scientific attainments, but unaccompanied by
proper s})iritual or ghostly direction. Such was Paul Felton,

the jealous and tyrannical husband, the leaguer with the
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devil, the murderer of his wife and of liimself, yet a man
of tender conscience, persuading himself that he is in all

acting in accordance with conscience, and under the dictates

of a superior power.

Mr. Dana in stories of this sort offends Christian morality,

not indeed because he paints great crimes, but because he
paints them in unchristian colors, from the point of view of

mere nature, without directing the mind to their remedy.
The saints relate to us crimes of the deepest die, but they
do it with inward sanctity of their own, and so as not only

to inspire horror for the deeds, but a love for God and he-

roic virtue. Mr. Dana gives us, in contrast with his bold

sketches or finished details of crime and sin, no glimpses of

the justice and mercy of God, no gleams of hope in the di-

vine charity, no heroic sanctity to which the mind and heart,

sickened with the disgusting views of sin and iniquity, can

turn and find relief and refreshment. The effect on the

reader of all the kind of writing he here gives us is bad,

enervating, and tends rather to fit one to be a villain and a

desperado, than to recall him from error and sin, and to fix

his affections on the true and the holy. In meditating on
the passion of our Lord, it is more wholesome to dwell on
the ineffable love, the infinite mercy of God manifested in

it, than even on our own sins for which our Lord suffered

on the cross : for love to God is a nobler affection than sim-

ple hatred of sin. The sinner not unfrequently loathes the

sin he continues to commit, but not loathing it because op-

posed to the divine charitj', or to the possession of God as

his supreme good, he is rather the worse than the better for

the loathing ; because the loathing only drives him deejjer

and deeper into iniquity, in the vain hope of curing, or at

least of concealing itself. Finally, we see now and then a

recognition in Mr. Dana's writings of the prevalent and
fashionable doctrine of the purifying and ennobling influence

of mere human love. This doctrine, however disguised, is

nothing but the pander to lust. We know that woman's
love, a mere natural sentiment, is half deified, and repre-

sented as thaumaturgic ; but we have no more confidence in

either woman's or man's love as a principle of virtue than
we have in any other natural sentiment, nor half so much.
Marriage may sometimes reform the rake of his rakishness,

as avarice will sometimes cure a man of intemperance and
sloth, but it does not elevate him into the sphere of virtue.

The fact is, nature is never suflicient, and always does and
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must disappoint those wlio rely on it. It mnst be elevated

by grace, and cliarity must enter, pervade, and rule the do-

mestic circle, or the domestic affections themselves can do
nothincr for real virtue. Tiie state, and the family, as well

as individual virtue, must have a truly religious basis, be

based in Christianity, and sustained by supernatural grace,

or they are no better than castles in the air.

But we have extended our remarks to an unreasonable

length, and must close. We have given Mr. Dana's works
themselves a very inadequate review, and the author may
feel that, in common justice, we should have entered more
into detail. But our purpose has not been a regular criti-

cism of his writings, but to discuss with some depth and

clearness the subject they very naturally suggested, and that

not for his sake, but for the sake of our young Catholic

aspirants to literary and artistic excellence. As a writer Mr.
Dana is morbid, and wants the mental serenity and that

buoyancy of spirit which only the Catholic faith and fidelity

to the Catholic Church can give. We see in his writings

the absence of the operations of Catholicity on the mind
and heart, and the presence of much puritanic pride and

scrupulosity. But we see at the same time a writer of great

intellectual power, of true genius, and for the most part, so
,

far as the form goes, of cultivated, pure, and delicate taste.

His style may be studied as a model, and is among the very

best specimens of pure English that have been written by one

born and trained on this side of the Atlantic, and is rather

that of an Englishman than of an American. Mr. Dana
stands, deservedly, at the head of our American poets, and

is surpassed by none of our prose-writers for the clearness,

precision, naturalness, purity, and classic grace and finish of

his style and diction, and though his works are not by any

means all we could wish them, few if any American pro-

ductions of the sort are more creditable to our literature.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1852.]

This is a much more complete editiou of Mr. Webster's
works than has heretofore appeared, but it does not embrace
the entire series of liis writings. " Such a series," the editor

tells us, " would have required a larger number of volumes
than was deemed advisable with reference to the general

circulation of the work. A few juvenile performances have
accordingly been omitted, as not of sufficient importance or

maturity to be included in the collection. Of the earlier

speeches in congress, some were either not reported at all,

or in a manner too imperfect to be preserved without doing
injustice to the author. No attempt has been made to col-

lect from the contemporaneous newspapers or congressional

registers the short conversational speeches and remarks made
by Mr. Webster, as by other prominent members of con-

gress, in the progress of debate, and sometimes exercising

greater influence on the result than the set speeches. Of
the addresses to public meetings it has been found impossi-

ble to embrace more than a selection, without swelling the

work to an unreasonable size. It is believed, however, that

the contents of these volumes furnish a fair specimen of Mr.
Webster's opinions and sentiments on all the subjects treated,

and of his manner of discussing them. The responsibility

of deciding what should be omitted and what included has

been left by Mr. Webster to the friends having the charge
of the publication, and his own opinion on details of this

kind has rarely been taken." The volumes before us should,

therefore, be entitled A Selection from the works of Daniel
Webster ; although it is but simple justice to the editor to

say, that the selection has been made with taste and judg-

ment, and we are aware of no omission that any of Mr. Web-
ster's friends will seriously regret, unless it be some of his

earlier speeches in congress, especially the speech on the

conscription bill. The speeches, addresses, law arguments,
and diplomatic and state papers, on which his fame must
rest, and which exhibit his character as a scholai, orator,

lawyer, statesman, and diplomatist, are all included.

* The Works of Daniel Webster. Boston : 1851.
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Tlie editor, himself one of our most distinguished schol-

ars and an eminent publicist, has preceded the collection by
an admirable Biographical Memoir of the author, written

with great judgment and delicacy. It is no easy task to

write the life of an eminent man while he is still living, and

yet the editor has done it in a manner to satisfy the partiali-

ties of friendship, without offending the modesty of the il-

lustrious subject or the fidelity of history. The tone of the

memoir is of course laudatory, but it is sulxlued, and prob-

ably says no more in praise than posterity will ratify. Some
few shades may be necessary to render the portrait a perfect

likeness, but the judgments passed upon the talents, opin-

ions, and services of the author are. in general, solid and

just, such as time will confirm, not reverse.

Mr. Webster is of Scottish extraction, and was born in

Salisbury, New Hampshire, January ISth, 1782. He pur-

sued his preparatory studies at Phillips Academy, Exeter,

and graduated, August, 1801, at Dartmouth College, in his

native state. He immediately entered the office of Mr.

ThomjDson, the next-door neighbor of his father, as a stu-

dent of law, and subsequently studied awhile in the office of

the Hon. Cliristopher Gore in this city. He was admitted

to the practice of the law for the court of common pleas

of the County of Suffolk, Boston, in 1805, and as an attor-

ney and counsellor of the superior court of New Hampshire
in 1807, when he removed to Portsmouth, where he appears

to have been immediately and eminently successful in his

profession. In 1812 he was elected a member of congress,

and again in 1815. In 1816 he removed from Portsmouth
to Boston, which has continued to be his home ever since,

although, when not called away by his official duties, he for

a few years ]3ast has usually resided on his farm in Marsh-

field, in the Old Colony. In 1820 he was chosen a member
of the convention called to revise the constitution of tliis

commonwealth, and in the autumn of 1822 was elected a

member of the eighteenth congress, from Boston. Since

then, with scarcely an interval, he has been connected with

the general government, as representative, senator, or secre-

tary of state, and has, during the whole period of nearly forty

years, been identified with the public history of his country,

and exerted a large share of influence on our public policy.

It is not our purpose, in the few remarks we propose to

ofi^er on the occasion of a new edition of Mr. AVebster's

works, to speak at much length of his character as a lawyer
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or as a statesman. As a statesman, we have often spoken
of him, and perhaps enough has been said. He has proved
himself one of the very few American statesmen who are
able to compare favorably with the higher class of Euro-
pean statesmen, and his views are such as may be lionestly

commended, with very slight exceptions, for their patriotism,

comprehensiveness, and practical wisdom. It is rare that

we should now, whatever may have been the case formerly,
dissent from his domestic policy ; but his foreign policy,

although more in accordance with the general sentiment of
the great body of his countrymen than the one we should
approve, appears to us, in some respects, narrow and illiberal,

wrong in principle and dangerous in tendency. In his

judgment of the continental monarchical states he is still a

disciple of the eighteenth century, a believer, substantially,

in the contrat social, and what is called a liberal. He is

not, intentionally, a Jacobin, or a red-republican, and would,
most likely, had he been old enough at the time, have sided
with Burke in his denunciation of the old French revolu-
tion ; but he would, nevertheless, have denounced it in its

excesses, rather than in its principle. He and the Jacobin
have the same point of departure, and differ only in this,

—

that the Jacobin will carry out the principle common to

them both logically to its last consequence, while Mr. Web-
ster, restrained by his good sense and practical wisdom,
shrinks from going so far, and attempts to stop short of the
proper logical extreme, apparently not perceiving that a prin-

ciple that will not bear being pushed to its last logical con-
clusion is false, and ought not to be admitted at all.

Mr. "Webster is, perhaps, not veliemently opposed to what
may be called a parliamentary or representative monarchy,
—we say not, as he would, constitutional monarchy, for
ever}' monarchy that governs by laws is a constitutional,

even a limited monarchy ;—but he evidently understands by
a constitutional monarchy a representative or parliamentary
monarchy, and recognizes the strict legality of no monarchi-
cal government unless it is, to use the expression of La Fay-
ette, a monarchy surrounded by republican institutions, or
a monarchy compelled to govern in conjunction with a par-

liament, in one or both of its branches chosen by popular
suffrage. No government that does not recognize in some
form the democratic element, or rather the sovereignty- of
the people, in the Jacobinical sense, is in his view, a strictly

legal or legitimate government. Hence, without sympa-
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tliizino; with the sociahstic tendencies of the age in tlieir

developments, and without wishing in the least to weaken
tlie foundations of law and order, he is the determined
enemy of all the monarchical governments of Europe which
are not based on popular sovereignty, and do not rule by
means of parliaments or representative assemblies ; and he
holds it the duty of our government to exert all the influence

it can on and through public opinion in encouragement and
aid of the party, in all monarchical countries, exerting them-
selves to revolutionize them, and establish popular institu-

tions in their place.

Mr. "Webster evidently adopts the Canning policy, adopt-

ed and pursued with such disastrous success during the last

twenty years by Mr. Canning's pupil, Lord Palmerston, late

foreign secretary of the British government,—the policy of

intervention, if not by armed force, at least by diplomacy
and public opinion, by exertions to create and foster a pub-

lic opinion everywhere hostile to strictly monarchical gov-

ernments, and by encouraging the subjects of such govern-

ments to make illegal efforts to subvert them. Mr. Can-
ning and Lord Palmerston adopted and pursued this policy

for the sake of introducing into every European continental

state the parliamentary system of Great Britain ; Mr. Web-
ster, perhaps, would have little choice whether that system

or our own were introduced, but one or the other he insists

upon, as we may collect from his speech in congress on the

affairs of Greece in 1823, and his remarkable letter to Chev-
alier Hiilsemann, in December, 1850, in defence of General

Taylor's administration for sending Mr. Dudley Mann to

treat, if he had a chance, with the rebellious Hungarians,

then in arms against their sovereign. We need not say that

we regard this policy as repugnant to the laws of nations,

and as founded upon a false theory of the origin and prin-

ciples of government. The sovereignty of the people, in

the Jacobinical sense, is not a truth, and can be consistently

asserted by no man who does not deny the existence of

God. Its assertion is the assertion of atheism in politics,

and hence every system of policy which presupposes it must
be condemned by every one who believes in God and under-

stands himself.

When Mr. Webster speaks as a lawyer, according to the

principles and maxims of the common law, what he says is

remarkable for its good sense, its profound truth, and its

practical wisdom ; for then he speaks in accordance with the
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teachins;s of onr holy religion, which forms the basis of that

law ; but when he leaves that and undertakes to discuss

questions wliich lie further back, he is tlie disciple of Hamp-
den, Sydney, Locke, and Rousseau, and proceeds from prin-

ciples which he did not learn from the law, and which are

utterly repugnant to it. This is not a peculiarity of Mr.
Webster ; it was equally the case with the elder Adams, and,

indeed, witli the whole of the old Federal party ; and it was
this that prostrated them, notwithstanding their personal

respectability and practical wisdom, before their less scru-

pulous, but more logical and self-consistent rivals, headed by
Thomas Jefferson. They were via tnedia men, adopting
two contradictory sets of principles, and laboring to recon-

cile them by stopping half way with each ; while their

rivals had but one set of principles, which they were pre-

pared to follow whithersoever they should lead. Hence
Federalism, inferior in a logical, but far superior in a

practical point of view, or in practical wisdom and common
sense, was obliged to succumb to virtual Jacobinism, greatly

to the permanent injury, perhajDS to the ultimate ruin, of

the country,—certainly much to the regret of every intelli-

gent and true-hearted American.
We own that we admire the English constitution as it

originally existed, but we do not admire it in its present

state. In the original constitution of England the democratic
element in the modern sense, or rather the Jacobinical ele-

ment, had no place, and the sovereign people were simply
the king and parliament. The excellence of the system
consisted in its being a government of estates. The house
of commons did not represent the people of England, but
the commons estate, with a negative on each of the other

estates. The positive power was in the crown, which had
the initiative of all measures, and the power of the lords

and commons was, properly, only a negative power, or the veto

which each could place on those measures of the positive

power,— the lords by refusing to advise them or to assent to

them, and the commons by refusing to vote the supplies.

Thus the unity and efficiency of the government were pre-

served, while ample security against its power to oppress
either the nobility or the commonalty was provided. But
parliament has now virtually usurped the positive power of

government, and indeed formally ; for, if we mistake not,

the initiative of measures is no longer the exclusive preroga-

tive of the crown, and since the reform bill of 1832, the

"
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house of commons has very nearly become a representative
assembly in the democratic sense,—representing not simply
an estate, but the people of England. It may not do this

perfectly as yet, but the clamor and agitation for reform M'ill

be continued till it does, and then, when the house of com-
mons represents, not the commons estate, but the English
people, the king and peers will be found to be mere excres-
cences on the body politic ; they will then be lopped oif,

and Great Britain will become a pure democracy, and thence
a pure anarchy. The tendency to a pure democracy is now
fearfully strong, and a democratic revolution in that coun-
try is not an improbable, perhaps not a distant event. Mr.
Canning's policy, so steadily pursued by Lord Palmerston,
of encouraging democratic revolutions abroad, has reacted
and is reacting M'ith terrible force upon England herself,

and can hardly fail to produce there the evils it has produced
in such abundance on the continent, especially in the Spanish
and Italian peninsulas.

We sympathize fully with Mr. Webster in his love of
liberty, and perhaps we should be found, in case of trial, a

more unflinching enemy than he of despotism of every
kind

; but we think he falls into the common mistake of
identifying liberty with popular institutions. It is a narrow
and unstatesmanlike view to suppose that liberty is possible
only where the people are represented in parliament, or
have a positive power in enacting the laws under which
they are to live. Liberty, we grant, is not possible under a
despotism, that is, a government of mere will ; but it is pos-
sible under any and evei*y government that is a government
of laws, where the sovereign governs only by a fixed code,
or in accordance with laws previously enacted and promul-
gated, as is the case with every Christian or nominally
Christian government in Europe, even with that of Russia.

Laws prejudicial to individual liberty may, no doubt, be en-
acted and promulgated by governments constituted like the
Prussian, tlie Russian, or the Austrian, and so they may be
under governments constituted like the English, or even our
own, as we may see in the ecclesiastical titles bill enacted by
the British parliament, and in the " Maine liquor law,"
recently enacted by several of the states of the Union, and
among the rest by the free und liljerty-loving Massachu-
setts ; for you shall in vain search the archives of the most
despotic states of Europe to find enactments more repug-
nant, at least in principle, to the liberty of the subject, or
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more really arbitrary in their nature. Parliamentary gov-
ernments with a king, as in Great Britain, or without a

king, as with us, are a clumsy and a very expensive sort of
government, and it is perhaps chiefly prejudice on our part
that makes us regard them as necessarily superior, in them-
selves considered, to all other governments. Whether the
state of our country and the habits of our people, which un-
questionably demand such government and render every
other unwise and impracticable for us, be a real advantage,
or in fact only a disadvantage, is a question on which some-
thing may be said on both sides. Perhaps the fact that
none but a republican government, resting for its basis on
universal suffrage, is practicable or to be thought of for our
country, is not, after all, any conclusive proof in itself that
we are so much in advance of other nations as we commonly
suppose. We are not certain that France, if she were pre-
pared for a republic like ours, as she evidently is not, could
be said to be further advanced in civilization than she now
is, or than she was under Louis XIY. or Louis IX. A na-
tion's rank in the scale of civilization is determined, not by
the mere form of its government, but by the wisdom and
justice of its laws, and the alacrity and fidelity with which
they are obeyed. In encouraging the subjects of the Euro-
pean continental states to rebel against their sovereigns, for
the purpose of introducing parliamentarj' or representative
governments, whether in the English or American form, it

is far from being certain that we are encouraging them to

effect a change for the better. God, in his providence,
gives to each people the political constitution that is best
adapted to its character and wants, and experience as well
as philosophy makes it pretty certain that every fundamen-
tal change in that constitution invariably becomes a prolific

source of evil. Mr. Webster's policy, that our government
should take its stand on the side of modern liberalism, and
exert itself ofiicially to create, throughout the world, and in

monarchical states, a public opinion hostile to monarchy,
and through that public opinion to cherish movements for
popular institutions, is not, in our judgment, a policy likely

to serve either the cause of good government or that of true
liberty.

Mr. Webster is a lawyer, and we are surprised that he
should attribute the freedom and prosperity of our citizens

to our political institutions, instead of attributing them, as

should be done, to the common law, or the system of juris-
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prudence brought here bj our fathers, and inherited from
the England that was before the reformation. It is the

common law, with the independent judiciary under it, which
Mr. Wcl)ster has on more occasions than one so nobly and
so powerfully defended, that constitutes the real ground
and support of our liberties. Take away the common hiw,

either by substituting a written code for it, or by suffering

its principles to be tampered with by the legislatures of the

several states, as has been done in those that have adopted
the Maine liquor law, for instance, and destroy the indepen-
dence of the judiciary by rendering the judges elective for

a brief term of office, and reeligible, and you will soon find

that your political forms are impotent to preserve the
freedom and prosperity of the citizen. Yet an inde-

pendent judiciary is discovered to be anti-democratic, and
the tendency is now everywhere to sweep it away

;
public

opinion is setting in with a strong tide against the common
law, and it is discovered to be democratic to abolish it, and
substitute for it an inflexible written code, with new and in-

ept systems of practice, which, while they increase litiga-

tion, render justice generally unattainable, except by mere
chance.

But be all this as it may, the policy which Mr. Webster
has adopted from Mr. Canning is in our judgment unjust,

and repugnant to the laws of nations. It assumes for us

a sort of dictatorship, or at least supervisorship, over other

nations, wholly incompatible with their dignity and inde-

pendence. We will not say that the government is not
free to express officially its opinion, whatever it may be, on
a fact accomplished in a foreign independent nation, but it

has no right to express an official opinion for the purpose of

bringing about a violent change in its form of government,
except in those cases in which, if it deemed it expedient, it

would have the right to support its opinion by an armed
force, or a declaration of war. A government may express

its opinion on a revolution in a foreign state when once
really effected, and, unless bound by treaty to do otherwise,

may treat the revolutionary government, or government de

facto^ as the legitimate government of the state ; but it has

no right to express any official opinion for the purpose
of effecting, or causing to be effected, a revolution. There
is no difference in principle between effecting a revolution

by ex])ressly creating a public opinion that brings it about,

and effecting it by direct intervention with armed force.
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The means by which yon effect a revolntion cannot jnstify

your effecting it, unless you have the sovereign right to ef-

fect it ; and if you have the sovereign right to effect it, you
may effect it by armed force, if you choose. It is an admit-
ted principle in international law, that every independent
nation has the right to choose its own form of government,
and to determine its own domestic institutions, without the
dictation or interference of its neighbors ; and also, that na-

tions exist to each other only in their supreme government,
or political sovereign. There can be no right, then, on the

part of one independent nation, to intervene in any way in

the domestic affairs of another, for the purpose of revolution-

izing or changing its government. It has no i-ight officially

to address the people of a foreign state, or to hold any offi-

cial communication with them, save through its sovereign,

and it gives just cause of complaint whenever it attempts
to do so.

This rule is founded in natural justice, and is necessary

for the peace and happiness of mankind. It is as much for

our interest to observe this rule, as it is for that of any other
nation. We cannot assert the right of rebellion, and en-

courage the subjects of other states to conspire against their

sovereign, without weakening the loyalty of our own citi-

zens, and paving the way for a revolution at home, that is,

such a revolution as is possible with us. A rebellion against

the constituted authorities, except in certain localities and
for a brief moment, is not possible in this country, because
the power is already in the hands of the people, and the
government is subject to their will. A revolution here must
necessarily assume the form of removing the restrictions im-
posed by the law of the land on the exercise of the popular
will, or, in other words, of destroying the independence of

the judiciary, and abolishing the common law. The com-
mon law, which we have inherited from our English ances-

tors, is the law of the land, and the law that regulates the

relations not only between individual and individual, but to

some extent between the citizen and the state. It is our
rule of justice, and as no constitution or legislative enact-

ment has, or can have, the force of law, if contrary to jus-

tice, it follows that any constitutional provision or legisla-

tive enactment repugnant to the principles of the common
law is ipso facto null and void, and may be declared so and
sei aside by the common law courts. This Mr. Webster
has himself proved, if we understand him. in a most tri-
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nmpliant mamier, in liis masterly argument in tlie supreme
court of the United States in the Dartmouth College case,

—an argument which does him the highest honor, and
which ought to be read and meditated at least once a year
by every American citizen. The revolution we have to

dread is not a revolution avowedly for the purpose of over-

throwing the government, or changing its form, but a revo-

lution which abolishes the common law, and leaves us no
restraints on lawless power, and no standard of justice but
the will or caprice of the majority for the time being.

This revolution has commenced and is in process amongst
us, and every word we utter in encouragement of revolu-

tions abroad becomes a still greater encouragement to this

silent, and as yet bloodless, revolution going on here at

home. Liberty here no more than anywhere else is possible

without the sacredness of law, and that sacredness is struck

here whenever we strike it abroad. A false principle, as-

serted for the accomplishment of a foreign purpose deemed
desirable, is sure, sooner or later, to return and effect a do-

mestic purpose not desirable. There is a moral order in the

government of the world, and nations no more than indi-

viduals can transgress it with impunity, and nations, as indi-

viduals, will lind that they are generally punished in that

wherein they have sinned, or that their sins prove to be
their punishment.

We have dwelt the longer on this point, because it is al-

most the only thing in Mr. Webster's course as a statesman

that we find to disapprove. In almost every other respect

we can admire and honor his public life. It is the only in-

stance in which we have found his general policy unjust or

dangerous in principle, however we might dissent from it

in some of its details. It is the only stain we are aware of

on his public character. Yet we ought in justice to say,

that in this he has but followed the public sentiment of his

country, and of a powerful party in Great Britain. We
ourselves once applauded him for it, and we still remember
the exultation with which we read, in 1823, his speech in

congress on the affairs of Greece. At that time nobody in

the country, to our knowledge, questioned the justice of the

policy, however some might doubt its expediency. Under
Mr. Monroe's administration the whole country seemed Cin-

ried away with a spirit of propagandism, and, though the

wild democracy against which we have such frequent occa-

sion to warn our readers was then far from being fully de
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veloped, as it is now, the youth of that day boiled over with
a patriotism and a love of liberty, as they understood or

misunderstood the terms, of which we can now hardly form
a conception. The movement for constitutional, that is,

representative government, was going on all over Europe,
supported by the mighty influence of England, which she
had so extended by the wars growing out of the French
revolution. A constitutional government was set up in

Naples, and another in Spain ; the Spanish American colo-

nies declared themselves independent of the mother country,

and introduced the republican form of government ; and
hope was high that it was all over with monarchy except in

the English sense, and that republicanism would make the
circuit of the globe. Our government and that of England
acknowledged the independence of the Spanish American
colonies, and President Monroe declared that this continent

was closed to European colonization, and virtually that we
assumed the championship throughout the world of every
party struggling for representative government against

monarchy. The writer of this was young then, and has out-

grown the wild enthusiasm with which he was then carried

away ; Mr. Webster was older, and has remained unchanged.
All we can say of him is, that in this respect he has not
shown his ordinary superiority over the great body of his

countrymen, and has followed instead of leading public
opinion.

We need not say that Mr. Webster is a great man, for

that everybody concedes or asserts ; but his greatness does
not lie in the original apprehension or discovery of lirst

principles. He takes-his principles as he finds them in the

common sense of his age and country, and where that errs

he errs. His mind is English, and practical rather than
speculative. His reading has been principally in the ancient

Roman and the modern English classics, while his chief

study has been history and the common law, with the ordi-

nary writers on government. His views have, perhaps, been
formed more by the principles of the common law than by
any other study, and hence are in general sound, and re-

markable for their practical wisdom. But in a large class

of questions, not immediately solved by these principles, he
has taken the principles ordinarily adopted by the old Eng-
lish Republicans, and the modern English Whigs ; and con-

sequently, along with the principles that are excellent, true

for all times and countries, he has another class of princi-

VoL. xrx-23
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pies, borrowed from modern innovators, which are invari-

ably unsonnd, and such as he himself would be as ready to

condemn as we are, if he were to subject them to the inde-

pendent action of his own powerful mind, in the light of

those principles along with which he has received them,

and which he so tirmly holds and so frequently appeals to.

The modern English mind, therefore modern English litera-

ture, is compounded of the traditional wisdom inherited by
Englishmen from their ancestors, and of the innovations of

modern reformers. The two elements exist side by side,

but they will not coalesce. Consequently, the Englishman
lacks unity of moral and intellectual life. When he speaks

according to the traditional wisdom of his country, no man
speaks with more truth, justice, or practical wisdom ; when
he leaves this traditional wisdom,—the good sense of his

countr3mien, for which no people are more remarkable,

—

and speaks according to the principles of modern innova-

tors, he becomes false, impracticable, and absurd. It is

somewhat the same with Mr. Webster. Ordinarily he

speaks from the wisdom of our ancestors, for ordinarily the

topics he treats are such as lie within the range of that por-

tion of tradition which has been generally retained by Eng-
lishmen and Americans ; but now and then he neglects it,

and takes his principles from the modern innovators, or,

what is the same thing, from ancient gentilism, and thus

falls into the errors so rife and so dangerous in our times,

—errors which in principle warrant the most extravagant

conclusions of the Jacobin or the red-republican. And yet,

unless he had a sure means of ascertaining tradition in its

purity and integrity, as he has, to some extent, in the case

of the common law, we see not well how he could do other-

wise.

Of Mr. Webster's rank as a lawyer, compared with the

more eminent members of the legal profession in Great

Britain and the United States, we have no occasion to speak,

and, not being a lawyer by profession, we shall not attempt

to speak. lie is generally considered as having long stood

at the head of the legal profession in his own country. But
of his professional labors devoted to what is termed consti-

tutional law, or the application of the common law to the

constitutionality of legislative enactments, we must say a

word or two. This department of law had, when he enter-

ed upon his professional career, been but impei-fcctly culti-

vated. " It fell to his lot," says his accomplished biographer,
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*' to perform a prominent part in unfolding a most important
class of constitutional doctrines, which, either because occasion

liad not drawn them forth, or the jurists of a former period

liad failed to deduce and apply them, had not yet grown
into a system. It was reserved for Mr. Webster to distin-

guish himself before most, if not all, of his contemporaries,

in this branch of his profession."

The first occasion on which Mr. Webster laid down what
he took to be the principle of the common law, as applicable

to the constitutionality of legislative enactments, was in the

celebrated case of Dartmouth College, already referred to.

^'In the months of June and December, 1816, the legislature

of New Hampshire passed acts altering the charter of Dart-

mouth College (of which the name was changed to Dart-

mouth University), enlarging the number of the trustees, ana
generally reorganizing the corporation. These acts, although

passed without the consent and against the protest of the

trustees of the college,went into operation. The newly created

body took possession of the corporate property, and assumed
the administration of the institution. The old board were all

named as members of the new corporation, but declined

acting as such, and brought an action against the treasurer of

the new board for the books of record, the original charter,

the common seal, and other corporate property of the col-

lege." This action was decided in the superior court of ISew
Hampshire in favor of the validity of the state laws, and
was carried up by writ of error to the supreme court of the

United States, wliere, on the 10th of March, 1818, it came
on for argument before all the judges, who, in the term of

the court holden the next February, declared, with only one
dissenting voice, the acts of the legislature unconstitutional

and invalid, and reversed the opinion of the court below.
The question for the supreme court to decide was, no

doubt, whether the acts of New Hampshire did or did not

contravene the constitution of the United States ; but Mr.
Webster, in his argument for the plaintiffs in error, in order

to facilitate the decision of that question by determining
the real character of those acts, opened up the whole question

of common law involved, and contended that the acts were
invalid because against cominon right and the constitution

of ISTew Hampshire. He showed that the college was a pri-

vate corporation, and that the legislature has no power to

divest a private corporation, without its consent, of any of

its corporate rights, maintaining that those rights can be
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taken away only in case of abuse or forfeiture, of which the
court, not the legislature, is the judge. The principle on
which his argument rests, if we have rightly seized it, ia,

that all chartered eleemosynary institutions, under which
head are included all educational institutions founded and
endowed by private liberality, are private corporations ; and
that all the rights of private corporations, oi' rather that all

private rights, whether of persons or of things, or riglits of

private individuals, whether personal or corporate, are deter-

mined or defined by the common law, and are inviolable, so

that any legislative enactment which infringes them is for

that reason alone unconstitutional and invalid. This is cer-

tainly a most important principle, and if sound,— and that

it is, it would be temerity on our part to doubt,—it proves

that we do really live under a government of laws, and not

a government of mere will, and that ours is really a free

government, or rather a government that recognizes and
guaranties freedom. Deny this principle, maintain that pri-

vate rights, whether of persons or things, are creatures of

the political power, and subject to the will of the legislature,

and you convert the government at once into an arbitrary

government, a government of mere will, under which there

is no real liberty, no solid security, for either person or

property ; and this just as much where the will that obtains

is the will of the majority, as where it is the will of only

one man,—just as much where the form of the government
is democratic as where it is monarchical.

The real excellence or glory of our institutions, we take

it, lies in this principle ; not, as is too often assumed, in the

form of our political organization. If we have not misap-

prehended Mr. Webster, the common law in its principles,

maxims, and definitions is with us both logically and histor-

ically anterior to our political constitutions, as well as the

legislative bodies instituted under them, and is to be regard-

ed as common right, or, in a word, as law for the convention

in framing what we call the constitution, and for the legis-

lature in its enactments. It is for us really and truly the
" higher law," and in the temporal order the most authorita-

tive expression, which we as a people have, of the divine

law, from which all human laws derive their legalit)^. It is

the supreme civil law of the land, and although the legislat-

ure may undoubtedly modify or abrogate such of ixa bpecial

provisions as are temporary or local in their niitaib, ui* de-

pend on time and circumstances for liieir wisdom und jUfcr
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tice, or utility, and therefore such as are not essential to it

as a system of law, yet no special enactment, whether by
the convention or the ordinary legislature, that is repugnant
to any one of its essential principles, is or can be law for an
American citizen. All such enactments are unconstitutional,

and the courts have the right, and are bound, to set them
aside as null. The common law is the fundamental consti-

tution of the country, older than the political constitutions,

and able to survive them. The political constitutions pre-

suppose it, must conform to it, and be interpreted by it ; for

M'hat we call our political constitutions are in their essence
only a part—the more fundamental part if you will—of our
written law, not that which creates and sustains us as a liv-

ing people. They are the source of our political rights or

franchises, but all our other rights, what we call our natural

rights, both the rights of persons and the rights of things,

are prior to and independent of them, and exist and are de-

termined by the common law. They cannot be touched by
the political power without usurpation, tyi*anny, and oppres-
sion, from which the common-law courts, if suffered to re-

main in their legitimate independence, are competent to

T(!lieve us. Thus Mr. Webster contends that the courts of
New Hampshire ought of themselves to have declared the
law essentially modifying the original charter of Dartmouth
College invalid, unconstitutional, as violating common right

and the well-settled principles of the common-law in the
case of eleemosynary institutions. It would follow from
his doctrine, too, that no state in our Union would have the
right to pass a law impairing the obligation of contracts,

evcTi if not forbidden to do so by the constitution of the
United States. It is enough that such laws are repugnant
to the common law. The courts of this state may then, un-
questionably, set aside the recent enactment of our legislat-

ure in regard to the sale of spirituous liquors, as infringing
the rights of property as defined by the common law, which
is law for the legislature as well as for the courts.

Such we understand to be the principle of law in all the
states of the Union in which the common law obtains, and
it is only in this principle, administered by an independent
judiciary, that there is under our system of government, any
more than under the most despotic governments of the Old
World, any reliable support for the rights of person or prop-
erty. Mr. Webster has labored long and earnestly to bring
•out and establish this doctrine, and the services in this re-
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spect wliicli lie lias rendered the couiitrj' deserve even a
far liiglier appreciation than they liave jet received, and
entitle hira to the warmest gratitude of his countrymen^
Their importance may be judged of by the efforts of all

our radicals and experimenters in politics and law to get rid

of the common law, and to destroy the independence of the-

judiciary. These men follow their instincts, which are all

in favor of anarchy on the one hand, and despotism on the
other. And the simple fact that they are hostile to an
independent judiciary and to the common law proves of

itself that these are essential alike to the maintenance of
order and of liberty.

The distinguishing excellence of the common-law system
is, that it is lex non scri-pta, unwritten law, that is, a living

tradition, in the reason, the conscience, the sentiments, the
habits, the manners, and the customs of the people, and
therefore in some sense independent of mere political or-

ganizations, and capable of surviving even their most vio_

lent changes, and of preserving a degree of order and jus

tice among individuals, when the political authority is for'

the moment suspended or subverted. It is probably owing
chiefly to the fact that the common law is an unwritten law^

a living tradition preserved by the people themselves, and
administered by an independent judiciary, that political

revolutions in England and in this country preserve a char-

acter of sobriety and reserve in comparison with those of
the continent of Europe. The continental nations have in-

herited the civil law, the old Roman law, which is a system
of written law, and theoretically in the keeping of the

prince, beginning and ending with the political sovereign.

Under this system of law the sovereign is the fountain of
justice, as he must be under every system of mere written

law ; the people are trained for the sovereign, and have no-

established law to guide or regulate their conduct where he
fails to express in a formal manner his will. The state

everywhere takes the initiative, and the people w-ithout it

are incapal)le of any orderly or regulated civil activity.

Hence, whenever the political power receives a shock, all

law is suspended, and the judiciary can perform legitimately

none of its functions. Consequently, political revolutions

in the continental nations throw the whole of society into

disorder, and subvert all social as well as ]iolitical relations.

The peo])le receiving the law immediately from the sover-

eign, or written codes promulgated by the sovereign, and
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not having it in tlieir own life, living in their own tradi-

tions, in tlieir own habits, manners, and customs, are with-
out law, and destitute of tliose habits of thought and ac-

tion which would restrain them within moderate limits, and
consequently are left liable to run into every imaginable
excess.

But the common law, being an unwritten law, and living

in the habits and manners of the people, gives them a sort

of self-subsistency independent in a degree of the mere po-

litical power, and operates to restrain and regulate their

social conduct, even when that power is temporarily over-

thrown or suspended. As long as the people remain in any
sense a living people, the law survives, and survives as law,

and preserves among them, in the midst of the most violent

political convulsions, the elements of liberty and social order.

England has gone. through many changes, religious and
political, but we have never seen English society wholly
dissolved, or the main current of private and domestic life

wholly interrupted, or even turned far aside from its ordi-

nary channel. She has survived all her changes, and amid
them all she has preserved her private and domestic life,

social as distinguished from political order, but slightly im-
paired. She preserved a certain degree of individual free-

dom, to some extent the rights of jDcrsons and things, even
under the Tudors, and something of social order under the

commonwealth, which she has continued to do even under
the modern Whig rule and a reformed parliament. Much
the same may be said of this country during what we call

our revolution. There was a time when our political con-

stitutions were suspended, when the political authority was,

as we may say, in abeyance, latent, undeveloped, potential,

not actual
;
yet we did not fall into complete social disorder.

Irregularity there certainly was, but the courts and the
common law remained, and justice still continued to be ad-

ministered, in the way and in the sense with which our
people were familiar, and to which from time immemorial
they had been accustomed. In France and other continen-

tal countries, the case has usually been different. The sub-

version of political power there subverts society itself, save

so far as it may be preserved by religious institutions, and
the people seem destitute of all recuperative energy, or
power in themselves to reestablish order ; aixl if they do it

at all, it is either through a military chieftain, or by a res-

toration. These diflEerent results, we think, are owing, not
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to difference of race or blood, or to different degrees of in

telligence or moral virtue, as some in our time pretend, but
mainly, if not solely, to the difference there is between a

system of written and a system of unwritten law.

The great disadvantage of the European continental na-

tions is in the fact that they have no common law, and no
civil law, but written law. These nations are the heirs of

the Roman empire, and their civil law is substantially the

old Roman law, and like all law embodied in codes is inflex-

ible, and' depends for its operation entirely on the political

sovereign, who is supposed to prescribe and to administer it,

either in person or by his ministers. It has no power to

adapt itself to unforeseen emergencies, and to operate regu-

larly in the midst of disorder. Between the written civil

law and the unwritten common law, or between the Roman
and the English systems, there is a fundamental difference.

Tlie Roman law extends only to cases foreseen and provided
for, the common law to all cases not taken out of its juris-

diction ; the former is of gentile origin, simply modified by
the Christian emperors so as not to exclude Christian faith

and worship ; the latter is of Cliristian origin, and grew up
among the Anglo-Saxons as they were converted from
paganism and entered under the guidance of the church
upon the career of Christian civilization. The common law
starts from the principle that society and the state are for

man, and it seeks primarily the protection of private rights,

the rights of persons and of things ; the Roman law starts

from the heathen principle that man is for societ3% and so-

ciety for the state, and it seeks primarily the protection of

public rights, or the rights of the prince. The former ab-

hors despotism, the latter abhors anarchy ; the one makes
the state absolute, supreme, omnipresent, the other presup-

poses a power above the state, limits the political power of

the state, and asserts a law to which the state itself owes
obedience, which subsists, and can, when need is, operate

without the express sanction of the political sovereign. The
Roman law knows no people but the state, the common law
recognizes the people, so to speak, as a power distinct from,
and capable of surviving, the state. A nation that has

been trained under the common-law system may become an
orderly republic ; a nation trained under the Roman-law
system can never be other than monarchical in effect, what-

ever it may be in name and pretension, or at furthest a close

aristocracy. These are some of the characteristic differ-
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ences between the two systems, and they sufficiently explain

the different results of English or American revolutions

from those of continental Europe.
The essential difference between the two systems does not

consist in the mere difference between their respective spe-

<;ial provisions, which could easily be made the same in both,

but in their general principles, the one as the written law
of the prince, and the other as the living traditional law of

the people, originating and living in their very life as a peo-

ple. That the advantages are all on the side of the latter,

or the English system, we think must be obvious to every
lawyer and every well-informed statesman. It is therefore

with pain that we find our politicians ascribing what is ex-

<jellent in our institutions, what constitutes the chief pro-

tection of libert}'^ and order among us, to our mere political

organization, and overlooking the merits of the common law,

the innnense superiority of an unwritten over a written law,

and seeking to abolish it, and to substitute a written code in

its place. The common law, as an essentially unwritten law,

living in the traditional life of a people, can never be intro-

duced into a nation whose character is already formed. It

must be born and grow up with the nation. Consequently,

when once eliminated from the life of the people, it can

never be replaced. Once gone, it is gone for ever. It was
born with the birth of England as a Christian nation, and
grew up with it as the civil part of its Christian life. It

became the public reason, the English common-sense, and to

it must we attribute the marked superiority of England and
her institutions in the middle ages, and even in modern
times, over the continent of Europe. Happily England, in

casting off, in the sixteenth century, the religion which gave
her the common law, did not cast off the common law itself.

She preserved it ; slightly marred, no doubt, in its beauty
and symmetry, yet she preserved it in its substance ; and
from her we have inherited it, and it should be our study,

as we detest anarchy and love liberty, to transmit it unim-
paired, in its purity and integrity, to our latest posterity. A
richer legacy, aside from the Christianity which gave it

birth, we could not even wish to bequeath to future gen-

erations.

But we had no intention, on setting out, to enlarge as we
have on either of the topics we have taken up. It was not

our intention to speak of Mr. Webster either as a statesman

or as a lawj^er, for his merits in both respects have been
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dwelt upon till the public, perhaps, are growing tired of

hearing them extolled, and some may be beginning to feel

with the poor Athenian who would ostracize Aristides be-

cause tired of hearing him always called the Just. As a

statesman we do not think that Mr. Webster has upon the

whole been overrated. He was educated in the school of

Washington and Adams, the old Federalist school, which,

though not without its defects, was the only respectable po-

litical school we have ever had in New England. Its error

was in copying from the English Whig, instead of the Eng-
lish—we say, not the Irish—Tory, and acceding to the Jac-

obinical definition of popular sovereignty. It had too

great a sympathy with the urban system of government,
or government resting for its main support on the commer-
cial and manufacturing classes, and did not sufficiently

recognize the importance of a permanent class of landed

proprietors to the stability and permanence of government.
But, except in the planting states, its errors were all shared,

and in an exaggerated form, by the rival or Democratic
school, or if not, were opposed by worse errors, and the

worst of all errors,—by that of giving to the government a

proletarian basis, whether urban or rustic. In the main Mr.
Webster has remained faithful to his school, although he

seems, as he has grown older, to have departed from some
of its best principles, and approached the party it opposed.

He seems latterlj^ to have become almost a democrat.

Whether from conviction, or because the country is so hope-

lessly wedded to democracy, that he considers it the part of

wisdom to accept democracy and endeavor to regulate it, we
cannot say. However this may be, few who know Mr.
Webster will question the elevation or honesty of his views,

or suspect him of being capable of adopting au}^ line of

policy which he does not believe for the'time and under the

circumstances wise and just.

No man can question Mr. Webster's attachment to the

Union, or his ardent love of countr3^ His patriotic ad-

dresses prove this, no less than the general character of the

measures to which he has always given his support during

his connection with the general government. He is warmly
attached to the political institutions of his country,—no man
more so,—and this attachment sometimes, perhaps, blinds him
to the danger of certain popular tendencies amongst us. In

his masterly speech on the basis of representation, in the

convention called for amending the constitution of this
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state in 1820, and in his address at Plymouth, December 22
of the same year, in commemoration of the landing of the

Pilgrims and the first settlement of New England, he dis-

cusses at great length and with rare sagacity the im-

portance, in a political point of view, of laws regulating

the descent and distribution of property, and shows that,

with our laws on the subject, monarchy becomes an impossi-

bility. But it does not appear to have occurred to him to

ask, if, with such laws,—laws which distribute property in

minute parcels, which prevent its accumulation in any con-

siderable masses, and thus render impossible the growth and
preservation of families,—even a well-ordered republic can

long survive, and if the only government that will ultimate-

ly be practicable is not mere military despotism. Family
with us is destroyed, and the man who can boast a grand-

father may think himself fortunate. Family influence there

is none, family ties ai'e broken, and we have only a mighty
mass of isolated individuals. It may not be long before

nothing but military force under a military chieftain will be
able to keep them in order.

But leaving the field of politics, it may not be unpleasant

to meet Mr. Webster in the department of literature. It

was mainly of his works in a literary point of view that we
intended to speak when we set out, and probably we should

have done so, only we have lost, if ever we possessed, the

faculty of treating any man's works as mere literary produc-

tions. We are forced to admit to ourselves, which by the

by we will not do to the public, that we have ourselves very

little of what is called literary taste or literary culture. We
do not mean to say that we have not read the chief literary

works of modern, if not of ancient times ; but we cannot

understand literature for its own sake, or say much of tli^

form of a literary work without reference to its contents. This
is no disqualification for writing essays, but it is, very likely,

a serious disqualification for writing literary reviews, that

will pass for such with our contemporaries, and hence we
seldom have much to say of books, except as to their prin-

ciples. The principles of literature, or which should govern
the literary man in the production of literature, we can un-

derstand ; we can apj^reciate the principles of art ; we can
even admire a work of art, whether a poem, a symphony, a

picture, a statue, a temple, or an oration ; but we could

never describe a work of art, or even our raptures on be-

holding it. We can enjoy it, take in its full eifect, and
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tliank God for the genius and talent that has created it

;

perhaps we could in a homely way tell what it is in it that

we enjoy, and in some instances why we enjoy or ought to

enjoy it ; but we cannot tell it so as to reproduce in our hear-

ers our own emotions, or rather, so as to make tliem fancy
they feel very much as they would on beholding it, which is,

if we understand it, the great aim of the modern critic on
art. We have not enough of German subjectivity for that,

and we always find it difficult to express what we do not

distinctly apprehend as objective, and independent of our
own subjective state. We cannot pass off our own emotions
for criticism, nor for the object criticised, and consequently
are unable to aspire to a rank among our modern approved
literary critics.

The form of artistic productions, of course, is not a mat-
ter of indifference, but it has little separate value, and is

seldom worth dwelling on, except in a school for learners,

as detached from the merits of its contents. We like to see

a man well dressed, but we cannot value the man for the

dress, or the dress without the man. We do not undervalue
purely literary taste or culture, but we never esteem works
merely for the literarj' taste and culture they display. As
merely literary works, having no end, answering no moral
purpose, beyond that of gratifying the literary tastes of the

reader, no works are worth the labor of criticism. The ora-

tor must always have some end beyond that of producing a

beautiful oration, the poet beyond that of producing a poem
according to the rules of poetic ai't, and the logician beyond
that of producing an argument, and the first thing in one or

another of these to be considered by the critic is the end the

author has had in view. We utterly protest against the

doctrine that excludes morality from art, or the German
doctrine of sesthetics, that art itself is moral, nay, religious,

and that the chief merit of the artist is to work instinctively,

witli no distinct consciousness of the end for which he
M^orks, as the bee builds her cell, or the blackbird sings her

song. We cannot say with Goethe,

—

" Ich singe wie der Vogel singt

Der in dem Zweigen wohnet,

Das Lied das aus der Kehle springt,

Ist Lohn der reichlich lohnet.

"

Art may be used for purposes either good or bad
,
geuius

may prostitute itself, and display its charms but ro corrupt,
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as any one may see in reopened Pompeii, or in many a
modern gallery,—as any one knows who has read Don Juan
and Childe Harold, by Byron, or The Loves of the Angels
and Lalla Roohh, by Thomas Moore, to say nothing of
works transmitted to us from ancient classic authors. Art,,

restricted in its application to exterior forms, or to the re-

production of exterior beauty, is indifferent to good or evil,

and is as readily employed in the service of the one as of
the other. Moreover, nothing is moral, save as it is done
for the sake of an end. Morality is predicable not of the
procession of existences from God, for in that procession
God is the sole actor, and existences are created and simply
prepared to be actors ; it is predicable alone of the return
of existences to God, as their final cause, and even here only
of such existences as are endowed with free will, and capa-
ble of voluntarily choosing God as their ultimate end. If
even these merely act instinctively, without apprehension
and choice of the end, that is, without acting for the sake
of the end, they are not in such actions moral, and their

productions have no moral character. The German doctrine
of the essential morality of all art is therefore inadmissible.

Art must be for an end, and for a good end, or else it either
has no moral character, or is immoral.
Our nature, again, is fallen, and, except so far as restored

by grace, is the slave of concupiscence and corrupt propen-
sions. It has been turned away from God as the true final

cause of all creatures, and instead of instinctively returning
to him as the supreme good, it instinctively tends from him,
towards the creature, and through the creature, which has
being only in God, towards death and nullity. Consequent-
ly, when man foregoes reason, which demands a final no less

than a first cause, and simply follows his instincts or his per-

verted inclinations, he necessarily produces that which is

bad, immoral, corrupt, and corrupting. The song of the
blackbird which she sings instinctively is not immoral, nor
of an immoral tendency, because it does not spring from a

perverted or corrupt instinct. External nature is indeed
cursed for our sake, but not in itself, for it has never trans-

gressed the law of its Maker, and the curse is to us, in the
use we make of it, and in the power which our sin gives it

to afflict us. In itself it has no moral character, for it has
no free will, and is subjected to a physical and not a moral
law. Its beauty and harmony, the song of birds, the flow-

ers of the fields, the silent groves, the dark forests, the lofty
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niountains, tlie majestic rivers, the langliing rills, the l^-oad

lakes and vast oceans, may all be to us occasions of virtnous

affection or of sinful passion. All depends on ourselves and
the use we make of them. To the pure all things are pure,

to the corrupt all things are corrupt. The saint finds in all

nature incentives to virtuous action, inducements to love

and praise the glorious Maker of all ; the sinner finds in all

nature occasions of evil, or incentives to sin.

The artist, whether orator or poet, painter or sculptor,

musician or architect, must have, then, an end in whatever
he does beyond the mere doing, and also a good end, an
end which lies in the moral order, and is referable to God,
the supreme good and ultimate end of all things. When
we have ascertained the end of a literary production, and
ascertained it to be one which a wise and just man can

approve, we may proceed to consider the literary taste and
beauty with which the author has sought to accomplish it.

As detached from its end, the work is no proper subject of

criticism. As referred to its end, even its adaptation to that

end, its form, its stjde, its diction, are proper and not un-

important considerations for the critic ; for whatever is

worth doing at all, is worth doing well. We are not purely

intellectual beings, and it is not enough that he who writes

for us should have the truth, and be able to state it in a

strictly logical form. We have will as well as intellect ; we
have imagination, affections, passions, and emotions,—a per-

ception of the beautiful as well as of the true and the good,

—and we can be pleased as well as instructed, and generally

we refuse the instruction if not presented in a form that

pleases, or at least in one that does not displease. Now, we
are far from considering this form under which we present

the true or the good to be a matter of mere indifference.

A correct literary taste, a lively sensibility to the fit and the

beautiful, the command of an easy and noble stjde, of appro-

priate, expressive, and graceful diction, are matters of great

importance, and which no man who writes at all is at liberty

entirely to neglect. Here we prize literary taste and cult-

ure, as highl}' as any one can, for here they are not for them-
selves, but for a legitimate purpose beyond themselves, and
are prized as means to an end.

Tried by the standard implied, if not distinctly exhibited,

in these remarks, we shall look in vain in the whole range

of American secular literature for works that can rival these

six volumes before us. In general, the end is just and
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noble, and, with fewer exceptions than we could reasonably

expect, the doctrines set forth are sound and important.

No man has written amongst us who has given utterance

to sounder maxims on politics and. law, and no one has done
more to elevate political and legal topics to the dignity of

science, to embellish them with the charms of a rich and
chaste imagination, and to enrich tliem with the wealth ac-

cumulated from the successful cultivation of the classics of

ancient and modern times. The author has received from
nature a mind of the highest order, and he has cultivated it

with care and success. We see in every page, every sen-

tence, of his writings, vast intellectual power, quick sensi-

bility, deep and tender affection, and a rich and fervid im-
agination ; but we see also the hard student, the traces of

long and painful discipline under the tutelage of the most
eminent ancient and modern masters. Nature has been
bountiful, but art has added its full share, in making the

author wliat he is, and the combination of the two has en-

abled him to produce works which in their line are certainly

unrivalled in this country, and we know not where to look

for any thing in our language of the kind really superior

to them. As an orator Mr. Webster has all the terseness of

Demosthenes, the grace and fulness of Cicero, the fire and
energy of Chatham, and a dignity and repose peculiarly his

own.
In these times a man is to be commended for the faults

he avoids, as well as for the positive excellence to which he
attains. Mr. Webster is free from the ordinary faults of

even the more distinguished of the literary men of his

country. American literary taste is in general very low and
corrupt. Irving and Hawthorne have good taste, are un-

affected, natural, simple, easy, and graceful, but delicient in

dignity and strength ; they are pleasant authors for the bou-
doir, or to read while resting one's self on the sofa after

dinner. No man who has an}^ self-respect will read either

of them in the morning. Prescott is gentlemanly, but mo-
notonous, and occasionally jejune. Bancroft is gorgeous,
glowing, but always straining after effect, always on stilts,

never at his ease, never natural, never composed, never
graceful or dignified. He has intellect, fancy, scholarship,

all of a high order, but no taste, no literary good-breeding.
He gesticulates furiously, and speaks always from the top
of his voice. In general we may say of American literature

mat it is provincial, and its authors are uncertain of tiiem-
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selves, laboring, but laboring in vain, to catch the tone and
manner of a distant metropolis. They have tolerable nat-

ural parts, often respectable scholarship, but they lack ease,,

dignity, repose. They do not speak as masters, but as for-

ward pupils. They take too high a key for their voice, and

are obliged in order to get through to sing in falsetto. You
are never quite at your ease in listening to them

;
you are

afraid they will break down, and that the lofty flights of

oratory they promise you will turn out to be only specimens

of the bathos. They fail to give one confidence in their

strength, for they are always striving to be strong, and la-

boring to be intense. From all faults of this kind Mr.
Webster is free. He inspires you, whether you are listen-

ing to his words as they fall from his lips, or read them as

reproduced by the reporter, with full confidence in his abil-

ity to get through without any break-down, and he seldom
disappoints yon. He appears always greater than his sub-

ject, always to have the full mastery over it, and never to

be mastered or carried away by it. In him you see no labor

to be strong or intense, no violent contortions, or unnatural

efforts to escape being thought weak, tame, or commonplace.

He is always himself, collected, calm, and perfectly at his

ease. He is so, not only because he really is a strong man,
and has thoroughly mastered his subject, but because he is

also a modest man, and is not disturbed by a constant recur-

rence of his thoughts to himself. He has through his nat-

ural modesty, which is one of the most striking traits in

his character, and through cultivation, the power of forget-

ting himself, and of not thinking of the impression he is

making on others with regard to himself, and consequently

is able to employ the whole force of his intellect, imagina-

tion, and learning in stating, illustrating, and embellishing

his subject. Being at his ease, having all his powers at his

command whenever he rises to speak, and naturally a deli-

cate taste, chastened and refined by the assiduous study of

the best models, ancient and modern, he without difliculty

avoids the ordinary faults of the orators of his country, and

reassures, pleases, instructs, and carries along with him his

whole audience.

We know not how Mr. Webster compares as au orator

with the great orators of other times or other countries, for

mere descriptions of oratory are rarely reliable; but he

comes up more nearly to our ideal of the finished urator for

the bar, the senate, the popular assembly, or a patriotic; eel-
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ebration, than any other to whom our country has given us

an opportunity of listening. His elocution and diction har-

monize admirably with his person and voice, and both strike

you at once as fitted to each other. His majestic person,

his strong, athletic frame, and his deejD, rich, sonorous voice,

set off with double effect his massive thoughts, his weighty
sentences, his chaste, dignified, and harmonious periods.

Whatever we may say of the elocution, the rhetoric is al-

ways equal to it. Mr. Webster is perhaps the best rhetori-

cian in the country. No man better appreciates the choice

of words or the construction or collocation of sentences, so

as to seize at once the understanding, soothe the passions,

charm the imagination, and captivate the affections. He is

always classical. His words are pure English, and the prop-

er words for the occasion, the best in the language ;
and

his sentences are simply constructed, never involved, never

violently inverted, but straightforward, honest, sincere, and
free from all modern trickery. We know in the language

no models better fitted than the orations and speeches in

these volumes for the assiduous study of the young literary

aspirant who would become a perfect rhetorician, or master

a style at once free and natural, instructive and pleasing,

pure and correct, graceful and elevated, dignified and noble.

Mr. Webster's artistic skill is consummate, and evidently

has been acquired only by great labor and pains ; but 3'ou

must study his works long and carefully before you will de-

tect it. Such writing as we have here comes not by nat-

ure, and no genius, however great, can match it without

years of hard labor in preparatory discipline.

The casual reader may be apt to underrate Mr. Webster's

merits as a logician, and we recollect hearing a distinguished

senator, who ought to have known him well, characterize

him one day as " a magnificent declaimer, but no reasoner."

He is not of a speculative turn of mind, nor does he appear

to have devoted much time to the study of the speculative

sciences, though he evidently has not wholly neglected

them,—and he seldom reasons, as we say, in form ; but he
gives full evidence, after all, of possessing the logical ele-

ment in as eminent a degree as he does any other element
of the human mind. His style of expression and habits of

thought are strictly logical, and his conclusions always fol-

low from his premises. The only thing to be said is, that

very often one of his premises is understood and not ex-

pressed, and sometimes rests on the prejudice, conviction

Vol. XIX-24
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or actual coininon sense of his conntrymen, not on a true

ontologieal principle. His defect is not a defect of logic,

but a defect of original apprehension, resulting from the

neglect to go back from the common eense of his country-

men to first princi]>les. In consequence of this, his conclu-

sions are sometimes unsound, not because they do not follow
from his premises expressed or understood, but because one
or the other of his premises is unsound. This is more or

less necessarily the case with all Englishmen and Ameri-
cans, who follow what is called common sense ; for the com-
mon sense of Englishmen and Americans, as we have al-

ready remarked, is made up from modern innovations, as

well as from the traditions of our ancestors, and is there-

fore on one side untrue. ]3ut where his principles are

sound, as in his law arguments, and in the greater part of

his speeches in congress, and in several of his diplomatic
letters, his logic is sound and invincible, although it is pre-

sented in a popular form, the most suitable for his purpose.

Ordinarily he strikes us as comprehensive rather than acute,

but he can be as acute, as nice in his analyses and distinc-

tions, as need be, as we may know from his argument to the

court and jury in the trial of the Knapps for the murder of

Captain White of Salem, which upon the whole is one of

the most fiiiished of his performances, as they stand in the

volumes before us.

Some readers, again, will regard Mr. Webster as chiefly

remarkable for his pure intellectual power ; and be disposeel

to deny him much power of imagination. But this would
be in the highest degree unjust. He possesses an uncom-
monly strong and vivid imagination. Take up any one of

his speeches, if but tolerably reported, on any subject, no
matter how dry and uninteresting in itself, and you And
that he at once informs it with life, elevates it, and invests

it with a deep interest. This no man destitute of imagina-

tion can ever do. The test of imagination is not a florid

style, abounding in tropes and figures. Such a style indi-

cates fancy, not imagination, and, in fact, it is the general

tendency of our countrymen, nay, of our age, to mistake
fancy for imagination. Irving and Hawthorne have imag-
ination, though not of the highest order ; Bancroft has fancy,

a rich and exuberant fancy, but very little imagination. To
test the question whether a man has imagination or not, let

him take up a dry and difficult subject, and if he can treat

it so that without weariness, and even with interest, you can
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follow liim tlirough liis discussion of it, although he uses al-

ways the language appropriate to it, and seems to employ
only the pure intellect in developing it, you may be sure

that he has a strong and fervid imagination, so strong and
active as to impart life and motion to whatever he touches.

Mr. Webster has an exceedingly rich and active imagination,

but he does not suffer it to predominate ; he makes it sub-

servient to his reason, and so blends it in with the pure in-

tellect, that you feel its effect without being aware of its

presence. No matter how apparently dry and technical the

subject he has in hand, the moment he begins to unfold it,

and to indicate its connections with other subjects, and
through these its high social or moral relations, his hearer's

-or reader's attention is arrested, fixed, and held till he closes.

He no sooner speaks, than the dry bones of his sulnect as-

sume flesh, move, and stand up, living and breathing, in

proper human shape, well formed and duly proportioned,

not misshapen monsters, that frighten by their hideous or

disgust by their grotesque appearance.

What we most admire in the style of Mr. Webster is its

simplicity, strength, and repose. The majority of our writers

who study to be simple in their manner are plain, dry, or

silly. They are simple in a sense in which simplicity is not

a compliment. Those who wish to escape this charge be-

come inflated, bombastic, and unable to say any thing in an
easy and natural manner. They select high-sounding words,

pile up adjective upon adjective, and send their fancy over
all nature, and through all its departments, animal, vegetable,

and mineral, over all nations, among the English, the French,
the Italian, the Dutch, the Kussian, the Tartars, the Chinese,

the Japanese, the Hindoos, the Egyptians, the Abyssinians,
the Negroes, the Malays, the savages of Oceanica and of

North and South America, and through all times, from the
entrance of Satan into the garden of Eden to seduce our
,great-grandmother Eve, down to the battle of Buena Yista,

in which General Taylor flogged General Santa Ana, or the

last Baltimore convention for nominating a Whig or a

Democratic president, to cull flowers and collect images to

adorn and illustrate some poor, commonplace thought, or
some puny conceit, that might have proved stillborn without
in the least affecting the flux and reflux of the ocean tides,

interrupting the course of nature, or changing the general
current of historical events. Mr. Webster avoids both ex-

tremes, and speaks always iu accordance with the genius
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of his native idiom, and in his natural key. Take, for in-

stance, the opening paragraph of liis speech on the comple-
tion of the Bunker Hill Monument.

" A duty has been performed. A work of gratitude and patriotism is

completed. This structure, having its foundations in soil which drank

deep of early Revolutionary blood, has at length reached its destined

height, and now lifts its summit to the skies."

Or this from the same speech :

—

" The Bunker Hill Monument is finished. Here it stands. Fortunate

in the high natural eminence on which it is placed, higher, infinitely

higher in its objects and purpose, it rises over the land and over the sea;

and, visible, at their homes, to three hundred thousand of the people of

Massachusetts, it stands a memorial of the last, and a monitor to the

present and to all succeeding generations. I have spoken of the loftiness

of its purpose. If it had been without any other design than the creation

of a work of art, the granite of which it is composed would have slept

in its native bed. It has a purpose, and that purpose gives it its charac-

ter. That purpose enrobes it with dignity and moral grandeur. That

well-known purpose it is which causes us to look up to it with a feeling

of awe. It is itself the orator of this occasion. It is not from my lips,

it could not be from any human lips, that that strain of eloquence is this

day to flow most competent to move and excite the vast multitudes

around me. The powerful speaker stands motionless before us. It is a

plain shaft. It bears no inscriptions, fronting to the rising sun, from

which the future antiquary shall wipe the dust. Nor does the rising

sun cause tones of music to issue from its summit. But at the rising of

the sun, and at the setting of the sun; in the blaze of noonday, and be-

neath the milder effulgence of lunar light ; it looks, it speaks, it acts, to

the full comprehension of every American mind, and the awakening of

glowing enthusiasm in every American heart."

With the exception of the phrase " the milder effulgence

of lunar light," which we cannot much admire, this is sim-

ply and naturally said, and yet it is in the highest strain of

genuine oratory, and we shall not easily forget the emotion

with which we heard Mr. Webster, standing in front of the

monument, pronounce it, or the deep and prolonged applause

it received from the some two hundred thousand of our

citizens assembled in honor of the occasion. All true great-

ness is simple and sedate. It affects no display, for it is

satisfied with what it is. It speaks and it is done, commands
and it stands fast. Take another passage, of a different de-

scription indeed, but illustrating the same simplicity of style

and expression. The extract is from the opening of kio
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speech on the trial of the Knapps for the murder of Captain
Joseph Wliite of Salem.

"I am little accustomed, Gentlemen, to the part which I am now
attempting to perform. Hardly more than once or twice has it happened

to me to be concerned on the side of the government in any criminal

prosecution whatever; and never, until the present occasion, in any case

affecting life.

" But I very much regret that it should have been thought necessary

to suggest to you that I am brought here to ' hurry you against the law

and beyond the evidence.' I hope I have too much regard for justice,

and too much respect for my own character, to attempt either; and were

I to make such attempt, I am sure that in this court nothing can be car-

ried against the law, and that gentlemen, intelligent and just as you are,

are not, by any power, to be hurried beyond the evidence. Though I

could well have wished to shun this occasion, I have not felt at liberty

to withhold my professional assistance, when it is supposed that I may
be in some degree useful in investigating and discovering the truth re-

specting this most extraordinary murder. It has seemed to be a duty

iuciimbent on me, as on every other citizen, to do my best and my ut-

most to bring to light the perpetrators of this crime. Against the pris-

oner at the bar, as an individual, I cannot have the slightest prejudice.

I would not do him the smallest injury or injustice. But I do not affect

to be indifferent to the discovery and the punishment of this deep guilt.

I cheerfully share in the opprobrium, how great soever it may be, which

is cast on those who feel and manifest an anxious concern that all who
had a part in planning, or a hand in executing, this deed of midnight

assassination, may be brought to answer for their enormous crime at the

bar of public justice.

"Gentlemen, it is a most extraordinary case. In some respects, it has

hardly a precedent anywhere ; certainly none in our New England his-

tory. This bloody drama exhi! ited no suddenly excited, ungovernable

rage. The actors in it were not surprised by any lion-like temptation

springing upon their virtue, and overcoming it, before resistance could

begin. Nor did they do the deed to glut savage vengeance, or satiate

long settled and deadly hate. It was a cool, calculating, money-making

murder. It was all ' hire and salary, not revenge.' It was the weighing

of money against life; the counting out of so many pieces of silver against

so many ounces of blood.

"An aged man, without an enemy in the world, in his own house,

and m his own bed, is made the victim of a butcherly murder, for mere

pay. Truly, here is a new lesson for painters and poets. Whoever

shall hereafter draw the portrait of murder, if he will show it as it has

been exhibited, where such example was last to have been looked for, in

the very bosom of our New England society, let him not give it the

grim visage of Moloch, the brow knitted by revenge, the face black with
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settled hate, and the blood-shot eye emitting livid fires of malice. Let

him draw, rather, a decorous, smooth-faced, bloodless demon ; a picture

in repose, rather than in action; not so much an example of human nat-

ure in its depravity, and in its paroxysms of crime, as an infernal

being, a fiend, in the ordinary display and development of his char-

acter.

"The deed was executed with a degree of self-possession and steadi-

ness equal to the wickedness with which it was planned. The circum-

stances now clearly in evidence spread out the whole scene before us.

Deep sleep had fallen on the destined victim, and on all beneath his-

roof. A healthful old man, to whom sleep was sweet, the first sound

slumbers of the night held him in their soft but strong embrace. The
assassin enters, through the window already prepared, into an unoccu-

pied apartment. With noiseless foot he paces the lonely hall, half lighted

by the moon ; he winds up the ascent of the stairs, and reaches the door
of the chamber. Of this, he moves the lock, by soft and continued

pressure, till it turns on its hinges without noise; and he enters, and be-

holds his victim before him. The room is uncommonly open to the ad-

mission of light. The face of the innocent sleeper is turned from the

murderer, and the beams of the moon, resting on the gray locks of his

aged temple, show him where to strike. The fatal blow is given ! and
the victim passes, without a struggle or a motion, from the repose of

sleep to the repose of death! It is the assassin's purpose to make sure

work ; and he plies the dagger, though it is obvious that life has been

destroyed by the blow of the bludgeon. He even raises the aged arm,

that he may not fail in his aim at the heart, and replaces it again over

the wounds of the poniard ! To finish the picture, he explores the wrist

for the pulse ! He feels for it, and ascertains that it beats no longer !

It is accomplished. The deed is done. He retreats, retraces his steps

to the window, passes out through it as he came in, and escapes. He
has done the murder. No eye has seen him, no ear has heard him.

The secret is his own, and it is safe !

' 'Ah ! Gentlemen, that was a dreadful mistake. Such a secret can be

safe nowhere. The whole creation of God has neither nook nor corner

where the guilty can bestow it, and say it is safe. Not to speak of that

eye which pierces through all disguises, and beholds every thing as in the

splendor of noon, such secrets of guilt are never safe from detection,

even by men. True it is, generally speaking, that 'murder will out.'

True it is, that Providence hath so ordained, and doth so govern things,

that those who break the great law of Heaven by shedding man's blood

seldom succeed in avoiding discovery. Especially, in a case exciting so

much attention as this, discovery must come, and will come, sooner or

later. A thousand eyes turn at once to explore every man, every thing,

every circumstance, connected with the time and place ; a thousand ears

catch every whisper ; a thousand excited minds intensely dwell on the

scene, shedding all their light, and ready to kindle the slightest circum-
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Stance into a blaze of discovery. Meantime the guilty soul cannot keep

its own secret. It is I'iilse to itself ; or rather it feels an irresistible im-

pulse of conscience to be true to itself. It labors under it's guilty posses-

sion, and knows not what to do with it. The human heart was not

made for the residence of such an inhabitant. It finds itself preyed on

by a torment, which it dares not acknowledge to God or man. A vult-

ure is devouring it, and it can ask no sympathy or assistance, either

from heaven or earth. The secret which the murderer possesses soon

comes to possess him; and, like the evil spirits of which we read, it

overcomes him, and leads him whithersoever it will. He feels it beat-

ing at his heart, rising to his throat, and demanding disclosure. He
thinks the whole world sees it in his face, reads it in his eyes, and almost

hears its workings in the very silence of his thoughts. It has become

his master. It betrays his discretion, it breaks down his courage, it con-

quers his prudence. When suspicions from without begin to embarrass

him, and the net of circumstance to entangle him, the fatal secret strug-

gles with still greater violence to burst forth. It must be confessed, it

will be confessed ; there is no refuge from confession but suicide, and

suicide is confession."

We continue the extract from the same speech, for the

sake, not only of tlie style, but of the sentiment it expresses

with regard to the detection of crime, and the merited re-

buke it quietly gives to our romantic philanthropists, whose
sympathies are all for the criminal, and who would deem it

very low and illiberal to make any account of the sufferings

of the innocent which his crimes inevitably occasion. The
community in which we live is coming to a strange pass.

Crimes are daily and hourly multiplying in our midst, both

in frequency and magnitude, and yet the great study is to

mitigate punishment, and to convert the criminal into a

hero. Virtue goes unhonored, and we are doing our best to

have crime go unpunished.

" Much has been said, on this occasion, of the excitement which has

existed, and still exists, and of the extraordinary measures taken to dis-

cover and punish the guilty. No doubt there has been, and is, much ex-

citement, and strange indeed it would be had it been otherwise. Should

not all the peaceable and well-disposed naturally feel concerned, and

naturally exert themselves to bring to punishment the authors of this

secret assassination? Was it a thing to be slept upon or forgotten ?

Did you. Gentlemen, sleep quite as quietly in your beds after this mur-

der as before? Was it not a case for rewards, for meetings, for commit-

tees, for the united efforts of all the good, to find out a band of murder-

ous conspirators, of midnight ruffians, and to bring them to the bar of

justice and law ? If this be excitement, is it an unnatural or an im-

proper excitement V
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"It seems to me, Gentleme'ii, that there are appearances of another

feeling, of a very different nature and character; not very extensive, I

would hope, but still there is too much evidence of its existence. Such

is human nature, that some persons lose their abhorrence of crime in

their admiration of its magnificent exhibitions. Ordinary vice is repro-

bated by them, but extraordinary guilt, exquisite wickedness, the high

flights and poetry of crime seize on the imagination, and lead them to

forget the depths of the guilt, in admiration of the excellence of the per-

formance, or the unequalled atrocity of the purpose. There are those

in our day who have made great use of this infirmitj^ of our nature, and

by means of it done infinite injury to the cause of good morals. They

have affected not only the taste, but I fear also the principles, of the

young, the heedless, and the imaginative, by the exhibition of interest-

ing and beautiful monsters. They render depravity attractive, some-

times by the polish of its manners, and sometimes by its very extrava-

gance; and study to show off crime under all the advantages of clever-

ness and dexterity. Gentlemen, this is an extraordinary murder, but it

is still a murder. We are not to lose ourselves in wonder at its origin,

or in gazing on its cool and skilful execution. We are to detect and

to punish it ; and while we proceed with caution against the prisoner,

and are to be sure that we do not visit on his head the offences of others,

we are yet to consider ihat we are dealing with a case of most atrocious

crime, which has not the slightest circumstance about it to soften

its enormity. It is murder ; deliberate, concerted, malicious murder."

Other extracts in abundance we mio;ht make, full of in-

terest in themselves, and illustrating the several features of

Mr. Webster's style and manner which we have indicated ;

but we must refer .our readers to their own recollections, or,

where these fail, to the volumes themselves. The extracts

we have made will serve to illustrate, not only the simplicity

of his language, but the strength of his expressions, aiid the

repose of his manner. The quiet majesty of his style in the

more felicitous moments of the orator, or when the reporter

has been the more competent to his task of reporting his

speeches word for word as delivered, has seldom been sur-

passed, if equalled, by any American, or even English writer.

Burke is the English writer with whom we most naturally

compare him. As an orator he is far superior to Burke, as

a profound and comprehensive thinker, ]->erhaps, he falls

below him ; as a writer he is as classical in his style, as cul-

tivated, and as refined in his tastes, and simpler and more
vigorous in his expression. In many respects Burke has

been his model, and it is not difficult to detect in his pages

traces of his intimate communion with the great Englisli.or

rather Irish statesman, who, perhaps, taken all in all, is the
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most eminent among the distinguished statesmen who have

written or spoken in our language. We have no thought of

placing Mr. Webster above him ; but he surpasses him in

his oratory, for Burke was an uninteresting speaker, and in

the simple majesty and repose of his style and manner.
Burke is full, but his fancy is sometimes too exuberant for

his imagination,and his periods are too gorgeous and too over-

loaded. Now and then he all but approaches the inflated,

and is simply not bombastic. His work on the French rev-

olution is a splendid work, a vast treasure-house of histoi'-

ical lore, of sound political doctrines and wise maxims for

the statesman, but it frequently lacks simplicity, and is

sometimes a little overstrained in its manner. The effort of

the author to sustain himself at the height from which he

sets out is now and then visible, and his voice, in executing

some of the higher notes of his piece, well-nigh breaks into

falsetto. His strength, though sufficient to carry him
through, is not sufficient to carry him through with ease.

Our countryman appears to us to possess naturally a stronger

and more vigorous mental constitution, and to carry himself

more quietly, and more at his natural ease. The only mod-
ern writers, as far as our limited reading extends, who in

this respect equal or surpass Mr. Webster, are the great

Bossuet and the German Goethe, though we must exclude

Goethe's earlier writings from the comparison. The simple,

natural majesty of Bossuet is perhaps unrivalled in any
author, ancient or modern, and in his hands the French lan-

guage loses its ordinary character, and in dignity, grandeur,

and strength becomes able to compete successfully with any
of the languages of modern Europe. Goethe is the only

German we have ever read who could write German prose

with taste, grace, and elegance, and there is in his writings

a quiet strength and a majestic repose which are surpassed

only by the very best of Greek or Roman classics. Mr.
Webster may not surpass, in the respect named, either

of these great writers, but he belongs to their order.

We have dwelt the longer on these features of Mr. Web-
ster's style, because they are precisely those which our

authors and orators most lack. The American people have
no simplicity, no natural ease, no repose. A pebble is a
" rock," a leg or arm is a " limb," breeches or trousers are

"unnamables," a petticoat is a "skirt," a shift is a chemise^

the sun is the "solar orb," the moon the "lunar light."

Notliing can be called simply by its proper name in our
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genuine old Anglo-Saxon tongue. We are always striving

to be great, sublime ; and simple natural expressions are

counted tame, commonplace, or vulgar. We must be inflat-

ed, grandiloquent, or eccentric. Even in our business

hal)its, we strive after the strange, the singular, or the won-
derful, and are never contented with old fashions, quiet and
sure ways of prospering. We must make or lose a fortune

at a dash. We have no repose, are always, from the mo-
ment we are breeched till wra]:)ped in our grave-clothes, in

a state of unnatural excitement, hurrying to and fro, witliout

asking or being able to say wliy or wherefore. AVe have no
homesteads, no family, no fixtures, no sacred ties which bind

us, no hearths or altars around which our affections cling and
linger. We are all afloat upon a tumultuous ocean, and
seem incapable of enjoying ourselves save amid the wildness

and fury of the storm. Our authors and orators, as was to

be expected, partake of our national character, and reproduce

it in their works. The best thing we can do is to give our

days and nights to the study of the volumes before us, which
present us admirable models of what we are not, but of what
we might and should be.

It is very evident from Mr. Webster's writings that his

reading has not been confined to Blackstone and Coke upon
Littleton, nor to Harrington, Sydney, and Locke,—that he

has made frequent excursions from the line of his profes-

sional or official studies among the poets and in the flelds of

polite literature, and that literary or artistic cultivation has

been with him a matter of no inconsiderable moment. He
is perfectly familiar with the British classics, whether prose

or poetry, and well read, if not in the Greek, at least in the

ancient Koman literature. His style is to no inconsiderable

extent formed after those very different writers, Cicero and

Tacitus ; but perhaps it owes still more of its peculiar rich-

ness and beauty to his diligent reading,—whether for devo-

tion or literary purposes we know not,—of the English

Protestant version of the Holy Scriptures. This version is

of no value to the theologian, for it has been made from an

impure Hebrew and Greek text, and is full of false and cor-

rupt renderings, but in a literary point of view it has many
and rare inerits. As an accurate rendering of the sacred

text it cannot as a whole compare with our Douay Bible,

but its language and style are more truly English, or at least

present the English with more idiomatic grace, and greater

purity and richness. The Douay Bible borrows terms from
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the Latin, which, though more precise, are less familiar, and
less expressive to the ordinary English reader ; at least, so it

seems to ns,who lirst studied the Scriptures through the medi-
um of the Protestant version. The English language had
reached its fullest and richest development in the sixteenth

century, and the men who made the Protestant version of the
Scriptures,M'hatever they were as theologians, were among its

most accomplished masters. Hence their version has be-

come the first of the English classics, and perhaps we have
no work in the language that can be so advantageously
studied by the orator or poet, so far as relates to pure Eng-
lish taste, to the formation of style, and richness, aptness,

and beauty of idiomatic expression, though we think there
is at present a tendency among some of our Catholic scholars

to underrate the literary merits of the Douay Bible, and we
find ourselves appreciating them much higher in proportion
as we become better acquainted with them.

But we have exhausted our space, and must bring our re-

marks to a close. We have intended to be fair and just

towards Mr. Webster, and our readers will i-eadily perceive
that we have written on the principle of saying the best we
can, and not the worst, without violating the truth. AVe
have done so because we have never been one of Mr. Web-
ster's partisans, and have on more occasions than one ex-

pressed in strong language our dissent from his particular

measures, or the line of policy he has recommended. We
have also done so, because Mr. Webster is really a great man,
and our country is not so rich in great men as to permit us
to overlook or to deal harshly with one so eminent as he
unquestionably is. He is one of the few survivors of a gen-
eration of distinguished men who are passing away without
leaving any successors. Lowndes, Hayne, Calhoun, are

gone, Clay is dying, and may be dead before this sees the
light, and of the great men who commenced public life with
him, and who might claim to be his peers, Mr. Webster alone
survives, and at furthest can survive but a few years longer.
We could not well forget his merits, and remember only
his faults ; in doing so, we should have shown little patriot-

ism and less Christianity. There are so few of onr authors,

orators, and statesmen that we can honor at all, that we are

disposed to honor fully every one who does not strike us as

being wholly unworthy.
Our great men are dying, and who is to take their place ?

The tendency with us is downward. The generation to
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whicli Mr. Webster belonged was inferior to tlie generation
of great men who achieved our independence and founded
our national government, and he is perhaps the only man
born since the Declaration who could compare favorably
witli the Washingtons, the Adamses, the Hamiltons, the

Madisons, and others of the same class, and in many respects

not even he can do it. The generation next in time, and
the one to which we ourselves belong, is of a yet lower grade
of intellect and still more superficial attainments, and the best

thing, perhaps, that can be said in our favor is that some of

us feel and lament our inferiority. The generation that fol-

lows gives no promise of not falling still lower in the scale.

Thus we go on, falling lower and lower in the intellectual

and moral order M'ith each new generation, and to what
depths we shall ultimately sink, it is impossible to foresee.

The democratic order is exceedingly unfavorable to either

intellectual or moral greatness. If it has a tendency to

bring up a degree or two the very low, which may be ques-

tioned, it has a. still stronger tendency to bring all down to

a low and common level. There is no use in quarrelling

Avith this statement, for it is a fact so plain that even the

blind may see it. If, then, a man amongst us rises superior

to the unfavorable circumstances created by the political

order of his country, and places hiinself on a level with the

great men of other times and other countries, let us cherish

him, and yield him ungrudgingly all merited honor.

AVe have written without any reference to the fact that

Mr. Webster is or may be a candidate for the presidency of

the United States. Who will be the candidate of cither of

the great parties of the country, it is im])ossible to say at the

time we are writing, though the question will be settled be-

fore our Review issues from the press. In questions of

domestic policy Mr. Webster is anti-sectional and conserva-

tive, and is unobjectionable to us and our friends ; but his

foreign policy has been such as we cannot approve. Osten-

sibly directed against foreign despotism, it has been really

directed against our church, and the liberty and peace of

continental Europe. The sympathy and support Mr. Kos-
suth obtained here were obtained on the supposition that he
represented the Protestant cause, and that he was in league

with Mazzini and others, not only for the overthrow of

monarchy, but also of the Catholic Church. Hence it is

that our Catholic population have almost to a man refused

all sympathy with the eloquent magyarized Sclave. But
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Kossuth is Mr. Webster's protege ; Mr. "Webster liberated

liim from prison and brought him here, and Mr. Webster is

tlie man who in his behalf has insulted Austria, and com-
pelled her representative to retire from the country. It

were suicidal in any Catholic to vote to raise him to the

presidency of the Un-ited States. He would in so doing, if

left to the choice of a better man in this respect, be false to

his religion and to his country.

We love our country and delight to honor her really great

men ; but our God before our country, and our country be-

fore men, however great or distinguished. What we have
censured in Mr. Webster he owes to his age and country,

what we have commended he owes to himself and the tra-

ditional wisdom of our ancestors, and we honor him all the

more that he is one of the very few of our countrymen who
respect that wisdom, and do not believe that whatever is

novel is true, and whatever is a change is an improvement.
We have read his writings from time to time and as here-

collected, we would fain hope not without profit, for which
we owe and would willingly pay him a debt of gratitude.

If not all that we could wish, they are among the best things

which our country has given us. The author has done some-
thing, more than any other man in our day, to sustain and
enhance the true glory of the American name, and while we
live we shall cheerfully honor him, and we shall delight to

see him honored by his countrymen. We would willingly

see the laurel that binds his brows remain green and fi-esh,

for the lionor it Iiestows is identified with our common conn-
try, and is a patrimony to be inherited by our children.



BANCROFT'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for October, 1852.]

The first three volumes of Mr. Bancroft's work, com-
prising the History of the Colonization of the United States,

have been for several years before the public, and, it is un-

necessary to add, have obtained for their author a very high
reputation both at bome and abroad. The continuation of

the work has been looked for with a good deal of impatience,

especially by the author's own countrymen. The fourth

volume, issued recently, and devoted to the first epoch of

the American revolution, or the period of its gestation, ex-

tending from 1748 to 1763. has therefore been very cordially

welcomed. As far as we can judge, it has generally satisfied

public expectation, and we doubt not that it will fully sus-

tain, and even enhance, the reputation already acquired by
the author.

Whatever may be thought of Mr. Bancroft as a politician

or diplomatist, he is unquestionably one of our most distin-

guished men. He is an accomplished scholar, a man of a

high order of intellect, and a brilliant and fascinating writer.

He is a hard student, enthusiastic in the cause he espouses,

devoted to his principles, and ready to sacrifice himself with
the zeal of the missionary for their dissemination. But, al-

though he has studied the history of the United States with
praiseworthy care and diligence, and although the discrimi-

nating reader may obtain much true history from his learned

and brilliant volumes, we are not prepared to assign him the

highest rank among genuine historians. Properly speaking,

he does not write history, nor even commentaries on history

;

he simply uses history for the purjiose of setting forth, illus-

trating, confirming, and disseminating his speculative theo-

ries on God, man, and society. The history he writes is not

written for an historical end, and the facts he relates are

grouped and colored in subserviency to his unhistorical pur-

poses.

* History of the United States, from tTie Discovei-y of the American Con-
tinent. By Qeouge Bancroft. Vol. IV. Boston: 1853.
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History is not a speculative science ; it deals exclusively

with facts, and is simply a record of events which have suc-

ceeded one another in time. 'No doubt, facts or events are

not isolated ; no doubt, they have their causes, their rela-

tions, and their meaning, which are the proper subject of

historical investigation ; no doubt, the historian with regard

to these may have a theor}*, and arrange and explain his facts

in accordance with it. Every historian, who would rise

above the dry annalist or bald chronicler of events, does and
must so arrange and explain them. But this theory must
be historical, not speculative ; that is, it must be a theory

for the explanation of the purely historical, not the meta-

physical, origin, causes, relations, and meaning of facts. It

must be itself within the order of facts, and, like all induc-

tive theories, a mere generalization or classification of facts

in their own order. That all historical facts have a specu-

lative origin, causes, relations,—a meaning in the world
which transcends the world of space and time,—is of course

true ; but in this sense they are eternal, have no succession,

and therefore no history. In this sense they transcend the

province of the historian, as such, and pertain solely to that

of the metaphysician or theologian. The science which takes

cognizance of them is what we ourselves call tlieology, natu-

ral or supernatural, and what Aristotle calls science {sapien-

tia), or philosophy proper, not history, which is confined by
its own nature to the record of facts or events.

The modern school of history, especially in France and
Germany, overlook this important distinction between his-

tory and theolog}^,—historical science and speculative sci-

ence,—and confound the historical with the theological ori-

gin, relations, and significance of facts. They form to them-
selves, from their own fancies, caprices, or prejudices, prior

to all study of history, certain theories of the universe, of

God, man, and society,—metaphysical, ethical, and political

theories, from which they infer what is and must be in his-

tory. They then proceed to apply their theories to the ex-

planation of historical facts, which they adapt to the illus-

tration and support of their previous speculations. Facts
encountered which contradict their theories are passed over
in silence, denied, distorted, or explained away ; facts which
are needed to explain and establish them, if not encountered,
are invented ; and facts which have no apparent bearing on
them one way or the other are discarded as unimportant and
without historical significance. Herder, Kant, Hegel, Gui-
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zot, Cousin, Michelet, and even Carlyle and Macaulay, are

instances in point, as all who are familiar with their writings

need not to be informed. None of them give us genuine

history, or even their own views of history ; they merely

give us their speculations on what is not history, and what
according to those speculations ought to be history.

It is the common error of the modern school of so-called

philosophical historians, and to which school Mr. Bancroft

belongs, though he is not by any means the worst of the

school, to suppose that history may be reduced to the terms

of a speculative science, and be written, as it were, a jyriori.

Give me the geographical position of a people, says the bril-

liant and eloquent Cousin, and I will give you its history.

Has the geography of Memphis, of Babylon, Nineveh, Tyre.

Sidon, Jerusalem, Carthage, Sparta, Athens, Rome, changed

from what it was in remote antiquit}' ? Has their history

remained at all epochs the same ? Herder finds in all his-

tory only his ideas of human progress ; Kant finds nothing

but his categories; Hegel finds the significance and end of

all history, the operations of divine providence, of all man-
kind, and of all nature, to have been the establishment of

the Prussian monarchy ; Mr. Bancroft finds that the original

purpose of creation, of God and the universe, is fulfilled in

the establishment of American democracy. No doubt, his-

tory has a transcendental plan, and a purpose which it is ful-

filling ; no doubt, God has a plan in all he does, and is ful-

filling a fixed and scientific purpose in every historical event,

however great or however small it may seem to us. But
the science of this plan and of this purpose is God's science,

not man's, and can be shared by us only as he pleases to

make it known to us by his revelation. It is not the histo-

rian as such who possesses it, and can unroll it before us. It is

only a Bossuet, a Christian bishop, in possession of divine

revelation, and speaking from the height of the episcopal

chair, that can give to history something of the character of

a speculative science, or furnish a philosophy of history

;

and that philosophy of history is a divine, not a human phi-

losophy. That philosophy is not historical, and can be ob-

tained by no induction from historical or even psychological

facts, for induction can never give us causes or principles

;

and hence the Baconian universe, as has often been remark-

ed, is a universe of effects without causes,—a manifest con-

tradiction in terms. Certainly there is a logic in history,

if we could see it from the point of view of the divine in-
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telligence ; but in relation to our science, from the point of

view of the human intellect, the events of history do not all

follow lo2;ically from a given antecedent. To us the ante-

cedents are many and include the natural and supernatural
j)rovidence of God and the free-will of man ; and the free-

will of man, too, in a fallen and abnormal state as well as in

a supernatural state, to which he is elevated by the grace of

Christ. These perpetually interrupt to our apprehension
the series of logical sequences, and no human science can
determine what new series of sequences may at any moment
be introduced by the operations of free-will, either on the part
of God or on the part of man. Moreover, with freedom in

the antecedent, the conclusion cannot be logically deduced
;

for logic can deduce only necessary conclusions. To the
historian history is never a series of logical sequences, for if

it were it would not be history, as there would then be no
chronological sequence, or succession in time. To him much
must always appear anomalous, arbitrary, inexplicable, the
result of chance ; although in point of fact there is no chance,
and though there is freedom, there is nothing arbitrary, or
witliout a sufficient reason. All the so-called philosophies
of history, or attempts to reduce history to the form of a

speculative human science, proceed on a pantheistic assump-
tion,—are founded on the denial of creation and providence,
the free-will of God, and consequently the free-will and
moral accountability of man. They all assume virtually

that the universe is purely phenomenal, and is to be regard-
ed only as the necessary expression of an inherent principle
of life, which evolves, moves, and agitates the whole by an
intrinsic law of necessity. They all assume and inculcate
the doctrine of absolute and universal fatalism, which binds
alike in the same chain of invincible necessity God, man,
and nature.

Undoubtedly, he who proposes to pass other than purely
historical judgments on historical facts must have a general
theological doctrine, of some sort. But no theological doc-
trine is historical, or historically attainable. It does not be-

long to the historian as such ; it belongs to the theologian,
and to be worth any thing is obtainable only as supernatu-
rally supplied by God himself ; for he alone can reveal to us
his plan, and disclose the purpose he is fulfilling. He who
has not been supplied, immediately or mediately with such
doctrine by God himself, and has not infallible assurance
that he has been so supplied, must either not write history

Vol. XIX-25
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at all, or else restrict himself to purely historical jiiclo;iiieiits

of the events he relates. If he has borrowed from fallible

sources, or has concocted for himself a theory of the universe

and the purpose God is fulfilling in universal or particu-

lar history, he should either keep it to himself, or avowedly
bring it out as theology or metaphysics. He has no right to

make history the vehicle of insinuating it into the minds
of unsuspicious readers, who are reading for the facts he
professes to narrate, not for the speculative notions he may
entertain, or philosophical crotchets he may have in his head.

He does not deal fairly or honestly with us, when, under
pretense of giving us history, he only gives us his specula-

tive theories.

Of all the devices for disseminating falsehood, corrupting
youth, and destroying all true intellectual and moral life,

this of making history the vehicle of communicating the

theological, metaphysical, ethical, and political theories of the

author is the most ingenious and the most effective. The novel

or romance did very well, but it was in bad odor with the

graver part of the community, and often went no further

than to corrupt the heart and disturb the senses. More could

be accomplished under the grave mask of the historian than

under the light and fantastic mask of the novelist or romancer.

Hence our histories are nearly all written with a view of in-

culcating, often without the design being suspected, some
crude and in general mischievous theory on religion, philos-

ophy, or politics. The author professes to give you facts,

and along with what he gives you for facts, so interwoven
with them that none but a disciplined mind can separate

them, he insinuates into the ingenuous and unsuspecting

reader his false and pernicious speculative theories. Facts

are never to be feared, for they can never come into conflict

with religion. We wish to conceal the I'eal facts of history

neither from ourselves nor from our children. We wish

our children to know the history of their own country ; we
put into their hands Mr. Bancroft's volumes, and before we
know it, they have a wholly false view of that history, and
have imbibed, with the facts they have learned, speculative

theories which are one day to become active in making
them false both to their God and to their country. They
see not well how they can question the doctrines without

denying the facts; and the facts alleged, under some aspect,

may be undeniable. The doctrines are imbibed as simply

historical doctrines; their reach is neither seen nor suspect-
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ed, and tlieir hostility to faith becomes apparent only in

after years, when they have taken too firm a hold of the
mind, and entered too deeply into its habits, to be rejected

without extraordinary grace. Thus is generation after gen-
eration corrupted, and rained for time and eternity. This,

too, we must presume, is the precise design of the authors

of our modern philosophies of histories. How often has

Mr. Bancroft, for instance, said to himself and to his confi-

dential friends, on hearing his book commended in certain

quarters, " They little suspect my design in writing it, or the

ultimate bearing of its doctrines." No one who knows the

popular theories of the day can doubt that the work is writ-

ten for a far different purpose than that of presenting a true

and faithful history of the United States. The author's

speculative purpose is visible to the disciplined eye on al-

most every page. Even its very style wants frankness and
sincerity. The statement of facts, the selection of facts to

be stated, the choice of words, and the turn given to the ex-

pression, all bear witness that the work is written, not for

the sake of history, but to propagate the author's own met-
aphysical, ethical, political, and socialistic theories, and
theories which, though plausible to the young and untrained,

are unsound and in the last degree dangerous.

We wish to speak with all due respect of Mr. Bancroft
as a man, and the more especially because time has been
when he treated us as a friend and laid us under many per-

sonal obligations which we have not forgotten, and cannot
forget. He has many traits of character which we love and
honor. We have no interest in disparaging his merits, for

he holds a distinguished place in the affections of our coun-
trymen, and enjoys a wide and in many respects merited
popularity. Enemies, certainly, he has, who would delight

to see him attacked, but those enemies are not our friends,

have no sympathy with us, and can find nothing to gratify

them in the objections we bring against his writings. Most
of them sympathize with him on the very points on which
we dissent from him. But we have long since learned to

yield neither private nor public honor to the man, however
great or distinguished, who abuses his gifts and opportuni-
ties to corrupt the public mind, and to inculcate doctrines

which strike at the foundation of religion, morality, gov-
ernment, and even society itself. Mr. Bancroft's method
of writing history is manifestly a disingenuous method, de-

fensible on the score neither of morals nor of art, and it
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were credulity, not charity, to prQsume that even he would
attempt to defend it on any other than the false ground,
that the end justifies the means.

Let it not be said that we are hostile to science and op-

posed to the progress of intelligence. We are not opposed
to science or intellectual progress

;
quite the contrary ; but

we do not consider that science properly so called consists

in being acquainted with the delusive theories men ma}'

take it into their heads to concoct, nor do we believe intel-

lectual progress is promoted by feeding the mind with the

ravings of insanity, the dreams of the morbid, or the un-

substantial speculations of radical projectors and socialistic

reformers. The mind in feeding on these necessarily con-

tracts disease, becomes enfeebled, loses its light, and goes

out in darkness. Give us facts and true principles, write

books that teach truth, that introduce the reader to reality,

and not simply to the miserable crotchets and fancies of

your own brains, and we are ready to commend you with

all our heart. Be honest, avow openly your real doctrines

and purposes, label your pictures truly, so that one may
know beforehand what to expect, and we will bring no
other objections than such as simply bear asrainst the state-

ments you make, or the doctrines you advance. But let

there be an end to this enormous abuse of history, which
has become so common of late, and which is poisoning the

whole reading community.
Mr. Bancroft is a democrat, in the modern sense of that

word, a philosophical democrat,—not merely a plain, old-

fashioned republican, which wa claim to be ourselves,—

a

progressive democrat, who holds that democracy is not only

the best, but the only legitimate form of government. Tlie

popular will is for him, the supreme law, and the popular

instincts and tendencies are the infallible criterion of truth,

beauty, and goodness. The people are to him the infallible

church, and humanity is his God. There is at least no God
for man but the God in humanity, who speaks only in and
through popular instincts and tendencies. Hence the au-

thor defines elsewhere democracy to be " eternal justice rul-

ing through the people." The race is progressive, and the

progress of society is constantly towards the realization of

democracy as thus defined. Here, in a word, is the general

theory which he writes his History of the United States to

establish and disseminate. To this end nearly all in his

volumes, if we except the first volume, which is more his-
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torical and less speculative than the others, is made directly

or indirectly subservient, and to accomplish it he omits,

misrepresents, miscolors, or invents facts, as he finds it nec-

essary or convenient. He may not do this consciously,

with "malice aforethought," but his theory blinds him,

unsteadies or distorts his vision, so that he seems to himself

to see all the facts he wants, and onlj^ such as he wants, for

his theory.

It is not our intention, nor have we either tlie leisure or

the knowledge necessary if it were, to follow the author

step by step through his volumes, and sustain our charges

by minute criticism. It is not, indeed, necessary. Refer-

ence to some three or four matters pretty well known will

sutHciently justify us. Those who have read in his second
volume the history of the colonization of Carolina, and the

•constitution framed for its government by Locke and
Shaftesbury, will recollect how adroitly he obtains an argu-

ment from the failure of that constitution, in favor of his

democracy and deification of the people. He brings the

failure of that constitution forward as a proof of the supe-

rior wisdom of the common people, the illiterate and sim-

ple, to that of philosophers and statesmen. This is to mis-

represeiit the whole case. That failure says nothing in

favor of the superiority of ignorance over science ; it sim-

ply proves, what Maistre so much insists on, that the con-

stitution of a state must be generated, not made, and grow
up out of the circumstances of a people with them, instead

of being arbitrarily constructed and imposed upon them.
The Carolinians, in rejecting that constitution, the work of

philosophers, which had no root in their interior life, in

their habits, manners, customs, or circumstances, did not in-

vent a new form of government, create a new constitution

for themselves ; they simply fell back on that portion of the

constitution of England which they brought with them,
and which had never ceased to be theirs, and simply modi-
fied it to their peculiar circumstances and condition. The
lesson of the occurrence is neither in favor of democracy
nor against it ; it is merely that it is madness to attempt to

change radically the constitution inherent in the life of a

people, and to impose upon them one made to order in the

closet of a philosopher,—a lesson worth reading to Mr.
Bancroft's friends, the European revolutionists, and per-

haps also one which he might himself study to some advan-
tage.
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The author furnishes us another instance to onr purpose
in his account of " Salem Witchcraft,"—a dehision not con-

fined to Salem, or the colony of Massachusetts Bay, but
which about the time was common to most Protestant coun-

tries, and attended with the most deplorable results, espec-

ially amontj the Puritans of England and Scotland. Miv
Bancroft, of course, does not believe in the reality of witch-

craft ; but as he holds the people to be infallible, and pop-

ular instincts to be the sure test of truth, it will not answer
for him to concede that the people ever shared the delusion.

So he makes Salem witchcraft all the work of the colonial

aristocracy, the ministers and magistrates, and, in the face

and eyes of the undeniable facts in the case, represents the

people all along as free from it, as opposed to it, and as

finally succeeding, by their good sense, hnmane feelings^

and influence, in putting an end to it. This is all pur&
theory. The people of New England are even yet to a very

great extent believers in witchcraft, and more than one

poor old woman have we known to be denounced, avoided,

and abandoned to wretchedness and want, as a witch. The
belief may not be as common now as it was in the days of

our boyliood, or rather it has changed its form. The so-

called " spiritual knockings," now so prevalent, erected as it

were into a religion, with its places of worship, its priests,

priestesses, and journals, is at bottem only a revival of

Salem witchcraft under another name. The people^ who,,

according to Mr. Bancroft, opposed the severities exercised

toward the individuals held to be bewitched, were certain,

loose livers, libertines, free-thinkers, scoffers, who believed

very little either in God or the devil.

The elaborate account of Quakerism and the people called

Quakers, in the same volume, chapter sixteenth, is another

instance in which the author is led by his theory to depart

from strict historical fidelity. He makes a hero of William

Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania, exaggerates his merits

even more than Macaulay disparages them, and makes
Quakerism the exponent of the inspirations of the imper-

sonal reason, whatever that may mean. He had his religious

or theological theory to bring out, and he makes Quakerism
its vehicle. In order to do so, he gives us for Quakerism,

we will not say what Quakerism may not practically lead to^

but assuredly what never entered the heads of its founders,

George Fox, Robert Barclay, and William Penn. The es-

sential element of Quakerism is its assertion of the universal-
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ity and sufficiency of the indwelling Christ independent of

Christ teaching through historical records or chosen messen-

gers, and bringing us into union with himself in the church

tlirough the sacraments. But the genuine Quaker never

intentionally denied the Incarnation, and never confounded
the indwelling Christ, " the light within," with natural rea-

son, personal or impersonal. The Christ in Mdiom he pro-

fessed to believe was "the Word," "the Son of God," "the
true light which enlighteneth every man coming into this

world." He held him to be not only, as the eternal Son of

God by whom all things were made, the natural light of

reason or the light of the natural order, but also, as the in-

carnate Son or Word, the supernatural light, or the light of

the supernatural order of grace, and in both orders he dis-

tinguished him from the soul and its faculties, as in external

vision the light by which we see is distinguishable from the

visual organ and even the visual faculty. The error of the

Quaker does not lie in the assertion of the indwelling Christ

in the regenerate, for he does dwell in them, and they in

him ; but in supposing him to dwell equally in the unregen-

erate, or in supposing that the effect of the Incarnation was
to place every man actually in the order of grace, and Christ

as an indwelling Saviour in the heart of every one ; whence
he was led to deny the sacraments, the church, the priest-

hood, and the means by which the sinner receives the appli-

cation of the Atonement, is brought into union with Christ,

and preserved therein. A serious error enough, no doubt,

but not an error favoring the doctrine held by Mr. Bancroft,

and for which he eulogizes him. Mr. Bancroft thinks he

has in this Quaker doctrine of the indwelling Christ, or in-

ward light, his own doctrine of the sufficiency and infalli-

bility of reason as an attribute of humanity, on which he
founds his doctrine of popular sovereignty and the infalli-

bility of the people. He thus, to the utter astonishment of

Obadiah, makes the Quaker a modern transcendentalist, and

a witness bearing his testimony in favor of " progressive

democracy." In this he is an unfaithful historian, a bad
philosopher, and a worse theologian.

A more important instance of Mr. Bancroft's infidelity as

an historian may be found in the opening chapter of the

vohnne before us. This volume professes, as we have said,

to give us the history of the first epoch of the American
revolution, and the author seeks to show that this revolution

was conceived and brought forth in the design of introduc-
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ing a new political and social order into the history of the

world, and that it was only a link in that series of revolu-

tions which have convulsed the European continent for sixty

or seventy years with vain efforts to introduce into its old

monarchical states la o'ejmblique deinocratlque et sociale.

The kings united with the commons in the fifteenth cen-

tury and su])pressed the barons; the commons, uniting with
the princes in the sixteenth centur}', suppressed the church.

Thus emancipated from the nobility and the hierarchy, the

commons in England in the seventeenth century deposed
tlie king and beheaded monarchy at "Whitehall in the person

of Charles Stuart. Defeated for the moment by the resto-

ration, the conmions fled to these western wilds, where, con-

cealed in the depths of the forest, they grew and prepared

themselves by the middle of the eighteenth century to re-

new and continue tlieir struggles against monarchy, and in

favor of republicanism, the sovereignty of the people,—pro-

gressive democracy. Hence Mr. Bancroft's theory of the

American movement in belialf of national independence is,

that it was only the continuation or resumption of the

movement of the English republicans in the seventeenth

century, as that was itself only the continuation of the

movement in the previous two centuries of the kings and
commons against the feudal aristocracy and the church.

His purpose in this is, on the one hand, to adduce historical

evidence of his theory of the continuous progress of society,

and, on the other, to obtain the authority of the American
patriots, justly of great weight with all loyal Americans,

for the progressive or social democracy to which he is wed-
ded,—at least in theory,—and 'which he wishes to see estab-^

lished throughout the world, if need be by red-republican

revolutions, and all the blood, and carnage, and horrors of

both civil and international war. These remarks will help

the reader to understand tlie following extract from the

commencement of the volume before us.

" In the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and forty-eight,

Montesquieu, wisest in his age of the reflecting statesmen of France,

apprised the cultivated world, that a free, prosperous, and great people

was forming in the forests of America, which England had sent forth

her sons to inhabit. The hereditary dynasties of Europe, all unconscious

of the rapid growth of the rising power which was soon to involve them

in its new and prevailing influence, were negotiating treaties among

ihemselves to bring their last war of personal ambition definitively to an

end. The great maritime powers, weary of hopes of conquest and
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ignorant of coming reform, desired repose. To restore possessions as

they had been, or were to have been, was accepted as the condition of

peace ; and guaranties were devised to keep them safe against vicissitude.

But the eternal flow of existence never rests, bearing the human race

onwards through continuous change. Principles grow into life by in-

forming the public mind, and in their maturity gain the mastery over

events; following each other as they are bidden, and ruling without a

pause. No sooner do the agitated waves begin to subside, than, amidst

the formless tossing of the billows, a new messenger from the Infinite

Spirit moves over the waters; and the ship of Destiny, freighted with

the fortunes of mankind, yields to tlie gentle breath as it first whispers

among the shrouds, even while the beholders still doubt if the breeze is

springing, and whence it comes, and whither it will go.

" The hour of revolution was at hand, promising freedom to conscience

and dominion to intelligence. History, escaping from the dictates of

authority and the jars of insulated interests, eaters upon new and un-

thought-of domains of culture and equality, the happier society where
power springs freshly from ever-renewed consent; the life and activity

of a connected world.

" For Europe, the crisis foreboded the struggles of generations. The
strong bonds of faith and affection, which once united the separate

classes of its civil hierarchy, had lost their vigor. In the impending
chaos of states, the ancient forms of society, after convulsive agonies>

were doomed to be broken in pieces ; and the fragments to become dis-

tinct, and seemingly lifeless, like the dust; ready to be whirled in clouds

by the tempest of public rage, with a force as deadly as that of the sand-

storm in the Libyan desert. The voice of reform, as it passed over the

desolation, would inspire animation afresh ; but in the classes whose
power was crushed, as well as in the oppressed who knew not that they

were redeemed, it might also awaken wild desires, which the ruins of a

former world could not satiate. In America, the influences of time

were moulded by the creative force of reason, sentiment, and nature.

Its political edifice rose in lovely proportions, as if to the melodies of

the lyre. Peacefully and without crime, humanity was to make for it-

self a new existence.

" A few men of Anglo-Saxon descent, chiefly farmers, planters, and
mechanics, with their wives and children, had crossed the Atlantic in

search of freedom and fortune. They brought the civilization which the

past had bequeathed to Great Britain ; they were followed by the slave-

ship and the African , their happiness invited emigrants from every line-

age of Central and Western Europe ; the mercantile system, to which
they were subjected, prevailed in the councils of all metropolitan states,

and extended its restrictions to every continent that allured to conquest,

commerce, and colonization. The accomplishment of their indepen-

dence would agitate the globe, would assert the freedom of the oceans
as commercial highways, vindicate power in the commonwealth for the
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united judgment of its people, and assure to them the right to a self-

directing vitality.

" The authors of the American Revolution avowed for their object

the welfare of mankind, and believed that they were in the service of

their own and of all future generations. Their faith was just ; for the

world of mankind does not exist in fragments, nor can a country have an

insulated existence. All men are brothers ; and all are bondsmen for

one another. All nations, too, are brothers, and each is responsible for

that federative humanity which puts the ban of exclusion on none.

New principles of government could not assert themselves in one hemi-

sphere without affecting the other. The very idea of the progress of an

individual people, in its relation to universal history, springs from the ac-

knowledged unity of the race.

" From the dawn of social being, there has appeared a tendency tow-

ards commerce and intercourse between the scattered inhabitants of

the earth. That mankind have ever earnestly desired this connection,

appears from their willing homage to the adventurers and to every peo-

ple, who have greatly enlarged the boundaries of the world, as known
to civilization. The traditions of remotest antiquity celebrate the half-

divine wanderer who raised pillars on the shores of the Atlantic ; and

record, as a visitant from the slcies, the first traveller from tiurope to

the central rivers of Asia. It is the glory of Greece, that, when she had

gathered on her islands and among her hills the scattered beams of hu-

man intelligence, her numerous colonies carried the accumulated light

to the neighborhood of the ocean and to the shores of the Euxine. Her

wisdom and her arms connected continents.

" When civilization intrenched herself within the beautiful promon-

tory of Italy, and Rome led the van of European reform, the same

movement continued, with still vaster results ; for, though the military

republic bounded the expansive spirit of independence by giving domin-

ion to property, and extending her own influence by the sword, yet,

heaping up conquests, adding island to continent, crushing nationalities,

offering a shrine to strange gods, and citizenship to every vanquished

people, she extended over a larger empire the benefits of fixed princi-

ples of law, and a cosmopolitan polytheism prevailed as the religion of

the world.
" To have asserted clearly the unity of mankind was the distinctive

glory of the Christian religion. No more were the nations to be severed

by the worship of exclusive deities. The world was instructed that all

men are of one blood ; that for all there is but one divine nature and

but one moral law ; and the renovating faith taught the singleness of

the race, of which it embodied the aspirations and guided the advance-

ment.
" The tribes of Northern Europe, emerging freshly from the wild

nurseries of nations, opened new regions to culture, commerce, and re-

finement. The beams of the majestic temple, which antiquity had
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reared to its many gods, were already falling in ; the roving invaders,

taking to their hearts the regenerating creed, became its intrepid mes-

sengers, and bore its symbols even to Iceland and Siberia.

"Still nearer were the relations of the connected world, when an en-

thusiast reformer, glowing with selfish ambition, and angry at the hol-

low forms of Eastern superstition, caught life in the deserts of Arabia,

and founded a system, whose emissaries hurried lightly on the camel's

back beyond pathless sands, and, never diverging far from the warmer

zone, conducted armies from Mecca to the Ganges and the Ebro. How
did the two systems animate all the continents of the Old World to com-

bat for the sepulchre of Christ, till Europe, from Spain to Scandinavia,

came into conflict and intercourse with the South and East, from Mo-

rocco to Hindostan !

" In due time appeared the mariner from Genoa. To Columbus God
gave keys that unlock the barriers of the ocean ; so that he filled Chris-

tendom with his glory. The voice of the world had whispered to him

that the world is one ; and as he went forth towards the west, ploughing

a wave which no European keel had entered, it was his high purpose not

merely to open new paths to islands or to continents, but to bring to-

gether the ends of the earth, and join all nations in commerce and spir-

itual life.

"While the world of mankind is accomplishing its nearer connection,

it is also advancing in the power of its intelligence. The possession of

reason is the engagement for that progress of which history keeps the

record. The faculties of each individual mind are limited in their devel-

opment ; the reason of the whole strives for perfection, has been rest-

lessly forming itself from the first moment of human existence, and has

never met bounds to its capacity for improvement. The generations of

men are not like the leaves on the trees, which fall and renew themselves

without melioration or change ; individuals disappear like the foliage

and the flowers ; the existence of our kind is continuous, and its ages

are reciprocally dependent. Were it not so, there would be no great truths

inspiring action, no laws regulating human achievements ; the move-

ment of the living world would be as the ebb and flow of the ocean ; and

the mind would no more be touched by the visible agency of Providence

in human affairs. In the lower creation, instinct is always equal to

itself ; the beaver builds its hut, the bee his cell, without an acquisition

of thought, or increase of skill. ' By a particular prerogative,' as Pascal

has written, 'not only each man advances daily in the sciences, but all

men unitedly make a never-ceasing progress in them, as the universe

grows older ; so that the whole succession of human beings, during the

course of so many ages, ought to be considered as one identical man.

who subsists always, and who learns without end.'

"It is this idea of continuity which gives vitality to history. No pe

riod of time has a separate being ; no public opinion can escape the in

fluence of previous intelligence. We are cheered by rays from former
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centuries, and live in the sunny reflection of all their light. What
though thought is invisible, and, even when effective, seems as transient

as the wind that raised the cloud ? It is yet free and indestructible ; can

as little be bound in chains as the aspiring flame ; and, when once gen-

erated, takes eternity for its guardian. We are the children and the

heirs of the past, with which, as with the future, we are indissolubly

linked together ; and he that truly has sympathy with every thing be-

longing to man will, with his toils for posterity, blend affection for the

times that are gone by, and seek to live in the vast life of the ages. It

is by thankfully recognizing those ages as a part of the great existence in

which we share, that history wins power to move the soul. She comes
to us with tidings of that which for us still lives, of that which has be-

come the life of our life. She embalms and preserves for us the life-

blood, not of masterspirits only, but of generations of the race.

" And because the idea of improvement belongs to that of continuous

being, history is, of all pursuits, the most cheering. It throws a halo of

delight and hope even over the sorrows of humanity, and finds promises

of joy among the ruins of empires and the graves of nations. It sees

the footsteps of Providential intelligence everywhere ; and hears the

gentle tones of his voice in the hour of tranquillity
;

' Nor God alone in the still calm we find ;

He mounts the storm and walks upon the wind.'

Institutions may crumble and governments fall, but it is only that they

may renew a better youth, and mount upwards like the eagle. The pet-

als of the flower wither, that fruit may form. The desire of perfection,

springing always from moral power, rules even the sword, and escapes

unharmed from the field of carnage, giving to battles all that they can

have of lustre, and to warriors their only glory ; surviving martj'rdoms,

and safe amid the wreck of states. On the banks of the stream of time,

not a monument has been raised to a hero or a nation, but tells the tale

and renews the hope of improvement. Each people that has disappeared,

every institution that has passed away, has been but a step in the ladder

by which humanity ascends towards the perfecting of its nature.

"And how has it always been advancing ; to the just judgments of

the past, adding the discoveries of successive ages ! The generations

that hand the torch of truth along the lines of time, themselves become

dust and ashes ; but the light still increases its everburning flame, and is

fed more and more plenteously with consecrated oil. How is progress

manifest in religion, from the gross symbols of the East to the sublime

philosophy of Greece, from the Fetichism of the savage to the Polythe-

ism of Rome ; from the multiplied forms of ancient superstition and the

lovely representations of deities in stone, to the clear conception of the

unity of divine power, and the idea of the presence of God in the soul !

How has mind, in its inquisitive freedom, taught man to employ the

elements as mechanics do their tools, and already, in part, at least, made

him the master and possessor of nature ! How has knowledge not only
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been increased, but diffused ! How has morality been constantly tend-

ing to subdue the supremacy of brute force, to reflne passion, to enrich

literature with the varied forms of pure thought and delicate feeling I

How has social life been improved, and every variety of toil in the field

and in the workshop been ennobled by the willing industry of freemen !

How has humanity been growing conscious of its unity and watchful

of its own development, till public opinion, bursting the bonds of na-

tionality, knows itself to be the spirit of the world, in its movement on

the tide of thought from generation to generation !

"From the intelligence that had been slowly ripening in the mind of

cultivated humanity sprung the American Revolution, which was de-

signed to organize social union through the establishment of personal

freedom, and thus emancipate the nations from all authority not flowing

from themselves. In the old civilization of Europe, power moved from

a superior to inferiors and subjects ; a priesthood transmitted a common

faith, from which it would tolerate no dissent ; the government esteemed

itself, by compact or by divine right, invested with sovereignty, dispens-

ing protection and demanding allegiance. But a new principle, far

mightier than the church and state of the Middle Ages, was forcing it-

self into power. Successions of increasing culture and heroes in the

world of thought had conquered for mankind the idea of the freedom

of the individual ; the creative but long latent energy that resides in the

collective reason was next to be revealed. From this the state was to

emerge, like the fabled spirit of beauty and love, out of the foam of the

ever-troubled ocean. It was the oflfice of America to substitute for he-

reditary privilege the natural equality of man ; for the irresponsible au-

thority of a sovereign, a dependent government emanating from the con-

cord of opinion ; and as she moved forward iu her high career, the mul-

titiides of every clime gazed towards her example with hopes of untold

happiness, and all the nations of the earth sighed to be renewed.

" The American Revolution, of which I write the history, essaying to

unfold the principles which organized its events, and bound to keep

faith with the ashes of its heroes, was most radical in its character, yet

achieved with such benign tranquillity; that even conservatism hesitated

to censure. A civil war armed men of the same ancestry against each

other, yet for the advancement of the principles of everlasting peace and

universal brotherhood. A new plebeian democracy took its place by the

side of the proudest empires. Religion was disenthralled from civil in-

stitutions. Thought obtained for itself free utterance by speech and by

the press. Industry was commissioned to follow the bent of its own

genius. The system of commercial restrictions between states was rep-

robated and shattered ; and the oceans were enfranchised for every

peaceful keel. International law was humanized and softened ; and a

new, milder, and more just maritime code was concerted and enforced.

The trade in slaves was branded and restrained. The home of the lan-

guage of Bacon and Milton, of Chatham and Washington, became so
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diffused, that in every zone, and almost in every longitude, childhood

lisps the English as its mother tongue. The equality of all men was de-

clared
;
personal freedom secured in its complete individuality, and

commoji consent recognized as the only just origin of fundamental

laws, so that the people in thirteen separate states, with ample territory

for creating more, each formed its own political institutions. By the side

of the principle of the freedom of the individual and the freedom of

the separate states, the noblest work of human intellect was consum-

mated in a federative union. And that union put away every motive

to its destruction, by insuring to each successive generation the right

to better its constitution, according to the increasing intelligence of the

living people."—pp. 3-13.

A fastidious critic might say sometliing of the style of

this extract, whicli is a fair specimen of the author's style in

general. He perhaps would object that it wants repose, se-

dateness, ease, flexibility, and dignity ; that it is too pictu-

resque, too florid, and too high-wrought for the gravity of

history. But we have more important matters in liand than

mere literary criticism. We should, indeed, prefer for our-

selves a simpler and less ambitious, a more grave and a less

ornate style ; but this is a small matter, and, after all, every

reader must be struck with the felicity of the autlior's dic-

tion, and his remarkable propriety and delicacy in tlie choice

of single words. His fancy is exuberant, and he clothes his

thoughts with a mass of luxuriant foliage, which serves as

often to obscure as to adorn them, and which diverts the

reader without instructing him. This is no doubt a grave

fault, and one perhaps not wholly undesigned ; for it is

most obvious when the thouglits are of a character to be
hinted rather than expressed, and such as it would be hazard-

ous to set forth in their nakedness. Writers of Mr. Ban-

croft's school not unfrequently find it convenient to regard

language as a contrivance for concealing rather than ex-

pressing thought. We do not defend this, but we let it pass.

The careful and intelligent reader cannot fail here to re-

mark the admirable dexterity with which the autlior falsifies

history without absolutely misstating facts, and the consum-
mate skill with whicli he substitutes his theory or his gloss

for the historical fact itself. " The authors of the American
Kevolution avowed for their object the welfare of mankind,
and believed that they were in the service of their own and

of all future generations." Nothing more true in the sense

of those authors themselves; nothing more false in the

sense in which Mr. Bancroft wishes us to understand it.
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" Their faith was just ; for the world of mankind does not
exist in fragments, nor can a country have an insulated ex-

istence. All men are hrothers ; and all are hondsmen for
one anothery Here is asserted the solidarity of the human
race, as taught by that arch-socialist, Pierre Leroux. "All
nations, too, are brothers, and each is responsible for that
federative humanity which puts the ban of exclusion on
none." Here is Mazzini's and Kossuth's doctrine of "the sol-

idarity of peoples," the old Jacobinical doctrine of the " fra-

ternity of nations," on which is founded the pretended right
of revolutionists in all countries to conspire together, and to

rush to the assistance of each other in any particular coun-
try where their aid may be necessary to overthrow the exist-

ing government. Is it true that the author, some years
since, was one of the Jlluminati, or Carbonari, and that he
was engaged in a revolution in Naples, and there taken pris-

oner, and released only with difficulty ? "We have heard from
a Neapolitan source such a report, though we cannot vouch
for either its truth or its falsity. But to have been so en-

gaged when a student at a German university would be less

incredible than that, at the age of lifty and over, and after
liaving represented his country at one of the first courts in

Europe, he should gravely set forth in a History of the
United States the principles which would fully justify such
conduct. The adventure, if real, might be excused by charg-
ing it to the inconsiderateness and imjDctuosity of youth

;

the deliberate justification of similar conduct by asserting
principles which not only authorize it, but in some sense
make it a moral duty in every man, by a scholar and a states-

man past middle age, is not easily excused on any ground.
" New principles of government could not assert them-

selves in one hemisphere without affecting the other."
Very possibly, but with this we have nothing to do. Mr.
Bancroft has here stealthily advanced to the point he was
aiming at, namely, that the faith of the authors of the
American revolution that they were laboring in the service
of their own and all future generations was just, hecause
they were laboring to introduce, and did introduce, new
principles of government, which could not but react upon
the eastern hemisphere. It is evident, from the general
tenor of what follows, that he understands by these new
principles the democratic, Jacobinical, or socialistic princi-
ples, which since the latter part of the last century have
been struggling for the mastery in Europe. Thus he con-
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nects the American movement with the European revolu-

tions wliich followed it, and makes the American patriots

fellow-laborers with Mazzini, Kossuth, Ledru-Rollin, and
the other chiefs of European red-republicanism. This the

author suggests, and means that we shall all take to be his-

torically true, and yet he nowdiere says it in just so many
words. He cloaks his historical unveracity, and puts what
he means we shall receive as historical truth in the form of

abstract propositions, which may or may not be true. This

is what we mean by his falsifying history without any ex-

press misstatement of facts.

But, whether express or not, there is here a real falsifica-

tion of history. The authors of the American revolution

neither avowed nor believed themselves the discoverers of

new principles of government, and certain it is that they

introduced no new principles into political science. They
may have indulged now^ and then in a few rhetorical flour-

ishes, always to be expected from ardent patriots, and to be

understood with liberal allow^ance ; but nothing is more cer-

tain than that they were moved by no thought of founding

a new social and political order for the world. They made
the revolution simply to recover their rights as British sub-

jects, of which the mother country had deprived them, and

to establish national independence for themselves. The}'

never, as a body, whatever may have been the case with

here and there an individual, entertained the views and in-

tentions subsequently proclaimed by the French Jacobins

and European radicals ; they never for one moment con-

templated a revolution of society, or of the political order

of the world. They were, for the most part, republicans,

opposed to monarchy ; but very few of them, if any, were

democrats in Mr. Bancroft's sense of the word. They did

not make the revolution because they wanted a republic

even, far less because they wanted a democracy ; tliey made
it because they believed themselves oppressed,—because

they despaired of justice from the British crown,—because

they wanted national independence, and the liberty to man-

age their own affairs in their own way, without being dic-

tated to or interfered with by another country three thou-

sand miles off ; and when, by their firmness, their self-sacri-

fice, and heroic deeds they had achieved their independence,

they wisely established the republican form of government,

because no other form under the circumstances was practi-

cable or desirable, and because the colonists had been from
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the first, and still were, republican in their tastes, convic-

tions, manners, habits, and domestic institutions.

For the colonists to establish a republican government,
was not to change their principles, to introduce a new or-

der, but was simply to continue what they had always in

reality been. But to establish a monarchy would have re-

quired a fundamental change in all their habits and interior

as well as exterior forms of life,—a social as well as a polit-

ical revolution, analogous to the one subsequently required

to introduce a republican government into France. Such a

revolution, we need not say, was foreign to all their pur-

poses. They were patriots and statesmen, not revolution-

ists ; I'epublicans certainly, but not Jacobins. They no
doubt believed that, in asserting and maintaining their in-

dependence, they were promoting the welfare of mankind,
inasmuch as it is always for the welfare of mankind that

right be maintained against wrong ; and they no doubt also

believed that they would be serving their own and all future
generations of their countrymen, by establishing and trans-

mitting national independence and popular institutions.

All this is most certainly true ; but they were wise, practi-

cal, and patriotic men, and never could have entertained the

wild, visionary, and destructive radicalism the author so

gratuitously ascribes to them. We boast our descent from
them, not from those who in the hour of trial deserted their

country, and we hold their memory too dear and venerable,

to suffer them to be ranked with the modern revolutionists

of Europe, those infuriated enemies of God and man, those

firebrands of hell, without entering our stern and indig-

nant protest.

These instances, taken almost at random, show clearly

enough the spirit and untrustworthiness of Mr. Bancroft's

History, and a careful analysis of the passage we have ex-

tracted will sustain all the charges we have preferred

against it. It would be difficult to find elsewhere in our
language so much false doctrine and false history compress-
ed within so small a space. " The hour of revolution was
at hand, promising freedom to conscience and dominion to

intelligence. History, escaping from the dictates of author-

ity, and the jars of insulated interests, enters upon new and
unthought-of domains of culture and equality, the happier
society where power springs freshly from ever-renewed
consent ; the life and activity af a connected world." This
is said of the opening of the first epoch of the American

Vol. XIX—26
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revolution, in 1748, a little over one hundred years a^o, and

its sense evidently is, that then eoninienced, or was about

to commence, a movement that was to secure freedom to

conscience ; substitute the dominion of intelligence for that

of physical force ; abolish all authority claiming a divine

origin; effect the fraternity of nations; advance civiliza-

tion ; bring about equality ; introduce and establish the

purely democratic order, in which no power is recognized,

but such as springs from the assent of the governed, and

from that assent only as ever freshl}' renewed. Thus much
is here implied as historical truth ; and yet nothing of all

this will bear the test of a moment's investigation, and it

would be difficult to find in the whole history of the last

thousand years a period in which less of what is here in-

tended was secured and enjoyed than the period dating from

1748.

''The hour of revolution was at hand." But, if Mr.

Bancroft may be believed, the revolution that was about to

break out was only a continuation of the English revolu-

tion of the seventeenth century, as that itself was only the

continuation of the revolution in the sixteenth and fifteenth

centuries by the king and commons against feudalism and

the church. Nay, according to his own doctrine, laid down
on the same page, revolution is ever going on, not only in

society, but throughout the entire universe of God. " The
eternal flow of existence never rests, bearing the human
race onwards through continuous change No
sooner do the agitated waves begin to subside, than, amidst

the formless tossing of the billows, a new messenger from

the infinite Spirit moves over the waters ; and the ship of

Destiny, freighted with the fortunes of mankind, yields to

the gentle breath as it first whispers among the shrouds,

even while the beholders still doubt if the breeze is spring-

ing, and whence it comes, and whither it will go." This, if

it 'means any thing, means that, whatever are the appear-

ances, revolution never ceases, but goes on continuously.

Wliy, then, say of 1748 especially, " The hour of revolu-

tion was at hand " ? No doubt it was at hand, but on the

author's doctrine revolution is the normal order of the uni-

verse, nay of existence, of etermal existence, and therefore

of God himself, who never rests, and in reality, then, no

more at hand at one epoch than at another. But let this

pass.
" Promising freedom to conscience." The author will
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not resort to the subterfuge of saying that the revohition

tliat was about to burst forth merely promised, but did not

secure, freedom to conscience, or at least secured it only in

the United States. He is speaking generally, and means,
if any thing, that the revolution was to introduce and estab-

lish freedom of conscience, in tlie Old World as well as in

the jN^ew. The autlior does not look upon our revolution as

an isolated fact ; he couples it with the European revolu-

tions which have followed it, and the revolution which he
says was at hand is to be understood to mean, not tlie Amer-
ican alone, but the European also,^all the revolutions, in

fact, which have been going on in the civilized world since

1748. Kow will Mr. Bancroft assert as a matter of fact,

that freedom of conscience had never been recognized and
secured prior to that period, or that it has been recognized
and secured since in any greater degree than before ? Free-

dom of conscience means simply freedom to worship God
according to the law which God himself has established,

without any let or hindrance from the state or any human
power whatever. But there is no period of equal duration

since the time ©f the pagan and Arian emperors of Rome
when this freedom of conscience was more insecure, or more
frequently or more cruelly violated, especially in those

European countries which were the chief seats of the revo-

lution, than from 1748 to 1848. Kever did pagan emperor
of Rome wage a more cruel persecution against Christians,

than that waged by the revolutionary party in France, and
scarcely an Arian emperor went further in his edicts against

tlie freedom of worship than did Joseph II., emperor of

Germany, Indeed, the latter half of the eighteenth century
was almost exclusively characterized by hostility to freedom
of conscience and bitter and unrelenting persecution of

Christians. It was the epoch of the triumph of infidelity,

of Yoltaire, Rousseau, Hume, and the Convention. Joseph
II. suppressed religious liouses, assumed well-nigh plenary
authority in religious matters, and prohibited all communi-
cation of the bishops and clergy of his empire with the Holy
See, save through the minister of state, and his infamous
laws, in direct violation of the freedom of worship and free-

dom of conscience, remained in force till since the accession

to the throne of the present pious and spirited young emper-
or of Austria. In France the revolution abolished Christi-

anity, prohibited by law its free exercise, beheaded the king
because he proposed to restore the freedom of worship,
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stripped the church of her goods, desecrated her temples,
overtlirew her altars, massacred her priests and relis^ious in

tlioiisands. and even sent its armies to drag the venerable
chief of Christendom from his throne, and exiled him to

Valence, where he died a martyr to the freedom of con-

science. Talk of freedom of conscience ! Where in all En-
rope was there freedom of conscience under your boasted
revolution,—a revolution whose primary object, as you well

know, was the suppression of religious freedom, and the

establishment of the reign of philosophism, that is, infidel-

ity and atheism, which the world justly calls the reign of

terror ?

Do not say the rights of conscience were secured, because
none but Catholics were persecuted, and because heresy and
infidelity were freer, or because men had gained the power
to deny and blaspheme religion, to enslave the church, and
to drown, behead, or exile her priests and devout adherents.

Freedom to deny and blaspheme God and his worship is

not in any sense freedom of conscience, for conscience never
yet required any man to deny or blaspheme his Maker or
his worship. There is no conscience where God is denied,

for conscience is nothing but a man's own judgment of what
the law of God commands or forbids him to do, accompanied
by a sense of his moral accountability to God for whatever
he does or omits to do. The freedom the revolutionary

party may have acquii-ed to vent their denials and blas-

phemies, and to oppress and persecute Catholics for their

fidelity to their church, no intellectual alchemy can trans-

mute into freedom of conscience ; and, to say the very least,

the prohibition of Catholic worship and the persecution of

Catholics are as much a violation of the rights of conscience

as is the prohibition of any other form of religion, or per-

secution of its adherents. We are well aware that unbe-
lievers and misbelievers of all sorts and degrees are very apt

to forget that Catholics have rights of conscience, and that

to prohibit their worship, confiscate their goods, deprive
them of all civil franchises, fine, imprison, exile, massacre,

or hang and quarter them for professing and practising their

religion, is persecution, or any thing incompatible with re-

ligious liberty ; but in this they are mistaken. We have at

the least equal rights, and if freedom of conscience can be

violated at all, it certainly can be violated in the persons of

Catholics, and is violated whenever the freedom of their re-

ligion in any degree is denied, or in any manner interfered
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M'itli, either by the state or the mob. So long as the free

•exercise of the Catholic religion meets with any obstacles,

or iinds any let or hindrance in any country, however free

may be the sects and unbelievers, freedom of conscience is

not secured, and the liberty of religion is not recognized and
maintained.

Everywhere, it is well known, the revolution of which
Mr. Bancroft speaks has been directed against the Catholic

religion, and is so directed even to-day. All the changes it

has souglit or introduced have had and still have, for their

primary object the destruction of the Catholic Churcli. The
education of youth is a religious function, the right and the

4uty of the clergy, and yet everywhere, and in most coun-
tries with complete success, during the last hundred years,

it has been wrested from religion, and placed under the

supreme control of the state. The state may, undoubtedly,
provide the funds for the maintenance of schools, and, with
some limitations, regulate their prudential affairs ; but when
it undertakes to educate, to determine what the education

shall be, and to appoint or dismiss teachers, it usurps the

rights of parents and of religion, and thus directly infringes

the rio-hts of conscience. This sort of violation of the rights

of conscience is practised to no inconsiderable extent, and,

in the persevering attempt of our modern philanthropists

to obtain laws making it compulsory on our people who are

unable to educate their children in private schools to send
their children to the state schools, threatens to be practised

to a much greater extent, even in our own country. There
is no Protestant, and scarcely a professedly Catholic country,

on the face of the globe, where the Catholic religion is per-

fectly free. In Great Britain and Ireland, some years since,

a Catholic relief bill was passed, removing some of the dis-

abilities Catholics labored under ; but it fell far short of se-

curing to Catholics complete religious liberty. It repealed
tlie chief penalties the laws had previously imposed on the

persons, but not the penalties it had imposed on the property,

of Catholics. But even the partial freedom secured by this

bill has been restricted, and no longer ago than last year a

law was enacted, which, if it means any thing, declares the

practice of the Catholic religion illegal in the United King-
dom, and renders null in the civil courts everj'- Catholic

marriage. Even while we are writing, the queen has issued

a proclamation denying in the plainest terms the freedom
of the Catholic religion. In Prussia, but a few years since,
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we saw tlie venerable arclibishops of Posen and Cologne im-
prisoned by order of the government, for no other offence
than that of fidelity to their consciences as Catholics ; in

Denmark and Sweden it is a heinous crime, punishable with
confiscation of goods and banishment from the kingdom,
to abandon the state religion and to become reconciled to

the Catholic Church ; in Holland, where nearly one half
of the population are Catholics, Catholicity has no legal

rights, but is merely connived at, not even legally tolerated.

Our present Holy Father was driven by the revolutionists

into exile, and the saintly prelates of the sees of Geneva
and Lausanne, Turin, and Cagliari have been banished by
the same party, and are even now languishing in foreign
lands, forbidden to return and exercise their spiritual func-
tions in the midst of their flocks. The revolution, as in the
last century, so in this, is notoriously directed against the
rights of conscience, as is evident from the expulsion
of the Jesuits and other religious orders fi'om Switzerland
on the triumph of the radical party, and of the Redemp-
torists from Yienna on the success of the red-republicans in

1848. Idle, then, is it to speak of the revolution that was
at hand in 1748 as promising freedom to conscience, and Mr.
Bancroft only perverts history when he speaks of it as hav-

ing secured the rights of conscience as one of its results.

He would have been far nearer the truth, if he had said,

" The hour of revolution was at hand, promising to infldel-

ity freedom to trample on the sacred rights of conscience "
;

and this he would have said, if he had not meant, by free-

dom of conscience, freedom from conscience, or the free-

dom, not of religion, but of irreligion.
" Promising dominion to intelligence." The revolution,

the author must mean, was to be in favor of intelligence,

and has substituted for the governing power in society in-,

tellectual or moral power as distinguished from mere physi-

cal force. Yet he has studied the history of the last hun-
dred years to little purpose, if he does not know the fact i&

precisely the reverse of what he insinuates. AYe know no
period since Europe began to recover from the shock re-

ceived from the irruption of the northern barbarians, in

which society was less under the control of intelligence, or

more under that of physical force, combined with ignorance

and brutality, than during the period from 1748 to 1848.

The French revolution subjected society to the reign of ter-

ror, which is that of physical force, and every government
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OH the continent of Europe maintains, and is forced to main-

tain, itself at tliis moment only by moans of its immense
standing armies, kept up on a war footing even in time of

peace. L3t the European states disband their armies and
trust society to the power of intelligence and to the

moral force of law, and social order would not be pre-

served for a single week. Society itself, in by far the

greater part of the civilized world, is sustained now only by
sheer physical force, by the bayonet or sabre. And what
further from the truth than to pretend that the revolution

has given dominion to intelligence ? Bankers, stockbrokers,

and generals are now the only governors and conservators

of society, and these the author will hardly contend repre-

sent moral and intellectual power as distinguished from
physical force.

" History, escaping from the dictates of authority and tlie

jars of insulated interests, enters upon new and unthought-

of domains of culture." By history the author here means
the subject of which history treats, that is, the human race,

or the several nations of mankind. More specially, per-

haps, he means the general tendency and policy of modern
nations. That the tendency of modern nations has been to

reject the maxims of ancient wisdom, to reject the authority

of law, and to rush into unbounded license, we are not dis-

posed to deny. This is necessarily the case with a revolu-

tionary epoch. "And the jars of insulated interests." If

there are any fewer jars of insulated interests than for a

brief period prior to 174:8, it is not owing to any advance in

fraternal affection, but to the universal prevalence of the

credit system, which enslaves each particular nation to the

money power of all, which is stronger than each individu-

ally and than all put together. The wars growing out of

the revolution involved all European nations in debt ; and
the necessity of keeping up large standing armies for the

maintenance of social order, peace within and peace without,

induces an annual expense beyond the public revenues,

which tends to increase annually the national indebtedness

and administrative dependence on bankers and brokers.

This itself is a far greater evil, and more fatal to the

morals and real welfare of modern nations, than any state

of isolation and of independent interests known to modern
history.

" Enters upon new and unthought-of domains of culture

and equality." We are not quite certain what this means.
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but wo suppose it means that the effect of the revolution

has been to throw off the authority of the old monarchical
and hierarchical governments, to give a new impulse to in-

tellectual progress, and to introduce an equality of political

rights and social conditions hitherto unthought of. This
may have been the result aimed at by the revolution, it may
be what revolutionists have promised, but we need not tell

Mr. J'ancroft that it is not the result obtained. It is hardly
allowable to treat the fantastic dreams and wild and vision-

ary projects of reformers and radicals, or even their seduc-

tive promises, as historical facts. The old authorities are

all yet standing, or supplied by others equally offensive to

the revolutionists ; and intellect, as the physical frame, has

rather deteriorated than otherwise during the last hundred
years. Superficial instruction may be more diffused than it

was in 1748, and a larger proportion of the people may be

able to read, but it is ridiculous to pretend that the intel-

lectual culture of the eighteenth or nineteenth century can

begin to compare even with that of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. The century dating from 1748 is prob-

ably the most superficial age of which we retain any record.

E(j^uality of political rights or franchises has been sought,

but has made little or no progress. We have gained
national independence, but under the head of equal rights

we have gained nothing. Prance has had her sixty years of

revolution and her nearly thirty years of war, and has fewer
guaranties for equal rights than under Louis Quatorze.

Absolute power has increased in Russia, Austria, and in the

larger German states, and the freedom of the subject has

received a severe blow in the destruction of the fueros in

Spain, and in the British empire through the reform bill

and the abolition of the forty-shillings-freehold suffrage.

As to equality of conditions, we have less than we had in

1748, and the disparity of conditions, we say not of ranks,

has increased in Great Britain. Her proletarian population

in 1748 was about one-third of her whole population ; it is

now five-sevenths. In France there may have been an in-

creased equality of conditions, mainly, however, by the gen-

eral impoverishment of the kingdom, impoverishing the

wealthy without enriching the poor, and even there the

equality is not greater than was ever before thought of, nor

so great as among our North American savages.
" Enters upon the liappier society where power spring

freshly from ever-renewed consent." That is, the revolu
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tion has destroyed all governineut but such government as

springs freshly from the ever-renewed consent of the gov-

erned, and has and claims no foundation in historical right.

This Mr. Bancroft and his friends may have dreamed of,

but history has as yet entered upon no such " happier so-

ciety," for no such society exists on the face of the globe,

—not even in this country ; for even here the government
plants itself on historical right, no less than in Austria or

Kussia, and the people, as distinguished from the govern-
ment, have not one particle of political power but as pre-

scribed by law, which it is treason to conspire permanently
to resist. Democracy of the most pure, and therefore the

most anarchical sort, may be aimed at by revolutionists

and political dreamers, but it has as yet no foothold on the

earth, and it does not answer to treat their dreams as re-

alities.

We have no space to continue our analysis, but we have
said enough to show that the author asserts as historical

fact, not what really is so, but simply what his theory re-

quires should be. Yet it is unpardonable in a man like Mr.
Bancroft to allow himself to make such loose and incorrect

statements,—statements so obviously unfounded, that, with
a slight degree of reflection, the most ordinary reader need
not fail to detect their falsity. As to the doctrine which
underlies these statements, we have at present little to say.

We can pardon boys, and even rhetoricians, for admiring a

state of society in which there is no authority founded in

historical right, and no power but the unrestrained will of

the multitude, but we cannot pardon so great simplicity in

a grave historian or a practical statesman.
" To have asserted clearly the unity of mankind," says the

author, " was the distinctive glory of the Christian rehgion."'

If this means that no religion but the Christian has ever
clearly asserted the unity of the human race, it is true, if we
consider that all other religions derive whatever of truth

they may have from the Christian ; but if it be intended to

insinuate, as we suspect, that it is the chief and distinguish-

ing glory of the Christian religion that it has asserted this

unity, it proves that the author's conceptions of Christianity

are very low, and that he aims to disparage while seeming
to praise it. Certainly the Christian finds something more in

his religion than its assertion of the unity of the human race,

true and important as that assertion undeniably is. But let

us proceed. " The world was instructed that all men Avere
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of one blood." Good, very good; we are glad to find that

Mr. Bancroft does not fall into the impious absurdity of de-

nying, with Agassiz and other infidel pretenders to science,

the unity of the human race. " That for all there is but one
divine nature, and but one moral law." " But one divine
nature." What does that mean ? That for all there is but
one God to be adored ? No ; for that has already been in-

sinuated in the sentence, "No more were the nations to be
severed by the worship of exclusive deities." What then
does it mean ? That all men have but one and the same nat-

ure, and that this one nature is divine f We had supposed
that the nature of man was human nature, not divine nature.

But here breaks out the author's pantheism, the divinity of

humanity, the identity of the human and divine, on wliich

he bases his democracy. lie here teaches us that Christianity

instructed the world that human nature is divine, that man
is God. But this is a mistake. It was not Christianity that

taught this ; it was Satan, when, in the form of a serpent,

he said to our first parents, " Ye shall be as gods."
" The renovating faith [Christianity] taught the singleness

of the race, of which it emhoduid. the aspirations and guided
the advancement." So the office of Christianity is not to

reveal the will of God, to make redemption for sin, to give

spiritual life to men and elevate them to God and celestial

beatitude as their ultimate end, but to embody the aspira-

tions and to guide the advancement of the race ! The Chris-

tian religion is the expression of human nature, and the

Christian teacher does only ascertain and embody in a creed

what springs up spontaneously in man, and guide, not the

soul in its efforts after salvation, but the race, the species, in

its advancement in civilization,
—" culture, commerce, and

refinement"! What more in fact could be asked of him,

since human nature is divine nature? Whence but from
the human race should the Christian teacher receive his in-

spirations, or what better could lie do than to embody the

aspirations of a divine nature, that is of God, which indeed

some may imagine to be absurd and blasphemous? This is

enough to show us what we ought to think of the author's

(Christianity and the compliments which he affects now and

then to pay it.

Christianity taught the unity of the race ; the northern

barbarians were called in to reduce the doctrine to practice.

" The roving invaders [of the Roman empire], taking to

their hearts the regenerating creed, became its intrepid nies-
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sengers, and bore its symbols even to Iceland and Siberia."

This was sonietliing and did somewhat towards bringing na-

tions togetlier in a common bond of brotherhood. But
" still nearer were the relations of the connected world, when
an entliusiast reformer, glowing with selfish ambition, and
angry at the hollow forms of eastern superstition, caught

life in the deserts of Arabia, and founded a system, whose
emissaries hurried lightly on the camel's back beyond path-

less sands, and, never diverging far from tlie warmer zone,

conducted armies from Mecca to the Ganges and the Ebro.'*

Does the author mean by this, that, although the Christian

religion claims the glory of having first clearly taught the

unity of the race, yet the higher glory of reducing it to prac-

tice is due to Mahomet and his followers ? Would he have
us regard Islamism as a development of Christianity,—a step

forward in the progress of the species,—and teach us that it

is more glorious to be a Turk than a Christian ? If not, we
are unable to perceive the appositeness of his reference to

the Arabian impostor in this connection.

But enough. It is evident from what we have said, that

Mr. Bancroft writes to be read and believed, not to be criti-

cised. He does not appear to have foreseen the troublesome
questions that might be asked him, and probably flattered

himself that his readers would swallow down his speculations

without inquii-ing into tlieir wholesomeness or unwholesome-
ness. Yet we do not wish to single him out as the grossest

offender among contemporary authors. His writings are

offensive, deeply offensive, to the sincere and intelligent

Christian, but he offends only in common with the whole
modern humanist or humanitarian school. The worship of

humanity has taken, in the uncatholic world, the place of

the worship of God, and become the dominant idolatry or

superstition of the age. It is to be feared that this super-

stition is soon to lapse into demon-worship, if indeed in

Mesmerism and spiritual knockings it has not already so

lapsed. Men cannot abandon the worship of God for that

of humanity, without sooner or later falling below humanity
into the worship of the devil. The author repeats and in-

sists on those absurd doctrines, the progress of tlie species

and the divinity of humanity, so prevalent a few years ago,

but which have now become only a disgusting cant, avoided

by every man, we had supposed, of good taste, and a toler-

al)le stomacli. We are sorry to find Mr. Bancroft—a man
of real ability and much solid learning—so far behind the
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times, if we may so speak, as to insist on theories which the

revolutions of 1848 have for ever stamped with imbecility

and disgrace, and which can henceforth be tolerated only in

unfledged radicals and beardless Fourth-of-July orators. We
are sorry to see him repeating the cant of modern sciolists

and misnamed liberalists as solid truth and unquestioned fact,

when, if he would but open his eyes and use the judgment
Almighty God has given him, he could not fail to detect

its unreality and ridiculousness. We hope he will revise the

volumes he has already published, purge them of his humani-
tai'ian errors and superstition, and henceforth confine him-
self to the legitimate province of a Christian historian. Let
him do so, and he will find his account in it, both for his

conscience and his fame.

Some of our Catholic friends, finding Mr. Bancroft ap-

])arently praising the early Jesuit missionaries among the

Indians, and extolling Lord Baltimore, the founder of the

colony of Maryland, have been disposed to think favorably

of his History, and to suppose it a work they might consci-

entiously patronize. They can never have taken the pains

to ascertain its real chai-acter, and have had no suspicion of

the poison with which it is surcharged. It is true, the au-

thor gives a glowing picture of the labors, privations, sacri-

fices, and martyrdom of the early Jesuit missionaries among
the Indians ; but he has no sympathy with their cause, and
praises them with a sort of sneer on his lips. He beholds

them only from the human point of view, and represents

their heroic virtues as mere human virtues. He despises

their religion, and looks with pity or contempt on the mo-
tives of their conduct. He praises their zeal, their devoted-

ness, their self-denial, if you will, but not as springing from
divine grace and directed to the greater glory of God in the

salvation of souls. His praise, moreover, is worth nothing,

for he praises the Jesuits as simple men, not as Catholics and

Catholic priests, and with equal warmth the Quakers of

Pennsylvania, the Puritans of New England, and the Hu-
guenots of Carolina. What does the Jesuit care for the

praise that is awarded to him simply as a man 1 He does not

live for himself ; he makes no account of himself, and can

only feel insulted or grieved by any commendation he may
receive at the expense of his religion. He seeks and can

accept no honor distinguishable from the honor of the

church, his holy mother, or that is his except for the reason

that he is her dutiful and affectionate son.
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Mr. Bancroft, we grant, awards Lord Baltimore the high

honor of being '' the first in the history of tlie Christian

world to adopt religious liberty as the basis of the state, and

to seek religious security and peace by the practice of

justice;" but this at best is honoring a Catholic at the ex-

pense of Catholicity. We have no disposition to pluck a

single leaf from the laurel that binds the brows of Lord
Baltimore, or to detract in the least from the many merits

of the noble and peaceful Catholic colony of Maryland, but

we cannot award to either the credit of being the first to

recognize and adopt religious liberty as the basis of the state,

or to seek the security and peace of religion by the pi-actice

of justice. We can be flattered or seduced into no admis-

sion which would require us either to deny religious liberty

or to renounce—which is impossible—our faith as a Catholic.

We are far from being prepared to concede that among the

holy popes, the saintly prelates, and enlightened and pious

Catholic princes, magistrates, and statesmen, from St. Syl-

vester and Constantino down to the first Lord Baltimore and
the colony of Maryland, there was not one to adopt and es-

tablish religious liberty, not one who sought the security and
peace of religion save in the practice of injustice, or the un-

justifiable exercise of power. Religious liberty, we are

disposed to believe, was born somewhat prior to the year of

grace 1632, and it was not reserved for George Calvert, the

first Lord Baltimore, nor for any man who lived at his late

day, to discover and adopt the just and proper method of

dealing with heresy and unbelief. Religious liberty means,
if it means any thing, as we have already said or implied,

the absolute freedom of religion from all human authority,

or the full and unrestricted right of every man, without let

or hindrance from the state or any human power whatever,

to worship God in the way and manner God himself ordains.

In this sense, religious liberty is an inalienable natural right,

—a right held immediately from God himself, anterior and
superior to the state, which the state does not grant or con-

fer, and which it is bound to recognize, respect, guaranty,

and, when need is, vindicate with all its power, moral and
physical. This right, or religious liberty in this sense, its

true and only true sense, the church and all good Catholics

have asserted, with even supernatural energy and constancy,

from the first. The blessed apostles asserted it against the

magistrates who forbade them to teach in the name of Jesus

of T^azareth, in that noble answer, " We must obe^' God
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rather than men "; the wliole army of Cliristian martyrs as-

serted it, in choosing to be cast to the wild beasts in tlie

ampliitheatre, to be torn in pieces, to die under the most

lingering and excruciating tortures, ratlier tlian to offer one

grain of incense to Csesar ; St. Ambrose of Milan asserted

it, when he refused to give up, at the command of the em-

press, the tem]")le of the Lord to be desecrated by the Arian

heretic, and when he forbade the Emperor Theodosius to

enter the church till he had done public penance for his

wrath and injustice to his subjects ; St. Gregory VII. asserted

it, when he smote with the sword of Peter and Paul the in-

famous and brutal Henry, king, not emperor, of the Germans,

for his violation of his oaths, his oppression of his subjects, and

his wars upon religion ; St. Pius V. asserted it, when he ex-

comujunicated and deposed the haughty Elizabeth of England
for her apostasy, her murder of Mary, Queen of Scots, and

her cruel persecution of CathoHcs ; and Pius YII. reasserted

it, when he fulminated his anathema against Napoleon for

his tyranny, hurled him from his throne, and sent him to

die a prisoner on the barren rock of St. Helena. The church

in all her struggles with the temporal powers, whether in

mediaeval or more recent times, whether in the East or the

West, in Germany or England, France or Spain, Venice or

Genoa, Lombardy or Naples, has asserted it, and had

nothing else in view but its successful vindication. Indeed,

from her goinff forth from that upper room in Jerusalem, to

the escape of the noble Pius IX. from the assassins of Rome
to Gaeta, she has been the continual object of the unrelent-

ing hostility of all who would lord it over conscience, en-

slave religion, and give loose reins to lawless passion or ar-

bitrary will, solely because she has never ceased for one

moment to be the champion of religious liberty, and at all

times, in all places, against all classes of enemies, and with

all her power, to struggle to maintain the freedom of con-

science, the perfect freedom of every man to believe and

pi-actise religion, to worship God as God himself prescribes.

Talk not to us of Lord Baltimore and the Maryland colony
;

they come fifteen hundred years too late for your purpose.

It is a foul libel on the church to pretend that either was the

first to adopt religious liberty, or to "seek the security and

peace of religion by the practice of justice." The church

had nothing to learn from either, whether as to doctrine or

ns to practice. She does not acquire wisdom and sanctity

Mith the progress of the ages ; she was born perfect in both.
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No douht, Mr. Bancroft understands by religions liberty,

not the liberty of religion, freedom to believe what religion

teaches and to practise what she commands, but the liberty

of heresy and unbelief, the liberty to deny arid blaspheme
religion. But if he does, that is no reason why we should.

The age in which we live no doubt agrees with him, but We
are not obliged to err because the age errs. We do not con-

sult the age in which we live in order to learn what is or is

not truth. The freedom of religion is one thing, the free-

dom of heresy and unbelief is another, and we cannot fall

into the gross folly of confounding the one with the other,

because an heretical and unbelieving age, or an heretical or

unbelieving historian, does. The two liberties are essentially

distinct, and rest on very different grounds, and should never

be confounded one with the other, or called by one and the

same name. It is their confusion that creates the mischief,

and gives to heretics the effrontery to call themselves the

friends of religious liberty, and to pretend that the church
is a spiritual despotism. Religious liberty is the natural

and inherent right of every man, for both by the natural

and divine laws man has the right to render unto God what
Ood requires of him,—the right to do his duty ; but the

liberty of heresy and unbelief is not a natural right, for by
the law of nature, as well as by the divine law, every man is

bound to be of the true religion, and has no right to be of

any other. All the rights the sects have or can liave are

derived from the state, and rest on expediency. As they

have, in their character of sects hostile to true religion, no
rights under the law of nature or the law of God, they are

neither wronged nor deprived of liberty if the state refuses

to grant them any rights at all ; for wrong is done, liberty

is taken away by the state, only when it violates rights which
are held under the law of nature or the law of God, inde-

pendent of the state, and which it is instituted not to con-

cede, but to protect. The protection of the sects in the prac-

tice of their heresies is never on their side a question of

right, or of what they may claim as a right, but is always a

question of simple expediency ; and so it must be, till you
can obliterate all distinction between right and wrong, and
establish the indifferency of truth and error. Heresy and
unbelief, if reall}' heresy and unbelief, are contrary to the

law of God, and therefore have and can have no rights of

their own, and then none that the state is, for their sake,

bound to concede or to protect.
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Lord Baltimore, it is true, opened bis colony to the several

Protestant sects, and placed them on an equal footing before
the state with the church of God. For this, under thepoint
of view of religious liberty, we neither blame nor praise him,
because his liberality to the sects has no bearing on the ques-

tion of religious freedom, or the freedom of religion, one
way or another. There was nothing in his religion to for-

bid, nor in religious liberty to require, him to do as he did.

He may have done so because he believed he could by so

doing best subserve the interests of religion, or he may have
done so because, under the circumstances, he could not ob-

tain liberty for his own church except on condition of plac-

ing the sects on an equal footing with her before the law.

In either ease his measure was justifiable, religious, and
statesmanlike. But whatever were his motives, his policy

has, as touching the question of religious liberty, not the

slightest interest for us. We yield to no man in our devo-

tion to religious liberty, but we have yet to learn that, in

order to defend the liberty of religion, we nmst defend the

equal liberty of heresy and unbelief, and maintain that the

state is bound in all cases to place error and blasphemy on
an equal footing with truth and piety.

A Protestant state, or a state like our own, professing no
religion, is unquestionably bound to place all the forms of

religion professed by its subjects, not directly opposed to the

existence of society itself, on a footing of perfect equality

before the law ; not indeed because in themselves considered

they are all equally respectable, or entitled to equal legal

protection, but because, having no infallible authority by
which to distinguish the true from the false, it is incompe-
tent to discriminate between them, and is liable, under pre-

text of suppressing false religion, to suppress the true, and
thus make itself guilty of the horrid crime of persecution.

That a Protestant state, and afortiori a state that professes

no religion, has no infallible authority by which to distin-

guish the true religion from its counterfeits, is evident, for

all the sects confess with one voice that they are fallible, and
have no infallible means of determining which is the true

religion. Since, then, the state is bound to maintain the ab-

solute freedom of religion, that is, the absolute freedom of

the true religion, a Protestant state, or a state that professes

no religion, has no other alternative than either to run the

hazard of being a persecutor, or to copy the example of

Lord Baltimore, which is to protect all its subjects in their
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respective forms of religion, wliether they be true or false.

No such state has ever in fact taken the latter alternative
;

none ever will do so. They have all persecuted, and to a

greater or less extent will continue to persecute, the true re-

ligion. They all have an instinctive hatred of it, for it

always asserts the supremacy of the spiritual order ; and if

our lot is cast in any one of them, we must expect to be per-

secuted, and make up our minds to bear persecution with
patience and resignation, or rather with joy that we are

counted worthy to suffer for the name of our Lord, knowing
that, if we suffer with him, we shall reign with him.

As it regards the Catholic state, or a state professing the

Catholic religion, we have not much to say, and little occa-

sion to say any thing, for the question has here no practical

bearing. Such a state may, no doubt, for sufficient reasons,

afford equal civil protection to the sects ; but it is not bound
to them to do so, and in no case is bound to do so for the

same reason that Protestant states and states professing no
religion are, because it has an infallible criterion to appeal
to, by which the true religion can be distinguished from the

false. It can be bound to do so only for the sake of the

true religion itself. It may be that the interests of true re-

ligion are better promoted by leaving open than by closing

the field to its adversary ; and undoubtedly, when so, the

state, out of regard to religion, is bound to place the sects on
a footing of equality with the church before the law.

"Whether such is always the case, or not, it is not our prov-
ince to decide, and we shall not attempt to decide. Be
this as it may, the duty of the Catholic state is always
to respect and maintain the perfect independence and
freedom of the church, and with regard to the sects to

follow her direction, which, since she is God's church,
infallibly protected and assisted by the Holy Ghost, is sure
to be always wise, just, and charitable.

We insist on this distinction between the freedom of re-

ligion and the freedom of heresy and unbelief, because it

exists in nature, and is highly important. It is by con-

founding the two, and advocating the latter under the sacred

name of the former, that the bitterest enemies of religious

liberty. European red-republicans and English Protestants,

pass themselves off on a credulous age as the friends of

religious liberty, and impudently pretend that all who are

not prepared to condemn all Catholic antiquity, are in favor
of persecution and spiritual despotism. It is only the liberty

Vol. XIX—27
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of lieresy and unbelief which Mr. Bancroft defends under the

name of religious liberty, and it is with the hope, no doubt,
of promoting the cause of heresy and unbelief that he praises

Lord Baltimore and the colony of Maryland. He would
persuade us to condemn our Catholic ancestors, and seduce
us from our allegiance to our church. We trust no Catho-
lics will suffer themselves to be caught by his insidious

flattery.

WORDSWORTH'S POETICAL WORKS.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for October, 1855.]

The admirei's of Wordsworth, late Poet Laureate of her
Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, must have
been pleased with Messrs. Little, Brown, & Co.'s beautiful

and complete edition of his Poetical Works. These admir-
ers are much more numerous than they were ; but Words-
worth, we confess, has never been a favorite of ours, and we
have been, and even are, barbarian enough to relish these

cruel but witty lines of Byron :

—

" Next comes the dull disciple of thy school,

The mild apostate from poetic rule,

The simple Wordsworth, framer of a lay-

As soft as evening in his favorite May,

Who warns his friend to shake off toil and trouble

And quit his books for fear of growing double
;

Who, both by precept and example, shows

That prose is verse, and verse is merely prose ;

Convincing all, by demonstration plain,

Poetic souls delight in prose insane.

And Christmas stories tortured into rhyme
Contain the essence of the true sublime.

Thus when he tells the tale of Betty Foy,

The idiot mother of 'an idiot boy,'

—

A moonstruck, silly lad, who lost his way,

And, like his bard, confounded night with day,

—

So close on each pathetic part he dwells,

And each adventure so sublimely tells,

That all who view the idiot in his glory

Conceive the bard the hero of his story."

*The Poetical TFwto <?/ William Wordsworth. Boston: 1854.
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Yet we are willinpj to concede that Byron is too severe,

and that Wordsworth never deserved all the ridicule of

which he was at one period the butt. We are personally,

no doubt, still under the influence of our early prejudices

against him and his scliool, but we are disposed to be just,

and we should like to be among the warmest of liis admir-

•ers if we could. Most of our literary friends are Words-
worthians, and make, at least in fancy, annual pilgrimages

to Rydal Mount. We should like to sympathize Avith them,

and not be looked upon by them as an untutored savage, or

a literary heretic ; but with all our endeavors, we can suc-

ceed only in part,—onl}'' so far as not to think it worth our

while to quarrel with them on his account, or so far as to

admit that Wordsworth tried hard to be a poet, and, if he

has left us no considerable poem worthy of admiration

throughout, he has manifested much true poetic sensibility,

and written short passages and single lines not surpassed in

their kind in our language.

Bat all this expresses only our individual taste and judg-

ment, and is worthy of no respect from others. There is or

should be some recognized standard by which to judge in

matters of poetry as well as in other matters. But unhappily
for us, we have in English no such standard, and consequently

no scientific criticism. Alison has given us a work of some
merit On Taste, Campbell says some good things in his

Philosophy of Rhetoric^ and much just criticism may be
found scattered through the English and American quar-

terly reviews and other periodical literature ; but all is un-

scientific, empirical, founded on habit, prejudice, or fashion,

varying every hour. We have no science or philosophy of

art. Till we have such a science or philosophy, we can

have no good literary or artistic critics, and as long as we are

mere sensists or psychologists, we can never have it. Burke
was a great man, but his Essay on the Sublime and Beauti-

ful is not worth naming, far less worth reading ; for the

author had a false system of metaphysics, and wrote his work
on the supposition that the sublime and beautiful are mere
subjective affections, or exist only in tlie order of concep-

tions and emotions, not in the order of reality, and are

therefore psychological, not ontological. The Germans, in-

deed, have what they call yEsthetic^ or ^-Esthetics, but, as

the word implies, they make the sublime and beautiful

either sensations and emotions, or simply objects of the sen-

sibility. Or if they rise higher, they base their science of
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art on a defective and false conception of being, and s^iveiTS

notliinoj but scientific ignorance, hardly superior, if indeed
equal, to the practical good sense of English and American
critics.

Art, according to the ancients, is imitative, and its aim is

to give expression to the sublime and beautiful, or as we say

now-a-days, all simply, to the beautiful. Being imitative,

we have first to settle what it is that it does or should imi-

tate. The answer usually is, that art should imitate nature.

This is correct, if we understand by the nature to be imi-

tated, the natura naturans, not the natura naturata of the

schoolmen. Its province is to imitate nature in her creative

energy, and to realize, or to clothe with its own forms, the

beautiful, which the soul of the artist beholds. The beauti-

ful itself has an objective reality, and has been happily

termed by an Italian, reviewing, in a French periodical, the

works of Silvio Pellico, " the splendor of the true." The
splendor of the true is not substantially distinguishable from
the true itself. The true in itself is identically being, ac-

cording to the definition of St. Augustine, not rejected by
St. Thomas, and according to the older philosophers, who
teach us that the surrimum verum and the summujn ens are

identical, as are the swinmum ens and the summum honum.
The veruon, the ens, the homtm, taken simply and ontologi-

cally, are God, who is in himself the true, the beautiful, and
the good. The beautiful regarded in itself as that, to use

the language of Plato, by which all beautiful things are

beautiful, is therefore indistinguishal)le from supreme be-

ing, supreme truth, supreme good, or God himself, save as

the splendor is distinguishable from the resplendent, that

is, formall}' but not really. Hence, as art seeks to realize

the beautiful, to embody or express it in its productions, a

true science of art must have an ontological basis, and is

not possible without a true and adequate ontology.

We do not say there can be no art without a true and
adequate ontological philosophy. What we say is, that

without such philosophy there can be no true and adequate

science of art, and therefore no really scientific criticism.

The artist may produce without fully comprehending his

process
;
genius is not always, perhaps seldom, able to ex-

plain itself. There is a truth in these lines of Emerson :
—

"The hand that rounded Peter's dome,

And groined the aisles of Christian Rome,
Wrought in a sad sincerity.
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Himself from Qod he could not free:

He builded better than he knew,

The conscious stone to beauty grew."

The true ontology is expressed in the first verse of Gene-
sis : In principio oreavit X>eus coelum et terram,—"In the

beginning God created the heavens and the earth." This

ontology, this ideal element of every one of our judgments,

the principle of all science as of all things, comprises three

terms, and forms a complete judgment, subject, predicate,

and copula. Reduced to the language of philosophy, the

judgment is, Being—God—creates existences. Being is the

subject, existence the predicate, and the creative act, which
is the act of being, is the copula ; for existences are united

to being, that is, exist only by virtue of creation, or the act

of real and necessary being, creating them from nothing.

This divine judgment affirms itself to us in immediate in-

tuition, and is the principle of all our intellectual as of all

our physical life. As thus affirming itself to us, it is the

ideal and necessar}', as distinguished from the sensible and
contingent. From our intuition of it conjoined with expe-

rience flow all the sciences.

Now we may direct our contemplation more especially to

one or another of these three terms. We may contemplate

being, so to speak, either as quiescent, or as in action, and
we may contemplate the action, the creative act, either on
the side of being in which is its origin, or on the side of

existence wliicli is its external terminus.* The contempla-

tion of the creative act in its relation to God gives us the

conception of the highest degree of the beautiful, that is,

the sublime. Thus Longinus gives as the best and fullest

expression of the sublime, the passage from Genesis, "And
God said. Let there be light, and there was light." God
spoke and it was, he commands and it stands fast. When
contemplated in existences, which are the extrinsic form
or terminus of the creative act, it gives rise to the con-

ception of the beautiful in a lower form, to the beautiful

proper, as distinguished from the sublime. The conception

of this same judgment as superintelligible and supernatu-

rally presented gives rise to the conception of the marvel-

lous, which our philosophers generally underrate, and fail

to explain.

*We need not tell the intelligent reader that we are here doing little

more than translating from Gioberti's j^sthetics.
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God is our first cause, and our final cause. Hence irt

creation we must distinguish two cosmic cycles, the pro-

cession of existences by the creative act of being—not
by emanation—from God, and their return, without being
absorbed, to him as their final cause or end. God has cre-

ated all things for the supreme good, therefore for himself,

for he and he alone is the supreme good. "What we call the
second cosmic cycle, or the return of existences to God, is

their tendency to the supreme good as tiic end for M'hich

they exist. I)ei(8 est simiUtudo rerum oriiniuni^ as we are'

taught by St. Thomas. God is the similitude, or idea exem-
plaris of all things, and therefore all created things, each in

its degree and according to its nature, copies or imitates

God. To copy or imitate the divine activity in the fii'st

cycle is art; to copy or imitate the same activity in the

second cycle is morality, ethics, if in the natural order

;

sanctity or holiness, if in the supernatural. With this

imitation in the second cycle we have now no special

concern, for we are now treating of art, not morality, or

sanctity.

Art may be defined to be the imitation—at an infinite

distance, of course

—

of the divine activity as first catise^ or

creator, and is therefore, in the order of second causes, C7'e-

ative. The aim of the artist, as distinguished from that of

the artificer or mechanic is to expi^ess, emhody^ or clothe

with exteriorforms ^ the ideal present to his intuitive appre-

hension. The philosopher contemplates the ideal as the

true, the moralist as the good, the artist as the beautiful.

Philosophy is speculative, contemplates the three terms of

the ideal judgment under the relation of being, and simply
presents the truth. Art and morality are both practical

;

they contemplate the three terms under the relation of ac-

tivity, and seek to copy or imitate this activity, art in the

first cycle, and moralityin the second. Since being is pri-

mary,tl)e highest rank belongs to philosophy, or rather theol-

ogy, whose object is the true ; since the cycle of proces-

sion of existences from God precedes, and must precede,

that of their return to him, art takes, and must take, the

step of ethics. Nevertheless, under another point of view,

as the end, tlie reason why, of an action must precede in the

mind of the actor the action itself, ethics must take pre-

cedence of art, and the moral philosopher of the merely
practical philosopher. But as the divine action in the first

cycle, by which existences are produced from nothing, that
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is, tlic creative activity, is the highest action conceivable by
as in tlie intelHo-ible order, and that which best reveals the

wonderful power of God, that order of genius which is able,

as second cause, to copy or imitate it, is unquestionably the

highest. If then we speak of genius, certainly, as all the

world hold, the artistic is the sublimest, the most beautiful,

and the most godlike. It requires a higher order of genius

to produce a great poem, picture, or symphony tlian it does

to criticise it. Even we ourselves have the presumption to

think that we can form a tolerable judgment of Words-
worth's poetry, but we could not have produced the least

worthy of his poems. "We do not fear to form a judg-

ment of Beethoven's symphonies, but we could no more
have composed any one of them than we could have cre-

ated a universe. We could not even have written Alhan,
but we can appreciate in some degree its merits and de-

fects. The author of Alhan, however, is right when he
pronounces the creative order of genius the highest,

and denies it to us ; but he can write novels better than

he can judge them. His artistic genius is superior to

his philosophical genius, and he would write better novels

than he has yet written, if he had a better philosophy of

art, or if none at all, and would write more as the blackbird

sings.

As art imitates the divine act in the first cycle as ex-

pressed in the ontological judgment. Being—God—creates

existences, it will be higher or lower as it takes this act, so

to speak, on the side of being or on that of existences, and
imitates the divine act in its primary revelation, or only

as it is copied by existences in the order of second causes.

In the former case, art is sublime, in the latter case it is at

best beautiful, and usually only pretty. Here the ancients

excelled the moderns. Modern artists, instead of copying
or imitating, so to say, the divine act at first hand, take it

only at second hand, in its pale reflex in the order of second
causes, and really express or embody in their productions

only the activity of creatures. Doubtless, there is some-
thing of the divine activity in creatures themselves, for God
is actively present in all his works, and no creature acts in

its own sphere even except by the divine concurrence; but

the activity thus seized is divine only in a participated

sense. Hence it is that all modern art is feeble, wants
grandeur of conception, freedom and boldness in execution,

and is admirable only in petty details. The only exception,
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if exception there be, is in regard to music, the only species

of art which is not struck with the general frivolezza of

the modern world.

At the head of what are called the liberal arts, as the high-

est species of art, we pLace poetry, not only because it sur-

passes all the others in expressing the sublime, but because

it expresses the sublime and beautiful in the greatest variety

of forms, or under the greatest variety of aspects. The
other sj^ecies of art address themselves chiefly to the senses,

and do not of themselves interpret to the understanding the

intelligible or ideal. Music, painting, sculpture, architect-

ure, must be interpreted by the poet before their expres-

sion is complete. Left to themselves, their expression is

vague, dreamy, confused, revealing the splendor, it may be,

but not the resplendent. The poet addresses himself not

only to sense and imagination, but also to the intellect and
heart. He expresses the true and the good under the form
of the sublime and beautiful, but so that the form, instead

of concealing, reveals them,—reveals them as clearly, as

distinctly, as does the philosopher, but, as the philosopher

does not, in their splendor, their grandeur, and their loveli-

ness. Of all God's gifts in the natural order, true poetical

genius is the greatest ; and it is surpassed only b}' his gift

of heroic virtue in the supernatural ordei", expressed in the

life of the saint.

Having made these preliminary remarks, we may now
ask, Is Wordsworth a poet ? and if so, what is his rank ?

There can be no doubt that Wordsworth had true poetic sen-

sibility, and that he aimed at being a poet of the first order.

During a long life he devoted himself with praiseworthy

assiduity to the cultivation of his poetical powers, and strove

hard to produce something that posterity should not " will-

ingly let die." He had, too, some very just notions of the

vocation of the poet, and of the noble mission of poetry.

He seems fully aware that in all things, even the most com-

mon and trivial, as well as in the most extraordinary and

irrand, there is an ideal element, something divine,—that in

the lowest there is something not low, in the familiar some-

thing elevated and noble, in the transitory something per-

manent, in the changing something immutable, in the

homely something beautiful,—which it is the province of

the poet to seize and embody in his verse. All this is true

and just. But he seems to us to conceive it not unfrequent-

jy in a pantheistic sense, as the emanation of the divine
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being, not as God in his creative act. It is, if we may so

say, being as quiescent, and not being as creating, that he
contemplates. Moreover, he does not disengage the ideal

element, and express it in forms of his own creation, where-

in lies the essence of all art. Or, if he does so occasionally,

he does not generally, nor for more than a moment at a

time. He starts with the assumption, which we readily con-

cede, that there is poetry in common and every-day life
;

but when he undertakes to express the ideal revealed by
that life, he copies or imitates its common and every-day

forms. Hence he gives us every-day life itself, not its poe-

try. He imitates its expressions, not its ideal activity.

Take as illustrations The Idiot Boy^ The Wagoner^ Peter
Bell, or even The White Doe of Rylstone, and the Sonnets

to the River Duddon. These, though rhymed, are veritable

prose, with the exception of now and then a line, and the

ideal beauty there may be, and certainly is, in their sub-

jects, receives no new expression, and is expressed only

under its natural symbols. The author has not given exte-

rior forms to his intuitions of the ideal ; he has merely
transcribed the forms in which he apprehended it. We see

no more beauty in these subjects after reading his poems
than we did before, and the nature he sings has received no
new embellishment ; he has added nothing, and they wear
for us no new or more vivid forms. He is a painter of

what is called the Dutch school.

Nobody can deny that Wordsworth had a remarkable
command of fine poetical language, and his verses are often

admirable for their harmony and liquid sweetness. He had
a delicate sensibility, and a well-tuned ear, and Byron is

wrong in insinuating that his language is prosaic. It is

generally no such thing, and, so far as poetic diction is con-

cerned, no poet has better understood or more completely
mastered the resources of the English language. His fee-

blest poems, his Evening Walks, and Descriptive Sketches,

have always a sort of soothing and lullaby-baby effect on
the reader, which reminds us of Mother Goose's Melodies,

which we regard as no inconsiderable merit, for we confess

to reading those world-famous melodies in our advancing
age with undiminisliing pleasure. But Wordsworth lacks

intellectual strength. He had the temperament of a poet,

but not the intellectual power to be a great poet. He never
rises above the creature, even when he attempts to sing the

Creator, and what he sings is existence, and quiescent ex-
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istence even at that. He has rendered a service to Englisli

poetry by avoidino; the turgid diction of tlie feeble imita-

tors of Pope and Dryden, and by recalling our poets to the

naturalness and simplicity of expression which comport so

well with the genius of our language ; but he has done our
poetry an equal disservice by rendering it tame and feeble.

Wordsworth, like all English poets not of the first order,

was too fond of what is called descriptive poetry. Descrij)-

tive poetry, where description is the end, is simply no
poetry at all. Of course w'e do not exclude description

from poetry, and all great poets, from Homer downwards,
abound in descriptions ; but their descriptive passages are

not introduced for the sake of description. With great

poets description is introduced only to illustrate a truth or

to heighten an effect. Wordsworth's descriptions are long
and wearisome, thougli no doubt exact ; but they serve only

a descriptive purpose. They heighten no effect, illustrate

no truth, bring home no thought or sentiment. Compare
his discriptions with those of Goldsmith in his Deserted
Village^—a poem we would not exchange for the whole
seven volumes of Wordsworth. Scott abounds, in his

poems and in his novels, with descriptions of external nat-

ure ; but they are never introduced for their own sake, and
always serve to heighten or help on the action of the piece,

or to explain the situation of the actors. So is it with By-
ron. There is more description, we were about to say, in

Childe Harold than in all Wordsworth ; but it never an-

noys, for in it external nature is subordinated to moral and
intellectual nature. The spiritual always triumphs over the

material, and matter succumbs to mind. In Wordsworth
mind succumbs to matter, and with all his pretensions to

spiritualism he is in reality only a very ordinary materialist.

Take The Excursion, intended to be the second part of a

grand religious and philosophical poem, and you will find

that, if the author regards external nature as symbolical of

spiritual truth, he seldom succeeds in interpreting the sym-
bol. His pedler, intended to represent the views of the

author, is, no doubt, a very remarkable pedler ; but as tire-

some and as little edifying in his long-winded discourses as

an E\-angelieal preacher. His descriptions of woodlands,

meadows, lakes, and paddocks with flocks of sheep and
herds of cattle, may be very truthful, and the result of

much careful observation ; but they serve no purpose be-

yond themselves, bring home no moral truth, illustrate no
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spiritual dogma, and put us in possession of nothing objec-

tively true, good, or beautiful. Tliey give us indeed glimpses
of the author, make us familiar with his moods of mind,
and make us acquainted with his manner of looking upon
nature and the problem of man's existence and destiny;

but they do not raise us to tlie intelligible or ideal world
itself, as existing independently of the poet, or enable us to

seize as it were by intuition the solution of the problem
about which he discourses in such languid verse. He sings

himself, as it was usually of himself, his poems, and his

theory of poetry, that he spoke, with liis visitors.

Wordsworth was a man of delicate sensibility, sweet and
gentle feelings, perhaps warm and tender affections,—one
likely to be held dear in the circle of his intimate friends ;

but he strikes us as a man of very moderate intellectual

powers. He appears to have cultivated his powers with
great assiduity, but he always remained intellectually weak.
His mind was feeble and fragmentary, and could never
grasp the universe as a whole. He had some religious sen-

sibility, some reverence for ecclesiastical establishments, and
a vague love of some of the externals of Christianity ; but
he had no clear, well-defined religious convictions, no strong

and earnest faith. He paddles always on the surface, and
dwells on the outside of things, and never was there a greater

mistake than to suppose that his poems are written in ac-

cordance with a profound and world-embracing philosophy.

They reveal or conceal no such philosophy ; they reveal

to us only the phases of the poet's own mind,—his own
whims, crotchets, vagaries, dreams, reveries,—his subjec-

tive moods or states. His larger poems, where he attempts
any thing of a little intellectual importance, are failures,

though they may contain now and tlien a passage or a

line which the reader values in proportion to the extent of

the arid waste he has travelled over before finding it ; but
we clieerfully admit that several of his smaller poems are

really pretty. We remember with pleasure. The Pet Lamb

^

We are Seven, Lines on Tintern Abbey, and Yarrow Re-
visited, which assure us that, if the poet had been less am-
bitious, he would have been more successful. His mistake
was in believing tliat he was born to be a great poet, and
that God had given him a high and solemn poetical mission

to accomplish.

It would be easy for any one familiar with Wordsworth's
works to select almost anv number of detached lines and
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passages which would seem to impugn this our unfavorable

judgment,—lines and passages which secure him no incon-

siderable number of admirers, among the cultivated, though
chiefly of the dilettante class,—persons who have no great

earnestness of character, and who find their interest in seek-

ing for gems not too thickly strewn. These persons have

delicate stomachs, and cannot take strong food in a concen-

trated form. They must have bread made of unbolted

flour, and buy their wheat unwinnowed from its chaff.

They are very good, honest, well-meaning people, but they

are shocked at strong, earnest tones, or a clear, round, sono-

rous voice. Every one must speak under his breath, with a

half lackadaisical air, and split his most frivolous thoughts

into halves and quarters before uttering them ; as some
overnice young ladies are said to have been known to split

a pea, and take only a part of it at a time into their sweet

little mouths. Among these delicate persons we have found

the greater number of Wordsworth's admirers. But a great

poetis not merely great in isolated lines and passages, but

he is great in the whole. From a poet or writer of the first

order of genius you can never make an extract that will not

suffer by being torn from its connection. Scott has no sep-

arate passages or verses to compare with many we can select

from Wordsworth ; and yet what poem has Wordsworth
written, which, as a whole, you can read with as much
pleasure as The Lay of the Last Minstrel, or even The
Lady of the Lake f And yet we do not call Scott a great

poet. We can make extracts from Wordsworth which noth-

ing in Coleridge can match, and yet we know no Poem of

Wordsworth that can match either Christabel or The An-
cient Mariner. No sane man would think of naming

Wordsworth in the same day with Pope and Dryden, far

less with Chaucer, Spenser, Milton, or Byron, the really

great poets, after Shakspeare, of the English language, and

we cannot but think that his popularity is owing to the

frivolezza of the modern cultivated classes, and to a sort of

dreamy and misty German subjectivism, which tends to

conceal his poverty of meaning and his want of manly vigor.

We have expressed our judgment freely, but we have no

disposition to do battle for it. For ourselves, with all his

faults, which are legion, we prefer Byron to Wordsworth,

and we doubt if he\vas much less of a Christian in his real

convictions. We are far enough from holding up the char-

acter of Byron to admiration ; morally, socially, politically,
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and religiously, we are strongly opposed to him, and we ad-

vise no one to read his poems ; but he was after all a man,
if with the frailties of a man, with the strong and noble

qualities of a man, and as to poetical genius, though he often

abused it, and terribly abused it, without a peer among
modern poets in the whole civilized world. He was our

Napoleon of poetry, and apparently has left no nephew to

succeed him. Thinking thus of Byron, nobody can expect

us to offer incense to the staid and passionless Wordsworth.
But if our readers are disposed to differ from us, it is their

right, and we shall not quarrel with them. We have no

very strong wish to rob them of the idol which they have

set up, and which is on their part rather a safe superstition.

Let the road be open to them to make their pilgrimages to

Rydal Mount, if such be their wish.

What we really wish to impress upon our readers is that

the present taste in regard to art in most of its branches,

here and abroad, is frivolous. We have in our art, aside

from music, no depth of thought, no religions intuition, no
conception of the ideal, no realization of the higher and

loftier kinds of the beautiful. We lose ourselves in the

pretty, and waste our energies in perfecting minute details.

The reason of this is, that we have lost religious faith, lost

the earnestness of our souls, and have ceased to believe in

the beautiful as in the true and the good out of ourselves.

No little of what we regard as Wordsworth's failure is due
to a false theory, borrowed from the Germans, that the ideal

which the artist must seek to realize in forms of his own
creation is in the mind itself, and is projected from the soul

instead of being simply apprehended by it. Nearly all our

modern theories make the beautiful subjective, and send the

artist into himself to find it. The soul, as the work of God,
certainly has its beauty, and a beauty above any other creature

known to us, for it was made in the image and likeness of the

Creator; but its beauty is derived, and is but a pale reflex

of the beautiful itself. To send the learner to contemplate

himself is to send him to contemplate a created beauty, as

much as if you sent him to contemplate mere brute matter.

The soul is beautiful, the heavens and the earth are beauti-

ful, all nature is beautiful ; but not by the beauty which is

shed over it by us, or a beauty projected from our own souls.

All things are beautiful by the uncreated beauty of their

Creator, which they in their several degrees mirror. The
true beauty is the splendor of the Creator, which shines on
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and tlirongh tliem all. The ideal is not the sonl, it is the

soul's Maker, and with which the soul is created to com-

mune. It is up to God, the eternal and infinite beauty, the

soul must be raised ; and it must bathe itself in his splendor,

if it would work as a true artist.

It is only a profoundly religious age that can produce or

appreciate the sublime forms of art. It is not that we are

born with feebler genius than our fathers that we fall so far

below them in our artistic productions, but that we have not

their religious faith, that we seek not beauty in its source,

and neglect to commune with the real ideal. There is no

God in our philosophy, there is no reality in our conceptions.

We are sensists, sentimentalists, psychologists, placing our-

selves in the throne of the Highest, and seeking to draw all

from our own feeble natures. Such is our religion, such

our philosophy, and what but worthless can be our art ? Let

men return to the ontology of the catechism which they

have learned to despise, and their minds will soon be rein-

vigorated
;
genius now remaining unfolded, or developed

only to prey upon itself, will expand in a genial element,

M'ili open its bosom to tlie ideal as the sunflower to the star

of day, and will resume its creative power. We live in an

atmos])here now where genius cannot thrive. We want that

religious and philosophical training which our fathers liad,and

which the world has not had and never can have under the

influence of your Bacons and your Descartes, your Lockes

and you Coiidillacs, your Kants and your Cousins, your

Scheilings and your Kegels, your Coleridges and your

Wordsworths. Nothing is more frivolous than nearly all

modern poeti-y, and nearly all modern art ; and they will

sink lower and lower, if we do not return to the theology

of the church and the philosophy taught us by the fathers

and the great scholastics. An age which is unable to see

truth and beauty in the Summa Theologica, will never rival

Dante or the old cathedrals of Europe. The most it can do

will be to copy the old masters, and excel in petty detail. We
jnust be men, strong men, living men, before we can be

artists.
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[An oration delivered before the Philomathian Society, of Blount Saint Mary's
College, Md., June 29th, 1853.]

Gentlemen :

I thank you very sincerely for the honor of being
selected as your orator on this most interesting anniversary
to you and your personal friends. It is always an honor to

be called upon to address those who are preparing them-
selves in academic halls, or having completed their academic
course, are bidding adieu to the quiet and peaceful scenes

of college life, and taking their leave of beloved classmates

and venerated professors, to go forth and bear an active and
honorable part in the multifarious affairs of this work-day
world ; but it is more especially so to be invited to address

a literary society connected with this venerable college of

Mount St, Mary, already so rich in classic associations, so

hallowed by the memory of saintly virtues, and so dear to

every American Catholic heart for the eminent servants of

the cliurch of God it has nurtured.

Although I may repeat several things which I ventured
to advance in this hall some five years since, I have thought
that I could not better respond to the confidence which calls

me here, than by inviting my young friends to follow me
in some remarks on liberal studies in relation to the wants
of a free state. I shall have thus the advantage of treating

a subject to which your minds must have often been turned
during your collegiate course, and of connecting what has
been your occupation as students with what are to be your
practical duties as American citizens.

Liberal studies, as the name itself implies, whether etymo-
logically or historically considered, are those studies or those
arts which are proper for the free as distinguished from
the menial or servile classes of society, or, in more modern
language, the nobility as distinguished from the people,
gentlemen as distinguished from simplemen. Originally
nobleman meant nothing more nor less than freeman, and
in Hungary to-day all freemen are noble.

The distinction of society into two classes, the one free
the other servile, the one noble and the other low, or the
one gentle and the other simple—is older than profane his-

tory, and in one form and under one name or another has
431
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always existed ; and, as long as human nature remains what
it is, probably will continue to exist. Perfect equality of

ranks and conditions is never found, is never to be expected,

and, is, indeed, incompatible with the very idea of society

itself. The distinction, whether a good or an evil, is a fact

in all society, and in vain do we seek by political constitu-

tions, social arrangements, and legislative enactments, to

obliterate or disguise it. It exists and re-appears at every

step under all forms of civil polity and social organization,

—in democratic America no less than in aristocratic Eng-
land, feudal Germany, monarchical France, and despotic

Turkey ; in the so-called free states of the Korth no less

than in the slave states of the South. The entire universe,

having its prototype in the eternal nature of God, in the

ever-blessed Trinity, unity in essence and distinction in per-

sons, is hierarchically organized and governed, and save in

the sense of justice between man and man, and man and

society, equality is an idle dream, an empty word,—nay, an

impious word, lit only to be inscribed on the blood-red ban-

ner of the atheistical i-evolutionist. Whoso seeks to reduce

all men to the same level, whether by levelling downwards
or by levelling upwards, wars against God and nature.

Diversities of ranks and conditions are in the order of divine

providence, and obtain even in heaven, where there are

many mansions, and where the saints differ from each other

as one star differs from another in glory. Society without

them is inconceivable, and were undesirable. It would be

as dull and as monotonous as the boundless sandy plain

diversified by no variety of hill and dale, mountain and val-

ley, land and water—where the flocks and herds find no
pasture, the bird no grove or bush from which to carol, and

man no habitation. It would lose all its charms, all its

variety, all its activity, and become stagnant and putrid as

the ocean when the long calm sleeps on its bosom.

" Order is Heaven's first law, and this confest,

Some are, and must be, greater than the rest.

"

You of the South consist of freemen and slaves, of gentle

and simple, and so do we of the North. In both sections

we find at bottom the same distinction of classes, though
while you have the manliness to avow it, we have the art

to disguise it from the careless observer, under the drapery

of fine names. You call 3'our slaves by their proper name,

and while you impose upon them the duties qf slaves, you
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relieve them from the cares and burdens of freemen ; we
call our slaves freemen, and impose upon them the labors

and burdens of slavery, vt^hile we secure to them none of

the advantages of freedom. The only advantage we can

claim over you is, that our slaves being of the same race

and color with our freemen, are individually less hopelessly

slaves than yours. The class is as permanent with us as

with you ; but individuals of the class may more easily

escape from it, and rise in their own persons or in their

children to the class of freemen. But on the other hand,

if our slaves are under certain aspects less slaves than yours,

our freemen are less free than yours. The southern gentle-

man has a personal freedom and independence, which we
rarely lind in the northern gentleman, and which give to

southern manners a charm, a freshness, an ease, and a grace,

which our northern manners, I am sorry to say, for the most
part lack.

It is of no use to war against this inevitable distinction. To
attempt either with you or with us, to obliterate it and make
all freemen can result only in the destruction of freedom
and the reduction of all to slavery ; as the attempt to make
all gentlemen can end only in leaving no gentlemen, and
in reducing all to simplemen, with low and vulgar tastes,

habits, and manners. It is then our duty to accept the dis-

tinction of classes as a social fact, permanent and indestruc-

tible in civilized society, and conform to it in all our polit-

ical and social arrangements.

The strength and glory of a nation depend not on the
vulgar, the commonalty, the low born, the servile, or the

simple, but on its freemen, its gentlemen, its nobility. It

is one of the saddest as well as one of the silliest mistakes of

our age, that the few may be safely overlooked, and for all

that is great and good, wise and just in the action of the state

or of society, reliance must be placed on the many, on the

masses so-called. But a nation is wise and great, good and
just, only in its freemen, its noblemen ; and a great nation

without nobles or gentlemen, titled or untitled, is an unheard-
of anomaly. You may tell me there is no army without
private soldiers ; but there is even less an army without a

general. It is the man, Bonaparte was accustomed to say,

not the men that is the principal thing. Give us the man
qualified to organize and command an army, and an army
he will rarely lack. He will find everywhere the materials

needed. All troops are brave under brave and competent
Vol. XIX-28
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officers, and no matter liow brave the men may naturally

be, they will be cQwards in action if their officers are incom-
petent or white-livered. As long as the gentry and nobility

of a country retain their integrity, are high-minded, patriotic

and virtuous, really deserving the name of generosi, it stands

firm, and has in itself the recuperative energy, speedily to

recover from any reverses it may for a moment experience
;

but let these fail, or let them become corrupt, base and sel-

fish in their principles and feelings, real churls in their char-

acter, and you may see the hand-writing on the wall record-

ing its doom. Its days are numbered ; it is weighed in the

balance and found wanting ; and it must speedily fall to

rise no more for ever.

I tell you only what youjnust have read in the histories

you have studied. When flourished ancient Athens? Was
it not when her eupatrids were really free and noble ; when
they retained the virtues of the olden times, and were clii-

valric, generous, brave, and patriotic ? Was it the arms of

all-conquering Rome that prostrated her in the dust, and left

her wallowing for lon2:ao:es in the mire ? Whv o-ained the

Roman a victory which the Persian with far greater forces

failed to win ? Because Athens had not men ; because her
population had dwindled, or her wealth been exhausted ?

By no means. But because she had no Miltiades, no Aris-

tides, no Themistocles. Her eupatrids had lost their no-

bility, had ceased to be freemen, and the poor people, brave

even to daring, were beaten for the lack of brave and com-
petent leaders. Had the brave old tyrant of the Cherso-
nesus commanded, as at Marathon, the Roman ^Emilianus
had perhaps shared the fate of the Persian Datis. The de-

cline of Rome dates from the corruption of her nobles, ami
she fell when thej^ had lost all vestiges of the old Roman
virtues.

At the time when the barbarians began to cross the Rhine
and invade the Gallic provinces of the empire, those prov-

inces were as rich and as populous as modern France, and
perhaps even more so ; and yet what more contemptible
than the resistance they offered ! Indeed, they seem to

have offered no resistance at all. In reading their history,

it seems as if with the imperial armies the whole population

disappeared, and the invaders took possession of a country

without inhabitants. Yet the Romano-Gallic people re-

mained on the soil, and in numbers of a hundred, if not of

a thousand, to one of tiie conquerors. France under Charles
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le Cliauve was populous, wealthy, cultivated, and possessed

•of vast resources both for defence and conquest, as Charle-

magne had proved, and yet a handful of Norse pirates were

able to ravage her coast with impunity, to sail up her rivers

into the interior, to sack even the city of Paris, to plunder

her sacred shrines, churches, and monasteries, massacre or

enslave her priests, and religious, and to threaten the con-

quest of the whole kingdom, with no resistance worth men-
tioning but from the dead, and their ravages were inter-

rupted only by the conversion to Christianity of their fa-

mous chief Rollo. Why was this? Because her people were
cowards, and could not be induced to fight in their own de-

fence ? We all know better. In all ages and under all

dynasties, the French people have been brave and warlike,

none more so. It was not tlie men, but the man that failed
;

not the people, but their chiefs. Her noblemen, her gen-

tly, lacked the virtues of their order, had become selfish

and mean, and were chiefly engaged in plundering the

church and one another. The moment a man appears, the

great Hugh Capet, founder of the tliird dynasty of French
kings, or rather of the line of French as distinguished from
Frankish monarchs, the whole face of things is changed,

and the kingdom from being unable to defend itself against

the petty expeditions of the Norsemen, suddenly rises to

the rank of the first power of Europe. Wliy again lies Ire-

land prostrate for ages with the armed heel of the Anglo-
Saxon on her neck ? Because her people fail ? Because
she wants men ? The armies of England, France, Austria,

and Spain have long since proved the contrary. No peo-

ple are shrewder, more intellectual, moral, religious, braver,

•or more capable of endurance. But it is her nobility, her

gentry that fail through corruption, venality, or want of

national character. She has no chiefs. Give her a man
who would be to her what Wellington might have been,

what he was to all countries but his own, or a nobility and
gentry as truly Irish, as the nobility and gentry of England
are English, and she would instantly throw off her foreign

oppressor, and rise to a high and commanding position

among the free nations of the world. But what can she do
without a man, without chiefs, or when those who should

be her nobles and her gentlemen are each for himself, with-

out patriotism, without virtue, capable of being bought by
a paltry office whenever the British ministry regard them
as worth buying ?
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All liistory, if you know liow to read it, proves that it is

the nobility, or the gentlemen, that make the nation, and
determine its rank and character among the nations of the

earth, never the people as detached or distinguished from
them. I speak not against the people ; I have, perhaps,

more genuine love and respect for them than have the wordy
demagogues who make it their business to flatter and cajole

them, that they may use them ; but I tell you, young gentle-

men, however democratically inclined you may be, that God
gives to every nation an aristocracy, titled or untitled, rec-

ognized or unrecognized by the civil constitution, heredi-

tary or unhereditary, whose mission it is to guide and lead

the people, and to direct, sustain, and defend their interests.

"When these, by faction, by sloth, by luxury, or venality are

deprived of their nobility and strength, or when through

the neglect or abuse of their powers they have no longer

the capacity or the disposition to discharge the proper duties

of their state, the glory of the nation has departed, its days,

as I have said, are numbered, and its people are as sheep

without a shepherd. As long as a nation is really a living

nation, as long as it has a future, and a part to play in the

great drama of nations, it has and must have its generosiy

its nobility, its aristocracy, who, although the smaller part,

must always be regarded as its par's sanio7\ and act as its

chiefs and counsellors. When these are true and loyal,

your nation prospers ; when they become base and corrupt,

or when they lose the manners, sentiments, and virtues of

their order, and adopt those of the people, there is, save in

God's gracious providence, no longer any hope for the na-

tion. It is on the brink of the precipice, rushing headlong
into the abyss of barbarianism that yawns below. Ask the

oriental states of antiquity, where the nobles lost their no-

bility, not as they are now losing it by the despotism of

the people, but by the despotism of the monarch, who suf-

fered no head but his own to rise above the universal level,

if it is not so. Ask ancient Assyria and Egypt, Tyre and

Carthage, if it is not so. Let the recently disinterred re-

mains of Nineveh, the mummies brought hither from the cat-

acombs of Thebes, the degraded Moslemin groping amid
the fallen colonnades and broken capitals of Balbec and Pal-

myra, the poor fisherman drying his nets on the site of

ancient Tyre, where once her merchant princes did congre-

gate, or the wild Curd robbing the defenceless traveller,

over the graves of forgotten nations, read you your answer,
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and teach you better than to listen for one moment to the

insane dreams of modern demagogues and radicals, who
M^ould persuade you that the strength and glory of a nation

are in the ignorance, selfishness, and vulgarity of the many,
not in the science, the wisdom, the disinterestedness, the

chivalry, the heroism of the few,—the nobility and gentry,

by whatever name you choose to call them. The wise man
weighs votes, he does not count them. He seeks the appro-

bation of the few, not of the multitude, who, as Pope John
XXII. says, are always wrong. Qidcquid laudat, mtuperio
dignum est / quicqidd cogitat, vamnn ; quicquid loquitur,

falsum J quicquid imfprobat^ honutn ; quicquid extolUt,

infame est. And the most discouraging thing in our be-

loved country, for I trust that whatever her faults, we all

love her, and should were those faults a thousand times

greater, is the tendency to place the servant above tlie mas-

ter, and the rapid decline of the better class, the disappear-

ance of our gentlemen from high official station, and the

entrusting of all affairs to the management of men who
want nobility, elevation, ^nd manliness of character.

.The prejudice against aristocracy arises from the very

common error that if there is an aristocracy it must exist

for itself, and that the people must be held to exist for the

aristocracy, not the aristocracy for the people. I have as

little sympathy as any of my democratic countrymen, with
the doctrine which teaches that the many are made to be
*' hewers of wood a»nd drawers of water " to the few. I am
a Christian, not a pagan, and I hold all men to be of one
blood, and to have the common rights of humanity, and one
man has and can have no dominion in another, except in

consideration of services rendered. I say not with our abo-

litionists that man can have no property in man, but I do
say, after the supreme pontiff Alexander III., that all men
by the law of nature are free. I do not deny the right of

the southern master to the services of his slave ; but I do
deny that he derives that right from the municipal law
which recognizes and defends it. As between him and his

slave the master's right is founded, and can be founded, only

on the benefits he confers on the slave, and the measure of

these benefits is the measure of the services he has the right

to exact in return. The slave, no matter what his color or

his race, is a man, a human being, with all the natural rights

of his master. He has the jus dominii of himself as fully

as any other man has of himself. I must go against com-
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inon sense, and tlie spirit of all Catholic teachings, to deny
this. But the master has a claim upon him for the services

he renders him. He protects and nurses him during his in-

fancy, feeds and clothes him during life, and takes care of
him in sickness and old age. This may not be, and probably
is not, ordinarily as much as the services of the slave are

worth to the master ; but it is more than the labor of the

slave, upon a general average, would be worth to himself, if

obliged to take the sole care of himself. Take the class of

slaves, and suppose the masters take proper care of them,
and do not overwork them, which seldom happens, and there

can be no doubt that the slave receives in his maintenance,
in the provision made for him in infancy, sickness, and old

age, a reasonable compensation for his services, and more
than the northern laborer ever does or can receive for the

same amount of labor, for the northern laborer works nearly

double the number of hours that the slave does, with far

more intensity, and with fewer recreations. Your negroes
when properly treated, are no doubt better off, and better

paid for their labor, than they would be if emancipated, and
therefore the masters have a right *to their services, and to

retain them in their present condition. Xo doubt there are

instances in which the relation is abused, but this is another

consideration, and to be disposed of on other principles, for

the abuse of a thing does not deny the legitimacy of its use.

Society is to be regarded as a whole, as a sort of living-

organism, in which there are many parts, distinguishable

but not separable one from another. All the parts are nec-

essai-y, all should be knit together in a living union, and
move on in concert as a living and reasonable being. The
head is not to be valued without the body, nor the body
without the members

;
yet the body should have a head,,

and the head should be regarded as the more noble part.

The aristocracy are not to be separated from the bod}' of the

nation, are not to be regarded as existing apart and for them-
selves alone, but as existing for the nation, for the service of

the people, and the common good of the whole. Nobility is

not a personal right, it is a trust—a trust from God for the

common good of the nation. " Let him that would be
greatest among you be your servant." When the nobility

forget this,—when they live only for themselves, regard

their rank and privileges as their indefeasible property, and
use their superiority only in reference to their own selfish

ends, they lose their character of generosi, forget their no-
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bility, sink to mere churls, and instead of serving the na-

tion are served by it, and instead of guiding and leading

society for the common good, become an intolerable burden
upon the people which tiiey will be sure to attempt to shake

off. Such became the old French noblesse under the reign

of Louis XV., the new nobility under the emperor, the Or-

leanist noblesse, under " the citizen king," and hence the

revolutions of 1789, 1814, 1830, and 1848, which have
threatened the very existence of European society, and
which though checked for the moment by tlie coup cVetat

of December, 1851, are not yet concluded. Such are rapidly

becoming our own American nobility, or aristocracy. Our
gentlemen are bankers, sharpers, brokers, stock-jobbers,

traders, speculators, attorneys, pettifoggers, and in general

worshippers of mammon. Tliey have sometimes the man-
ners, uniformly the sentiments, passions, and churlishness

of the lowest of the people, and use the people instead of

serving them. Hence the alarm which wise men feel for

the safety of our republic, and the real prospei'ity of our

people.

I am well aware that the dominant doctrine of the day is

the contrary of the one, which, relying on the wisdom of

antiquity and the experience of all ages and nations, I ven-

ture to re-assert. The prevalent doctrine of the day is that

all good ascends from below, and that every thing is to be

condemned that does not operate from low to high. The
higher classes instead of guiding and directing the lower,

must consent to be guided and directed by them ; the flock

must choose and commission the pastor ; the ignorant must
teach the learned ; the inept instruct the experienced ;

the

subject give the law to the sovereign ; and the church must
follow the instinct of the masses, be fed and governed by
the people, instead of feeding and governing them according

to the ordination of God. This is the grand heresy of our

age. It floats in our atmosphere as a fatal miasma, and we
inhale it with every breath. It is the Weltgeist which even
men who pass for philosophers bid us worship as the true

and ever-living God, and which inspires all the revolution-

ary movements of our times. But be assured that it is itself

from below, not from above, and is as false and as destruc-

tive as every thing else that rises to us with smoke from the

bottomless pit. Every good and perfect gift is from above,

and cometh down to us from the Father of lights, with whom
there is no variableness or shadow of turnino;- The whole
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order of Providence is that the higher should guide and
govern the lower, and that whatever is wise and good cometh
from above, and operates from high to low, never as the age
presumptuously teaches from low to high.

I quarrel not with forms of government ; I lind no fault

with the political institutions of our country, or the form of

civil policy our fathers have bequeathed us. It is not of

our republican institutions, nor of the popular power in

their administration, that a wise man will complain, but
the false and dangerous doctrines, according to which tliese

institutions are interpreted, and witli which it is become the

fasliion to identify them. I accept and defend all the

democracy that was incorporated into the American insti-

tutions by their original framers, but I do not accept, and I

should blush to defend, the vague and destructive democracy
which we have borrowed from European radicals, and which
has turned the heads of so large a portion of our people. I

am,—as the members of the old Jefferson ian party in my
boyhood were accustomed to say,

—" a republican, but I am
not a democrat," and he who is a democrat in the modern
European sense, and the sense now generally adopted, here

as elsewhere, is no loyal American citizen ; for democracy
as now generally understood botli at home and abroad, means
either the unrestricted right of the majority to rule, which
is social despotism, or the unrestricted liberty of the indi-

vidual to do what he pleases, which is anarchy. No insti-

tutions more than ours demand the sanctity of law, and
none more imperiously demand the existence and influence

of a noble or superior class— a real nobility, titled or untitled.

It is not necessary that our nobility should be titled, for the

title no more makes the noble than the habit makes the

monk ; nor is it necessary that they should be recognized by
the law, and have a civil constitution as in England ; but it

is necessary that they exist, and that they have the direction

of affairs. The larger the sphere we give in our institutions

to the great body of the people, the more necessary are the

wisdom, tlie virtue, the chivalry, the personal worth and
authority of their natural chiefs to preserve tlie constitution,

and to secure ,the wise and salutary administration of gov-
ernment.
The great mistake of our politicians of all parties, and

perhaps of one party no more than of another, is in suppos-

ing that the criterion of trutli and virtue is popular senti-

ment, that the people are competent to teach and direct
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their natural chiefs, and that they who are in office are not

to ascertain and do what seems to them just and proper
according to their own reason and conscience, but simply to

ascertain and give effect to the wishes of the peo])le, or

rather, of the party which has placed them in power. Hence
the highest officer in the state, nay, in the nation, becomes
but the mere tool of his party, and is held to be as irrespon-

sible, save to his party, as the trowel or the spade in the

hands of the workman ; even our best men are inclined to

echo tlie sentiment and pander to the prejudices of the mob.
Tliey who should be our gentlemen, our noblemen, maintain
no personal independence, and cease to speak and act as

freemen. They lack the courage, the virtue, to stand up as

bold and chivalrous knights in defence of truth and justice.

They lose the nice sense of honor, the invincible courage,

the manliness of character, and the true nobility of feeling,

which constitute the freeman or make the nobleman, and
become sly and subtle, cunning and artful, seeking not to

govern the people, but to use them, and to accomplish their

own selfish ends by flattery, cajolery, and intrigue. They
stoop to conquer, consent to be slaves of the base passions

of the mob that they may be its masters. Hence the base-

ness and venality of our public men, and our lack, as a peo-
ple, of tlie noble virtue of loyalty, in the sense of the French
loyaiitS, and our contempt for the rights of our neighbors,
which if not corrected must ultimately place us out of the
pale of civilized nations.

]!s^o doubt others, as well as I, see whither our republic is

tending, and feel the necessity of a remedy ; but following
out the false doctrine borrowed from the old French Jaco-
bins, the greater part of them seek the remedy in popular
education, or in the extension and support of common
schools. Far be it from me to speak lightly of common
scliools, but I do not believe that any education can entirely

remedy the evil. The age is as mad in its worship of edu-
cation, as it is in its worship of radical or socialistic democ-
YSicy. Education at best is far from being omnipotent, and
no possible training of youth will infallibly make them what
the wants of a free state demand. There is no subject on
which there is more disgusting cant vented in our days than
this very subject of education,- and I fear something worse
than cant. It is far easier to educate for evil than for good,
for cliildren since the fall take to evil as naturally as ducks
take to water. The enemies of religion and society under-
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stand this perfectly well, and hence whenever in their power
they seize upon thescliools, and seek to control the education

of the young. To accomplish their purposes, they have only

to exchide religion from the scliools, under the plea of ex-

cluding sectarianism, and instead of teaching religion, teach

as Frances Wright was accustomed to say, know-ledge, and

they may soon have a community whose thoughts and affec-

tions will be exclusively of the earth earthy.

It is not without design that I have mentioned the name
of Frances Wright, the favorite pupil of Jeremy Bentham,
and famous infidel lecturer through our country, some twenty

years ago ; for I happen to know, what may not be known
to you all, that she and her friends were the great movers in

the scheme of godless education, now the fashion in our

country. I knew this remarkable woman well, and it was my
shame to share, for a time, many of her views, for which I

ask pardon of God and of my countrymen. I was for a brief

time in her confidence, and one of those selected to carry

into execution her plans. The great object was to get rid

of Christianity, and to convert our churches into lialls of

science. The plan was not to make open attacks on religion,

although we might belabor the clergy and bring them into

contempt where we could ; but to establish a system of

state,—we said oiational—schools, from which all religion

was to be excluded, in which nothing was to be taught but

such knowledge as is verifiable by the senses, and to which

all parents were to be compelled by law to send their children.

Our complete plan was to take the children from their par-

ents at the age of twelve or eighteen months, and to have

them nursed, fed, clothed, and trained in these schools at the

public expense; but at any rate, we were to have godless

schools for all the children of the country, to which the par-

ents would be compelled by law to send them. The first

thing to be done was to get this system of schools estab-

lished. For this purpose, a secret society was formed, and

the whole country was to be organized somewhat on the plan

of the carbonari of Italy, or as were the revolutionists

throughout Europe by Bazard preparatory to the revolutions

of 1820 and 1830. This organization was commenced in

1829, in the city of New York, and to my own knowledge

was effected throughout a considerable part of New York
State. How far it was extended in other states, or whether

it is still kej)t up I know not, for I abandoned it in the latter

part of the year 1830, and have since had no confidential
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relations with any engaged in it ; but this mucli I can say,

the plan has been successfully pursued, the views we put
forth have gained great popularity, and tlie whole action of

the country on the subject has taken the direction we sought
to give it. I have observed too that many who were asso-

ciated with us and relied upon to carry out the plan, have
taken the lead in what has been done on the subject. One
of the principal movers of the scheme had no mean share in

organizing the Smitlisonian Institute, and is now, I believe,

one of the representatives of our government at an Italian

court. It would be worth inquiring, if there were any
means of ascertaining, how large a share this secret infidel

society, with its members all through the country unsus-

pected by the public, and unknown to each other, yet all

known to a central committee, and moved by it, have had
in giving the extraordinary impulse to godless education

which all must have remarked since 1830, an impulse which
seems too strong for any human power now to resist.

But though such an education as we are laboring to give

American children in our common schools, is only fitted to

make them infidels, libertines, sharpers, and rogues, I do
not believe even a thoroughly religious education, given in

Catholic schools by Catholic teachers and professors, would
wholly remedy the evil, because the practical part of our

education is never received within the school room, but at

home, in the streets, in the saloons, from associates, and the

general habits, manners, customs, and tone of the society in

which children grow up ; and because not natui'al training

but grace alone can elevate our fallen nature to genuine virt-

ue. The schoolhouse can never be a substitute for the

church, the schoolmaster for the priest, or education for the

sacraments. ^Nevertheless, education can do something, and
it is the ordinary human mode by which we are to attempt

to secure the virtue of a community. That is, a religious

education, not merely instruction in simple human knowl-

edge.

But there is no greater mistake than that of placing our
chief reliance on common schools, however well organized,

and however religious, or of expecting our security from the

education of the mass, as seems to be the general opinion of

our countrymen. With a territory stretching from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, and which will soon stretch, in all

probability, from the Isthmus of Darien to the North Pole,

we have not a single institution deserving the name of Uni-
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versity ; and claiming to be a reading people, we stand in

regard to public libraries, the lowest on the list of civilized

nations. There is not a single branch of literature or science

which demands erudition for its treatment, tliat can be treated

by the American scholar without going abroad to consult

foreign libraries. No adequate provision is made for the

higher class of liberal studies, for the higher branches of

genuine scholarship. We have, indeed, a good military acad-

emy, a good naval school, perhaps, and some passable law

schools ; but in matters of political and civil administration,

of statesmanship and diplomacy, we have no system of train-

ing, and are compelled to rely on ineptness and inexperience.

Yet we boast of being an enlightened people. Our whole
land is, so to speak, covered over with common sciiools,

mied with common-school libraries composed of a few dozen
wishy-washy volumes each, and we seem to imagine that to

read, write, and cipher is all that is necessary' to enlighten a

people, and to make them wise and virtuous, competent to

all the complicated affairs of civil and social life.

I complain not that common schools are universal, I com-
plain not that they do not teach more branches and turn out

more thorough scholars. They already attempt too much,
more than is requisite for the mass of the people, more than

the great body of our children can study to any advantage.

Common schools are well enough in their place, though less

important than our age would have us believe. They can

impart as much instruction as the people, considering their

ordinary duties and avocations in life, can acquire ; but they

cannot suffice for the want of a nation. You can never make
all the people scholars, give to all a liberal training—not, if

you will, for lack of ability on their part, but for lack of

opportunity, and for the necessary incompatibility between
such training and the menial offices of life, which require

the constant labor and application of the great majority of

every community. These offices unfit one for liberal stud-

ies, and liberal studies unfit one for them. Give, if it were

possible, to the whole community the education, the culture,

the refinement, and elevated manners and tastes of the few,

and without which a nation remains uncivilized, the great

business of life would come to a stand-still, and your nation

would be like an army without privates, or a ship without

common sailors. On the other hand to reduce all education

and all culture to the level of your common schools, is to have

no officers, none qualified to take the command and fill the
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higher oflSces of civilized society. The Mexican war taught

our democratic statesmen the value of West Point, and we
shall not very soon see again ignorant civilians chosen in pref-

erence to trained soldiers, to command our troops. The
great bulk of every community always has depended and
always will depend on the leadership in all things of the few.

Here, then, you see the significance of liberal studies, and
their absolute necessity to every enlightened and well order-

ed state. Liberal studies are the studies of the few, they

are the studies of freemen, that is, of gentlemen, and their

office is to qualify them to be wise and prudent, just and
noble, able guides and leaders, that is, the faithful and com-
petent servants of the community. It is not because you
have better blood than others, it is not that society exists

for you, for you all nature blooms, and for you the people

live and labor, that you are to pursue liberal studies, and ac-

quire the knowledge, the tastes and accomplishments of gen-

tlemen, but that you may exert a wise and salutary influence

on the great body of the nation. You are for the nation, not

the nation for you; you are to sustain it, not it you. Your
liberal education is a trust which you hold from God for the

people, and you are to use it, not for your own private ben-

efit, but in their service ; not as a facile means of compel-
ling them to serve you, but as the necessary means of serving

them.
In the view of the case I have presented, the important

thing in every nation, above all in every popularly constituted

state, is not as we have foolishly imagined, common-school
education, is not the education of the mass, but the education

of the gentlemen. When, what we call the upper classes are

properly trained—which by the by they are not, with us

—

when they have the principles, the virtues, the habits, and the

tastes proper to their order, your state will flourish. It is

the few that lift the many, and the virtues of the aristoc-

racy that secure the virtues of the people, on the principle

1 have all along contended for, that all good is from above,

and operates from high to low, not as a wild and inept de-

mocracy will have it, from low to high.

Do not suppose, gentlemen, that I am unaware that the

doctrine I have set forth is directly opposed to the popular

doctrine of our country, or that I need to be told that it may
easily be misapprehended, and made the occasion of repre-

senting me as opposed to the people, and in favor of despot-

ism, monarchy, and a titled aristocracy. I am well aware of
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all tills, for I am not utterly without experience, and if I

sought to win popularity, or to gain the applause of the
multitude, I should have brought out a very different doc-

trine, and proved my utter un worthiness to be your orator on
an occasion like this. I cannot boast of a long line of distin-

guished ancestors, I cannot boast of having received even a

liberal education in any adequate sense of that word ; but I

can with honest pride boast that I am and always have been,

according to the measure of my light and ability, a freeman.
I glory in bending my knee to God and to God's minister,

but I have never yet learned to bend it to the mob, or to

surrender the freedom and independence of my own soul to

the despotism of pn])lic opinion. I claim to be a man, an
individual, with rights which I will die sooner than surren-

der, and duties, M'hich I dare not neglect. As far as I am
able I labor to form a true and noble public opinion, not to

obey public opinion whateverit may be. lask'not what the

people will say, but what is just, what is true, what is nec-

essary or useful to be said.

Such, gentlemen, I conceive is the spirit of the true schol-

ar, of the gentleman, of the freeman, and such is the spirit

with which I wish you to be animated. You are, I take it

for granted, Catholics, and as such you have been taught the

truth from God himself, and know what you are to believe

and to do, and have no need to learn it from popular opin-

ion, from the Weltgeist, or spirit of the age. You are in-

structed from above ; therefore you can safely labor to form
the popular mind, without danger of misforming it, and in

your several spheres prove yourselves safe guides and lead-

ers of the people. Understand well that this is your mis-

sion, and dare discharge it, fearlessly, braveh', heroically,

M'hether you have the multitude with you, or have, as most
likely will be the case, the multitude against you. Be brave,

courteous, chivalrous knights, in defence of truth and justice,

so shall you be without fear and without reproach ; so shall

you serve your country, avert, it may be, the dangers which
threaten it, gain a name, which " posterity will not willingly

let die," and what is infinitely better, everlasting life and
eternal glory in Heaven.



CATHOLICITY AND LITERATURE.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for January, 1856.]

We have heard it maintained that the province of a

quarterly review is to criticise books, and not to discuss the

subjects which books treat or suggest ; and we have our-

selves been denied, on that ground, the right to be regarded

as a reviewer. But we think those who so maintain labor

under a slight misapprehension. A review, according to

modern acceptance and usage, is not necessarily a purely

literary work, and it may review subjects as well as books,

and the practice of nearly all American and foreign reviews

is to do so. The book introduced is regarded as little more
than an occasion or a text for an original discussion of some
question which the author wishes to treat. The doctrinal or

moral character of books is as proper a subject of review, as

their literary character. Books are wortliy of no great con-

sideration for their own sake, and literature itself is never

respectable as an end, and is valuable only as a means to an

end. Literature is to be highly esteemed, and assiduously

cultivated by those who have a literary vocation ; but, as an

instrument, as a means of eflfecting some lawful purpose,

never for tlie sake of itself. It has never been, and, prob-

ably, never will be, the main purpose of our Review to

criticise books under a purely literary aspect, for it is not de-

signed and conducted simply in the interests of authors and

booksellers. It was originally devoted, and will continue

to be devoted, to what should be the ends and aims of liter-

ature, rather than to literature itself.

It has also been contended in more circles than one,

that it is narrow-minded bigotry for a Catholic critic to

make his religion a criterion in judging literary works.

We have seen in a work of fiction an imaginary Catholic

critic unmercifully ridiculed by an imaginary Catholic

priest, for pronouncing judgment on literary works, accord-

*1. Bertha ; or, the Pope and the Emperor. An Historical Tale. By
Wm. B. MacCabe. Boston : 1856.

2. Florine, Princess of Burgundy ; a Tale of the First Crusaders, by^the
same. Baltimore : 1855.

3. Willy Reilly and his Dear Coleen Bawn. A Tale founded upon fact.

By William Carleton. Boston : 1856.
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ing to Catholic faith and morals. The author can have lit-

tle reason to pique himself on his proficiency as a moral
theologian. He seems to proceed on the assumption, that

religion and morals have nothing to say on literatjire ; an-

other form of the very common assumption, that religion

has nothing to do with politics. The writer, most likely,

has not reflected that between judging of a book, as one to

be commended or not to be commended to the public, and
judging its simply literary merits, there is a difference. If

in the former case, the much-ridiculed imaginary critic used

his Catholicity as his standard of judgment, he acted only

as an honest man, and a consistent Christian ; if he did so in

the latter case, he deserved, no doubt, to be rebuked for tak-

ing up a trade he did not understand. For ourselves, we
judge, and we cannot help judging, all literary and artistic

productions, when determining their doctrinal or ethical

character, by the standard furnished by our Catholic faith

and morals ; but in determining their purely literary or ar-

tistic merits, we judge according to our literary or artistic

cultivation, tastes, and principles, as every man does, wheth-
er Catholic or non-Catholic. Books may be, as the Wahl-
veriaandtschaften of Goethe, unexceptionable, under the

relation of mere literature, and yet not be commended as

literary works, because they may be false in doctrine, un-

sound in philosophy, and immoral in their spirit and ten-

dency. Books, again, may be free from all blame as doc-

trinal and moral ; and yet, like Father Jonathan, for in-

stance, be wholly deficient in literary merit. In the latter

case, as a Catholic, we recognize the author's ortliodoxy and

applaud his good intentions ; but, as a literary man, we have
nothing to say in his favor, and must beg him to excuse us

from commending or reading his productions. In the

former case we may recognize the purely literary or artis-

tic merit ; but however great it may be, we must condemn
the work, because no amount of purely literary merit can

atone for the slightest offence to Catholic faith and virtue.

We must condemn the book, though in doing so, we con-

demn not the genius, learning, ability, or skill of the author,

for they, in themselves, are good ; but his application, or

rather, abuse of them.
We have here the old question of the mutual relations

of tiie two orders, or the mutual relations of nature and

grace, on which the same confusion reigns in the minds

even of some Catholics that we so often meet, in regard to
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the mutual relations of the temporal and spiritual. There
is often a deplorable want of a clear and distinct under-

standing of the theological maxim, gratia supjponit natu-

rani,—a tendency, on the one hand, to exclude nature alto-

gether ; or, on the other, to exclude grace. The former is

the error of the Jansenists ; the latter the error of the Pela-

gians. The Jansenists will allow the lawfulness of no lit-

erature that has nature and not grace for its principle ; the

Pelagians allow all literature to be lawful that is natural
;

not perceiving the precise medium between the two errors,

a certain class of Catholics take it into their heads, when
not writing professedly on dogma or morals, that, since

nature is not totally depraved, they may follow nature,

not only in the sense that nature is below, and simply
corresponds to grace ; but in the sense in which nature is

opposed to grace, falling into the precise error of those who*

maintain, because the state is independent in its own order,

we have a right to act in politics as we please, regardless of

the teachings of our religion. They assert literary atheism,

as our radicals assei-t political atheism. It is against this

literary atheism, as against political atheism, we have as a

reviewer, uniformly set our face, and must do so, or be false

both to God and man.
But in doing this, we have never gone to the other

extreme, denied all development and play to nature, and
condemned all literature not adapted to spiritual reading.

Grace supposes nature, and consequently leaves a large

margin to natural sentiments and affections. ]^ot all the

works of infidels are sin. JSTot all non-Catholic literature is

to be condemned as anti-Catholic, any more than all literary

works by a Catholic are to be approved as Catholic. Our
nature was created to respond to grace ; and though de-

spoiled by original sin of its supernatural gifts and graces,

it has not been totally corrupted, or despoiled of a single

faculty, power, or element, which it ever possessed as pure
nature. Ko works, proceeding from nature alone as their

principle, do or can merit eternal life ; because that life is

in the supernatural order, and is bestowed only as a reward
to works which proceed from a supernatural principle, and
are directed to a supernatural end. No man is entitled to

heaven, even for keeping the whole law of nature ; but
not, therefore, do we deny nature to be good in its own
order ; or that the natural virtues of temperance, justice,

fortitude, prudence, benevolence, humanity, are entitled to
Vol. XIX- 29
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a natural reward. They are virtues in their own order, and
though they lack the dignity of the Christian virtues, they
are presupposed by them, and without them, the Christian

virtues themselves do not and cannot exist. They cannot
of themseves alone merit heaven; but heaven cannot be
merited without them.
Now, the theological principle we have set forth, is ap-

plicable to every department of human life ; and as appli-

cable to the department of literature and art, as to any other.

The highest rank is to be assigned to those literary works
which have, so to speak, the infused habit of grace, and
stand on the elevated plane of the Christian virtues, which
proceed from nature elevated by grace, not from nature

alone ; but we are not at liberty to deny a certain degree of

merit to works of a less elevated character ; or to condemn,
as sinful, any works which, though they proceed from nat-

ure alone, do not oj^pose grace or the supernatural. We
may treat, as imperfect, all literary M'orks which are not

positively Catholic ; but we can censure, as sinful, none
which contain nothing repugnant to Catholicity. The poet

or novelist has no right to be anti-Christian, to be heretical,

or immoral in spirit or tendency ; to run in an}' thing

counter to Catholic truth or virtue ; but he is perfectly free

to follow nature in all respects in which nature stands sim-

l)ly below grace, without standing opposed to it. lie is free

to write a poem or novel, which turns wholly on natural

principles and affections, and which displays only natural

virtues, but he is not free to write a work, which opposes
his religion, and contradicts Catholic morality. Though
writing professedly as a literary man, he must still remem-
ber that he is a Christian and a gentleman. The law Avhich

binds his conscience in his devotions, binds him equally in

his poem or his novel ; and he has no more right, in his own
character, to be immoral, indecent, coarse, vulgar, rude, and
uncivil, to curse, swear, to lie, to slander, calumniate, or ex-

cite impure thoughts or prurient fancies in his literary pro-

ductions, than he has in well-bred Christian society. He
may be natural, but natural only in the sense in which nature

is not perverted ; in the sense in which nature responds to

grace, or is in accordance with it.

Let not our readers suppose that we are defending our-

selves ; we are only availing ourselves of an objection urged
i)y certain writers against us, in order to state, explain, and
defend the rule which should ofulde the Catholic in his lit-
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erary productions. The principles whicli should govern
him in literature, are precisely those which should govern
liini ill every department of secular life,—in politics, busi-

ness, and amusement. In all these, he is bound to be, at least,

negatively Catholic. He wlio follows the evangelical coun-

sels chooses the better part ; but no one is absolutely bound
to do more than to follow the evangelical precepts. All

are not bound to withdraw from the world, and to retire

to the cloister. It is lawful for Christians to live in the

world, and to take part in its daily commerce ; to love

iind be loved ; to marry and be given in marriage ; to

laugh and joke ; to sing and to dance ; to be glad and to

bo sorrowful ;—in a word, to do whatever is innocent, pro-

viding no positive duty is neglected. Undoubtedly, he
Avho aims only at this secular life, does not aim at the

highest, and may be in danger, by aiming no higher, of

falling short of the mark at which he aims. He cer-

tainly does not aim at perfection ; but not all imperfec-

tion is sin, and no man is bound to be perfect. It is pos-

sible to inherit eternal life, by keeping the precepts, with-

out attaining to the perfection which comes from keeping
the evangelical counsels.—" If thou wouldst be perfect^

fieil what thou hast, give it to the poor, and come and fol-

low me." We envy those privileged souls who are called

to the perfection of the religious state ; but it will be much
for us, if we attain to that lower degree of virtue, which,
though it secures not that perfection, yet, through the mercy
of God, may suffice to admit us into heaven. We must be
content, if we can bring the majority of Christians to keep
the commandments ; and, therefore, we must be content

to leave to literature all the latitude left to nature by
the positive precepts of our religion ; or all the liberty

whicli the church concedes to the secular order in general.

All secular life is free in so far as not hostile to supernatural

faith and morals ; and to the same extent, our literary as-

pirants are free to follow their natural genius, taste, and
tendencies. If they aim higher, and voluntarily assume
the counsels as their law, we applaud them ; they do what
is best ; but if they are content with secular literature, we
have no right to complain, so long as they use their liberty,

without abusing it.

We dwell on this point, because we are approaching the

period when Catholics are to make lai'ge contributions to

our American national literature, and it is' of great irnpor-
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tance that our literary aspirants should clearly understand

their liberty and its restrictions, and start on the right track.

The danger to be apprehended is that they will take their

models from the national literatures of the Old World. We
Americans have asserted our political independence, are on
the point of asserting our financial independence, and we
ought to be instant in asserting our literary independence.

We would not speak lightly of the popular national litera-

tures of Europe ; but we must be permitted to say, that none
of them are a suitable model for American literature. A
national literature is the exponent of national civilization,

and is truly national, only in so far as it accords with the

elements of its civil life. Our civil life, our civility^ in the

old sense of the word, is, though below, in strict accordance

with Catholicity. Here, for the first time in the history of

Christendom, have we found a civil order in harmony, as to

its principles, with the church. Here, then, only that can

be our national literature, which accords with Catholic faith

and morals. And here, for the first time since the found-

ing of the Christian Church, has such a literature been possi-

ble. All the literatures of the Old World, aside from the

literature of the church, of which we do not now speak, have

been the exponents of a civilization which was pagan in many
of its elements, and never in entire harmony with the teach-

ings, the mind, and the wishes of the church. Those old

national literatures, which proceed from, and speak to the

popular heart, in European nations, are the product of a

society never thoroughly converted, and they are, every day,

growing more and more pagan, more and more incompati-

ble with Catholicity. The popular national literature even

of Catholic Europe is only partially Catholic, and if we take

that as our point of departure, and as our model, we shall

not contribute to the creation of a literature in perfect har-

mony, either with our church, or with our American civil

order. We shall retain and exaggerate the discrepancy, now
60 marked in Catholic Europe, between profane and sacred

literature, and place our literature in hostility both to our

religion and to our politics, or civil polity.

It is a fact worthy of note, that we have never, as yet,

found in Catholic Europe that harmony between religion

and popular literature, which strikes us so forcibly in ancient

Greece and Rome, or even in modern Protestant nations.

No doubt, a principal cause of this nearly perfect har-

mony between religion and literature in the non-Catholic
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world, is that in the ancient pagan, as in the modern Protes-

tant nations, literature and religion both proceed from the

same source, and have the same end. Both originate in

perverted human nature, and give expression, under various

aspects, to that nature in its fallen and unregenerated state.

Catholicity, on the contrary, is from above, is supernatural,

and expresses the divine wisdom, power, and love ; and,

therefore, stands opposed to perverted nature. But another

reason is, that the popular literature of Europe, as distin-

guished from that of the church, took its rise in a society

not wholly converted from paganism, and has retained pagan
elements and tendencies. Now, as we are, for the most part,

trained in this old European literature, greatly deteriorated

as to its principles and tendency, by the later influences of

Protestantism, humanism, and incredulity, we are predis-

posed to reproduce it, and we can avoid doing so only by
being well instructed in the application of faith and theology,

as well as in the nature and application of the principles of

American civilization, and being constantly on our guard
against the false principles and tendencies of our literary

education. There is not a man in the country who has had
in his youth a thorough literary training, in strict accordance
with our religion and civilization ; or, that has not been
trained in a literature, if he has had any literary training at

all, in many respects adverse to both. The nature that has

predominated in his training, is not nature simply in the

sense in which it responds to revelation and grace, but a law-

less and licentious nature ; and the political principles which
underlie and pervade it are either those which presuppose
the absolutism of the one, or the absolutism of the many.
Our popular political doctrines, as expressed in such Amer-
ican literature as we have, are derived chiefly from Euro-
pean sources, and are incompatible either with liberty or

with government. The democracy of our institutions is a

very different thing from the democracy of our literature.

The democracy of our literature is that of European radi-

cals, red-republicans, revolutionists, social despots, and an-

arcliists ; for our literature is not yet American, and has
not 3'et been inspired by our own American institutions and
life, but copied from the literatures of the Old "World. In
literature, we are, as yet, only a European colony, under the

tutelage of the mother country, and unaware that we are of

age and may set up for ourselves. Only Catholic Ameri-
cans are in a position to assert and maintain American liter-
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arj independence ; for, it is only tliey who liave a religion

tiiat demands, or that can aid in effecting, such indepen-
dence. We hope our young literary aspirants, who are

coming foward in such numbers, will lay this to heart, and
prepare themselves for the work that awaits them, not only

by prayer and meditation, which are nev^er to be dispensed

with, but also by a profound study of the philosophy, if we
may so speak, of our religion, and of our American institu-

tions ; so tliat they may give us a literature which shall re-

spond to both. We do not ask them to aim at producing a

literature for the cloister, or one specially adapted to spirit-

ual reading ; for, in that literature the Catholic world already

abounds, and, moreover, that literature is Catholic, not

national, and can be produced as well in one age or nation,

as another. What we ask of them to aim at, and prepare

themselves for, is a popular national literature, which,

though natural, is pure and innocent ; though secular and
free, is inoffensive to Catholic truth and virtue ; and which,,

though not doing much directly to advance us in spiritual

life, shall yet tend to cultivate, refine, and humanize bar-

barous nature, and to remove those obstacles to the introduc-

tion and progress of Catholic civilization, which are inter-

posed by ignorance, rude manners, rough feelings, wild and
ferocious passions. The office of popular literature is not

precisely to spiritualize, but to civilize a people ; and as we
look here for the highest development of modern civiliza-

tion, we demand of our American Catholics the highest and
purest secular literature.

The ])rinciples of this independent American literature

are determined by our religion, and our political and civil

institutions ; but its form may be flexible, and bent to the

varying fashions of the day. The Catholic is at perfect

liberty to avail himself of poetry and Action. He may use

fiction, but he must not abuse it. It is not true, as a friend

writes us, that we have opposed all use of fiction by a

Catholic writer. We have opposed the greater part of mod-
ern novels and romances, not because they use fiction, but

because they make an improper use of the sentiment or pas-

sion of love, and inculcate false and pernicious views of love

and marriage. We need no novels and romances to awaken
the sentiment or passion of love in either sex, for it is sure

to awaken quite soon enough of itself. There are very few
modern novels and romances which, as a Christian, a patriot,

and a man, we do not feel it our duty to condenm. Their
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antliors, generally speaking, are men of little thought and
less experience. Yew of us have lived to middle age and
not lived and outlived more romance than the best of them
are able to embody in their works. They write from fancy,

not life. The love they speak of is itself a fancy, as our old
writers called it, a caprice, an affection of the sensitive soul,

usually a disease. Their love is fatal, irresistible, uncontrol-
lable, and to attempt to interrupt its course, or to prevent
two silly lovers from being united in marriage, is to war
against " manifest destiny." Trained under this false view
of love, our young people expect from marriage an elj'sium

which they will never find, and which can never be obtain-

ed except from a very different sort of love. Under the
influence of love as a sensitive affection, a fancy, they im-
agine that their union is essential to their mutual happiness,
and that they will continue to feel in regard to each other
after marriage as they now feel. They little dream of the
misery that awaits them when the illusion is dissipated. The
sort of love they feel, and on which they rely, is morbid,
transitory, and expires in its own gratification, like every
passion or feeling that has its origin in the sensitive soul.

The two simple souls were ready to die for each other, but
they are hardly married ere the charm is dissolved, and the
romance is ended. Each is no longer an essential to the

happiness of the other ; each is disappointed, cools to the
other, becomes indifferent, and to indifference succeeds dis-

like, upbraiding, recrimination, hatred ; and each takes a

course apart from that of the other, and seeks happiness, dis-

traction, or forgetfulness, in some sort of dissipation. It is

the influence of the false and illusory love chanted by our
poets and romancers, that creates that morbid state of socie-

ty, so general, which gives rise to the woman's rights move-
ments, and the legislation, becoming so alarmingly popular,

which facilitates divorce, and renders even marriage only a

transitory union.

Nothing having no more solid foundation than our sen-

sitive nature can be permanent and unchangeable, or be sat-

isfied even witlithe attainment of its end. Love, as a fancy,

the only love recognizable by the sensualist philosophy, is a

blind, a morbid craving, which nothing can fill. The heart
is uneasy, and asks it knows not wdiat, and, whatever illu-

sion it follows, is sure to be disappointed and rendered
only the more wretched. Hence nothing is less impractica-

ble to persons trained in the modern school of romance, than
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the doctrine whicli makes marriage indissoluble, and binds
love in the chains of duty. But the remedies sought bring
no relief. Your legislatures may make marriage dissoluble
at the will of the parties, or of either party alone, and leave
all to the workings of what is called " Free Love," but they
will only aggravate the evil, which is already but too real
and too great. The praises or the enchanting pictures of
love by your novelists and romancers, bring no relief, for the
mistake is precisely in relying on the love they labor to ex-
alt. Love, in any worthy sense of the word, is an affection of
the rational nature, intrinsically reasonable, and controllable
by reason and duty. It is a capital mistake to suppose that
love is subjected to the law of necessity, and that we cannot
love where we ought, and refrain from loving where we
ought not to love. Disappointment in genuine love, no
doubt, brings sorrow, and casts a shadow over the sunlight
of the heart, but it never breaks the heart or induces de-
spair; for whatever has its root in rational nature has,
through that nature, a recuperative power, which enables it

to heal its wounds, however deep. Men and women of the
tenderest hearts, of the most loving natures, have experi-
enced the most cruel disappointments in their purest and
dearest natural affections, and have survived them, recovered
their peace and tranquillity, found out new sources of en-
joyment, and obtained as large a share of happiness as ever
falls to the lot of mortals. Almighty God has in no in-

stance made the happiness of life depend on the possession
of the creature, however worthy, or so bound us up with the
creature as to leave us no solace for its loss.

Our poets and romancers make love, as a sensitive affec-

tion, sentiment, or passion, an infallible indication of the
will of God. It is beautiful, it is sacred, it is divine, it is

religion. Marriage without love, they tell us, is prostitution,
and it is love, and love only, that legitimates the union of
the sexes. Where love is there is true marriage, the real
sacrament of matrimony ; and love laughs at convention-
alities, laughs at legislative enactments and moral codes, and
goes where it will, and touches what hearts it pleases, with-
out condescending to say, " by your leave." It is the love
that authorizes the marriage, not the marriage that author-
izes the love. Society should recognize this, and leave
marriage free wherever"^ there is mutual love, and suffer it to
cease whenever the mutual love ceases. This is the doctrine
of a large and increasing jnodern school, and is, consciously
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or unconsciously, countenanced by the authors of nearly all

our modern popular literature. You may detect it in the

Elective Affinities by Goethe, in the novels of Georges Sand,
and in all the writings of your modern socialists, commu-
nists, and world-reformers. It is the doctrine of your " free-

love " associations. According to it the marriage contract,

in which each party solemnly promises to love, cherish, and
cleave to the other until death separates them, is immoral
and impracticable, for each promises what it is impossible to

perform. To love or not to love does not depend on us,

and it is immoral to exact from us promises to do what ex-

ceeds our power to do. Love legitimates marriage, and the

union of the sexes without love is immoral. Love is the
^' higher law," and to forbid marriage where it demands it,

is to set up human law against the law of God. This is the

conclusion to which we must come if we start with the

premises supplied by our modern poets and romancers.
Certainly, if it is love that legitimates marriage, and if it

depends not on us to love or not to love. Catholic marriage
is indefensible ; for in it the parties contract to do what they
cannot, and what it may often happen they ought not to do.

Perhaps there is a deeper truth underlying the doctrine of

our romancers than at first sight appears, and we are not
certain but they draw the only conclusion a consistent Prot-

estant can draw. If left, as Protestantism leaves us, to nat-

ure alone, marriage in the Catholic sense is for the most
part impracticable ; and to fulfil the conditions of Catholic

marriage, the grace of the sacrament is indispensable. Hence
it is the non-Catholic world rejects it, and substitutes for it

polygamy, concubinage, or licentiousness.

Our modern novels and romances give our youth a wrong
view of the relation and importance of marriage. They
represent it, in some form, as the end and aim of life, as

that to which all the thoughts and aspirations of the young
should be turned. To live unmarried is to fail in the great

end for which we were created. This is a purely Protestant
notion, to which Protestants have been driven in order to

find a justification of their insane warfare against monasti-
cism and the celibacy of the clergy. But it is a notion

fraught with mischief. It gives from an early moment a

wrong and dangerous direction to the thoughts and fancies,

hopes and expectations of our sons and daughters. Marriage
is honorable, and desirable for the great majority, but it

should not be regarded as the only honorable and desirable
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State, nor should the idea ever be entertained that every un-
married man or woman is necessaril}^ useless or miserable.

We reverence maternity, but we reverence virginity more

;

and we prefer that system of education which trains our
youth of either sex to a sort of mutual independence ; which,
while it tits them to discliarge all the duties of married life

witli alacrity and affection, yet enables them to be self-sup-

porting, and to feel that the highest ends and aims of life

are within reach of the unmarried, as w^ell as of the married.
Whenever marriage needs to be urged, and celibacy dis-

couraged, we may be sure that we have fallen on evil times,

and that the age and country we live in are corrupt and
licentious.

Moreover, modern poetry and romance, for the most part,

encourage an indocile and rebellious spirit. The popular
literature of the day is, to a fearful extent, satanic, and seems
to labor expressly to place the flesh above the spirit, and to

eliminate from every department of life all law, except the

law in our members. It exalts passion at the expense of

reason, and recognizes in man no free agency, no power to

govern his passions, and to regulate his affections according
to an objective moral law. To insist on his doing so, it is

maintained, is intolerable tyranny ; and hence with a depth
of thought not always appreciated, M. Proudhon has dared
assert that the belief in God is incompatible with the main-
tenance of liberty, that is, liberty in the sense of modern
popular literature, which makes love a passion, and duty a

sentiment. M. Proudhon is a far profounder thinker than
our " Know-nothings." They stop short with saying Catho-
licity and liberty are incompatible ; he goes further in the

same direction, and says, God and liberty are incompatible,

and that whoever asserts the existence of God must, if logi-

cal, accept the whole Catholic system, and acknowledge the

authority of the Catholic Church. God, he maintains, is a

tyrant and the source of all tyranny, which is only the last

word of modern popular literature, and strictly true, if man
has no free will, and is merely a creature of sentiment and
passion. There is an innate repugnancy between the moral
system of modern literature and that of the Bible or Catho-
licity. The Catholic system proceeds on the assumption
that man is essentially rational, and is always able, grace
assisting, by the exercise of his reason to control his passions,

and conform even his affections to the law of God, wliich

prescribes authoritatively his conduct. It does not forbid
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love, but treats it as an affection of the rational soul, and as

such controllable by reason and will, subject to the precepts

of law, or the demands of dut}'. Where the law makes it

our duty to love we can love, and where the law forbids us to

love we can refrain from loving. It is always in the power
of the husband to love his wife, and in the power of the

wife to love lier husband, and in the power of each to love

only the other ; and so in all other respects. We are not

only placed under law, but endowed with the faculty of

living according to law, and of marrying love and duty in

an indissoluble union. This is the Catholic moral system,

the system of the moral world itself, and against this system

modern literature tends everywhere to stir up the mind and

heart in rebellion.

Now the abuse of fiction, whether by Catholics or non-

Catholics, which we have here indicated, we of course con-

demn, but the use of it by Catholic writers, in a legitimate

way, for the conveying of useful instruction or innocent

amusement, we have never dreamed of censuring. Fiction

adopted as a vehicle of false philosophy, false morality, false

political and social theories, or of amusement, entertainment,

or diversion at the expense of innocence, is not allowable,

not because it is fiction, but because it is a misuse or misap-

plication of fiction. Here the rule we have laid down in

regard to literature in general obtains. But here also it may
be well to bear in mind, that in our days novels which are

sound in principle, though a little free or suggestive in ex-

pression, are less dangerous than those which, though chaste

in expression, are licentious in their principles. AXban may
be thought objectionable in some of its allusions and des-

criptions, and if our taste were consulted, several passages

would be omitted in a new edition ; but the most fastidious

reader must acknowledge that its principles are sound, and
that it will never, in the slightest degree, mislead the judg-

ment or corrupt the heart ; while Indiana and Consuelo,

though seldom indelicate in phrase or direct allusion, are even

more dangerous than the novels of Fielding, Smollett, or

Paul de Kock, with all their dirtiness. Yet whatever ex-

cites an impure emotion, or an impure thought, is an ob-

jection, and should be carefully avoided by the romancer.

But still more sedulously should we guard against those

things which through the senses or the sentiments pervert

the judgment, and create an erroneous conscience, for these

undermine the moral fabric itself, and leave us no founda-
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tion on which to build, no spot on which to rest the fulcrum
of the lever of reform. Hence it is, however vicious niay

be one's life, we hope for his recovery so long as he retains

the faith and a correct moral judgment, and despair of re-

gaining the apostate, although he preserv-es, and in fact in

proportion as he preserves, a good degree of moral decency
in his exterior conduct.

So far from objecting to the use of fiction by Catholic

writers, we should be glad to see them make a bolder and a

more liberal use of it than they have hitherto done. We do
not like those petty Catholic tales which mix up a poorly

managed love story with a dull, commonplace, and super-

ficial theological discussion ; but we object to them on t^ie

score of taste, rather than on the score of morals, and we
would never discourage their production, save in the hope
of encouraging the production of something better. No one
who has read I Promessi Sposi of Manzoni, can doubt that

Catholic genius, talent, and learning, may lawfully write

novels and romances ; and the romances of Scott, Bulwer
Lytton, and James, show us what advantages we might de-

rive from the historical novel, if we chose to cultivate it.

The novel is at present the popular literary form, and we
must adopt it, if we mean to act immediately on the

mind and heart of our age and country. jFabiola, by his

Eminence Cardinal Wiseman, will have a greater popular
influence than his admirable Lectures on the Catholic faith.

In our principles, in all that touches faith or morals, the

mind or the wishes of the church, we must be inflexible

and uncompromising ; but in what relates simply to the

literary form, we are free to conform to the reigning

fashion, as much so in literature as in the cut of a coat, or

the shape of a bonnet. The novel ma}' not be absolutely

the best literarj^ form, but it is here and now the best liter-

ary vehicle, after the newspaper and the review, that we can

adopt. We see no reason, then, why our authors should

not, in so far as comports with their genius and ability,

adopt it.

Polite literature, as it used to be called, here where
everybody reads, and will have his reading made easy, is a

power, and a power that may be wielded for good as well

as for evil. We can use it with as nmch effec^t as our ene-

mies, and so use it as to counteract no small portion of the

evil which results from their abuse of it. A novel written

with genius, learning, and taste, giving a correct view of
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some misrepresented period of history, or presenting the

various passions and affections of human nature in the light

of Catholic morality, giving them the full development and
play allowed by that morality, would not only help on the

general work of civilization, of mental culture and refine-

ment, but would force non-Catholics to recognize Catholic

genius and talent, in a field where they are best able to ap-

preciate their value. A novel or a poem, such as we can

conceive it, would, in the present state of the reading world,

do more to enable our religion to assume its proper place in

American life, than the theological treatise or the polemical

tract, however able or learned. The age of controversy, in

any legitimate sense of the word, has gone by, and the non-

Catholic world is not to be won back by polemical litera-

ture. We must meet non-Catholics on their strongest side,

and on what they regard as their own ground, and prove to

them that we can, on that very ground, successfully com-
pete with them. We must prove to them that in polite, as

in controversial literature, we can bear away the palm. It

will not do to rely on our past laurels, on what Catholics

have done for literature in past ages or in other countries.

We must show that we can, here and now, win and
wear the crown. !Not otherwise, humanly speaking, shall

we win for our church, and secure for ourselves, that ele-

vated position which we have the right to claim for both.

We must throw ourselves fearlessly, lovingly, confidingly,

into the deep and broad current of American life, Ameri-
can thought, and American literature, and show that not

one of them can dispense with our services, or exist with-

out us.

Nor is this all. We have become, in this country, a

numerous people in ourselves. We do not all live in the

cloister, or conceal ourselves in catacombs. We live here

in open day, spread all over this immense country, engaged
in every department of life, in law and justice, trade and
commerce, in agriculture and the mechanic arts, in art and
literature. We have all the classes that go to make up a

people, and all the literary, artistic, and intellectual wants
and tastes of an entire people. What have we done, or

what are we doing to meet these wants and tastes ? What
are we to do with this multitude of youth of both sexes,

growing up in our schools, academies, and colleges? How
are we to meet and satisfy their intellectual, literary, and
artistic wants ? Do we expect to meet and satisfy them
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with the Bible, prayer book, and manual of meditations ?

Experience teaches us that that is out of the question. Do
we expect to silence their cravings, or to change their

tastes, by the voice of authority, and leave them nothing

between the church and barbarism ? If it were desirable,

as it is not, it is impracticable, and not to be thought of.

To do so were contrary to the uniform practice of the

church, for the popes have always been the most liberal pro-

moters of art and literature. Moreover, we live in a reading

age and country, and our youth share and will share their

spirit and tastes, and they are not and will not be satisfied

with the literature of the cloister. They will resort to the

corrupt and corrupting literature of the day, unless we
furnish them a secular literature of our own, free from all

corrupting principles and tendencies, equally attractive and

adequate to their wants. We have no alternative ; we must
lose the greater part of these youth, or else provide for them
a literature, which, while it runs athwart no Catholic prin-

ciple, avails itself of all the resources of nature and art,—

a

free, fresh, original, living, popular literature, adapted to

meet and satisfy the wants of our youth, without weakening
their faith, or creating in them a distaste for prayer and

meditation. Such a liteiature we need, both for ourselves

and the country; for the corrupting popular literature fur-

nished b}' non-Catholics will be displaced only by means of

a purer, superior, and equally attractive Catholic literature.

Protestant nations are preserved from lapsing into all the

filthy abominations of the old pagan world, only by the

presence and moral influence among them of the Catholic

Church.
The literature we need must be American, cast in an

American mould, and conformed to American institutions

in all respects in which they are in accordance with Catho-

licity ; for the persons we have chiefly to care for are the

young, who are for the most part born in the country, and

who will, let the old folks say what they please, grow up
Americans. Italy has an Italian literature for Italians,

France a French literature for Frenchmen, Spain a Spanish

literature for Spaniards, Germany a German literature for

Gernums, Ireland an Irish literature for Irishmen, and we
must have an American literature for Americans. The
great body of Catholics in this country are, or if not, in a few
years will be, Americans. We must suffer neither ourselves

nor others to overlook this fact, or to think or speak of our
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cliiircli liere as an alien. She has been here long enough to

have taken out her last papers. She is at home here, natural-

ized, and as indigenous to the soil as any other American in-

stitution. All honor and gratitude to those who planted

our religion here, and who have nursed it with their pious

care, and watered it with their tears and their blood ; but

we must be permitted to feel that she has become an Ameri-
can institution, and has entered as an integral element into

American life. We may, and must proceed in our literary pro-

ductions as if the whole American people were Catholic or

at least prepared to read what we write, and to listen to our
Gregorian chant, as the writings and chant of their fellow-

citizens. Let our young literary Catholics, who aspire to

leave their mark on the age and country feel this, and
open their hearts to the glorious prospect it unfolds before

their eyes ; let them take courage and rise to the level

of their position, and with buoyant feelings, and loving

hearts, go forth with their fresh enthusiasm to contribute

their full share to the creation of such a literature as the

world has the right to expect from our republic. Young
America, if we did but know it, is Catholic America freed

from the autocracies and clogs of the Old World : and here

he has a Held equal to his aspiring genius, equal to the

vastness of his ambition, and let him betake himself witli

all his ardor, under the providence of God, to its cultiva-

tion.

We have only "brief space in wdiich to speak ei^iecially of

the works cited at the head of this article. Willy Reilly is

an interesting Irish story, founded upon fact. It is said to

be Carleton's best, but to our liking it is far below The Poo?'

Scholar. Carleton has genius of a certain order, and his

sketches of Irish character certainly have great merit. In
Willy Reilly he shows that his sympathies are with the

oppressed part of his countrymen. His exposition of the

wrongs they endure, and the cruelty practised by the gov-
ernment and officials towards them, is as truthful as it is

harrowing. But we do not read him with the pleasure that

we do Gerald Griffin, or even Banim, to either of whom he
is inferior in the nobler qualities of the heart, and the true

Irish genius. The hero of his book we are told is a good
Catholic, but his conduct and words indicate what we call

a liberal Catholic, one who knows little, and cares less for

his religion, and adheres to it less from conviction than from
a point of honor. He is so liberal that he would deprive
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the clergy of all voice in education, and give the control of
it to the state ; make even a Protestant state the educator of

the children of Catholics, so as to prevent them from grow-
ing up bigots and becoming intolerant. From such a Catho-
lic we can only say, " Good Lord deliver us."

Mr. MacCabe is a Catholic, what we call a Papist, and is

not ashamed of the papacy. He is a man of learning, abil-

ity, and industry. His style as a writer is rich and vigor-

ous, but a little too stiff, and lacking in ease, naturalness,

and grace. He has admirable descriptive powers, and a

powerful imagination, but a little wild, and quite too sombre.
He does not appear to be quite free of his craft as a novel-

ist, and though well read in the chronicles of the middle
ages, in which his scenes are laid, his novels will not bear a

comparison with the historical novels of Scott or Manzoni.
His pictures are too dark, and his Bertha and Florine would
be both healthier and more pleasing if they were more fre-

quently relieved by scenes of a lighter and more humorous
character. He does not give us breathing-spells enough.
The tragic interest of his works becomes too painful. Never-
theless his tales possess a very high value, and are calcu-

lated to do much to give their readers a correct view, the

one of the nature of the struggle between the papacy and
the empire in the time of St. Gregory YII., the other of the

first crusade. Several of the characters are well drawn and
sustained. Beatrice is a vision of loveliness and purity,

Philip of Brefney in Florine is a noble creation, and the

old man, Walter Fitzwalter, is a very fair representative of

the devil. The author, however, is not very remarkable
for nice discrimination of character, or delineating its finer

and subtiler shades. He is historical rather than dramatic

in his genius, and we could not always detect the person

by hearing him speak. Bianca, Beatrice, Bertha, Florine are

all the same person in different positions and circumstances.

Amine is good, but colorless, and Zara is in part a copy of

Naam in the Uscoque of Georges Sand, but has less firm-

negs, and a more turbulent temper. Still we are glad the

works have been written and that they are republished on
this side of the water.
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We have always the same old enemy to combat, but not

always on the same battle-ground, nor with precisely the

same weapons, the same tactics, or the same strategetics.

Each age has its own battle-ground, and its peculiar weap-

ons and mode of warfare. The fathers lived in the midst

of a hostile world, when the battle with error was serious,

earnest, and tliey jfought bravely, as men wdio fight for life

or death, for all that is near and dear to them, against real

enemies, who also fought in earnest against them ; and they

came off conquerors, though by being slain, not by slaying.

They were followed by the scholastics, who lived for the

most part in the bosom of a nominally Christian world,

and who simply, in peace, gave lessons to be applied in war.

They did well and nobly the work they had to do ; but the

opponents they combated were seldom the opponents one

meets in real life, and the battles they waged were, to a

great extent, mimic battles, designed chiefly to train and

discipline troops for real war when it should come. Till

the real war came, and the armies they disciplined were
obliged to take the field against a real, living, and deter-

mined foe, their training, or discipline, was admirable and

answered every purpose. They made an admirable appear-

ance on parade. But there is in the whole scholastic disci-

pline something artificial and unreal, and it has almost always

been found inefticient when transported from the schools

into real life. It was admirable for tilt or joust, where the

knights fought in sport, to show their skill and prowess for

their ladie love, and were obliged to conform strictly to the

rules of the lists ; but we all know it broke down when it

had to war in downright earnest with a Luther or a Calvin,

and. their flying artillery and irregular horse.

We certainly do not mean to undervalue the labors, the

logic, or the services of the scholastics from the eleventh to

the sixteenth century. There are few questions that they
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liavc not discussed, and well discussed ; there are few trutlis

in philosophy or in theology that they have not known, and,

in one form or another, set forth and defended ; and no man
is, or can be, well qualified to engage in any of the contro-

versies even of our day, who has not in some way availed

himself of their labors. Still their methods will not answer
our purpose now ; for now we have to meet, not mere ama-
teur foes, or reply sim])ly to objections of our own invention

or statement. It is true that there is scarcely an objection

urged at any time against our religion that we cannot find

stated in its strongest form, and refuted by our scholastic

divines; but the objection is, for the most part, stated and
refuted for the Catholic rather than for the non-Catholic

mind. The scholastics are, as controversialists, far more
influential in keeping men who have the truth from going
astray, than in recovering from error those who, unhappily,

have yielded to its seductions.

Moreover, the scholastics, as their name implies, thought,

wrote, and discussed in the bosom of the schools for scholars,

and to form scholastics. In their times the people at large

took little part in theological discussions, and theological

controversy was left, as it should be, to the schools and
professional theologians. There was, then, no necessity of

studying a popular manner, of laboring to catch the popular

ear, and to arrest the popular attention. Having only

scholars to deal with, it sufficed to write for scholars only.

Authors could count on the public they addressed to read

what they Avrote, however elaborate or long might be their

tracts or treatises. But we have, in our times, to discuss

the most diflicult problems before a non-professional public,

an ignorant, conceited, and impatient public, that takes no
further interest in the grave questions we present than we
can create by our writings themselves. We have to create

our own audience, and form our own public, before we can

speak or write at our ease, or feel sure of being read or

listened to. The age is frivolous, and wants not only faith,

but seriousness, earnestness, save in trifles or in the accumu-
lation of sensible goods. Serious studies are in low repute,

unless we find a partial exception in Germany. In theology

we study com])endiums of compendiums, and the illustrious

cardinal archbishop of Rheims has felt it necessary to write

a compendium of dogmatic and moral theology in French,
for the benefit of the Fi'ench clergy,—the French revolu-

tion having left nearly a whole generation of Frenchmen to
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grow up without solid classical studies, literary culture, or
mental discipline.

Luther and Calvin brouglit the discussion of theological

questions of the gravest magnitude out from the schools

into tlie forum, and made the ignorant and unprofessional

pnljlic, instead of scholars, the judges. We may regret the

fact, l)ut we cannot unmake it. If we refuse to address

tlie people, we only leave the field free to the advocates of

error. We liave suffered the enemy to choose his own bat-

tle-field, and we must now meet him there or nowhere. In
plain words, we have to defend to-day the Catholic cause in

tlie public arena, before a light, frivolous, captious, and im-

patient audience. We cannot do tljisby the scholastic meth-
ods—by long chains of syllogistic reasoning, elaborate trea-

tises, or ponderous folios ; for our treatises will not be read,

and our dry, formal reasoning, however just and conclusive,

will not be heeded. We have to depend on the celerity of

our movements, the sudden dash of our cavalry, and the

rapid advance, discharge, and sure aim of our flying artil-

lery, and our sharp-shooters armed with their Minie rifles,

instead of heavy dragoons, or the solid columns of heavy
armed and carefully drilled infantry. We must fight an
enemy always in motion, and tliat will not await a heavy
cliarge. Hence it is that we must drop the ponderous folio

for the light octodecimo, the elaborate treatise for the brief

essay of the quarterly, or the leading article of the daily or

weekly. The age is too fickle, too impatient, too much in a

hurry, too incapable of sustained thought or serious appli-

cation, to read books, unless light romances, or "sensa-

tion novels." Few are patient enough to read, even in

the newspapers, any thing more than the telegraphic dis-

patches.

Some learned and zealous members of the illustrious So-

ciety of Jesus seem to have been fully aware of these facts,

and have, in consequence, established the publication before

us, which was commenced as a serial, but is now continued
as a quarterly periodical. The earlier volumes, as the later

numl)ers, are filled with separate articles on various theologi-

cal, philosophical, and historical subjects, written with rare

learning, deep earnestness, great force, in an excellent spirit,

good taste, with clearness, beauty, ahd elegance. The four

volumes before us are filled with important articles and es-

says on subjects of living and pressing interest, and are

ajnoug the most valuable volumes, in relation to contem-
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porary wants, any members of the society liave to our knowl-
edge produced since its restoration by Pius VII. in 1814.
They indicate that in spite of what it lost by its suppression

under Clenlent XIY., the society retains elements of its

original life, and in the providence of God it is destined to

recover its pristine glory, and render to our poor nineteenth
century services that will not suffer by comparison with
those it rendered to the sixteenth or the seventeenth. There
may be in the society certain old fogies who dwell among
the tombs, with their eyes not only dim, but on the back
side of their heads, and who can hope nothing for the world
till it is restored to the state it was in before the French
revolution; but these need not disturb us. Everywhere we
find such men, and nowhere are they to be despised. They
serve as a necessary drag on the bolder, more adventurous,
and more audacious spirits, who, if left to their own momen-
tum, might run too fast and too far, and experience the fate

of the giddy son of Phcebus, who undertook, for a day, to

manage his father's horses, and guide the chariot of the sun
in its course. But we find them in less proportion among
the Jesuits than in any other religious order ; and as a gen-
eral thing, at least in France and our own country, the sons

of St. Ignatius keep themselves better up with the times,

are less wedded to routine, and more ready to adapt them-
selves, as far as lawful, to the age and country, than any other

class equally numerous that can be named.
Religious orders may sometimes insist too strenuously on

their canonical rights, privileges, and exemptions to l)e al-

ways acceptable to every bishop in whose diocese they are

established ; but experience proves that they have for ages

been of the greatest utility to the church. Regulars have a

freedom and independence that we can hardly expect from
seculars. Vowed to poverty and obedience, dead to the

world and its pleasures, married to a celestial Spouse, and
living only for the greater glory of God, they are in their

normal state free to go wherever God commands, and to do
whatever he prescribes. Exempted from the cares of the

world, freed from the responsibility of governing the church,

they are free to devote themselves to the living interests of

religion, in any time or place, without having to confer with
flesh and blood, or reckoning with the flunkyism of the*

age, the cupidity and selfishness of the rich, or the ambition

and caprices of the great. The world can deprive them of

nothing they have not begun by renouncing, and it can give
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them nothing which they have not already vohTntarily

trampled under their feet. TJiey have nothing to fear, and

nothing to hope from men. They are always free to attack

the reigning evil of the times, to denounce popular sins, and

to defend unpopular virtues. They are in the highest and

nol)lest sense of the word free-men, and do not need to

tremble when the heathen rage and the kings of the earth

imagine vain things. Their portion is the Lord, and no

power but their own will, can take it from them. They do

not fear to face the realities of the day, to call things by
their right names, nor feel that when God sends a saint on

•earth to trouble the waters of the stagnant pool or to com-

bat spiritual wickedness in high places as well as in low

places, they must join the hue and cry against him, and

continue to din in his ear that he is too rash, ruin-

ing every thing by his imprudence, and that he should

always observe the noble maxim : Quieta non movere.

Among all the religious orders the Jesuits seem to us the

freest and best adapted by their institute to the service of

religion in all times and places, and under all circumstances.

Of course, nobody dreams of substituting them for the secu-

lar clergy who are provided for in the original constitution

of the church. The regular clergy have under the church,

in some sense, the mission of the prophets under the old

dispensation. They do not supersede the secular priest, but

they become his powerful auxiliary, and do what he some-

times neglects, fears, or is really unable to do. But regard-

ed in the light of auxiliaries, the Jesuits are able to render

to religion "the most invaluable services. Tlieir institute

binds Ihem to no one line of duty ; it gives them for their

mission the special missions of all the other orders, and per-

mits them to be contemplative and mortified with the Trap-

pist, erudite with the Benedictine, theologians and preach-

ers with the Dominicans and Franciscans, educators for all

classes, and missionaries to the heathen or to lukewarm
Christians who have hardly a name to live. There is no

Christian work,—no work either for God or humanity, for

religion or civilization, to which they are not free to turn

their hand. All who study their institute must admire its

comprehensiveness and its flexibility, and hai'dly any more

than the constitution of the church herself, can it need al-

teration or amendment with the lapse of time and the

mutations of human events. We see not how the order can

ever grow old or be out of date: nothing in its institute
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hinders it from preserving the freshness and bloom of per-

petual youth.

We will not say that every member of this illustrious so-

ciety has been a saint ; we will not say that none of its mem-
bers have ever suffered their zeal for the salvation of souls

to lead them to tolerate practices which cannot lawfully be
tolerated, as in the case of the Chinese and Malabar rites

;

we will not say that individuals have not pushed too far

and abused the principle on which St. Paul says he acted,

of becoming all things to all men that he might gain some
;

but this much we can and will say, that the errors, if any
are to be charged to them, have leaned to virtue's side. The
principle on which thej, as a society, have alM'ays acted, is a

sound one. They have never been innovators in theology^

dogmatic or moral, but they have always, within the limit

of orthodoxy, taken the side of human liberty, and main-
tained for man all the freedom the law leaves him. If they
have erred, they have erred on the side of laxity, not on the

side of rigorism, which is the safer error of the two. They
have never sought to make the law broader than the Law-
giver himself has made it. They have never intentionally

sacrificed any Catholic doctrine or principle to the exigences

of time and place ; but they have studied to leave to each
age and nation all its laws, institutions, customs, habits,,

manners, and usages not incompatible with Catholic faith

and morals, and have labored to change no more in the

private, domestic, or public life of a people than is absolute-

ly required by the Christian law. As far as they lawfully

can, the}' always conform to the spirit of the times, to the

tendencies of the age or country. This spirit of conformi-

ty, or of accommodation, which prevents them from com-
ing more than is necessary for salvation into collision wath

one's own age or country, and which a very considei'able

class of our own Catholic population, if they could avoid

abusing it, would do well to cultivate, has availed them
much reproach, and given in the English language a bad
sense to the word Jestiitical, a sense which is wholly unde-
served. But, on the other hand, the non-Catholic world

f)ays to them the high compliment of calling every Catlio-

ic who takes a deep interest in religion, is zealous for its

rights, and devoted to the independence and prosperity of

the church, a Jesuit. Notliing could better prove the fidel-

ity of the Jesuits to their Master, or better testify to the

wisdom of their course and the utility of their services.
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We have had in these late years men of great abilities and

vast erudition, laboring with true zeal for the interests of

the church ; but we have had comparatively very few who
have fully comprehended the wants of their age, or under-

stood the best manner of meeting them. In Great Britain

and Ireland the attention of Catholics has very properly

and very necessarily been directed to local questions be-

tween conflicting nationalities, conflicting political parties,

and the church and a particular form of heresy, and there-

fore could not be engaged in the discussion of the broader

and more general questions of the age. Moreover, English

and Irish Catholics have been but just relieved,—indeed, are

hardly yet relieved,—from the crushing weight of an iniqui-

tous system of penal laws, enacted by bigotry and state

policy, for the express purpose of brutalizing the Catholic

population, and extirpating Catholicity from the British do-

minions. They have had leisure and opportunity to con-

sider only the questions which more immediately and more
pressingly affected themselves. In this country we have,

so far as politics, law, the administration of government are

concerned, ample freedom ; but we have only recently had

a Catholic public of much national consideration, and the

English-speaking portion of our Catholic popnlation being

new-comers, and the majority from the less cultivated classes

of the mother country, migrating hither primarily for the

improvement of their worldly position and circumstances,

have understood the importance and bearing only of such

questions as they were familiar with in Great Britain and

Ireland, and have been slow to learn that the greater part

of those questions are out of place here, and that the larger

portion of the intellectual strength we put forth has been

put forth on questions that have and can have no significance

in the United States, or for the world at large. Our
Catholic population, formed of excellent materials, have not

had the necessary preparation for entering into the great

controversies with non-Catholics which the age demands.

Our clergy have been too few for the population, and over-

worked in attending to the immediate spiritual wants of

their people, in administering the sacraments, in building

churches, school-houses, colleges, hospitals, and asylums,

—

they have had little heart and less leisure to take part in

any controversies not forced upon them by their daily rou-

tine of duties. Yet there are unmistakable evidences that

we are, and that at no distant day, to have in this country
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the most intellectually active Catholic population of the

world ; and that we are destined to take an important part

even yet in the great controversies of the nineteenth cen-

tury. We have only to check our impatience, and wait for

the young men now in our colleges to come forth and enter

the Held as laborers for God and humanity, to find our
press,—the best supported Catholic press in the world,—lay-

ing aside its foreign aspect and character, and becoming
thoroughly Catholic instead of simply national, and the

leader in all the great controversies of the day. As the Old
World sinks the New must rise.

In Germany the real issues before the public are perhaj^s

better understood and morescientifically met than anywhere
else, but for the German mind only. German Catholic liter-

ature is the most solid, the most erudite, the most vigorous

literature of our times ; but it is of recent growth, and but

little known out of Germany. Italy ought to be the leading

Catholic nation of the world, but, cut up into a number of

petty states, and disturbed by political and revolutionary

passions, it is a scandal rather than a light to the age. The
Jesuits first at Naples, afterwards at Rome, have attempted
to speak to the public through the pages of La Oimltd
Cattolica, but, after all, more in reference to the state of

things in Italy than elsewhere. The unsettled state of the

peninsula, and the delicate position of the Holy &ee in re-

lation to the temporal powers. Catholic and non-Catholic,

the repressive policy adopted by Austria, Naples, and most
of the Italian governments, and the fears and apprehensions
produced by the revolutionary storm ready at any moment
to burst forth, have cramped the freedom of the good fathers

of the Civiltd^ and given to their periodical an air of timid-

ity and restraint. The writers are learned and able, but one
feels in reading their essays that they are men of a past age,

or, if living men of the present, men who dare not give, or

who feel that it would not be prudent to give, free and full

ex])ression to their own inward life. They move as men in

chains, or men who feel that free movements are not per-

mitted them. After all, Rome, though the seat of authority,

is not the centre of contemporary intellectual movements,
and is not the place to which we are to look for the free and
full development of Catholic journalism. The world will

look upon a Catholic periodical published at Rome as an
olficial or semi-ofticial publication, and will hold the pope
responsible for its statements. It will be consulted in order
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to ascertain the intentions of authority, and cited whenever
it can be against tlie church, but any furtlier it will not be

regarded. It becomes in all other respects as nugatory as

all official organs usually are.

Say what we will, France is the country to which we must
look for the final discussion of all great world-questions ; not

because she is profounder, more learned, more scientific, or

more intelligent than Germany, or even Italy, but because

she is more sympathetic, more communicative, and more
popular. She leads the fashions of the civilized world, and
fashions for the mind as well as for the body. She, bettei-

than any other nation, represents the spirit and tendencies

of the age, for she feels them more quickly and more vividly.

She is the centre of modern life, in its good and in its evil.

Her language is almost a universal language, and no litera-

ture can vie with hers in its diffusion and popularity. Though
the first military power of the day, she is more powerful by
her language and literature, her fashions and her ideas, than

by her arms. Rome is the seat of the spiritual power, the

mistress of faith and discipline, to whom we must look for

guidance and support in our war against the errors and the

evil tendencies of the times ; but Paris is the seat of the

secular power, the focus of all the good and the bad influ-

ences of the age, and whose jjlacet is necessary to popularity.

I^^othing is really published to the world, till it is published

at Paris and in French. We are, therefore, very thankful

that the Etudes are written in French and issued from the

French capital. Things written in English or German, or

rather concealed in these noble tongues, may now be brought

to light, and placed before the reading public of all nations.

There is another periodical, Le Correspondant^ published

at Paris, under the auspices of the illustrious Count de
Montalembert, that has rendered and still is rendering valu-

able services to the Catholic cause, and which has strong

claims on the gratitude of the Catholic public. It has bat-

tled nobly against the Oscuranti^ or old fogies, as we say in

Hiberno-English, and has labored, not without success, in

preventing Catholic interests from being identified in the

public mind with those of despotism, for which, as a matter

of course, it lias received the anathemas of that lay pope,

and recent idol of unthinking Catholics, Louis Yeuillot.

But it is devoted, principally, to the external interests of

Catholicity, and to the consideration of its political, social,

and literary relations ; and however able, useful, and indis-
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pensable, it leaves ample margin to the good Jesuit fathers

for their quarterly, devoted to the same general cause indeed,

but more especially under its tlieological, philosophical, and

historical relations, and, being so devoted, perhaps less likely

to fall under the censure of the government. Ze Corre-

spondant is conducted, chiefly, for seculars ; the Etudes is

conducted by religious and theologians by profession, and

is addressed primarily to the religious and theological mind,

though with liberal feelings, in a philosophical spirit, and
popular style and manner. If the succeeding numbers cor-

respond, in learning, intelligence, life, and freedom, to those

already issued, it can hardly fail to supply a real want in

Catholic periodical literature.

This periodical commands our attention, because it is fully

up to the highest level of contemporary polemics. Its con-

ductors are well aware that controversy has changed its

ground, and that the loose statements, calumnious charges,

and unscientific objections urged by no-poperj^ writers in

our English-speaking world, and which some of us Catholics

are busy refuting with statements hardly less loose, and argu-

ments hardly less unscientific, are not now the grave things

for the Catholic controversialist. The real chiefs of the

non-Catholic world scorn these petty cavils, coarse calumnies,

and miserable sophistries of the Brownlees, Spari'ys, Dow-
lings and Beechers, and even shrink from contact with those

who call the pope " Anti-christ," and the church " the Wliore
of Babylon," or " the Mystery of Iniquity ; " they, at least,

affect to be liberal, fair, candid, and impartial. In some re-

spects, some of them really are so. We owe to Protestant

writers the explosion of the scandalous fable, not invented

by Protestants, of a female pope, and the best vindication we
have of that much calumniated pope, St. Gregory VII. ; and
the Protestant Leo has been surpassed, in the fair and just

defence of the popes, in their relations with the German
emperors in the middle ages, by no Catholic author we hap-

l)en to be acquainted with. The higher class of non-Catho-

lic writers of the day may have no more love for the church

than have the vulgar no-popery writers, but they have more
self-respect, and more regard for their own reputation. They
are men who really stand, in their several departments, at the

head of the modern world. They draw their objections from
philosophy, science, and history, and aim to present only

objections of real weight and solidity. These are not men
to be turned off with a joke, nor are their objections such as
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can be refuted by a sneer, or dismissed with a majestic wave
of the hand. Their objections, no doubt, are, in reahty, as

unfounded, and their arguments as inconchisive, as those

insisted on by the small fry of no-popery writers, but they
are evidently drawn from a high order of thought, and are

far less discreditable to the understanding of those who urge
them and of those against whom they are urged.

The Catholic who aspires to meet the real issues now be-

fore the educated and scientific public, has to prepare him-
self to meet not only the old theological objections, but ob-

jections drawn from philosophy, philology, ethnology,

geology, history, the sciences, naturalism, and natural-super-

naturaiism, or natural mysticism. If we look beyond the

flashy no-popery literature of the day, penetrate beneath
the surface and go to the root of the matter, we shall find

that it is simply, as we have often asserted, Christianity not

only as a supernatural revelation, but also as a supernatural

order of life, we have now to defend, and to defend against

men who are up to the level of their age in science and
erudition, and who admit, at best, only the natural-super-

natural order, and seek to explain all the phenomena of

man's religious life by means of what may justly be termed
natural, as distinguished from Christian, mysticism. In
doing this, both charity and policy require us to begin with
endeavors to recall to the unity of the church all those who
are churchmen in principle, and really I'etain, though out-

side of the Catholic communion, a real belief in Christianity

as a supernatural order of life, flowing, not merely from the

eternal Word, but from the eternal Word made flesh.

Individuals among Protestants there may be found, who re-

tain this belief, but no Protestant sect or communion, as

such, retains it. The Protestant world has broken with
Christianity itself, and refuses to recognize or accept its

fundamental and essential principle. But such is not the

case with the Russian or Greek Church. The Russian
church is schismatic, but not heretical. It retains the great

body of Christian doctrine in a Catholic sense, unless we
except its view of the papacy. It does not deny the pri-

macy of Peter, it only denies that it is of faith that the suc-

cessor of Peter in the see of Rome is the supreme head and
governor of the church ; yet even here it concedes his right

to preside in oecumenical councils, and that there can be no
cecumenical council in which he does not preside, either in

person or by his legates. While the Russians maintain that
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tlie supremacy of the pope is not of faith, they aekuowledije,
as we gather from Pere Gagarin, himself a Russian, and
brouglit up in the Russian churcli, that they do not say that

it is against faith, or that there has ever been a decision of

the universal church against it. We are glad, therefore,

that the Etudes treats the Russian question as a primary
question in our dav, and regards the reconciliation of Rus-
sia with the Holy See as a matter that should engage the
tlioughts and the prayers of Christians throughout the
world. Fatliers Gagarin, Yerdiere and Buck, give us
most interesting and valuable essays on the Russian church,
and dissipate many prejudices long entertained by the
Latins against the Greeks. They take up the question of

the Russian church in an earnest and hopeful spirit, and
M'ith a full knowledge of its character and history. They
place the church in its true light, learnedly and ably defend
its substantial orthodoxy, and refute the popular charges
brought against it by Catholics who speak from ignorance
and prejudice, rather than from knowledge and charity.

They show, however inexcusable is the eastern schism, and
however fatal it may be, that all the blame is not on the
side of the orientals. The popes liave always been just

to the Greeks, but many of the Latin princes, bishops,

aTid writers have always seemed to us, when we were read-

ing tlie history of the unhappy schism, to have treated the

orientals with a passion and bitterness, with a haughtiness
and contempt, which but little comjjort with the Christian

character.

It is sometimes assumed that the Russians never were
Catholics, that they were converted by missionaries from
Constantinople after the schism had been effected. "We
lieard even many Catholics maintaining this during the

Crimean war. But this is a mistake, and Father Verdiere
has proved that they were converted while the Greeks re-

mained in communion with the Holy See, and that they
were not only Catholics, but very good and zealous Catho-
lics. In point of fact, they did not separate from the apos-

tolic see when the patriarch of Constantinople did, nor till

long afterwards. Indeed, the schism in Russia was hardly
complete before the reign of Ivan the Terrible, and probably
would have been healed near the close of the seventeenth
century, but for the revolution, gotten up chietly by the
protestantizing archbishop of Moscow, that placed JPeter

the Great on the throne instead of the rightful heir. Peter
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completed the subjection of the spiritual power, by estab-

lishino- the Holy Synod of St. Petersburg, with a lay head,

and did what he could to protestantize the Russian clei'gy,

as Catherine II. did what she could to iniidelize and corrupt

the Russian nobility, thinking thus to enlighten her people,

advance civilization, and enhance the glory of her empire.

Still the mass of the Russian people have always held, and
still hold fast the doctrine they received from their Catholic

ancestors. Even on the procession of the Holy Ghost
they are orthodox, and agree with the Latins. For they

maintain that in denying that the Holy Ghost proceeds

from the Father and the Son, they maintain that he only

proceeds from a single principle, or by a single act or spira-

tio7i of the divine being. They are intent on asserting

the singleness or unity of the Divinity, whose spiration is

the Holy Ghost ; the Latins agreeing with them in this

seek, more especially, to mark the consubstantiality of the

Son to the Father, and therefore that the divine nature

from which the Holy Ghost proceeds is common to the

Father and the Son, unbegotten in the Father, begotten in

the Son. It is not unlikely that the supposed differences of

doctrine on the procession of the Holy Ghost, between the

Greeks and the Latins, grew out of mutual misunderstanding.

The Latins were less philosophical than the Greeks, and
when they heard the Greeks saying the Holy Ghost pro-

ceeds from the Father alone, they concluded that the Greeks
denied that the Son had any agency in his production ; and
the Greek, when he heard the Latin say the Holy Ghost
proceeds from the Father and the Son, concluded that he

meant to assert that he proceeded from the Son as a dis-

tinct principle from the Father, which would have been a

heresy. Still, the great controversy on this subject was oc-

casioned by the insertion in the Symbol as left by the

fathers of Constantinople, of the words Filioque. These
words seem to have been added primarily by officious

Spanish and Galilean bishops, without the papal authority,

in order to condemn the supposed error of the Greeks.

Pope St. Leo III. refused to sanction their insertion by the

Council of Frankfort, not on the ground that the doctrine

was false, for he declared that to be true, but on the ground
that the fathers of Constantinople for good reasons had
omitted them, and to insert them would only give occasion

to the clamors of the Greeks, and perhaps lead to a schism.

Subsequently, the insertion received the papal sanction, be-
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cause circumstances had ma^le it necessary, in order to

avoid scandal and to save the true Catholic doctrine in the
West.
The Etudes shows very conclusively that the doctrine of

the Russian church on purgatory, the future life, and
other points on which it has hy some been supposed to err,

can very easily, by a little explanation, be reconciled with
the Catholic doctrine, and indeed, that whatever differences

there may be between the Russians and Catholics, aside

from differences of communion, are differences not between
the teaching of the Catholic Church and the official teach-

ing of the Russian church, but rather differences between
the opinions outside of faith held respectively by Catholics

and the Russians. Doubtless, among both Greeks and
Latins, there are floating about many opinions, in regard to

which they differ very widely from each other. We often

insist on the distinction between Catholic tradition and the

traditions of Catholics. Among the Latins there are vari-

ous notions about purgatory which are not of faith, and
which the Greeks do not accept. The Greeks do not be-

lieve that either the fire of purgatory or the fire of hell is

material fire, and because they do not, many Latins imagine
that they are unsound in the faith ; but the Catholic Church
nowhere teaches that the fire in either is material fire. Pre-

scind from both Latins and Greeks the differences there

may be between them in matters not of faith ; restrict the

question to what the church really and officially teaches, and
it will be found that there is no difference between them
but a difference of communion, or a hierarchical difference.

They are separated only by a simple schism, and all that is

needed to reestablish union and restore unity is simply for

the orientals to recognize the supremacy of Peter, and the

authority of his successors in the see of Rome to feed, rule,

and govern the church.

There are, no doubt, many obstacles to the reunion of the

Russian church, but there are none that vve need regard as

insuperable. The first step towards their removal will, how-
ever, be to disabuse the Latins of their prejudices against

the Greeks, and to convince them that the reunion is not to

be despaired of. How much or how^little influence the writ-

ings of our learned fathers in the Etudes will have on the

disunited Russians we have no means of determining ; but
we think they cannot fail to have a great and salutary in-

fluence on the Latins, in correcting many false notions they
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liave imbibed against tlie Russians and the Greeks general-

ly, and in producing more liberal, generous, and ciiaritable

feelings towards them. The orientals, and especially the

Russians, are more disposed to be religious, have more re-

ligious susceptibility, and are further removed from that

chilling indifference and cold-hearted scepticism of the West
than are the populations of western Europe and America

;

and it would be dithcult to iind a Catholic sovereign so truly

observant of his religion as was the late emperor Nicholas
I. Aside from the sin of schism, in which he persisted, he
was, under the religious point of view, as under many others,

a model prince. The Russian clergy are by no means that

low and degraded class that ignorant and prejudiced travel-

lers are too fond of representing them ; and the Russian
people have, as was proved in the Crimean war, most excel-

lent dispositions. Reunite them to the centre of unity,

emancipate the Russian clergy from their subjection to the

civil power, and give to the people a reasonable liberty, ob-

tained not by destroying, but by developing their old insti-

tutions, and the Russians would be the finest and noblest

people in Europe.
The reunion of Russia, under simply a political point of

view, is a most desirable measure. It is necessary to preserve

the proper balance of power in Europe, and to secure the rec-

ognition and maintenance of legitimate authority, and in-

ternational law. Great Britain has never been very scru-

pulous in regard to the rights of other nations, especially if

feeble nations, and France is still less so. The present im-

perial government makes war for an "idea" on whom it

sees proper, shows no respect for international or any other

right, and lends all its power and influence to sustain iili-

busterism on a grand scale. The war against Austria, the

wresting from her of the rich province of Lombardy, the

march of Prince Napoleon, with the fifth corps Warmee^
through the duchies, and their annexation, perhaps, to Sar-

dinia, the stirring up of the revolution in Romagna, and the

advice recentl}- given to the Holy Father, by tlie emperor
of the French, to give up to the rebels the ^milian prov-

inces are only so many examples of sublime filibustering.

The principle on which they all rest for their justification is

precisely the principle on which our own filibusters rest their

justification for invading Cuba and Nicaragua, and the only
difference we can discover between Louis Napoleon and
William Walker is in the difference of the sphere in which
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they respectively operate, and the forces they have or have

had respectively at their command. William Walker, as well

as the emperor of the French, made war for an "idea," and

a genuine " Napoleonic idea " into the bargain. Austria has

been humbled, and is weakened by internal distractions
;

Germany is little more than a geographical expression. With
the adoption by France and Great Britain of the principle

of Yankee filibusterism as the principle of their internation-

al policy, there is left no power but Russia with sufficient

material force to readjust the balance, and to defend the

rights either of sovereigns or nations. Russia no longer in

schism, uniting her material force to the moral power of the

Holy See, would be able to restore order to demoralized

Europe, reestablish the reign of law, and suppress the now
gigantic filibustering or buccaneering carried on by the em-
peror of the French, and acquiesced in, if not aided, by
Palmerston and Lord John Russell of England, and save

European civilization from the barbarism which now threat-

ens to engulf it.

It is, moreover, only through Russia that we can hope for

the final extinction of the Ottoman power, and the revival

of a Christian East. France, for the time being at least,

has deserted the cause of Christian civilization, which she

so nobly sustained in the earlier crusades. She has become
the ally of the Turks, and she and Great Britain, with the

culpable connivance of Austria, for which Austria is now
receiving merited chastisement, waged an anti-Christian and

wholly unprovoked war against Russia for the support of the

chief of Islam, Ottoman barbarism, and the oppression of the

Christian populations of the East, and to prevent those popu-

lations from aspiring to their rightful national freedom and

independence. Russia alone continues the crusades, and de-

fends the cross against the crescent, and against the policy

and frequently armed opposition of nearly all the Catholic

and Protestant powers of Europe, ready always to postpone

the spiritual for the temporal. Russia is a power Christen-

dom cannot spare, and her support of the Christian cause in

the East against the Turk and the policy of the West, will

yet, we hope, avail her the grace of reunion with the Holy

See. Even as a scliismatic power she is the grand support

of Christian civilization in the East, always betrayed by
imperial France, though never by really Catholic Franco,

whose liberal contributions and heroic missionaries keep-

alive and sustain the hopes of eastern Christendom and re-
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ligion. But when she is once reconciled to the Holy See,

no power could prevent her from takine^ possession of the

throne of Constantinople, expelling the Turks, and reviving

the eastern Christian empire, to which she has some legiti-

mate claims as heir of the Byzantine emperors, recognized
in former times as such by the sovereign pontiffs, who on
that ground urged her to join in the war against the Otto-

man power. History shows us that in the steady march of
Russia upon Constantinople, if following her ambition, she
has also been following a policy marked out and urged by
the spiritual chief of Christendom. If her establishment at

Constantinople, as a schismatic power there, in the view of
the sovereign pontiff, were a benefit to Christendom, what
would not her establishment then be as a Catholic power ?

It would, humanly speaking, be of the greatest conceivable

service to the cause of religion and civilization. It would
not only balance the West, proving so widely false to the

church of God and the civilization she has fostered, but it

would open the way to the conversion and civilization of the

whole Asiatic world. We are strong in our convictions

that this is in the designs of Providence. As one nation

proves false to its mission, Providence usually rejects it and
gives its mission to another. As the West fails, the East
will come to its rescue. The Russians have been prejudiced
against the Latins, but these prejudices are not invincible,

and the true interests of Russia as a leading political power,
as well as of Christendom, require her union with the Holy
See. The mass of the Russian people, we think it fair to

presume, are only materially, not formally schismatics ; and
we saw in the Crimean war that the Russian soldiers,

wounded and prisoners in the hands of the allies, did not

hesitate to receive the last sacrament from Catholic priests.

There would be little opposition, on their part, to the re-

union, if consented to by the tsar and the Russian clergy.

The clergy ought not to oppose it, for it is the only way
in which they can secure the spiritual independence of their

church, now oppressed by the civil power ; and the tsar him-
self, though he might be reluctant to resign the spiritual

power usurped by his predecessors, would yet find his m-
terest in it, for it probably would be the most effectual

means of preventing the revolution which is now preparing
in his empire, and must soon break out with remorseless

fury. As soon as the party struggling for the independence
of the church,— and they are very numerous in the bosom

Vol. XIX-31-
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of the church lierself, as well as outside of lier communion,
—once make common cause with the Jacobinical secret so-

cieties, with which the whole land is all covered over, a rev-

olution not less radical nor less destructive than the old

French revolution will be sure to break out, and put an end
to the Romanoffs. The surest way for the tsar to arrest this

catastrophe, alike fatal to the throne and to the altar, is

reconciliation with Kome, which would secure the spiritual

independence of the church, and bring to his support the

blessing of Heaven. It is better for him to give up his

spiritual power than it is to lose both it and his temporal
power.
The great objection the Russian clergy and people appear

to have to this reconciliation, is their fear that it would be
only a prelude to a substitution of the Latin rite for their

present Greek rite. But this fear, created in past times by
the Poles, is unfounded. The Greek rite is as old, as legit-

imate, and as sacred as the Latin ; and the popes give every
possible assurance that it shall not be disturbed. The Greek
rite is more gorgeous, and in several respects more beautiful

than the Latin, and far better suited to the oriental mind.
Nor is any change in discipline, save the restoration of the

old discipline of the Greek Church, broken down by the

interference of the civil power, to be apprehended. The
terms of reunion were fixed by the Council of Florence, and
will not be departed from, at least to the prejudice of the

Russians. Most of the fears of the Russians on this point

are due to the efforts of the Poles, when they had the as-

cendency in Russia, to force them not only to accept a re-

union with Rome, but also to adopt the Latin rite. Tlie

Poles have much to answer for in the continuance of the

Russian schism, and they still do much to prevent the recon-

ciliation. We do not wish to speak harshly of unhappy
Poland, and by no means of the Polish Catholics. We in

no sense whatever defend or excuse Russia, Austria, and
Prussia in blotting out the kingdom of Poland from the

map of Europe; but if Poland has suffered gross injustice

from Russia, Russia had previously received grievous wrongs
from her, and it is never through Polish influence that Rus-
sia can be reconciled to the Holy See. The less the Poles,

save by their prayers, mingle in the matter, the better.

Tliere are too many old and deep national animosities on
both sides for them to be able to mingle in the question with

iidvantaiic. The influences that will weiijh with the Rus-
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sians must come from other quarters. The Poles have done
too much, and are still doing too much, to blacken the Rus-
sian character, and to render it odious to the civilized world,

to be able to exert any influence on the Russians favorable to

Catholicity. The movement for reunion cannot commence
in Poland, but must commence in the bosom of the Russian
church herself, aided by the prayers and sympathies of the
Latins,—with the tsar and the Russian clergy. All that we
Latins can do, aside fi'om our prayers, is to dissipate preju-

dices, to direct the Catholic mind to the true issues between
the Latins and the Greeks, and to assure the Russian
schismatics that we understand truly their case, and are

disposed to treat it with justice, candor, and Christian

charity.

But we cannot pursue the subject any further at present,

"We hope, however, to be able to return to it at an early

day. It is a question of the very highest interest alike to

religion and civilization. The two great conquests now
most important to religion and to civilization, are the con-

version of Russia and the United States. These are the
only two really growing states now existing, and the only
two that really suffice for themselves, and are able to live

and expand independently of the weakness of other nations.

They do not depend for their existence or their progress on
either their diplomacy or their alliances. The reconciliation

of Russia with the Holy See would reestablish the reign of

law in Europe, and secure the conversion and civilization of

Asia ; the conversion of the United States would secure the

triumph of religion and its attendant civilization on this

continent. To the reconciliation of these two young, grow-
ing and already great nations, it seems to us, should be di-

rected the labors and prayers, and the most ardent zeal of

all who love the Lord our God, and seek the glory of the

church, his body. And yet to this the mass of Catholics

seem to us to have been, and to be even yet, fearfully. indif-

ferent. In the reconciliation of Russia, the good Jesuit
fathers can hardly fail by their Etudes to awaken a lively

interest which will be of great service ; but for the conver-
sion of this country nothing appears to be doing. The sub-

ject is hardly thought of. There is even a feeling, not sel-

dom expressed in words, among our Catholic population,

that Americans, Yankees especially, cannot be converted, as

if Christ died not for them as well as for others ; and we
are quite sure that the less the Catholic publicist, who wishes
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to stand well with his religious brethren, says ahont it, tlie

better. As a body, we have no hope of eonvertiiio; Ameri-

can non-Catholics, and make not the slightest effort in that

direction. AVe think it quite enough for us to be permitted

to retain and practise our religion for onrselves, in peace

and quietness. If there is any one thing among us that will

bring a blight on the church, in our country, it is our lack

of apostolic zeal, and our indifference to the salvation of our

non-Catholic neighbors and fellow citizens. The Holy
Father has written to us and admonished us again and again^

but all to little purpose. Our Catholic youth seem more
likely to turn their backs on their mother church, than the

non-Catholic American j^outh are to turn their faces towards

her. We tlirow away our advantages, and trust to emigra-

tion from abroad to keep up our numbers. Nothing, we
fear, will arouse us to a sense of our duty, unite us, and

quicken either our zeal or our charity, but another and a more
threatening Know-nothing movement. We are too prosper-

ous, and are contracting the vices of prosperity. A little

adversity, a little real persecution, would reinvigorate us,

renew our zeal, expand our charity, and hasten the conver-

sion of the country.

After the Russian question, that of rationalism, under its

various modern forms, seems to hold the first rank with the

writers in the Etudes. Father Daniel opens the discussion

of this subject in the first volume, Math a very able article

on RationaUstic Exegesis, and is followed in the succeeding

volumes by Father Sariot, with a learned and admirably-

written essay on The Respect and CoTitem'pt of Contemporary
Philosophyfor the Catholic Church / by Father St. Frechon,

in a searching criticism of Ernest Renan and Anti- Christian

Exegesis, and by Father Matignon in two profoundly philo-

sophical articles on The Supernatural in Face of Modem
Rationalism,—these last, we presume, to be followed by
others. The aim of the rationalistic exegesis and criticism

is, in the first place, to reduce the authority of the sacred

Scriptures to that of ancient and, in general, trustworthy

human documents, and by explanations to divest the teach-

ing of the sacred text of all supernatural character, and

present Christianity as a simple system of human philosophy.

They who now boast of criticism and exegesis, do not accept

the name of rationalists, and even claim to be Christians,

while resolving the evangelical history into a pious myth,

and denying not only the Incarnation, but all supernatural
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revelation. Religion, with tliera, is in all nations and ages

substantially the same, and is the product not of reasoning,

not of supernatural illumination, but of human spontaneity,

—a system thoroughly examined and refuted in our earlier

volumes, in various articles on transcendentalism. The
fathers prove themselves more than a match for the ablest

5ind most learned of the French and German transcenden-

talists, and expose their conceit, their ignorance, their sciol-

ism, their loft}^ pretensions, with a keenness and a delicacy

of wit, a felicity of exposition, a force of reason, and a wealth

of learning that leave us nothing to desire. In these arti-

-cles, they prove that they know the real enemy we have in

•our day to combat, and that they understand all his craft,

all his wiles, and know all his resources, both his strength

and his weakness. They arc sure of the victory. Heresy
in the last century had ripened into Yoltairianism, and open
TOvolt against Christianity, and savage hatred of its divine

Founder. It took the ground that Christianity is false, the

Scriptures a forgery, the church an imposition, and its

Founder an impostor. That ground is now abandoned, and
the master minds among the enemies of our holy religion

now concede it, and profess to have great respect for the

Jewish Reformer,—are willing to assign him an honorable

rank with Socrates, Zoroaster, Confucius, and Apollonius of

Tyaiia, and see much in the Catholic Church to respect and
:adraire. They maintain that she is true and good, or was so

in her day and generation,—a genuine production of human
spontaneity, still useful and even necessary for all save the

Mite of the race, those who, like themselves, are able to

transmute religion into philosophy. They have outgrown
the need of religion, they are jjhilosophers, speak witli a high
and confident tone, and look down with compassion, which
we must not call insulting, on us, humble believers. But
their predecessors were also philosophers, had equal con-

tempt for Christians, and were equally sure of their own
superiority, and the tenableness of the ground they took

;

and yet it is now conceded they were wrong, wholly unjusti-

fiable, and little better than fools. What reason have their

successors to suppose that the same will not be said of them
in the next generation ?

To many, these contemporary enemies of the church may
seem formidable, and they really are so to all for whom
their speculations and criticisms wear the gloss of novelty,

or for all who are not sufficiently grounded in their own
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faith to see through their hollowness, and to expose tlieir

sophistries
;
yet, for ourselves, personally, they are little for-

midable, and even little interesting. Even the controver-

sies with this class of enemies, so admiral)ly conducted by
our fathers, are, for us, a little stale. We were, formerly,

one of their number ; and it was with a full knowledge of

their exegesis, tlieir criticism, their theories, their specula-

tions, systems, ideas, pretensions, that we yielded our mind
and our heart to the Catholic faith. We had tried them, and

found them wanting, long before we came into the Catholic

Church, and can feel no great respect for or confidence in

them
;
yet this is no reason why their exposure is not highly

necessary, in the present state of religious controversy,

especially in France and Germany. The fathers are render-

ing the highest service they can now render religion, by de-

molishing this class of its enemies, and proving to complete

demonstration, that contemporary rationalism is as unreason-

able, as unscientific, as unintellectual as the Protestantism

of the sixteenth century, or the Voltairianism of the eigh-

teenth. It is true, it puts on an imposing air, speaks with a

tone of superior science and wisdom, and affects great can-

dor and impartiality, but at bottom it is not one whit more
respectable than the vulgar Protestantism of our no-popery

lecturers, journalists, and pamphleteers. Beneath their show
of erudition, there is the most deplorable lack of solid learn-

ing ; beneath their lofty scientific pretensions, there is the

most complete ignorance even of the real problems to be

solved. Christianity is a supernatural order of life, pro-

ceeding from the Word made flesh, us its author and foun-

dation, or it is nothing, or worse than nothing. There is no

use of any cant or humbug about it. Has Jesus Christ come
in the flesh or not ? Has the Word really become incar-

nate ? yes, or no? If you say no, then cease either to defend

or to explain away Christianity. If you say yes, then ac-

cept the fact, and all that grows out of it. Settle, first of

all, whether the incarnation be or be not a fact ; and when
you have proved that it is not a fact, and that the Christian

phenomena are to be included in the natural history of man,
it will be ample season to broach liy])otheses as to their

origin and production; but while you profess to accept Chris-

tianity, nothing is more unscientific, or even absurd, than to

attempt to explain its origin and progress by reference to

human sj)ontaneity. You know that nothing can originate

in human spontaneity to correspond to Christianity as l)e-
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licved and taiirlit by the cliui-cli. Tliat Christianity is

either from (rod, and, therefore, true, holy, sublime, or it is

a miserable imposition, a creation of fraud and malice, and
unworthy of the slightest respect. There is no medium, no
middle ground for either our German or our French neol-

ogists. Tiiat Christianity is an imposition, the creation of

priestcraft or state craft, the controversies with the Voltair-

ians have proved cannot be maintained
;
you yourselves con-

cede it. Then it is true ; then it is what it professes to be
;

then it is from God, a supernatural order of life introduced

by the God-man, and you are any thing but wise and scientific

in endeavoring to trace its origin not to God, but to human
spontaneity. Indeed, you are less reasonable, less self-con-

sistent than the Voltairians themselves.

The philosophical department of the Etudes does not sat-

isfy us as thoroughly as the others. Father Matignon, as

well as several of the other writers, has a truly philosoj^hical

mind, great philosophical attainments, and seems to ns not

indisposed towards what we hold to be the true philosophy.

But, unhappily, philosophy in the Society of Jesus, as well

as elsewhere, is in a very unsettled state. Many, perhaps
the majority of the younger fathers, are ontologists, and
would follow Father Rothenflue and Father Martin, if left

to tliemselves ; the rest are virtually peripatetics. The same
differences are to be found out of the society, amongst
Catholics and non-Catholics ; and such being the fact, the

general of the order can hardly do less than to require tlie

professors in the colleges of the society to stick to Aristotle

and Fonseca. For ourselves, we follow neither school, and
are as far from accepting the exclusive ontology of Father
Rothenflue as we are from accepting the conceptualism of

his opponents, who are, after all, mere psychologists, and
therefore sensists, even when they contend, with St. Thomas,
that the mental conception has a foundation in reality. The
exclusive ontologist starts with the simple intuition of being

;

and if faithful to his method, maintains that all the elements
of our science are derived from that intuition. But from
the intuition of being alone, we can derive only being.

Let it be that our intuition is of necessary and most perfect
being, including all possible perfections. We can never
pass from the intuition of being, containing all possible per-

fections, to the fact of creation, unless we are prepared to

say that it is necessary to the perfection of the divine being
that he should create ad extra. But this we cannot say,
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for it would imply not only that creation is necessary, a

pantheistic conception, but that God is not perfect in him-
self, but attains to ])erfection, fills up the void in his being,

realizes the potentiality of his nature by creating,—the He-
gelian and transcendental doctrine, that places the possible

before the real, and regards the universe as the realization

of God. Hence Hegel, and Cousin after him, teach that

God arrives first at self-consciousness in man, and that it is

only in man that God acts with a consciousness of what he
is doing.

It may be conceded that the intuition of real and neces-

sary being, God, Ens necessariwtn et reale^ is at least implic-

itly the intuition of a possible creator, and of an ideal or

possible universe ; but how go from the possible or ideal to

the real, or from a possible universe to au actual universe ?

Argumentum aposse ad esse, non valet. We get at the fact

that God creates from the consciousness of ourselves, as ens

contingens, or from the intuition of contingent existences,

it may be said ; but this is a departure fi'om the strict onto-

logical method. That method professes to deduce all the

objects of our knowledge from the simple intuition of be-

ing ; but in order to assert creation and escape pantheism,

you now add to the intuition of being another intuition, that

of creatures, or contingent existences. You include in your
primum the intuition of existence as well as of being, and
really maintain with us that we have real intuition of creat-

ures, and that our j97'mw;/i must contain the twofold intui-

tion. But creature is not its own siobstans, cannot stand by
itself alone, and can be thought only in its relation to that

which is not creature ; then not at all, save as joined to the

creator, or not without the copula that joins being and ex-

istence, that is the creative act. Your primuvi then must
include the intuition of being, existence, and the creative

act, which unites them. Without this, confining yourself

to the simple intuition of ens, or being, you cannot assert

an actual universe, and necessarily fall into the pantheism
of Spinoza and his German followers. We succeed no bet-

ter by starting with a psychological datum. \i we have no
intuition of being, and intuition only of existence, we can

never arrive at the notion of real being, and, if faithful to

our method, we can end only in atheism or nihilism. For
we can deduce being from the intuition of existence no

more than we can existence or creation from the intuition

of being. It is strange that this should be disputed.
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]N"eitlier school is to be charged with the fatal conse-

-qnences of its method, for neitlier is faithful to its method.
Both in reality, if they did but know it, proceed on the as-

sumption that we have intuition of both being and existence.

The error of the exclusive ontologist is not in asserting that

we have intuition of being, for that we certainly have, nor

in maintaining that in the logical order the intuition of be-

ing is primary, but in pretending to deduce the notion of

existences or creatures by a logical process from the intui-

tion or notion of being. There is no logical process in the

case, for in point of fact both are given simultaneously in

direct and immediate intuition, and in their real relation.

The error of the peripatetics is not in denying either that

real and necessary being is, or that we have a real notion of

ens ?ieGessariu7n et reale, but in pretending that it is ob-

tained by a discursive or logical process from the intuition

of contingent existence, or that it is obtained by the mind,
or intellectus agens operating by way of abstraction upon
the species presented to the understanding through the

senses. There is no logic by which we can conclude what
is not contained in the premises. The fact is, the peripa-

tetics really borrow the notion of being from intuition, and
do not, as they pretend, obtain it by a logical process.

Their error is in their method, and in the account they give

of the primitive facts of consciousness, or understanding,

not in formally denying or mutilating those facts them-
selves. Each school aims to start from simple unity, and to

obtain discursively or dialectically from it all the other ele-

ments of knowledge, instead of starting from an objective

syntliesis, and understanding that the necessary and essential

elements of human knowledge or reason are given immedi-
ately, in their real order, intuitively, and simultaneously.

Tbe synthetic philosophy, though bitterly opposed by both

schools, is slowly making its way, and, in spite of peripatet-

icism and Rosminism, will ultimately prevail, we have no
doubt, and be taught in all our colleges,—alike in the col-

leges of the society and others. But at present we cannot

see how the general of the society could authorize its intro-

duction into the colleges of the order, and we think that, till

circumstances permit its authorization, the society does well,

in its official teaching, to stick to the scholastics.

We know, perfectly well, that faith does not depend on
philosophy, and that it is by no means necessary, in order to

be true and firm believers, to be learned philosophers. But
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a sound philosopliy is not witliout its use in constructing the
science of tlieology, and in defending the faith against ob-

jections professing to be drawn from science and reason.

Theology would bear a very different character from what
it now does, if, in constructing it, tlieologians were to fol-

low the sensist or even the modern psychological school.

Prescind the supersensible or intelligible world, and retain

in the mind only sensible or material images, and what
meaning should we be able to attach to the dogmas of the
Trinity, the eternal generation of the "Word, the procession

of the Holy Ghost, the incarnation, transubstantiation, the

real presence, infused grace, the resurrection of the flesh ?

On either the sensist or the psychological system of philoso-

phy, theology would, indeed, be an impossible science, and
faith would run the risk of being rejected as fanciful, self-

contradictory, or absurd. When the church adopts the word
Transubstantiation^ and defines the soul to be forma cor-

poris^ she shows the influence of the scholastic philosophy
in determining, not the revealed truth, but the form of its

expression. To the ordinary reader, at the present day, the

assertion that the soul is the " form of the bod}-," either

conveys no meaning, or a meaning very nearly the reverse

of the one intended. The word transubstantiation, we think,

is very far from expressing to the modern non-Catholic mind
the exact meaning of the church. Theodoret is, we believe,

orthodox in regard to the blessed Eucharist, and yet he says,

according to his Latin translator, that the nature and sub-

stance \natiira ac substantial^ of the bread and the wine re-

main unchanged after consecration. Our philosophy has no
term more ultimate than substance, and if that is not

changed it is hard to understand what is changed. It calls

matter a substance, and defines it by its sensible properties.

Take away the sensible properties, then, and no matter re-

mains. If, then, matter is a substance, and the sensible prop-

erties of the bread and the wine remain, as they certainly

do, after consecration, unchanged, there is and can be no
transubstantiation or change of substance. If this philoso-

phy were true, the Catholic dogma would be demonstrably
false. Yet the whole difficulty arises from substituting a

false for a true philosophy. Substance, with the Greeks,
was by no means the ultimate term, and St. Augustine, who
was Greek, rather than Latin, as to his philosophical genius,

obviates the difficulty and saves the dogma by recognizing

an intelligible body, which he distinguishes from the visible
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or sensible body. The change effected in the elements is a

change in the intelligible, not in tlie sensible or visible body.

Our Lord is present in the Eucharist, not in his visible, but

in his supersensible or invisible body. Without recognizing

this same distinction, we could not defend the doctrine of

the resurrection of the body. The visible body is simply a

congeries of particles, or molecules, which are changed
many times during life, and at death are scattered, and go
to form new visible bodies of plants, animals, and even of

other men. How, then, can God raise up the flesh and give

to each man his own body, if, by the body that will rise

again, we understand this visible or sensible body? We can

defend the dogma only by distinguishing between the in-

telligible body and the sensible or visible. But we can

never do this if we regard matter as a substance, and sub-

stance as that which is ultimate. We must maintain, with

Leibnitz and others, that there are, strictly speaking, no ma-
terial substances in the Latin use of the word, and that all

substances are immaterial activities or forces, each acting

from its own centre. Matter is not a substance, is never
simple, but always composite,—a collection of immaterial

forces or activities, as was maintained in substance by Father

Boscovich.

These remarks show that under a theological point of

view, and in relation to the exposition and defence of the

faith, it is not a matter of indifference what is our philosophy.

They prov^e, too, that it is necessary that, saving the dogma,
the fullest liberty should be allowed our professors of phi-

losophy in reexamining the philosophy of the schools, and
in readjusting it to the wants of the theologian of our day.

Philosophy is the product of the human reason, and, there-

fore, should be free ; it is not an independent science, but

the ancilla of theology, and, therefore, should be held in

subordination to faith, and cultivated in the light of the re-

vealed dogma. We add this last not to favor the tradition-

alists, with whom we have no sympathy, but simply to direct

the philosopher to the source from which it can receive no
little aid. The dogma is true, is certain, and we may always

be sure that so long as our philosophy does not harmonize
with it, our philosophy is false or defective, for truth, no
matter in what order, can never be at odds with truth, and
the richest contributions philosophy has ever received, it has

received from theologians in their theological explanations

and defences of Catholic dogmas, especially of the Trinity,
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the incarnation, infused grace, the eucharist, and the beatific

vision. We should be glad to see a little more freedom
under the relation of philosophy in the society, and although
some inconveniences might result from it, we should wisli

the fathers to have all tlie philosophical freedom the church
recognizes or allows, especially in these times, when, in de-

fending Christianity and guarding Catholic 3'outh against

the errors of the day, they have to meet all sorts of wild and
extravagant, and subtile metaphysical theories and specula-

tions. We cannot, if we would, throw back, in matters
within the province of reason, the mind of the age to the old

and superannuated systems. It belongs to us Catholics to

revise philosophy, and to reconstruct it, as it never yet has

been, in harmony with Catholic faith and theology.

The volumes and numbers of the Etudes before us con-

tain several valuable historical, biographical, and miscella-

neous articles, which we have read with great pleasure and
instruction. But it is time to bring our long, rambling, and
miscellaneous notice of this able and learned quarterly to a

close. We have no occasion to assure its conductors of our
hearty S3'mpathy, or of our disposition to offer them everj'

encouragement in their noble enterprise in our power. They
have conquered the first difficulties, and have already gained
the ear of the public. They are working for the greater

glory of God, and God will accept and give success to their

labors. They are a host in themselves, and they are backed
by all the genius, talent, and learning of their illustrious

society. It is true, they have a disadvantage in the indiffer-

ence and scepticism of the age, and in the levity and fickle-

ness of the French people ; but these they will surmount,
since the gravity of events, not far distant, will operate in

their favor. Let them go forth strong in hope and love.

For ourselves, we crave no higher honor than to be recog-

nized as an humble cooperator with them in the same field,

and for the greater glory of the same Master. These are

times when all Catholic publicists should have a good under-
standing among themselves, and when there should be no
other rivalry among them than to see which of them shall

best serve the cause of our holy religion. A noble and gen-

erous emulation of this sort may be encouraged, but who-
ever labors in the field of the Lord should rejoice alike if

tiie work is done, whether it is done by himself or another,

whetlier the glory of doing it redounds to himself or to his

brethren. We all serve our Master, and a master that will
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let no one go witliont his reward. All CcTtholics who read

and understand French am^ong- our countrymen, as well as

elsewhere, will find these Etudes worthy of their attention

and liberal support. We commend it, if they will permit
us so great a liberty, especially to our reverend clergy, who
will find it a periodical better adapted to what they wish than
any other we are acquainted with.

LITERATURE, LOVE, AND MARRL^GE.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1864.]

• The question we raised in our last Review,\ as to what
works are to be called literary works, may receive a more
restricted answer than we then gave it. Literature is fre-

quently taken by modern writers in the sense of polite liter-

ature, or what the French call helles-lettres. In this more
restricted sense, it does not include professional works, or

works devoted specially to science or the sciences. It must
express something universal, and be addressed to the com-
mon understanding and common sentiments of all cultivated

readers. There is, if we may so speak, a certain universal

mind in all men who think, and certain sentiments common
to all men who feel. It is to these common sentiments and
this universal mind that polite literature is addressed, and

' these it must aim to embody or express in its creations. Not
that the literary man is not free to express individualities,

or to describe local manners, usages, habits, and customs,

bitt he must do it always under some relation to the com-
mon and the universal. The common and the universal are

the sources of his inspiration and the principles of his judg-

ments. These common sentiments and this universal mind
embrace what goes ordinarily under the name of common
sense, good sense, taste, or good taste. To determine their

basis, their existence, or their authority beyond human nat-

ure as we find it, is the province of science, not of general

or polite literature.

*Hannah Thurston ; a Story of American Life. By Bayakd Taylor.
New York : 1864.

^fReade's Very Hard Cash.
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The pliilosoplier knows that in this universal mind, and
in these common sentiments, there is the intuition of an
ideal tliat transcends human nature, that transcends all

created nature, identical with Him who is " First True, First

Good, and First Fair;" without which the human mind
could neither exist nor operate, the human soul neither feel

nor aspii'e, neither know nor love. But the literary man,
as such, takes no account of this, and is contented to express

human nature and its ideal without looking l)eyond it, and
to embody the best he can the intuition, the sentiments, the

beliefs, the convictions which he finds to be common to all

men. He practises art without giving its philosophy. He
who is truest to this common and universal human nature,

and expresses it with the most vividness, clearness, distinct-

ness, vigor, and energy, is the prince of literature, as the

homage rendered by all men who read them, to Homer,
Dante, and Shakspeare amply testifies.

As this common and universal nature is in every living

and full-grown man, the true artist, whether -he writes or

paints, sings or sculptures, pronounces an oration or designs

a temple, is he who best expresses what is truest, deepest,

richest, and broadest in his own human nature. He who
only copies the convictions, sentiments, or ideal of others,

without having found them in himself, or made them his

own by his life and experience, is unworthy of the noble

name of artist, however successful he may be as a copyist or

an imitator. He must draw from the well within himself,

from his own inspiration, his own life and experience, his

own ideal, or an ideal that he has really assimilated and
made his own. So of the literary man. A literature which
is simply copied or imitated from a foreign model is no liter-

ature at all in its artistic sense. Plence, we can assign no
high rank to the Italian Sannazar, notwithstanding the ex-

quisite beauty, rhythm, and polish of his Latin verse, for he
is only a servile imitator of Virgil, and Virgil himself ranks
below Lucretius, and even Ovid, to say nothing of Horace
and Catullus, for he servilely copies Homer and other Greek
poets.

It is not meant by this, that the literary man, to be origi-

nal, must say nothing that has been said before him, for that

would imply that no modern can be original. It is doubtful
if there remains any thing to be said that has not been said

a thousand times over already, and better said than any one
can now say it. The author often finds, on extending his
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reading, that even in the very passages in which he honestly

believed that he was saying something new, he had been an-

ticipated ages ago. You can find little even in Shakspeare
that is not, in some form, to be found in his predecessoi's.

Originality does not consist in saying things absolutely new,
or which no one has said before, but in expressing in our
own way, from our own mind, what we ourselves have really

thought, felt, or lived.

Our American literature wants, generally speaking, origi-

nality, freedom, and freshness. It lacks spontaneity, is imi-

tative, and, for the most part, imitative of the English.

Those of our writers who are free, racy, original, as some of

them are, lack culture, polish, are rude and extravagant.

We, as a people, are educated up to a certain point, better

educated up to that point, perhaps, than any European peo-

ple, but we are not a highly educated nor a highly cultivat-

ed people. A certain number of our scholars, historians,

poets, and novel writers have a mental and social culture

that places them on a level with the cultivated men of

Europe; but, in general, our easy classes have more instruc-

tion than cultivation, while our poorer classes, excluding

those of European birth, if better informed, are less well

trained than those even of England. In literature and art

we are provincials, striving to ape metropolitan fashions.

Hence our literature is constrained and stiff, and has a cer-

tain vulgar air and tone. Like the American people them-
selves, it lacks free, manly, independent thought. It is

licentious enough, at times, in doctrine and speculation, but

there is all the difference in the world between license and
freedom. In many sections we can find impudence enough,not
unfrequently taken for independence; but, as a people, we
have very little real independence of character, far less, in

fact, than we had before 1776. What will they say ? has more
influence with us thin with any other people on earth.

My wife has constantly the fear of Mrs. Grundy before her

eyes, and is afraid to consult her own taste, convenience, or

means in furnishing her house, or in selecting and shaping
her dresses. In politics we go with our party, and never
dare think beyond it or differently from it ; and hence it

would be difficult to find a civilized nation on earth so des-

titute of scientific and thorough-bred statesmen as our own.
Kot a man amongst us was found, at the breaking out of the

present formidable rebellion, able to solve a single one of

the great problems it presented for practical solution. We
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have seen no statesinansliip in either the administration or
congress, or even in any of the leading journals and period-

icals of tiie country. In religion we believe, or do not be-

lieve, with our sect, denomination, or church, accept, or re-

ject its symbols alike without thought, without reason, and
without any perception of their meaning. In literature we
copy, or try to copy, the English, the French, or the Ger-
man, seldom venturing to give free play to our own origi-

nal powers, or even suspecting that we have any. There is

even in our best literature a constant effort to conform to a

foreign standard, to write or sing, not as we want to write
or sing, but as somebody else has written or sung. Ralph
Waldo Emerson is almost the only original writer of distinc-

tion that we can boast. His friend, Theodore Parker,
thought and wrote as a sectarian, and was a rhetorician and
sometimes a declaimer, but never a free, original thinker,

and has produced nothing that will live.

We have any quantity of fictitious literature, fictitious in

all the senses of the term, produced chiefly by women, and
therefore weak, sentimental, preventing instead of aiding
high national culture. We prize woman as highly as do any
of our contemporaries, but we have no great liking for fem-
inine literature, whichever sex has produced it. Woman
has a noble and important intellectual mission, but she per-

forms it by her conversational rather than by literary gifts.

Her genius may eniit flashes which penetrate even further
into the surrounding darkness than the slower intellect of

man, but the light is not steady enough, and is too tran-

sient, to enable us to see even the outlines of the objects it

momentarily illumines. Man can penetrate further and
rise higher by her aid than without it. Yet even the light

she flashes, and which is so serviceable to him, has been
struck out by her collision with the masculine intellect, and
the problems she helps to solve she could never hav^e con-

ceived if man had not first suggested them and prepared her
to grasp them. She can aid man, but can do nothing with-

out him. She was made for him, and in herself is only an
inchoate man. The effort of " our strong-minded women"
to raise their sex from the position of drudge, plaything, or
an article of luxury, is praiseworthj^ and well deserving our
sympathy and cooperation ; but when they go further, and
attempt to make her as indejiendent of man as he is of her,

they forget the respective provinces of the sexes, and simply
attempt to reverse the laws of nature, and assign to the fe-
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male of the species the office of the male. It is not conven-
tionalism, but God, that has made the man the head of the-

woman, and not the woman the head of the man, and eveiy

day's experience proves that the men who lend themselves

to the silly woman's rights movement are precisely the men
the least acceptable to women. A woman wants a man, not

a woman, for her husband, and a man wants a woman, not a
man, for his wife.

The curse of the age is its femininity, its lack, not of bar-

barism, but of virility. It is the age of woman-worship.
Women are angels ; men are demons. Our modern litera-

ture, not our brave old English tongue, makes all the virt-

ues feminine and all the vices masculine. A well-formedv

fair-faced, sweet-tempered and gentle-spoken woman, if

young and accomplished, is an angel ; her sentimental tears

are angel's tears, though her heart is cold, selfish, incapable

of a single generous emotion or heroic virtue,—an angel,,

though utterly regardless of the misery she needlessly in-

flicts on an accepted lover, if her caprice only calls her to

suffer also. Sweet angels are the dear creatures, if we may
believe modern literature, though they make all connected
with them thoroughly wretched, if they have gentle man-
ners, pretty faces, and sweet voices. Yet it must be con-

ceded that we have no class of writers who draw so much
from themselves, in their writings, as our literary women.
They draw from themselves, and draw themselves, and pre-

sent woman, under the -veil of pretended female modesty^
which prevents her from being open, frank, truthful, hon-

est, as self-willed, capricious, passionate, rash, artful, artifi-

cial, false, servile, tyrannical, exaggerating mole-hills into-

mountains, and seeing every thing through the distorting^

medium of a morbid sensibility. Their fault, a feminine
fault is, that they exaggerate, and write themselves down
infinitely worse than they are. Though moderately well

read in feminine literature, we cannot call to mind a single

heroine, drawn by a female hand, that is really frank and
truthful, unless it be Jane Eyre, and Dinah in Adam Bede^
and no one that a sensible man could love or wish for his

wife.

But literature is the exponent of the life and character of
the people who produce it. The stream cannot rise higher
than its fountain. Our authors, whether male or female,

have labored, and still ln])or, under many disadvantages.

The American people hav- the germs of romance in them,
Vol. XIX-32
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as liave every people, but tliey liave not as yet been devel-

oped. Our country is new, and our people, as a distinct,

free, and independent people, hav^e hardl}', as yet, attained

to a consciousness of tlieir own existence. The materials of

romance have not yet been furnished us. AVe are removed
from the old homestead, have lost its legends, traditions,

and associations, and have too recently settled in the wilder-

ness to have created them anew for ourselves. There is

little mystery in our ordinary life, and we have, save in the

southern Atlantic states, acquired no deep attachment to the

soil, and are, if not a nomadic race, at least a moving, and a

migratory, rather than a sedentary people. We have rich,

varied, and magnificent natural scenery, though rarely

equalling that of Europe, Mexico, or South America ; but

no human memories hallow it, and render it either poetical

or romantic, and, as a people, we are not nature-worshippers.

We have not that intense love of external nature which the

English have, or affect to have. We are too fami bar from
our childhood up with woods and fields, pastures and mead-
ows, winding brooks, water-falls, precipices, sheep feeding,

lambs frolicking, cattle browsing, partridges whirring, quails

whistlin<i:, birds sino^ino- to <i:;o into ecstasies over them. If

we are capable of being impressed by them, we have seen

and felt more than the poet can express in his song, or the

]-omancer seize and embody in his description. We have
our rivers, our lakes, our forests, our mountains ; but these,

to serve the purpose of literature, must be associated with
man, and consecrated by human joy or sorrow, human af-

fections, or the fierce struggle of human passions. The wild

Indian was a resource, but it has been exhausted by Cooper

;

and, besides, the Indian is himself the least romantic of mor-
tals, and the memory of his treachery, his cruelty, and the

fierce struggle for life which our pioneer settlers have had
to sustain with him, is too recent to be poetical or romantic.

We have a glorious nature, no doubt, but it is Ijarren of

legeiids, traditions, and human associations, unpeopled with

fairies, even with dwarfs; descriptions of it soon become
wearisome to the,mind, fatiguing to the soul, as do our im-

mense and treeless prairies to the eye. In traversing these

pi-airies, we long for a hill, a tree, or any thing that can

l)reak the monotony. Nature, without man, or human asso-

ciation, as Byron well maintained, is not poetical, and can-

not sustain a literature that does not soon become fatiguing

and repulsive. We have never been able to admire Cole's
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picture of The Voi/age of Life ; for, though tlie human is

tliere, it is dwarfed and crushed beneath the wikl and mas-

sive nature overhangino; it. The human is too feeble to

ti'ansform it, or to clothe it with the bright and unfading-

hues of its own immortal spirit.

Most of us even, who live in cities, have been born and
brought up in the country, and our cockney class, to whom
nature is a novelty, is very small. Our cities themselves

are mostly huge market-towns, where people congregate to

trade, not to live. They are, with two or three exceptions,

of which New York is not one, provincial in their tastes,

manners, and habits; looking to some foreign city, chiefly

London or Paris, as their metropolis. The commercial
spirit dominates, and the commercial spirit is always and
•everywhere the most positive spirit in the world, so positive

and hard, that it is only by a figure of speech that we can

call it a spirit at all. The commercial classes, engrossed in

business, intent on making, increasing, or retrieving their

fortunes, have little leisure, and less taste for general litera-

ture, and absorb whatever of poetry or romance they may
have in their nature in business operations or hazardous

speculations. Our country residents are mostly country

people. They have some education, but the mass of them,
€ven when great readers, though characterized by much
natural shrewdness and quickness of apprehension have not

much mental culture, or intellectual development or refine-

ment. Their tastes are crude and coarse, and after the jour-

nals, become a necessity of American life, crave yellow-

covered literature, what are called " sensation novels," or

works addressed specially to the sentiments, emotions, or

passions. The more cultivated, but much smaller portion,

who have wealth, leisure, and taste for polite literature of

a higher order, rely principally on the supply from England,
France, Italy, and Germany, or content themselves with re-

perusing the classics.

The Americans as a people are colonists and parvenus.
We have never yet felt that we are a nation, with our own
national metropolis. "Washington is only a village where
are the government offices, and where congress meets ; it

gives no tone to our literature, and only partially even to

our politics. Boston is more of a literary capital than Wash-
ington, but it is the capital of IS^ew England rather than of

the nation. New York and Phihidelphia are great book-
manufacturing cities, but no great literary centres, like Lon-
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don or Paris. New York especially is the Leipsig of Amer-
ica, but the population of which it is the business centre, is

hardly counted by the trade in their calculations of the sale

of a book. New York subscribed for just one-eighth as

many copies of Agassiz's great work on the Natural History
of the United States as Boston. In our cities, so numerous
and so wealthy before the breaking out of the rebellion, and
so marked by their hurry and bustle, luxurious tastes, and
frightful extravagance, the great majority of the wealth}''

citizens have become rich by their own exertions and suc-

cessful speculations. They had sometimes, and sometimes
had not, a good business education to begin with, but in

general as little mental culture or refinement as wealth. En-
grossed in money-getting, they have had little time and less

disposition to supply their early literary deficiencies. Their
brains exhausted in their business pursuits they cannot find

relaxation in a literature that makes any demand on their

intellects. They must seek their relaxation either in light,

flashy, emotional novels, or in gross sensual pleasures. As
parvenus, we seek rather to forget than to recall our own
past. We are in a position which we were not born to,

which we were not brought up to, and which we feel that

we may at any moment lose. We do not feel ourselves at

home, or settled for life ; we are ill at ease ; care sits on our
brow, anxiety contracts and sharpens our features. We have
no freedom, no leisure to cultivate the mind, to develop and
purify our tastes, to find enjoyment in intellectual and
spiritual pleasures. With fine original mental constitutions,

with an unequalled cerebral activity, which unhappily tells

on our bills of mortality, save in special or professional stud-

ies, there is perhaps no civilized people that is not above us

in the higher intellectual culture, and in the development
of thought. We are in this respect below Great Britain,

and Great Britain is below most of the continental nations.

Even the Irish and German peasants who migrate hither

soon come to leave our old American population in the

lurch, and to govern the country.

Such a public is not favorable to high literary culture, and
it is no "wonder that American literature is no great thing.

In these daj's, when the public are the only literary patrons,

literature of a high, generous, and ennobling character cannot

be produced without a high, generous, and cultivated literary

public, that finds its amusement and relaxation from business

or dissipation in literature, in works of taste, in the creations
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of thought and imagination. As yet we have as a people no

real artistic culture. The literary man is not independent

of his medium. He can never be formed, by himself alone,

without living, breathing, and moving in a literary atmos-

phere. Man cultivates man, and cultivated society is essen-

tiahto the production and growth of a genuine, high-toned

literature. The society and conversation of virtuous, re-

iined, and cultivated women are also indispensable. Woman
•cannot be a literary man herself ; but no literary man of cor-

rect taste, and of broad, elevated, and generous views and
sentiments can be formed without her.

Some of these disadvantages are, no doubt, common to

all modern society, so universally pervaded by what the late

Emperor Nicholas so justly stigmatized as the " mercantile

spirit," which makes all things venal, and estimates a man
by what he has, not by what he is. Worth, now-a-days,

means hard cash, or what can be exchanged for hard cash.

But this "mercantile spirit," which turns 3ven religion into

speculation, and coins genins into money—of which Bar-

num, if a vulgar, is yet a real impersonation—is more rife in

our country, and finds less to counteract or temper it than

elsewhere. Here it coins the blood of our brave and heroic

defenders, the widow's desolation, the mother's grief, and
the orphan's wail into money, which our shoddy nabobs dis-

play in the form of silics, laces, and jewellery, with which
the}' deck out their vulgar wives and daughters, as we are

learning by an experience that will, in the end, be as bitter

as it has hitherto seemed sweet. It is hard for genuine lit-

erary men to be formed in such a medium, and still harder

for them to find a large appreciative public. Kevertheless,

our literary artists must not despair ; they must struggle

manfully against the false taste and false tendencies of the

age and the nation, not by preaching against them and scold-

ing them, as we do in our capacity of critic, or as Cooper
did in his later novels ; but by laboring to produce fitting

and attractive examples of what literature should be, by
•careful self-culture, by acquiring habits of independence,

and by avoiding all servile imitation—not study—of for-

eign models, whether ancient or modern. No man writes

well unless he writes freely from his own life. Above all,

let them bear in mind that a literature destined to live, and
to exert an ennobling influence on the national charac-

ter, must entertain the ideal, be replete with thought, in-

spired by an earnest purpose, and addressed to the under-
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standing as well as to the affections, passions, and emotions.

Truth has a bottom of its own, and can stand by itself ; but

beauty cannot, for it exists only in the relation of the true

to our sensibility or imagination, as a combination of intel-

lect and sense. The form of ancient classic literature is un-

surpassable, but that literature finds its vital principle, that

which preserves it as a living literature to-day, chiefly in its

thought, in the truth whicli it expresses to tlie under-

standing, though under the form of the beautiful to our
sensitive nature. Hence all efforts to exclude the studv of

the classics from our schools and colleges have failed and
will fail. The neglect of the ancient chissics marks simply

the advance of barbarism.

Some of the remarks we have made have been suggested

by reading HannaJi Thurston, a story of American life, by
Bayard Taylor, late secretary of the American legation at

the court of St. Petersburg. Mr. Taylor enjoys a high

reputation as a literary man. He is said to be a poet; but

whether so or not we are unable to judge, for, to our loss, no-

doubt, we have read only two or three of his occasional

songs, of wlilch we did not think much. He has been a

great traveller, has seen much, and relates well what he has.

seen. But we really know him only by his Hannah Thurs-

ton, and can judge him only as the author of that work, As-

the author of Hannah Thurston, he has most of the faults-

of American writers in general, and very few of the merits

of such writers as Irving, Cooper, Hawthorne, Kennedy,.

Bird, and Gilmore Simms; and he even ranks below several

of our female writers, such as Miss Sedgwick and the author

of Miriam and Husks. He strikes us as a feminine man.

Tlie virile element in him, apparently, is weak, and he

writes more as a man of sentiment than as a man of thought.

His story is well- conceived, and is conducted with artistic

skill to its conclusion. His intention has been good, and he-

deserves high praise for it. His book may be read once, if

not with intense interest, without fatigue ;
but -sve broke

down in our attempt to read it a second time. It is unlike

Thackeray's novels, which interest more on a second than,

on a first perusal. His book shows some experience of life,,

fine powers of observation, some humor, and now and then,

unobtrusive wit ; but it lacks strength—free, vigorous^

masculine thought. It is called " A Story of American

Life," and American it is, and none but an American could

have written it; for none but an American could have
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shown US the siune evident effort to write like an Eng-
lishman, witliont ever attaining to the real English mannei-.

The American who does not try to write like an English-

man, and is contented to write as a man whose mother
tongue is English, will catch more of the English manner
than the one who does.

Mr. Taylor is unmistakably American. His style has the

peculiarly American nasal twang. We, Americans, lack the

English aplomb, the English Selhststdndigheit, and the Eng-
lish round and full pronunciation. We do not feel our-

selves full-blooded Englishmen, are afraid to be ourselves,

and seldom speak out, like men, our own mother tongue in

a full round voice. We speak through the nose, in a thin,

sharp voice, as if afraid to speak with an open mouth.

This is especially true of us in the northern states ;
in the

South and the West we find more individual independence.

As a rule we both write and speak our common language

with more grammatical correctness than do the English, but

rarely with the same ease, fluency, and idiomatic grace.

Our writers have as much genius, ability, and knowledge as

the English, but less mental culture and less self-confidence,

as any can feel who compares the North American with the

Quarterly, or the Atlantic with Blackwood. There is al-

most always something of the plebeian and the provincial

about us, and we act as if afraid of committing some sole-

cism, or of neglecting some conventional usage which we
have heard of but are unfamiliar with. This is easily ex-

plained by the fact that English writers themselves had, at

the epoch of the founding of the Anglo-American colonies,

very little of that high-bred and metropolitan air which the

better class of them have now ; and by the further fact that

the first settlers of the colonies w^ere chiefly provincials,

plebeians, and dissenters from the national church, to which
adhered the aristocratic and ruling classes of the mother
country. The American people have sprung, in so far as

of English blood, chiefly from the middle and lower classes

of England, for, as Mr. Bancroft has justly remarked, roy-

alty and nobility did not emigrate, and the larger portion of

the colonial gentry, such as we had, abandoned the colonies

when they declared their independence of Great Britain.

The objections to the air and tone of our literature, apply

more especially to New England and the middle states; the

writers of the southern states have the temper and tone of

a slaveholding community, are independent enough, but are

L
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too florid, too wordy, and incline to tlie pompous ; western
writers are free enough, but inflated, turgid, bombastic, and
neglectful of the graces and proprieties of our mother
tongue. Indeed, we are daily losing throughout the Union
the purity, the simplicity, and directness demanded by the

English genius, as is also the fact in England, owing to the

extraordinarj^ development of journalistic and periodical lit-

erature, and to the influence of Hibernian and feminine
writers. The writers for our leading journals are in no
small proportion Irishmen, and for our popular magazines
women, or, what is far worse, feminine men, who have great

fluency and little thought.

Mr. Taylor has a touch of the nasal twang of the middle
states, which is very distinguishable from that of New Eng-
land, but not a whit more agreeable or manly. The real
^' Down East " vernacular has been rendered classic by our
excellent friend Seba Smith, in his famous Jack Downing
letters, the only man who has yet written it. Haliburton,

in his Sam Slick, Davis of this city in his counterfeit Jack
Downing, and Professor Lowell, of Cambridge, in his Big-

low Papers, write it as a language they have learned, as

many Americans, ourselves especially, do English, never as

their mother tongue. With Mr. Smith the language of
" Down East " is really vernacular, and he writes it as nat-

urally, as gracefully, as idiomatically as Burns or Scott

writes broad Scotch, or Gerald Grifiin the Munster brogue.

We ought to be a good judge in this matter, for the Down
East dialect was our mother tongue, and we never heard
any other spoken till we were a right smart lad. Mr.
Taylor writes English, very correct English, but with an

American twang, all the more remarkable, for he evidently

tries to write English as an Englishman. We find no
fault with any writer for writing according to his own na-

tional character. Americans are not inferior to Englishmen,
as we may one day prove, by a fierce war on the sea and on
the land, if we have not done it already, and the inferiority

of our literature is due to our fear to be ourselves. Human
nature is as broad, as rich, as living in us as in Englishmen

;

their mother tongue is ours, and we can write it as well as

they, if we only write as they do, from our own minds and
hearts, and learn to express our own thoughts and sentiments

in our own way, with frankness, directness, naturalness, and
simplicity. Mr. Taylor's fault is, being an American, in

trying to play the Englishman.
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Mr, Taylor is a practised writer, and writes with much
facility, but he is neither a profound nor a vigorous writer.

Still he is a shrewd observer, and, if he does not go to the

bottom of things, he skims gracefully over their surface.

His satire is free from malice ; he is pleasant, bright, good-

humored, and never ruffles j^our temjier, or offends your
taste. There are passages even, in his book, which indicate

that he has a deeper nature than he displays, and has thought
more than he pretends. It is, after all, only the smallest,

and that not the best part of the man, that the author is able

to express, and there are few men or women whose experi-

ence is not deeper and richer than can be found in the pages

of the truest, deepest, and richest romance. Never yet has

fiction been able to match the romance of real life. Mr.
Taylor is unquestionably far superior to his book, but he
does not, after all, strike us as a man of deep feeling or of

original and far-reaching thought. He designs well, con-

structs not unhappily the outlines of his story, gives us its

dry bones, properly arranged, and proves himself a good
literary anatomist ; but he succeeds not in clothing them with
living flesh, nor in breathing a soul into the body, and bid-

ding it live, which Heinrich Heine says is the grand defect

of Englisli literature in general. The English nature has

moi'e heart than soul, and is more remarkable for a deep
sensibility, which it masks under a rough and bluff exterior,

than for sj^irituality, and Americans in this respect, espec-

ially in the free states, share largely in the English nature.

But no man is to be censured for not giving to the offspring

of his brain what he himself has not to give.

Mr. Taylor lays the scene of his story in the interior of the

state of New York, in the pleasant village of Skaneateles,

—

Ptolemy, as he calls it,—on the borders of the beautiful

Skaneateles Lake, one of the most charming lakes in a state

that should be called the Lake State, and his design has been
to satirize gently, very gently, yet keenly and effectively,

certain faults and follies into which our Anglo-Saxon nat-

ure betrays us. He points his wit and humor at several

classes of philanthropists and world-regenerators, far more
numerous and rampant before the outbreak of the rebellion

than they are now. He laughs, and bids us laugh, moder-
ately, at sewing-societies and tea-parties among our spinsters

and some not spinsters, to make dresses for a pupil or two
of the missionary schools in India, or to clothe half a dozen
negro children in the interior of Africa, as yet un visited by
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any traveller, European or American, though in tliis lie has

been preceded and surpassed by Dickens in his Bleak House.
\Iq takes off admirably the one-sidcdness of the original

abolitionists, the folly of Fourierism, the vain pretensions

and immoral tendencies of Mesmerism, modern spiritism, and
free-lovism, and discourses at length, philosophically, polit-

ically, economically, and aesthetically on woman's rights, all

of which had some years since numerous advocates in the

village named, and in or near it was founded an experi-

mental establishment or community for the general and par-

ticular improvement of the human species, and giving the

tinishing stroke to the Creator's work. This part of his novel

is happily conceived and well executed, and deserves for the

author the warm gratitude of the public.

But we cannot say as much of the love-story. Hannah
Thurston, who gives her name to the book, is the daughter
of Quaker parents, has herself been brought up a Quaker,
but has strayed beyond the limits prescribed by George Fox
and Robert Barclay, and can hardly be said to be a Quaker
at all. She has made humanity her God, and philanthropy

her worship. She has devoted herself body and soul to the

assertion of woman's rights, and insists that woman has the

I'iglit to be treated as a man, to enter public life, or upon
any public career, as a man, and to vote and be voted for as

a man. She is, or wishes to be, a man-woman, and to force

all men to recognize and respect her manly claims, which
would be very well, if she were a man, and not a woman.
She is tall, well-formed, very handsome, intellectual, passa-

bly educated, and on some subjects well instructed, refined

in her tastes and feelings, liberal, generous, benevolent, but

intolerant and unyielding where her principles and sense of

justice are not acknowledged. She is about thirty years of

age, has had several offers of marriage, which she has reject-

ed, because she wishes to remain free to devote herself to

the cause of humanity, so grossly and shamefully outraged

in the degraded position in which society places her sex.

The hero and lover is a certain Maxwell Woodbury, an
American gentleman just returned from India, at the age

of thirty-seven, where he has acquii'ed wealth, or at least in-

dependence. He becomes acquainted at a tea-party with

Hannah, whose views on woman's rights he combats. We
have no space to follow the sharp and protracted discussions

which took pl:<ce between them. The author manages them
passably well on both sides, but, so far as the logic goes, he
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gives the advantage decidedly to Hannah, who proves lier-

self the better man. Indeed, she argnes her cause bra\-ely,

and maintains her ground firmly, successfully,—Lucrctia

Mott herself could not have done better ; and makes more-

progress in converting him than he does in converting her,

—which is the best possible argument against her side of
the question. They quarrelled almost from their first meet-
ing, and for a long time quarrel as often as tlie}^ meet, each

obstinately refusing to see the other's side. The quarrels,,

at first, excite mutual dislike, then they excite mutual inter-

est, and end in each falling desperately in love with the

other. Hannah triumphs iu the argument, as women al-

ways do, but is vanquished by love. Her head is strong,,

but her heart is weak. Max promises to inquire, to look

closer into the question, and she is sure, if he does, he will

agree with her. They in fact both inquire—into the state of
their own hearts, find they have great " harmony of senti-

ment," and a true " union of hearts," conclude the best thing

they can do is to marry, and the great question is settled in

the way women and feminine men settle all great questions,,

not by reason, but by love, the grand conciliator. He, poor
man, lets her have her own way, and she, proud woman,,

loves him, and when in due time she adds to her love as

wife her love as mother, she does his pleasure, for she finds

that in pleasing him she best pleases herself.

There is much truth to nature, especially to woman's nat-

ure in all this, but not to the nature of Hannah Thurston,

who has lived to the age of thirty totally ignorant of the

first motions of what is called love. The Hannah Thurston
whom we knew, and we knew her well, though under an-

other name, and when she was some years younger, never
betrayed such weakness. She was more beautiful, as well

as more majestic than Mr. Taylor has described her. She
was tall, well formed, graceful in all her motions, and dig-

nified in her whole deportment ; her features were large,

but of the purest classical type ; her complexion was the

fairest and richest that we hav^e ever seen, and her large,

deep blue eyes expressed rare sweetness, strength, and en-

ergy. Her manner was gentle, quiet, self-possessed, proud,

commanding, not haughty or disdainful. She had tender-

ness, but no sentimental effusion, and never dissolved iu

tears. She appeared to be above all human weakness, self-

poised, and self-sufficing, and conscious of ability to govern

a household or an empire. You never thought of her as love-
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ly, but regarded her as queenly. She married when about
twenty-five, not because she loved, but because she wanted
a servant, and was willing to pay him his wages. Love, in

Mr. Taylor''s sense of the word, she could not, and obey any
will but her own she would not, even were it the will of

Heaven. Such was the real Hannah Thurston of our ac-

quaintance, from whom Mr. Taylor has modelled his hero-

ine, and therefore we insist that her falling in love with
Max Woodbury, and marrying him as her husband, her lord,

not as her servant, is a fiction. The real Hannah Thurstons
are ideal, not sentimental, and sentiment in their vocabulary

does not mean love ; and though they may sometimes fall

tlirough the senses, through the sentiments never. They
are born with lofty natures, the choice souls of their sex

;

even if they love at all it is only in the ideal, with that sub-

lime affection of the soul which Plato discourses of with so

much eloquence, or unfolds with that poetic charm which
takes captive even the most unwilling of his readers.

People laugh at Plato's love, which; according to him, is

one of the two wings on which the soul soars to the em-
pyrean ; but it is very real, and all love into which it does

not enter is an intoxication of the senses, or weak, variable,

and transitory sentiment. Hence, that admonition to hus-

bands to love their wives, and wives their husbands " in the

Lord," and, hence the benediction which the church bestows

on the Christian spouses. But as this mystic love does not

necessarily nor always prove a guaranty against the move-
ment of the senses, it is always dangerous to cultivate it

between the sexes, where the marriage relation does not ex-

ist, and is out of the question ; and hence the justice of the

warnings of all moralists against so-called Platonic attach-

ments. Mr. Taylor's mistake is in giving us a Hannah
Thurston of this high ideal character, M-ho can love only with
this ideal love, and then making her succumb to sentiment,

and fall in love with Max Woodbury, and marry him as an

ordinary woman, or a sentimental girl, just out of the nurs-

ery. We protest against this as not true to Hannah's nat-

ure. She could more easily have become Max Woodbury's
mistress than his sentimentally loving wife. Women of her

caste may sometimes be moved through the senses, and be-

come the slaves as Avell as the tyrants of men the^^ loathe

;

but there is no moving and binding them through the senti-

ments. They have sense and reason, body and soul, flesh

and spirit. Their souls aspire to the highest ideal, which
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thej find and can find in no man. They liave no sentimen-

tal illusions, and in their love either rise to heaven or sink

to hell.

The real Hannah Thurstons, when developed under the

safeguard of religion, under the influences of the Christian

faith, and the sense of duty, become the glory of their sex.

If unmarried, or widows, they found or reform convents,

govern religious houses or communities, found institutions

for the relief of the poor, the redemption of captives, or the

restoration of the fallen ; aid in changing the face of society,

in advancing religion and civilization ; and when they die

are canonized, and presented to the veneration of a grateful

and admiring posterity; such are, in Catholic countries, the

St. Catharines, the St. Teresas, the St. Claras, the St. Fran-

ces-de-Chantals, If developed without that safeguard, with-

out positive religion, without the Christian ideal, and the

Christian sense of duty ; if taught, or suffered, to look upon
duty as a vulgar restraint, as a trammel upon natural libert}^

or the natural freedom of the soul, and worthless, because

not spontaneous or instinctive, they become the shame of

their sex, and are remembered only for their loose manners
and disorderly lives. They give us an Aspasia, a Lais, a

Thais, a Sappho, a Cleopatra, a Julia, a Fulvia, a Messalina,

a Ninon de I'Enclos, a Catharine II., a Georges Sand. They
become notorious for their outrage upon law and private

morals, and sometimes upon public decency. Kow and
then one of them may be converted, and edify the world by
her sublime repentance and her grand expiations, like St.

Mary Magdalene or St. Mary of Egypt. Hannah Thurston
had Cliristian manners, but no positive Christian faith, and
only an instinctive morality. She was engrossed with the

cause she had espoused, and found in that a measurable protec-

tion, but she had no well-grounded principles, that could have
given her the power of resistance in the moment of strong

temptation.

The author makes the same mistake with regard to his

hero, in whom are the types of two very different classes of

men. To-be what the author wished to represent him, Max
Woodbury should be a man of high moral principle, who
acts always from faith and duty, and never from mere senti-

ment. He should be as little sentimental as sensual
;
yet,

though he has honorable instincts, elevated and generous
feelings, good sense, and good breeding, he is sentimental

rather than ideal ; and if, to a certain extent, independent
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in his views, witli the courage, in s])iteof village associations,

to smoke his hookah, and take his glass of old sherry '.vith

liis dinner or a friend, he has no religious principles, no
positive convictions, and acts from no high moral or ideal

motives. When Mrs. Merryfield leaves her husband, and
runs off with a scamp to join the free-love community, he
insists on her return, indeed, but not from a sense of duty,
or for reasons addressed to her conscience. She must do it

to avoid scandal, to prevent the village gossip, and because
her husband loves her, is a more agreeable num than she
thinks, and there is less incompatibility of temper between
them than she has suffered herself to believe. She would
miss her husband and her children, and, at her age, and with
her memories and associations, she M'ould not iind the society

of the free-lovers as agreeable as she fancies. Her husband is

a worthy man, and she can never be happy in reflecting that

she has left him desolate, and her childi-en worse than
motherless. He so well manages her self-love, that she
fancies that it is she who shows herself generous and self-

sacrificing in returning to the home she has abandoned ; not
her husband in receiving and reinstating her in her position

as wife and mother, without n woi'd oi' look of reproach.
Governed by a sense of propriety, by his good taste and

generous feeling, by sentiment rather than by reason,

wealthy, independent in his position, a returned East Ind-
ian, com parativel}' young, in the full vigor of his manhood,
endowed with robust health and true manly beauty, Max
Woodburj' could never have contracted a sentimental mar-
riage, or what is called a marriage for love, with Hannah
Thurston, who is older, as a wonum, than he is as a man, and
all whose associations, habits, tastes, and sentiments are at

variance with his own. He might have dispensed with
wealth, but not, at his age, with youth. That he could have
done only as a youth himself. He could no more have mar-
ried for love a woman thirty years old, who froni earl}' youth
had mingled with all sorts of men, sat with them on the
s^me platform, and, throwing aside the veil of her modesty,
addressed public meetings in defence of political, social, and
domestic changes, all of which offended his taste or convic-

tions, and some of which he regarded even as immoral, than
he could a cast-off mistress or a notorious coui-tesan. He
could at best have married her only to get a housekeeper,
or some one to make his tea and coffee, to bring him his slip-

pers and light his pipe. H they had had the high ideal
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character the author wished to give them, they would have
been above all sentimental illusions ; and if they had mar-
ried, it would have been for other reasons and with other
views than those assigned. Taken as they are represented,

as sentimentalists, and above all mercenary motives, their

marriage was simply impossible.

Mr. Taylor, and nearly all our popular writers on love
and marriage, commit the mistake of placing the highest
ideal of love in the sentimental order, and of expecting the
happiness of the married life from the sentimental union of
hearts. The most unhappy marriages are usually sentimen-
tal marriages, and we have never heard of a love-match that

was not an unhappy match. A real union of hearts there
may be, and there often is, but not a sentimental union.
The harmony of sentiment the author speaks of is an illu-

sion, and never yet existed between two individuals of the
same sex or of opposite sexes. It sometimes appears to ex-

ist between two young lovers, and they are persuaded that
it does exist, but they are deceived in themselves and in

each other, for they heed only the sentiments which tend to

unite them, and take no account of those which are mutu-
ally repellent, and which not seldom gain the mastery before
the end of the honey-moon, if not suppressed by a sense of
duty and a strong effort of the will. Then nothing is more
uncertain, variable, and fickle, than sentiment. It depends
more on physical than rational causes, and the finest imagin-
able sentimental nnion may be sundered for ever by a rainy
day, a fit of indigestion, a nervous headache, an idle word
heedlessly dropped by an idle friend or acquaintance, amis-
apprehended jest, look, or gesture, or any assignable or un-
assignable cause whatever. All sentiments, taken alone, are
purely selfish, and in sentimental love we love only our own
sentiments. Sentiments are the affections of the sensitive

soul, merely modes of our own interior life, and never go
out of it. We attain to a reality out of us by sense and rea-

son, never by sentiment, and therefore in sentiment we love
never another, but simply ourselves, or our momentary state

of feeling. The feeling changed, the union is dissolved, and
the love gone.

The necessity of woman's nature, and equally so of man's
nature, is to love. But all love is worship ; and the fine or
high-sounding talk of the woman, that she would be loved
as for herself alone, and of the man, that he wants to be loved
for what he is in himself, when it is not simply a protest
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against a purely mercenary marriage, proceeds from tlie

sentiment of pride, and is a demand that each shall regard

the other as God. Two young lovers under the illusion of

the sentiment of love, when it first becomes conscious of it-

self, may, in the intoxication of the moment, regard each

the other as divine, but they both become, in each other's

estimation, very mortal after the intimacy of married life.

Men and women, say what we will, are imperfect creatures,

and love can tolerate no imperfection in its object. No
woman is worthy to be loved in and for herself alone, not

even the purest, noblest, loveliest, holiest, the most beautiful

and charming of her sex, not even the Blessed Virgin her-

self, for such love were idolatry ; and no man is in himself

and for himself alone worthy of love ; even humanity is

worthy of love, the supreme homage of the soul, only as ele-

vated through the Incarnation to be the nature of God, and
for ever inseparable from the divine personality. Men and
women, tiie great no less 'than the small, are creatures, and
do not suffice for themselves ; and how then can a love which
stops with the creature, which on the part of the man stops

with the woman, and on the part of the woman stops with

the man. Suffice for itself ? Husband and wife may and
should be all in all to each other, in relation to other men
and other women, but they never in themselves alone suffice

for their own mutual love.

The error of supposing love as a sentiment suffices for the

basis of a happy marriage is productive of much misery in

our modern societ3^ Women, save in the lower classes, are

very generally educated, and intellectually as well as senti-

mentally. They are educated beyond the harem of the Turk
and the gyneceum of the Greek, and in several branches of

literature compete not unsuccessfully with men. Their ed-

ucation has raised them above a mere instinctive life, and

developed in them wants which cannot be satisfied in the

sentimental order. They can satisfy their craving to love

and to be loved only in an order that transcends the finest

and most generous sentiments as well as the senses. Yet
their education does not suppl}' the ideal wants it develops.

It makes them aware of the necessity of the ideal to their

happiness, and then sends them to seek it in the sentiments,

where it is not to be found. The young girl is hardly out

of the convent or the boarding-school before her sentimen-

tal illusions are dispelled, and, supplied with a clear under-

standing of nothing higher, she becomes cold, dry, hard,
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unloving and unlovely ; she looks upon marriage as a purely
mercenary thing, and coolly calculates for how much she can
afford to sell herself or consent to be sold. Once married,

she insists on receiving her price, which she proceeds to

spend in such dissipations as slie has a taste for, or as are

within her reach, always in search of a " new sensation." Or,

if the illusion continues till after marriage, the result is no
better. Married in the expectation of finding happiness in

the union of hearts and the harmony of sentiments, she soon
finds that she has wants that these pretty things do not satisfy

—ideal wants which they cannot meet—and she either suf-

fers from the interior craving to love with no object to love,

the most lively image of hell that the human imagination can
form, or she tries, like her sister who married without love

or expecting love, to find relief or forgetfulness in some sort

of sensual dissipation. The evil is not confined to women
;

men suffer from it hardly less than women, for the need as

well as the power of loving and being loved in man is even
greater than in woman, and hence the chief reason why she

almost always controls him, never yielding her will to his,

and seldom failing to make him yield his to her. Woman's
nature is lighter, more superficial than man's, and she is in-

capable of the strong, deep, and abiding affection which he
experiences. Hence she can always, if she chooses, gamble
on his love, and be his tyrant. A great deal of needless com-
miseration is bestowed on women, as if they were always the

victims of man's tyranny or brutality. What women most
love is their own will, and they generally contrive to have it.

Men suffer more than women, but they do not make so much
fuss about it.

The age does not err in its demand for the ideal ; its error

is in confounding the ideal with the sentimental. Love-
matches are, we have said, usually unhappy, and however
parents may have abused their power in individual cases, we
have no doubt that in former times, and in countries where
the old custom continues, the average of happy marriages,

arranged by parents and guardians, was and is much higher
than with us, where the young people take the matter into

their own hands, barely condescending, when the3'- have set-

tled it, to inform the " Governor " or the " Landlady " of the
fact, or going through the formality of asking consent when
it is too late to withhold it. But a good custom become ob-

solete can never be revived, for it becomes obsolete because
the course of events has left it behind. The age, again, does

Vol. XIX—33
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not eiT in setting a high vahie on sentiment, for the senti-

mental has its place in lininan nutui'e, especially Anglo-Saxon
nature, and its function in human life. The error is in sup-
posing that it does or can suffice for itself; in supposing
that love is fatal, is destiny, uncontrollable by intelligence

and Mali; in not understanding that all love is worship, and
that the creature can be safely loved only in the ideal, in

the Creator. To love the creature in the Creator, or one an-

other in God, in whom we live, and move, and have our
being, is not to love one another less, but is to give to love

a rational and solid basis, a real substance to complete it, and
to render it constant, abiding, and immortal as the human
soul itself.

The age craves the ideal, suffers for the want of it, but
does not know that in the nature of things it can be sup-

plied only by Christian faith, hope, and charity. The soul

is spiritual, and the sensible and the sentimental can satisfy

it only as it integrates them or sees them integrated in the

ideal, in God, the beginning and end of all things. The
Christian religion is tiie revelation of the ideal, and it places

it within the reach of all who are not turned away from it

by false doctrines or a false education. The age miscon-
ceives both religion and its necessity. It patronizes religion,

asserts its utility, its necessity even, for savage and barba-

rous tribes, for nations in the infancy of civilization, for the

lower classes, for the simple, the illiterate, the ignorant, and
for women and children even in our old civilized communi-
ties, biit by no means for the enlightened, the cultivated,

the highly civilized, the learned, the scientific, and the

strong. It comprehends not that the nearer we approach
to the animal world, tiie less do we feel the need of religion

;

and that the higher we rise in the scale of civilization, the

more educated and enlightened we become, the deeper and
more pressing are the wants developed in us, which cannot
be satisfied either with the sensible or the sentimental, and
which imperatively demand the ideal order, which transcends

them, and brings us into immediate relation with the origin

and end of all things. Religion does not recede as science

advances, and the more we know of the universe, the in-

tenser becomes our consciousness of the need of knowing
and loving it in its principle and cause. Ignorance and
barbarism are the greatest of all obstacles to religion, and it

is almost impossible to get savages and barbarians to accept

wny religion but a gross and debasing superstition, founded
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on fear or dread, not on intelligence and love. The igno-

rant fear the wrath of the angry gods, and seek to appease

them with costly presents, and painful, often cruel, sacri-

fices. This sort of religion, rather of superstition, no doubt,

recedes as science advances ; but not true religion, the

religion founded on love, and which meets the soul's crav-

ing for the ideal. The greater the advance of civilization,

the less can men and women enjoy themselves, find interior

peace and serenit}', without religion.

No doubt, the age, in words, insists on religion, and for-

mally teaches it in its schools, but as something foreign to the

human soul, imposed from abroad, enjoining a round of

duties only arbitrarily connected witli human life, and not

needed or fitted to satisfy the wants that education has de-

veloped in the soul, and of which we are so painfully con-

scious. Our popular authors have learned that all worship

is love, and all love is worship ; but they teach us to love

the Creator in the creature, and do not understand that when
we love God only in loving creatures, we are simply idola-

ters ; and that all idolatry is not only sin, but slavery, that

degrades and debases, instead of purifying and elevating the

soul. They should reverse their doctrine, and while hold-

ing all love to be worship, understand that we love not God
in creatures, nor creatures in themselves, but creatures in

the Creator, in whom they live, move, and have their being,

and without whom they are nothing, and can neither love

nor be loved. The unsatisfactory nature of the love which
seeks to love the creature in itself, is due to the fact that in

itself, or out of God, the creature is nothing, and presents no
object to love. The love is necessarily, therefore, an empty
sentiment, a simple interior craving which finds only itself

to feed upon.
This loving of creatures in God is a love which has a real

object, unfailing and unbounded, for the creature in God is

perfect, complete, infinite, and ma}^ receive the full love or

supreme homage of the soul. Marriage based on this love

is sacred, holy, and can never, whatever the imperfections

of the spouses, be utterly miserable, because it can never
leave the mind utterly empty, and the soul to devour her-

self. In this sense all love—the sensible, the sentimental,

the ideal—is holy, and marriage, in all its mysterious i-ites

and relations, is as pure, as high, as laudable as virgiiiit}';

for in all the soul offers her supreme homage to her Maker.
The whole meaning of all this is, that in love and marriage
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reason or tlie ideal is primary, and the happiness is sougjlit

from the cheerful and faithful performance of the duties

which belong to the married state, and to the state of the
married in life. The faithful and loving performance of

these duties secures repose and serenity of soul, even where
the sentiments of the spouses do not happen to be perfectly-

harmonious. That delicate young girl, just from school^

who, from a sense of duty and filial piety, marries, in obe-

dience to her parents' wishes, a man whom she has never
before seen, and whose sentiments, tastes, habits are by no
means accordant with her own, may, at first, recoil, but she
is not necessarily miserable, and the marriage may turn out

a happy one, because nothing not within the power of good-
will is necessary to make it so. The affections do not pre-

cede it, they follow it, because it was not entered into from
sentimental illusion, and because nothing is demanded that»

with God's grace, it is not possible on either side to give.

The fine sentiments, the deep gushing feeling, the French
woman's grande passion, is not necessary to the happiness

of the married life, and indeed would never answer for

every-day life. It would wholly unfit us for the ordinary

duties of our state, and we suspect the truest and noblest

Christian wives and mothers, the}^ who have been dearest

to their husbands, and are held in the most grateful and
touching recollection by their children, have never felt it.

We think the less one knows of it, the better. Poor friend

Thurston, Hannah's mother, was all the better wife for the

mistake with regard to her husband, which she so feelingly

confesses to her daughter, and which she discovered not till

he was dying. La grande passion may do for a womant
who forgets what she owes to her husband, and takes up a

forbidden lover ; but it will never do for a wife. Senti-

ments, at best, are only the condiments ; they can never be

substantial J9^^C(^5 of the feast, which must be good sense, in-

telligence, and duty. A man would soon starve on curry

or London Club sauce.

We have said here nothing new ; the parson, in his ser-

mon, has said it all, my dear, a hundred times. I have only

given you the philosophy of his sermon, and shown you that

it accords with the nature of things, -save in accordance

with which neither you nor I, however wise I am, or

beautiful and angelic you are, can be happy, married or un-

married. So take what I have said kindly ; for if I am old

now, I have been young, and remember too well the follies

of my youth.



USE AND ABUSE OF READING.*

[From the Catholic World for July, 1866.]

"We have been much interested in the grave and earnest

essay on the abuses and dangers of reading, by P. Toule-

mont, in that excellent periodical, the " Etudes, " so ably

conducted by fathers of the Society of Jesus, and we would
translate and present it to our readers in its integrity, if

some portions of it were not better adapted to France than
to the United States

;
yet much which we shall advance in

this article is inspired by it, and we shall make free use of

its ideas, facts, authorities, and arguments.

This is a reading age, and ours is to a great extent a read-

ing countiy. The public mind, taste, and morals are with
us chiefly formed by books, pamphlets, periodicals, and
journals. The American people sustain more journals or

newspapers than all the world beside, and probably devour
more light literature, or fiction, or trashy novels than any
otlier "nation, Reading of some sort is all but universal,

and the press is by far the most efficient government of the

•country. The government itself practically is little else

with us than public sentiment, and public sentiment is both
formed and echoed by the press. Indeed, the press is not

merely "a fourth estate," as it has been called, but an estate

which has well-nigh usurped the functions of all the others,

and taken the sole direction of the intellectual and moral
destinies of the civilized world.

The press, taken in its largest sense, is, after speech

—

which it repeats, extends and perpetuates—the most power-
ful influence, M'hether for good or for evil, that man wields

or can wield ; and however great the evils which flow from
its perversion, it could not be annihilated or its freedom sup-

pressed without the loss of a still greater good, that is, re-

strained by the public authorities. In this country we have
established the regime of liberty, and that regime^ with its

attendant good and evil, must be accepted in its principle,

and in all its logical consequences. If a free press becomes a

fearful instrument for evil in the hands of the heedless or ill-

disposed, it is no less an instrument for good in the hands of

* Appel aux Consciences Chretiennes centre les abus et les dangers de la

lecture. P. Toulemont. Etudes JReligieuses, Hiatoriques et LiteYairea.

Tome 8. N. S.
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the enlifi^litened, honest, and capable. The free press in the
modern world is needed to defend the right, to advance the
true, to maintain order, morality, intelligence, civilization,
and cannot be given up for the sake of escaping the evils-

which flow from its abuse.

Yet these evils are neither few nor light, and are such as
tend to enlarge and perpetuate themselves. Not the least of
the evils of journalism, for instance, is the necessity it is

under in order to live, to get readers, and to get readers it

must echo public opinion or party feeling, defend causes
that need no defence, and flatter passions already too strong.
Instead of correcting public sentiment and laboring to form a
sound public opinion or a correct moral ]udgment,its conduct-
ors are constantly tempted to feel the public pulse to discover
what is for the moment popular, and then to echo it, and to
denounce all who dissent from it or fall not down and wor-
ship it ; forgetting if what is popular is erroneous or unjust,
it is wrong to echo it, and if true and just, it needs no
special defence, for it is already in the ascendant ; and for-

getting, also, that it is the unpopular truth, the unpopular
cause, the cause of the wronged and oppressed, tlie poor and
friendless, too feeble to make its own voice heard, and which
has no one to speak for it, that needs the support of the
journal. When John the Baptist sent two of his disciples-

to our Lord to ask him, "Art thou he that is to come, or are
we to look for another ? " our Lord said : "Go and tell John
. . . that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead rise again, the poor have
the gospel preached to them." Here was the evidence ot

his messiahship. " They that are whole need not a physi
cian, but they that are sick."

This is not all : needing to be always on the popular side,

the press not only plants itself on the lowest general average
of intelligence and virtue, but it tends constantly to lower
that general average, and hence becomes low and debasing
in its influence. It grows ever more and more corrupt and
corrupting, till the public mind becomes so vitiated and
weakened that it will neither relish nor profit by the soundei
works needed as remedies.

In the moral and intellectual sciences we write introduc
tions where we once wrote treatises, because the publishei

knows that the introductions will sell, while the elaborate

treatise will only encumber his shelves or go to the pastry-

cook or the paper-maker. Not only do the journals flatter
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popular passions, appeal to vitiated tastes, or a low standard

of morals, but books do the same, and often in a far greater

degree. The great mass of books written and published in

the more enlightened and advanced modern nations are im-

moral and hostile not only to the soul hereafter, but to all

the serious interests of this life. A few years since the

French government appointed a commission to investigate

the subject of colportage in France, and the commission re-

ported after a conscientious examination that of nine mil-

lions of works colported eight millions were more or less

immoral. Of the novels which circulate in the English-

speaking world, original or translated, one not immoral and
possible to be read without tainting the imagination or the

heart is the rare exception. Under pretence of realism

nature is oftener exhibited in her unseemly than in her seemly
moods, and the imagination of the young is compelled to

dwell on the grossest vices and corruptions of a moribund so-

ciety. Chastity of thought,innocence of heart,purity of imag-

ination cannot be preserved by a diligent reader even of the

better class of the light literature of the day. This literature so

vitiates the taste, so corrupts the imagination, and so sullies

the heart, that its readers can see no merit and find no relish

in works not highly spiced with vice, crime, or disoi'derly

passion. The literary stomach has been so weakened I)}'

vile stimulants that it cannot bear a sound or a wholesome
literature, and such works as a Christian would write, and a

Christian read, would find scarcely a market, or readers suf-

ficiently numerous to pay for its publication.

It is boasted that popular literature describes nature as it

is, or society as it is, and is therefore true, and truth is never
immoral. Truth truthfully told, and truthfully received, is

indeed never immoral, but even truth may be so told as to

have the effect of a lie. But these highly spiced novels

—

which one can hardly read without feeling when he has fin-

ished them as if he had been spending a night in dissipa-

tion or debauchery, and with which our English-speaking

world is inundated—are neither true to nature nor to society.

They give certain features of society, but really paint neither

high life nor low life, nor yet middle life as it is. They
rarely give a real touch of nature, and seldom come near

enough to truth to caricature it. They give us sometimes
the sentiment, sometijnes the affection of love with a touch

of truth—but, after all, only truth's surface or a distant and
distorted view of it. They paint better the vices of nature,
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man's abuse or perversion of nature, than the virtues. Their
virtuous characters are usually insipid or unnatural ; nature

has depths their plummets sound not, and heights to which
they rise not. There they forget that in the actual providence
of God nature never exists and operates alone, but either

through demoniacal influence descends below, or through di-

vine grace rises above itself. They either make nature viler

than she is or nobler than she is. The}'^ never hit the just me-
dium, and the views of nature, society, and life the young read-

er gets from them, are exaggerated, distorted, or totally false.

The constant reading of them renders the heart and soul

morbid, the mind weak and sickly, the affections capricious

and fickle, the whole man ill at ease, sighing for what he
has not, and incapable of being contented with any possible

lot or state of life, or with any real person or thing.

Besides books which the conscience of a pagan would
pronounce immoral, and which cannot be touched without
defilement, there are others that by their false and heretical

doctrines tend to undermine faith and to sap those moral
convictions without which society cannot subsist, and re-

ligion is an empty name or idle form. The country is

flooded with a literature which not only denies this or that

Christian mystery, this or that Catholic dogma, that not only

rejects supernatural revelation, but even natural reason it-

self. The tendency of what is regarded as the advanced
thought of the age is not only to eliminate Christian faith

from the intellect, Christian morality from the heart. Chris-

tian love from the soul, but Christian civilization from so-

ciety. The most popular literature of the day recognizes

no God, no Satan, no heaven, no hell, and either preaches

the worship of the soul, or of humanity. Christian charity

is resolved into the watery sentiment of philanthropy, and
the Catholic veneration of the Blessed Virgin lapses, out-

side of the church, into an idolatrous worship of femininity.

The idea of duty is discarded, and we are gravely told there

is no merit in doing a thing because it is our duty; the

)nerit is only in doing it from love, and love, whicli, in

the Christian sense, is the fulfilling of the law, is defined to

be a sentiment without any relation to the understanding or

the conscience. Not only the authority of the church is re-

jected in the name of humanity by the graver part of popu-

lar literature, but the authority of the state, the sacredness

of law, the inviolability of marriage, and the duty of obedi-

ence of children to their parents, are discarded as remnants
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of social despotism now passing away. The tendency is in

the name of humanity to eliminate the church, the state, and

the family, and to make man a bigger word than God. In

view of the anti-religious, anti-moral, and anti-social doc-

trines which in some form or in some guise or other per-

meate the greater part of what is looked upon as the living

literature of the age, and which seem to fetch an echo from
the heart of humanity, well might Pope Gregory XYI,, of

immortal memory, in the grief of his paternal heart ex-

claim, '"We are struck with hi Tor in seeing with what
monstrous doctrines, or rather with what prodigies of error

we are inundated by this deluge of books, pamphlets, and
writings of every sort whose lamentable irruption has cov-

ered the earth with maledictions "
!

" There doubtless are men," as Pfire Toulemont says, " who have very

little to fear from the most perfidious artifices of impiety, as, prepared by

a strong and masculine intellectual discipline, they are able easily to

detect the most subtle sophisms. No subtlety, no tou7' de metier, if I

may so speak, can escape them. At the first glance of the eye they

seize the false shade, the confusion of ideas or of words ; they redress at

once the illusive perspective created by the mirage of a lying style. The
fascinations of error excite in them only a smile of pity or of contempt.

" Yes, there are such men, but they are rare. Take even men of

solid character, with more than ordinary instruction, and deeply at-

tached to their faith, think you, that even they will be able always to

rise from the reading of this literature perfectly unaffected ? I appeal

to the experience of more than one reader, if it is not true after having

run over certain pages written with perfidious art, that we find our-

selves troubled with an indescribable uneasiness, an incipient vertigo or

bewilderment ? We need then, as it were, to give a shake to the soul, to

force it to throw off the impression it has received, and if we neglect to

assist it more or less vigorously, it soon deepens and assumes alarming

proportions. No doubt, unless in exceptional circumstances, strong

convictions are not sapped to their foundation by a single blow, but one

needs no long experience to be aware that this .sad result is likely to fol-

low in the long run, and much more rapidly than is commonly believed,

even with persons who belong to the aristocracy of intelligence.
'

' This will be still more the case if we descend to a lower social

stratum, to the middle classes who embody the great majority of Chris-

tian readers. With these mental culture is very defective, and some-

times we find in them an ignorance of the most elementary Catholic in-

struction that is really astounding. What, at any rate, is undeniable, is

that their faith is not truly enlightened either in relation to its object ov

itfi grounds. It ordinarily rests on sentiment far more than on reason.
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They have not taken the trouble to render to themselves an account of

the arguments which sustain it; much less still are they able to solve the

difficulties which unbelievers suggest against it. Add to this general

absence of serious intellectual instruction, the absence not less general

of force and independence of character, and the position becomes
frightful. In our days it must be confessed the energy of the moral

temperament is singularly enfeebled, and never perhaps was the asser-

tion of the prophet, omne caput languidum, the whole head is sick, more
true than now. Robust and masculine habits seem to have given place

to a sort of sybaritism of soul, which renders the soul adverse to all per-

sonal effort, or individual labor. See, for example, that multitude

which devours so greedily the first books that come to hand. Takes it

any care to control the things which pass before its eyes, or to render

to itself any account of them by serious reflection ? Not at all. The
attention it gives to what it reads is very nearly null, or, at best, it is

engrossed far more with the form, the style, or the turn of the phrase,

than with the substance, or ground of the ideas expressed. The mind
is rendered, so to say, wholly passive, ready to receive without reflec-

tion any impression or submit to any influence."

The a^reat body of the faitliful in no conntrjcan read the
immoral, heretical, intidel, liumanitarian, and socialisticlit-

erature of the age without more or less injury to tlieir moral
and spiritual life, or without some lesion even to their faith

itself ; although it be not wholly subverted. Can a man
touch pitch and not be defiled ? It is precisely the devour-
ing of this literature as its daily intellectual food, or as its

literary pabulum, that produces that sybaritism of soul, that

feebleness of character, that aversion to all manly effort or

individual exertion without which robust and masculine
virtue is impossible.

There is certainly much strong faith in the Catholic popu-
lation of the United States, perhaps more in proportion to

their number than in any of the old Catholic nations of

Europe; but this strong faith is found chiefly amongst those

who have read very little of the enervating literature of

the day. In the younger class in whom a taste for reading
lias been cultivated, and who are great consumers of "yel-

low-covered literature," and the men who read only the

secular and partisan journals, we witness the same weakness
of moral and religious character, and the same feeble grasp
of the great trutiis of the Gospel complained of by Pore
Toulemont. To a great extent the reading of non-Catholic

literature, non-Catholic books, periodicals, novels, and jour-

nals, neutralizes in our sons and daughters tlie influence of
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Catliolic schools, academies, and colleges, and often effaces

the good impression received in them.

The prevalence of such a literature, so erroneous in doc-

trine, so false in principle, and so debasing in tendency,

must be deplored by Catholics, not only as injurious to

morals, and too often fatal to the life of the soul, but as

ruinous to modern civilization, which is founded on the

great principles of the Catholic religion, and has been in

great part created by the Catholic Church, chiefly by her
supreme pontiffs, and her bishops and clergy, regular and
secular. The tendency of m;)dern literature, especially of
journalism, a very modern creation, is to reduce our civili-

zation far below that of ancient gentilism, and it seems
hard that we who under God have civilized the barbarians

once should have to begin our work anew, and go through
the labor of civilizing them again. Our non-Catholic coun-

trymen cannot lose Christian civilization without our being

compelled to suffer with them. They drag us, as they sink

down, after them. This country is our home and is to be
the home of our children and our children's children, and
we more than any other class of American citizens are in-

terested in its future. It is not, then, solely the injury we
as Catholics may receive from an irreligious and immoi-al

literature that moves us ; but also the injury it does to-

those who are not as yet within the pale of the church, but

between whom and us there is a real solidarity as men and
citizens, and who cannot suffer without our suffering, and
civilization itself suffering, with them.

As men, as citizens, as Christians, and as Catholics, it

becomes to us a most grave question—What can be done to

guard against the dangers which threaten religion and civil-

ization from an irreligious and immoral literature ? This

question is, no doubt, primarily a question for the pastors of

the church, but it is, in submission to them, also a question

for the Catholic laity, for they have their part, and an

important part, in the work necessary to be done. There
can be no doubt that bad books and irreligious journals are

dangerous companions, and the most dangerous of all com-

f)anions, for their evil influence is more general and more
asting. Plato and most of the pagan philosophers and
legislators required the magistrates to intervene and sup-

press all books judged to be immoral and dangerous either

to the individual or to societ}', and in all modern civilized

states the law professes either to prevent or to punish their
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publication. Even John Milton, in his Areopagitica, or

plea for unlicensed printing, says he denies not to magis-

trates the right to take note how books demean themselves,

and if they offend to punish them as any other class of

offenders. English and American law leaves every one free

to publish what he pleases, but holds the author and pub-
lisher responsible for the abuse they may make of the liberty

of the press. In all European states there was formerly,

and in some continental states there is still, a preventive cen-

sorship, more or less rigid, and more or less effective. For-

merly the civil law enforced the censures pronounced by
the church, but there is hardly a state in which this is the

case now.
Whatever our views of the civil freedom of the press may

be, ecclesiastical censorship, or censorship addressed to the

conscience by the spiritual authority, is still possible, and
both proper and necessary. The act of writing and publish-

ing a book or pamphlet, or editing and publishing a period-

ical or journal, is an act of which the law of God takes

account as much as any other act a man can perform, and is

therefore as fully within the jurisdiction of the spiritual

authority. So also is the act of reading, and the spiritual

director has the same right to look after what books his

penitent reads, as after what company he keeps. The whole
subject of writing, editing, publishing, and reading books,

pamphlets, tractates, periodicals, and journals, comes within

the scope of the spiritual authority, and is rightly subjected

to ecclesiastical discipline. In point of fact, it is so treated

in principle by heterodox communions, as well as by the

church. The Presbyterians are even more rigid in their

discipline as to writing and reading than Catholics are,

though they may not always avow it. The Methodists claim

the right for their conferences to prescribe to Methodist
communicants what books they ought not to read, and sel-

dom will you find a strict Methodist or Presbyterian read-

ing a Catholic book. It is much the same with all Protes-

tants who belong to what they call the church as distin-

guished from the congregation—a distinction which does
not obtain among Catholics, for with us all baptized persons,

not excommunicated, belong to the church. There is no
reason why the church should not direct me in my reading

as well as in my associations, or discipline me for writing or

publishing a lie in a book or a newspaper as well as for tell-

ing a lie orally to my neighbor or swearing to a falsehood

in a court of justice.
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But when the church, as with us, is not backed in her

censures by the civil law, when her canons and decrees have

no civil effect, the ecclesiastical authority becomes practi-

cally only an appeal to the Catholic conscience, and while

her censures indicate the law of conscience in regard to the

matters censured, they depend on our conscience alone for

their effectiveness. Hence our remedy, in the last analysis,

as Pere Toulemont implies, is in the appeal to Christian

consciences against the dangerous literature of the day ;
and

happily Catholics have a Christian conscience,—though
sometimes in now and then one it may be a little drowsy,

—

that can be appealed to with effect, for they have faith, do
believe in the reality of the invisible and the eternal, and
know that it profiteth a man nothing to gain the whole

world and lose his own soul. The church declares by divine

constitution and assistance the law of God which governs

conscience, and when properly instructed by her, the Cath-

olic has not only a conscience, but an enlightened conscience,

and knows what is right and what is wrong, what is useful

and what is dangerous reading, and can always act intelli-

gently as well as conscientiously.

Pere Toulemont shows in his essay that it is not reading

or literature that the church discourages or condemns, but

the abuse of literature and its employment for purposes

contrary to the law of God, or the reading of vile, debas-

ing, and corrupting books, periodicals, and journals which

can only taint the imagination, sully the purity of the

heart, weaken or disturb faith, and stunt the growth of the

Christian virtues. The conscience of every Christian tells

him that to read immoral books, to familiarize himself with

a low, vile, corrupt and corrupting literature, whatever may
be the beauty of its form, the seductions of its style, or the

charms of its diction, is morally and religiously wrong.

Pere Toulemont shows by numerous references to their

bulls and briefs that the supreme pontiffs have never from
the earliest ages ceased to warn the faithful against the

writings of heretics and infidels, or to prohibit the reading,

writing, publishing, buying, selling, or even keeping

impure, immodest, or immoral books or publications of any

sort or form, as the civil law even with us prohibits obscene

pictures and spectacles. It was to guard the faithful

against improper and dangerous reading that St, Pius Y.
established at Rome the congregation of the Index ; and

that publications by wliomsoever written judged by the con-
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gregation to be unsafe, likely to corrupt faith or morals, are

still placed on the Index. Nothing is more evident than
that the cliurch, while encouraging in all ages and countries
literature, science, and art, has never allowed her children
the indiscriminate reading of all manner of books, pamph-
lets, tractates, and journals. There are writings the reading
of which she prohibits as the careful mother would prevent
her innocent, thoughtless child from swallowing poison.

Her discipline in this respect is accepted and felt to be wise
and just by every man and woman in whom conscience is

not extinct or fast asleep. Even the pagan world felt its

necessity as does the modern Protestant world. The natu-

ral reason of every man accepts the principle of this disci-

pline, and asserts that there are sorts of reading which no
man, learned or unlearned, should permit himself. The
Christian conscience once awakened recoils with instinctive

horror from immoral books and publications, and no one
who really loves our Lord Jesus Christ can take pleasure in

reading books, periodicals, or journals that tend to weaken
Christian faith and corrupt Christian morals, any more than
the pious son can take pleasure in hearing his own father or

mother traduced or calumniated ; and what such publica-

tions arc, the Catholic, if his own instincts fail to inform
him, can always learn from the pastors of his church.
The first steps toward remedying the evils of the prevail-

ing immoral literature must be an earnest appeal to all sin-

cere Christians to set their faces resolutely against all read-

ing, whatever its form, that tends to sap the great principles

of revealed truths, to destroy faith in the great mysteries of

the Gospel, to subvert morality, to substitute sentiment for

reason, or feeling for rational conviction, to rnin the family
and the state, and thus undermine the foundations of civil-

ized society. This, if done, would erect the Christian con-

science into a real censorship of the press, and operate as a

corrective of its licentiousness, without in the least infring-

ing on its freedom. It would diminish the supply of bad
literature by lessening the demand. This would be much,
and would create a Christian literary public opinion, if I

ma}' so speak, which would become each day stronger, more
general, more effective, and which writers, editors, publishers,

and booksellers, would find themselves obliged to respect,

as politicians find themselves obliged to treat the Catholic

religion with respect, whenever they wish to secure the

votes of Catholic citizens. Fidelity to conscience in those
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wlio have not jet lost the faith, and in whom the spii-itual

life is not yet wholly extinct, will go far toward remedying
the evil, for the movement begun will gather volume and
momentum as it goes on.

The next step is for Catholics to regard it as a matter of
conscience to demand and sustain a pure and high-toned lit-

erature, or ample, savory, and wholesome literary diet, for
the public. Reading, in modern civilized communities, has
become in some sort a necessar}^ of life, a necessity, not a lux-

ury, and when we take into consideration the number of youth
of both sexes which we send forth yearly from our colleges,

academies, private, parochial, conventual, and public schools,

we cannot fail to perceive that it is, and must be a growing
necessity in our Catholic community ; and we may set this

down as certain, that when wholesome food is not to be
had, people will feed on unwholesome food, and die of that

which they have taken to sustain life. But if pe(5ple,

through indifference or negligence, take no heed whether
the food be wholesome or unwholesome, or through a

depraved appetite prefer the unwholesome because more
highly spiced, very little Mdiolesome food will be offered in

the market. Many complaints are heard from time to time
of our Catholic press, because it does not give us journals of a
higher order, more really Catholic in principle, of higher
moral tone, and greater intellectual and literary merit.

Even supposing the facts to be as these complaints assume,
the complaints themselves are unjust. The editors and
publishers of Catholic journals edit and publish them as a

lawful business, and very naturally seek the widest circula-

tion possible. To secure that, they necessarily appeal to

the broadest, and therefore the lowest average of intelli-

gence and virtue of the public they address. They who
depend on public sentiment or public opinion must study
to conform to it, not to redress or reform it. The journals
of every country represent the lowest average intelligence

and virtue of the public for which they are designed. The
first condition of their existence is that they be popular
with their own public, party, sect, or denomination. Com-
plaints are also frequently heard of our Catholic publishers
and booksellers, for not supplying a general literature,

scientific and philosophical works, such as general readers,

who though good Catholics, are not particularly ascetic, and
wish to have now and then other than purely spiritual read-

ing, and also such as scholars and scien"tific men seek, in
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which the erudition and science proper are not marred by
theories and hypotheses, speculations, and conjectures,

which serve only to disturb faith and stunt the growth of

the spiritual life. But these complaints are also unjust.

The publisiiers issue the best books that the market will

take up. There is no demand for other or better books

than they publish : and such books as are really needed,

aside from bibles, prayer books, and books for spiritual

reading, they can publish only at their own expense. They
are governed by the same law that governs editors and pub-

lishers of newspapers or journals, and naturally seek the

broadest, and therefore in most respects the lowest average,

and issue works which tend constantly to lower the stand-

ard instead of elevating it. The evil tendency, like rumor.

crescit eundo.
There is no redress but in the appeal to Christian con-

sciences, since the public now fills the place of patrons whick
was formerly filled by princes and nobles, bishops and mo-

nastic or religious houses. The matter cannot be left to-

regulate itself, for the public taste has not been cultivated

and formed to support the sort of reading demanded, and

will not do it from taste and inclination, or at all except from
a sense of duty. The great majority of the people of France

are Catholics, yet a few 3'ears ago there were Parisian jour-

nals hostile to Catholics, that circulated each from 40,000

to 60,000 copies daily, while the daily circulation of all the

Catholic journals and periodicals in all France did not ex-

ceed 25,000. It should be as much a matter of conscience

with Catholics to open a market for a sound and healthy

literature as to refrain from encouraging and reading im-

moral and dangerous publications. We gain heaven not

merely by refraining from evil, but by doing good. The
servant that wrapped his talent in a clean napkin and hid it

in the earth was condemned not because he had lost or

abused his talent, but because he had not used it and put it

out to usury. The church attaches indulgences to doing

good works, not to abstaining from bad works.

The taste of the age runs less to books than to reviews,

magazines, and especially to newspapers or the daily jour-

nals. People are too busy, in too great a hurry, for works of

long breath. Folios and octavos frighten them, and they

canhardly abide a duodecimo. Their staple reading is the

telegraphic despatches in the daily press. Long elaborate

articles in reviews are commended or censured by many
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inr)i-e persons than read them, and many more read than

understand them, for people nowadays tliink very lit-

tle except about their business, their pleasures, or the man-
agement of their party. Still the review or magazine is the

best compromise that can be made between the elaborate

treatise and the clever leader of the journal. It is the best

literally medium now within reach of the Catholic public,

and can meet better than any other form of publication our
present literary wants, and more effectively stimulate thought,

cultivate the understanding and the taste, and enable us to

take our proper place in the literature and science of the

country. But here again conscience must be appealed to,

the principle of duty must come in. Few men can write

and publisii at their own expense a magazine of high char-

acter, of pure literary taste, sound morals, and sound theol-

ogy, able in literary and scientific merit, in genius, instruc-

tion, and amusement, to compete successfully with the best

magazines going, and there is at this moment no public

formed to hand large enough to sustain such periodical, and
even the men to write it have in some sort to be created, or

at least to be drawn out. It must be for a time supported
by men who do not want it as a luxury or to meet their

own literary tastes, but who appreciate its merits, are aware
of the service it may render in creating a taste for whole-
some instead of unwholesome reading. That is, it must be
sustained by persons who, in purchasing it, act not so much
from inclination as from a sense of duty, which is always a

nobler, and in the long run, a stronger motive of action,

than devotion to interest or pleasure ; for it is in harmony
with all that is true and good, and has on it the blessing of

Heaven. It is precisely because Catholics can act from a

sense of duty that we can overcome the evil that is ruining

society.

No doubt we are here pleading, to a certain extent, our
own cause, but we only ask others to act on tlie principle on
which we ourselves are acting. The Catholic World is not

published as a private speculation, nor with the expectation

of personal gain. Our cause is what we hold to be here and
now the Catholic cause, and it is from a sense of duty that

we devote ourselves to it. We are deeply conscious of the
need for us Catholics in the United States of a purer and
more wholesome literature than any which is accessible to

the great majority, and than any which can be produced
outside of the Catholic community, or by others than Catho-

VoL. XIX-34
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lies. We need it for ourselves as Catholics, we need it for
our country as a means of arresting the downward tendency
of popular literature, and of influencing for good those who
are our counti-jmen, though unhappily not within our com-
munion. There is nothing personal to us in the cause we
serve, and it is no more oxn's than it is that of every Catho-
lic who has the ability to serve it. If we plead for our
magazine, it is only as it is identified with the Catholic
cause in our country, and we can be as disinterested in so

soliciting support for it as if it was in other hands, and we
solicit support for it no further than it appeals to the

Catliolic conscience. We have seen the danger to the coun-
try, and the destruction to souls threatened by the popular
literature of the day, and we are doing what we can in our
unpretending way to connnence a reaction against it, and
give to our American public a taste for something better

than they now feed on. We cannot prevent our Catholic

youth who have a taste for reading from reading the vile

and debasing popular litei'ature of the day, unless we give
them something as attractive and more wholesome in its

place, and this cannot be done without the hearty and con-

scientious cooperation of the Catholic community witli us.

Catholics are not a feeble and helpless colony in the

United States. We are a numerous body, the largest relig-

ious denomination in the country. There are but two
cities in the world that have a larger Catholic population

than this very city of New York, and there are several

Catholic nations holding a very respectable rank in the

Catholic world, that have not so large, and upon the whole
so wealthy a Catliolic population as the United States. AVe
are numerous enough, and have means enough to found and
sustain all the institutions, religious, charitable, educational,

literary, scientific, and artistic needed by a Catholic nation,

and there is no Catholic nation where Catholic activity finds

fewer "lets and hindrances" from the civil government.
We are free, and we have in proportion to our numbers our
full share of influence in public affairs, municipal, state, and
national ; no part of the population partakes more largely of

the general prosperity of the country, and no part has suf-

fered less from tlie late lamentable civil M-ar. We have our
church organized under a regular hierarchy, with priests

rapidly increasing in numbers, churches springing up all

over the land, and Catholic emigrants from the Old World
pouring in b}' thousands and hundreds of thousands. Wo
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are numerous enough and sti-ong enougli in all religious, lit-

erary, and scientific matters, to suffice for ourselves. There
is no reason in the world, but our own spiritual indolence
and the torpidity of our consciences, why we should con-
tinue to feed on the unwholesome literary garbage provided
for us by the humanitarianism and pruriency of the age.

We are able to have a general literature of our own, the
production of genuine Catholic taste and genius, if we will

it, and at present are better able than the Catholics of any
other nation ; for our means are ample, and the government
and civil institutions place no obstacles in our way, which
can be said of Catholics nowhere else.

Our Catholic community is large enough, and contains
readers enough, to sustain as many periodicals as are needed,
and to absorb large editions enough of literary and scientific

works of the highest character to make it an object with the
trade to publish them, as well as with authors to write them.
Works of imagination, what is called light literature, if con-

ceived in a true spirit, if they tend to give nature a normal
development, and to amuse without corrupting the reader,

ought to find with us a large public to welcome and profit

by them. What the people of any Catholic nation can do
to provide for the intellectual and aesthetic wants of a

Catholic people, we Catholics in the United States can do,

if we are disposed to set ourselves earnestly about it with
the feeling that it is a matter of conscience.

And we must do it, if we mean to preserve our youth to

the church, and have them grow up with a robust faith, and
strong and masculine virtues, to keep them clear from the
humanitarian sentimentality which marks the age and the
country. Universal education, whether a good or an evil,

is the passion of modern society, and must be accepted. In-

deed, we are doing our best to educate all our children, and
the great mass of them are destined to grow up readers, and
will have reading of some sort. Education will prove no
blessing to them, however carefully or religiously trained
while at school, if as soon as thej^ leave the school, they seek
their mental nutriment in the poisonous literature now so
rife. 'No base companions or vicious company could do so

much to corrupt as the sensation novels, the humanitarian,
rationalistic, and immoral books, magazines, and journals,

which, as thick as the frogs of Egypt, now infest the coun-
try. Our children and youth leave school at the most criti-

cal age, and a single popular novel, or a single sophistical
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essay, may undo the work of years of pious training in our
colleges and conventual schools. Parents have more to ap-

prehend for their children when they have finished their

school terms than ever before, and it is precisely when they
have left school, when they come home and go out into so-

ciety, that the greatest dangers and temptations assail them.
From their leaving school to their settlement in life is the
period for which they most need ample intellectual and
moral provision in literature, and it is precisely for this

period that little or no such provision is made.
Hence the urgency of the appeal to Catholic consciences

first to avoid as much as possible the pernicious literature of
the age, and second to create and provide to the utmost of

our ability, good and wholesome litei'ature for the mass of
our people, such a literature as only they who live in the
communion with the saints, drink in the lessons of divine
wisdom, and feast their souls on celestial beauty, can pro-

duce—a secular literature indeed, but a literature that em-
bodies all that is pure, free, beautiful, and charming in nat-

ure, and is informed with the spirit of Catholic love and
truth—a robust and manly literature, that cherishes all God's
works, loves all things, gentle and pure, noble and elevated,

strong and enduring, and is not asliamed to draw inspiration

from the cross of Christ. It will require mucli labor, many
painful sacrifices to work our way up from the depths to

which we have descended, and our progress will be slow and
for a long time hardly perceptible, but Catholic faith, Catho-
lic love, Catholic conscience, has once succeeded when things
were more desperate, transformed the world, and can do so

again. Nothing is impossible to it. It is your faith that

overcomes the world.
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[From the Catholic World for December, 1869.]

TnEBeeclier family is certainly a remarkably gifted fami-

ly, though we think the father, Dr. Lyman Beecher, was
the best of them all. Yet his two daughters, Miss Catharine

Beecher and Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, are women of

rare abilities, and have made their mark on the times and
sad havoc with New England theology. Dr. Edward
Beecher has written several notable books, among which
may be mentioned The Papal Conspiracy and the Confiict

of the Ages., which prove him almost equally hostile to Rome
and to Geneva. Henry Ward Beecher is the most distin-

guished of the sons, and probabl}^ ranks as the most popu-
lar, certainly the most striking, pulpit orator in the country.

But none of the family are remarkable for purity of taste,

refined culture, or classical grace and polish as writers.

They would seem to owe their success partly to their audac-

ity, but principally to a certain rough vigor and energy of

character, and to their sympathy with the popular tenden-

cies of their country. They rarely take, never knowingly
take, the unpopular side of a question, or attempt to

stem the current of popular opinion. They are of the

w^orld, and the world loves them. They never disturb

its conscience by condemning its moral ideal, or calling

upon it to strive after a higher and purer ideal. They
have in an eminent degree the genius of commonplace..
There are in Uncle Toin's Cabin and The Minister's

Wooing passages of rare force and vigor, but they are

not very original, nor very recondite. The Beecher genius

is not lyrical or dramatic, but essentially militant and pro-

saic. It can display itself only against an antagonist, and
an antagonist at least about to fall under the ban of public

opinion. They have some imitative ability, but little crea-

tive power, and rarel}'^ present us with a living character.

We remember only two living characters in all Mrs. Stowe's

writings, Dred and the Widow Scudder ; and we are not

certain that these are not copies of originals.

*Norwood; or. Village Life in New England. By Henry Ward
Beecher. New York: 1868.
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The author of Norwood is less of an artist than his sister,

Mrs. Stowe, and under the relation of art his novel is below
criticism. It contains many just observations on various
topics, but by no means original or profound ; it seizes some
few of the traits of New England village life ; but its char-

acters, with the exception of Judge Bacon, Agate Bissell,

and Hiram Beers, are the abstractions or impersonations of

the author's theories. The author has little dramatic power,
and not much wit or humor. The persons or personages of
his book are only so many points in the argument which he
is carrying on against Calvinistic orthodoxy for pure natu-

ralism. The substance of his volume seems to be made up of
the fag-ends of his sermons and lectures. He preaches
and lectures all through it, and rather prosily into the bar-

gain. His Dr. Wentworth is a bore, and his daughter Rose,,

the heroine of the story, is a species of blue-stocking, and
neither lovely nor lovable. As a type of the New England
cultivated and accomplished lady she is a failure, and is-

hardly up to the level of the New England school-ma'am.
The sensational incidents of the story are old and worn out,

and the speculations on love indicate very little depth of
feeling or knowledge of life, or of the human heart. The
author proceeds on a theory, and so far shows his New
England birth and breeding, but he seldom touches reality.

As a picture of New England village life it is singularly

unfortunate, and still more so as a picture of village life in

the valley of the Connecticut, some twenty miles above
Springfield, in Massachusetts, where the scene is laid, and
where the tone and manners of society in a village of five

thousand inhabitants, the number Norwood is said to con-

tain, hardly differ in refinement and polish from the tone
and manners of the better classes in Boston and its vicinity.

There are no better families, better educated, better bred,

more intellectual in the state, than are to be found in no
stinted numbers in the towns of the Connecticut valley, the

garden of Massachusetts. The book is full of anachronisms.

The peculiar New England traits given existed to a certain

extent, in our boyhood, in back settlements or towns not

lying near any of the great thoroughfares ; but they have
very generally disappeared through the influence of educa-

tion, the railroads which run in all directions through
the state, and the almost constant intercourse with the so-

ciety of the capital.

The turnpikes did much to destroy the rustic manners
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and lanojnage of the population of tlie interior villages, and
the railroads have completed what they left undone. Save
in a few localities there is no longer a rustic population in

Massachusetts, and very little distinction between the coun-
tryman and the citizen. In small country villages you may
find Hiram Beers still, but Tommy Taft, Polly Marble, and
Agate Bissell are of a past generation, and even in the past
belonged to Connecticut rather than to the Old Bay State.

Strangers suppose the people of the several ]^ew England
states have all the same characteristics, and are cut out and
made up after the same pattern ; but in reality, except in

the valley of the Connecticut, where there is a blending of
the characteristics of the adjoining states, the differences
between the people of one state and those of another are so
strongly marked that a careful observer can easily tell, on
seeing a stranger, to which of the six New England states

he belongs, without hearing him speak a word, and not un-
frequently the section of his state from which he comes.
There is no mistaking a Berkshire county man for a Cape
Codder, or a Vermouter for a true son of the Old Bay State,

or a Rhode Islander. The gait, the air, the manners, the
physiognomy even, tell at once the man's native state. The
Vermonter is the Kentuckian of the East, as the Georgian
is the Yankee of the South, and we have found no two
cities in the Union, and there are few East of the Rocky
Mountains that we have not visited, where the citizens of
the one have so many points of resemblance with those of
the other, as Boston, the metropolis of New England, and
Charleston, the real capital of South Carolina. Accidental
differences of course there are, but the type of character is

the same, and the purest and best American type we have
met with. And we are very disinterested in our judgment,
for we are natives of neither city or state. In both we
have the true English type with its proper American modi-
fications. No two cities stood firmer, shoulder to shoulder,
during the American war of independence, " the times that
tried men's souls," than Boston and Charleston. They be-
came opposed not till, under the lead of Philadelphia and
the Pennsylvania and Kentucky politicians, congress had
fastened on the country the so-called American system,
which struck a severe blow at the commerce of New Eng-
land, and compelled its capitalists to seek investment for
their capital in manufactures. It is a little singular that

New England, which up to 1842 had voted against every
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protective tariff that had been adopted, should have flie

credit or discredit of originating and securing the adoption
of the protective system. The ablest speech ever made
against the system in congress was made in 1824 by Mr.
Webster, then a member of the house of representatives

from Boston. We express no opinion on the question be-

tween free-trade and so-called protection ; we only say that

Pennsylvania and Kentucky, not the New England states,

are chiefly responsible for the protective system ; the very
remote cause, at least, of the late terrible civil war between
the North and South, in which, if the victory was for the

Union, the South are likel}' to be the gainers in the long
run, and the North the losers.

But we are wandering. Mr. Beecher speaks truly of the

diversity and originalitj' of individual character in New
England, which you discover when you have once broken
through the thin crust of conventionalism ; but he seems
not to have observed equally the marked differences of char-

acter between the people of the several states. The wit of

a Massachusetts man is classical and refined ; of the Connec-
ticut man sly, and not incapable of being coarse ; of the

Vermonter it is broad farce, and nobody better than he can

keep a company of good fellows in a roar till morning.
The Bay State man has a strong attachment to tradition and
to old manners and customs, and his innovating tendency is

superinduced, and is as repugnant to his nature as Protes-

tantism is to i\\e perfervidum ingenium Scotorum. He is

naturally a conservative, as the Scotch are, if we may so

speak, naturally Catholic ; and it was only a terrible wrench
of the Scottish nature that induced the loyal Scots to ado])t

the reformation. The Connecticut man excels the Bay State

man in ingenuity, in inventive genius, in doing much with

little ; is less conservative by nature, and more enterprising

and adventurous, and in his exterior conduct more under

the influence of public opinion. Each is proud of his state,

and the Connecticut man especially, who has acquired

wealth elsewhere, is fond of returning to his early home to

display it ; but attachment to the soil is not very strong in

either, and neither will make heav}' sacrifices for simple

love of country. The Bay State man is more influenced by
liis principles, his convictions, like the South Carolinian,

and the Connecticut man more by his interests.

The Vermonter has no conservative tendency by nature
;

he cares not the snap of his finger for what his father be-
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lieved or did; is personally independent, generally free

from snobbishness, no slave to public opinion, and for the

most part has the courage of his convictions ; but he loves

his state, loves her green hills and fertile valleys, and when
abroad holds a fellow-Vermonter dear as his brother. A
Georgian and a Connecticut man are fighting in Georgia ;

the Connecticut man looking on will wish his countryman
to get the better of his Georgian opponent, but will not in-

terpose till he has inquired into the cause of the dispute,

and ascertained on which side is the law. A Georgian and

a Yermonter are fighting under the same circumstances
;

the Vermonter comes up, looks, knocks the Georgian down,
rescues his countryman, and investigates the cause and the

law afterward. The Yermonter pays no attention to the

personal responsibility he may incur ; the Connecticut man
tries to keep always clear of the law ; and if he makes up
his mind to do a great wrong to some one, he takes care to

do it under cover of law, so that no hold can be got of him.

The Bay State man is much the same ; and the Connecticut

man has less of patriotism than the Yermonter. "We speak

of what was the case in our own youth and early manhood
;

yet the character of the whole American people has so

changed during the last forty years that M-e can hardly any
longer recognize them, and in the judgment of an old man
they have changed not for the better.

We have no space to remark on the characteristic differ-

ences of the three remaining New England states. These
states have still less resemblance to each other. The people

of Maine differ widely from the people of New Hampshire,
and the people of Rhode Island have very few traits in com-
mon with the people of any of the other New England
states. The author of Norwood has lost no little of his own
New England character or overlaid it wath his westernism.

He is not in sympathy with the true New England charac-

ter, as found in any of the New England states, and is more
disposed to exaggerate, in his descriptions, its few eccentric-

ities than to bring out its higher and nobler qualities. No
douljt the Puritan settlers of Massachusetts and Connecticut
set out with the intention of founding what they regarded

as a Christian commonwealth, in which tlie evangelical

counsels should be recognized and enforced as laws. Tliey

would have organized and maintained society, except in not

enjoining celibacy, after the mode of a Catholic monastery.

They attempted by constant vigilance and the strict enforce-
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ment of very rigorous laws to shut ont all vice and immoral-
ity from their community. They were rigorists in morals,
somewhat rigid and stern in their personal character, and
have been generally supposed to be much more so than they
really were. Their experiment of a Christian commonwealth
as it existed in their own ideal failed, partly through their

defective faith and the absence of supernatural grace, and
partly through their exacting too much of human nature, or
even of men in the flesh, except an elect few. But they,

nevertheless, succeeded in laying the foundation of a Chris-

tian as distinguished from a pagan republic, or in founding
the state, the first in history, on truly Christian principles,

that is, on the rights of God, and which better than any
other known state has protected the rights of man.
The Puritan did not separate from the Church of England

on the principle of liberty of dissent, or because he wished
to establish what liberals now understand by religious liber-

ty. The principle of his separation was the Catholic prin-

ciple, that the magistrate has no authority in spirituals, and
no right to prescribe any forms or ceremonies to be used in

worship. It was a solemn protest not against the doctrines

of the Anglican Cliurch, but against the authority it con-

ceded in spiritual matters to the civil powei*—or the civil

magistrate, as they said then. The Puritan was logical ; he
had a good major, and his conclusion would have been just,

if his minor had only been true ; and M'e are, in our opinion,

indebted to him far more than to Lord Baltimore or to

Governor Dongan of New York for the freedom of con-

science secured by our institutions. Lord Baltimore and
Governor Dongan sought the free exercise of their own re-

ligion for their co-religionists, and asserted, and in their

situation could assert, only toleration. Neither could assert

the principle of true religious liberty, the incompetency of

the state in spirituals, holding, as they did, their power from
the king of England and head of the Anglican Church. The
Puritan abominated toleration, called it the devil's doctrine,

and proved himself little disposed to practise it ; but in as-

serting the absolute independence of the church or religion

before the civil magistrate, he asserted the true principle of

religious liberty, which the Catholic Church always and
everywhere asserts, and laid in the American mind the

foundation of that religious freedom of wliich our religion,

which they hated, now enjoys the benefit.

We have nothing to say of the virtues of the Puritans in
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relation to the world to come ; but they certainly had great

and rare civil virtues, and they have had the leading share

in founding and shaping the American state. They were

grave, earnest—too much so, if you will ; but however short

they fell in practice, they always asserted the independence

and supremacy of tlie moral order in relation to civil gov-

ernment, and tlie obligation of every man to obey God
rather than men, and to live always in reference to the end

for which God makes him. Their moral standard was higlu

and they set an example of as moral a people as can be looked

for outside of the church. They had only a faulty rejigion,

and perhaps were Stoics rather than Christians in their tem-

per ; but they always put religion in its right place, and gave

the precedence to its ministers. They placed education un-

der charge of the church, and the system of common schools

which they originated or adopted was really a system of

parochial schools, under the supervision of the pastor, and

supported by a tax on the parish, imposed by theparisliioners,

in public meetings, on themselves. The centralized system

of godless schools, borrowed from the convention that de-

creed the death of Louis XYI., generally adopted by the

middle and western states, is hardly yet fully adopted in

Massachusetts, though since 1835 it has been gradually gain-

ing the ascendency.

The Puritans not only adopted a high moral standard, but

they lived as nearly up to it as is possible for human nature

aloiie since the fall, and few examples of a more rigidly

moral people can be fonnd than were the New England

people for a century and a half after the landing of the Pil-

grims, and to them, in no small measure, the whole Union

is indebted for its moral character as well as for the greater

part of its higher institutions of learning. There have been

as learned, as gifted, as great men, found in other states, and

perhaps even more learned, gifted, and greater ; but there is

no part of the Union where the intellectual tone of society

is so high, or intellectual culture so general as in New Eng-

land, especially in the states founded by the Puritans, as

were Massachusetts and Connecticut. iNew York leads in

trade and commerce ; Pennsylvania latterly, Virginia form-

erly, in politics ; but the New England mind has led in

law, jurisprudence, literature, art, science, and philosophy;

though since Puritanism has been lapsing into liberalism

its preeminence is passing away. We speak of New
England as it was thirty or forty years ago, or a little
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earlier, when the majority of the supreme judges, and
two thirds of the members of the legislature of IS'ew

York were Connecticut, or, at leastf, New England
men, New England, we fear, is no longer what she was
when we were young, and she appears only tlie shadow of
licr former self. She is attempting to do, from sheer calcu-
lation, and purely secular motives, what even in the heyday
of Puritanism was more than she could effect, aided by
strong religious convictions and motives. Still, if the sub-
stance is wanting, she keeps up the appearance of her old
moral character, and in no part of the Union will you hear
"Hner moral sentences, or better reasoned orations on the
1)eauty of virtue and the necessity of religion to the com-
monwealth. Even New England infidelity is obliged to as-

sume a moral garb, to express itself in Christian phrases,

and affect to be more Christian than Christianity itself.

The author of Norwood does not do justice to the intel-

lectual character of New England life, to the thought, the
reflection, and movements of a New England village of five

thousand inhabitants. His village philosopher. Dr. Went-
worth, is very shallow, being very narrow and very prosy.

AVe could easily find any number of farmers in the- valley

of tiie Connecticut able to see through his paganism at a

glance and refute it with a word. Especially is the author
unjust to New England women. No doubt such women as

Polly Marble, Racliel Cathcart, Agate Bissell, and Mother
Taft can be found in a New England village, but they are

not representative characters. New England Puritanism
was never so stiff, or so annoying to one's self or to others,

as it appears in these exceptional characters. The M'omen of

New England are in general remarkable for their intellectual

culture, their gentleness, their refinement, their grace and
dignity of manners, the elevation and breadth of their minds,
and the extent and variety of their information, no less than
for their domestic tastes and habits, or superior faculty as

housekeepers. There are-, no doubt, blue stockings in

Yankeeland which their wearers' skirts are too short to con-

ceal ; no doubt, also, there are women there who encroach on
the rights and prerogatives of the other sex, and aspire to

be men ; but your leading woman's rights women and men
are not New Englanders. Our old friend, Mrs. Elizabeth

Cady Stanton, is a New Yorker, and Susan B. Anthony, if

born in Nantucket, is a Quakeress, and the Quakers are of

no country, or simply are their own country.
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Many movements are accredited to ]^ew Eno;land wliieii

originated elsewliere, and are simpl}'- taken up by a certain

class of New Englanders in easy circumstances, as a diver-

sion or a dissipation, instead of whist, balls, routs, and plays.

Yet they are only a class. The Massachusetts legislature

voted down, by a large majority, the proposition to give the

elective franchise to women, and the legislation of the Old

Bay State continues far more masculine and conservative

than that of the state of New York,

Norwood leaves the impression on the reader that the

Puritans were a set of gloomy fanatics, austere and unbend-

ing, harsh and cruel, minding everybody's business but their

own, and seeking, in season and out of season, to cram their

horrible doctrines down every neighbor's throat, and that the

only sociable and agreeable people to be found among them
were precisely those who had broken away from the Puritan

thraldom, and returned to the cultivation and worship of

nature. The wish is father to the thought. More social,

neighborly, genial, kind-hearted, hospitable people it would

be difficult to tind in the Union than were the great body of

these New England Puritans, than perhaps they are still

;

though they have by no means improved since they have

abolished the dinner-table, as they suppose in the interest of

temperance, and substituted opium for Santa Cruz rum and

old Jamaica spirits, as they have philanthropy for devotion.

Intellect, morals, and sociality seem to us to have sadl/ de-

teriorated under the misdirected efforts to advance them.

But Henry Ward Beecher has had a far other purpose in

Norwood than to produce a work of art, to construct a story,

or to sketch New England village life. He is willing enough

to correct some of the misapprehensions which southerners

have, or had, of New England character ; but his book, after

all, has a serious purpose, and is intended to be a death-blow

to New England theological and moral doctrines.

The author, though nominally a Christian, and professed-

ly a Congregational preacher, is really a pagan, and wishes

to abolish Puritanism for the worship of nature. But it is

less the Puritan than the Christian he wars against ; and if

he understands himself, which is doubtful, his thought is,

that a child, taken as born, without baptism or regeneration,

may be trained up by the influence of flowers and close

communion with nature, beasts, birds, and flshes, reptiles

and insects, to be a Christian of the flrst water. Dr. Went-

worth represents this theory, and reduces it to practice in
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the training of his daughter Rose, whose chief educator is

the half-idiot negro, Pete, " no great things in the intellects,

but with a heart as big as that of an ox." The theory recog-

nizes Christ only in nature, and really identifies him with

nature, and resolves the Christian law of perfection into the

natural laws of the physicists. The author holds, if any

thing, that heaven, the crown of life, is in the order of gen-

eration, and is attainable as the result of natural develop-

ment.
The theory, of course, rejects the very fundamental prin-

ciple of Christianity, which declares that " except a man be

born again he cannot see the kingdom of God." The au-

thor, indeed, does not deny in words the new birth ; nay,

asserts it, but resolves it into a natural operation, a sort of

mental and physical crisis, and recognizes nothing supernatu-

ral, or any infusion of grace in it ; which is in reality to deny

it. We have as hearty a dislike of Calvinism as any one can

have, and we know it passably well by our own early experi-

ence ; but we confess that we have no wish to see old-fash-

ioned Puritanism exchanged for pure rationalism or mere

naturalism, and as against Henry Ward Beecher, w^e are

strongly tempted to defend it. Any one who knows New
England at all, knows that its morals have deteriorated

just in proportion as its old Puritanism has declined, or

been liberalized. The fact, whatever the explanation, is un-

deniable. In our judgment, it is the natural result of loos-

ening the restraints which Puritanism undoubtedly imposed

on the passions and conduct, and leaving people to their

natural passions, instincts, and propensities, without any re-

straint at all. Despotism is bad enough ; but it is better

than no government, better than anarchy. As it affects the

question of conversion to the church, we see no gain in the

change. We think a sincere, earnest-minded, Puritan a less

hopeless subject than a liberal, like an Emerson, a John

Weiss, a John Stuart Mill, a Mr. Lecky, a Herbert Spencer,

or such men as were the late Mr. Buckle and the late Sir

William Hamilton, who despise Christianity too much to

olfer any direct opposition to it. The honest Puritan is pre-

judiced indeed, and unwilling to hear a word in favor of the

church
;
yet he believes in Christian morals, and has some

conception of the Christian plan of salvation, and therefore

really something for the missionary to work on ; but men
who have resolved Cliristianity into naturalism, and meas-

ure reality or even the knowable by their own narrow and
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superficial understandings, are beyond his reach. Their case

is hopeless.

Puritanism keeps alive in the comniunit}' a certain Chris-

tian habit of thought, a belief in the necessity of grace, and

more or less of a Christian conscience. The greater part of

the common people gathered into the sects in seasons of re-

vivals, if our missionaries were present, could just as easily

be gathered into the church, and be saved. We suffer terri-

bly in this country for the want of missionary priests, who
can go wherever their services are needed by those who
know not yet " the faith once delivered to the saints." Our
priests are too few for the wants even of our old Catholic

population, and what with hearing confessions, and attend-

ing sick calls, building churches and school-houses, and pro-

viding for the most pressing "wants of a Catholic people, are

over-worked, and soon exhausted. The great majority of

our priests die young, from excessive labor. There is with

us a vast missionary field, not indeed among the sects, but

among the so-called Nothingarians, who comprise the ma-

jority of the American people, and who, though without

any specific belief, are yet far from being confirmed unbe-

lievers. But let the Beechers and their associates succeed

in reducing Christianity to naturalism, and you soon make
this whole class downright infidels. We can have, there-

fore, no sympathy with Beecherism, or pleasure in seeing

its success against even old-fashioned New England Puri-

tanism.

We should say as much of the Presbyterianism of the

middle, western, and southern states. Wt3 believe any of the

older Protestant sects that retain a belief in the Trinity,

the Incarnation, and future rewards and punishments, and
that practise infant baptism, are preferable by far to any
form of modern liberalism, which discards dogma for senti-

ment and reason for the soul, and are really nature-worship-

pers, and as much idolaters as were the old pagans, whose
rivers and ponds, whose gardens and orchards were overrun

with gods. Even a Methodist is upon the whole better than

a liberal, however pujGEed up he may be by the successful

worship of mammon by his sect, and its growing respectabili-

ty in the eyes of the world.

We have bestowed, perhaps, more attention on Mr.
Beecher and his novel than they deserve, but we have made
them the text for a desultory discourse, partly in defence of

New England against her denigration attempted by one of
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her prominent sons, and partly in protest against the revival

of heathen nature-worship favored l)y the author. We have
not aimed at exalting New England above other sections of
the Union. Each section of our common country has its

peculiar merits, which are essential to the welfare and de-

velopment of the whole. New England has hers, which, in

some respects, excel those of other sections, and in other re-

spects fall short of them. It is not for us to strike the bal-

ance, and to decide which upon the whole preponderate. We
have wished to give New England her due, without detract-

ing any thing from M'hat is due to any other section of the
Union. We should be sorry to see the effort now making
to new-englandize the South succeed. There are some
things in the New England character that could be corrected

with advantage : and there is much in the southern charac-

ter, its openness, its frankness, its personal independence,^

its manliness, its aristocratic tone and manner, that we
should be sorry to lose. But we do not like to find any man
decrying his own native land or insensible to its merits.

MRS. GERALD'S NIECE.*

[From the Catholic World for January, 1871.]

Lady Georgiana Fullerton is no stranger to our readers,

nor to either the Catholic or the non-Catholic public. She
is a convert to the church from Anglicanism, and a literary

lady of distinguished merit. She stands, for her rare ability,

rich and chaste imagination, high culture, and varied knowl-
edge, elevation and delicacy of sentiment, purity, strength,

and gracefulness of style, and the moral and religious ten-

dency of her writings, at the head of contemporary female
writers. She lives and writes for her religion, and seeks,

through rare knowledge of the human heart and of the

teachings of the church, combined with the graces and
charms of fiction, to win souls to the truth, or at least to

disarm the prejudices and disperse the mists of ignorance

which prevent them from seeing and loving it. Pier works

*3fw. Gerald's Niece. A Novel. By Lady Georgiana Fullei{TON.
New York : 1870.
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liave done much in this direction, and deserve the warm
gratitude of Catholics,

In general, we do not like modern novels, though our

duty as reviewers requires us to read not a few. The bulk

of our more recent novels or popular works of fiction com-
pels us to form the acquaintance of very disagreeable people,

with whom one cannot be intimate without losing some-

thing of the chastity and delicacy of the soul. Evil com-
munications corrupt good morals. Our young men and
maidens cannot associate even in the pages of a novel with

rogues and villains, the licentious and the debauched, with-

out having their imaginations more or less tainted, and their

sensibility to virtue more or less blunted, Tony Trollope,

one of the most popular of contemporary English novelists,

ill his Barchester novels, especially in his Can You Forgive

Her ? forces us, if we read him, to associate through weari-

some pages with people whose morals and manners are of

the lowest type, and whose acquaintance in real life we
should as carefully avoid as we shun persons infected with

the small-pox or the plague. We may say as much of his

brother's Lindisfarne Chase, and not less of the works of

such writers as Holme Lee, Miss Braddon, Mrs, Henry
Wood, Wilkie Collins, Amelia Edwards, Charles Reade,
Charlotte Bronte, Mrs, Gaskell, the mistress or wife of the

positivist Lewes, and others too numerous to mention.

We know our modern novelists profess to be realists, and
to paint men and women as they are, and society as it is

;

but this, even if it were true, as it is not, would be no excuse

or extenuation. Vice and crime lose much of their hideous-

ness by familiarity, and our horror of them is not a little

lessened by the habit of associating with them even in

imagination. We lose the flour of chastity from our souls

when we mingle with them for pastime or distraction.

Even they whose duty it is to make themselves acquainted

with the diseases, moral and physical, of individuals or

society, in order to learn and apply the remedy, unless

strictly on their guard and protected by divine grace, are in

great danger of losing their virtue. What must be the

danger, then, to those who seek acquaintance with them
from a morbid curiosity, the craving for excitement, or

simple amusement? What judicious parent regards the

Police Gazette, the Chronicles of the Old Bailey, or the

reports of criminal trials published by our respectable dailies,

as harmless reading for either sex ? Yet the characters they

present are real, such as are actually found in real life.

Vol. XIX—35
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We make no account of the poetical justice the writer

administers to liis characters at the end of his novel or

romance. The mischief is done long before the end is

reached, and done by association with the immoral and the

criminal characters introduced—often the most attractive

characters in the book—the familiarity acquired with scenes

of iniquity, dissoluteness, and dissipation. The scene in

which Fagin teaches young Oliver the art of pocket-picking

has made more than one bright boy emulate the Artful
Dodger. Xobody is deterred from house-breaking or street-

walking by the horrid death of Bill Sykes or the tragic fate

of Nancy. The evil of associating with such an accom-
plished hypocrite and scoundrel as Scott's Ned Christian,

the dissolute and thoroughly unprincipled Duke of Buck-
ingham, or the merry monarch, Charles II., with his mis-

tresses, is imperfectly neutralized by the temperance of

Julian and the modesty, purity, and fidelity of Alice. The
reward of virtue and the punishment of iniquity in novels

cannot abate, and can never undo, the harm done by associ-

ation with evil-thinkers and evil-doers.

Nor do we concede that our modern novelists, realists as

they claim to be, who treat us to any amount of intrigue

and rascality, flirtation and coquetry, seduction and adulter}-,

swindling and fraud, speculation and gambling, drunken-
ness and murder, whether in high places or low, give us a

true picture of life or of society as it is. Their pictures of

society are as false to real life as were those of the old

mediaeval romances so unmercifully and yet so justly ridi-

culed by Boiardo and Cervantes. Society is corrupt, rotten,

if you will, but less so in reality than in the pages of a Bul-

wer or a Trollope, Virtue is still the rule, vice the excep-

tion, and society could not exist if it were not so. There is

corruption enough in public and official life, we grant, to

make Satan laugh and angels weep ; but not all, nor the

majority of the men in office or connected with government
are peculators, swindlers, tricksters, villains, intent only on
''the pickings and stealings," or their own selfish ends.

They may often lack capacity, and fail to aspire to heroic

virtue, but the evil-intentioned bear a small proportion to

the whole. In domestic life, no doubt, there are unfaithful

husbands and unchaste wives, but there are few countries in

which they are not the exception. In the business world,

there are rash speculators, fraudulent dealers, swindling

bankers, corrupt railroad and other corporation presidents,
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directors, treasurers, and agents, but the great majority are,

according to the standard of the business w^orld, fair and

honest in their transactions. Their standard may not be the

highest, but tliey who do not live up to it are the excep-

tions to the rule. There is imperfect virtue in the world,

but no total depravity ; and rarely do we meet one, however
hardened, who has not somewhere a mellow spot in his

heart.

In addition to the faults of novels in general, novels writ-

ten by women have the grave fault of tending almost uni-

formly to degrade woman. Women, of course, are the

principal personages, and men only play second-fiddle in fe-

male novels, but of this we complain not ; what we do com-
plain of is, that women—who must be presumed to know,
and to wish to write up, tlieir own sex—depict women in

their novels such as no honorable or high-minded man can

love or esteem. We do not recollect a single heroine of a

feminine novel that, were we young and a marrying man,
we could love or desire to have for a wife. Women are al-

most invariably cruel to woman, they lay bare all her faults

and imperfections, depict her as a weak and whimpering
sentimentalist, deluging us with an ocean of tears ; as an un-

principled intriguer and manager, a trifling flirt, a heartless

coquette, playing with her victim as the cat with the mouse

;

or as a cruel despot, greedy of power and of its display,

thoroughly unscrupulous as to the means she adopts to ac-

quire it, and reckless of the hearts she crushes or the ruin

she spreads in displaying it. Even when her purposes are

laudable, they represent her in her efforts to realize them as

artful, untruthful, diplomatic, never open, frank, straight-

forward, and honest. The whole plot of feminine novels

turns usually on feminine dissimulations. The reader sees

that a single word spoken when it might be and ought to be
would prevent or clear up all misunderstanding, and make
it all sunshine and fair weather for the lovers. The heroine

sees it too, and would say it, but feminine modesty, feminine
delicacy, or fear of misconstruction compels her to be silent

and suffer, and so the plot thickens—misconstruction follows

silence, complications of all sorts are created, distress caused

and deepened to agony, till a happy accident near the end of

the novel clears up the mystery, and ushers in a wedding
and a honeymoon which might have come much sooner, if

the lady had been frank, and had not insisted on being
trusted on her bare word while shrouded in a very suspicious

mystery, with all the appearances against her.
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Women's novels are very damaging to our respect for wom-
an by the recklessness with which they reveal the myste-

ries of the sex, expose all her little feminine arts and tricks,

lay bare her most private thoughts and interior sentimentSy

rend from her the last shred of mystery, and expose her un-

veiled and unrobed to the gaze of the profane world, and

leave nothing to the imagination. They divest her of the

mystic veil with which man's chivalry covers her. There

are passages in Jane Eyre^ for instance, which show that

woman can enter into and describe with minute accuracy

the grossest passions of man's nature, and which men could

not describe to their own sex without a blush. Men are

naturally more modest than women. To every young man
not yet corrupted by the sex, there is something mystic, al-

most divine, in womanhood, something that fills him with

awe of woman, and makes him shrink from the bare thought

of abusing her as a sacrilege. This awe is both his protec-

tion and hers. Your feminine novels dispel the illusion,

and prove to him that there is nothing more mystic in wom-
an's nature than in man's, that her supposed divinity is

only the projection of his chivalric imagination, and that,

after all, she is only ordinary flesh and blood, kneaded of no

finer clay than himself. It is a sad day for her as well as

for him when that illusion is dispelled, and man is, as the

French say, desillusionne. Woman alone can dispel it, and

make man henceforth regard her as a toy or a drudge. St,

Paul knew what he did when he forbade women to teach,

commanded them to be veiled and silent in public, and to

stay at home and learn of their husbands.

Lady Georgiana Fullerton is a woman, and is occasionally

womanish, but her women do not make their toilette in pub-

lic She respects as far as a woman can the secrets of the

sex. She escapes the chief faults of modern novels, whether

written by men or women. She does not draw on the Old

Bailey, nor employ the detective police to " work up " her

case. We are not introduced, in 3frs. Gerald's Niece^ to a

single downright villain or a single genuine coquette ; and

are not treated to a single case of seduction, adultery, bigamy,

divorce, or even an incipient flirtation. We are not led to

a single place of amusement and temptation. We are not

required to associate with disreputable or even oflicnsive

characters, and the acquaintances we form are at least well-

bred and respectable, and some of them distinguished for

their intelligence, amiability, and eminent virtue. We re-
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new, and are pleased to renew, our intimacy with some old

friends from Grantley Manor. Edmund Neville, now a

worthy Catholic priest, and the sister of his deceased wife,

and her husband, Walter Sydney, become earnest and de-

voted Catholics. Among the new acquaintances we form,

if two or three are a little below the average, they are never

brought prominently forward, and are never associates dan-

gerous to one's manners or morals. Throughout, the moral

•and religious tone is high, and the atmosphere the reader

breathes is pure and invigorating. Lady Georgiana is a

gifted and highly cultivated Christian lady, who knows and
loves her religion, and whose very presence is a joy and a

blessing.

The plot, if it can be called a plot, of M7's. GeraWs Niece,

is not much, and the story, though a little improbable in

parts, is simple, and apparently told not for its own sake,

but as an occasion for the writer to introduce and develop
the controversy between Catholics and the catholicizing party

in the Church of England, in which her heart and soul are

;absorbed. Mrs. Gerald, whose husband died while she was
still young, had an elder brother, Robert Derwent, the pro-

prietor of Holmwood, one of the most beautiful places in

England, whom she loved more than any thing else on earth.

Tills brother, who married late in life, was lost off the coast

•of the Riviera, by the colliding witli another in a storm of

the steamer on which he had embarked, with his young wife

and infant daughter, at Leghorn for Genoa, on his return to

England, and which went down at the entrance of the bay
with all on board, as it was supposed, except a poor cabin-

boy and a female infant, who were saved in a boat. Mrs.
Gerald is very anxious to believe that this' infant is Robert
Derwent's daughter, her own niece, not only because of her

great love for Robert, but also because, if so, she is the heir-

ess of Holmwood, and would prevent it from going to her
younger brother, Herbert, who has no attachment to the

place, and whom she dislikes for his dissolute character, for

having made what his famil)^ regard as an improper mar-
riage, and who has threatened to sell Holmwood if he ever
gets possession of it. It is not easy to identify an infant

only four months old ; but the rescued child was found
wrapped in a night-gown which Mrs. Gerald recognizes as

one that she had herself worked for her niece, little Annie
Derwent, and marked with the letters A. D., the initials of

her name. Two witnesses from Florence who knew the
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child swore, too, tliat it was the child of the Derwents, and
further evidence was judged unnecessaijy, and Mrs. Gerald

takes the child, briuijs her up as her niece and the heiress of

Holmwood, and lavishes upon her all the wealth of her af-

fection, wliich the child seems to take as a matter of course^

and for which no extraordinary return is needed.

One thing troubles Mrs. Gerald. As the little Annie
grows up, though a very good child, she bears no resemblance

to either Robert or his wife, or any one of the family, and

appears much more like an Italian girl of Mentone than like

an English girl. Could it be possible, after all, that she is not

her niece? Might it not be that her great anxiety to find

in her Robert's daughter had made her too ready to believe

her so? Yet the proofs seemed conclusive—were thought

so by others besides herself. So she stifles her doubts, cher-

ishes her as her niece, and spares no pains with her educa-

tion, till she is of age, and betrothed to Edgar Derwent, the

son and only child of her brother Herbert, who had died a

few months after his elder brotlier. Mrs. Gerald does not

visit her dislike of the father upon the son. Edgar is almost

brought up at Holmwood, and becomes nearly as great a fa-

vorite with his aunt as Annie herself. He is about four

years older than Annie, and, as both grow up, Mrs. Gerald

had nothing more at heart, though Edgar is poor and Annie
a great heiress, than their marriage. Annie loves Edgar,

and has loved him from a child, and he at least appears to

be fond of her, and certainly is fond of Holmwood, and

warmly admires its beauties. So by the aunt's consent and

approval they are engaged to be married, and there seems

no obstacle in the way of their union. '

But before the wedding-day is fixed, Lady Emily Hen-
don, an invalid, and an acquaintance, returns to the neigh-

borhood of Holmwood, from Mentone, where she has re-

sided for thirty years or over, bringing with her an adopted

daughter, Ita or Margaret Flower, a young lady of great

vivjicity and rare beauty, a foundling, picked up by a fish-

erman of Spedaletti floating in a boat at sea very near the

spot where Annie herself had been rescued, and probably

about the same time. She and Annie are apparently very

nearly of the same age, and they become warm friends as

soon as they meet ; but Mrs. Gerald no sooner sees Ita than

her trouble returns. Ita bears the most striking likeness to

Robert Derwent's young wife, while Annie resembles her

not in the least. When Mrs. Gerald learns the mystery
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that hangs over Ita's birth and parentage, and that she had

also been picked up at sea on the coast of the Riviera, she

is ahnost certain that she, not Annie, is her niece. But how
can slie bear to think of disinheriting Annie, and telling

tlie girl she has brought up as her niece and the heiress of

Hohnwood that she is not her niece, is the cliild of nobody,

and inherits nothing ? Then, if Ita is her niece, she lias a

right to Annie's place, and cannot without great wrong be

left out of it. Poor Aunt Gerald is greatly troubled, be-

comes nervous, irritable, and very capricious in her treat-

ment of Ita, now showing her the most ardent affection

and now repulsing her with aversion from her presence ;

falls seriously ill ; and thinks it would be a great relief if

she were a Catholic and could tell her troubles to a priest

and ask his advice. She can place no cnoiidence in her

Protestant minister.

Edgar, who sides with the so-called Catholic party in the

establishment, and had taken Anglican orders before his

engagement with Annie, in the meantime enters upon the

great task of instructing and relieving the poor and of

catholicizing the Church of England, or developing the

Catholic doctrines and church principles which he fancies

she holds without knowing it, and even while denying

them. Annie did not much like his becoming a minister

—

priest, as she said ; she had been trained by her Anglican
pastor as a Protestant, and believed nothing in the Catholic-

ity of the Church of England, and indeed took no great

interest in any of the religious questions of the day. She
was not imaginative nor speculative, was not learned, but

was straightforward and honest, with a large share of com-

mon sense. She had believed what her minister, the good

old vicar, had taught her, and did not wish to be obliged to

think out a religion for herself. But she loved Edgar,

wished to see him happy, and was willing that he should be

happy in his own way. She also recollected that she had

the patronage of the living of Holmwood, and that on the

death of Mr. Pratt, the present aged incumbent, she can

confer it on Edgar. So it will do very well, and she will

interpose no objection. In waiting for the vicarage of

Holmwood, Edgar accepts from LordCarsdale the living of

Bramblemoor in the neighborhood, a poor living indeed,

but affording ample opportunity for hard work among the

poor and for carrying out " church principles."

But while Annie takes little interest in Edgar's labors
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and is not able to assist him in carrying out his church
plans, Ita, who has been brought up among Cathohcs in

Men tone and is rather partial to the Catholic service and
Catholic usages, enters with spirit and ready sympathy into

his plans, and becomes a zealous and efficient helper. What
might easil}' be foreseen happens, Ita becomes more to

Edffar than is Annie : she is constantly with him and aid-

ing him. He has persuaded her that the Church of Eng-
land is Catholic ; their thoughts run in the same channel

;

their aspirations and hopes are the same ; and he, though
resolved as a man of honor to keep his engagement with
Annie, whatever it may cost him, becom.es aware that if he

was free he could love Ita as he can never love Annie ; and
Ita finds that her love for liini is becoming too strong to be
resisted, except by flight. A terrible struggle between love

and honor commences in the hearts of both, and threatens

to make both miserable for life. Annie perceives it, and
feeling certain that Ita has a power of making Edgar happy
which she has not and never will have, and seeking only

Edgar's happiness, she generously breaks off the engagement
and leaves him free to love and marry Ita. She herself

will never marry ; during her life, she will provide amply
for him and Ita ; he shall have the living, be near her, and
when she dies Holmwood will be his as next heir, or will go
to his children. Edgar will be happy, and that is all she

asks. Mr. Pratt opportunely dying, she gives him the liv-

ing, surrounds him with all the comforts and luxuries of

life her love can invent, and finds genuine pleasure in

working in his garden, and seeing him happy in his love

and unwearied efforts to bring the Church of England up
to the Catholic standard.

Edgar is very devoted, and labors hard in his calling,

loses his health, is in danger of losing his eyesight, and in

about two years after his marriage with Ita is ordered by
his physicians to seek a more southern climate. Ita takes

him to ]\rentone, where she still retains the Villa Hendon,
left her b}' Lady Emily, who had adopted her. Here and
in its neighborhood Ita obtains a partial clue to her birth,

loses all confidence in the Catholicity of the Church of

I'higland, and finds that, cost wdiat it will, she must become
a 7'eai Catholic. Proofs seem to multiply that she, not

Annie, is Robert Derwent's daughter and heiress of Holm-
wood. This gives her pleasure in so far as it clears up the

mystery of her birth, but greatly distresses her for Annie,
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to whose generosity she owes her beloved husband and all

her happiness. Dispossess her generous and noble bene-

factress ! No ; it is not to be thought of for a moment.
She tries to call the attention of her husband to the discov-

eries she has made concerning her birth and to take his ad-

vice, but he will not listen to her, does not want to know
any thing of the matter, and is perfectly satisfied with his

" pearl of the sea," without inquiring whether she is the

child of somebody or of nobody. So she tells him nothing,

and has a painful secret she cannot share with him.

The other matter she dares not broach with her husband.

He calls himself indeed a Catholic, denounces Protestantism

as a heresy, and mourns over its prevalence in his own

.

church, but at the same time he cannot endure that an}^

Anglo-Catholic should secede to the Church of Rome, or,

as Ita expresses it, become " a real Catholic." It is not

that he holds that the Church of Rome does not possess the

character of the church of Christ, or that salvation is not

attainable in her communion ; but for Anglo-Catholics to

secede and join the Church of Rome would be a great scan-

dal, would discredit the Catholic movement in the Church
of England, and tend to prove, what Protestants allege,

that the movement is a movement toward Rome, and that

those who are affected by it have no real belief in the Cath-

olicity of the English national church. Although he

looked forward to the union of the Church of England
with the Church of Rome as the result of the movement,
yet he regarded it as very improper and wrong for individ-

ual Anglicans to seek that union for themselves. They
would be soldiers deserting their post. They would show
a want of confidence in the Anglican position, of faith in

the movement, and an inexcusable lack of patience and
firmness under trial ; they should stay in the church of

their baptism, and labor to catholicize it, and prepare the

M^a}' for a corporate union with Rome—a union to be effected

not by submission to Rome, but on equal terms, or terms of

mutual compromise. If he so felt about persons in general,

what must he then feel to have his own darling wife desert

him for Rome ? She would thus show clearly her want of

confidence not only in the movement, but even in him, her

own dear husband, as a true Catholic priest, which, by the

way, she never really believed him.

Tlie bare hint that Ita one day gave him that her convic-

tions were tending Romeward drove him almost beside
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himself and threw him into a rai^e. He forbade her to
tliink of doing anj^ thing of the sort, and told her that if

she ever became a Roman Catholic she Avould lose his love,

that he would leave her, and no longer recognize her as his

wife. He told her that such a step would be the ruin of all

his hopes, of his life itself. He was terribly excited, suf-

fered seriously in health, and for a time became actually

l)lind, and could see only by the eyes of his wife. She was
so far affected by his excitement as to resolve to delay her
union with tlie church till their return to England ; but at

the same time resolved, let come what may, to be true to

her conscience and to do what it was clear to her God re-

quired of her. They set out on their journey homeward,
stop by the way to consult a famous German doctor, whose
prescriptions have a wonderful effect on Edgar's general
health and through that on his eyes, and finally arrive in

London, where he leaves her to carry out her intention of
becoming a Catholic, if she persists in doing so, and returns

himself alone to Holmwood, and throws up his living, very
much to the wrath and grief of Annie, who sees in it the

defeat of all her plans and sacrifices for Edgar's happiness.

Mrs. Gerald is more and more convinced that Ita is her
niece, and that she had been too hasty in concluding the
child she had brought up was Robert Derwent's daughter.
Proofs accumulate in answer to her inquiries, till doubt is

no longer possible. Her distress becomes agony, and she
falls dangerously ill. Annie is inconsolable, and exceed-
ingly angry at Ita, not for becoming a Catholic, but for not
making Edgar happy, the only reason why she gave him
up to her. His abandoning his living defeats all lier plans,

removes him from Holmwood, and leaves her no way of

making him happy but by dying and leaving him to take

possession of Holmwood as heir-at-law. Ita carries out her
intention, and becomes a Catholic, which she had always
wished to be, informs her husband of the fact, who tells her
slie may return to him if she is willing to do so. Aunt
Gerald grows worse and dies, with her last look of love

fixed on her true niece, much to Annie's wounded affection.

Ita has satisfied herself, and even her husband, when she

lays the proofs liefore him, that she is Robert Derwent's
daugliter, but they, like two simpletons, agree to keep the

matter seci'et, out of regard to Annie. In making out who
Ita is, they have cleared up the mystery also of Annie's
birth, and found that she is the daughter of a poor Italian
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woman of Mentone, who was on board the steamer with lier

child when it went down with Robert Derwent and his

young wife, and who is still living- and longing for her lost

child ; but they dare not tell xA.nnie, for fear that she will

be deeply mortified to hnd a mother in humble life, although
really refined and respectable. Annie is desolate. She
will die by refusing to live. Holmwood will then be

Edgar's, as it would have been if he had married her, and
he will be happy, her only object in life.

When she is nearly dead, they venture to tell lier the truth,

that Ita, not she, is the heiress of Holmwood, which secures

it to Edgar, and that she has a mother living in Mentone.
This revives her, and as soon as able to travel she demands
to be taken to her mother, whom she longs to see and
embrace. Edgar and Ita take her to Ita's villa in Mentone,
and bring her mother to see her, who recognizes her by a

mark on her shoulder, and embraces her child after twenty-
two or twenty-three years' separation. The mother,Mariana,

is a pious and devoted Catholic ; Annie, or rather Lucia
Adorno, her true name, listens as a little child to the

instructions of her poor but now happy mother, and soon

returns to the church of her baptism,. She is very happy
;

all has come out just as she wished it. Holmwood, through
his wife, is Edgar's, and her cares for him are no longer

needed. She is happy with her mother, offers up her life

for Edgar's conversion, which is accepted. Hardly have
Edgar and Ita reached Holmwood when a telegraphic des-

patch from Mariana informs them that Lucia Adorno, their

beloved Annie, is dead.

Such is a brief outline of the story, and it is easy to see

that it has capabilities of being moulded by the peculiar

genius of Lady Georgiana into a very charming work of

art. The characters are marked and truthful, stand out

from the canvas with the distinctness and freshness of life.

We much like dear Aunt Gerald, with her deep love for

her niece, but the most lovable character to us is the gener-

ous, unselfish, and undemonstrative Annie, who is, in most
respects, an exception to the heroines of feminine novels.

She is, of course, very handsome, but not brilliant ; has a

good share of plain common sense, but no genius ; she is

very amiable, sweet-tempered, healthy, strong, self-poised,

has a dislike of being pitied or petted, is free from vanity,

is no coquette, no diplomate, is straightforward and honest.

She loves Ed2:ar, has loved him from her childhood, and
has never sought even the admiration of another. She has
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always noted Edgar's fondness for Holmwood, and the

strongest passion of her life has been to place him in

possession of it ; when, therefore, he asks her, with the

approval of Aunt Gerald, her only guardian, to be his wife,

her wishes are fulfilled, and she is happy. But when she

perceives Edgar, if free, would love Ita as he does not and

never will love her, and that Ita is far better fitted than she

to make him happy, she at once, from her deep and
unselfisli love, gives him up to her rival, and exerts herself

in the speediest and most straightforward way to bring

about Edgar's and Ita's marriage, and to effect and provide

for his happiness. Here, however, we think Lady Georgiana

deviates not a little from the truth of nature, and ascribes

to Annie a pure disinterested love, of which boarding-school

misses may dream, but which is seldom or never found in

real life.

Ita is very beautiful, sprightly, charming, with firm

principles and a delicate conscience, which she is able to

obey, though it cost her her husband's love and all her

earthly happiness. We should like Georgiana's novels far

better, however, if, in making converts, she dwelt less on

the struggle certain natures, no doubt, experience in giving

up the world for God, very unsatisfactory opinions for

faith, or falsehood for truth. There is, very likely, in some
cases a severe trial in leaving old associations and entering,

as it were, into a new world ; but, judging from our own
experience, we do not believe the trial is so great or so

severe as the conversions made in novels would lead one

to think. In real life, there are no conversions to the

CathoHc faith without divine grace moving and assisting,

and under the influence of that grace one is more deeply

affected by what is to be gained than by what is to be lost.

For ourselves, we know that with us there was nothing of

the sort, and nothing could exceed the joy we felt as the

truth flashed more and more clearly on us, and we saw that

there was deliverance for us from the error and sin, the

doubt and uncertainty, we had suffered from for more than

forty years of a wearisome life. We were the wanderer

returning home, the lost child returning to lay his head

once more on his mother's bosom. Every step that brought

us nearer to her was a new joy. And M'hen we found our-

selves in her embrace, our joy was unspeakable. We could

not recall any thing we had lost, or count any thing we
might yet have to endure ; we could only sing the Magoiifi-
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cat, and we have done nothing since but sing in our heart

the Te Deum.
Edgar, the Puseyite minister, so devotedly loved by both

Ita and Annie, is by -no means an elevated character. He
is narrow-minded and cold-hearted, so wrapped up in his

own theories and so engrossed with his own projects that he
has no thought or consideration for any thing else. He
takes himself as the centre of the universe, and sees all things

from the point of view of his own Ich. Lady Georgiana
does not quite understand him. She meant him to be a

pure and noble-minded man, with high and generous aims,

simpl}' blinded by his prejudices, and held back from the

church by his devotion to his own views of Anglicanism.
But she has made him exacting and seliish, hard-hearted and
despotic—a true Anglican, who claims to be a Catholic and
a priest without being even a Christian. Had he been a

man of principle, he would never have suffered himself to

have loved Ita while he was engaged to Annie ; and if he
had been a man of honor, he would never have accepted the

sacrifice so generously ottered by his betrothed. He could

not have done it without ever after having despised himself.

It is a great mistake in morals to assume that love is fatal,

and that a man or a woman cannot control his or her affec-

tions, or prevent them from straying wliere they are forbid-

den. Satan has never broached a more damnable heresy
than this of our sentimentalists, that love is fatal and uncon-
trollable.

The greater and the more important part of Lady Geor-
giana's novel is devoted to the question between Catholics

and those who contend that the Church of England is Cath-

olic, if she did but know and own it, and are trying to carry

out " church principles " in its communion. The argument
is conducted with spirit, courtesy, and ability, and the ques-

tion is discussed under all its aspects in a manner that leaves

little to be desired. All is said that needs to be said, and
well said. Lady Georgiana, having been an Anglican, and
probably a Puseyite, very naturally attaches more importance
to the question than we do. Eor us, the Anglican Church
is no church at all, but simply a Protestant sect or a national

establishment. Anglicans are simply Protestants, and no
more Catholics than Baptists, Presbyterians, or Methodists.

The Anglo-Catholics, Puseyites, Ritualists, or whatever other

name they are known by, are tlie most thoroughly Protes-

tant section of the Anglican body, for they insist on follow-

ing their own private judgment against the authorities of
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their own sect. Anionf^ tliem our Lord, we firmly believe,

has many sheep which he will gather into the true fold
;

hut while the great body of them are protesting, on the one
hand, against the Protestantism of their own sect, and, on
the other, against what they impiously call the " corni])tions

of Rome," they may be addressed in the words of our Lord:
'' Woe to you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, who build

the sepulchres of the prophets, and garnish the tombs of the

just, and say, If we had been in the days of our fathers, we
vV'Ould not have been partakers with them in the blood of

the prophets. Wherefore ye are witnesses against yourselves,

that ye are the children of them who slew the prophets."

What are ye better than your fathers, so long as ye do the

deeds of your fathers, and adhere to the sect they founded ?

Even if these people could bring the Church of England
to accept in theory the whole teaching of the Catholic

Church, to adopt in their belief all church principles and to

carry them out in their worship, they would be as really

outside of the church of Christ as they are now. They who
adhered to the Church of England would not be Catholics,

because the Church of England is not organically united to

the Catholic Church, has no communion with her, and is

not the body or church of Christ at all. You may have
faith so as to remove mountains, may liave prophecy and
know all mysteries, distribute all your goods to feed the

poor, and even give your bodies to be burned, it profits you
nothing without charity ; and charity, St. Augustine, even
common sense, tells you, cannot be kept out of unity. If

there is a Catholic Church, nothing is more certain than that

the adherents of the Church of England do not belong to

it ; and it has always seemed to us that English-speaking

Catholics are in the habit of tonchino' Aiiijlicanism with a

consideration and a tenderness it does not deserve. The}'

thus administer to the pride of Anglicans, already nearly

Satanic, and encourage them to believe that they are some-
body, not as this Congregationalist, Presbyterian, Baptist,

Methodist, Swedcnborgian, Unitarian, Dunker, or Muggle-
tonian, but infinitely nearer and dearer to God. They may
or may not be something more or better in relation to nat-

ural society, but not a whit more or better in relation to the

kingdom of God on earth or the life to come. If we are in

that kingdom, they are out of it. They are not one body
with us—and that says every thing it becomes us to say.

Lady Georgiana has certainly managed the controversial

part of her book admirably well, and in its way Jlrs. Gerald's
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WleGe is all that could be reasonably desired. But this style

of novel, half theoloo;y and half romance, is not to our minds
the highest one. We do not place art on the same level

with religion, but we love art and would encourage every
species of it that does not tend to corrupt morals or manners.
The artist, whether painter or sculptor, poet or novelist,

should be imbued heart and soul with the true faith and
with true piety. He should live and move in a Catholic

atmosphere, inspire and expire it as the very breath of his

soul, and then create, so to speak, spontaneously out of his

full mind and heart. His productions will then teach no
particular doctrine, inculcate no special moral, but they will

breathe a Catholic spirit, and tone the reader to faith and
piety. We do not object to a novel simply because it con-

tains a love story—for love holds and will always hold an
important place in most people's lives—if it be a story of

true love, and told in a true and earnest Catholic spirit. Let
the mind, heart, and soul be Catholic, and what they speak
out of their abundance will always accord with Catholic

faith and morals, and will be unobjectionable on the score

of either.

Grace does not suppress nature, and nature has always a

great part to play ; but the trouble with many of our Cath-

olic popular writers is that they are not thoroughly Catholic

in their minds, and nature and grace move separately in

their works, in alternate chapters, so to speak, as the beauti-

ful and the grotesque in Victor Hugo's romances, and some-
times in opposite directions. They love as the world loves

from nature alone ; and when they pray or adore they leave

nature behind, and act from grace alone. They do not
make grace supplement nature, blend it and nature, and ob-

tain real unity of life and action. When natural, they lack

grace, and when they act from grace they lack nature ; while
grace should elevate nature to her own plane, and sanctify

love and romance, without their losing any thing of their

own proper nature or charms. When such is the case with
our Catholic novel-writers. Christian faith and virtue, truth

and sanctity, will inform their works, as the invisible soul

informs the body. Then they will be able to write novels

or romances as full of charm or interest, even more attrac-

tive than the popular novels and romances of the day, and
sure, in the long run, to prove an antidote to their poison.

Lady Georgiana, though she does not perfectly realize this

ideal of a Catholic novel-writer, yet comes nearer to it than
any other with whose works we are acquainted.
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[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for January, 1873.]

The first of these works is by the "Nun of Kenmaire,"
the writer of several works which have been well received
by the Englisli-speakino^ Catholic public, amons: which may
be mentioned "An Illustrated History of Ireland," and
"A Life of St. Patrick." She is a convert from Anglican-
ism, and was, prior to her conversion, for five years an in-

mate of a Puseyite sisteriiood, playing at religious. Her
experience during that period, though first published sepa-

rately, is, for the most part, incorporated into the volume
before us, and is both interesting and instructive. Sister

Mary Frances Clare is a very prolific writer, and at the rate

she goes on, will, in a few years, furnish us quite a library.

She possesses considerable intellectual powers, which must
have been carefully cultivated ; she writes with vivacity and
vigor, with earnestness and power ; but in those of her
writings which we have read, we miss that meek and sub-

dued spirit, that sweetness and unction, that we naturally

expect in a daughter of St. Clare. We miss in tliem the
spiritual refinement and ascetic culture we look for in a relig-

ious, and their general tone strikes us as somewhat harsh
and bitter, sarcastic and exaggerated.

The main design of Sister Mary Frances Clare in " Horne-
hurst Rectory," is to expose the ignorance and cruelty

of the superiors and directors of the Puseyite sisterhoods, or

Protestant nunneries. As a novel, the book does not amount
to much, and has onl}'- an indirect relation with the rectory

from which it takes its title. The work loses more than it

gains by mixing up fiction with historical fact ; a simple,

straightforward, truthful narrative, eschewing all appeal to

fictitious persons and events, would have been more in-

structive, satisfactory, edifying, and even more attractive to

the serious reader; while what may be called the novel or

romantic part is too slight and too little exciting to com-
mand the attention of the confirmed novel-reader.

*H<yrne7mrst Rectory. By Sister Mary Frances Clare. New
York: 1873.

2. Mrs. Gerald's Niece. By Lady Georqiana Fullerton. New
York: 1870.

3. The Uouse of York. :Ne\v York: 1872.
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" Mrs. Gerald's Niece " is of a different type, and indicates

a genius, an artistic taste of a higher order, and a more pj-ac-

tised hand, as well as superior religious and intellectual cult-

ure and refinement. Lady Georgiana Fullerton has done
her best to blend in artistic unity the romantic and the

serious parts of her work. As a novel, it is ingeniously de-

signed, skilfully treated, and might be read with deep in-

terest for its own sake, while the graver part, as the history

of the trials and struggles of ingenuous souls, touched with
a glimpse of Catholic truth, first in trying to catholicize

Anglicanism, which will not be catholicized, and then in

working their way upward to the light,—leaving home and
breaking from old friends and endearing associations, from
all that has hitherto made the charm of life, and in entering-^

the Catholic Church, which is new and strange to them, un-

certain as yet if they are not following an illusion, and yet
borne onward by a power not their own, which they are un-
able to resist, and which they hardly dare trust,-—has a

charm and an interest of its own, which needs and receives

nothing from the romance mingled with it, or, rather,

placed in juxtaposition with it. The author with all her
genius and skill cannot make the two currents coalesce and
flow together in one and the same channel, or render con-

gruous things which by their nature are incongruous.

One thing must be said of Lady Georgiana Fullerton :

she rarely requires her readers to associate with vicious, vul-

gar, or disagreeable people; she has no such characters as Miss
Dodds, Lady Rossmont, Hev. Mr. Humbletone, or the Rev.
Mr. Thundertone, in " Hornehurst Rectory." Such charac-

ters may be drawn faithfully from real life—and we doubt
not that they are so—but no reader is made better by fa-

miliar acquaintance with them. It is a grave objection to the
" Tales of the O'Hara Family," though full of genius, that

the reader is compelled to associate with vicious and criminal

companions, thieves, cheats, swindlers, and vagabonds, from
beginning to end. Even the amiable and gifted Gerald
Griftin is not seldom, though in a far less decree, open to

the same objection. The same objection lies against the
novels of Dickens, the Trollopes, and the whole school of

modern popular novelists who profess to paint real life.

From all objections of this sort Lady Georgiana is almost
wholly free, as is our own Fenimore Cooper, who, if not a

Catholic, had at least the tastes and instincts ef a gentleman ;

yet is she no less but even more real than Dickens.
Vol. XLX:-36
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Both of these works deal with Puseyisin. Lady Georgi-

ana, in the graver part of her work, treats us to a very full

discussion of the points in controversy between the catholi-

cising party in the Anglican establishment and the Catholic

Church ; and Sister Mary Frances Clare exposes the sad fail-

ures of the attempts of the Puseyite sisters to imitate the

Catholic religious. Both show ability and skill in accom-
plishing their respective objects ; but in reading them we
cannot help feeling that we are having quite too much of

this. It is natural that those who have been brought up in

Anglicanism, become familiar with Puseyism or ritualism,

and are in constant relations with it, should attach more im-

portance to it than we do ; but we have never felt attracted

by the alleged revival of Catholic feelings and usages in the

Anglican establishment, and have never attached much im-

portance to it. The Church of England is not and never

has been any more to us than any other Protestant sect. It

is not Anglicanism that sustains Protestantism, or that is the

centre of its life and influence. Protestantism has life only

in the Calvinist sects, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, Bap-

tist, Methodist, or the sects usually denominated by them-

selves '' Evangelical," because they are as far removed as

possible from the Gospel, but all holding directly or indi-

rectly from Calvin, with modifications, developments, and
differences, indeed, yet all animated by the Calvinistic or

Satanic spirit.

The so-called Catholic revival in the Church of England,
in operation for the last forty years, has been, no doubt, the

occasion of many conversions, and of giving to the church
some of her brightest ornaments and most efficient servants.

We need mention, in proof, only a Newman and a Manning
among the living, a Faber and a Wili)erforce among those

who have gone to their reward ; but for one who has been

converted, who can say how many Catholicly disposed indi-

viduals it has held back and detained in heresy by the delu-

sion it has encouraged, that they can be Catholics without

changing their position, and they ought to remain where
they are and labor to bring their Anglican communion up
to the Catholic level in doctrine and ritual, so as to render

some day a corporate union with the Church of Pome feasi-

ble? Even among those who have conformed from the

movement to the cliurch, very few, if any, though they felt

constrained to abandon it, ever give evidence that they did

so because they felt that salvation was not attainable in
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Ana^licanisrn, and tliat not merely by virtue of invincible

ignorance. All their publications that we have seen giving

their reasons for conforming to the Catholic Church, appear
to concede that the Church of England contains truth

•enough, with the grace that accompanies it, to save the soul.

They seem always to cherish the conviction that the Church
of England, though in schism, and perhaps in heresy, is yet
^ church with valid orders and real sacraments.

If this is so with those who have conformed or been con-

verted, how easy it must be for Puseyism to persuade its

disciples that it is not necessary for the soul's salvation to

•conform at all ; nay, to satisfy them that it would be very
wrong for them individually to go over to Rome and leave

the good work they are doing in catholicizing their own
communion,—deprive the cause of the service they can ren-

•der it by remaining in it, countenance the charge that the

movement is a romanizing movement, and thus increase the

popular prejudice against it ! Lady Georgiana has set forth

with great force and clearness this line of argument in " Mrs.
Gerald's Niece," and shown its unmistakable effect in de-

taining souls craving the light, freedom, privileges, and helps

of the Catholic Church, in the darkness and death of the

Anglican communion. The leaders of the movement seem
to us to incur the sentence pronounced by our Lord against

them who " neither enter into the kingdom of heaven them-
selves, nor suffer those that would to enter

;

" and we agree

that it is with truth they allege that their efforts to revive

Catholic doctrines and usages in their church, instead of

sending people to Rome, are the most effectual means of

retaining them in the Anglican communion. If they can
find, or be persuaded that they can find, their Catholic wants
and tendencies met and satisfied by the realization of the

assumed capabilities of Anglicanism, why should they leave

it? Why should they not rather remain in it, and help on
the realization ?

There is no doubt in our minds, that the Puseyite move-
ment originated in what we may call a gracious reaction of

the Catholic spirit against Protestantism, but the so-called

Catholic party in the Church of England and her American
daughter have sought to turn it to their own adv^mtage, or

to prevent the reaction from having its legitimate termina-

tion, in which they have not been unsuccessful. Dr. Pusey
is probably the best friend Satan has in the Anglican estab-

lishment. He labors under the delusion (certainly a satanic
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delusion), or at least does his best to carry away others by
tlie delusion, that the Church of England is really a church,
holding not merely from the civil government, but through
the apostles and fathers from Christ himself, and therefore

it is only necessary to revive the doctrines and usages which
a long predominance of unchurch views and tendencies has
suffered or caused to fall into abeyance, to make it a living

branch of the Church Catholic. But this is a delusion. Were
the whole Catholic faith preached in all Anglican pulpits,

and the whole Catholic ritual carefully observed in all An-
glican churches, it would avail nothing to make the Angli-
can Church Catholic, or a branch of the Catholic Cliurch.

You may dress a monkey in unexceptionable man's apparel,

but it does not by that become a man, or any the less a

monkey. The dress does not abolish the difference of species.

The difficulty is, tliat the Church of England is no church
at all, and has in herself not a single church element; she

has no orders, no bishops, no priests, no sacraments, no
churcli life. The ritualists are simply dressing and decorat-

ing a ghastly and grinning skeleton, under the delusion that

it is a living body, or will be when completely dressed and
decorated. As we know no cliemistry by which life can be
extracted from death, we have never hoped any tiling from
the movement for the conversion of England, still less for

the catholicizing of the so-called Church of England. To
us, Puseyism is no more than any other form of heresy ; we
might almost say, than any other form of gentilism.

The " House of York " is an American novel, and differs

widely from both of the others on our list. It is by a Bos-

ton lady, and a convert, not from Anglicanism or Episco-

palianism, but, we should judge by the internal evidence of

her book, from Boston transcendentalism. She lacks the

polished ease, the gentle repose of manner, the intellectual

refinement, the spiritual culture, and the feminine delicacy

and grace of Lady Georgiana, and has certainly spent fewer
hours in prayer and meditation at the foot of the crucifix.

Her style is fresh, vigorous, and at times brilliant, but un-

polished, affected ; and we find in her novel too evident

traces of her Protestant education, and of her transcenden-

talist reading and associations. Her taste is not always cer-

tain, but she has rare ability, and shows artistic skill of

much merit
;
yet she is far from being, like Lady Georgi-

ana, free of her craft. She has made a good beginning, as

it would be difficult to name a novel of the class to which
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liers belongs, written by an American woman, that is, upon
the whole, superior or even equal to the " House of York."
In one respect the " House of York " compares favorably

with " Mrs. Gerald's Niece." It is free from sentimental-

ism, and its converts do not whimper and break their hearts

at the thought of breaking away from old associations, old

ties, old friends, to enter upon the life of faith and joy,

peace and love, in the Catholic Church. This is probably

owing to the fact that there is more individualism, and that

old associations and social ties are weaker in this country

than in England.
But whatever the merits of the work before us, neither it

nor " Mrs. Gerald's Niece " disposes us to approve the class

•of works to which either belongs. We are not opposed to

all novels, nor even to religions novels, if neither dogmatic
nor controvei'sial, and if written out from a heart that is

thoroughly imbued with the religious spirit, and, as it were,

transformed by it. Religious novels in this sense may be
both attractive and edifying. They would tend silently to

lift the life of the reader to a higher plane, and really serve

in some degree the purposes of spiritual culture. The ro-

mance is not wanting, but it is informed with the pure and
holy spirit of the Gospel of our blessed Lord, and elevates the

natural sentiments and affections to the sphere of the super-

natural. Such novels would be really religious novels in

the highest sense of the term, though we were never shown
the heroine at her morning and evening prayers, or engaged
in earnest endeavors to convert heretics or unbelievers.

Such novels would do much to supersede, or to counteract,

the pernicious popular literature of the day, by creating a

taste, a relish for a better, purer, and more elevating litera-

ture. But only genius of the highest order, informed by a

thoroughly Catholic understanding, and directed by the

most assiduous and truest ascetic discipline, which at once
•chastens and strengthens the soul, can produce them. Lady
Georgiana Fullerton aims at a novel of this sort, and suc-

ceeds better than any other novel-writer we know, but fails

to realize completely our ideal of what a truly religious

novel should be. The writer of " Hornehurst Rectory," as

well as the author of the " House of York," does not appear
to have aimed at any thing of the kind.

But the dogmatic and controversial novel which aims to

explain and defend Catholic faith and morals in connection
with a story of love and mai-riage, strikes us as a literary
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monstrosity, which is equally indefensible under the relation

of religion and that of art. Novels of this sort are intended

as an antidote to the impnre and corrupting sentimental and
sensational novels with which we are flooded ; the worst of

which are wi'itten, strange to say, by women, and to which
no little of the infidelity and immorality, the vice and crime

of the age, must be ascribed. But we doubt if these novels

serve as any such antidote at all. In the first place, serious-

minded people, who will read the graver part, the contro-

versy, the exposition and defence of Catholic doctrine and
morals, find the story, the love and marriage portion, an

annoyance of which they would prefer to be relieved ; and
those who read for the story are equally annoyed by the

graver part, and usually skip without reading it. The fact

is, the reading of either part indisposes one to read the other

part. The state of mind produced by reading the one part

is quite different from that necessary to relish the other.

The parts do not cohere and produce unity of impression.

In the second place, the romance part of these novels seldom
differs except in degree from, the objectionable popular

novels. We take, for instance, the " House of York." It

contains a love story, in fact, several love stories, and any
number of marriages, differing from those usually found in

popular works of fiction only in being not so high-wrought,

tamer, and less attractive ; but the interest or excitement

—

what there is of it—is of the same kind, and is less likely

to satisfy the fresh and ardent imagination of youth, than

to create a taste for more and more exciting reading of the

same sort ; a taste, indeed, which only the most exciting and

sensational novels can satisfy. We think, therefore, that

these religious novels, in so far as they are novels at all, only

create in their readers a taste for the highly-spiced and poi-

sonous literature they are intended to counteract or super-

sede.

There are, moreover, very few of our authors of religious

novels, even when they know their religion well enough to

avoid all grave errors in the serious part of their productions,

who have so thoroughly catholicized their whole nature,

consecrated their imaginations, and conformed their tastes,

mental habits and judgments, sentiments and affections, to

the spirit of Catholicity, that when they write freely and

spontaneously out from their own imaginations, they are

sure to write nothing not fully in accordance with their re-

ligion. They do not habitually live and breathe in a Cath-
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olic atmosphere
;
grace, prayer, meditation liave not trans-

formed, so to speak, the natural man, and supernatural ized
their indeliberate thonglits, and affections, and the whole
interior operations of their souls. As romance or novel
writers, as far as thej go, they have been formed by the
popular literature of the day, nnd copy its tone and spirit.

The writer of the " House of York," in the romantic or fic-

titious part of her work, in the spontaneous treatment of
love and marriage, gives no evidence that her interior soul

is not as Protestant or as transcendental as it was before her
conversion. Indeed, the authoress evidently, in treating of
love, is treating of what to her is an unknown world. She
shows in the conduct of her lovers great lack of delicacy and
refinement, and we suspect that, prior to her conversion,

she had some tendency, at least, to be a " strong-minded
woman." But this is not precisely Avhat we mean. She
makes her heroine, while betrothed to one man, seek on all

occasions the society of another, and actually fall in love
with him, and break the heart of the honest and noble-
minded young man, to whom her faith is pledged ; and
this, too, when she is ready to go through fire and water to

secure baptism to a dying infant. It is true she tells him
she will marry him, but he does not wish to marry one who
does not love him, and whose heart is hopelessly another's.

He generously releases her, and leaves her free to marry the
imbecile but rich and highly connected rival she is in love
with. In his self-depreciation and humility, he tells her,

on giving her back her word, that he had always felt that
he could never make himself worthy of her ; whereupon she
turns upon and abuses him, like an old fishwife, for having,
when he so felt, gained her promise, and caused her years
of suffering. But the authoress consoles him for his disap-

pointment by making him a priest, as if the priesthood were
a hospital for disappointed lovers.

In this we detect another instance of the cruelty of our
women novelists to their own sex. Nothing can exceed the
cruelty of the women writers of fiction to woman. They
strip her of all her charms and lovable qualities, and paint
her as heartless, capricious, despotic, intriguing, greedy of
power, and indifferent to the ruin and misery she ma}-
bring upon those she is bound by every tie of nature and
religion to love and cherish, if they come between her and
her purpose. Neither hopes of heaven nor fears of hell

can divert her from the passionate pursuit of the end she
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has once resolved upon. Fickle, capricious, variable as tlic

wind in all else, she is hard as adamant, as rigid as iron, as

inflexible and as inexorable as fate, when it concerns having
her own will. In effecting it,—if we may believe these

feminine novelists like Holme Lee and Florence Marrjat
(if she be the authoress of " Woman against Woman "),
Mrs. Southworth, and the anonymous authoress of " Ebb
Tide,"—she recoils from no meanness, no falsehood, no
treachery, no crime. The moral mischief these feminine
novelists do individuals and society is incalculable. "The
age of chivalry," exclaimed Burke, when Marie Antoinette
was conducted to the guillotine, " is gone ; " and that it is

gone, women have chiefly themselves to thank.

There is, as I have elsewhere written,* something chi-

valric in the heart of every young man not yet corrupted by
the other sex, that makes him regard woman as something
mystic and almost divine, that surrounds her with awe, and
makes him shrink from profaning her as he would from
profaning the shrine of the Divinity. For him, she is made
of finer materials than the red slime of the earth from which
his own rude sex is made, and he regards her as a being
apart, and to be worshipped as a star in the distant heavens,

but not approached,—as we are told the knight in days of

chivalry worshipped his " ladie-love." A noble, a generous
sentiment it was which woman, as the symbol of the beau-

tiful, could inspire, of which she could be the object, but
wliich she was never supposed capable of sharing. Our
feminine novelists have obliterated this sentiment. They
have disrobed woman of her divinity, divested her of the

mystery that surrounded and protected her, have laid bare

the secret of womanhood, and shown that woman is after all

made only of ordinary clay, and is no less mortal flesh and
blood than man himself. They have strip])ed her of all

illusion and rendei-ed her incapable of inspiring the chivalric

sentiment the young man naturally cherishes for her, or

real respect for her womanhood. The male youth of to-day

spurn the old maxim, " Honor woman ;" and while they
seek her as an instrument of pleasure, they inwardly despise

her.

It is a sad day for the morals of any country when wom-
an ceases to be held sacred by the other sex, when she is

brought forth from her shrine in tlie adytum of the temple,

*Mrs. Oerald's Niece, ante, p. 548.
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and exhibited unveiled in the market-place. We tell those

feminine writers,—who are so fond of making their toilet

in public, and divesting their sex of its sacred mysteries,

who have done their best to deprive woman of all honor and
respect,—that their names should be execrated. We de-

nounce them in the name of true manhood, in the name of

true womanhood, in the name of our mothers and sisters,

our wives and daughters, as the enemies of their sex and of

the human race. The disgusting realism made popular by
your Dickenses, Trollopes, Ainsworths, and others, and
pushed to a still greater extreme by their feminine imita-

tors, has not only destroyed the last vestige of chivalry, but
has obliterated from the non-Catholic world the last trace of

Christian morality. We set our face against Charles Dick-
ons from the very beginning of his literarj^ career, before

we had become a Catholic, and have regarded his popularity

as one of the worst symptoms of the age in which we live.

He had wit and humor, if you will, but no elevation of

mind, no lofty aspirations; his nature was low, grovelling,

and sordid, and his morality a vague and watery philan-

thropy. Thackeray has great faults, but him we can endure
;

for, though apparently a realist, and cynical even, he had at

bottom a rich and gushing human heart, and aspirations

above the world he too faithfully painted. He was an ideal-

ist as well as a realist, and his idealism redeems his realism.

But Dickens had no redeeming quality ; his good people
are remarkable only for their insipidity.

We are far enough from pretending, and should be sorry

to be thought to imply, that the Ma-iter of the " House of

York " treats her sisters as cruelly as do the authors of the
feminine novels with which the English-speaking world is

just now inundated, and which the excellent Madame Craven
seems to regard as immeasurably more moral, but which we
regard as far more immoral, than the popular novels of

France. A novel is not moral because the heroine goes to

church and is careful to say her prayers night and morning,
or because the hero is a handsome, graceful, and accom-
plished young curate of ritualistic tendencies. All we say
of the " House of York" is, that its tendency is to lessen the
respect of the reader for woman. There may be real char-

acters represented, of that we say nothing ; but not a true,

noble, high-minded woman, one whom we could love and
honor, is presented us in its pages. As far as she goes, the
writer follows in the traces of those feminine novels that
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depreciate the character of woman, and deprive womanhood
of that sacredness and honor which are the best natural safe-

guards of the morals of the family and of the community

;

yet we grant she does not go far in this direction.

Unconsciously, also, the gifted antlioress, to some extent
at least, countenances the mischievous doctrine Mdiich per-

vades all modern literature and forms the basis for the de-

mand for the abolition of Christian marriage, and the recog-

nition of divorce ad libihim^ or free-love ; namely, that love

is an affection not under our control, that we love where we
must, not where we will, nor Avhere it is our duty to love.

It was the duty of Edith in the " House of York " to love her
betrothed, and while engaged to him not to love another^

and yet she does not love him, though she esteems him, and
does love another, and without any blame by the authoress,

apparently with her approval. Edith's resolution, in spite

of her love for another, to marry Dick Rowan, at the ex-

pense of a life of misery, is no real keeping of her word.
She really only gambles on Dick's generosity, for she knows
he would die sooner than hold her to her promise, if he
knew that it had become painful to her to keep it, which in

the sequel proves to be the fact. Why did she suffer her-

self to fall in love with Carl while Dick holds her word ?

The only answer is that love goes where it will, is uncon-
trollable by reason and will, and is not amenable to a sense

of duty—an answer any one who has proved unfaithful to

husband or wife might equally well allege as a valid defence.

It is this doctrine that love is involuntary, irrational, neces-

sary, that wars so effectually against Christian marriage, and
makes its indissolubility seem so hard and cruel. If we
cannot control our affections, love where we should, and re-

frain from loving where we should not love, we have no
right in marriage to promise to love one another until sep-

arated by death ; and the reasoning of the advocates of free-

love is conclusive, for no one has the right to promise what
it is not in his power to perform.

But this view of love, which is that of all modern popu-
lar literature, and indeed of the whole modern world, is a

dangerous, and, in relation to marriage, a wholly false view,

and not to be entertained by a Christian moralist. There is,

no doubt, a sentiment, a ])assion, called love, which springs

up involuntarily as an affection of the sensitive nature. This
does not depend on our will ; and all we can do in relation

to it when opposed to duty, is to resist it, refuse to yield to
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it or indulge it, and keep out of tlie way of temptation. It

may be a very charming sentiment while it lasts ; but a
young couple marrying on the strength of this sort of love,

or under its illusion—for illusion it is—seldom find it sur-

viving tlie honeymoon, if so long. Hence so many unhap-

py marriages ; and unquestionably far more unhappy mar-
riages in a country where marriages are arranged by tlie

young and inexperienced parties themselves, than where
they are arranged by the parents. There is far more do-

mestic affection, virtue, and happiness in France, than in

Great Britain and the United States. As for mercenary
marriages, no French mother or guardian could keep a
sharper eye to the main chance than the average New York
girl that has reached the mature age of sixteen, though she
may sometimes be taken in, as the sharpest may.
Every Catholic who has been instructed at all in regard

to the spiritual life, knows that what the masters call " sensi-

ble devotion" is of no account. Mere sensible love, or love

as an affection of the sensitive soul, counts for just as little

in domestic life. The Lord says, " My Son, give me thy
heArt:" He does not say, ''Give me thy feelings," which
a/'e not under the control of the will, and therefore not ours

either to give or to withhold. The only love worth naming,
whether of wife or husband, parents or children, friends or
neighbors, is the love of the heart, which in the Holy Script-

ures always means an affection of the rational soul, and
therefore under the control of free will. It is a rational

and voluntary affection. This is wherefore Christian mar-
riage, with the grace of the sacrament, is always practicable,

and wherefore it is lawful to make the promises it exacts.

For infidelity of either party to the marriage vows, for gross

neglect of duty, or extreme cruelty, the church allows a sep-

aration, a inensa et thoro, but never a vinculo matrimonii ^
and this is all the relief that either party can reasonably

demand.
Far be it from us to say or to imply that the gifted au-

thoress of the " House of York " goes, or would in any case

go, in depreciating women or in making love an affection

of the sensitive nature, and therefore irrational and involun-

tary, to the lengths of modern feminine literature ; and our
censures are in the main designed for that literature, not for

her, and are offered, d j^^'opos of the '' House of York," with
the good-natured design to put her on her guard against any
and every tendency that favors it ; for it is the Weltgeist,

and in the very air we breathe.
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Tlie object of tlie Catholic novelist, or cultivator of light

literature, is not or should not be to paint actual life, or life

as we actually find it, but to idealize it, and raise it, as far

as possible, to the Christian standard, not indeed by direct

didactic discourses or sermonizing, which is out of place in

a novel ; but by the silent influence of the pictures pre-

sented, and the spirit that animates them. The true artist

never paints the actual landscape that unrolls before his

bodily eye, but the ideal landscape which he sees with the

eye of the soul, which after all is the more real landscape.

So the literary artist does not paint actual life, which is

simply mimetic, but the higher and more real, or, as says

Plato, methexic life, in which the actual has its type and
possibilities. One should always be true to nature, but not

to that nature which is only imperfectly realized in the act-

ual. The Catholic should aim in his literary productions

to be true, not only to this higher and more real nature, but

to this nature elevated by the infused habits of grace above
itself to the plane of the supernatural. It is this truth that

gives to Christian art its immense superiority over all pagan
art, or Grecian models—which our contemporary artists

make so much ado about—and makes its creations not unfit

ornaments of our churches. The study of pagan models,

or even models presented by actual nature, and the attempt
to copy or imitate them, have nearly destroyed Christian

art and art itself. Art has deteriorated just in proportion

as men have lost the Christian faith and the Christian ideal,

till it has nearly ceased to deserve the name of art, by em-
bodying no thought or conception above the actual.

The popular literature created by most of our women
novelists as well as by Dickens and his imitators is as fault}'

under the relation of Christian art, as it is under the rela-

tion of Christian, or even natural, moralit}'. The influence

of woman as wife and mother, as natural mother or spiritual

mother, is most blessed and cannot be overrated ; but there

are only exceptional individuals of the sex, like Mother
Juliana, St. Teresa, and St. Catharine, that sliould ever

step out of their domestic sphere or their convent, and at-

tempt to form the literature of a nation or an age. The
corruptest epochs of all historj' are those in which women
aspire to play the part of men, and men abdicate their mas-

culine superiority and consent to play second fiddle to wom-
en. A queen of France once asked a duchess of Bur-

gundy, why it is that the reign of queens is generally more
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successful than tliat of kings? "Because under a queen

men govern, while under a king women govern," was the

true as well as the witty answer of the duchess. Hercules

at the distaff is not a picture we love to dwell on.

It is not against the " House of York" or " Hornehurst

Rectory" that our remarks are directed, for their ofEences

are comparatively venial, and are offences of omission rather

than of commission ; but against the modern realistic school,

as it is called, which piques itself on painting life as it act-

ually is, which eschews the ideal, and whatever tends to ele-

vate the soul, or to inspire high and noble aspirations, and

which we regard as the most corrupting and infamous

school of literature that has ever existed. Better, a thou-

sand times better, for the morals of the community, the ex-

travagant and improbable romances of fabled knights-errant,

so unmercifully ridiculed by Cervantes in his "Don Qui-

xote," than themodern three-volume novels copied from the
" Police Gazette " or the " Newgate Calendar." This school

familiarizes us with vice and crime, makes us the compan-

ions of thieves, robbers, swindlers, and social outlaws of

either sex, heedless of the fact that "evil communications

corrupt good morals," hardly less effectually in the high-

wrought pages of a book than in actual social intercourse.

The works the school sends forth serve only to enfeeble in-

tellect, to corrupt the heart, to debase the character, and to

render our youth of both sexes mean, low, grovelling, and

sordid. It "brushes the flour from the blossoms of their

hearts, initiates them into mysteries of which they should

remain ignorant, checks all pure, lofty, or noble aspirations,

and unfits their souls to receive, or profit by, the sacred

truths or holy inspirations of the Gospel of our Lord.

We cannot, then, as a Catholic reviewer, do otherwise

than set our face against all works of fiction that in the re-

motest degree tend to create a taste for this sort of litera-

ture. "We believe that the greater part of our so-called re-

ligious novels, as well as most of the reading prepared for

our children, directly or indirectly tend to create such a

taste, and therefore we must, as a rule, discourage them as

we do all popular novels, especially those written by wom-
en. If women must write, let them write history or,

rather, biography, where the nobility or sanctity of the

subject will keep them within bounds, while full scope is

given to their keen insight into character, and for their nat-

ural tendency to admire and venerate what is manly, gener-
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ous, and heroic. If we could make any exception, it would
be in favor of Ladj Georgiana Fullerton, wlio lias an artis-

tic taste, and who, the older she grows, becomes tlie more
and more deeply imbued witli the Catholic spirit.

If we have seemed to speak disparagingly of woman as

a writer of fiction and creator of popular literature, it is not

of Christian woman, far less of womanhood. We are old,

with old-world notions on most subjects, which this age re-

gards as ridiculous and absurd. We were brought up to

honor woman, and to reverence womanhood, and we retain

traces at least of our early training, and should like to see

something of the old chivalric love revived in the masculine

heart. We honor woman, we recognize her worth, as long

as she remains a true woman, but we cannot, and God for-

bid that we should, mistake her for a man. It is the true

woman, moving in and contented with her appropriate

sphere and cheerfully performing the important and noble

duties that Providence has attached to it, that we honor, and
all but worship. When we see such a woman, we are young
again; but we turn with loathing and ineffable disgust from
the woman who, forgetting her sex, and throwing aside the

veil of modesty, ascends with brazen face the platform, and

spouts at political meetings, at reform clubs, or in lecture

rooms, political nonsense and unblushing heresy, or down-
right atheism.

In the woman's rights movement in this country and

Great Britain, a movement inaugurated by Mary Wollstone-

craft, continued by Frances Wright, and supported by weak,

silly, or designing men, women abnegate their wonumhood,
and forfeit the respect of every man whose respect is worth

having. As far as women favor this movement,—which is

a movement not only for female suffrage and eligibility, but

for free-love and sensual indulgences,—to reverse the sen-

tence of the Almighty on woman, ''Thou slialt be subject

to thy husband, and he shall have dominion over thee," they

war against their own rights as well as interests as women
;

turn their backs on their high and sacred duties as wives and

mothers, as daughters and sisters, and attack society in the

very source and" seat of its life. Kothing can better, than

this shameful woman's rights movement, show the fatal ten-

dency of modern literature out of which it grows, or the

fearful abyss into which non-Catholic society has fallen. It,

however, i"s the legitimate effect of the rejection of Christian

marringc by the so-called reformers, and the false democ-
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racy after which the age liaiikers, and which was not im-
properly denounced by the American statesman and orator,

Fisher Ames, as an " illuminated hell," only it is hell in its

darkness without the illumination : for there is no light, not
even phosphorescent light in it. The age supplies the prem-
ises from which it is the logical conclusion.

All true women, all women who retain any thing of the

natural modest and shrinking delicacy of their sex, should

not only be on their guard against doing any thing to favor

the movement, which springs from a satanic illusion, but
should in their own proper sphere do all in their power to

counteract it. The Holy Scriptures are full of warnings
against " strange women " who lure men to their destruction,

and whose ways lead directly to hell. It is hardly less nec-

essary to warn women, and men, too, enfeebled as they are

by the feminine literature and perverted female influence of

the day, against " strong-minded women " who are even more
dangerous, and in heart equally impure, and whose influence,

if not resisted in season will precipitate society, the nation,

into hell.

CATHOLIC POPULAR LITERATURE.*

" All-Hallow-Eve " is a well written story, intensely in-

teresting, founded on an Irish superstition. Its chief fault

is, that, instead of combating the superstition, it appears to

be written to confirm it, and to show that the devil has the

gift of prophecy. The Irish, perhaps others too, not Irish,

have a custom come down from heathen times in its main
features, more honored in the breach than in the observance,

of trying on All-Hallow-Eve various experiments to discover
the secrets of the future, especially those which are peculiar-

ly interesting to lads and lasses. The greater part, no doubt,
regard it as a harmless sport, and see nothing serious in the
attempts to read the future, have no belief in the predictions,

and take no heed that the custom is a relic of heathen super-
stition, and strictly prohibited by the church. But the au-

1. *All-Hallow-Eve; or. The Test of Futurity, and other stories.

2. Geraldine: A Tale of Conscience. By E. C. A. New York: 1872.
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thor of " All-Hallow-Eve " takes the predictions au serieux^

and writes his story to exhibit their exact fulfilment. If, in

the conduct of the story, he had contrived to laugh at the

superstitious custom, and to show tlie folly of trusting to

absurd divinations, instead of making them '' the test of fu-

turity," he probably might not have effected much one way
or another ; but he would have better discharged his duty
as a Catholic writer. We can wink as hard as any one at

old national customs, even though not free from superstition,

especially in a people so conspicuous for their adherence to

the faith, and for their sufferings for it as the Catholic Irish ;

but when it comes to defending such customs, it is quite a

different thing, and goes against the grain. Aside from this

point, " All-Hallow-Eve " is a powerfully written story, and

a vivid sketch of a certain phase of Irish life and character.

" The Unconvicted, or Old Thornley's Heirs," one of the

two other stories in the volume, is too much of an extract

from records of the police, or the Newgate Calendar. The
writer claims to be a lawyer, but he manages the case so

badly that we wonder not that the accused, his dearest friend

from boyhood, refused ever after to recognize his friendship,

or to have any personal intercourse with him. Hugh, the

nephew of old Thornley, accused of poisoning his uncle

whom he loves, and tried for murder on evidence that would

not justify suspicion of a cat, is unconvicted indeed, but

branded with infamy by the jury in the very verdict that

acquits him, and which is approved by the judge that tries

him. We may have forgotten the little law we once learned,

and little enough it was ; but we believe that, according to

English law as well as our own, the verdict of the jury in

all criminal trials must be simply a verdict of guilty or not

guilty, of conviction or acquittal. It may recommend the

convicted to the mercy of the court, but we never heard of

an English jury bringing in a verdict of not guilty, and yet

adding, that till certain extraneous matters are cleared up,

suspicion will justly attach to the accused whom they acquit

of the crime with which, according to the verdict, he has

been falsely charged.

We object, also, to the story, that all the bad characters

introduced are Catholics. Old Thornley, an old reprobate,

who married an heiress, and when he had made sure of her

property, murdered her, is, if we recollect aright, a Catholic
;

his housekeeper who actually poisons him is a Catholic, so

also is her wretched liusband whom she caused on a false
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charge to be transported, and who finally murders her

;

and so are all the thieves, pickpockets, gamblers, swindlers,

and counterfeiters, and double-distilled villains, introduced.

There are, no doubt, bad Catholics enough in England and
elsewhere, but we see no necessity for a Catholic writer to

go exclusively among Catholics to find villains of any shade

or hue ; for either our experience deceives us, or there are

some villains to be found among non-Catholics, who, better

than any Catholics, disclose the depths of depravity to which
men who turn their backs on God may fall. We are told,

it is true, that these bad Catholics neglect the sacraments of

their church, and in no respect practise their religion.

There is no denying it ; but even this seems to reflect in some
degree on their Catholic parents, if not on the vigilance,

zeal, and fidelity of their pastors or the clergy. When chil-

dren are left to grow up in ignorance and in neglect of their

religion, and in large numbers become vicious, criminal, and
the pests of society, there is a fault somewhere, and it can

never be all on the side of the children themselves.

The housekeeper is, perhaps, the vilest and most re-

pulsive character in the story
;
yet the author extenuates, in

some measure, her crimes on the ground that she committed
them to advance the interests of her son, whom she has in-

duced old Thornley to adopt as his nephew, and to make
him the heir of the bulk of his immense wealth. Old
Thornley is in her power, because she knows of his having
murdered his wife. She poisons him to prevent his al-

tering his will, or to conceal her theft of the new will he
has just secretly, as he supposes, made, disposing of his

property differently from her wishes. She accuses Hugh,
the real nephew, of the murder, and contrives, with con-

summate skill, a combination of circumstances likely to se-

cure his conviction. She fails. Hugh is acquitted, but his

name is blasted. She has stolen and secreted the last will,

but for some reason, perhaps to hold it in terrorem over her

son, the heir under the previous will, she neglects to destroy

it. It is found by the detective police and her machinations

are at an end. She flies from London to Liverpool, where
she engages her passage to America. While waiting for the

packet to sail she encounters her husband from whom she

had been separated for many years, with whom she had re-

fused to live, and whom she had caused by her false swear-

ing to be transported for house-breaking and robbery, of

which she knew him to be not guilty, solely because she
Vol.. XLX-37
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M'anted him out of her way. He has fallen to be a low,

worthless fellow, and the companion of the lowest and vil-

est criminals. He meets her at Liverpool and asks her to

live with him ; she refuses ; he in his frenzy—a case of moral
insanity—stabs her and gives lier a mortal blow; but slie

survives h)ng enough to make her confession to the priest

and to repeat it before witnesses, so far as necessary to save

the innocent, receives absolution and the last sacraments,

and soon after dies in peace and in the joyful hope of

heaven. ]^ow we are ready enough to pardon her crimes
on the brink of the grave, and can charital)ly hope that her

penitence is sincere and acceptable. We doubt neither the

divine charity nor the mercy of God. Tlie sinner, no mat-

ter how great a sinner one has been, can be, if duly con-

trite, pai'doned in a moment, on confession and absolution,

and die in a state of grace. That is not the point we make.
What we do not like is for popular literature to make light

of this spending one's whole life in serving Satan by all

manner of wickedness, and to count it as nothing, if the

sinner on his death-bed, even in his agony, only is able to

make his confession and receive absolution. For our part,

we doubt the likelihood of one who has lived such a life as

the housekeeper, receiving the grace at the last moment to

repent, and make a good confession and a happy death,

—a grace we all pray for, and fear may not be granted us

;

yet we must think that this part of the story, thougli not

impossible, lacks verisimilitude. Poor Louis Xapoleon,

with two chaplains in his family, died without the presence

of a priest, and a])parently without the last sacraments.

We judge him not, for we know not what previous prepara-

tions he had made for a sudden and unexpected death. The
sinner is always in danger of being struck down, or of meet-

ing with an nnexpected death for which he is unprovided.

None should be driven to despair, for God's mercy is in-

iinite, and while there is life there is hope. But we think

our Catholic story-writers should mark with more decided

disapprobation the wicked life of the bad Catholic, and not

rely so much, or lead their readers to rely so much, on an

edifying confession at the last moment, as is too common
with them. Nearly all the Catholic villains in Catholic

novels make edifying deaths, yet it is extremely hazardous

to trust to a death-bed repentance.

The next and last story in this volume is " Jenifei''s

PraJ'er." This is a very different story, its villains are not
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Catholics, though, through Jenifer's prayer, most of them
are converted at last. The good characters are all Cath-
olics, and all the Catholics are good, only a little too Dick-
€nisli ; that is to say, a little too insipid, Jenifer's prayer

was short but comprehensive. It consisted in simply
offering up her " life and all in it." When she vranted the

conversion of her neighbors or the daughter of her mistress,

to protect any member of the families in whom she takes

an interest, or to avert a terrible calamity, forthwith goes up
in heart her prayer, "My life and all that is in it," which, in

one way or another, sooner or later, proves effectual ; for

what more could she do than make an offering, joined with

that of our Lord on the cross, of her life and all that is in

it? There is villainy in the story, horrible villainy done or

plotted against those dear to Jenifer, but she continues her

prayer, '' My life and all that is in it," and the villainy is

defeated or repaired. We can, with very few reservations,

conscientiously recommend the story of "Jenifer's Prayer."

It breathes a Catholic atmosphere. The author is an ad-

mirer of Dickens, but his Catholicity saves him from the

maudlin philanthropy of that over-praised writer. Between
Mr. Brewer and the Brothers Cheeryble there is a distance,

as there is between Catholic charity and Protestant benevo-
lence.

" Geraldine : A Tale of Conscience," is a new edition of

an old, and once a very popular Catholic novel, giving the

history of the conversion of a marvellous Protestant young
lady to the Catholic Church ; her marriage, the death of her
husband, her widowhood, and at length her reception into

religion as a Sister of Mercy. The book was, as is said, a

grand success; and, when by the great mercy of God I was
brought into tlie church, it was very generally and very
highl}^ esteemed as a work of rare ability, intense interest,

and singular merit. It was the book to be put by Catholics

into the hands of their Protestant friends ; and it is still pop-
ular, if we may judge from the fact that this new edition

has been just issued by so judicious a publisher as Mr.
O'Shea. We are assured that it has been the instrument of

many conversions both in England and in this country, and
we can easily believe it. " The spirit breatheth where he
will ; and thou hearest his voice, but thou knowest not

whence he cometh, or whither he goeth : so is every one
that is born of the spirit." God uses such instruments to

effect his purposes of mercy or of judgment, as seemeth to
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liim good ; but let not the instrument attribute the honor to

its own fitness, for its fitness is in the hands that use it.

But we are writing in this article of Catholic popular liter

ature, and are considering it in reference to its Catholic, not

its non-Catholic, readers. In all that we write or publish,

our first thought is due to Catholics ; and it is for Catholics,,

not for non-Catholics, that our popular writers of either sex

should seek to create a literature. Our first thought and

first care should be to provide for our own household. The
Catholic critic of our popular literature must always judge

it by the influence it is likely to exert on the sentiments,

the manners, the tone, and the spirit of the Catholic public.

Charity begins at home. We are by no means indifferent

to the "conversion of those who are outside of the church,,

sitting in the region and shadow of death ; but we believe

that, in the ordinary providence of God, the literature that

best edifies the Catholic body, that tends the most directly

to strengthen the attachment of the faithful to the church,

to inflame their love for God and for one another, and to

make them earnest, devout, enlightened, robust, and heroic

Catholics, is the literature that will be the most effective in

attracting those who are without, stimulating inquiry among
them, and in creating in their minds a respect for the church,

and an irrepressible desire to be numbered among her chil-

dren. It is not the invincible logic of Catholics, but their

pure and noble example in fulfilling the sublime precepts

and counsels of the Gospel, that overcomes the world, and

makes it prostrate itself at the foot of the cross, and beg for

the pardon of Him whom it has crucified. We understand

by Catholic popular literature, a literature produced by Cath-

olics, for Catholics, and informed with the Catholic spirit,

free, living, generous, and noble.

We admit the rare ability of " Geraldine," the intense

interest of the struggle it depicts, the general truthfulness

of its doctrinal statements. The author is a woman of ex-

traordinary intellect and power; but " Geraldine," regarded

as a book for Catholics, is in some points objectionable. It

is too apologetic in its tone, and concedes Christian virtues

and worth to Protestants which they have not. It is not

edifying to find a convert apologizing to his or her non-

Catholic friends for yielding to the grace of God and fol-

lowing the supernatural light of truth into the church, the

only medium of union with Christ, the mediator of God and

men. It is an act for which to give thanks to God whose
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grace gives the ability to perform it, not to be apologized
for, or excused to unbelievers and misbelievers. We do
not hold the mass of those who adhere to heretical com-
munities as blameless before God for remaining aliens from
the commonwealth of Christ ; nor do we believe that any
of tilem abound in virtues which are attainable only by the
supernatural grace of God. We hold, of course, that there
is grace outside of the church, for our Lord says, " No man
•can come unto me, except the father who hath sent me draw
him." But this exterior grace operates ad unitatem, to

bring persons to Christ in the church, not to sanctify and
save them outside of the church, or to enable them to prac-

tise the Christian virtues of faith, hope, and charity, in the

bosom of heretical or separated communities. Our Lord
«ays again, "And other sheep I have, that are not of this

fold ; them also must I hrioig : and they shall hear my
voice ; and there shall be made one fold and one shepherd."
There are, no doubt, many amiable, intelligent, sincere, and
worthy people among Protestants, as there were among the
ancient gentiles; but we find in them no virtues that rise

above tlie natural order. Many of them have the natural,

domestic, social, and civic virtues, which deserve and receive
a temporal reward

; but none of them have the supernatural
Christian virtues to which is promised the reward of eternal

life ; or, if they have been baptized, and by an extraordi-

nary grace some among them have retained their baptismal
innocence, they should be regarded as those " other sheep "

whicli, our Lord says, shall hear his voice, and which he
•says he must bring into the one fold, for extra ecclesiam,

nulla est salus. Some of the best and most high-minded
characters in " Geraldine " are Protestants ; and the im-
pression the book leaves on our minds is, that the Church of
England is schismatical and heretical indeed, yet that per-
sons who do not see that it is so, may live the Christian life

and practise the Christian virtues in its communion about
iis well as in the communion of the Catholic Church.

I am a convert, but I confess myself utterly unable to

sympathize with the long and painful struggle poor Geral-
dine is said to have gone through in becoming a Catholic :

and to me that struggle is well-nigh unintelligible. There
is too much sentimentalism in it ; and we cannot but think
that the writer, even if giving her own experience, has la-

bored to heighten its interest by drawing largely on her im-
agination. The Revue des Deux Mondes, in criticising my
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"Convert, or Leaves from iny Experience," sneeringly says,

that my conversion, as I described it, " was a conversion a
VAviSricaine^ very reasonable, very logical, but not very in-

teresting, indeed, rather a dull affair. It was attended by
no violent moral shocks, no breaking up of one's whole in-

terior life, and convulsing one's whole nature ;" for I inten-

tionally suppressed what was purely subjective. The criti-

cism is very just, so far as the history of my conversion was
given. I had, indeed, no very tender ties to break, for I

had always lived very much apart, and my social connec-

tions were not many, nor very close ; and those I best loved

I felt would go with me, if, in fact, their convictions should

not precede mine, as in the case of iny wife they did. I

gave up nothing for the church that I valued, but gained
every thing I lunged for. This makes, I grant, a difference

between my case and that of Geraldine Carrington ; but I

never engaged in that long, painful search after the truth^

which detained her for such a length of time. I never had
any painful anxiety to know the truth, simply as an object

of the intellect. The question with me came not in the

shape, What shall I believe ? but in this other shape, "What
shall I do to be saved, or who or what will deliver me from
my sins ? I suffered more or less anguish of soul, no doubt,,

but less to know the truth, than to know how I should ob-

tain strength to obey it ; not so much to know the law, as-

to attain the power to overcome the weakness of my will

and my infirmity of purpose, to resist temptation, to subdue
my passions, and to maintain an upright walk. I never had
any purely intellectual difficulties to overcome ; and all my
doubts were as to the abilit}' of the church to help me to a de-

liverance from sin and death, and to place me in commun-
ion with Christ, my only Redeemer.

I came to the question of the church as a sinner in need
of a Saviour. Overcome by a sense of my own moral weak-

ness, and feeling my need of spiritual assistance, of divine

help, for the arm of flesh failed me, and in agony of soul,.

I cried out, " Lord, save or I j)erish." Geraldine comes to

the question without a consciousness of sin or of moral

weakness, with the feeling that she had led a Christian life,

that she had maintained a good conscience, that she had no
sins to be repented of, that she stood in need of no spiritual

help but such as she fancied she had found even among the

Evangelicals, and the question for her was at first a purely

intelleetnal question,—a doubt of the truth of what she had
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hitherto been taught. Tlie doubt was not a doubt of her-

self, but of her teacliers. She tlieu engages in a weary
search after truth, and goes througli a course of reading to

which I, even in the prime and vigor of manhood, could

never have submitted, and has set-to battles with the digni-

taries of her church, with her Evangelical and Anglican sis-

ters, and with whoever will take up the cudgels against her.

Her progress is like that of the frog at the bottom of the

well, who jumped up three feet every day and fell back two
feet every night.

Now, this may be the process Geraldine really pursued
;

but, if so, it was a miracle that she ever found the church,

or that her conversion at last was effected. To attempt to

come to the church by such a process, is as absurd as to at-

tempt to get the infinite by the addition of numbers. The
devil can match any man, or woman either, at chopping
logic and interpreting testimonies from history, the fathers,

and councils, to which one has the key only in the Catholic

faith, or the teaching of the church herself. For my part,

I never sought the truth ; it came to me, how or whence I

could never say; but it came and brought with it the force

to convince, and I believed as the child believes the father

or mother, and for thirty years since have never doubted.

I never sought or found the truth ; God showed it to me,
and gave me the grace to open my heart, and to accept it.

The way to learn the truth is to open one's mind and heart

to it, as the sunflower opens her bosom to the rays of the

sun, and to permit it to penetrate the soul and give it light,

warmth, and life. The theological reader, I trust, will ex-

onerate me from intending to favor either the irresistible

grace of the Calvinists or the gratia victrix of the Jansenists,

both which imply the passivity of the soul in faith. All that is

meant is, that we do not, either by historical or philosophical

investigations, find out the truth. If we appeal to history and
antiquity, what is the key to either, or the rule of their inter-

pretation ? If we take private reason for our guide, and go
forth to examine the sects and determine which is true, or

how much of each is true and how much is false, we only do
what Protestants do, and, like them, lose ourselves in the

wilderness of contradictory opinions, go round in circles, get

confused, and no longer are able to discern any distinction

between truth and falsehood, or right and wrong. If we
assume that our Lord founded a visible organic body called

the church, as the Scriptures and the whole Christian world
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say he did, the difficulty vanishes ; for all who know any
thing at all of the subject, know it is the church in com-
munion with the see of Rome, for that is the only visible

church-organization that has had a continuous historical ex-

istence from our Lord and his apostles down to us. The
fact lies on the very face of history, no more to be mistaken
than the sun in the heavens. The sects all know it, and no
Protestant requires it to be proved. However sectarians

may attempt to get rid of the fact by theii- explanations,

they, by their very explanations, bear witness to it, and in

realit}' assert it. We have no need to seek it ; we have only,

assisted by grace, to open our eyes to the truth always be-

fore us, and we behold it ; to open, by the same assistance,

our hearts, and the truth enters them, and we believe it,

and with joy unspeakable thank God for it. Then taking

the truth, the church and what she teaches, for our guide,

we can explain history, if we wish, and confirm it, examine
all the sects and their opinions, and explode them as cor-

ruptions, mutilations, or travesties of the church and her
divinely-inspired doctrine.

Catholicity is the key to all history, and it is only in the

church that we learn what histoiy means. How great the

mistake, then, while ignorant of the church and her teachings,

to attempt, as Geraldine does, to find out the truth guided
only by one's own learning and private judgment. Those
outside may be assured that no such long and tedious process

is either necessary or useful. " Say not in thy heart, Who
shall ascend into heaven, that is, to bring Christ down ; or,

Who shall descend into the deep ; that is, to bring up Christ

again from the dead ? But what saith the Scripture ! The
word is near thee^ even in thy mouthy and in thy heart : this

is the word of faith which we preach."

The process through which the authoress conducts her

heroine, never did and never could of itself alone have led

to her conversion. It is precisely the process by which every
Protestant seeks to ascertain what is the Christian church
and the Christian faith ; and if it could be successful in

(reraldlne's case, why is it not in theirs ? and why do we not

find them all of one mind instead of being cut up into a

thousand and one conflicting sects, holding every variety of

opinion, from tlie high-church Anglican down to the bald

rationalist? The process at best could give only what theo-

logians call Jides humana or a probable opinion, which ex-

cludes neither doubt nor uncertainty ; a hundred cross-lights
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are continuall}^ disturbing and even distorting the mental

vision, and causing us to doubt to-day what we thought we
had settled yesterday, and requiring us to renew from day to

day onr examination, and repeat perpetually the same proc-

ess. It is the Protestant and a false assumption, that we
are to find out the truth by private inquiry and the collation

of facts and opinions, that has caused so many inquirers to

miss finding the truth. Determined not to be deceived, and
to admit nothing that can be doubted or even cavilled at,

they shut up their hearts and narrow the aperture of their

minds, till it is impossible for truth to find an entrance into

either. After years of weary search, they give it up in de-

spair, and fall back on the sad philosophy. " Let us eat and
drink and be merry, for to-morrow we die."

Such books as " Geraldine " assume while controverting it,

the very theory of private judgment and private examination,

and cause those outside to believe that the work of finding

out the truth must be done by us alone, while yet ignorant

of it, and deriving no assistance from it. They have an un-

favorable efl^ect on Catholics themselves, and lead them to

rely on processes for the conversion of those without, which,

in almost all cases, must prove ineffectual. They can be ef-

fectual only in the case of those whose minds and hearts grace

has already opened to the reception of the truth, and these

do not need it. A sirtiple statement, a presentation of the

truth, suffices for them. They need no argument to prove

that it is truth, any more than they need arguments to prove
that it is the sun that is shining when they see its clear un-

clouded light, and feel its life-giving warmth. In no case

do arguments motive assent ; they at best only remove the

prohihentia, or obstacles to assent, and enable the credi-

tive subject to come into immediate relation with the credi-

ble object. Hence what Protestants call " Evidences," Cath-

olic theologians call " Motives of Credibility." They are

reasons not for believing, but for proving the faith credible,

or not incredible.

It is important, both for ourselves and for those without,

that our popular literature, so far as it touches questions of

this sort, should be free from all taint of the Pelagian or

Semi-Pelagian heresy. We cannot make the first motion tow-
ards Christ without him or without his assistance. We may
prove to our satisfactioti, and believe with all the strength

of human conviction, the entire body of Catholic doctrine

from the papacy down to the holy-water-pot, and yet be just
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as far from the kingdom of heaven, or from faith in Christ,

as if wo rejected the wliole ; for it is not God we beh'eve, hut

our own reason, and we are simpl}' Protestants. Faith is

not of ourselves, it is the gift of God ; and conversion is the

work of grace, not of argument or logic, though it is always

logical, or in accordance with the supreme Logic. We use

arguments in defending the faith and repelling the assaults

of the enemies of the church, for the safeguard and protec-

tion of the faithful, not for the conversion of tlie enemies
themselves. They can be converted only by the grace of

God ; and only those whom grace disposes to receive tlie

truth ever are converted. As sufficient grace is given to all,

wliy all do not use it to comply with it, and to be led to the

faith ; or of two women grinding at the mill, one is taken

and the other left, is one of the mysteries of election which,

happily, it is not the province of popular literature to

explain.

We have dwelt at a disproportionate length on this point,

in respect to which, however, " Geraldine " does not sin

more grievously, if at all, than do all the so-called Catholic

novels that we have seen, written with a view to the intlu-

ence they may exert on the non-Catholic world. The}' are

mostly written by women, and by women who have just

come into the church, and who write of Catholic things very

much as persons blind fi-om childhood, but whose eyes have

just been couched, see natural objects. They see all things

on a smooth, uniform surface and in contact with their eyes,

without any appreciation of perspective, or the relative pro-

portions of objects, learned only by time and experience.

They are seldom exact, save as to the mere formal statement

of dog;nas and worship, copied from the most elementary

books of Catholic instruction. They give us correctly

enough the bare skeleton, but they are too new to Catholic

life to be able to clothe the dry bones Avith flesh and l)lood

;

and, instead of presenting us the living body of truth in all

its symmetry and beauty, they give us a lifeless and more
or less deformed image made of wax or clay. AVe would
not speak lightly of their efforts which are well meant, and

which ])erhaps God blesses oftener than we think ; but they

leave their nests before they are fledged. They need not be

in a hurry to rush into print. They should wait at the foot

of the cross, till they have learned both their strength and

their weakness. They would not then attach so much im-

portance to every mood of mind they passed through on
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tlieir way to the church, to every vague thought or momen-
tary doubt that came into their heads, or sudden pang that

shot through their hearts at the thought of sundering old

ties and breaking up old associations, and entering what to

them is a new world and, certainly, a new life ; they would
be less anxious to have it understood that they acted hon-
estly, from pure motives, and in obedience to the dictates

of conscience, or to justify themselves in the eyes of Prot-

estants, and would spare us no little twaddle and sentimental

nonsense.

I have always regretted that circumstances, not under my
control, seemed to compel me to appear as a Catholic re-

viewer on the morrow of my reception into the church,

while almost totally ignorant of Catholic theology, and still

more ignorant of Catholic life and usages ; and I have often

admired, in later years, the wondrous charity of the Catholic

bishops and clergy, in overlooking the crudeness and inex-

perience, if not the overweening confidence, of the neophyte,
and in giving a generous support to his Remew^ notwith-

standing the manifest ineptness of its editor. It is true, I

studied hard, day and night, for several years, under an able

master, to supply my deficiency ; and, also, that I published
very little which was not previously examined and revised

by one of the ablest and soundest theologians I have ever
personally known ; but it was a great drawback upon the

usefulness of the Review that its editor and principal writer

had not had leisure previously to make his course of theology,

and to place himself e7i rappoi't with the Catholic commu-
nity, and that he had in every successive number to write up
to the very limits of his knowledge, if not sometimes beyond
them. I had always to write as an apprentice, never as a

master. Very different would have been the course and in-

fluence of the Review, had its editor known thoroughly his

religion in the outset. I have not made much progress in

the knowledge of theology and still less of spiritual life, I

have also forgotten much of what I had acquired ; but I

have learned this much, not to venture beyond my depth,
and not to broach questions that I have not mastered, or, at

least, think I have mastered. If I could have done so in

the beginning, I should have spared myself and my friends

many mortifications. The lesson we are trying to enforce

on our young and unfledged converts, is a lesson we have
learned from our own bitter experience. New converts

have zeal, a4id view Catholic things with a freshness of feel-
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ing that old Catholics have not ; but, after all, they cannot
be the principal creators of a Catholic popular literature,

such as Catholics themselves need.

There has never been in any nation a Catholic popular
literature produced outside of the sanctuary, that fully real-

izes our ideal. Even in what Digby calls the Ages ofFaith,
the popular literature, if we except the legends of the saints,

and what was written by the ecclesiastics or religious, was
hardly Catholic save in costume and coloring. The lay lit-

erature, romances, and poems, as far as we know them, were
wanting in the Catholic tone and spirit, and in the observ-
ance of the pure and sublime morality of tlie church. Their
autliors had never sanctified their imaginations, or harmo-
nized their aesthetics with Christian ethics. Lay literature is

ahnost alwaj's profane literature, in both senses of the term,
and proves that, in the so-called ages of faith, the laity, as

now, were only superficially instructed in their religion, and
were not thoroughly imbued with its spirit, so as to live and
breatlie it ; so as to express it in all their spontaneous
thoughts and free utterances. Perhaps, what we ask is too
much ; but we think it is no more than is needed, "We do
not ask for the suppression of the imagination, the play of
fancy, the graces of wit and pleasantry, or the natural senti-

ments of the soul ; we do not ask that all literature wear
the long face and speak with the deep guttural tones and the
nasal twang of the Puritan ; we know there is a time to

laugh as well as to weep, a time to sing and dance as well as

to be grave and thoughtful. Popular literature should be
in the main recreative, light, pleasing, such as will charm and
recreate us in our hours of weariness and relaxation from se-

verer labors or studies. The popular novel does it for Protes-
tants, and for want of a substitute Catholics often resort to

it ; but seldom without more or less injury to their moral
<lelicacy, or to the clearness, purity, and robustness of their

faith, Now, what we ask is a Catliolic popular literature

that will serve all the purposes the popular non-Catholic
novel serves, \vithout imparting any taint to the imagina-
tion, wounding Catholic delicacy of sentiment, weakening
Catholic faith, or chilling the ardor of Catliolic devotion.
Is this an impossibility ? Perhaps so ; but yet it has been
realized in Christian art, architecture, painting, and sculp-

ture, and wherefore not in literature?

In France and in some other countries, we believe, there
arc societies for the publication of good books. They, we
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doubt not, do mncli good; but a Catholic popular literature

cannot be called into existence bj any number of societies,

however well meant or well managed ;
for a good book, fresh

and living, fitted to take and keep its hold on the popular

heart, cannot be made to order ; it must be the spontaneous

and free expression of the inward spirit, operating in its own
way, and according to its own laws and inspirations. An
author, knowing that he must conform to the views of a

society, a community, a committee, or even to those of a

superior, cannot work freely, is shorn of half his strength, and

his book will want originality, freshness, and verve. The
man must be filled, saturated with the Catholic spirit, be a

master of Catholic science, and work under the inspiration

of Catholic faith, and with a continual aspiration to the

Catholic ideal. It is not by associations or attempts made
with malice 'prepense that a Catholic popular literature is to

be created, but by the Catholic instruction, training, and dis-

ciplining of the community by the pastors of the church and
the masters of spiritual life ; and by encouraging those who
are prompted by their own genius to write freely out from
their well-informed minds and full hearts, with no other re-

straints than those imposed by Catholic faith, piety, and

morality, good sense and good taste.

The French have a Catholic popular literature of great

value, though it is nearly smothered by the general popular

literature of the country, which, whatever its merits in other

respects, is decidedly irreligious, immoral, even cynical,

anticatholie, revolutionary, satanic. The immense majority

of the French are registered as Catholics ; and yet, in France,

public opinion for a long time has been infidel, and the lead-

ing journals, those with the largest circulation, and which

are the most popular, are hostile to the church, sneer at the

"clericals," and make war on the parti p>retre. A few years

ago, we know not how it is now. La PressedXoiie circulated

daily twice as many copies as all the Catholic journals and

periodicals of all France put together. The most popular

writers in France, those whose works have the largest sale

and are the most eagerly devoured, are decidedly antichris-

tian as well as antipapal. These infidel journals, novels, and

romances must circulate largely among French Catholics.

We can hardly understand it. French Catholics have suflEi-

ciently proved that they are capable of heroically enduring

au}^ thing and every thing for their religion, but—ridicule.

They are cowed by an infidel gibe, sneer, or mot. They
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seem to suppose tliat they can toiicli pitch and not be defiled,

di'ink poison and not ])e liarnied. The French character is

fnll of ghiring contradictions. No people on earth are more
generous, or respond more readily to the calls of charity,

than the Catholic people of France, and none send out in

larger numbers devoted, self-denying, disinterested, zealous,

indefatigable, and heroic missionaries even to the most dis-

tant isles of the ocean, or contribute more liberally for the
support of Catholic missions among the heathen in every
<piarter of the globe. For years French Catholics have con-

ti-ibuted more to the Society for the Propagation of the Faith
than the (yatholics of all other nations put together ; and yet
they sustain an irreligious and immoral literature at home,
and consent to be governed by infidels and universitarians.

The present calamities of their country may give them cour-

age to brave ridicule, and to assert their principles in both
literature and politics, and teach them that no man can be a

good Catholic in one department of life, and at the same
time an atheist in another.

Our English-speaking Catholics are at present much more
active in founding a popular Catholic literature thau M-ould

at first sight appear, and have already produced admirable
specimens, models even, among which we may mention,
without suggesting any invidious comparisons, " Fabiola,"

1)y the late Cardinal AV^iseman, whose services to Catholic

science and literature will be only the more highly appreci-

ated as time goes on; "Callista," by the unrivalled Dr.
Newman ; "Dion and the Sibyls," which displays rare clas-

sical learning, great ability, and genius of a liigli order;
"Constance Sherwood," by Lady Georgiana Fullerton ; the
" Life of Fr. Edmund Champion," by Richai-d Simpson,
Esq., though unhappily written with too much sympathj-
with the Anglican persecutors, and with too little with the

persecuted Catholics ; and among ourselves, the " Sketches
of the Lives, Labors, and Sufferings of the Early Catholic

Missionaries in the West," by the late Archbishop of Balti-

more ;
" Catholic Missions among the Indians," by that in-

defatigable worker and industrious collector, John G. Shea;
also the " Ilistor}' of the Church" in our country, by the

snme author, in connection with Henri de Courci ; the

"Lives of the Deceased Prelates of the United States," by
Richard li. Clarke, Esq., though we cannot speak of it from
our own knowledge ; and the Ijife of that remarkable man
and devoted and laborious missionary of the Alleghanies,
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the Rev. Prince Gallitzin, just published and written by the

only dani2;liter of the reviewer ; the Catholic World, a peri-

odical so dear to ns and conducted by our personal friends,

is contributing- largely to the formation of a living Catholic
popular literature of the country, though some of its stories

are neither profoundly Catholic, nor marked by a high order

of genius; yet, under the relation of pure literature, it is far

superior to the ablest non-Catholic magazines of the country.

One, in reading it, is lifted at once into a higher, purer, and
serener region than is dreamt of in the philosophy of the

ablest and most accomplished writers in that pride of Boston,
the Atlantic Monthly. The Catholic newspaper press, as far

as it has come under our observation for the last eight years,

has been greatly improved in its litei'ary character, has as-

sumed a higher and more dignified tone, and is exerting a

ijreater and more legitimate influence in elevating and ex-

panding the minds of its Catholic readers.

In England the Catholic press, we should judge, is becom-
ing more independent and less apologetic. The London
Tablet is inferior in literary taste and ability to no weekly
joui-nal in the United Kingdom, is always courteous and
gentlemanly, yet free, independent, outspoken, and uncom-
promisingly Catholic, thoroughly, heroically papal, in a

country in which the papacy is the great bugljear. It is the

best Catholic journal that we are acquainted with. The
Dahlin Review, hardly any more than ou-r own, comes with-

in the department of popular literature
;
yet it must be men-

tioned. It is an able and learned periodical, but it lacks the

grace, the charm, the vivacity, and unction of its earlier

days. Dr. Ward, its editor, is an able man, and, we are told,

is held by Englishmen to be a great writer and a profound
philosopher. We acknowledge his ability and his learning,

we love and honor the man ; but, somehow or other, we
can hardly read a page of his writings, no matter on what
subject, without having our patience tried, or our irascibility

excited, we should say, our pugnacity aroused, and we want
to fight him, metaphorically, not literally. Pie writes good
English, we suppose, but he is often well-nigh unintelligible

to us. We are frequently at a loss to make out what he is

driving at. He describes instead of defining, and fails to

reduce his utterances to their principle. He mixes up the

subjectivo and objective in a most perplexing confusion.

Like Protestant writers, he seems to write without unity oi-

catholicity of thought, and to reason always from particu-
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lars, sometimes subjective particulars, sometimes objective.

His philosophical articles are to us as unintelligible as Dr.
Kewman's " Essay at a Grammar of Assent," of which we
can make neither head nor tail. It is our fault, we presume

;

for we have so long been accustomed to proceed from the

universal to the particular, or to using particulars only as

illusti'ating a universal, or, rather, a generic principle, that

our mind cannot get out of its old grooves so as to under-

stand the logic that from the particular concludes the uni-

versal. In a word, we are not of Dr. Ward's school in phi-

losophy ; and we believe the human reason, as far as it goes,

sees things as they are, and as they are seen by superior in-

telligences. Neither do we accept his or Dr. Newman's
theor}' of development of Christian doctrine ; and we believe

the Christians of the hrst century held as explicitly the

whole Christian faith, as do we of the nineteenth century.

Yet we like the Duhlin Review upon the whole. It is, per-

haps, rather John-Bullish for a periodical with an Irish name
;

but we like its bold and manly tone, we respect its learning

and ability, we reverence its uncompromising Catholicity,

and we feel Catholic science and literature in the English-

speaking world would suffer a grave loss without it. We
try not to judge others by ourselves, or by what, after all^

may be our own idiosyncrasies. If of English descent, we
are not English bred, and have been formed, if formed at

all, in a very un-English school, at least not in an English

school of the present time. The English school of philoso-

phy now in vogue seems to us a cross between Locke and
Coleridge, and to have originated in the mad attempt, against

the admonition of my Lord Bacon, to apply what is called

the inductive method to the study of philosophy, instead of

restricting it to the study of the physical sciences alone, as

it should be restricted.

But we are straying from our subject, which is that of

Catholic popular literature. English and American popular

Catholic literature has been greatly extended and enriched

by translations from the French and German. Among
translations from the French we may mention tlie " Life of

St. Elizabeth," and the " History of the Monks of theWest,"

by the lamented Count de Montalembert, who, if his last

moments were somewhat clouded by the progress of caesar-

ism, by political defections and disappointments, and by his

horror of centralism, not to speak of the effects of a long

and painful disease, we are sure never forgot that he was a

son of the crusaders, or ever ceased to be loyal in his heart
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to tlie chnrch whose rights he had so often, so boldly, and
so eloquently defended ;

" the Life and Letters of Madame
Swetchine," by Count de Falloux ; a " Sister's Story,'^

"Anne Severin," and "Fleurange," by Madame Craven,
though her novels are a little too high-wrought, and border
too closely on the sentimental for our taste, yet are valuable
portions of our Catholic literature, into which they are now
incorporated. We will only add that we hope that Madame
and other Catholic novelists will remember that cousins-

german are within the prohibited degrees, and will take
care that they have the proper dispensation before marrying
them. From the German, wc can only mention " Angela"
and the " Progressionists," by Conrad von Bollanden, and
" the Old God " and " the New God," by the same author,

both of which, we believe, have been translated and pub-
lished. The last has certainly been admirably translated

by Fr. Noethen, pastor of the Church of the Holy Cross,

Albany, N. Y., and published in a style of much beauty
and elegance by Sullivan of the same city. Herr von Bol-

landen writes for the people, in a simple and homely style,

to put them on their guard against the barbarism, tyranny,
and violence of "progress," "liberalism," and "modern
enlightenment." He is a charming writer, witty, sarcastic,

but devout and full of tenderness.

Much of what is included in English and American pop-
ular literature is really produced by authors of the Irish

race. The unhappy condition of Ireland, since the apostasy

of England, has been unfavorable to the free and full devel-

opment of the Irish spirit and genius in the direction of
popular Catholic literature. The Catholic Irish have been
engaged in a life and death struggle to defend their religion

and their nationality, or race, against one of the most pow-
erful and unscrupulous of modern nations, bent on the utter

destruction of both. In their minds, as in fact, though not
in principle, the two have become identical, and Irish popu-
lar literature bears throughout traces of the double contest,

and we hardly know whether we are to place the works of
such authors as the Banim Brothers, Gerald Griffin, Thomas
D'Arcy McGee, Mrs. Sadlier, and others equally deserving
to be named at home and abroad, in the category of popu-
lar Catholic literature, or that of popular Irish national lit-

erature. In some of them the Catholic element, in others

the national or race element, predominates
; yet, be this as

it may, this class of works forms no insignificant portion of

the reading of the majority of the English-speaking Catho-
VoL. XIX—38
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lies of the British empire and of our own country. The
Irish, we need not say, are a gifted race ; and to them,
rather than to the Scotch of our day, belongs the j^erAr'yi-

<1u)ii ingenium Scotorum^ wliich centuries ago became pro-

verbial. In the changes whicli time is sure to introduce,

the Irish writers will become more distinctly Catholic, the

national question will become less and less absorbing, and
the children of the Irish race will, perhaps, furnish the

richest and purest Catholic popular literature the world has

yet known. They have all the natural genius and qualities

necessary to produce it, and will do it if they lose not their

Catholic faith. We are not among those who question the

greatness and glory of Ireland in past ages, but we believe

the greatest and purest glory of the Irish race is reserved

for the future, when their genius will pervade the whole
English-speaking world, now numbering no less than ninety

millions of the human race.

It must be evident to the most careless reader that we are

not giving even the slightest sketch of Catholic popular lit-

erature, and far less an inventory of its riches. We do not

know even the titles of a hundredth part of the works in

our own language, and far less those in French, Spanish,

Italian, and German, which deserve favorable mention. We
have only named a few works, such as we happen to be

acquainted w^th, as specimens, some of them as models, of

what we understand by Catholic popular literature, its

spirit, tone, and range. We should be glad to see the novel

less frequently resorted to, because of its fatal facility of

composition, and its inevitable tendencj^ to enfeeble the

mind both of the writer and of the reader. We should like

much to see the departments of history and biography,

especially of eminent Catholics, enlarged. Both history

and biography furnish more startling incidents, and produce

a deeper and intenser interest, than any possible work of

fiction ; and what is more to the purpose, they cannot be

]irepared and well written without labor and pains, or read

without stimulating thought, awakening noble aspirations,

or strengthening the mind and adding to its stock of knowl-

edge. It is easy to write a story which simply takes off a

vain and selfish woman, wife or mother, full of stale witti-

cisms on old bachelors and elderly spinsters, and which
rings the changes on love, courtship, and marriage

;
but

such stories, which are only idle gossip, can hardly improve,

much less edify. They are not worthy of a place in Cath-

olic popular literature.



WOMEN'S NOVELS.*

[From Brownson's Quarterly Review for July, 1875.]

In noticing " Grapes and Thorns," we feel that we must
summon up all that remains of our youthful gallantry, and
not forget for a moment that the work is written by a sen-

sitive lady. We forgot it when reviewing her " House of

York," and spoke of it in our natural voice,without softening

its tones, according to our honest judgment of its merits, as

if the author had been a hard-headed man ; and the lady's

friends set us down as a bear, and duly berated us. We
shall take good care not to get another such a berating, as

not she, but her male friends, gave us. Besides, we still re-

member the lesson read us both publicly and privately by
the irrepressible Nun of Kenmare. In tlie very first num-
ber of our revived series, we committed three mortal of-

fences : we criticised the " House of York," we failed to

praise the Nun of Kenmare, and we doubted the infallibility

of Louis Yeuillot ; and it shows an extraordinary charity on
the part of the Catholic public that we are still enabled to

make our quarterly appearance. But, though we frankly

confess our literary sins, and promise not to repeat thein—un-

less occasion offers—we are afraid that we do not very sin-

cerely repent them.
But, seriously, while we hold womanhood, as every true

man does, in profound reverence, we consider it a sad thing,

that women produce so large a share of modern popular

literature. It is to this fact, combined with that of journal-

ism, that we attribute the light and superficial, the sensa-

tional and sentimental character of the popular literature of

the day, its lack of deep and vigorous thought, its weakness,

its enervating tendency on the mind of the reader, and its

unhealthy influence on society. The authoress herself shows,

in the character of Lawrence Gerald, the injurj" it is to a

man to be the pet of the other sex, and to be formed by
feminine rather than by masculine influences. He is "a
spoiled child," weak in will, feeble in resolution, conceited,

overbearing, cruel, unfeeling, incapable of robust thought,

*Grapes and Thorns. By M. A. T., author of " The House of York,"^
" A Wiuged Word," etc. New York : 1874.
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manly action, or sustained effort. Let any one, after read-
ing a novel like the one before us, leave it and attempt to-

read a page of St. Thomas, or to make a meditation on any
one of the great mysteries of faith, and he will at once un-
derstand the damaging effect on the mind and the heart of
novel-reading or the effeminate literature of the day. It

unfits one for serious and solid study, enervates the mind,
wastes the freshness of the heart, and creates a morbid crav-

ing for excitement.

We may be very wrong, but we have not yet been able to

accept—which appears to be almost universally accepted at

present—the doctrine that ascribes all the noble qualities

and virtues of the son to the mother. In our opinion, the
paternal influence counts for something as well as the ma-
ternal in the formation of character ; and though we admit
that, as a rule, it is a far greater misfortune for very young
children to be deprived of their mother, than it is to be de-

prived of their father, yet we do not believe it is desirable,,

at least for boys, that they should be brought up exclusively

by their mothers. The faults of what we call Young Amer-
ica are in a great measure dne to maternal weakness on the

one hand, and the absence of paternal authority on the other.

Mothers, for the most part, alternate between over-indul-

gence and over-severity. When they act from their maternal
instinct, they put up with and pet their children whatever
they do ; when they attempt to act from their reason, they
pass over nothing. Most American mothers fail to govern
their children, because they fail to govern themselves. But,
aside from all this, while we hold the mother's influence

very essential, as well as her tenderness during all the early

life, we do not believe mothers are fitted to form strong and
manly characters in their sons. The mother's influence

softens, weakens, and enervates, when not tempered and
hardened by the influence of the father. Lawrence Gerald
shows that mothers, excellent Catholic mothers, too, are not

always qualified to train up their sons to be strong, energetic,

self-reliant men, able to meet the rough-and-tumble of life,

and to distinguish themselves in society as bold, honest, up-

right characters. He was idolized by his mother, who saw
no fault in him as he grew up; but he was really a lazy,

worthless scamp, and, as he himself confessed, a "gambler,

a house-breaker, a thief, a sacrilegious liar, a murderer, and
a matricide."

We acknowledge that our Puritan ancestors were too stern
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•and rigid, they knew little or nothing of the gentleness and
sweetness of tlie Gospel; but they maintained family gov-

ernment, and trained up their children to honor and obey
their parents, to be honest and upright. The sons grew up
with strong and manly characters, patterned after their

fathers, and filled wortliily their places when they were gone,

in the family, in society, in the church—such as they had
—and in the state. There is no use in denying it, private

and public virtue was the rule : men and women, with rarely

an exception, were loyal to their trusts, and could be relied

on. But in their time there was no woman-worship. The
man was the head of the woman, and the father was the

bead of the family, and was the principal in maintaining
family discipline. We have changed all that. The husband
and father, save as providing for the family expenses, counts

in the respectable classes for nothing. The mother and
daughters hold him in subjection, ruin him by their extrav-

agance, while the sons hasten rapidly to the devil. The
deification of woman in the natural order, or the institution

of woman-worship, the characteristic of American, if not of

all modern society, and to which every novelist brings an
•offering, is only the worship of lust. Lust is the god of the

modern world. For him men toil and moil, seek to be rich,

traverse sea and land, rob, steal, forge, swindle, peculate,

betray their trusts, commit all sorts of crime, and make
-earth an image of hell. Men do not worship the almighty
dollar : it is not the dollar they worship, but that which the

dollar is needed to obtain.

We yield to no one in our reverence for true womanhood,
•or in our high appreciation of woman's influence in her
place ; but we protest against woman-worship, or making
the wife the head of the family. We worship the Blessed

Yirgin, indeed, but we worship in her, not the woman, but
the mother of God ; and in the mother of God we honor
virginity and chaste maternity, spotless purity, and the

most exalted virtue. We do not deify her, regard her as a

goddess, or call her divine. Between the hype7'dulia we
render to her and the worship of woman which we con-

demn, there is no analogy, and all the difiierence there is

between heaven and hell. We honor woman as the help-

mate of man, we reverence the meek and chaste wife, the

tender and loving mother, who lives in her children, and
forgets herself in them and for them ; but we do not rever-

ence or honor woman when she forgets her womanhood.
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and usurps the prerogatives of the otlier sex, claims to be
the superior of man, and to subordinate all in society to her
tastes, inclinations, and unchastened ambition, or love of
power and display. We object to the influence of women
as creators of popular literature, because the popular litera-

ture they create tends to emasculate thought, to enervate
the mind, and to foster a weak and watery sentimentalism
or a corrupting sensationalism. They who feed on it lose

their virility, become incapable of serious and severe study,

have no relish for what is grave and profound, and must
have excitement, exciting reading, something that saves

them the labor of thinking, inflames their imaginations, or
moves their senses. This is the effect of modern literature.

It is feminine, and feeding on it renders the community
effeminate ; and, therefore, a community in which passion

predominates over reason, and whicii, consequently, is at

once weak and tyrannical. This sort of literature has a di-

rect tendency to barbarism ; for the essence of barbarism,

as distinguished from civilization, is that in it passion, sen-

timent, or emotion, uncontrolled by reason, reigns.

We have read too many novels in our day not to have
experienced their evil effects ; and we are strongly opposed
to all novels, but especially to women's novels, for the

feminine mind is constitutionally sentimental, and fond of

excitement. It should be so, to tit woman for her sphere of

duty as a wife and a mother. She needs a quick sensibility,

a ready sympathy, deep tenderness, and generous senti-

ments. These she needs, coupled with strong maternal in-

stincts, to be able to supply what is in some degree wanting
in the husband and father, who is usually of a sterner

mould. The two combined make an admirable harmony
;

but either moving alone is defective. The two together are

necessary to form a complete whole. " And God made
man to his own image and likeness ; male and female made
he them :" plainly showing that the woman complements
the man. The w^oman is not the complete man. She rep-

resents only the feminine element of human nature, not

that nature in its entirety ; consequently, the literature she

can create will represent only her own feminine characteris-

tics,and will lack the strong,masculine, vigorous, and intellect-

ual elements which belong to the head of the race. Hence,
women, unless supernaturalized as was St. Theresa or St.

Catharine, can, as authors of general literature, exert only

an effeminating influence.
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There are strong-minded women who tell us that there is

no sex in intellect. But there is certainly sex in literature.

The difference between a book written by a man and a book
written by a woman is as marked as the difference between
the conversation of a man and that of a woman. The char-
acteristics of the feminine mind tu*e stamped on every thing
a woman writes. She cannot unsex herself, if she would.
A gentleman claimed in conversation with us to be the
author of a novel published in Blackwood''s Magazine^ of
considerable merit ; we questioned his authorship on the
ground that it bore internal evidence of being written by a
woman, as we have since ascertained it actually was, namely,
by the well-known Mrs. Oliphant, the authoress of the
" Chronicles of Carlingford " and several other popular
works. It would be difficult to mistake the conversation,
on any subject, of a woman for that of a man. We do not
in this deny woman's ability, her keenness of observation,
her wit, or even her logic ; and two works written by wom-
en are reviewed and highly commended in this Revieio^

though neither of them happens to be a novel. We set our
face against all novels, especially against women's novels.

They are all bad ; and since women have taken the lead in

writing them, men, in writing novels, write as much like

women as they are able. Whether produced by men or
women, the same feminine spirit pervades nearly all our
popular literature.

Wiiat disturbs ns the most is, that even the guardians of
public morals are themselves more or less infected, and give
their imprimatur to popular novels, if they only mingle a
due amount of piety with their sentimentalism or sensation-

alism, and take care to commit no flagrant offence against

orthodox3\ Little or no account is taken of their silent and
subtile influence on the tone and temper of the mind, or its

effect in emasculating the intellect. The plea .is, that to

overcome the evil of bad novels, we must provide for the
Catholic reading public better ones. Such, we are told, are
the vicious habits and tastes of the age, that it will read lit-

tle else than novels and journals, and these of some sort it

will have : all we can do is to supply good or harmless ones
instead of those that tend to injure or corrupt the moral
sense of the community. In accordance with this policy of
compromise, even Catholics are preparing and publishing
pretty little novels ; for the little stories we write for our
children are nothing but novels, just fitted to form these
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vicious mental habits and tastes in the young generation as

soon as it can read : which seems to us the way to perpetu-

ate the evil, not to overcome it. The child fed with these

pretty little stories will, wlien grown up, crave more excit-

ing and more highly spiced stories ; such as cannot be fur-

nished by Catholics. Happily, the church does not stand

in human wisdom or human strength ; for, if she did, she
would be as powerless to train men for heaven as is any of

the Protestant sects. The natural tendency of Catholics is

to conform to the world and its ways, and, if they do not,

it is because grace restrains them.
Admitting that we must have novels, and women's novels,

too, " Grapes and Thorns " is deserving of no especial censure;

on the contrary, it is deserving of very high commendation.
Its sketches of natural scenery exhibit a poetical love of

nature and rare powers of description. Its delineation of

character is truthful, shows very careful observation of real

life, and nice discrimination. Lawrence Gerald is till the

last phase of his worthless life an ordinary character, but
truthfully drawn ; Schoninger, the Jew, is intended to be a

heroic character, but is not well sustained, and his conver-

sion is due more to his love of Ilonora Pembroke than to

Fr. Chevereuse's sermon on the Passion of our Lord, which
contained little or nothing likely to affect favorably the

mind of a Jew. Indeed we think the whole of the book
that relates to the Jew's conversion might have been profit-

ably omitted. Honora Pembroke is very proper, very good,
but not very lovable. The Mother Ferrier is admirable

;

but the really noble character of the book is her daughter
Annette, who is worth a dozen Ilonora Pembrokes. She
blunders in falling in love with Lawrence Gerald, but it is

onl}^ the common blunder of her sex, ordinarily more at-

tracted by scamps tlian by honest men.
In an artistic point of view, the story is continued long

after it is ended. It properly ends with the confession and
flight of Lawrence, undercharge of his heroic wife, and the

liberation of Schoninger falsely condemned for the murder
of Mother Chev^ereuse. Tlie conversations between the
priest and the Jew are not very interesting, at least to us,

for they do not touch the real merits of the question be-

tween the Jew and the Christian. "We are glad to learn

that Annette remains firm in her resolution to stand by
Lawrence, for it is in keeping with her noble character as a

Christian wife. We are glad to learn that Lawrence per-
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severes in his penance, and leads after his flight a true peni-

tential life. But the description is not natural, and is drawn
from books, not observation. The authoress, we regret, for-

gets to tell us what became, after the death of Lawrence, of

Annette, the only character in the book in whom we take

a deep interest. She loved not wisely, as few women do,

but her love was redeemed, elevated, consecrated by the

love of God, and the supernatural sense of duty.

Yet we have one fault, common to most women's novels,

to find with " Grapes and Thorns :" it is the immense su-

periority it ascribes, unconsciously, no doubt, to women
over men. No doubt, women novelists are sufficiently se-

vere upon their own sex, paint them as heartless, coquettish,

intriguing, artful, tyrannical, abusing power whenever they

have it, or as weak, puny, whimpering, broken-hearted

things ; but, on the other hand, their women are almost al-

ways superior to their men, have higher moral aims, a bet-

ter knowledge of life, better judgment in affairs, and more
firmness and strength of character. Our authoress sins less

in this respect than most of her sister novelists, and yet,

—

aside from the priests she introduces, and who by their

sacred profession are placed out of the account,—there is,

with the exception of the Jew, who has no particular merit,

except his excellence as a music-teacher, not a man in her
" Grapes and Thorns " from beginning to end. The women
lead in every thing ; men simply dance attendance on the

women, or lean on them for support, for advice, for direc-

tion, and for extrication from perils or difficulty. Most of

the little books designed for children are written by women,
and present us good little girls and naughty little boys ; and
we have seen even in the church, at confirmation, the girls

placed before the boys. Even public lecturers to mixed as-

semblies no longer venture to say in their address " Gen-
tlemen and Ladies," but violate propriety, and even gram-
mar, which holds the masculine the more dignified gender,

in saying " Ladies and Gentlemen." Yet who in pure Eng-
lish would say, in addressing a mixed audience, " Women
and Men " ? This all goes to show that modern literature,

even society itself, treats woman as the stronger, not as the

weaker vessel, and reverses the order of nature, which makes
the man the head of the woman, and the husband the lord

of the wife.

Now, we do not believe that this assumed superiority, un-

less in individual cases, really exists, in either an Intel-
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lectual or a moral point of view. Our reasons we shall not
inflict at length upon our readers. God made woman an
inchoate man ; and women, like children, need a master.

What woman is and what she can do when acting under tlie

direction of a husband, a father, a brother, or the priest, is

no index to what she will be or what she will do when left

to her own head, to her own guidance, without male coun-
sel or direction. The most corrupt periods of history are

precisely those in which women's influence is greatest ; and
we may say. Woe unto any age or people where the women
bear rule ! They can be liarder-hearted, more despotic, more
cruel, and less scrupulous in effecting their purposes than
men. Stepmothers bear a very different reputation from
that borne by step-fathers. Not a little of man's iniquity is

done to please his wife, or at her dictation. " The woman
thou gavest me to be my companion gave me of the tree,

and I did eat." The man is not blameless, far from it ; for

he should not have listened to his wife and abdicated his

headship. " Because thou hast hearkened to the voice of

thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree whereof I commanded
thee tliat thou shouldst not eat, cursed be the earth in thy
work ; with labor and toil shalt thou eat thereof all the days
of thy life." Under the Jewish law, which treats her with
great tenderness and respect, woman is a perpetual minor,
and is always subject to her father, her husband, or her
male relatives. This was in accordance with the law of nat-

ure, which Christianity confirms, but does not abrogate.

The authoress of "Grapes and Thorns" has not tlie least

sympathy with the woman's-rights party : she is in this re-

spect a true Catholic, as well as a true woman ; but, perhaps,

it has never occurred to her that novels, in which the men
are nobodies, and all the wisdom, virtue, intelligence, and
strength and energy of character are ascribed to the women,
are so many powerful auxiliaries to that party, and prepare
the way for its success, or at least its favorable reception by
multitudes who never think for themselves, but take their

premises from novels and journals. The woman's-rights

party is only a logical sequence of the immense intellectual

and moral superiority feminine literature ascribes to women.
M. A. T, is not a chief sinner in this respect, and it

would be diflicult to name a woman novelist freer from the

objectionable peculiarities of woman authors of fiction.

She is no mawkish sentimentalist, but has in her character

a substratum of strong common-sense. Her tone of mind
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is sound and healthy. She is not subjective, for ever dwell-

ing on her own emotions and sentiments, and treating her
readers to learned psychological analyses of her interior

state. She has so few of the characteristics of feminine
novelists, that we have heard her gravely charged by women
as wanting in feminine refinement and delicacy,—a charge
which, as far as we have been able to judge from her writ-

ings, is wholly unwarranted. She is a New-England lady,

and, we presume, of Puritan ancestry, and appears to have
been, prior to her conversion, more or less affected by the
transcendentalism so rife in Boston a few years since. We
half suspect that it was the detection, in her earlier writ-

ings, of the phrases and turns of thought peculiar to the
transcendental school, that prejudiced us for a time against

them, and made us fancy her only half converted. We
have no doubt we did her injustice, though we have no
sympathy with her admiration of the Brownings and other

pets of the literary society of " the Hub."
But to return to our subject. One of the grave objec-

tions to our women's novels in general, and which many re-

gard as a merit, is their intense subjectiveness, and their

habit of dissecting emotions and sentiments, passions and
affections. The heroine does not know whether she loves

or not, and so must go into a psychological analysis of

her sentiments and affections, and argue the question

jpn'O and con. We are entertained with long and tedious

accounts of the growth of love in the heart,—love, which,
as a sentiment, has no growth, but is born, if at all, full-

grown. Whoever loves at all—taking love as a sentiment

—

loves at first sight, and in this sense love has no historical

development, and submits to no analysis. Nothing is more
wearisome and unprofitable, to say the least, than the long-

winded details of the ever-changing emotions and varying
states or moods of the affections, or, rather, of the sensibil-

ity. Many women writers are fond of raising nice questions

in morals, and settle in a summary way the most difiicult

cases of conscience. There are no casuists equal to your
female casuists. St. Liguori were a fool to them.
One other objection, and this applies not to women's

novels only, is that of treating love as an affection of the

sensitive soul, instead of an affection of the rational soul.

Nearly all popular literature represents love as a sentiment,

and, therefore, independent of the will. There is, no doubt,

such a love, distinguishable from mere lust or sensuality,
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and rci^arded by its possessors as pure and holy ; but it is an
affection of the sensibility, and not elicitable or controllable

by the will. It is fatal ; and it is mistaking this sort of love

for that which should subsist between husband and wife,

that causes so many to look upon Christian marriage, the

only sure basis, of the family, as intolerable tyranny, a bur-

den too great to be borne. Hence comes the demand for

the liberty of divorce, and, with the more advanced party,

for free-love, the real aim of the woman's-rights move-
ment, the success of which would prove the greatest of all

curses to women.
Neither the individual nor the race is absolutely illogical,

and the gravest and most destructive errors that ever gain
currency are in some sense logical conclusions from widely
accepted premises. The horrible doctrines of the champions
of divorce and free-love are only logical conclusions from
the premises supplied by the popular novels of the day.

Make love a sentiment independent of reason and will, and
deprive marriage of the grace of the sacrament, and it may
justly be held that Christian marriage would be too oppres-

sive to be endured. The sentiments, however pure and
sweet, are little endurable, lasting rarely beyond the honey-

moon, sometimes not so long. The sentiments also border
on the senses ; and conjugal fidelity on the part of the hus-

band, and even of the wife, assailed through her sentiments

—what she mistakes for " true inwardness,"—becomes very
difficult to maintain. Considering the sort of religion,

called by some the " religion of gush," which obtains in

Plymouth Church, Brooklj'n, it would be more difficult to

believe in the innocence than in the guilt of its eloquent
pastor. This religion of gush is a very legitimate develop-

ment of the emotional side of Protestantism. Indeed,
modern literature itself is the offspring of Protestantism, or

the revolt against the church, that is to sa}^ against God

;

and it is only by a return to the church and Catholic prin-

ciples and influences, that we can overcome its evils.

It is only simple justice to our American women who write

novels, to say that they, even when non-Catholic, avoid most
of the objectionable features we have pointed out, and that

their novels are pure and healthy compared with those with
wliich English women flood our literary market. The worst
and most corrupt and corrupting literary works that circu-

late amongst us are of English origin, not of American
growth. Even the woman's-rights movement is of English,
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not American origin. Marj Wollstonecrat't and Frances

Wright were English women. American women have their

foibles, their vanities, their extravagances, but hitherto, as

a rule, they have had a due appreciation of the proper duties

and sphere of their sex, and deserve to be held in honor for

their modesty and good sense. Long may it continue to be so.

In conclusion, we repeat that we yield to no one in our
high appreciation of true womanhood. We hold, it is true,

that the woman is for the man, not the man for the woman
;

that the man is the head of the woman ; and that, while

husbands should love their wives, wives should love and
obey their husbands. We hold also that the appropriate

spheres of the sexes are di£ferent ; but we do not consider

that of woman, though different, inferior to that of man. In

her proper sphere, woman is the equal of man. Though we
do not believe every woman an angel, nor every man a devil,

or that all the virtue of society is on the part of women, any
more than all the suffering, we have no difficulty in believ-

ing that the religion and virtue of the community depend
even more on the women for their maintenance than on the

men. They are more susceptible to religious impressions

and more persevering in their resolutions. They are differ-

ent in their mental and moral characteristics from men, but

in no respect inferior, and in some respects decidedly supe-

rior. They have more quickness, more tact, and, in general,

greater executive ability. There is no better proof of a

frivolous mind and a depraved heart than the disposition to

speak disparagingly of women. The true man honors wom-
anhood ; and the worst effect of our feminine literature

and our woman's-rights movements is their tendency to de-

stroy that chivalric respect for woman native to every man
whose heart is uncorrupted.
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